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Introduction
When submitting a Local Plan for independent examination, Section 20 (3) of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act requires local planning authorities to send
(in addition to the development plan document) to the Secretary of State, such other
documents and information as prescribed.
The documents prescribed in Regulation 22 of the Town and Country Planning
(Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 are:
(a)

The Sustainability Appraisal Report;

(b)

A submission policies map if the adoption of the local plan would result in
changes to the adopted polices map;

(c)

A statement setting out:
(i)

Which bodies and persons the local planning authority invited to make
representations under regulation 18;

(ii)

How those bodies and persons were invited to make representations
under regulation 18;

(iii)

A summary of the main issues raised by the representations made
pursuant to regulation 18;

(iv)

How any representations made pursuant to regulation 18 have been
taken into account;

(v)

If representations were made pursuant to regulations 20, the number of
representations made and a summary of the main issues raised in
those representations; and

(vi)

If no representations were made in regulation 20, that no such
representations were made.

This Statement of Consultation addresses those matters set out in Regulation 22 (c).
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Consultation carried out under Regulation 18
Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England)
Regulations 2012 relates to the preparation of a local plan. When preparing a local
plan, a local planning authority must notify certain specific and general bodies or
persons as specified in the regulations of the subject of the local plan, invite
representations and take into account representations received.
The Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan has taken shape over a number of years. The initial
intention was to prepare a Core Strategy followed by other development plan
documents dealing with site allocations and development management policies.
However, the Council subsequently decided to move to the production of a single
Local Plan, combining strategic, site allocation and development management
policies into a single document. The following stages of consultation have all
informed various stages of Local Plan preparation.
Pre Issues and Options consultation
In advance of preparing the Welwyn Hatfield Core Strategy Issues and Options
Paper (2009), the council carried out pre-production consultation in line with the
Council’s Statement of Community Involvement (2007). This included a consultation
on the scoping of the Sustainability Appraisal. The Pre-production Issues and
Options Consultation Statement (2007-2008) can be read
here:http://www.welhat.gov.uk/article/4142/Pre-Issues-and-Options
The Council’s Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel (13 January 2009) were advised
that early consultation had been undertaken to ensure that interested parties have
had the opportunity to identify key issues and put forward realistic and relevant
options for consideration.
We engaged with a wide cross section of interests including residents, infrastructure
providers, businesses, developers, parish council’s, amenity groups, and the LSP.
Methods for engagement have been varied, including the use of letters, emails, one
to one meetings, workshops, and an activity stand at a local festival, a drop-in event,
focus groups, meetings and a web-based forum for part of the evidence gathering.
We also took account of relevant consultation undertaken elsewhere in the authority,
for example, consultation on the Corporate Plan or at the Landlord’s Forum.
The consultation statement sets out which specific, general and other bodies or
persons were consulted and how they were consulted.
The responses received to this consultation informed the identification of the key
issues and options for the borough, which were then set out in the Welwyn Hatfield
Core Strategy Issues and Options Paper 2009.
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Core Strategy Issues and Options Consultation - 4 March to 11 May 2009
The Core Strategy Issues and Options Paper was a comprehensive document
setting out a wide range of challenges facing the borough1. This integrated a
description of the sustainability advantages and disadvantages of the options
presented.
The Core Strategy Issues and Options Consultation Statement sets out (in Part 1)
who the Council consulted, and how bodies and persons were consulted.
Part 2 of the Consultation Statement sets out a summary of the main issues raised in
response to consultation and how these were taken into account in preparing the
Emerging Core Strategy (2012).
Our Statement of Community Involvement had identified that young people, ethnic
minorities and those living in rural areas, and in more deprived areas, were underrepresented and ‘hard to reach’. Efforts were made to ensure that our local Gypsy
and Traveller community had an opportunity to take part in consultation, and Part 3
of the Consultation Statement reports on consultation carried out with the Gypsy and
Traveller community.
The Issues and Options Consultation Statement can be found here:
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/article/763/Core-Strategy-Issues-and-Options
The main issues arising from consultation were reported to the Council’s Cabinet
Housing and Planning Panel on 14 October 2010.
Community Representatives Workshops 2010
In 2010 the council carried out a series of workshops across the borough, which
were attended by community representatives such as parish councillors, borough
councillors, county councillors and representatives of local groups and organisations.
The purpose of these events was to promote debate and receive input from local
community representatives and organisations and identify local objectives and
priorities as well as considering the borough-wide vision and objectives. Those who
attended and those who were unable to attend these events were invited to provide
post-workshop feedback. This was all summarised in a Core Strategy Community
Representatives Workshop Report, which can be found here:
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=12253&p=0
These events informed the drafting of local objectives for the borough’s parished
areas and settlements in the Emerging Core Strategy 2012 (e.g. refer to paragraphs
17.3 and 17.4 of the Emerging Core Strategy2).

1

Welwyn Hatfield Core Strategy Issues and Options Paper 2009:
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/article/763/Core-Strategy-Issues-and-Options
2 Welwyn Hatfield Emerging Core Strategy 2012:
http://consult.welhat.gov.uk/portal/planning_policy/local_plan_consultation_november_2012/ecs?point
Id=1342004935442#section-1342004935442
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Reference to the community (neighbourhood) workshops and the series of agreed
objectives for different settlements in the borough was made in the report to the
Council’s Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel on 22 October 2012 in association
with the Emerging Core Strategy.
How Many New Homes Consultation – 6 June to 18 July 2011
By this stage of plan preparation, the housing target for Welwyn Hatfield set out in
the East of England Plan had been quashed as a result of a High Court decision and
the Government had announced its intention to abolish Regional Spatial Strategies.
This left Welwyn Hatfield with no firm target with which to plan for. In light of this, the
Council carried out the ‘Core Strategy - How Many New Homes Consultation’
(otherwise known as the Housing Target consultation).
This described the key issues associated with five alternative housing targets based
on: Urban Capacity (2,925); the Interim East of England Plan Review (5,800); Long
Term trends (7,600); the quashed East of England Plan target (10,000); and Official
2008-based Household Projections (14,400). This was accompanied by a
sustainability appraisal.
The Housing Targets Statement of Consultation3 sets out who the council consulted
and how consultation was carried out. It also provide a summary of responses
received. The Statement can be found here:
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=7694&p=0
A further summary of responses (by respondent) can be found in the Housing targets
Consultation Responses report, which can be found here:
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=7695&p=0
The result of this consultation showed that residents of the borough generally
supported the lowest possible target, using available land in existing urban areas
and avoiding the loss of the Green Belt. However, this would have resulted in a
significant shortfall, not meeting the future housing needs of the borough and failing
to deliver the strategic vision for the borough. Developers/landowners on the whole,
supported the highest housing target.
Just after the end of the consultation period, the draft National Planning Policy
Framework was published (25 July 2011). The draft NPPF together with the
responses received to the consultation resulted in a re-assessment of our housing
requirement and the commissioning of further technical work, which informed the
housing target set out in the Emerging Core Strategy.
The Council’s Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel were briefed on the responses
received at a meeting on 23 May 2012.

3

Welwyn Hatfield Core Strategy ‘How Many Homes?’ consultation: http://www.welhat.gov.uk/homes
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Emerging Core Strategy - 12 November 2012 to 31 January 2013
The Emerging Core Strategy set out the long term spatial vision for the Borough and
included strategic policies and development principles required to deliver that
visions. A Sustainability Appraisal (incorporating Habitats Regulations Assessment)
was prepared and made available as a supporting document and for consultation.
Along the Emerging Core Strategy, the Council also consulted on a five other
documents:






The Land for Housing outside Urban Areas – identifying potential locations for
new housing around Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield;
The Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan – which set out what infrastructure was
required to support growth;
The Sustainability Appraisal of the Emerging Core Strategy – assessing the
potential social, economic and environmental effects that may arise from the
implementation of the Emerging Core Strategy;
The Habitats Regulation Assessment of the Emerging Core Strategy (ECS) – to
consider if the ECS was likely to have any significant effect on the integrity of any
SAC or SPA; and
A revised Statement of Community Involvement

The consultation statement for the Emerging Core Strategy and the Land for
Housing outside Urban Areas can be found here:
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=11435&p=0
This sets out who the Council consulted, how the Council consulted, a summary of
the main issues raised in responses and how these views were taken into account.
The main issues raised in responses to the Emerging Core Strategy, the Land for
Hosing outside Urban Areas, the Sustainability Appraisal, the Habitats Regulation
Assessment and the Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan were reported to the Council’s
Cabinet Housing and Planning panel on 8 August 2013.
Local Plan Consultation document - 23 January to 20 March 2015
At this stage, the Council had decided to progress with the production of a single Local
Plan (rather than a Core Strategy and other development plan documents). The council
had reviewed and updated its evidence base to take account of the latest
demographic projections, the needs of the local economy and recently published
best practice guidance. The Local Plan Consultation4 (LPC) considered proposals
for the location of new sites for housing (including pitches for Gypsy and Travellers),
employment, retail and areas to be added to the list of important open space (Urban
Open Land), and where new burial space could be provided. The document also set
out where major changes would be needed to strategic policies and a list of policies

4

http://www.welhat.gov.uk/localplanconsultation2015
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for assessing planning applications that would need to be included in the Plan. The
LPC was accompanied by a Draft Infrastructure Delivery plan and a Sustainability
Appraisal. .
The Local Plan Consultation Statement 2015 sets out who the Council consulted,
how it consulted, provides a summary of the main issues raised and describes how
views were taken into account. The Statement of Consultation can be found here:
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=11441&p=0
A summary of the main issues raised in responses to the Local Plan Consultation
Document, the Sustainability Appraisal (and the Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan)
were reported to the Council’s Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel on 24
September 2015.
Other engagement events
The Council organised and ran a number of stakeholder workshops during 2015 and
2016 on the concept of the Green Corridor and on Garden City principles for Welwyn
Garden City, the outputs of which were used to inform a number of objectives,
policies and guidance within the Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission document.
The Hatfield Visioning project - instigated by the Hatfield Renewal Partnership, of
which the Council is a member - held a number of consultation and engagement
exercises during 2015 and 2016. Many of the outputs of these exercises informed
the Hatfield section of the Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission document.
During and after the consultation for the Local Plan Consultation (LPC) 2015
document, a number of new sites were promoted and amendments made to existing
sites within the LPC 2015. The Council undertook awareness raising of these new
and amended sites, in the following ways:


Information on the new and amended sites were reported to the Council’s
Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel on 24th September 2015 and was
published on the Council’s Local Plan web pages



Two drop-in events (Hatfield on the 20th October 2015 and Welwyn Garden
City on 11th November 2015) were held where information on the new and
amended sites was made available.



Emails and the Local Plan Newsletter (October 2015) were sent to interested
parties registered on the Council’s Local Plan consultation database notifying
them of the drop-in events and the information on the Council’s website



The Press were briefed on 30th October 2015, resulting in the Welwyn Hatfield
Times running a number of articles, together with letters published in the local
press.



Coverage on local radio (Bob FM on 9 June 2016) with the broadcast of an
interview with the Executive Member for Planning

This helped to raise awareness that additional or amended sites were being
promoted for potential inclusion in the Local Plan.
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Two petitions, including one relating to one of the new sites were received.
Petitions
Between consultation on the Local Plan Consultation 2015 and the Draft Local Plan
Proposed Submission Document 2016, two petitions were received.


Symondshyde: One petition was regarding the proposed allocation of
Symondshyde SDS6 (HAT15) as a strategic development site. The petition
stated that the signatories were strongly opposed to the allocation of
Symondshyde on the basis that it would destroy the rural and historic
character of the local countryside and overload the local country lanes.
The petition had 1,202 signatories. The officers’ report to the Council’s
Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel highlighted (paragraph 3.32) that this
petition had been received. The petition organiser addressed a following
meeting of the Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel on 20th July 2016,
highlighting the strong opposition to this proposal.



Marshmoor: A petition with 51 signatories from residents of the Park Home
Estate, Welham Green was handed in at the beginning of the Cabinet
Housing and Planning Panel on 13th June 2016, with the request that it be
handed to the Planning Policy Team. The petition objected to the allocation of
the site known as SDS7 (WeG4b) for employment and residential
development in the Local Plan.
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Publication of the Local Plan – Regulation 19
Before submitting a local plan to the Secretary of State, Regulation 19 of the Town
and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 requires local
planning authorities to:
a) make a copy of each of the proposed submission documents and a statement of
the representations procedure available in accordance with regulation 35; and
(b) ensure that a statement of the representations procedure and a statement of the
fact that the proposed submission documents are available for inspection and of
the places and times at which they can be inspected, is sent to each of the
general consultation bodies and each of the specific consultation bodies invited to
make representations under regulation 18(1).
Consultation on the Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission Document 2016 (DLPPS
2016), the Draft Policies Map, the Sustainability Appraisal the Habitats Regulations
Assessment Report and the Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) 2016 took place
between 30th August 2016 and 24th October 20165.
The Statement of Representations Procedure was made available on the Council’s
website6 and was listed as a supporting document7: It was also made available at
each inspection point together with a number of other documents.
It was also sent via email or letter to the specific and general consultation bodies and
to all other interested parties on the Council’s Local Plan database, notifying them
that the Council was inviting representations (Appendix B1 and B2).
The notification letter/email and the Statement of Representations Procedure
advised that copies of the Draft local Plan, the Policies Map and other documents
would be available to view at a number of specified locations (with times) across the
borough.
In addition, consultees were advised that:
From 30th August 2016 the following documents, together with other background
documents, will be available to view and download from the council’s website:
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/localplan





Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission August 2016;
Policies Map;
Sustainability Appraisal Report;
Habitats Regulations Assessment Report;

5

http://www.welhat.gov.uk/localplan
Statement of Representations Procedure:
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=11445&p=0
7 Statement of Representations Procedure (supporting document):
http://consult.welhat.gov.uk/portal/planning_policy/local_plan_proposed_submission_august_2016/lpp
s_document?tab=files
6
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Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan;
Statement of Consultation;
Statement of Representations Procedure.

In addition to the Statement of Representations Procedure, a number of supporting
documents were also made available on the Council’s consultation portal8:

Representations pursuant to the Draft Local Plan –
Regulation 20
Regulation 22 (c) (v) of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England)
Regulations 2012 requires local planning authorities (as part of the submission of
documents and information to the Secretary of State), to submit a summary of the
main issues raised in representations pursuant to Regulation 20 together with the
number of representations made.
Regulation 20 states that any person may make representations to a local planning
authority about a local plan which the LPA proposes to submit to the Secretary of
State and that any representations must be received by the LPA by the date
specified in the statement of representations procedure.
The date specified in the Statement of Representations Procedure was:


Representations must be received during the eight week consultation period,
which commences on Tuesday 30th August and ends at 5pm on Monday 24th
October 2016.

A summary of the main issues raised in responses to the Draft local Plan Proposed
Submission 2016 were reported to the Council’s Cabinet Housing and Planning
Panel on 16 Match 2017, alongside summaries of the main issues raised in
response to the Proposed Submission Policies Map, the Sustainability Appraisal and
Habitats Regulations Assessment, and the Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan. The
report was also accompanied by a schedule of proposed minor modifications9.
This Consultation Statement set out which bodies and persons were invited to make
representations to consultation under Regulation 19 of the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012, how those bodies were
invited to make such representations, together with the Council’s response.
At this stage representations were sought as to whether the Plan is legally compliant
(how the Plan was prepared in relation to the Duty to Cooperate, and other legal and
procedural requirements), and whether the Plan is sound (in order to be found sound

Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission 2016 – Supporting documents:
http://consult.welhat.gov.uk/portal/planning_policy/local_plan_proposed_submission_august_2016/lpp
s_document?tab=files
9 Agenda and minutes of the Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel 16 March 2017:
http://democracy.welhat.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=165&MId=500&Ver=4
8
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the Plan must be positively prepared, justified, effective, and consistent with national
policy.)
Consultation on the Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission 2016
The Welwyn Hatfield Statement of Community Involvement (SCI)10, adopted 3
December 2013, sets out how the Council will involve those with an interest in the
preparation of the Local Plan, and when considering planning applications. With
regard to Local Plan preparation, the SCI explains when the Council will consult; how
the Council will consult; and who the Council will involve. The SCI sets out the
following activities relevant to the publication of the Proposed Submission version of
the Local Plan, i.e. the Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission (DLPPS) 2016:
Stage 2 – Publish Proposed Submission
The council will prepare and consult on the final draft of the plan before it is
submitted to the Secretary of State for examination. Representations submitted at
this stage are forwarded to the Planning Inspector

What
will we
do










Who
will we
consult



How
will we
consult



10





As a minimum, the council will comply with the relevant planning
regulations.
We will consult on the plan for at least six weeks. The submission
documents and other relevant documents must be available for
inspection on the website and at the council’s office and other public
inspection points.
When possible, summary documents, maps and diagrams explaining
the key issues and proposals will be published.
We will notify consultees.
The council will publicise where and when the documents may be
inspected
Make printed copies of the plan available at a reasonable charge.
Where appropriate, the council will make changes to the document
before it is submitted to the Secretary of State. All representations
received at this stage will be forwarded to the Secretary of State.
We will notify those specific, general and other Consultation bodies that
were invited to make representations at an earlier stage.
The wider community (as appropriate to the document) will also be
consulted.
We will contact everyone on our planning consultation database by
letter or email and we will use targeted measures for hard to reach
groups.
To explain the preferred plan we will use one or more of the following
methods: events, displays, exhibitions or meetings.

http://www.welhat.gov.uk/SCI
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What we did
Consistent with the Statement of Community Involvement:


The Council complied with the relevant planning regulations;



We consulted on the plan for at least six weeks (we consulted for 8 weeks);



The submission documents and other relevant documents were made
available for inspection on the website and at the council’s office and other
public inspection points;



A Summary Guide with Map and diagrams explaining the key issues and
proposals was published;



We notified consultees;



The Council publicised where and when the documents could be inspected;



The Council made printed copies of the plan available at a reasonable charge;



Where appropriate, the council has agreed minor modifications to the
document and these will be submitted to the Secretary of State; and



All duly made representations received at the Draft Local Plan Proposed
Submission stage will now be forwarded to the Secretary of State

Who we consulted
Appendix A sets out the lists of those specific and general bodies, the Duty to
Cooperate bodies, the other key stakeholders and the wider community who were
notified of the consultation of the Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission 2016 (and
associated documents) consultation event and invited to make representations.
How we consulted
A variety of consultation methods and locations for events were chosen to engage
with specific and general consultation bodies, other key stakeholders and the wider
community consistent with the Statement of Community Involvement. The approach
taken recognised that different individuals and organisations may want to be involved
in different ways.


The Draft Local Plan 2016 and all other consultation documents (together with
supporting documents) were made available on the Council’s consultation
portal11;



A notification email or letter, together with the Statement of Representations
Procedure, was sent to the several thousand interested parties registered on

11

http://consult.welhat.gov.uk/portal/planning_policy/local_plan_proposed_submission_august_2016/lpp
s_document
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the Council’s Local Plan consultation database. This included the specific and
general consultation bodies, other key stakeholders, the wider community
including residents, town/parish councils and residents groups (including
those lying just outside the borough who might consider themselves to be
affected by proposals within the borough) (Appendix B1 and B2);


The Draft Local Plan 2016 and all other consultation documents was made
available at various inspection points across the borough (Details contained in
the Statement of Representations Procedure at Appendix B1 and B2);



A series of drop-in events were held at public venues. (Details contained in
the notification email/letter at Appendix B1 and B2);
In total, six events took place – open to all interested parties, officers and
councillors were available at each to explain the plans and proposals. Across
the six events, it is estimated that approximately 700 people took the
opportunity to attend. The locations of these events were:


Hatfield (Green Lanes Primary School) - 31 August 2016;



Brookmans Park (United Reformed Church) - 6th September 2016;



Welwyn (Civic Centre) – 14 September 2016 2016;



Welwyn Garden City (Fairway Tavern) – 22 September 2016;



Cuffley (Cuffley Hall) – 30 September 2016; and



Hatfield (Birchwood Leisure Centre) – 5 October 2016.



A notice was placed in the Welwyn Hatfield Times, the Hertfordshire Mercury
and the Herts Advertiser, advertising the consultation and drop-in events
(Appendix C);



The Summer 2016 edition of the Council’s Life Magazine was delivered to
every household in the borough and contained a half page feature on the
Local Plan consultation (Appendix D);



The Draft Local Plan and all other consultation documents had coverage on
local radio (BBC Three Counties Radio on 31 August 2016) with the
broadcast of an interview with the Executive Member for Planning;



An easy to read Summary Guide was posted on the Council’s consultation
portal as a supporting document to the Draft Local Plan 201612;



Flyers were distributed to the various inspection points (Appendix E);



The consultation was publicised through the Council’s social media channels
on Facebook and Twitter. (Appendix F)

The Press were briefed at an early stage (8th June 2016), in advance of the
Council’s Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel on 13th June 2016 and the
consultation events -, resulting in the Welwyn Hatfield Times running a number of
articles, together with letters published in the local press (Appendix G);

Supporting documents – Local Plan Summary Guide 2016:
http://consult.welhat.gov.uk/portal/planning_policy/local_plan_proposed_submission_august_2016/lpp
s_document?tab=files
12
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The number of representations received
Just over 3000 representations were received on the 5 consultation documents, as
follows:


2,190 comments on the Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission
document from 1,245 individuals and organisations;



743 comments on the Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission Policies
Map from 734 individuals and organisations;



140 comments on the Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan from 59 individuals
and organisations;



41 comments on the Sustainability Appraisal and Habitat Regulations
Assessment from 20 individuals and organisations.

Many of the respondents to the Policies Map, Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan,
Sustainability Appraisal and Habitats Regulations Assessment also responded to the
main Draft Local Plan.

Summaries of the main issues raised pursuant to Reg. 20
Attached at Appendix H are the summaries of the Main Issues raised in
representations pursuant to Regulation 20 and the Council’s response. These were
considered by the Council’s Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel (CHPP) on 16
March 2017. These are ordered are follows:
Legal Compliance – Main Issues Legal Compliance Summary


Appendix H1: Main Issues Legal Compliance Summary - Summary of the
main issues, changes sought and the Council’s response.

The content of the Sustainability Appraisal and the Habitats Regulations
Assessment


Appendix H1: Summary of the main issues, changes sought and the
Council’s response relating to the content of the Sustainability Appraisal (SA)
and Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) of the Draft Local Plan.

Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission (DLPPS)


Appendix H2: DLPPS Chapters 1-6 (Introduction/The Overarching Strategy).
Summary of the main issues, changes sought and the Council’s response.



Appendix H3: DLPPS Chapters 7-13 (Topic Specific Policies). Summary of
the main issues, changes sought and the Council’s response.



Appendix H4: DLPPS Chapters 14-27 and Appendices (Settlements and
Implementation). Summary of the main issues, changes sought and the
Council’s response.
16

Proposed Submission Policies Maps (PSPM)


Appendix H5: Is the summary of the main issues, changes sought and the
Council’s response.

The decision of the Council
The Council’s Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel (CHPP) on 16 March 2017
considered the representations made pursuant to Regulation 20 and agreed to
recommend to Cabinet and Full Council that the Local Plan, Policies Map and
associated documents should be submitted with minor modifications to the Secretary
of State for public examination.
The recommendations of CHPP were considered and by Cabinet at its meeting on
4th April 2017 and by Full Council on 10th April 2017. The Council has resolved to
submit the Plan for examination.
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Appendix A – List of those notified and invited to make
representations to the Draft Local Plan Proposed
Submission 2016 and associated documents
Specific bodies notified of the 2016 consultation
Affinity Water
Arqiva Ltd
Ayot St Lawrence Parish Meeting
Ayot St Peter Parish Meeting
Bayford Parish Council
Brickendon Liberty Parish Council
Broxbourne Borough Council
BT Openreach
Cable & Wireless UK
Codicote Parish Council
Colney Heath Parish Council
Datchworth Parish Council
East Hertfordshire District Council
English Heritage
Environment Agency
Essendon Parish Council
Everything Everywhere Ltd
Hatfield Town Council
Hertfordshire County Council
Hertingfordbury Parish Council
Hertsmere Borough Council
Hutchison 3G UK Limited
Kimpton Parish Council
Knebworth Parish Council
Little Berkhamsted Parish Council
London Borough of Enfield
Mayor for London
Mobile Operators Association
National Grid
Natural England
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Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd
NHS East and North Hertfordshire CCG
NHS Hertfordshire
Northaw and Cuffley Parish Council
North Hertfordshire District Council
North Mymms Parish Council
Orange Personal Communication Services Ltd
Police and Crime Commissioner for Hertfordshire
Sandridge Parish Council
South Mimms Parish Council
St Albans City and District Council
Stevenage Borough Council
Telefonica UK Limited
Tewin Parish Council
Thames Water Property
Thames Water Utilities Ltd
The Coal Authority
Three Rivers District Council
UK Power Networks
Virgin Media Limited
Vodafone Limited
Welwyn Parish Council
Wheathampstead Parish Council
Woolmer Green Parish Council
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Duty to Cooperate bodies notified of the 2016 consultation
Broxbourne Borough Council
Civil Aviation Authority
Dacorum Borough Council
East Hertfordshire District Council
English Heritage
Environment Agency
Epping Forest District Council
Hertfordshire County Council
Hertfordshire Local Enterprise Partnership
Hertfordshire Local Nature Partnership
Hertsmere Borough Council
Highway Authority
Highways Agency
Homes and Communities Agency
London Borough of Enfield
Mayor for London
Natural England
NHS East and North Hertfordshire CCG
NHS Hertfordshire
North Hertfordshire District Council
St Albans City and District Council
Stevenage Borough Council
The London Borough of Barnet
The Office of Rail Regulation
Three Rivers District Council
Transport for London
Watford Borough Council
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General Bodies notified of the 2016 consultation
Adventist Community Church
Advisory Council for the Education of Romany and other Travellers (ACERT)
Baha'is of Welwyn Garden City
Baptist Fellowship
Bethesda Christian Fellowship
Birchwood Methodist Church
Brookmans Park United Reformed Church
Catholic Diocese of Westminster
Catholic Women's League
Christ Church (United Reformed)
Christchurch Baptist
Church of England Diocese of St Albans
City Church Hatfield
Digswell Village Church
Digswell W I
East of England Local Government Association
Essendon W I
Evangelical Baptist Church
Federation of Small Businesses
First Church of Christian Scientist
Fountain of Life Church
Friends Meeting House
Gypsy & Traveller Empowerment
Handside W I
Hatfield Townswomans Guild
Hertfordshire Action on Disability
Hertfordshire Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Hertfordshire Society for the Blind
Herts International Church
Hornbeams Society
Howlands Baptist Church
Impact Christian Centre
Irish Traveller Movement in Britain
Jehovah's Witnesses
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Kaleidoscope Enterprise Ltd
Kingdom Light Centre
Life Church
London Gypsy and Traveller Unit
Ludwick Way Methodist Church
Mardley Heath W I
MENTER (East of England Black and Minority Ethnic Network)
Northaw W I
Oxlease Methodist Church
Panshanger Church
Roe Green W I
Romany Institute
Rotary Club of Brookmans Park
Rotary Club of Hatfield
Salvation Army
Showmens Guild of Great Britain
St Johns Church, Hilltop
The Ayots and Welwyn W I
The Traveller Movement
The Twelve Apostles Church
Vineyard Barn Methodist Church
Welwyn Garden City Spiritualist Church
Welwyn Evangelical Church
Welwyn Garden City Free Church
Welwyn Garden City Hebrew Congregation
Welwyn Hatfield (Community & Voluntary Services)
Welwyn Hatfield Access Group
Welwyn Hatfield Chamber of Commerce
Welwyn Hatfield Interfaith Group
Welwyn Hatfield Islamic Society
Welwyn Hatfield Polish Forum
WGC Central Congregation of Jehovah's Witnesses
WGC Rotary Club & Anglican Churches
Woodhall Lane United Reformed Church
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Other Key Stakeholders notified of the 2016 consultation
11th Welwyn Garden City Scout Group
Affinity Sutton
Age Concern Hertfordshire
AIM Securities Ltd/CEMex & Gascoyne Cecil Estates
Aldwyck Housing Association
ALPS Group
Ancient Monuments Society
Arlington Property Development
Arriva The Shires and Essex
Ayot St Lawrence Society
Barton Willmore
Bayard Developments Ltd
Bellway
Bidwells
Birchwood Residents Association
BNP Paribas Real Estate
Boon Brown Architects
Bovis Homes Ltd Central Region
Breaks Manor Youth
Bride Hall Holdings Ltd
British Gas Properties
British Horse Society
British Telecommmunications Property
Brocket Estate
Brocket Trustees
Brookmans Park Golf club
Brookmans Park Residents Association
Built Environment Advisory and Management Service (BEAMS)
Burnett Planning & Development
Burycroft Residents
Caravan Club
CBRE Investors
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Cemex and A1M Securities
Chase Green Developments
Chris Thomas Ltd.
Circle Anglia
Coleman Properties Ltd
Commonswood Nature Watch
Costco Wholesale UK Ltd
Countryside Development Agency
Countryside Management Service
CPRE Hertfordshire
Croudace Homes
Danesbury Residents Association
David Lock Associates
Development Project Manager
Digswell Lake Society
Digswell Residents Association
DLA Town Planning
East and North Herts NHS Trust
East Coast
Ellenbrook Residents Association
English Golf Union
Environment Agency
Epping Forest District Council
Fairview New Homes Ltd
Faulkners O.B.O. Mr D Thomas
Fields In Trust
Finesse Leisure Partnership
Fire Rescue Service
First Capital Connect
Forestry Commission
Garden History Society
Garden Village Preservation Society
Gascoyne Cecil Estates
George Wimpey North Thames
Georgian Group
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Gerald Eve
Girlguiding Guessens
Gobions Woodland Trust
Green Lanes Primary School and Governing Body
Groundwork Hertfordshire
Guido & CO
Guinness Trust
Hammersmatch Properties Ltd.
Hastoe Housing Association
Hatfield Association of Rail Travellers
Hatfield Town FC
Health and Community Services
Health and Safety Executive
Hertfordshire Association of Parish and Town Councils
Hertfordshire Biological Records Centre
Hertfordshire Constabulary
Hertfordshire Forward
Hertfordshire Gardens Trust
Herts & Middlesex Wildlife Trust
Herts Bus and Coach Operators Association
Hives Planning
Home Builders Federation Ltd
Home Group
Homes and Communities Agency
Hubert C Leach Ltd (Leach Homes)
Indigo Planning Ltd
J I Thomas & Son
James Crawford Trust
Jane Orsborn Associates
JB Planning Associates Ltd
JJ Property LLP
Keymer Cavendish Development Consultants
Knebworth Estates
Lafarge Aggregates
Landform Development Ltd
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Landform Estates Ltd
Lands Improvement Holdings Plc
LaSalle Investment Management
Lawn Tennis Association
LIDL UK Gmbh
Light Aircraft Association
Linden Homes (Chiltern) Ltd.
Living Villages
London Green Belt Council
London Luton Airport Operations Ltd
Longcroft Allotment Association
Ludwick Family Centre Management Committee
Maddox & Associates
Mariposa Investments Limited
Marrons
Marshmoor Consortium
Martin Grant Homes
Metropolis Planning and Design LLP
Metropolitan Housing Group
Metropolitan Housing Trust
Mid Valley Residents Association
Mid-Herts Footpaths Society
Monks Walk School Friday Evening Swimming Club
Moult Walker Chartered Surveyors
Mr R E Whitten
Nathaniel Lichfield and Partners Ltd
Network Rail
Newgate Street Village Hall Committee
NFU East Anglia Region
North Mymms Action Group
North Mymms District Green Belt Society
North Mymms Parish Plan Committee
Northaw & Cuffley Residents Association
Nursery Gardens Management Company (Welwyn)
Oaklands Association
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Oaklands College
Optimis Consulting Ltd
P T P Architects
Panshanger Considerate Flying Group
Paradigm Housing Group
Pegasus Planning Group
Persimmon Homes
Persimmon Homes (Essex) Ltd
Ponsbourne Tennis Club Park
Post Office Property Holdings
Potters Bar Society
Queenswood School
RAF Air Cadets at Haileybury
Ramblers Association
Robin Bretherick Associates
Roe Green Area Residents Association
RSPB
Ryde Residents Association
Sea Cadets Corps
Skills Funding Agency
Smallford Residents Association
Spen Hill Developments Ltd
Spenhill Regeneration Ltd
Sport England
Sport Hatfield
St Albans Civic Society
St Johns Youth & Community Centre
St Michael's School
Stanborough School
Stewart Ross Associates
Strutt and Parker LLP
Sycamore Avenue Residents Association
Taylor Wimpey
TCPA
Telefonica UK Limited
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Terence O'Rourke
Terrace Hill Group Plc
Tetlow King
Thames Water Property
The Avenue Road Association
The Essendon Society
The London Borough of Barnet
The Places for People Group
The Planning Bureau Ltd (McCarthy and Stone Retirement Lifestyles ltd)
The Residents Association of Welwyn Heath
The Royal Veterinary College
The Sylvia Adams Charitable Trust
The Tewin Society
The Theatres Trust
The Welwyn Garden City Heritage Trust
The Woodland Trust
Together Centre
Turley Associates
Turnberry Consulting Ltd
Twentieth Century Society
University of Hertfordshire
Uno
Victorian Society
Waitrose Limited
Welham Green Rail Users Group
Welwyn & District Local History Society
Welwyn Archaeological Society
Welwyn Community Housing Trust
Welwyn Garden City & District Scout Council
Welwyn Garden City Band
Welwyn Garden City Housing Association
Welwyn Garden City Society
Welwyn Garden Estates Ltd.
Welwyn Hatfield Alliance
Welwyn Hatfield Conservatives
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Welwyn Hatfield Cycling Forum
Welwyn Hatfield Liberal Democrats
Welwyn Hatfield National Trust Association
Welwyn Hatfield Tenants Panel
Welwyn Hatfield YMCA
Welwyn Planning & Amenity Group
Welwyn Rail Users Group
Westfield Residents Association
WM Morrison Supermarket PLC
YMCA

Government Departments:
Defence Estates Operations North
DEFRA
Department for Culture, Media and Sport
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
Department for Transport
Department of Business, Innovation and Skills
Department of Energy and Climate Change
The Department for Education
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Wider Community notified of the 2016 consultation
Alan Randle & Co. Randle A
Mr

Grist

Land Securities Land
Securities

Aldi Stores Limited Ward
Adam Mr

Crane & Staples

Lessiter's Ltd Luder Peter
Mr

Andrew Ward Estate Agents

Cresthaven Developments
Ltd Poole Simon Mr

Lidl Uk Gmbh Goodson
Barry Mr

Arqiva Ltd Waugh Matthew
Mr

Danesbury Residents'
Association Branchflower
Peter Mr

LIDL UK Gmbh Adair Kieren
Mr

Asda Stores Ltd Taylor
Jenny Ms

de Havilland Support Ltd
Miller Mark Dr

Auckland Estates

Duncan Perry Estate Agents

Lochinver House School
Marlow Nicola

Bairstow Eves Countryside

Dutch Nursery Winter
Lawrie Mr

Mail On Sunday Rand Clare

Andrew Ward Estate Agents

Batesons Consulting Treble
Sarah Ms

Little Heath Action Group
Polledri Simon Mr

Martin & Co Dooley Stephen
Mr

Betteridges

Ellenbrook Area Residents
Association Nissen Sally
Mrs

Bidwells Butler Richard Mr

Ewart Price Solicitors

Mather Marshall Ltd

Blavo & Co. Solicitors

Excel Real Estates

Boxter Webbe

Fine & Country Brookmans
Park

McMullen and Sons Ltd
Newbury Andrew Mr

BRE Global Howard Steve
Mr
Bretherton Law
Brookmans Park Golf Club
Youngman Roger Mr
CALA Group Limited
McCann Paul Mr
Campaign for Real Ale Cain
Claire Ms

Friends of the Mimram
Cheek David Mr
General Aviation Awareness
Council Slater Stephen Mr
George Wimpey North
Thames Sir / Madam
Green Park Land Company
Ltd Cutler Richard Mr

Cawdor Stone Group Ltd
Campbell Colin Mr
Chas Storer & P. Norbury
Madam

Greene King Cox Matthew
Mr

Christopher Wharton
Goldsmith Ltd Wharton
Christopher Mr

Haart

Computacenter UK Ltd
Graham Kevin Mr

Hatfield against Incineration
Roe Catherine Ms
Herts & Middlesex Wildlife
Trust Carter Odette Miss

Connells
Hobdays
Goodman
Judkins Solicitors
Country Properties Linda
Payne & Zoe

LAA Riley Chris Doctor

Mather Marshall

Michael Olive Architects
Olive Michael Mr
Mid Herts Footpath Society
Stokes Brian Mr
Minmere Farm Partnership
Vacher Peter Mr
Morgan-Smith Electronics
Morgan-Smith Peter Mr
Nursery Gardens
Management Company
(Welwyn) Adams
Christopher Mr
Outdoor Advertising
Association Thomas Chris
Mr
P & A Lee Property
Investments (Howardsgate
& Wigmores North) Lee
Peter Mr
Panshanger Airfield
Preservation Association
Lawson Andy Mr
panshangerpeople allman
Photiades
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Pike Estate Agents Pike
Alan Mr

WM Morrison Supermarket
PLC W M Morrison

Stevenson John and Gill Mr
and Mrs

Planeshare.me Bell John Mr

Coe Stuart Mr

Stevens Tony Mr

Pukkahouse Property

Robinson-Dean Emily Mrs

Sinclair & Sons RF

Putterills of Hertfordshire

Burrows Stuart Mr

Stevens Lisa

Putterills of Hertfordshire

Harflett Claudia

Steele Joanne Mrs

RA Savage & Co Solicitors

Elliott Sam Mr

Sprowson Susan Mrs

Raine & Co

Lawrence Brenda Mrs

Spencer Yolanta

Rampdales Coates John Mr

Ramsden-Hare Bo Mr

Slater Linda Ms

Ratcliff Palfinger Ltd Ivinson
Mark Mr

Morris Orlando Mr

Simon-Lewis Richard Mr

Morris Jenneke Mrs

Simon Richard Mr

Wright Sharon Miss

Simon T Mr

Roadfern Ltd Filosof Avi Mr
SA Law

Wright Paul Mr

Sillis Malcolm Mr

Say No To Sprawl Petition
Cowan Malcolm Mr

Winch Tara Mrs

St. George Accommodation
Co

Wilson Brian and
MargaretMr and Mrs

Shipperlee David and Janet
Mr and Mrs

Stantons

Willis Alistair Mr

Sheedy S and K Mr and Mrs

Suburbia Lettings

Shadbolt Paula and Philip
Mr and Mrs

Schia Anthony Mr

Sustainable Development
Solutions Ltd

Hammond Karen

Taylor Walton

Duffy Christeen Mrs

Tesco Stores Ltd Tesco
Stores Ltd

Willis Doreen

The Howard Centre Haynes
Paul Mr

Whitworth Pamela Mrs

The Thatching & Building
Company Lewis Catherine
Tuan Engineering Findlay
Brett Mr
Turbocentre Grint Simon Mr
Versaperm Limited Roberts
Christopher Mr
Waitrose Limited Waitrose
Ltd
Welham Estates
William H. Brown
WM Morrison Supermarket
PLC WM Morrison
Supermarkets PLC

Clark Mark Mr

West Brenda
Webb Dawn Mrs

Sheridan Jane

Savva Maria
Rowell Susan Mrs
Rowell Andrew Mr
Rosser Hilary
Roser Pat
Roake Peter Mr
Rider Michael Mr

Wasnock Steve Mr

Read Christopher and
Christine Mr and Mrs

Warden Daniel Mr

Quy Christine Mrs

Scott Rachel

Poulton Wendy Mrs

Simon Stephen Mr

Penny Michael Mr

Thorne Peter and Angela Mr
and Mrs

Pearce James Mr

Thomas Tracey
Taylor Nigel Mr
Staniforth Shirley
Swallow John and Linda Mr
and Mrs

Parry Hugh Mr
Parry Brenda
Panayiotou Kyriacos Mr
Page Leslie
Oxlade Susan Miss
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Molnar Zoltan Mr

Kemp Edna Mrs

Elves R & B Mr and Mrs

Negus Gordon and Maureen
Mr and Mrs

Jolly Hattie

Elliot Maria

Keeling-Taylor Wendy

Earle Martin Mr

Jones Viv

Day Peter Mr

Johnson Clive Mr

Doyne Mr and Mrs

Jacobsen Anders

Donatantonio Sara

Huwen Sharon Ms

Dell Jennifer Mrs

Hornsey Rhianna Ms

Connor Victoria Miss

Hone Martin Mr

Davies Neil Mr

Holt Lucy Ms

Dakin Paul Mr
Dakin Jean

Munns Don Mr

Hobday David and Gabrielle
Mr and Mrs

Moore Jane Mrs

Nikou-Ridler Mina

Curtis Len and Alwine Mr
and Mrs

Moore David Mr

Henderson Ruth Dr

Crick Jane

Moore David Mr

Haylock Mavis Ms

Crampton Jill

Moir Kevin Mr

Hawkins Jenny Miss

Cornwell Kelly

Metson David and Christine
Mr and Mrs

Harvey Steve Mr

Cornish Barbara

Haley Peter and Jayne Mr
and Mrs Greve Mr and Mrs

Constantinou Paula

Nicholls Robert Mr
Nicholls David Mr
Nicholls Ann
Nee Kevin Mr
Nee Denise
Nee Alex Mr
Murr Roger Mr
Munt Jean Mrs

Mather Joy Ms
Martin Carol and Jeff Mr and
Mrs
Mackness Janet Mrs
Mackness Anthony Mr
Lusardi Noreen Ms
Luke Ian Mr

Grayston Penny Mrs
Gray Damon Mr
Graham Frances
Goodwin Mr and Mrs
Gleeson Sula Ms
Gale Sharon Mrs

Long Karen and Peter Mr
and Mrs

Gale Lily Miss

Lewis Joanne

Gale Jason Mr

Lever Mark Mr

Gale Jasmine Miss

Flin Emma and David Mr &
Mrs

Evangelou Rosie Mrs
Formoso Tony Mr

Coe David Mr
Cloete Gordon Mr
Cloete Carolyn
Clermont Shirley Ms
Clermont Diane Miss
Churchman Karin Ms
Churchman Derek Mr
Chambers Lesley Mrs
Bhattacharya Susan Ms
Bodek Richard Mr
Becker Daniel Mr

Leng James Mr

Firth Simon Mr

Bennett Horatio and Julie
Mr and Mrs

Kyriacou Natalie Ms

Fickling Lee Mr

Becker Gay

Kulakowski R and K Mr and
Mrs

Farson Paula Ms

Beck Valerie

Farsiani Fereidoun Mr

Beck Georgina Ms

Farndale Martin Mr

Alderton Norman Mr

Elwin Gareth Mr

Ahmet Tijen Mrs

Knowles Joanne Ms
King Mason Mr
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Abrahams Carol
Gandecha Shirish Mr

Harvey Martin and Christine
Mr and Mrs

Smith Angela
McNaughton Brant Mr

Boyle Victor Mr

Cropp Alan and Lorna Mr
and Mrs

Barr Chris Mr

McBean Sally Mrs

Olseen Alan Mr

Morris S Mr

Cummings Debra Mrs

Wade Jon Mr

Boyd Ratcliff George Mr

Parr Claire Mrs

Brady Simon Mr

Day Thomas Mr

Parr Derek Mr

Nice Susan Mrs

Shah Sheetal Mrs

Goff Stanley Mr

Pearce Eileen Mrs

Asplin Timothy Mr

Cox Janice Mrs

Worrall Brian Mr

Morris Ed Mr

Slade Peter Mr

Wynn

Bowden John Mr

Clark Tippy Mrs

Carnell Dawn Dr

Neatham Anne Marie Mrs

Cole Angela Mrs

Burrows Andy Mr

Bell Sue Mrs

Murphy Albert Mr

King David Mr

Rose Kristian Mr

Clark Gill Mrs

Toolan Vicky Mr

Webber George Mr

Wood Bernadette
Hammerson Mrs

Petrus

Ballard Mark Mr

Morgan-Smith Peter Mr

Collins Dan Mr

Wilson Maurice Mr

Papworth R Mr

Lester Martin Mr

Roberts Dunstan Dr

Willingham Denise Mrs

Czerkas Maja Mrs

Galloway Michelle

Rowe Geoffrey Mr

Hamilton Mayer Adrian Mr

Willis Brett Mr

Dandrea Renzo Mr

Cook Peter Mr

Searle Michael Mr

Johnson Melanie Mrs

Green Malcolm Mr

Carr Adrian Mr

Olseen Jacqueline M Mrs

Frith Ted Mr

Rice Nicola Mrs.

Rowe Elizabeth Mrs

Hyde John Mr

Zokshe Sam Mr

Byres Catriona Ms

Prosser Chris Mr

Cawthron Ian Mr

Lake Richard Mr

Gammidge John Mr

Kidd Laura Miss

Leaver Ita Mrs

Labiak Peter Mr

Scott M Mr

Lees Moira Mr

Gardner Ms

Hewett Andrew Mr

Costa Amilios Mr

Packer Joan Mrs

Whitaker Richard Mr

Billows Melanie Mrs

Goudie Julia Mrs
Goudie John Mr
Batter Carole Mrs
Boast Catherine Mrs
Robinson Peter Mr
Prest Kate Mrs
Snowden June Mrs
Priday Raelene J Mrs
Harrison Louise Mrs
Franklin Christine Mrs
Charlish Barbara Mrs
Allcott Joy Mrs
Roberts E Mr
Gilbert Lesley Mrs
Brewer Ray Mr
Reeve Marjorie Mrs
O'keefe Lauren Miss
Levene Mark Mr
Slough Vivian Mrs
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Houston Jacquie Ms.

Gebka Jenny Mrs

Clifton Gavin Mr

Legge Robert Mr

Saggers Melissa Miss

Daly Michael Mr

Vale Brenda Mrs

Collins Glenn Mr

May Jon Mr

Nichol Scott Mr

Smith Rob Mr

Hughes Stan Mr

Brosnan H Mr

Calver Stephen Mr

Penn Michelle Mrs

Bedford N Mr

Towell John Mr

Cracknell Mrs

Collins D Mr

Bailey John Mr

Schofield Josephine Ms

McColl Sheena Ms

Coffer Helen Mrs

Selwyn Tracey Mrs

Pocock C Mr

Sharp Geoffrey Mr

Wakeford Mark Mr

Rice Douglas Mr

Howe Simon Mr

Walton Kevin Mr

Belmont Ryan Mr

Lovatt Patricia Mrs

Fotherby Tom Mr

Canales Rusca Sebastian
Mr

Cunningham Vincent Mr

Fotherby Chloe-Anne Mrs

Goodale John Mr

Gray David Mr

Briggs Roy Mr

Newman Gavin Mr

Carter David Mr

Heywood Nicholas Mr

Skingsley Christopher Mr

Murdock Janice Mrs

Allgood Jon Mr

Hart Jeremy Mr

Briggs Christopher Mr

Scott Jonathan Mr

Burke Ricky Mr

Greenhill Robert Mr

Worth David Mr

Penn

Lees Gordon Mr

Small Adrian Mr

Knott Paul Mr

Newton-McDonald A Mrs

Asplin Alison Mrs

Podmore Helen Mrs

Smith David Mr

Parsons David Dr

Strachan Robert Mr

Shabetai Miriam Miss

Kynsey Peter Mr

Anthony Mark Mr

Glenister Shelagh Mrs

Hodgson Nicola Miss

Worsley David Mr

Lovatt Sidney Mr

King Helen Mrs

Singleton David Mr

Frost Michael Dr

Taha Sonia Mrs

Shack Neville Mr

Mower Victor Mr

King Julian Mr

Murdock Paul Mr

Doherty Jessica Mrs

Perkins Geoff miss

Clarke Marcus Mr

Johnson Claire Mrs

Lyon Alastair Mr

Virtue Maria Mrs

Hawkins Frank Mr
Pavitt Roger Mr
Grimwood Nicola Mrs
Pirkl Jaroslav Mr
Tilley Nick Mr
King Annie Mrs
Berry Michele Mrs
Willis David Mr
Lambert Matthew Mr
Parker Melanie Mrs
Wright Alan Mr
Pearce Emma Ms
Vale Robert Mr
Taylor David Mr
Turker Ali Mr
Brockman Cathy Mrs
Smith Alision Mrs
Worby Sal Miss
Monawer Vikas Mr
Davies Neil Mr
Smith Ian Mr
Wyles Gordon Mr
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Hayes Janet Ms

Tyrrell Hilary Dr

Vincent Alison Miss

Nall-Cain Sarah-Jane Mrs

Horton Stephanie Mrs

Ord Stuart Mr

Crevel Rene

Miller M Miss

Morley Mavis Mrs

Rix Matthew Mr

Munro Robert Mr

Weeks Barbara Miss

Rix Susan Mrs

Dibley Hugh Mr

Morgan

Beck Peter Mr

Hodgkinson Richard Mr

Spender Gary Mr

Watts MBE Barry Mr

Reid Hugh Dr

Howe Gill Mrs

Walker Richard Mr

Everett David Mr

Redden Mark Mr

Ellis Carol Mrs

Dr. Anthony Maxwell
Anthony Dr

Wright Martin Mr

Johns Robert Mr

Barrow Sue Ms

Leusby Martin Mr

Grigg Elizabeth Mrs

Pearce-Westrop Joanne
Mrs

Wilson Chris Mr

Day Martin Mr
Jolly Ravi Mr
Ward William Mr
arnold josephine mrs

Wenham Richard Mr

bruce ian mr

Sherriff Christopher Mr

Stichbury Rob Mr

Gardner Celia Mrs

Fuller Bob Mr

Lee-Bapty Martin Mr

Adams Christopher Mr

Dilley Tracey Miss

Pinfold Gillian Mrs

Sharp Chris Mr

Ross

West Anthony Mr

Gold Malcolm Mr

Burnham Matthew

Giffould Jane Ms

Thomas

Temple David Mr

Harden Susan Mrs

Bunting Mike Mr

Pankhurst Robert Dr

O'Reilly Joe Mr

Seagrave Daniel Mr

Reed S. Mr

GRIFFITHS BEN MR

Illman Tamsyn Ms

Smith Phil

Black Stuart Mr

Harvey Trevor Mr

Coleman Phillip Mr

McAllister Jacinta Ms

La Vecchia Luigi Mr

Armstrong Erica Mrs

Bunting T Mrs

Ellis Bryan Professor

Farmer Edward Mr

Gregory Derek Mr

Mills Ian Mr

Brennan Julia Mrs

Corsale G Mr

Strickland Claire Mrs

Elliott stephen Mr

Mortimer Alan Mr

Ainsworth Rose Ms

Gladwin Thomas Mr

Young Diane Ms

Lipman James Mr

Skeggs John Mr

Taylor Hillary Ms

Allam Jamie Mrs

Blackwell Joyce Mrs

Read H Mr

Allam Jamie Mr

Roberts Francis Mr

Pattison Dudley Mr

Argyle Richard Mr

Fuller Susan Mrs

Gallagher Katie Mrs

Coburn Mr

Harden Anthony Mr

Mulvihill Sean Mr

McDonnell John Mr

Openshaw Steven Mr
Barnes Ashley Mr
Salmon John and Trisha Mr
& Mrs
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Stenson Roger Mr

Webb Bev Dr

Bresgall Melanie Miss

Brittain

Fell Max Mr

Brown Richard Mr

Hampson Gavin Mr

Walton Kevin Mr

Aylwin Mark Mr

Teo Ian Dr

Northen Richard Mr

Dean Rod Mr

Lyell James Mr

Ellis Mike Mr

McConnell Trevor Mr

Curwen John Mr

Nixon Anne Mrs

Futter David Mr

Farsiani Angela Mrs

herring gregory mr

Mills Roger Mr

Miles Trevor Mr

Malcolm Davina Mrs

Stables Graham Dr

Bowron Frank Mr.

Kimbell Roger Mr

Goodship Dawn Mrs

Campbell-Platt Chryso Mrs

Masters James Mr

Ford Fiona Mrs

Russell Michael Mr

ROGERS GREGG MR

James Jeffrey MR

Britten Mr

Sherriff Amanda Mrs

Rees Colin Mr

King Andrew Mr

LUCK STEVE Mr

Bull David Mr

Saville Martin Mr

Tuson Kenneth Mr

Allen David Mr

Biddy M Mr

Scarlett Susan Mrs

Bertram Karen Miss

Burn Daniel Mr

Cox John Mr

Dench Tim Mr

Linford Paul Mr

Coker Athur John Mr

Hamilton James mr

Batey Robert Mr

Shah Samir Mr

Habershon David Mr

McArdle c mrs

Burden D Mr

WALMSLEY ROBERT mr

Walker Hannah Miss

Pearce Sean Mr

Hayward Gordon Mr

Newman Sally Mrs

Rix Stephen Mr

Ascher Shirley Ms

Selwyn Peter Mr

Young J

Watson Kathleen Mrs

Wilde Shane Dr

Shone Natasha Ms

Leaver Thomas Mr

Cave Michael Mr

Burden David Mr

Buchanan Kenneth Mr

Hillier Ian Mr

Thomason Allan Mr

Pitchforth Ray Mr

Hathaway Neil Mr

Ford Andrew Mr

Shearburn Simon Mr

Braithwaite Ian Mr

Evenett Paul Mr

hudson sarah Miss

Scarlett Robert Mr

Gregory Thomson Gregory
Thomson Mr

Wade Gary Mr

Howard Ian Mr

Dawson A Mr

Jones Penny Mrs

Wilson Mark Mr

Bulley Paul Mr

Beadle Trevor Mr

Whitworth Tony Mr

Carlisle-Dodd Jeffery
Captain

Yarnold Tony Mr

Jupp G Mr

Bell J R Mr
Crook Dorian Mr

Dehnel Ann Ms
Ellis Peter Mr
Brandt Andrew Mr
Grace John
Wald Richard Mr
Rooney Jeff Mr
Cripps Andrew Dr
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Dick Nigel Mr

Printie Laurence Mr

Loveday Trevor Mr

Soane Mavis Mrs

Vizoso Felipe Mr

Best Bill Mr

Yeoman Moyra Mrs

Goodwins Alex Mr

Cooper Tim Mr

Verrall Nick Mr

Wells Edward Mr

Gurling Bryan Mr

Cotterill Peter Mr

Cantel Zain Mr

Tucker Samuel Mr

Smith Brian Mr

Mackay Timothy Mr

Pead Ray Mr

Jestico Tom Mr

Fignon Domenico Mr

Watson Martin Mr

Parkes Gavin Mr

Wiffen John Dr

Bailey Eric Mr

Hayton Edwin Mr

Thomson Cameron Mr

Pegram Jim Mr

Pirvu Radu Miss

Cromati Michael Mr

Dann Pam Mrs

Cameron Duncan Mr

Wright Nick Mr

Taylor Andrew Mr

Ciortan Radu Mr

Maxwell Neil Mr

Norris John Mr

Puddifoot Graham Mr

Price Annette Mr

Spink James Mr

Davies Francis Mr

Jacobs Nick Mr

Reading Peter Mr

Rowe Dave Mr

Ward Alan Mr

Currer Paul Mr

Vaughan Tim Mr

Scott John Dr

Pearson Roger Mr

MacGinnis John Dr

Smith Chris Mr

Rowland David Mr

Sheehy Mr

Parsons Darren Mr

Henshall David Mr

Coventry Graham Mr

Turner Chris Mr

Pateman Christopher Mr

Murphy Pauli Mr

Wood Michael MR

Brand Peter Mr

Heath Mr

Hampton Simon Mr

Fitch Christopher Mr

Thompson Michael Mr

Keighley Robert Mr

Weetman Eric Mr

Hayes Katy Mrs

Ellard John Mr

Skoyles Colin Mr

De Jongh Nick Mr

BALDRY DENNIS MR

Turner Mark Mr

Allen Michael Mr

Dunnet Jeremy Mr

Goodman Mike Mr

Jackson Trevor Mr

Warriner Richard Mr

Griffin D

Goodsell Leigh Mr

Milkov Georgi Mr

Pedley David Mr

Poulter Gordon Mr

Beer Susan

Susans Brian Mr

Thompson Adrian Captain

Lober Terence Dr

Gay Mike Mr

Hill Trevor Mr

Dale Tom Mr

Slater Ian Mr

Toolan Vicky Mrs

Dolan John

Dovey MG Mr

Robson Graham Mr

Butler R L S Mr

Gill Arthur Mr

Shone Richard Mr

Anderson Carol Miss

Steer Peter Mr

Gandy Paul Mr

Bewick Donald Mr

Corrin Alan Mr

Hughes Shirley Mrs

McDowell Symon Mr

Stringer Gordon Samuel Mr
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Stavrou Dino Mr

Brown Geoffrey Mr

Jalowiecki Ian Dr

Francis Michael Mr

Buckley Paul Mr

Levings Christopher Mr

Cooper Stan Mr

Watts Roger Mr

Burak Myron Mr

Andrew Dent Dr

Ladbury John Bryan Mr

Hunter John Mr

Greenfield Ivan Mr

Micklefield Richard Mr

Williams Jack Mr

Parker Stephen Mr

Litchfield Andrea Mrs

Mumford Mr

Missen Janet Dr

Rana Anita Miss

Green Edward Mr

Cook Dan Mr

Curant Richard Mr

Dann Terence Mr

Field Graham Mr

Potter Mark Mr

Silver Anthony Mr

Simmons David Mr

Le Boutillier Charles Mr

Cundey S Miss

Honey Cathy Mrs

Bain Hugh Mr

Drumm Dennis Mr

de la Harpe Martin

Goudie Rita Mrs

Manser Valerie Mrs

Beach Jon Mr

Hayes Steve Mr

Parsons Chris Mr

Hoohing Steven Mr

Aitken Ken Mr

Bailey John Mr

Short Peter Mr

Rose Andrew Dr

McGowan Alan Mr

Comber Edmund Mr

Melvill David Mr

Godfrey Mick Mr

Engelhard Ralph Mr

Marchant Peter Mr

Bennison Richard Mr

Greenly David Mr

Murray Brian Mr

Breslaw Steven Mr

Davies Michael Mr

Branigan Carol Jane Mrs

Wood Anthony Mr

Shenouda Rony Mr

Wheal Paul Mr

Finch Peter Captain

Foster Brian Mr

Everton John Mr

Jarvis Philip Mr

Street Janet Miss

Stops George Mr

Smith Sophia Miss

Graff Howard Mr

Austin Graham Mr

Drakes Paul Mr

Hunt Ian Dr

Hepburn James Mr

Hodgson Nick Mr

Cozens Alan Mr

Stanton Simon Mr

MacDonald Alan Mr

Amey Nicholas Mr

Sage Jamie Mr

Pope John Mr

Pollard Jonathan Mr

Balcer Dick Mr

Bramley Paul Mr

Coccolios Emmanuel Mr

Leak Andrew Mr

Darby Robert Mr

Paul Tom Mr

Collett Noel Mr

McKillop Ross Mr

Oliver Andrew Mr

McNamee Scott Mr

Coffman Ben Mr

Capps Alan Mr

Benton Alan Mr

Tucker John Mr

Pogmore Keith Mr

Bickerton Gary Mr

Brittain Robert Mr

Taylor Jeremy Mr

Fekete Lori Mr

Smith Thomas Mr

Horn Mik Mr

Wise Richard Professor

Zubiel Francis Mr

Sapte David Mr

Evans Peter Mr

Lambe Nick Mr
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Bass Michael Mr

Hunter Barry Mr

Brazier Stephen Mr

Fortescue Michael Mr

Barral Graham Mr

Steeden Peter Mr

Judd Martyn Mr

Dennis Megan Mrs

Yorwerth Mike Mr

Case Graham Mr

Howes Gordon Mr

Remnant Dave Mr

Kenton Aleksander Mr

Bourne Ashley Mr

Paine Grant Mr

Phelan Alison Mrs

Atkins Jeremy Mr

Green John

Ramsey Martin Mr

Jack Mr

Lambert Andrew Mr

Burgess Robert Mr

Harding Ian Mr

Menage Mr

Gray Alan Mr

Sanders Tania Mrs

Humphris Simon Mr

Smith Nigel Mr

Sanders Paul Mr

Mickelborough Philip Mr

Hunter Steve Mr

Lucas Michael Mr

Jeavons C.E

Houghton Neil Mr

Whitaker Chris Mr

Reeves Wendy Mrs

Krikorian Krikor Mr

Lima Walter Mr

Cox Sidney Mr

Williams Mark Mr

Lima Jane Mrs

Wright Janet Mrs

Cavalier-Smith Neal Mr

Munt Raymond Mr

Chappell Anthony Mr

McLoone Joseph Mr

Hutton Bruce Capt

Batts David Mr

Chaplin David Mr

Offord John Mr

Armstrong A

Dixon James Mr

Offord Margaret Mrs

Fletcher Paul Mr

Howells Richard Mr

Mitchell Adrian Mr

Gosling Bob Mr

Barber A Mr

Waller Clifford Mr

Tallon Jacqui Mrs

Watts Keith Mr

Greenwood Susan Mr

Paine Sid Mr

Leary Stephen Dr

Chapman Gavin Mr

Wilson Adam Mr

Gough John Mr

Abraham Andrew Mr

Benmax Peter Mr

Pearson John Mr

Gates Peter Mr

MacFadyen Ian Mr

Belton Christina Ms

Scott-Knox-Gore Charles

Horn Michelle Mrs

Kaby Terry Mr

Jassra Ashish Mr

Jones Colin Mr

Smith Sydney Mr

Knott Sharon Mrs

Pearce Leonard Mrs

Creed Roger Mr

Monro

Deards Roger Mr

Waters Tim Mr

Murphy Shand Mrs

Young Brian Mr

Pyke Jules Mr

Costa Vasilou Mrs

Smith Christine Mrs

Betts Jon Mr

Care Alison Mrs

Gammons Ron Mr

London Clive Mr

Blake Nigel Mr

Young Stephen Mr

Rendall Mr

Escritt Phil Mr

Piper Richie Mr

Child M Mr

Jones Philip Mr

Chahal Ms

Wheeler Richard Mr

Randall John Mr

Judd Raymond Mr
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Nottage Michael Mr

Bridges Malcolm Mr

Price Christine Mrs

Warne Heather Mrs

Phillips Melissa Ms

Scott David Mr

Eames David Mr

Scott Gillian Mrs

Hunt Colin Mr

Biggs Simon Mr

Stephenson Mr

Smith Viktor Mr

Pathirana Dilan Mr

Sparkes Clive Mr

McClelland Martin Mr

Sharp Edward Mr

Harrison David Mr

Jolly Sonia Miss

Gibson Nick Mr

Webster David Mr

Coombes David Mr

Douglas Georgina Ms

Lee Andrew Mr

Murphy Emma Mrs

King Matthew Mr

Meehan Frank Mr

Sales Claire Mrs

Watson Tim Mr

Morgan Fiona Mrs

Miles-Kemp N Ms

Clarke Rob Mr

Melvill Jillian Mrs

Brown Matthew Mr

Moore Michele Mrs

Robins Ben Dr

Sharples Frank Mr

Hitch Oliver Mr

Powell Vicki Mrs

Petch Stephen Mr

Moore Allan Mr

Overman Douglas Mr

Taylor Ian Mr

Wooster Martin Professor

Morris Nicholas Mr

Leadbetter Claire Miss

Perring Nicola Mrs

Chandler Pauline Mrs

Taylor Amanda Dr

Webb John Mr

Berwick Judith Mrs

Carter Andrew Mr

Topper Gary Mr

Reilly Len Mr

Williams Peter Dr

George John Mr

Brooker Frank Mr

Henderson John Mr

Bainbridge Douglas Mr

Bennett John Mr

French Thomas Mr

Young Damian Mr

Webster Nicola Mrs

Fung Diane Mrs

Svensson Bjorn Mr

Wilby Paul Mr

Henson Mr

Wicks Ben Mr

Green Micheal Mr

Gautier Hierome Mr

Daniel Adrian Mr

Shack Cyril Mr

Howe Malcolm Mr

Nottage Andrew Mr

Raskovic Dari Mrs

Martens David Mr

Wheeler Annie Miss

Streater Stephen Mr

Merkado Raphael Mr

Brettle Raymond Mr

Catherall Clive Mr

Matthews Nigel Mr

Davis Jackie Mrs

Overman Carol Mrs

Coleman David Mr

Dolman Neil Mr

Lawlor David Dr

Cooper Robert Mr

Steele Andrew Mr

Buckley Stanley Mr

Welch K & C Mr and Mrs

Desai Salini Mrs

Judd Peter Mr

Phelan Martin Mr

Mansfield Mark Mr

Hall E Ms

Fitzgerald Kevin Mr

Rothschild Hil Mr

Carter Paul Mr

Hancock Susan Mrs

Wren Raymond Mr

Sachdev Rupa Mrs

Holliday Malcolm Mr

Gorman Mr

Brown Gideon Mr

Buxton R V Mr
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Martin Val & Ross Mrs &
Mrs
Clayton Belinda Mrs
Landers Janice Mrs
Thomas David Mr
Davidson Alison Mrs
Gibson Mr
Stringer Rachel Mrs
Coulter John Mr
Connor Michael Mr
Manners Eric Mr
Jewell Martin Mr
Gale Tracy Mrs
Webb Edward Mr
Dorrington Sue Mrs
Plail Paul Mr
Catterick Mark Mr
Brookes-Lamdin Beth Miss
Raw Cyril Mr
Griffiths Mr
Nowak Antony Mr
Yeoman Allan Mr
Allen Victor Mr
Price Graeme Mr
Morgan Jack Mr
Wilkinson Matthew Mr
Shawyer Simonn Mr
Blunden Nigel Mr
Tracey Helen Mrs
Davies Ian Mr
Carpenter Helen Miss
Davy Bob Mr
Martin Chris Mr
Cook Gary Mr
Haran Helen Mrs

Toller Michael Mr

Swan Mr

Brookes Alan Mr

Clark David Mr

Morgan Richard Mr

Henthorn Andrew Mr

Draper Diane Mrs

Tempest Barry Mr

Keech Richard Captain

Stevenson John Mr.

Hindlaugh Ray Mr

Burke Maria Ms

Barranes Martin Mr

Salisbury Nick Mr

Barranes Jane Mrs

Menzies Lara Dr

Fergusson Douglas Mr.

White Stephanie Mrs

Wenham Theresa Mrs

Dorkings FRICS David Mr

Wenham Darren Mr

Hermans Jeff Mr

Royle Christopher Mr

Munro Ian Mr

Armstrong Bethan Mrs

Stephens Linda Ms

Hughes Mr

Ilcheva Petya Mrs

Melvin Carly Miss

Dowler Simon Mr

Young Matthew Mr

Noble Stephen Mr

Harper Chris Sir

Fleischman Art Mr

Leete Andy Mr

Bethel Graham Mr

Hastings Andrew Mr

Chandegra Jitesh Mr

Cohen Michael Mr

Caruncho Soraya Miss

Spink Mr

Holden Terry Mr

Hooley Joe Mr

Shaw Mike Mr

Knott John Mr

White Sheila Mrs

Collett Graham Mr

Wayland Paul Mr

Wade Angela Mrs

Jenkins Peter Mr

Scotchford Colin Mr

Alvarez Juan Mr

de Wolfe Janine Mrs

Mintram-Mason Susan

Millard Susan Mrs

McLoughlin-Jenkins Celine
Miss

Devlin Leon Mr
Tennant Alistair Mr
Cole Michael Mr
White Kirk Mr
Daniels Emma-Jane Mrs
Sandeman Roy Mr
Hooley Elizabeth Mrs

Curzon Ann Mrs
Stevens Tracy
Wayland Ben
shah sacchin mr
Sol Peter Mr
Massmann Heinrich Mr
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Butcher Sarah Ms

Edwards Jacqueline Mrs

Graham-Clare Mr

Coe Michael Mr

Clark Sid Mr

Jennings Amy Mrs

Harker Ms

Preston Margaret Mrs

Alway Derek Mr

Haddy Mark Mr

Allen Lawrence Mr

Reid

Whitaker-Bethel Ian Mr

Mandall David Mr

Kenworthy Geoffrey Mr

Emery Richard Mr

Whitehouse Chris Mr

Geddes Steve Mr

Wenlock Anna Ms

Bartlett James Mr

Duffy Matt Mr

McKenzie Gordon Mr

Mitchell Jim Mr

Hyam Helen Ms

Chalus David Mr

Britton Oliver Mr

Cockburn Dave Mr

Emery Stephen Mr

Few Martin Mr

Collins Mark

Armstrong John Mr

Few Angela Mrs

Maffia John Mr

Abid Rim Miss

Sowood Richard

Comber Tim Mr

Berberov Vesselin Mr

Ozaki-Owen

Green Raymond Mr

Vivash Lorraine Mrs

Poulton David Mr

Beavins Nik Mr

de Wolfe Katie Mrs

Franklin Suzanne Ms

Yates Edward Mr

Bates Paul mr

Barnard Scott Mr

Freeeman Chris

Tulley Brian Mr

Gates Martin Mr

Titchen Michele Mrs

Winbow Karen Mrs

Vivash Robert James Mr

Harding Jenny Ms

Satchell Darren Mr

Rusca Mirna Gisell Ms

Barr Giles Mr

Jauncey Duncan Mr

Slater Paul Mr

Ball

Pollitt Stephen Mr

Aiken Howard Mr

Rosie Steve Mr

Klein David Mr

Edwards Anthony Mr

Crosina Nik Mr

Satchell Elizabeth Mrs

Sowood P

Haughton Peter Mr

van Heerden Pieter Mr

Rough Philip Mr

Carter David Mr

Pankhania Meera Miss

Morris Richard Mr

Brown Rodney Mr

Lestrange Steven Mr

Maudling Caroline Ms

Packer John Mr

Fookes Michael Mr

Bryant Frank Mr

Bell Alex Mr

Young Mrs

Seneque Tony Mr

Davies Ian Dr

Melidoro Helen Mrs

Simpson Ian Mr

Wener Linda Mrs

Farrant John Mr

Lorenzo Teresa Ms

James

Gaskell Philip Mr

Gould Dawn mrs

Percy Stephen Mr

Faulkner Jared Mr

Dowle Ms

Sachdev Abhishek Cllr

Harland Adam Mr

Vowles Richard

Barry Redmond Mr

Boyle Pamela Mrs

Coombes Martin Mr

Wener Simon Mr

Sutton Julie

Pain Steve Mr

Rogodan Gabriela Miss
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Lisowski Marie Ms

Jarmain-Chew Lauren Mrs

DeDominicis Jennifer Mrs

Ball Nicholas Mr

Mateu Susanna Ms

Lewis Alex Mr

Kumaran Justin Mr

Bilson Geoff Mr

Strudwick Sue

Bowron Roy Mr

Barratt Jon Mr

Gibbs Sophia Mr

Silver Gordon Mr

Taylor Paul

Pearce Graham Mr

Rabson RJ, SB Mr & Mrs

Catchpole Ben Mr

Adcock Brenda Mrs

Harvey Peter Mr

Luxford Peter Mr

Appleton John Mr

Lloyd Fiona and Ian
Christopher Mr and Mrs

Brown Iain Mr

McGlinchey Heather Mrs

Gard Roger Mr

Ruggiero Nicola Miss

Sones Martin Mr

Davenport Ann Ms

Fitch Ann Mrs

Coplowe Nick Mr

Gill David

Shrimpton Theresa Ms

Dempsey Stuart Mr

Baker Ralph Mr

Shigihara Yoshihito Dr.

Dale Marion Mrs

Ives Matthew Mr

Winter Claire

Hales Simon Mr

Barker Lynn Mrs

Guerra Julia Mrs

Prosser Ian Mr

Plant Chris Mr

King Ross Mr

Spencer Stuart Mr

Hackney Craig Mr

Bleton Sylvain Mr

Walters Charlotte Miss

Hunt James Mr

Kimber Barry Dr

Doherty Gerard Mr

O'Regan Christine & Canice

lowes craig mr

BATES GEORGE Mr

Lovejoy Steve Mr

Faulkner Margaret Mrs

Avniel Hagay Mr

Wilson Sarah Miss

Morris Lawrence Mr

Foulger Richard Mr

Field Richard Mr

White Tony Mr

Scriven Susan Mrs

Joyce Christopher Mr

Cross Martin Mr

Linwood James Mr

Freeman Tara
Hooker Juliette Mrs
Bloom Nick Mr
Roberts Susan Mrs
Mc Niven Judd Professor
Neal Adam Mr
Mitchell Malcolm Mr
Easton Matthew Mr
de Wolfe Warren Mr
Satchell Kieran Mr
Daly Pete Mr
Wyatt Malcolm Mr
Donoghue Matthew mr
Barber Michael Mr
Branigan Lynnden Mr
Bates Jonathan Mr
Hart Nick Mr
Stroud Matt Dr
Hart
Sterling Peter Mr
Gurr Alex

Parnell Dave Mr

Sarah Mace Sarah Miss

Rose James and Elizabeth
Mr & Mrs

Ives Shaun Mr

Bird Virginia Mrs

Sargent Dan Mr

Clark Doreen Mrs

Chamberlin Peter Mr

Wood Margaret Mrs

Edwards Christine Mrs

Knox Frances Ms

Fenge Richard Mr

Williams Clare

Martin Brad

Worby Michael Mr

Young Michael Mr

Gibbs John Mr
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Hellen Ruth Mrs

Argent Richard Mr

Feetham Paul Mr

Turner Julian Mr

Argent Toni Mrs

MITCHELL PAUL MR

Johnson Angus Mr

Newman Carol Mrs

Surridge Lauren Miss

Ward Joel Dr

Whitworth Michael Mr

Towner Kevin Mr

Wilson Ms

Davis Ian Mr

Packer Angela Mrs

Ward Jeremy Mr

Dace Peter Mr

Brennan Stuart Mr

Selwyn David Mr

Goodacre Christine Mrs

Daniels Alison Mrs

Clark Paul Dr

Crick Graham Mr

Freestone J Mr

Burstow Jane Mrs

Jarvis Peter Mr

Brazier Carol Dr

Earl John Mr

Austen Daniel Mr

Farmer G.A.

Allen Lewis Mr

Legg Brian Professor

Evans Anthony Mr

Fitt Lee Mr

Hollins David Mr

Clarke Nicholas Mr

Linwood David Mr

Turner Peter Mr

Giles Nigel Mr

Doshi Rahul Mr

Watts Peter Mr

Hulme Janey Ms

Gallagher James Mr

Nesbitt Katherine Mrs

Denney Peter Mr

Ball David Mr

charters glen Mr

Lewis J Mrs

MOUSSON Linda Miss

Singleton Paul Mr

Hatton Cian Mr

Kyrychok Tanya Mrs

Lumb David Mr

Finn Laurence Mr

ASHBY SUSAN Mrs

Saxby Anna Miss

Burrows Christine Mrs

Tweed Andrew Mr

Ewer Peter Mr

Anthony Sarah Mrs

Cartwright Linda Jane Mrs

Sharkey James Mr

ASHBY DAVID MR

Butler David Mr

Sharkey Anna Mrs

Cunningham Pia Mrs

McVeigh Rory and Margaret
Mr and Mrs

Hayward Carolyn Miss

Clark Mike Mr

Bedford Anthony Mr

Sundt Sarah Mrs

Berger Jeremy Dr

Stubbs Robert Mr

Godfrey-Evans Ann Mrs

Judd Patricia Mrs

Ozsoy Shirley Mrs

Brown Pippa Mrs

Oxley Marion Mrs

Firth Constantina Ms

ryder jackie mrs

Eburn Kit Mr

Schroeder Alison Mrs

Trimmer Paul Mr

Holland David Mr

Woodhams Peter Dr

Stubbs Linda Mrs

Hellen Robert Mr

lawrence john dr

Stevens Philip Mr

graves john mr

Mulvee Shirley Mrs

Bayne Susan Mrs

Cookson Stuart Mr

Ewer Angela Mrs
Smith J Mrs
Carpenter James Mr
Loader Robin Mr
Kellie Alistair Mr
Scott John Mr
Kirkham Gail Ms
Palmer Christopher Mr
Lines Robert Mr
Molinaro Molinaro Mrs
DAVIS TERRY mr
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Leopold P Mr

Bowman James Mr

Hancock Richard Mr

vickers steven mr

easter cathi mrs

Johnston David Dr

Bishop John Mr

Hall Emma Ms

Jackson Robert Mr

Macfarlane Edward Mr

Clark Stephen Mr

Lancaster Mike Mr

Brooker MRICS Alex Mr

Foreman Chris Mr

Flannery Stephen Mr

Brecknell Louise Mr

Elder Alice Mrs

van der lee Mark Mr

Johnson Paul Mr

Boss Simon Mr

Birss Kathryn Mrs

Deas Thomas Mr

Bev Boss Bev Mrs

Davenport Joanne Mrs

Kukol Andreas Dr

cheetham katy ms

Blackman Melanie Miss

Swallow Penny Ms

bass karen mrs

Coggins Jill Mrs

Hartley Michael Mr

Richards VS Mrs

Morrison Lisbet Mrs

Mawer Melanie Mrs

WOODCOCK SALLY MR
AND MRS

thomas patricia mrs

Kellie Elanor Mrs

Fitzpatrick Gregory Mr

Darby John Mr

Dyson Paul Mr

Durrant Robina Mrs

Kealey David Mr

Beattie Anne Mrs

Stone Trisha Mrs

Humphries Sue Ms

Watson James Mr

Fenge Linda Mrs

Bluemel Beryl Mrs

Kemp Sarah Ms

Budd Andrew Mr

Ryan Sarah Mrs

Lawson Duncan Mr

Watson Louise Mrs

Padget Robert Mr

Wilkinson Karen Mrs

Hodgson Oliver Mr

Millac Sarah Ms

Hogan Tom Mr

Gorman Bernard Mr

Sherringham Barbara Miss

Drew Eleanor Mrs

Greensmith Susan Mrs

Searle Geoff Mr

Perkins Alan Mr

DELLER Mary Jane Ms

Burstow James Mr

Edlin Robert Mr

Soppet Miles Mr

Coomber Lee Mr

Martin Simon Mr

Barker John Mr

Allfrey Judith Dr

Nalpanis Philip Mr

White Ann Ms

Tiffany Peter MR

williams penny mrs

farrell natascha mrs

Culpitt Sandy Ms

Cayless Simon Mr

Hawks Kate Mrs

Denoronha Anthony

Jolly Linda Miss
Millac Paul Mr
Shardlow Judy Mrs
Keenan Eamonn Mr
Padget Ann Mrs
Wheal Sarah Mrs
Arnold Barry Mr
Kenton Amy Mrs
Warr Karen Mrs
Wilson Alan Mr
Gerrelli Dianne Dr
East Helen Mrs
Chafer David Mr
Brookfield Brookfield Mrs
Harrison David Mr
Davis Robert Mr
McQuaid Maria Mrs
Clark Graeme Mr
Swift Jon Mr
Hollingsworth Sharon Miss
Harvey Nick Mr
Hamer Janet Mrs
Watson Eunice Mrs
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Dehnel Ann Miss

Green Sylvia Mrs

Smith Mark Mr

McGuiness Ben Mr

Goldwater Robert Mr

Nuti Milena

Beavis Joanne

Griffiths Richard Mr

Sharman Angela Miss

Obrien Corrine Ms

Abraham G Mr

Ahmad Kenneth Mr

Webber David Mr

Bullivant Elizabeth Ms

Ahmed Ajaz Mr

Williams Phillip Mr

Rossiter Meghan Ms

Bhatti Harjinder Mr

Oxley Christopher Alderman

Chipperton Laurence Mr

Bhatti Baljit Mrs

Hale John Mr

Roberts Gabriel Dr

Ahmed Ajaz Mr

Whitfield Laura Ms

Christian Glen and Patricia
Mr & Mrs

Duffield William Mr

Newton Martin Mr

Theofanous Marianna Mrs

Stokes Emma Mrs

Theofanous Chris Mr

Barker P S Ms

Cook Jo Ms

Swinburn Tim Mr

Sheffield Russell Mr

Ayling Michael Mr

Field Albert Mr

Gibbins Ray Mr

Clark Angela Ms

O'Connor Ann Miss

Slater Adam Mr

Hutchinson Christine Mrs

Ockenden William Mr

Hayward Gordon Brian Mr

Thomson Jane Ms

Goodship Dawn Mrs

Cook Holly Ms

Spink Timothy Mr

Phipps Michael & Nesta Mr
& Mrs

Said Julia Mrs

Gaydon Jenny Mrs

Baxter C Mr & Mrs

Kennedy Jennifer Ms

Coulson David Mr

Dreblow Sylvie

Anastasiou Angela Ms

Powell Rita Ms

Jadav Anish Mr

Mackay Lorna

Springthorpe Karen Mrs

Bird Virginia

Penstone-Smith Sandra Mrs

King David & Sheila Mr &
Mrs

Myott Susie Ms

Armit Lynda Mrs

Wolfe D E Mrs

Colledge Florence Mrs

Chappell Ann Mrs

Wheeler Mike Mr

Bullivant Richard Mr

Denton Anthea Mrs

Wheeler Judith Mrs

Wright Michelle Ms

Keywood Paul Mr

Young Stephen & Susan Mr
& Mrs

Hudspith Ellen Ms

Gale Colin Mr

Baron Richard Mr

Cardell-Williams Peter &
Vivienne Mr & Mrs

Rusted Stuart Mr

Callis James Mr
Given Catriona Ms
Winston Lucy Ms
Teunissen Diane Miss
Hill Jane Mrs
McMenamin Jim Mr
Borella Raymond Mr
Crawford Laura Ms
Lyddon Kathryn Ms
Raines Michael D G Mr

Woolnough Colin and Linda
Wright David Mr

Pearce Jill & Simon Mr &
Mrs

Wood George Mr

Denoronha Anthony Mr
Kerry AJ & PJ Mr & Mrs

Hill Lisa Mrs

Wiseman Carole Ms

Wood Adam Mr

Hill Brian Mr

Taylor Joan Ms

Wade Angela Ms
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Williams K Mrs

Potter John Mr

Lewis Duncan Mr

Williams David Mr

Watchorn Simon Mr

Bainbridge Jill Ms

Wilkinson J Mr

Potter Lynda Ms

Berridge John Mr

Gale Colin & Tracy Mr &
Mrs

Scheepers Sian Ms

Bootle Rosemary Mrs

House E M Mrs

Bailey Eric & Carol Mr & Mrs

Reichmann Jan Mrs

Brown Alex Mr

Piper A. Mr & Mrs

Grahame E & F Mr & Mrs

Miller Carolyn Mrs

Grant Jennie Ms

Blackwood John and Joy Mr
and Mrs

Collis S R Mr

Warren Rebecca
Metcalfe Christine

Peachey Bonita Ms

Warren Matthew Mr

Miller Andrew Mr

Molnar Jennifer

Claydon James Mr

Dennell Juilan and Robin Mr
& Mrs

Whitehead Georgina Mrs

Ormondroyd John Mr

Collis D Mrs

Weaver Dennis & Marion Mr
& Mrs

Clark Stephen Mr

DeWaele Stephen Mr

Bush Jean Mrs

DeWaele Morag Mrs

Walsh Brenda Mrs
Barry Taylor & Hayley Jones
Ufland J Mrs
Wells Colin Mr

Watson Jan Mrs

Collis Philip Mr
Fiori Stefano & Rita

Burke Jake Mr

Greenwood Kevin Mr

Stringer Gordon & Angela
Mr & Mrs

Lewis Connor Mr

DeWaele Michael Mr

Miner Bobbie

Lewis Alison Ms

Dowsett DG Mrs

Stanyer Louise

Johnson Christine Mrs

Press Daphne Mrs

Hulley I R Mr

Gilbert John & Rita Mr and
Mrs

Mylotte J Mr & Mrs

Holland Maureen Mrs

Muskett Brian Mr

Haseler Rebecca Miss

Moritz Isabel

O'Hare Frederick & Jennifer
Mr & Mrs

Snell CJ Mr
Mead Richard Mr

Fryett David & Joan Mr &
Mrs

Moritz Guy

Johns Robert Mr

Smith Sarah Ms

Harris Frank & Jill Mr & Mrs

Moritz Tony Mr

Benwell Mark Mr

St. Clair Steve Mr

Basell John Mr

Mooney N Mr & Mrs

Basell Frances Mrs

Misso Shane & Sarah

Basell John & Frances Mr &
Mrs

Rickards Gillian Mrs
Edward Murphy & Katrina
Adams
Waters A Mrs

Corsale G Mr
Fuller Wendy Mrs
Corlett Janet Mrs
Deane-Gray Patricia Madam
Fox G Mr
Angela Browne & Lorrain
Beddard
Dunckley Kathleen & Peggy
Mrs and Ms
Collins J Mr
Burtally Hazel Mrs
Walker J Ms
Wade Robert Mr

Lewis Vivien Ms

Viktoraviciene Daina Mrs

A Earnshaw & R Barnes

Cassidy Lorelei Mrs

Lewis Trevor Mr
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Boyle Pamela and Victor
Mrs and Mr
Scammell Trevor Mr

Pugh William Mr
Pugh Wendy Ms

Thomas Frances & David
Ms

Archer Rosalind Mrs

Lever Margaret & Philip Mr
& Mrs

Almeyda Genevieve Miss

Di Bella Giulia Mrs

Spinks Mr & Mrs

Sparrow Laura

Allen Michael Mr

Simons Steven Mr

Adcock Elizabeth Mrs

Simmons Jason Mr

Gander Steven Mr

Simmons Clare

Folling Shelagh Mrs

Gribble Andrew Mr

Fisher Charlie Mr

Ginsberg P Mrs

Ferraroni Paul Mr

Ginsberg A Mr

Evans Patricia Mrs

Robinson Patricia

Evans Kenneth Mr

Regan Anthony Mr

Buckland Nicholas Mr

Read Hamilton Mr

Buckland Dorothy Ms

Raines Fiona

Brown Tim Mr

Paterson Ella

Brown Stuart Mr

Johnston Kelly Ms

Brown Sara Ms

Page Nicholas Mr

Pratt Robin Mr

Page Emma Miss

Brown Nicholas Mr

Page Jordan Mr

Stiell Janet Mrs

Poole Michael & Sara Mr &
Mrs

O'Neill Frank Mr

Stickland Rosaling Mrs

Walsh R.D. Mr

Morse Jean Mrs

Woodward Rachael Ms

Hollings Andrew and Valerie
Mr and Mrs

Baxter Patrick Mr

Wade Jon Mr

Hudson Sean Mr

Morris Avis Mrs

Orkin Janette Ms

Lawrie Patrick Mr

Perkins Denise Mrs

Varnham Christina Mrs

Hudson Mark Mr

Bartley Jill Mrs

Alderson Kirsty Mrs

Houlton Suzanne Mrs

Bartley Eleanor Miss

Tutt Mary Mrs

Knight Martin Mr

Bartley David Mr

Wilby W.P.L. and J.F. Dr

Jones Christine Ms

Bailey Eric Mr

Diamond Melissa Miss

Kerins Michael Mr

Rollings Ian Mr

Hunking Pamela Mrs

Harland Adam Mr

Regan Iris

Hussein Jean and Maedy
Mr and Mrs

Harris Frank Mr

Di Bella Vincenzo Mr

Hardy Paul & Wendy Mr &
Mrs

Dale John Mr

Hills Roy Mr

Taylor Roger Mr
Valji Nikesh Mr
Turkington Allan Mr
Taylor Valerie Mrs
Taylor Dylan Mr
Scott Shaun Mr
Bewick A D Mr
Carr Donald Mr
Taylor Shelley Miss
Matthews Elaine Mrs
Brewer Eleanor Ms
Wilson Heather Mrs
Wilson Clive Mr
Williams Susan
Smith Angela Mrs
Swan J.P.T Mrs
Marshall Tim Mr
Norwood Leaf Mrs

Rejahi Sebastian Mr
Rejahi Phillipp Mr

Hughes Matthew Mr
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Horrocks Paul Mr

Brown Carole

Stellon S Mr

Hewett Andrew & Lisa Mr &
Ms

Evans Jenny

McHugh A

Edgerley Clare Ms

Hayden C Mr

Argent David and Betty

Albury C Mr

Mitchell Katrina Ms

Pope Samuel Mr

O'Boy Mary & R D Mr & Mrs

Arm Louise Ms

Fleming Jennifer Ms

Arm Louis Mr

Allen Lewis Mr

O'Donoghue Eilish Ms

Bristow Tony & Helen Mr &
Mrs

Church Sharon Ms

Hennin Marilyn Ms
Hennessy D Mr and Mrs
Haydon Louise Ms
Gavaghan Natalie Miss
Gavaghan L Mrs
Burns Lyn & Warren
Goldsworthy & Noel Simon&
Louisa Mr & Ms
Goodey Chris Mr

Ahmed Laura Ms
Dyer Christopher Mr

Carter B Mr
Carter J Mrs
Smith Jason Mr

Mason Julie and Dennis Mr
& Mrs

Dunnet Jeremy Mr

Plant S E Mrs

Pugh Colin & Kay Mr & Mrs

Wilson Tracey Ms

Ahmed Christina Ms

Barber John & Mrs M Dr

Ahmed Alicia Ms

Field Hazel Ms

Day Malcom Dr

Fox Stephen Mr

Ross A Mr & Mrs

Rogers Levy Dennis Mr

Hale Charmaine Rio Linda
Ms

Broemel Florian Mr

Mason Arlene & Colin Mr &
Mrs

Thomas Anne

King Tony Mr

Froggitt Maureen Ms

Wanless Angela

Byrne Jackie Ms

Ford Mr & Mrs

Foster Abby Ms

Greaves Kerrie Ms

Field Colin Mr

Hall S M Mr

Byrne William Mr

Fance A

Fouracre William Mr

Byrne William Mr

Talbot Gemma Ms

Winter Adrian Mr

Byrne Lucy Ms

Talbot Daniel Mr

Row G Mr

Byrne Andrew Mr

Johnson J Mr

Peel Simon Mr

Byrne Ryan Mr

Mari Andrew & Jackie

Day Pamela Ms

Walsingham Y Miss

Manhood Claire Dunham
Silas

Wood P Mr

Bradbury Paul Mr

McHugh G

Dean I N Mr

Malone Colin Mr

Winter B P Mr

White P Mr

Mackness Mr & Mrs

Carpenter Edward Mr

Brokonshire Kay Ms

Everitt Susan Mrs

Winter Kylie Ms

Wilkinson Sara Ms

Everitt Louise Ms

Cooper B Mr

Heyman Paul Robert Mr

Everitt John Mr

Hogal B Mr

Smith Dan Mr

Smith G Mr
Smith Anne Ms
Dixon J Ms
Smith G Mr
Berridge Michelle Ms
Berridge M Mr
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Papworth R Mr

Gregory Ian Mr

Paris Amanda Ms

Ramsey & Biggs A & SF

Allen Hubert Mr

Fuller Chris Mr

Robinson & Smith Guy &
Deborah Mr & Ms

Dunne Raymond &
Margaret Mr & Mrs

White Steve Mr

Woodbridge & Ward Andy &
Sandra Mr & Mrs

Headland Anita Ms

Dicks Jeffrey Mr
Wilson Alice Ms
Hoole Brian Mr
Chexalier Janis Ms
Fitzgerald Patrick & Shena
Mr & Mrs
Pottinger Mr
Smith Laura Ms
Abbott Mr & Mrs
Thammond Mr
Keilty Davida Ms
Lahreche Abdenacer
Grant A Mr
Lane Les & Mary Mr & Mrs
Stevens Andy Mr
Dunne Michelle Ms
Muncey Hazel Mrs
Harris S Mr
Fisher Mr & Mrs

Marks Carol Ms
Welsh Nicole Ms
Dean Lesley Ms
Hembrow B J Mrs

Dangol Bhawana Mr
Harrison K Mrs
Anderson K Mrs & Mrs
Ciano Lynne Mrs
Bradley M Mr & Mrs
Eames Pamela Ms

Beck Barry & Patricia Mr &
Mrs

Gibbs Jean Mrs

Smiter Leslie James Mr

Gilmore Iris Mrs

Wilson James Mr

Allen Clare Ms

Drewell Marie Ms

Le Couilliard Christine Ms

Summers G & F Mr & Mrs

Le Couilliard Timothy Mr

Sawczyszyou Susan Ms

Le Couilliard Charles Mr

Pitts Carole Ms

Blackhurst Pat Ms

Brown Cyril Mr

Cole Dennis Mr

Ainsley Doreen Ms

La Monica Salvatore Mr

Hughes Terence & Rita Mr
& Mrs

King Karen Ms

Lewis David & Ruth Mr &
Mrs

Kinghorn Barbara Ms

Clarke Louisa Ms
Wasmuth Pauline Mrs

Brown Janet Ms

Le Couilliard James Mr
Tucker Helen Mrs
Brown Stephen Mr

Green M & J Mr & Mrs

Burns Robert & Jane Mr &
Mrs

Yianne Andriko Mr

Hagland F & W Mr & Mrs

Davies G E Mr

Jones Bernard Mr

Bodman Melanie Ms

Beretta Emma Ms

Wordsworth AM & HG Mr &
Mrs

Greenwood Michael Mr

Clark Andrew Mr

Printer Malcolm Mr

Huggard D Mrs

Martin Moya Ms

Allen Ian Mr

Lee D Mr & Mrs

Henson Janette Ms

Bryant Neville Mr

Anderson Susie Ms

Byrne J & W Mr & Mr

Bryant Sue Ms

Bennett Alan & Ann Mr &
Mrs

Farlie J Mrs

Hipgrave Lynda Ms

Junner M Mr

Pratt Jill Ms

Cochrane John Mr

Coleman Sarah Ms

Ward Warwick & Elizabeth
Mr & Mrs

Abbott Denise Ms

Clark Anne Ms
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Todd Geoffrey Mr

Tucker Raymond Mr

Warren John Mr

Cochrane Linda Mrs

Smith R Mr & Mrs

Warren I Mrs

Beale Joseph Mr

Hobbs Zoe Ms

Junnor M

Drinkwater Penny Ms

Tuohy Michael Mr

Clifford Amanda Ms

Wright James Mr

Cox Richard Mr

Cooper Rachel Ms

Halsey Simon Mr

Budd Jean Mrs

Sleat Julie Mrs

Cleary Julie Ms

Morris Tracy Ms

Sleat Nicola Miss

Hawkins J Mr & Mrs

Warren James Robert Mr

Gundersen Linsdey Ms

Warren David Mr

Colledge Gary & Jenny Mr &
Mrs

Darton T & C

Warren Sylvia Mrs

Travell Teresa Ms

Campbell-Johnson Mr &
Mrs

Cutler Angela Ms

Rafferty Nicholas
Palmer Jackie Ms
Ciezak S Mrs

Callis Richard Mr

Ciezak Richard Dr

Goodall C A Mrs

Jacobs Dennis & Lone Dr &
Mrs

Gundersen Dominique Ms

Langdon Poppy Ms

Clayton Jane Ms

Archer R G Mr

Ward S Mrs

Warren D Mr

Fernee Paul Mr

Smith Henrietta Mrs

Fernee Lynne Mrs

Bailey Terence Mr

Phillips Charlotte Mrs

Lenahan Susan Mrs

Phillips Justin Mr

Miller Carole Ms

Gulmohamed Shamin Mr

Jennings John Mr

Crook Tony Mr

Jennings Jacqueline Mrs

Wigmore F Mr

Challis Ingrid Mrs

Higgins Ben Mr

Clifford Michael Mr

Logan M & P Mr & Mrs

Challis Doug Mr

Allen Martin Mr

Ferguson Fiona Ms

Bailey D Mr

Judd P Mr & Mrs

Kyrychok Tetyana Ms

Watt V Miss

Cleary Ravan Mr

Johnston Robert Mr

Smith R Mr & Mrs

Gundersen Raymond B. Mr

Cozma Mr & Mrs
Tarr D Mr & Mrs
Wood David George Mr
Tomlinson Sylvia Mrs
Krysik L W Mr
Walters Debbie Ms
Abbott Paula Ms
Whipple Allan Mr
Place Lucy Ms
Toffel Jamie Ms
Browne F Mr & Mrs
Wadham Mark Mr
Thomas Warren Mr
Hutchinson Alan Mr
Markham Mr and Mrs
Hernandez Mario Mr
Polden David Mr

Watts V & O Miss & Mrs

Turbutt Roz Ms

Pateman V. L.

Aston David Mr

Hadjikkou Nicos & Georgina
Mr & Mrs

Gullefer S. Mrs

Long Brian Mr

Polden Victoria Mrs

Connolly & Garcia SC & RJ
Mr & Ms

Smith April Ms

Wainwright Carol Mrs

Scott Amy & Paul Mr & Mrs

Addison Richard Mr
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Butwright Jess Ms

Ingram D Mr & Mrs

Brackey Lindsey Miss

Hall Edward Geoffrey Mr

Allen Joy Mrs

Brown Grant Mr

Waters Stephen Mr

Kato D Mr

Woolmer Andrew Mr

Addison Callum Mr

Walters J Mr

Hughes Anthony Mr

Baldwin Louise Ms

Harris N Mrs

Smith Adam Mr

Parker Patricia Mrs

Morgan-Adams Gillian Ms

Smart Martin Mr

Addison Finley Mr

Marshall A Miss

Andrews Christopher Mr

Addison Clare Mrs

Grindlay K Mr

House Steve Mr

Baldwin Stephen Mr

Marshall K Mr

Constantinou John Mr

Timmins Joanne Ms

Pearl Anthony Hugh Mr

Weston Jill Ms

Baldwin Emily Ms

Curran M C Mr

Davin Tom Mr

Gandecha Shatish Mr

Reid Barbara Mrs

Pickard Jennifer Ms

McIver R J Mr & Mrs

Coker J M Mrs

Michael Hajnalka Mrs

Buoy Janice Ms

O'Boy Mr & Mrs

Goss Alison Miss

Moon Susan Linda Ms

Callaghan & Ashdown
Geraldine & Beverley

Gunnell Craig Mr

Baldwin Kevin John Mr
Buoy Jon Mr
Rickeard Peter H Mr
Whipple Margaret Ms
Leach M T Mr
Pelikan Judith Ms
Knight M Mr
Venables Katherine Ms
Smith J L Mrs
Venables James Mr
Hockings Jean Mrs
Whipple Margaret Ms
Gubbins J
Pittam Ivy-Violet Mrs
Whipple Allan Mr
Kato Audrey Mrs
Baker S W Mrs
Whitten Michael Mr
Hodivala Darious
Hodivala Persis

Armstrong E Mrs
Sparkes CA & DF Mr & Mrs
Beer Christine Mrs
Fowler Anthony Mr
Knightley M Mrs
Thomas Betty Mrs
Painter Stan Mr
Taylor Bernard Mr
Crilly Jamie Mr
Hibberd Alison Ms
Hunter Sheena Ms
Spence Kevin Mr
Robinson Richard Mr
Whatley Simon Mr
Jones Colin Mr
Knight James Mr
Pentland Phillipa Mrs
Bellis Laura Mrs
Millar Ben Mr

Sepahy Hilary Mrs
Morris Paul Mr
Redmond Mark Mr
Porterfield Lee Mr
Chastell Lisa Mrs
Smith Raymond Mr
Brackey Amanda Ms
Satur Maria Ms
Toms Barbara Mrs
Gandecha Renita Miss
Wright Martin Mr
Spatz Bernard Mr
Salmon Helen Mrs
Trotter Andrew Mr
Boulton Nick Mr
Bailie Robert Mr
Smith Pete Mr
Barker Gordon Mr
Rayner Jay Mr
Rayner Rory Mr
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Lee Stuart Mr

Sims Adrian Mr

Leto Ross Mr

Blanch Richard Mr

Sims Nicola Miss

Michael Costa Mr

Webb Carole Mrs

Ward Dennis Mr

Thomson Paul Mr

Porter S Mrs

Taylor Jacob Mr

Arnett Mrs

Brooks Martin and Helen Mr
and Mrs

Buszmanning Gill Mrs

Boulton Stephen Mr

Winchester John Mr

Chander Simon Mr

Payne Wendy Mrs

Groves Barrie Mr

Brown Kerry Miss

Stokes Steve Mr

Michael Pauline Mrs

Cunningham Mark Mr

Morris Petrina Mrs

Pres Magdalena Mrs

Webb Samantha Mrs

Skeggs John Mr

Owen Elizabeth Ms

Ternouth Catherine Mrs

Tomlinson Stephanie Mrs

Sherlock Andrew Mr

Quinn Paul Mr

Moulding Roger Mr

Sims Lucy Miss

May Sylvia Mrs

Savage Nic Mr

Price Graeme Mr

Jackson Nicola Dr

Goodby David Mr

Cunningham Mandy Mrs

Dixon Denise Mrs

Hodgson Ian Mr

Pritchard Mark Mr

Jackson John Mr

Pressland Dee Mrs

Monkman Nigel Mr

Errington Matt & Jean Mr &
Mrs

Cleaver S Mrs
McCutcheon Simon Mr
Ramsey Keith Mr
McCutcheon Mrs
Lampert Mark Mr
Dawson Howard Mr
Love Rowena Mrs
Ferguson Donald Mr
Riley Anthony Mr
Leith Deborah Ms
Branchflower Patricia Mrs
Taylor Barry Mr
Oldam Mark Mr
Kern Emma Mrs
Cochrane Karen Ms
Brusselen Marian Ms
Bazalgette Christopher Mr
Salmon John Mr
Miller Anthony Mr
Peever David Mr
Ward Shelley Mrs
Lewis Jessica Mrs
Taylor Frances Mrs
McIver Rob Mr
Roberts Colin Mr
Venour Adrian Mr
Rayner Les Mr
Purkiss Joyce Mrs
Wright Kim Mrs

Binks Gwenda Mrs
Oake Valerie Mrs
Stratton Margaret Mrs
Mose Bethan Mrs
Baker Trudy Mrs
Carter Robert Mr
Long Karen Mrs
Proctor Denise Mrs
Robinson Peter Mr
Hill Wendy Mrs
Kudlata Jaroslav Mr
Davis Geoff Mr
Leto Maria Mrs
Hesketh Elizabeth Mrs

Knox Michael Mr
Lewis Richard Mr
Dearmun Keith Mr
Shepherd Valerie Mrs
Campbell Xenon Mr
Randhawa Surinder Mr
Rowden Keith Mr
Pres Andrzej Mr
Brunt Nigel Mr
Stratton Ruth
Stocker Jill Mrs
Lawrence Mark Mr
Crux Gerry Mrs
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McKeever Christine Dr

Kiff Sharon Mrs

Blanch John Mr

Michael Alexis Mr

Eaglesham Claire Mrs

Silbery David Mr

Hoel Kurt Mr

Hughes Danielle Mrs

Harris Jill Mrs

Eames Margaret Ms

Rea Emma Mrs

Grace Rowena ms

Corneby Michelle Ms

Trezona Patrick Mr

regan india n/a

Lewis Peter Mr

Miller Merlin Mr

Lester Martin Mr

Campkin Paul Mr

Bennett Darren Cllr

Diggins Allan Mr

Milemore Jan Mrs

Emery Dale Mr

Leith John Mr

Emes-Petersen John Mr

Higgens Martin Mr

Truran Nick Mr

Warris Phillip Mr

Wright Dawn Mrs

Hipgrave Edward Mr

Stanley David Mr

Rejahl Dirk Mr

Sherlock N Mrs

Montague Susan Mrs

Malloy P Miss

Loveys Chris Mr

Harvey Martin Mr

Barnes D Mr & Mrs

Waters Chris Mr

Langdon Geoffrey Mr

Winters Steven & Gillian Mr
& Mrs

O'Hare Fredderick Mr

Polledri Simon Mr
Gooderham Alan Mr
Taylor Cheryl Mrs
Davis David Mr
Harvey Christine Mrs
Wood Robert Mr
Fox Holly Mrs
Malloy Paul Mr
Dietman David Mr
Banks Maureen Mrs
Bell Jennifer Mrs
Bradford Ian Dr
Croney Adam Mr
Johnston Sara Cllr
Dunkley Lesley Mrs
Hodges Allan Mr
Leach Thomas Mr
Young Denise Mrs
McLaren Iain Dr
Rule Yvonne Mrs
Mistry Dimple Mrs

White Elizabeth Ms
McCallum David Mr
Meldrum Adam Mr
Evans Jennifer Rae Miss
Bradley Nigel Mr
Long Antonia Mrs
Peake Thomas Mr
Gray Robert Mr
Billing Alison Mrs
Phillips Lindsay Miss
McCarthy John Mr
Patman Gill Mrs
Alam Nasima Mrs
Sibuns Lauren Miss
Davidson S Mr
Watts Karen Mrs

Ainsworth Rose Ms
Swain John Mr
Hughes Nicholas Mr
Cox Geoff Mr
Fearn Margaret Mrs
Fearn Peter Mr
Downer Hayley Mrs
Murray Lesley Mrs
Hughes David Mr
Hooker Angela Mrs
Martindale David Mr
Keates Mr
O'Sullivan Noreen Ms
Gill Peter Mr
Glynn Susan Mrs
Richards Sharon Mrs

Judge Susan Mrs

Rudling Mark and Clare Mr
and Mrs

Paschalis Haris Mr

Parsons Martin Mr

Johnson Deborah Ms

Worf Ken Mr

Blackett Jennifer Mrs

Morgan Chris Mr
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Sibtain Amen Dr
Al-Janabi Issa Mr

Renaudon-Smith Victoria
Mrs

Harbron Chris Mr
Sibuns Jackie Mrs

Watson Roger Mr

Renaudon-Smith Jonathan
Mr

Vickers Benjamin Mr

Ephgrave Barry Mr

Carr Sheila Mrs

Carey Richard Mr

Plumley Alan Mr

Green Michael Mr

McIver Carol Mrs

Johnson Christine Mrs

Long Dominic Mr

Hudson Alison Mrs

Mitchell John Mr

Sparshott Alan Mr

Sibuns Scott Mr

Holden Kate Mrs

Pratt Kevin Mr

Cavaciuti Patricia Mrs

Stapleton Marcus Mr

Skingle Derek Mr

Shah Nikki Mrs

Bierman Alan Mr

Littlewood Ian Mr

Redmond Liz Ms

Payne Michael Mr

Beattie Andrew Mr

beckerman carol mrs

Dodgson Lindsay Miss

Carlen Hilary Dr

Hamilton Anne Mrs

Welch Caroline Mrs

England Steve Mr

Clarke J C Mr

Dodgson Philippa Ms

Plumley Valerie Mrs

Pope Maureen Ms

Gandecha Rikesh Mr

Flemming Mrs

Singh Inderdeep Mr

Smith Shev Mr

Welch Kevin Mr.

Gill Wendy Mrs

Shah Manjari Ms

Hill Malcolm Mr

Packer Benjamin Mr

Lewis J Miss

Morgan Daniel Mr

Pandya Sunil Mr

Stabler Richard Mr

Hadji Mrs

McKay Robert Mr

Bird Michael Mr

Sandham William Mr

Ballard Kelly Mrs

Maccarthy Nigel Dr

Beckett Carol Mrs

Burbridge Janet Mrs

Stewart Mr

Bewick Thomas Mr

Smith Sarah Mrs

Scofield Marilyn Mrs

Glendinning Derek Mr

Cross Mr & Mrs

McCarthy Carol Mrs

Stevenson Jane Mrs

Kemp R Mr

Gilbert Jean Mrs

Heyman Janette Mrs

Homans Gillian Ms

Young Mark Mr

Catlin Lily Miss

Rejahl Katrin Mrs

Gilbert Jeremy Mr

Catlin Kathrin Mrs

Allison Lynne Ms

Kirkham Gill Mrs

Rimmer Dennis Mr

Lauchlan Angus Dr

Armit Colin Mr

Ward Margaret

Clark Kevan Mr

McLachrie Andy Mr

Clarke Geoff Mr

Morrow Ruth Mrs

Boston L Ms

Read Nigel Mr

Abbas Nahla Dr

Lawson Andrew Mr

Butler Robert Mr

Bengtson Jane Ms

King Martina Mrs

McGregor Charles D Dr

Clarke Jennifer Miss

Reusch Tom Mr

Linwood Linda Ms

Cooper Stacey Miss

Allgood Frederick John Mr

Harding Chris

Hammett Mabel Mrs
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Hill Richard Mr

Linnane Marie Ms

Downer Nicholas Mr

Elgar William Mr

Lishman Marie Ms

Horgan Robert Mr

Elgar Tom Mr

Guirguis Ayman Dr

Philp P Miss

Nicholas Andrew Mr

Wood Rod Mr

Eastwood Angela Miss

Elgar Tippy Ms

Evangelou Andrew Mr

Sturgeon Ken Mr

Ballard Frances Mrs

newman carol ms

Dobson Frank Mr

Beer Stephen Mr

Padia Dipesh Mr

Cates Rod Mr

Samways Angela & Alan Mr
& Mrs

Wood Dennis Mr

Hooley Joe Mr

Mabbutt Gary Mr

Boland Margaret Mrs

Luck John Mr

Francis Ian Mr

Knight Alison mrs

Costigan Brenda

Havens Sue

Chase Kim Mrs

Allison Malcolm Mr
Uffen Raymond Mr
Seabrook Florence Mrs
Procter Beryl Mrs

Banham Peter Mr

Holbrook Janice Ms

Whitehead Derek & June Mr
& Mrs

Ballabon Mark Mr.

Armstrong John Mr

Metson Christine Mrs

Lancaster Hilary Ms

Porter Callum Mr

Ward Audrey Mrs

Gurney Stephen Mr

Reimer Alan Mr

Wise Michael Mr

Davies Vincent Mr

Firmin Michael Mr

Webster David

Herman Michael Mr

Dedominicis Robert Mr

Sutch & Bhawana Jonah &
Dangol

Spencer Jacqui Ms

Lupton Frederick Mr

King Stuart Mr

Forman Elaine Mrs

Castle Mark Mr

Dewey-Leader Derek Mr

Cox David Mr

Ashwell Paul Mr

McGill Alex Mr

Man James Mr

Ouchabane Veronica

Bland John Mr

Milner John Mr

Sparrow Jon

Griffin John Mr

Banks Colin Mr

Robinson John and Jen

Robertson David Mr

Smith Jacqueline Mrs

Brosnan John Mr

Clark Neill Mr

Benson Roger Mr

Patel Mr & Mrs

Brimble Claire Ms

T F Mrs

Harrison Jane Mrs

Neville Philip Mr

Steed Deborah Mrs

Androutsopoulou Christina
Miss

Bourne Jane Ms

Hemingway Steve Mr

Walters Emily Miss

Jinks Susan Mrs

Shevtsov Paul Mr

Hall Nicholas Mr

Morgan Jack Mr

Thakar Amit Mr

Gibbs John Mr

Jones John Mr

Ryan

Wood James Mr

Wilcock Thomas Mr

Ahmed Curtis Mr

Weston Yvonne Mrs
Banting Chris Mr
Miller Peter Mr
Merle Denise Mrs
White Paul Mr
Crocker Jeremy Mr
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Bags Milly Miss

Howson Lynda

Norris John & Brenda Mr &
Mrs

Lewis David Mr

Wallace Brenda

McGuinness Tina Mrs

Evans Geoffrey Mr

Bell Duncan Councillor

McMahon Lance Mr

Ormondroyd E Mrs

Brownsell A L Mr

Waller Gary Mr

Williamson Don Mr

Teather William & Nancy Mr
& Mrs

Mariutto Davide Mr

Armstrong Clare Mrs

Mackay Henry Mr

Michael Pilbeam Michael Mr

Raw Cyril

Johnstone Heather Ms

Dudman Alan Mr

Marsh Anne Mrs

Slough Ann Ms

Martines Josephine Mrs

Clark Mike Mr

King Chris Mr

Gibson Matthew Mr

Connolly Martin Mr

Mullens Richard Mr

Haggar Philip Mr

Salsi Anthony G Mr

Tomlin Brenda Mrs

Long Mike Mr

Hamilton Lee Phillip Mr

Panayis Nicholas Mr

Hadley Kathleen Mrs

Hamilton Lee Leesa Mrs

Dunton Michael Mr

Chapman Richard Mr

Johnson Debbie

Andreas George Mr

Richards Dawn Miss

Bradley Charlotte

Ingram J Mrs

Bertram Lindsey Miss

Barber David Nigel Mr

Burling Lynn Mrs

Morgan David Mr

Welsh Ella

Reid Roisin Miss

Peters Jean Ms

Charles Peter Mr

Dixon David Dr

Anscombe Loreley Mrs

Wiggs Carol

McCulloch Stuart Mr

Sturgeon K Mr

Williams Teresa

Bailey Alex Mrs

Salisbury Anne Mrs

Morton Bruce Mr

Pes Gillian Mrs

Roland Michael Mr

Adams Lance Mr

Murphy Martin Mr

Prime Steve Mr

Toye Lisa Mrs

Curson Richard Mr

Gosnell Colin Mr

Couzens Peter Mr

Paulson Mark Mr

Roberts Margery Mrs

Jones Dean Mr

Runacres Peter Mr

Rebisz Alan Mr

Lees Nicholas Mr

Camm Philip Mr

Weetman Ade

Dovey Matt Mr

Herbert Adrian Mr

Kilford Ian Mr

Farrow Paul Mr

Mitchell Elaine Ms

Cooke Margaret Ms

Abrahams Charlie Mr

Mccullough Chris Mr

Reed Stewart Mr

Pinkney Justin Dr

Dyment Christopher Mr

Venn Graham Mr

Kendall Adam Mr

McNamara Gillian Mrs

Dimichino Michael Mr

Pugh O M Mr

Rawling Karen Mrs

Catlin Andrew Mr

Shaw Mrs

Mohdzaini Hayfa Mrs

Grant Eleanor Ms

Oaksford Mike Professor

Furukawa Carolyn Mrs

Mitchell Marian Mrs
Law Mary Judith Miss
Swaine Roger Mr
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Donatantonio Paul Mr

Wright Claire Miss

Gee Thomas Mr

Elliston P & L Ms & Mrs

Harrow Sam Mr

Hollingsworth Graham Mr

Bromley Kevin Mr

Barr Robert Mr

Hollingsworth Adrianne Mrs

Mullin Josephine Ms

Stevens Arthur Mr

Hollingsworth Lydia Miss

Cheetham Alan Mr

Myers Roberts Mr

Fincham Phyllis Mrs

Stoyanov Vladimir Mr

Carter Robert Mr

Scutt James Mr

Davies Barbara Ms

Hambleton Louise Miss

Hull Pamela Mrs

Aylott Elizabeth Mrs

Cheek David Mr

Scadden Valerie Mrs

Ashworth Mary Miss

Al Haddad Huda Dr

Scadden Roy Mr

Harley Robert Mr

Jones Huw Mr

Chalk Kathleen T. Ms

Dover M Mr

Abrahams Alma Mrs

Ingram Angela Mrs

Kell Antony Mr

Diprose Ainsley Miss

Ingram Peter Mr

Broadbent K M Mrs

Sweeney George Mr

Balogun Nicholas Mr

Calvete Louis Mr

Boxer Mr

Burnett Roz Ms

Shead J Mr

Cook Daren Mr

Hewitt Margaret Mrs

Eldridge Peter Mr

Knott Adam Dr

Cooper Betty Miss

Edwards Liz Mrs

Evans Mike Mr

Preignac Rose-marie Ms

Watkins Elizabeth Mrs

Smith Sharon Ms

Bartlett Donald Mr

Watkins Anthony Mr

Reding Steve Mr

Adams Ian Mr

Edwards Graham Dr

Jones Kelly Ms

Saurigny Didier Mr

Walker Nicola Mrs

Hamshere John & Loretta
Mr & Mrs

Kearney Anthony Mr

Burchill S Mr

Curtin William Mr

Ryan Vince Mr

Naylor Ros Miss

Smith Gordon & Anne Mr &
Mrs

Ellis Peter Mr
Toole Simon Mr
Njoku Peaceman Mr
Reeve James Mr
Kitchin C R Mr
Stedham Richard Mr
Barnett Michael Mr
Sheehan Anton Mr
Moore Geoffrey Mr
Menzies Elizabeth Mrs
Pennicott Selina Miss

Curtis-Vegh Vicki Mrs
Matthews Amelia Mrs
Oldam Stephen Mark Mr
Stevens Janine Mrs

High Sarah Mrs

Selvadurai Hartley Mr

Alcindor Carrie Miss

Lamb Val Mrs

Curtis-Vegh Samuel Mr

Allen Denise Mrs

Fotherham Rosemary Mrs

Matthews Frederick Mr

Edge Janet Mrs

Neville Brenda Miss

Edge Michael Mr

Brown Doreen Mrs

Hollingsworth Claire Mrs

Driscoll Stephen Mr

Stokes Daniel Mr

Wood Michael Mr

Harrower Carole Mrs

Stravens Amanda Mrs

Stokes Kelly Mrs

Moir Roger Graham Mr
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Fyall Laura Mrs

Peake John Mr

Knight Emma Ms

Mold Gwen Mrs

Baker Neil Mr

O'Boy Steven Mr

Olham Steven Mr

Pope Ethel Mrs

Gilbert Jean Mrs

Stevenson Duncan Mr

Pope Alan Mr

Hughes David Mr

Heap Nick Mr

Theanne Gabriel France Mr

Bentley Linda Mrs

Platford Sue Mrs

Clark Eileen Mrs

Bentley Stephen Mr

Burroughs Amelia Mrs

Clark Tom Mr

Warris Jack Mr

Burroughs Colin Mr

Blundell Jacqueline Ms

Warris Georgia Miss

Worcester John Mr

Welch James Mr

Warris Leeona Mrs

Jackson Susan Mrs

Innocent Martin Mr

Simmonds Robert Mr

Meehan Zoe Miss

Innocent Debbie Mrs

Simmonds Sarah Mrs

Meehan Luke Mr

Veitch Jennifer Mrs

Howell Brett Mr

Meehan Susan Mrs

Veitch William Mr

Hole Shirley Mrs

Meehan David Mr

Morgan Naughton Mr

Buckerfield Fred Mr

Clare Sandra Mrs

Rollinson David Mr

Mitchell Elizabeth Mrs

Black James Mr

Rollinson Christine Mrs

Mitchell Arthur Mr

Hughes Joanna Mrs

Shoebottom Karen Mrs

Baines Dorothy Mrs

Squire Peter Mr

Burgess Gillian Mrs

Baines Alan Mr

Theanne Marie Stella Mrs

Burgess Clement Mr

Golder Marjorie Mrs

Foster Luke Mr

Johnson Martin Mr

McKinnon John Mr

Foster Gary Mr

Johnson Jane Mrs

McKinnon Jill Mrs

Foster Debbie Mrs

Johnson David Mr

Taylor Alan Mr

Foster Georgia Miss

White Stephen Mr

Humphreys Rosemary Mrs

Milton Gerry Mr

White Carol Mrs

Humphreys Michael Mr

Milton Jean Mrs

Bailey Jean Mrs

Hole Matthew Mr

Mason Colin Mr

Howell Taylor Mr

Hole Richard Mr

Keech Genevieve Mrs

Howell Miles Mr

Bailey Philip Mr

Morgan Ena Mrs

Kentsley - Howell Susan
Mrs

Antoniades Andrew Mr

Hughes Nicholas Mr
Roberts Ann Mrs
Pillay Peter Mr
Pillay Susan Mrs
Pillay Kristofer Mr
Gilbert Jeremy Mr
Peake Joyce Mrs

Chan Jill Mrs
Kachiwala Kokila Mrs
Kachiwala Balvantnam Mr
Watts Vivienne C Miss
Watts Olwen M Mrs
Fisher Garry Mr

Antoniades Judith Mrs
Johnson David Mr
Johnson Heather Mrs
Salvatore Jacqueline Mrs
Clem James Mr
Rastello Luca Mr
Salvatore Nicandro Mr
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Keohane Thomas Mr
Lax Sheila Mrs
Lax Kenneth Mr
Hartung Michael Mr
Hartung Marion Mrs
Wakeling Tara Miss
Wakeling Jane Mrs
Taylor Richard Mr
Nissen Gideon Mr
Nissen Charlotte Miss
Nissen James Mr
Hulse Kitt Mr
Hulse Sally Mrs
Hulse Bella Miss
Hulse Beaumont Mr
Stratton Christopher Mr
Roughan Gordon Mr
Roughan Julie Mrs
Roughan Josh Mr
Gow Alan Mr
Sibiain Amen Dr
Martinez Anna Dr
Titmuss Huw Master
Titmuss Adrian Mr
Titmuss Jenny Mrs
Brusini Amerigo Mr
Brusini Cinzia Miss
O'Boy Margaret Mrs
O'Boy Richard Mr
McGoldrick Larissa Mrs
Minhyong Kim Mr
Daveport Simon Mr
Elliott Carol Ms
Brusini Lorenzo Mr

Bellizardi Brusini Rossella
Mrs
Crow Brian Mr
Travess Julie Mrs
Malcolm Kay Mrs
Elbourne Antony Mr
Tibbles Lawrence Mr
Jerome Sidney Mr
Horton C Mrs
Reynolds Jacqueline Mrs
Youngs D Mrs
Turner Keith Mr
Drinkwater Mark Mr
Rowland Samantha Miss
Rowland Julie Mrs
Rowland Wayne Mr
Riley Victoria Mrs
Bailey Joyce Miss
Bailey Anna Miss
Beamiss Alan Mr
Barker Claire Mrs
Barker Robert Mr
Hinton Owen Mr
Hinton Matthew James Mr
Hinton Treena Mrs
Hick Jacquie Ms
Garratt Peter Mr
Miles Stuart Mr
Miles Rosemary Mrs
Brown Barbara Mrs
Brathwaite Aubrey Mr
Brathwaite Josephine Mrs
Edgecombe David Mr
Edgecombe Ann Mrs
Deverill Gladys Mrs

Benham Peter Mr
Bristow Anthony Mr
Statham Alan Mr
Statham Janet Mrs
Sweet Coral Mrs
Sweet David Mr
Choudhury Abdul Mr
White Lee Mr
Aitchinson Helen Ms
Curtis Richard Mr
Whiting Mark Mr
Whiting Lisa Dr
Dickson John Mr
Merser Stuart Mr
Geheran Miranda Mr
Peake Barbara Mrs
Sims Wendy Mrs
Hill Andrew Mr
Baker Emma Miss
Lyon Pauline Mrs
Lyon Christopher Mr
Young Joanne Mrs
Young David Mr
Olver Emily Mrs
Purchase Heather Mrs
Goulding Keneth Dr
Galsworth Margaret Mrs
Monastero Nicolo Mr
Martin Lorna Mrs
Godley Mervyn Mr
Renwick William Mr
Passmore Rina Mrs
Passmore Guy Mr
Umaipalan Kaleesta Mrs
Mansbridge Trevor Mr
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Lodge Sarah Ms

Scandrett Doreen Mrs

Leahy John Mr

Renwick Kathleen Mrs

Clouet Cindy Mrs

Leahy Doris Mrs

Wheeler Susan Mrs

Mo Charles Mr

Lodge Anna Mrs

Wheeler Chayleigh Miss

Furlong William Mr

Lodge Anthony Mr

Wheeler Kieron Mr

Furlong Theresa Mrs

Fitch Alan Mr

Wheeler Conor Mr

Owen Janet Mrs

Fitch Nita Mrs

Patel Myan Master

Owen Bryan Mr

Robb Diane Mrs

Patel Shayne Miss

Reynolds Isobel Mrs

Murray Pauline Mrs

Patel Vina Mrs

Reynolds Andrew Mr

Plain Charlotte Miss

Patel Narendra Mr

Salmassi Barbara Mrs

Parrott G Mrs

Allport Jamie Mr

Sears Nicholas Mr

Chedd Susan Mrs

Allport Hannah Miss

Sears Jill Mrs

Brooks Michael Mr

Page Marjorie Ms

Dearmun Edna Mrs

Brooks Mandy Mrs

Myers Alexandra Mrs

Sterling Sylvia Miss

Lewis Heidi Mrs

Myers Heather Mrs

Quinn William Mr

Davidson Wendy Mrs

Myers Matthew Mr

Fairweather Michael Mr

Bickell Lesley Mrs

Whitely Barbara Mrs

Fairweather Monica Mrs

Millichamp Roger Mr

McKee Richard Mr

Haydon David Mr

Collins Raymond Donald Mr

O'Hara Barbara Miss

Flanagan Louise Ms

Drummond William Mr

Clutson Allan Mr

Clarke Anthea Ms

Doamson F Mrs

Clutson Pauline Mrs

Travess Mark Mr

Robb George Mr

Daw Peter Mr

Gray Leslie Mr

Kenyon Janet Mrs

Baldwin Alan Mr

Pearson Brian Mr

Kenyon Joseph Mr

Baldwin Janet Mrs

Chedd Mitchell Mr

Mulvaney Nicholas Mr

Piper Colin Mr

Garman Micheal Mr

Mulvaney Clare Mrs

Shepherd Louise Miss

Gurling Shelia Mrs

Tarrant Ashley Mr

Stevens Neil Mr

Meader Cliff Mr

Tarrant Amanda Mrs

Lever Geoffrey Mr

Antoniou Vanessa Ms

Brook Rob Mr

Lever Ruth Mrs

Elbourne Jane Mrs

Brook Wendy Mrs

Curtis Laura Mrs

Willoughby Reginald Mr

Edwards Simon Mr

Wheeler Gavin Mr

Willoughby Fay Mrs

Plain Hilary Miss

Talbot Christian Mr

Rapp David Mr

Sokhi Satpal Mr

Beattie Steven Mr

Pazos Suzan Mrs

Savage Paul Mr

Talbot Shirley Ms

Pazos Jose Mr

Savage Christine Mrs

Scandrett Michael Mr

Malcolm Les Mr

Sanz Michael Mr
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Cockrane Karen Ms

Russo Lisa Mrs

Savory Muriel Mrs

Steen Victor Mr

Russo Pietro Mr

Savory Frank Mr

Tamplin Derick Mr

Nash Mrs

Poulton Colin Mr

Tamplin Kathryn Mrs

Kenny Carmel Ms

Scholes Mavis Mrs

Banford Leonard Mr

Craft Maria Mrs

Sibley Mr

Clare Anita Mrs

Nicholas Janie Mrs

Jones David Mr

Shinnick Kevin Mr

Nicholas Gemma Miss

Poulton William Mr

Shinnick Karen Mrs

Dean Christine Ms

Sibley Shelia Mrs

Stevens Janice Mrs

Blaxhill Tom Mr

Beavis Darlene Mrs

Bicknell Penelope Mrs

Thompson Jamie Mr

Martin Steve Mr

Bicknell Philip Mr

Thompson Sue Mrs

Poulton Kerry Miss

Lynch Melanie Mrs

Harrison Mary Anne Ms

Martin Lorena Mrs

Lynch Sean Mr

Nixon Paul Mr

Swanston Enca Mrs

Pike Margaret Mrs

Blaxill Ray Mr

Swanston Benjamin Mr

Wright Alan Mr

Scannell Benard Mr

Paris Audrey Mrs

Wright Kathleen Mrs

Cannon Terry Mr

Poulton Sarah Miss

Miller Edmund Mr

Scannell Marion Mrs

Day Simon Mr

Whitney Donna Mrs

Gurney Beryl Mrs

Alderman Leslie Mrs

Whitney Paul Mr

Gaye Caroline Mrs

Godley Rosemary Mrs

Edwards Catherine Ms

Hughes Mark Mr

Day Sarah Mrs

Butler Susan Mrs

Davidson Sally Miss

Alderman Samantha Miss

Raines Eleanor Miss

Hughes Rose Mrs

French Ben Mr

Balkaran Pepe Mr

Hughes Emily Miss

Winch Helen Mrs

Falk Martin Mr

Faithfull Michael Mr

Rodrigues Bert Mr

Latchford Swaley Mr

Hughes Corina Miss

Stephenson Terrie Mr

Jung-Hamer Ulla Ms

Cipolla V Mrs

Alderman Michael Mr

Hedger Elsie Mrs

Kiff Ian Mr

Singer Kate Mrs

Hicks Rita Mrs

Cipolla Gianfranco Mr

Singer Jeremy Mr

Hicks Peter Mr

Riley Barrett Mr

Thorpe Marion Mrs

Smith Catherine Miss

Poulton Janet Mrs

Thorpe Jack Mr

Esposito Michael Mr

Wong Thomas Mr

Fawcett Stephen Mr

Hayes Dawn Miss

Wong Swee Ying Mrs

Polley Gloria Mrs

White Christina Ms

Whitley Wong Kim Mrs

West Olwen Mrs

Choudhury Rokeya Mrs

Larebska Anna Mrs

Fawcett Susan Mrs

Taylor Sarah Miss

Platford Paul Mr

Mallon Joseph Mr
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Hewett Freda Mrs

Midgley Sharleen Mrs

Seggie Linda Mrs

Holloway Richard Mr

Molnar-Poy Kagaun Ms

Walsh Elizabeth Mrs

Holloway Ann Ms

Longega Joan Mrs

Merser Thomas Mr

Haggerty John Mr

Aaron Annabelle Ms

Stevens Claire Miss

Thompson Alfreda Mrs

Zambon Lucio Mr

Walsh Angela Mrs

Lane Mary Mrs

Blackman James Mr

Clynes Martin Mr

Witczak Dorota Miss

Calderwood Christine Mrs

Wanless Paul Mr

Warren Mel Mr

Hussain Mohammed Mr

Wanless Remi Mr

Deffous Sarah Mrs

Taylor Karen Miss

Clynes Linda Mrs

Warren Jacqueline Mrs

Zambon Sylvie Mrs

Stevens John Mr

Haggerty Pamela Mrs

Harvey Francesca Miss

Wanless Thierry Mr

Maynard Sharon Ms

Murray Iain Mr

Ward Anne-Marie Miss

Moody Anthony Mr

Murray Alexander Mr

Byron A Mr

Grant David Mr

Theanne Rebecca Ms

Doherty Susan Mrs

Macleod Janice Mrs

Paton David Mr

Walsh Nora Ms

Moody Carolyn Mrs

Smith Nick Mr

Horsfall Chris Mr

Lane Leslie Mr

Coombs Andrew Mr

Ward Eleanor Miss

Pugh Kay Mrs

Smith Christine Mrs

Oldam Janet Mrs

Rilett June Mrs

Perry Ben Mr

Eden Michelle Ms

Pugh Colin Mr

Griffith Graham Mr

Meehan Linda Ms

Clare Gary Mr

Cunningham Joan Mrs

Mark Stephen Mr

Marshall Derek Mr

Waldron Shirley Mrs

Shepherd Darren Mr

Russell Geoff Mr

Grant Jacqueline Mrs

Lawrence Jack Mr

Walsh Adrian Mr

Giles S Mr

Sugden Pauline Mrs

Glass Ashley Mr

Woollard Michael Mr

Lawrence Angela Mrs

Walsh Gloria Mrs

Bolton Douglas Mr

Harper Helen Mrs

Lloyd Valerie Mrs

Giles Susan Mrs

Harper Lee Mr

Glass Joanne Mrs

Lloyd Amanda Miss

Lawrence Tom Mr

Jones Amy Ms

Murray Alastair Mr

Clarke Daniel Mr

Jones Gill Mrs

Tait Stephen Mr

Gale Kathleen Mrs

Greenspan Aneesa Ms

Cunningham Caroline Mrs

Cremins Paul Mr

Francis Nikki Miss

Brown Pamela Mrs

Lawrence George Mr

Jones Roy Mr

Meehan Kathleen Mrs

Manley Frank Mr

Lawrence Joan Miss

Merser Maureen Mrs

Gwillim Kyle Mr

Stock Andy Mr

Merser Michael Mr

Gwillim Paula Mrs
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Lawrence Stephen Mr

Fernandez Rosario Mrs

Haw Norman Mr

Manley Carolyn Mrs

Fernandez Mr

Atkinson Ian Stanley Mr

Gale Richard Mr

Smith Pauline Mrs

Chaney Fiona Ms

Droy K Mr

Dance David Mr

Foster Kathryn Mrs

Allen Dorrice Mrs

Price Marie Mrs

Hole Gloria Ms

Bigwold Barry Mr

Harbour Mary Mrs

Panther Becky Miss

Girt Jean Mrs

Parker Elvy Mrs

Fox Gwyneth Mrs

Clarke Eleanor Mrs

Cash Margaret Mrs

May Dawn Mrs

Vermeulen Clare Mrs

Price Relda Mrs

Carter Steven Mr

Stevenson Sally Mrs

Price Lucy Mrs

Carter Janay Miss

Hallows John Mr

Majithia R.K & R.R & A & A
Mr & Mrs & Ms & Ms

McCullough Maurice Mr

Stevenson Kira Miss
Hallows Pat Mrs
Stevenson Callum Mr
Keys Michael Mr
Moore Rita Miss
Young Rita Mrs
Young Cliff Mr
Stevens Dunkan Mr
Stevenson Gareth Mr
Stockman Susan Mrs
Millar Leanda Mrs
Canfield Keith Mr
Halls K Mr
Li Jo Mrs
Richardson Wendy Ms
Hibbs John Dr
Latchford Betty Mrs
Crawford Valerie Mrs
Cremins Kathryn Mrs
Saunders Lisa Miss
O Connor John Mr
Smith Alice Mrs
Gadhvi Sanjay & Anamika
Mr & Mrs

Hilditch Jill Mrs
Hornby R P Mr
Littleford Tynya Mrs
Lee Michelle Mrs
Hall Mark Mr
Blake Haidy Mrs
Hill Margaret Mrs
Clarke Laraine Mrs
Crowhurst David Mr
Hindlaugh Wendy Mrs
Papworth David Mr
Papworth Maureen Mrs
Hopkin Penelope Mrs
Bennett Richard Mr
Hurd Russell Mr
Cuthbert Shirley Ms

Critchley Amanda Mrs
Littlechild Shelia Mrs
Bundock Sherry Miss
Bridle Mr
Furr Brenda Mrs
Richardson Matthew Mr
Coombes Barbara Mrs
Johnson David Mr
Johnson Glenys Mrs
Grey Julie Mrs
Brady Edward Mr
Brady Jackie Mrs
Cripps Alan Dr
Avenell Deborah Miss
Brownsell Trevor Mr
Millingeo Gillian Mrs

Staves Susan Ms

Davidson Stephen Daniel
Mr

Woolnough Linda Mrs

Davidson Therese Mrs

Anderson Elsie Mrs

Harrison Tim & Louise Mr &
Mrs

Boland Kay Mrs
Allen Jan Mrs
Cox Phillip Mr
King Gertrude Ms

Jubb Lois Mrs
Bostock Branka Mrs
Orr Claire Mrs
Arnone Jayne Mrs
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Troc Marlena Mrs

McPherson Katherine Mrs

Jones Danny Mr

Porteous Lewis Mr

Gill Linda Mrs

Joseph Julie Mrs

Joseph Paul Mr

Fisher Shanie Mr

Williams Paul Mr

Lilley Shaun Mr

Tranfield Julie Mrs

Buhagiar Louise Mrs

Challis Victor Mr

Davis Philippa Mrs

Porteuus Lewis Mr

Bickell Rhys Mr

Nayee Ashvin Mr

Keane Gabriel Mr

Trew Susan Mrs

Eltringham Kenneth Mr

O'Connor Kerstin Mrs

Collins Emily Miss

Marshall Ellen Mrs

Preston Margaret Mrs

Gill Roy Mr

Benwell Donna Mrs

Smith Louise Mrs

Cooper Ronald Mr

Benwell Hannah Miss

Benwell Mike Mr

Cooper Diane Mrs

Bell Marilyn Mrs

Burgess Anna Ms

Hurd Diane Mrs

Bell Michael Mr

Pearce Lorraine Mrs

Hughes Brenda Mrs

Nelson Michael Mr

Cook Angela Mrs

Bickwell Lesley Mrs

Nelson Denise Mrs

Clark Joe Mr

Dawson Sarah Miss

Ainsworth June Rosemary
Ms

Turner Alexia Mr

Camburn Nicolette Clare
Mrs

Auchterlounie Paul Mr
Nix Adrienne Ms
Beck Deborah Mrs
Cunningham Michele Miss
Krishna Ranjit Mr
Krishna Susannah Mrs
Greavers Jon Mr
McCullough Sarah Miss
McCullough Jo Miss
McCullough Hilary Mrs
Coleman Natasha Miss
Smith Anthony Mr
Keane Carol Mrs
Hardy Michael Mr
Burnett Gillian Miss
Wills Angela Mrs
Ellis Sharon Mrs
Busch Julie Mrs
Facey Sarah Miss

Long Liz Mrs
Paget Maxine Mrs

Clark Diane Mrs

Millichamp James Mr

Woodley Helen Mrs

Smith R. Mr

Woodley Samantha Miss

Miller M. Mr & Mrs

Woodley Garry Mr

Chivers Julia Ms

Coles Pamela Mrs

Michael & Pugh William &
Wendy Ann Mr & Ms

Patel Kailas Mrs
Szalkowska Malgorolo Mrs
Orchard Keith Mr
Clark Sandra Ms
Bootle Stephen Mr
Carey Joanna Mrs
Robinson Hollie Miss
Bickell Dean Mr
Griggs Sarah Mrs
Allison John Mr

Haddon K. W. Mr & Mrs
Robbins Chris Mr
Robinson James Mr
Rawlings Mary Mrs
Gissane J Mrs
Currie Christine Mrs
Matthews Trevor Mr
McHugh Roger Mr
Harrington Roy Mr

Hutchinson Margaret Mrs

Collingridge Nick & Diana
Mr & Mrs

Williams Lewis Mr

Gray Joan Mrs

Garrett Audra Miss

Reed Sean Mr
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Paget Philip Mr

George Maureen Mrs

Loughnane Eugene Mr

Smith Gerald Mr

Young Hayley Mrs

Marshall Aimee Miss

Bray C Mr

Coughlan Elizabeth Mrs

Ellingworth Peter Mr

Humbles Andrew Mr

Ellis Nigel Mr

Gouldthorpe Sue Mrs

Green Karen Ms

Noble David Mr

Golder Lucinder Miss

Ballard Lee Mr

Murtagh Bridie Mrs

Golder James Mr

Bamfield Sallyanne Mrs

Howell Allan Mr

Morgan Robert Mr

Smith Maureen Mrs

Moore Carol & David Mr &
Mrs

Smith Eleanor Miss

Golding Jill Miss

Keller Charlotte Ms

O'Connell Margaret Mrs

Gray Stuart Mr

Hall Rebecca Ms

Lawson Lisa Miss

Fowler Rhys Mr

Fox Andrea Mrs

Wheeler James Mr

O'Keefe Ann Mrs

Wheeler Lewis Mr

Adamson F Mrs

Wheeler Cristine Mrs

Adamson Mr

Wisdom Craig Mr

Green Cherry Miss

Jones Graham & Gillian Mr
& Mrs

Loader Hazel Mrs

Norwood Paul Mr
LI Niook Mrs
Clapp Roy Mr
Rossington David Mr
Kirsop Lynn Mrs
Sargeant John Mr
Fisher Alan Mr
Fisher Joan Mrs
Noble Margaret Mrs
Noble Eileen Mrs

Kemp James Mr

Palmer Amanda Miss

Padfield Lilian Mrs

Palmer-Walker Olivia Miss

Palfreman Janet Mrs

Hutchinson John Mr

Bellam John Mr

Broad John Mr

Allsop Ian Mr

Fisher Michael & Joyce Mr
& Mrs

Spooner Neil Mr

Hale Kathleen Mrs

Noble Kayleigh Miss

Byrne Colette Ms

Gleed Rosie Mrs

Doocey Christopher & Mary
Mr & Mrs

Noble Jack Mr

Loader Richard Mr
Loader Anthony Mr
Pryor Herbie Mr
Linton Lynda Mrs

Taylor Denise Mrs
Pitman David Mr
Marsh Jane Ms
Powell Anthony Mr
Bonner David Mr
Earland Roger Mr

Bloomfield Jake Mr
Kirsop John Mr
McSkimming Janet Mrs
Bloomfield Edmund Mr
Bloomfield Nina Mrs
Turner A Mrs

Young Barbara Mrs
May Jonathan Mr
Dash Mike Mr
Oglesby Peter Mr
Coe David Mr
Evans Spencer Mr
Smith R & L Mr & Mrs
Chamberlain Roger Mr
Gage Fiona Ms
Scott David Mr

Pumilia Karen Mrs

Adams John & Yvonne Mr &
Mrs

Taylor Frank Mr

Voller Christian Mr

Vincent Julian Mr

Fox Jack Mr
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Willis Jonathan Mr

Jenkins Simon Mr

Wiltshire John Mr

Jenkins A Dr

Booth Tom Mr

Wareing Robert Dr

Frampton Kirsty Ms

Coreth Mark Mr

Pugh Alan Mr.

Coles Stephen Mr

Winter Steve Mr

Naseby Susan Miss

Moor Gregory Mr

Roberts Jenna Miss

Willison Alan Mr

Jessop Paul Mr

Roberts Amelia Miss

Salter Paul Mr

Thompson Hugh Mr

Wisdom Christopher Master

Quy Paul Mr

Bowen Ken Mr

Stevens Philip Mr

Lucas Keith Mr

Hagley John Mr

Willson Karen Mrs

Halsey Catherine Mrs

Wells Valerie Ms

Dyce Heather Rev

Esposito Marco

O'Reilly Shaun Mr

Olszewski Julie Dr

Esposito Alessandro

Cameron A.B. Mr

Hurle David Mr

Esposito Giovanni Mr

Demmery David Mr

Dyce Mike Rev

Esposito Salvatore Mr

Banyard Steve Mr

Pearce Len Mr

Turner Christopher Mr

Ng Paul Mr

Charlton Alan & Lesley Mr &
Mrs

Armitage Ron Mr

Smith Shad Mr

Stevens Anthony Mr

Janes Gillian Mrs

Henwick Mark Mr

Burgoin Jeremy Mr

Musty Jim Mr

Potter Ms

Gibbon John Mr

Lotz Louise Ms

Marsh Chris Mr

Atputharatnam Mithran Mr

Freegarde Tim Mr

Wilson Mark Mr

Bretts Ralph Mr

Hutchinson John Mr

Brooks Eric Mr

Lunney Craig Mr

Grefe Sara Mrs

Stanbrough Malcolm Mr

Wondrak Rob Dr

Mann Elaine Mrs

Harrison Robert C Mr

Tual Thomas Mr

Bell J Roger Mr

Appukuttan Anitha Ms

Verity Gordon Mr

Beauchamp A Miss

Mildred Charles Mr

Charles Angela Mrs

Guerzoni Axelle Mrs

Harrison Ann Mrs

Faehndrich Andre Mr

Marco Maurice Mr

Hoy Richard Mr

Bedford Mary Mrs

Oldridge Antony Mr

Nelhans Susan Ms

Halsey Rebecca Miss

Oakenfull Peter Mr

Chenery Jo-Ann Ms
Cooper-Patel G Mrs
Gander Caroline Mrs
Warden John Mr
Frixou Margaret Mrs
Hirani Harsha Mrs
Droy Deborah Ms
Trevis Barry Mr
Wells Jim Mr
Hanson Terry Mr
Houghton Nicola Mrs
Halsey Johnnie Master
Dixon Paul Mr
Wilson Denis Mr
Pickering Jenna Miss
Divers Mr
Constantine Charlie Miss
Bedingfield Kim Mrs
Bedford Neil Mr
Savage Carolyn Miss
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Benstead Stephen Mr

Evans Sarah Miss

Van Genderen Dana Ms

Jackson Trevor Mr

Frost Mrs

Barrington-Hill Anthony Mr

Wiltshire Geoffrey Mr

Fagan Siobhan Mrs

Van Genderen Reece Mr

Sheehan Mark Mr

Parmley Tianna Miss

Weymen Michelle Ms

Esposito Laura Mrs

Parmley Sam Master

Van Genderen Eric Mr

Robbins Brian Mr

Milton Beverley Mrs

Roberts Nikki Mrs

Lacey Christopher Mr

Parmley Joe Master

Chorley John Mr

Marx Stefanie Mrs

Faulkner Dave Mr

Mistry Chetan Mr

Humbles Victoria Mrs

Neville Peter Mr

Wilson Alan Professor

Godbold J Mr

Parmley Ben Master

Day Emma Mrs

Dayal Satish Mr

Milton Derek Mr

Huxley Peter Mr

Tasch Philip Mr

Parmley Rebecca Jayne
Miss

Winn Derek Mr

Brims Lisa Mrs
Mann Luke Mstr
Pope Martin Dr
Reeves Sue Mrs
Bull Andrew Mr
Murden Hugh Mr
Bryant Vanessa Miss
Mullens Mr
Norman Susan Mrs
Shirley Bob Mr
Antippa Lucian Master
Cast James Mr
Demetriou Simon Mr
White Jacqueline Mrs
Bone John Dr
Thomas V Mrs
Morse Roger Mr
Thomas Jibin Mr
Blundell Susannah Dr
Miles Nick Mr
Gearing Chris Mr
McKenzie Margaret Mrs
Yeoman Moyra Mrs

Randall Graham Mr
Nichols David Mr
Parmley Dawn-Marie Mrs
Bolton Ian Mr
Andrews Christopher Mr
McCabe John Mr
Kaszina Annie Dr
Rabbitt Hannah Mrs
Kearns Ms
Halsey Janis Mrs
Hennessy Liam Mr
Green Carolyn Mrs
Potter Mark Mr
Boulton Pauline Mrs
Dodding Geoff Mr
Sargent Roger Mr
Docherty Tony Mr
Anderson Claire Mrs
Arlaud Mary Mrs
Stringer James Mr
Jenkins Peter Mr
Stratton Lloyd Mr

Orchard Nic Ms
Waters Matthew Mr
Campbell Julian Mr
Metcalfe Jeremy Mr
Levy Mark Mr
Ward Paul Mr
Williams-Wynne William Mr
Collett Andrew Mr
Sharpe Stephen Mr
Beauchamp Peter Mr
Grant Gordon Mr
Hutt Stephen Mr
Stevens Anthony Mr
Graves Edwin Mr
Carlton Paul Captain
Neal Adam Mr
Lewis Geoffrey Mr
Hall William Mr
Aitken Steven Mr
Jarvis Philip Mr
Jackson Robert Mr
Darlington Henrik Mr.
Bohill-Smith Stephen Mr
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Frutuoso Jorge Mr

Rycroft John Mr

Quinton Jennifer Miss

Jodel Larry Mr

Clifton Mary Mrs

Burke Martin Mr

Woods George Mr

Clifton David Mr

Stratton Annette Mrs

Law Ian Mr

Sherriff Bruce Mr

Trezona Ann Mrs

Rockall Geraldine Mrs

Sheffield Hannah Miss

Gibson A Mr

Tranfield Richard Mr

Printer Kersee Mr

Fitzpatrick Peter Mr

Porter Carole Mrs

Mountford Michael Mr

Murphy Miriam Mrs

Antippa Denis Mr

Mountford Melissa Miss

Lockwood Celia Mrs

Gribble Stephen Mr

Berry Clare Mrs

Green Carolyn Mrs

Woodford Richard Mr

Bartlett Lucia Mrs

Perkins Denise Mrs

Fraser Miriam Mrs

Shorter Louise Miss

Cooper Wendy Mrs

Roberts David Mr

Blake Steve Mr

Cooper William Mr

Barbaglia Veronika Mrs

Hamilton V Mr

Blossom M Mrs

Cherry Nicole Miss

Huckstep John Mr

Faint Cheryl Mrs

Cherry Matthew Mr

Ward Martin Mr

Blossom Richard Mr

Cherry Tracy Mrs

Channa Helen Mrs

Groves Amanda Mrs

Cherry Stephen Mr

Ephgrave Ann Mrs

Wells Eric Mr

Davis John Mr

Forward Gillian Mrs

Summersgill Graham Mr

Roberts Wayne Mr

Smith Neil Mr

Doyle Niamh Mrs

Jack Martin Mr

Forward John Mr

Van Zyl Eugene Mr

Marshall Michael Mr

Jones Patricia Mrs

Lockwood Mark Mr

Massie Paul Mr

Legg Ann Mrs

Sheffield Russell Mr.

Badell Simone Mrs

Bryan Stephen Mr

Indge David Mr

Wise Bob Mr

Legg John Mr

Parmley John Mr

Austin Brian Mr

Roe Catherine Ms

White Kevin Mr

Stratford Chris Mr

Watman Alex Mrs

Proctor Lynne Mrs

Fortescue Mike Mr

Gates Rees Mr

Lowry Paul Mr

Hignett Matthew Mr

Fenner Russell Mr

McFadyean Duncan Mr

Smith Keith Mr

Keane Tim Mr

Howell David Mr

Gooderham Joy Ms

O'Neill Barry Mr

Harley Brett Mr

Brooks Karen Ms

Rhys-Williams Hywel Mr

Dimond Angela Mrs

Palmer Roy Mr

Coleman Phillip Mr

Burton Richard Mr

Fenner John Mr

Brown Fraser Mr

Anstey Jenny Mrs

Reynolds Terry Mr

Brownsell Wendy Dr

Osborne Gerry Mr

Clifton Joanna Mrs

Monahan Natasha Mrs

Murray Deborah Mrs
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Cripps Liam Master

Clark Sheryl Miss

Cornwall Andrew Mr

Cripps Bailey Master

Reed Peter Mr

Cook Linda Mrs

Ritson Greig Mr

Currell Michael Mr

Hobbs Terry Mr

Crump Derrick Mr

Nazmie Mike Mr

Lopes-Dias Stephen Mr

Burhouse Rita Ms

Smith HGV Mr

Houlahan Todd Mr

Melville Ian Mr

Durran Callum Mr

Facey Trevor Mr

Shell R.G. Mr

Johansen Denise Mrs

Hayden-Sikiric Rozana Miss

Gill Samuel Mr

Murray Corinne Mrs

Dod Karen Mrs

Houlihan Tim Mr

Dorman Anthony Mr

Davies Maurice Mr

Osler Richard Mr

Ryan Deborah Mrs

Patel Manish Mr

Ellis Robert Mr

Johns Karen Mrs

Osgood Paul Mr

Trouse David Mr

Dod Michael Mr

Ramsey Linda Mrs

Martin B Mr

Brimmell Eileen Mrs

Radnedge Jonathan Mr

Alcindor Peter Mr

Meah Shebina Miss

Nissen Sally Mrs

Jackson Richard Mr

Broom David Mr

Kern Richard Mr

Holden John Mr

Willson Vicky Mrs

Jones Kate Mrs

Marshall Norma Mrs

Willan Adam Mr

Abraham Paul Mr

Jenkins David Dr

Woollett James Mr

Burd Stephen Mr

Hill Victoria Mrs

Willan Anita Mrs

Allibone Sean Mr

Shields John Mr

Roughan Daniel Mr

Jukes Jane Mrs

Phillips Alison Miss

Howes Daniel Mr

Parr Mr

Eskioglou Elizabeth Mrs

Lyne Roger Mr

Downer Adam Mr

Carson Rowland Mr

Davis Yvonne Mrs

Fox Tony Mr

Pedley Dennis Mr

McCann Jennifer Mrs

Fung Diane Mrs

Siebert Stan Professor

Fox Neville Mr

Ashby Claire Mrs

Brannen Diane Mrs

Davis Tony Mr

Williamson Malcolm Mr

Southam Rebecca Miss

Moss John & Patricia Mr &
Mrs

Sharpe Deborah Mrs

Southam Sophie Miss
Hipgrave Edward & Lynda
Mr & Mrs

Carter Ruth Ms
Clark D Mrs

Mckenzie Malcolm Mr

Fox Craig Mr

Tudor Richard Mr

O'Malley Debbie Ms

Matthews Elizabeth Mrs

Schmidt G Mr

Kern Lucie Miss

Berry Reuben Mr

Tual Dorota Mrs

Berry Doug Mr

Longfield-Penn Denise Mrs
Lawer David Mr
Williams Phil Mr
Whatmore Raymond Mr
Bartlett Darren Mr
Liu Zhen Han Mrs
Menzies Annie Mrs
Liu Yu-Jiang Dr
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de Naeyer Victoria Mrs

Ogbebor Edwin Mr

Murray Peter Mr

O'Keefe David Mr

Gavaghan Anthony Mr

de Naeyer D Mr

Grieve Fiona Miss

Barnes Marie Mrs

Jenkins Stephen Mr

Keeling Quentin Mr

Clark Heather Mrs

Matthews Paul Mr

Quinton Eleanor Miss

Fix Mr

Carter Angela Mrs

Morgan Tina Mrs

Mumbray Marion Mrs

Burgon Jill Mrs

Swain John Mr

Draper Michelle Miss

Matthews Tina Mrs

Short Margaret Ms

Timpson K Mr

Cripps Alan Mr

Raines Steven Mr

Latter Rob Mr

Markham George Mr

Clarke Paul Mr

Marwood Charles Mr

Markham Paige Miss

Large Jonathan Mr

Clark Lisa Miss

Markham Louise Mrs

Eddy Michael Mr

Penn Christopher Mr

Trim Ron Mr

Yeates Julie Mrs

Chappell Margaret Dr

Warner Josh Mr

Telford Lorraine Mrs

Wood Peter Mr

Heard Stephen Mr

McCallum Judy Mrs

Spencer Michael Mr

Smith Gordon Mr

Webber David Mr

Ward Elizabeth Mrs

Sparshott Alan Mr

Cripps Lauren Ms

Woodham Philip Mr

Price Sarah Mrs

Brown Kerry Miss

Deakin Sherrie Mrs

Rettig Claire Mrs

Metcalfe Kay Ms

Deakin Seth Mr

Jonas-Hill Sophie Mrs

Bertram Karen Miss

Hague Roselind Ms

Demianyk Carole Mrs

Latham Charlotte Ms

Tutton Reginald Thomas Mr

Hayden Janet Mrs

Yeates Abbie Miss

Green Stewert Mr

Gouldstone Helen Mrs

Chapman Robin Mr

Chalmers Scott Mr

Hollowday Philip Mr

Marshall Howard Mr

Brogden Maria Ms

George Chloe Miss

Lyon Laura Mrs

Wood Ron Mr

Kenddrick Nicky Ms

Edden Brian Mr

Hill Colin Mr

George Evie Miss

Yeates Ralph Mr

Beattie John Mr

George James Mr

Murphy Declan Mr

Barry Michael Mr

George Monica Mrs

Gray Karen Ms

Southam Gillian Mrs

Caruana Amanda Miss

Stanbrough Irene Mrs

Bishop Anne Mrs

Marshall Paul Mr

Hanson Paul Mr

Salvadori Jamie Mr

De botton Dagmar Mrs

Mansfield Chris Mr

Clarke Anne Mrs

Trevis Terry Mr

Sale Ela Mrs

Grimwood Colin Mr

Martin Victoria Miss

Rossington Marilyn Mrs

Millward Jane Mrs

Gruber S J Dr

Lauchlan Dr & Ms

Crabtree Richard Mr

Batchelor Marian Mrs
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Keen R Ms

Penn M Mr

Marshall Suzanne Mrs

Carley Esther Mrs

Hancock Claire Mrs

Cutler Vanessa Mrs

Warner Korin Mrs

Shaw Rob Mr

Moody Joseph Mr

Tual Frederic Mr

Paget Daniel Mr

Shorter Wendy Ms

Archer Dean Mr

Goddard Kevin Mr

Stephens Richard Mr

Perkins J Mrs

Barber Emma Miss

Thomas Margaret Mrs

Chisnall Graham Mr

Coad Jan Mrs

Lafferty Vivienne Ms

Mann Steven Mr

Simpkins Andrew Mr

Harrison Tim Mr

Fox Lorraine Mrs

Ascroft David Mr

Rayner Mark Mr

Wilcock Trevor Mr

Kirby

Coll Barry Mr

El Mrs

Noble Andrew Mr

Pantall Steve Mr

Quinton Jane Mrs

Pavlou Paul Mr

Mcintyre Richard Mr

Mills Suzanne Miss

Frangiamore Sebastian Mr

Parratt Mark Mr

Papadopoullos Claire Mrs

Merrigan Paul Mr

Allingham Leanne Mrs

Williams Sara Mrs

Yankah-Ashun Abena T.
Mrs

Harth Michael Mr

Williams Paul Mr

Wardell Criss Mrs

Wardell Kevin Mr

East Philip Mr

Parsall Debra Mrs

Tatchell Nick Mr

Bailey Kay Mrs

Fisher Steve Mr

Judd Malcolm Mr

Spencer Stuart Mr

Butler John Mr

Murr R & L Mr & Mrs

Bowman Jamie Mr

Liber Jeremy Mr

Flin Emma Mrs

Marques Dave Mr

Scotford Elizabeth Miss

Chowles Sara Miss

Haddock Alex Mr

Murphy Dale Mr

Gopal Lili Miss

Harth Emma Mrs

Nandi Raj Mr

Gray Amy Marie Miss

Markham Anthony Mr

Printer Malcolm Mr

Perkins Charles Mr

Walker Kirsty Miss

Smart Ian Mr

Anderson Andrew Mr

Charlwood Julie Ms

Burgon Charlotte Miss

McRitchie Joan Mrs

Minchin Nigel Mr

Smillie Anne Mrs

Shah Ashish Dr

Smith Nadine Mrs

Palmer Adrian Mr

Camm Peter Mr

Sickling Philip Mr
Scott David Mr
Harvey John Mr
Downing Alison Mrs
Niblett Geoffrey Mr
Vincent Courtenay Miss
Sivanathan Jessica Mrs
Bond John Dr.
Mountford Dawn Mrs
Margetts David Mr.
Baxi Naimish Mr
Conolly Gerard Mr
Clifton Daniel Mr
King Martina Mrs
Pedley Michael Mr
Webb Michael Mr
Ferrie Sheila Mrs
Everett Nigel Mr
Cook Richard Mr
Sharp E Mr & Mrs
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Rowell Stephen Mr
Radford Amanda Mrs
Cutler Alan Mr
Harrison Angela Miss
Cook Rachel Miss
Lee Charles Jason
Professor Dr

Jones Eileen & Lynda Mrs &
Miss
Mura Mr & Mrs
Sandeman Roy Mr
Price Janine Mrs
Mcgrath Julia Miss
Mardell Ms

Hammond Timothy Mr
Crane Nigel Mr
Webb Beverley Ms
McArdle Michael Mr
Fossey Michael Mr
Hastie Dawn Ms
Jackson Janet Mrs

Griffith Rebecca Ms

Brand David Mr

Cook Richard Mr

Jones Marc Mr

Berridge Ann Mrs

McSkimming George Mr

Adcock Simon Mr

Davis Geoff Mr

Betteridge Claudia Mrs

Danks Nick Nr

Gow Julia Mrs

Draper Michelle Miss

Syme Richard Dr

Herrera Manuela Ms

Potter Lisa-Mai Mrs

Pearce Steve Mr

Partridge John Mr

Hutchison J Mr

Huddleston Nicola Mrs

Benton Alan Mr

Golder April Mrs

Wood Ron Mr

Moody Diana Mrs

Fraser Jamie Mr

Merson Zenia Mrs

Walker Julian Mr

Withe Michael Mr

Stallard Noelle Dr

White Anthony Mr

Muntz Fiona Ms

Abraham Hilary Mrs

Zengerink Euginie Ms

Hartley D C Mr

Green Jean Mrs

Gray Janet Ms

Baker E R Mrs

Shah Paras Mr

Kidd Richard Mr

Simson Jeromy Mr

Clarke Oliver Mr

Dobson D Mrs

Dance Mr

Ware Karen Ms

Blair Vanessa Ms

Deeble-Rogers Penny Mrs

Johnston Kirstie Miss

Street Sarah Miss

Langdon Katie Miss

Chapman Cheryl Mrs

Langdon Karen Mrs

Dilworth Susan Mrs

Robertson David & Lucille
Mr & Mrs

Poonwassie Atuksha Ms

Pearce Vernon Mr

Wisdom Gaynor Mrs

Cantel Zain Mr

Millar Stephen Mr

Beresford Mark Mr
n/s n/a

Beckerman Jon Mr
Flint Frances Mrs
White David Mr
Boyce Fiona Mrs
Williams Max Mr
Kirby Ian Mr
Cudby Suzi Mrs
McBride John Mr
Southam Matt Mr
Clarke Gaynor Mrs
Cass Graham Mr
Leedham Michael Mr
De Freitas Nicholas Mr
Halsey Derrick Mr
Walsh Terence Mr
Bouma Lyn Mrs
Chikhlia Ashish Mr
Busolini Donald Mr
Young James Mr
O'Keefe Sarah Mrs
Elwick Stuart Mr
Studholme Carl Mr
Cripps Michelle Mrs
Ward Rowena Mrs
Williams Pete Mr
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Norman Peter Mr

Whiting Nicholas Mr

Kakkos Chris Mr

Pollen Teresa Miss

Shapton Rachel Miss

Kirby John Mr

North Gina Mrs

Loberman Leon Mr

Thompson Keith Mr

Layer Michael Mr

Morris Richard Mr

Surendran Sandra Mrs

Bonar Patrick Mr

Tutton Brenda Mrs

Stavrou Antony Mr

Merrigan Des Mr

Colover Fraham Mr

Jarvis Mr

Rands Neil Mr

Gillings Stephen Mr

Bates Robin Mr

Green James Mr

Gardner John Mr

Lee Kenneth Mr

O'Hale Irene Mrs

Daniels Emma-Jane Mrs

Tibbles Douglas Mr

Miles Cheryl Ms

Domican Peter Mr

Tyler Adrian Mr

Ritchie George Mr

Rouse John Mr

Marris Phil Mr

Taylor Diane Ms

Marshall Gordon Mr

Brzeski Henry Dr

Piggott Bruce Mr

Pierce Keith Mr

Venn Ann Mrs

Webster Ron Mr

Riggs Roger Mr

Clark Godfrey Mr

Packham Michael Mr

Cowen Nicholas Mr

Johnson William H Mr

Ahamed Razia Ms

Alderman Kevin Mr

Olver Frederick Mr

Beale Anne & Peter Mr &
Mrs

Holland Ralph Mr

Godbold J. Mr

Downer Brian Mr

Adams Terence Mr

Heron Karen Mrs

Dann Jean Mrs

Skinner Patricia Mrs

Gookey Kathleen Mrs

Knox Alison Mrs

Butcher Heidi Mrs

Miles Peter Mr

Gray Robert Mr

Fanthorpe Ann Mrs

Markus Desmond Mr

Harvey Pip Mr

Gill Stephen Mr

Cooper Paul Mr

Ziff Ivan Mr

Butcher Peter Mr

Hayes Marion Mrs

McBride Dean Mr

Powell Thomas Mr

Smith Lynda & Robin Mr &
Mrs

Porter Naomi Ms

Page Veronica Mrs
Day Jake Mr

Hemming Kenneth Mr

Balaba Christopher Mr

Boadi Samuel Mr

Norman Andrew Mr

Wong David Dr

Balaba Christine Mrs

Shapps Grant Rt Hon

Baines John Mr

Gray Barry Mr

Peters Kate Mrs

Hammond David Mr

Meyer Emily Miss
Peters Mark Mr
Waugh Liam Mr
Johnson Stuart Mr
White Dennis Mr
Lamb Geoffrey Mr
Fulgoni Carla Miss
Jones Rhea Miss
Clark Malcolm Mr
Reavill Kevin Mr

Baird Anthony Mr
Richardson Heather Mrs
Clark Sarah Mrs
Luskow Leah Mrs
Farmer David Mr
Munns Jonathan Mr
Koi Fizzy Mr
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Purves Susan Ms

Hartley Ian Mr

Savage Geraldine Mrs

Barton David Mr

Sutton Paul Mr

Egley Anne Mrs

J.White Custodian Trustees

Hall Sarah Ms

Guerra Julia Mrs

Ewen David Mr

Wynde Graham Mr

Mihailovic Vojislav Mr

Lewis Margaret Mrs

Bradbeer C Ms

Marson Ingrid Mrs

Lyon J Mr

Morgan John Mr

Liesner Thelma Mrs

Underhay Gwendoline M
Mrs

Morgan Niki Mrs

Liesner Hans Mr

Cawthron Ian Mr

Murphy John Mr

Alexander Caroline Ms

Gregory Mary Mrs.

Wakeling Andrew Mr

Biggs Mary Mrs

Bird Marguerita Mrs

Palmer Jacqueline Mrs

Stewart Mr

Pettit Diane Ms

Hewitt Christopher Mr

Dickenson David Mr.

Coles Peter Mr.

Rhodes Brian Mr

Holt Diana Mrs

Spry Brian Mr

Turner Wendy Mrs

Vance Rose Mrs

Adams Patricia Mrs

Johnson Jeanette Miss

Wilson Anna Mrs

Shawyer Eric Mr

Skidmore Ian Dr

Pooley Barbara Mrs

Freimanis Al Mr

Steed David Mr

Dobrin Gary Mr

Coe Stuart Mr

Hollowday Jane Mrs

Dix Timothy Mr

Ryan Mr

Evans James Mr

Robins Janet Mrs

Charteris June Mrs

Wiltshire Mr

Waldock Martin Mr

Rayment Kevin Mr

Beckerman Carol Mrs

Goward Chris Mr

Brewster Ian Dr

Adams Trevor Mr

Burfoot N Mr

Harvey Claire Mrs

Baker Paul Dr

McCormack Adrian Mr

McIntyre Jennifer Mrs

Robbins Betty Miss

Kurstein Barbara Mrs

Clark Stephen Mr

Shulman Adam Mr

Brookes J

Page Alex Mr

Piper Kenneth Mr

Page Alan Mr

Piper Barbara Mrs

Page Michelle Mrs

Holt Ian Mr
Shoebottom Simon Mr
Clarke Phil Mr
Cunningham Peter Mr
Kersey Michael Mr
Gordon Michael Mr
Clarkson Kay Mrs
Pearce Janet Mrs
Kemp Gillian Mrs
Peirson Dulcie Mrs
Abbiss Yvonne Miss
Wintle Sheila Ms
Krysko Jo Mrs
Krisko Marina Ms
Whitten Joycelyn Mrs
O'Boy Mary Mrs
Robinson Clare Miss
Read Philip Mr
Westwood Josephine Mrs
Fosker Richard Mr
Page Kerry Mr
Hammer Sheila Mrs
Sadgrove Roger Mr
Prescott Charlotte Mrs
Holden Geoffrey Mr
Robertson Ian Mr
Porter Sarah Mrs
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Allgood Andrea Mrs

Brown Roger Mr & Mrs

Wolskel John Mr

McSweeney Tim Mr

Evans Lesley Mrs

Mills Mr

Day Mr

Barr S Miss

Shallbrook Richard Mr

Murray JD Mr

Norman Debra Kristine Mrs

Ferdinando Martin Mr

Milton Mr

Dunk Michael S Mr

Stanley Richard Mr

O'Connor Gary Mr

Hart Michael Mr

Tyler Alan Mr

Slack Judith Mrs

Powell Janet Mrs

Moore Derick Stephan Mr

leinz Kross katarzyna Ms

Youell John Mr

Accorsini Accorsini Mr

Phillips Tony Mr

Manning Marilyn Mrs

Sawczyszyn Patrick Mr

Clarke Sylvia Mrs

Dossett John Mr

Marney Heather Mrs

Cox Helen Mrs

Bethell Miss

Holt Mr

Everard Bertie Dr

Dainton-Smith Graham Mr

Benson Roger Mr

Taylor Ben Mr

Carter Andrew Mr

Mercer Peter Mr

Toose J Ms

Nairn Christine Mrs

Sibson Philip Mr

Ashworth Enid Miss

Robinson Georgena Mrs

Hughes Emma Miss

Priestman Brenda Mrs

Kellas Rachel

Batchelor Phillip Mr

Wilson Patricia Mrs

Smith Yasmin Mrs

Castle Mark Mr

Laing D Mr

Horsley Philip Mr

Atkinson Nick Mr

Reeve John Mr

Randall Janice Miss

Clarkson K Mrs

Mcdermott Caroline Mrs

Northrop Barry Mr

Wells Denys Mr

Humphreys Ronald Mr

Rodriguez Anne Mrs

Butler Elizabeth Miss

Reeve Stephen Mr

Hewitt Jean Mrs

Bhullar Harjit Mr

Westoby Jon Mr

Mitchell William Mr.

Parry James Mr

Jay Yvonne Mrs

Bain Nigel Mr

Simon Neil Mr

Goodson David Mr

Clements Paul Dr

Colwell Ross Mr

Christensen Frances Mrs

Stokes Colin Mr

Matthews Allan Mr

Hay Robert Dr

Rennie Deborah Miss

Upson Alan Mr.

Watling Angela Mrs

Newman John Mr

Sargent David Mr

Hill Simon Mr

Calderbank Hedley Mr

Golland Jerry Mr

Taplin Peter Mr

Edwards Adam Dr

Heine Alison Mrs

Whitton Mrs

Christianson Bruce
Professor

Diniz Nancy Ms

Watts Denis Mr
Galloway Vera Mrs
Gould Ruth Mrs
Brown Rose Miss

Franklin Gary Mr
Cowie Maureen Mrs
Hall Michael Mr

Cade Richard Mr
Wheeler Jay Mr
Zukowskyj Paul County
Councillor (Hatfield South)
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Grant Gordon Mr

Dean Roger Mr

Chamberlain VCW Mrs

Brooks Julia Mrs

Brand Vicki Miss

Hughes Donald Mr

Jones Bryn Mr

Brand Piet Mr

DeMeyere Ingrid Mrs

Sheppard Elizabeth Ms

Winchester Edward Mr

Colvin Colleen Mrs

Whitby Adrian Mr

Flaherty Martin & Anne &
Julie Mr & Mrs & Miss

Nudds Terence & Christine
Mr & Mrs

Allawi Doreen Mrs

Jenkins John Mr

Jones Rachael Miss

Spencer Philip & Juliet Mr &
Mrs

Lauder Geoffrey & Margaret
Mr & Mrs

Robinson Richard Mr

Norwood Sara Ms

Barr Penny Mrs

Beagles Joan Mrs

Allen Christine Mrs

Baker Lilian Mrs

Hartley Eva Mrs

Matthews Ann Mrs

Landolina Maria Mrs

Phipps Nesta M Mrs

Matthews Geoffrey Mr

Landolina Salvatore Mr

Shopland Martin Mr

Scott AJ Mrs

Eastwood Jean Mrs

Harding David & Jean Mr &
Mrs

Scott Sally Mrs

Fletcher Alan Mr

Little Sally Mrs

Brandon Jean R Miss

Gilbert Lesley Mrs

Payne Laura Miss

Gilbert Bryan Mr

Sargent J Mrs

Fitzhenry Angelo & Barbara
Mr & Mrs

Baker Howard Mr

Sargent A Miss

Rege SharadKumar Mr

Haywood Ian Mr

Sargent P Mr

Fine Peter & Rosanne Drs

Orphanides Theo & Tina Mr
& Mrs

Davis Pamela Mrs

Cropp Alan Mr

Morgans Andrew Mr

Read Michael Mr

Jones Peter Mr

Morgans Francine Mrs

MacMurphy Pamela Mrs

Ford Patrick & Teresa Mr &
Mrs

Metzger Jill Miss

Chapman Bertram Mr

Clark Andrew Mr & Mrs

Sivanandan Ambalavaner
Mr

Duffy Peter Mr
Barton John Mr

Moore & Brown Marion &
Justine Mrs & Mrs
Freedman Mark & Lisa Mr &
Mrs

Cooper Robert Mr
Cropp L Mrs
Alexander Sandra Ms

Pinkney Helen Miss
Kellock Joan Mrs
Khosla Pamela Mrs

Barnard V Mr
Barnard S Mrs

Lock Paul & Penny Mr &
Mrs

Judson Deborah Mrs

Holmes Dorothy Mrs

Pullen Derek Mr

Bishop Diana Mrs

Weeks Barbara Miss

Vivian Laura Mrs

Feuell Mark Mr

Bailey George Mr

Myers Philip Mr

Fryer Hildegard Mrs

Tomlinson Paul & Yvonne
Mr & Mrs

Nieder Nick & Michelle Mr &
Mrs

Bailey Paul Mr

Meadows Sarah Miss

Bailey Kathleen Mrs

Richardson Alan Mr

Tant Michael Mr
Hunter Jill Mrs
Hunter Simon Mr
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Cook Gordon Mr

Bennett Bobby Mr

Cole Dorothy Mrs

Mead Xenilla Mrs

Stern Sandra Mrs

Philpott Babs Mrs

Stevenson Jean & Barry Mr
& Mrs

Stern Michael Mr

Dawson David Mr

Holm Philip & Julia Mr & Mrs

Richardson Alison Mrs

Chaplin James Mr

Richardson Sarah Miss

Chaplin Pat Mrs

Neville Gordon & Elizabeth
Mr & Mrs

Richardson James Mr

Rizzo F Miss

Needham Elizabeth Miss

Robinson John Mr

Theodorou Dennis Mr

Mouskides Lisa Mrs

Hearnden Graham Mr

Jeppesen Hazel Mrs

Willis Barry & Christine Mr &
Mrs

Harrington Susan Mrs

Price Edward Mr
Hearnden Frances Mrs
Glover David Mr
Musk Jonathan Mr
Haselden Lucia Mrs
Laanest Charles Mr
Petrie Gillian Mrs
Sargent D Mr
Cox Derek Mr
Trotman Joyce Mrs
Craig Elaine Ms
Lawson David Mr
Lawson Vivienne Mrs

Gibbs Brenda Mrs
Grahame Freida Mrs
Bowd James Mr
Bennett Louise Mrs
Kennard Karen Mrs
Lacey Molly Mrs
Kitchen Phil Mr
Larmour Elizabeth Miss

Bond George & Jenny Mr &
Mrs

Kara Harold & Lynette Mr &
Mrs
Seear Caroline Miss
Sibley John Mr
Koh Gavin Mr
Bradley Michele Miss
Philina Andrella Mrs
Parker Fiona Miss
Thomson David Professor
Stavropoulos Maureen Mrs
Stavropoulos Stephen Mr
Robinson Michael Mr
Robinson Jane Mrs

Levien Rosalie Mrs

Thurgood Keith & Debra Mr
& Mrs

Maddock Nicole Miss

Ellingham David Mr

Maddock Najia Mrs

Hartley Peter & Janine Mr

Yousef Sandra Miss

Gardner Grahame &
Jennifer Mr & Mrs

Tape Jacqueline Mrs

Page John Mr

Sewell Donald Mr

Coker & Edelman Janet &
Duncan Stephen Mr & Mrs

Ellingham Helen Mrs

Ball Stella Mrs

Dennis Sarah Mrs

Smith Roy & Barbara Mr &
Mrs

O'Sullivan Noreen Miss

Feuell Jonathan Mr

Ellis Emma Mrs

Feuell Julia Mrs

Ellis Melvyn Mr

Gray June Mrs

Hearne Sean Mr

Winter Michael Mr

Taylor Jeremy Mr

Winter Linda Mrs

Edgar Neil Mr

Vango Colin & Maureen Mr
& Mrs

Reid John Mr
Mattison Violet Mrs
Knightley Lee Mr
Peploe Joan Mrs
Page Michael Mr
Wilson Linda Mrs
Wilson Maurice Mr

Wilkinson Simon Mr
Stockwell Karen Mrs

Claridge Jason Mr

Walpole Derek & Gillian Mr
& Mrs
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Duffy David Mr & Mrs

Yiangou Debbie Mrs

Labinski Joyce Mrs

Radom Simon & Michelle Mr
& Mrs

Bladon-Reid Helen Mrs

Clements Jonathan Mr

Rolfe Michael Mr

Austin Alan & Aileen Mr &
Mrs

Spatz Bernard & Ursula Mr
& Mrs

Joiner Colin Mr

Bailey Eric Mr

Eade Joan Mrs

Sherlock Andrew & Nicola
Mr & Mrs

Eddy Michael & Christine Mr
& Mrs

Hawley Jennifer Mrs

Bryant Bernadette Mrs

Mabbutt Gary & Katherine
Mr & Mrs

Sainsbury Pamela Miss

Arif Turgary & Wendy Mr &
Mrs

Peters D Miss

Bradshaw Michael Mr

Oakley Beryl Mrs

Skinner Bernard Mr

Dalling Peter Mr

Selvaratnam Vasanty Mrs

Lubell Ivor Mr

Selvaratnam Dushy Mr

Lubell Carol Mrs

Coffer Mark Mr

Twyman Neil & Helen Mr &
Mrs

Dean Elizabeth Ms
Baker Susan Mrs
Makowski Annabel Mrs
Peters Eve Mrs
Doyle Netra Mrs
Peters Michael Mr

Turnell Kenneth & Jennifer
Mr & Mrs
Riches Julia Mrs
Whitby Lorraine Ms
Riches Jon Mr

Craddock Noreen Ms
Wood Margaret Mrs
Mattison Ronald Mr
Whittaker Maurice Mr
Colvin F Mr
Mellor Sally Miss
Hudson Richard & Anne Mr
& Mrs
Hartley Jonah & Monica Mr
& Mrs
Strickland Mark Mr
Hartley David Mr
Sibley Janet Mrs

Mills Peter Mr

Pope Martin & Rebecca Mr
& Mrs

Matthewi Francoise Mrs

Haines Patricia Ms

Stein Malcolm Mr

Tuli Dilshad Mr

Bracey Fredrick Mr

Holford David Mr

Ransom Carol Mrs

Marks John & Ruth Mr and
Mrs

Younger Agnete Mrs

Day Fiona Mrs
Sarson Sally Mrs
Sarson Mike Mr
Weaver Irene Mrs
Weaver Dennis Mr
Luck Maria Mrs
Safaray-Aly Hesham Dr
Beckett John Mr
Amar Corrine Dr

Bracey Jenny Mrs
Farran Collette Miss
Funnell Christopher Mr
Smith Margaret Mrs
Clark Alan Mr
Clark Pamela Mrs
Ughetti Michael & Gillian Mr
& Mrs

Sharma Sarah Mrs

Labinsky Fiona Mrs
Howel Virginia Mrs
Howel Christopher Mr
Panteli Sophia Mrs
Clack Christine Mrs
Papasavvas Savvas Mr
Lawless-Sutton Ann Mrs
Cherry Stephen Mr
Cherry Nora Mrs

Mann Tracy Mrs

Nicholls David and Marian
Mr and Mrs

Lambert Martin Mr

Lowdon Christopher Mr

Moulding Andy Mr

Lambert Monica Mrs

Press Jospehine Mrs

Younger Ronald Mr

Rowe Geoffrey Mr
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Pannell Gordon Mr & Mrs

Crawley Alan Mr

Edmond Basil Mr

Brand Inga Mrs

Beach Alaric & Janet Mr &
Mrs

Abood Mohammed & Nizhat
Dr & Mrs

Eason Leslie Mr

Nicholls Beverly &
Jacqueline Mr & Mrs

Brand Thomas Mr
Grahame Evan Mr
Oakley Gary Mr
Neo Niki Mrs
McAdam Angela Mrs
Templey Kathleen Mrs
Percival Kay Miss
Long Mark Mr
Bennett Brian & Diane Mr &
Mrs

Norfolk David Mr
Bartlett Donald Mr

Fraser Donald & Betty Mr &
Mrs

Mooney Melisa Ms

Smith Ian Mr

Masterman I Mrs

Edwards John Mr

Packer John & Angela Mr &
Mrs

Smith Miss

Stuart Franklin Michele
Bradley &

Dawson James Mr
Attwell Wendy Ms

Culver Elvina Ms

Holtby Chris Mr

Hugill Jon Mr

Game Pamela Mrs

Thomas George Mr

Hugill Margaret Mrs

Purdie Suzanne Mrs

Knight Victor Mr

Hugill Kevin Mr

Wright Dorrie Mrs

Hugill Emma Miss

Lloyd Anne & Keith Mrs &
Mr

Mattison Jacqueline Mrs

Bryant Arthur Edward Mr

Mattison Amy Miss

Dixon Andrew Mr

Mattison Scott Mr

Lacey & Davie Anthony &
Antoinette Mr & Mrs

Westcott Brian Mr

Storey Margaret Mrs
McKie Nigel Mr
Cooper Robert Mr
Stacey Margaret Ms
Astley Margaret Mrs

Edwards Brian Mr

Kyle Adrian & Christine Mr &
Mrs

Kennard David Mr

Culver Jack Mr

Backory Sanjay Mr

Tripp Christine Mrs

Dobson Linda Ms

Hartman Ernest Mr

Jenkins Stella Mrs

Sweet Gerald & Pamela Mr
& Mrs

Montegriffo Vigor Dr

McAdam Michael Mr

Brown Trevor Mr

Plummer Jacqueline Mrs

Ruane John Mr

Wilson Ian & Dawn Mr &
Mrs

Niblett Geoffrey & Jayne Mr
& Mrs

Burfoot Eileen Mrs

Watson Robert Mr

Wallis David & Iris Mr & Mrs

Slipper Geoff Mr

Durant Douglas Mr

Couzens Jan Mrs

Holt David & Melanie Mr &
Mrs

Mackenzie Anthony Mr

Newberry Peter Mr
Tallon Jacqui Mrs
Feuell Alex Mr
Newcombe Jean Mrs
Merle Gary Mr
Salter Steven Mr
Ragg Ruth Mrs
Oakes John Mr

Stevens Cleeve Mr
Wells Rob & Janice Mr &
Mrs
Ricks Ian & Anne Marie Mr
& Mrs

Kempson Alan Mr

Benabo Arthur Mr
Mayhew Stella Mrs
Lewis Raymond Mr
Baldwin Margaret Mrs
Freedman Alan Mr
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Harvey Sally Ms

Niblett Geoffrey Mr

Thompson Robert Mr

Murphy Burdie Mrs

Brealey Keith Mr

Strickland Donna Mrs

Gough John Mr

Wright James & Karen Mr &
Mrs

Roberts John & Jeannette
Mr & Mrs
Hart-Leverton Colin and
Kathi Mr and Mrs

Priestley Leonard Alfred,
Hettie Violet & G. Family
Pickering Gordon Mr
Bennett Barbara Mrs
Powers Susan Mrs

Phipps Michael Mr

Hartley John & Vivien Mr

Willis Michael Mr

Phipps Samantha Ms

Amodio Silvia Mrs

Phipps Tania Miss

Moore Roger & Pamela Mr
& Mrs

Glover Graham Mr

deWaele John Mr

Niblett Jayne Mrs

Amodio Diane Miss

Kirkham Gail Ms

Choo TK Mr & Mrs

Silverman Grant Mr

Bennett Peter Mr

Dean Derek Mr

Spencer Renee Mrs

Hartley Barbara Mrs

Pope Susan Mrs

Spencer Arthur Mr

Pierce Eric Dr

McCarles Lesley Ms

Smith George & Janet Mr &
Mrs

Fear Valerie Mrs

Aston Michael Mr
Aston Berwyn Mrs
Page Lesley & Veronica Mr
& Mrs
Blake Sheila Mrs
Humphrey Iris Mrs
Prendergast Des Mr
Keenan Barry & Elizabeth
Mr & Mrs

Southgate Robert Mr

Shaw Richard & Denise Mr
& Mrs

Keogh Kevin Mr

Blumsom Jennifer Mrs

Manning Roger Mr

Rowntree Audrey Miss

Lovelock E Mrs

Tilley Louise Miss

Hayes-Griffin Paul & Jan Mr
& Mrs

Brownlie Joe Professor
Jones Dennis Mr

Fear Andrew Mr
McGonegle Enid Mrs

Wood David & Ann Mr &
Mrs

West Carol Ms

Harris Nelda Mrs

Sefton John Mr

Bolden John Mr

Moody Richard Mr

Craft Frederick Mr

Moody Fiona Mrs
Restrick John Mr

Richard Emmerson Mr

Shorter Dennis & Alexandra
Mr & Mrs

Barlow Geoffrey Mr

Dean Daphne Mrs

Gatward Iris Mrs

Willis R A Mrs

Davies Peter & Janet Mr &
Mrs

Canning Roy Mr

Kantaria Mansukh Mr
Perrett William Mr
Mardell Ann Mrs
Buckland Debbie Mrs

Tiller Leigh Mr
Crutchett Sandra Mrs
Bowles Trevor Mr
Casali Albert Mr
Stanners John Mr
Bowman Barry Mr

Russell Michael Mr
Russell Janetta Mrs
Morrow Warren Mr
Bailey Paul Mr
McGonegle Derek Mr

Restrick Susan Mrs

Canning Teresa Mrs
Tallents Craig Mr
Martin Emily Miss
Hirschle Nicola Ms
Musk Annette Mrs
Vermeulen Peter Mr
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Chipperfield Richard &
Veronica Mr & Mrs

Curran Martin & Patricia Mr
& Mrs

Storey W. A. Mr

Eke Jennifer Miss

Kemp Ann Mrs

Dalling Glenys Mrs

Vowles Dennis Mr

Fowler Sue Mrs

Crump Helen Mrs

Toye Linda Ms

Maddox Ronald Mr

Manford Victoria Miss

Wintle F. Mrs

Moore Peter & Marion Mr &
Mrs

King Martin Mr

Crooks Jean Mrs

Tibbs Jean Mrs

Brown Glen Mrs

Simpson Leisa Mrs

Brooks Paul Mr

Eames Philip Mr

Hall Barbara Mrs

Tyler John Mr

Ackroyd Peter Mr

Prestage John Mr

Imani Yassaman Ms

Roberts David Mr

Bristow Helen Mrs

Branchflower Peter &
Patricia Mr & Mrs

Davis Michael and Jean Mr
& Mrs

Smith Malcolm Mr

Case V.R. Mrs

Jackman Elspeth Mrs

McIver Robert & Carol Mr &
Mrs

Himsworth Denise Mrs

Lamb Jane Mrs

Christie Linda Mrs

Falk Martin & Helen Mr &
Mrs

Harrison Betty Mrs

Brailey Richard Mr
Swords Finbar Mr
Bates Malcolm Mr
Stringer Jill C. L. Mrs
Stringer Ian Mr
Fahey Kevin Mr
Fahey Annette Mrs

Howell Diann Mrs
Pitfield Stuart Mr
Walsby Eric Mr
Brooks Betty Mrs
Langsmead James Mr
Bond Clive Mr
Langsmead Stephen Mr
Hutchinson Margeret Mrs
Boscott Rebecca Mrs
Howard Pamela Mrs
Bond Mary Mrs
Howard Edgar Mr
Delhanty James Mr
Larke Jerry Mr

Rudd Mark Mr
Starr Jackie Mrs
Rudd Donna Mrs
Symeou Tatiana Mrs
Starr Clive Mr
Symeou Andreas Mr
Theodorou Dora Mrs

MacDonald Norman Mr
Vaughan Ann Ms

James Vivian Prof

Liesner Hans and Thelma
Mr & Mrs

Allport Richard Mr

Collins Glenn Mr

Sutton Evelyn Mrs

Huntley Colin Mr

Hutchinson Derrick Mr

Charles Alastair & Mary Mr
& Mrs

Cox Shirley Mrs
Cockerton Clive Mr
Mari Lucia Mrs
May Neil Mr
Smith Yvonne Mrs
Bolton Shirley Mrs
Haynes Ralph Mr
Gittins Iain Mr
Gregory Margaret Mrs
Hurst Keith Mr
Price Brian Mr

Benson Renate Mrs
White Carol Mrs
Field Barry Mr
Robins Brian Mr
Weetman Claire Ms
Hinksman Hugh Mr
Waters John Mr & Mrs
Gallant Pamela Mrs
Hinksman Patricia Mrs
Samways Dean Mr
Cox Frederick Mr
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Murat Murat Mr
Absalom Joyce Mrs

Colledge Raymond Mr &
Mrs

Thomson Joanne Mrs
Tinslay Russell Mr

Auanzi Icilio Mr

Del-Gatto Norma & JeanLouis Mrs & Mr

Bourne Curtis Mr

Elderfield Beryl Mrs

Donatantonio Sheila Mrs

Bolton Dawn Miss

Jewell P Mr & Mrs

Collett Nigel Mr

Ashwin Clive Dr

Hawkins Chris & Kathy Mr &
Mrs

Slade D Mr

Walsh Thomas Mr

Angell C D Mrs

Welch J E Mr & Mrs

White Trevor Mr

Halpin Jack Mr

Elmer Gillian Mrs

Moutrie Alan & Melanie Mr
& Mrs

Creigg Aidan Mr

Bostock R Mr & Mrs

Talbot Brian & Sandra Mr &
Mrs

Raines Michael and Mary
Mr & Mrs

Nicholas Tony Mr

Reece Susan Mrs
O'Connor Louise Mrs
Elmer Philip Mr
Fernee Paul Mr
Fernee Lynne Mrs
Mintis Theofanis Mr
Rowlands J.P. Ogarth Mr
Godden J Mrs

Allen and Hawkins Robin
and Tina Mr & Miss

Coles Michael Mr

Angell M Mrs

Siddique Saima Mrs

Elliott Robert & Linda Mr &
Mrs

Matthews & Drysdale
William & Vicky Mr & Ms

Clarke Natalie Miss

Clark David Mr
Holt Mary Mrs
Holt Antony Mr
Blaxill Charles & Rosaleen
Mr & Mrs
Sloan George & Connie Mr
& Mrs
Ferris & Gordon Colin &
Fiona Mr & Miss
Ere Yvonne Mrs

Lyford Kevin Mr
Tomlinson Tony Mr

Williamson Ralph & Jean Mr
& Mrs

Smith Colin Mr

Ouchabane Ahmed Mr

Stokes Peter Mr

Longman Gwendoline Mrs

Gascoigne Matthew & Lela
Mr & Mrs

Harmsworth John Mr

Sage L R & J Mr & Mrs
Smith & Crawley Russel &
Christine Mr & Mrs

Pearce Walter & Elaine Mr
& Mrs
Philp Helen Ms
Smith Albert Mr
Spencer Neville Mr

Fernandez Nina Miss

Smith Betty Mrs

Emmrites Kathryn Miss

Siddique Nadeem Mr

Papham Georgina Miss

Mossman Lynn Mrs

Coles Suzann Mrs

Argent Carol Mrs

Davis Samantha Miss

Argent Lindsay Ms

Coxall Sarah Mrs

Mossman Nicholas Mr

Baker Liz Miss

Anthony Mark Mr

Desborough Malcolm &
Catherine Mr & Mrs

Millard Paul Mr

Weeks Vivian Mr

Baker Steve & Cathy Mr &
Mrs

Weeks Jean Mrs

Parsons Sylvia I Mrs

Adams Peter Mr

Rennie Mary Mrs
Rennie Anthony Mr

McCarthy John Mr
Nicholas Sarah Mrs
Nicholas Raymond Mr
Benson R & B Mr & Mrs
Stoddart Dan & Jill Mr & Mrs
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Hammond Lawrence &
Alison Mr & Mrs

Scott Gillian Mrs
Hughes Valerie Mrs

Clarke Philip & Marion Mr &
Mrs

Bass Graham & Rita Mr &
Mrs

Soncaila Stephen Mr

Cohn Richard Mr & Mrs

Harvey & Bissmire Keith &
Lynne Mr & Miss

Phipps Robert & Christina
Mr & Mrs

Cadwallader Brenda Mrs

O Connor Daniel Mr

Davis J J Mr & Mrs

Braddock Janice Mrs

Willoughby Derek Mr

Pilkinton Roy & Doreen Mr
& Mrs

Oliver Sylvia Mrs

Leedham Clair Mrs
Knichel Penny Mrs

Hillas Linda Mrs

Simpson John & Jacqui Mr
& Mrs

Proctor Crispin Mr

Vellodi Chandrika Dr

Davies Yvonne Mrs

Marshall Karen Mrs

Davies Gerald Mr

Grindlay & Curran Keith &
Georgina Mr & Miss

Mulligan Terence Peter Mr

Powell Sally Mrs

Brown Alan & Elizabeth Mr
& Mrs

Smith Adrian Mr
Forsey John Mr
Pyrah Rupert Mr
Spiller Colin Mr

Ewers Joanne Mrs
Anscombe Nicholas Mr

Leedham Jessica Miss
Leedham Fiona Miss
Clark Joyce Mrs

Chance Beryl Mrs
Leary Kenneth Mr
Mulligan Jean Mrs

Payne Ivy Mrs
Thakar Amit & Anila Mr &
Mrs

Tyler Roger Mr

West Andrew & Marcia Mr &
Mrs

Tourlamain Jeanette Mrs

Bartlett Yvonne Miss

Pratt Carole Mrs

Fox Helga Dr

Wilcox Gillian Ms

Aylwin Lisa Mrs

Pratt Robin Mr

Mustoe A Miss

Taylor Susan Miss

Smith John Antony &
Patricia Mr & Mrs

Letts Fiona Mrs

Ward Joan Mrs

Aitken James Mr

O Hare Jennifer Mrs

Lucas John Mr

Greenslade Pamela Mrs

Sheppard Elizabeth Mrs

Plant Mark Mr

Hollerman Georgia Mrs

Goldblatt Gillian Mrs

Austin David & Carol Mr &
Mrs

Aylwin Mark Mr

Lincoln Patricia Mrs

Clarke Julie Mrs

Cross Richard Mr

Rubra Sian Mrs

Weil Heather Mrs

Anderson Susan Mrs

Lamb Grahame Mr

Tomlinson Clive Mr

Shepherd Richard Mr

Nicholas Graham Mr

Lamb Rosemary Mrs

Lucas Lily Mrs

Weil Ben Mr

Collins Robert Mr
Plant S Mrs
Highton David & Ingrid Mr &
Mrs

Dee Jennifer Mrs
Wall Joan Mrs
Nesus Dawn Mrs
Picardo Lizette Mrs
Picardo Melvyn Mr
Hagland Frank Mr

Pollock Richard Mr
Miller Anthony Mr
Thakar Mangla Mrs
Levien John Mr
Letts Paul Mr

Beard Ernest Mr
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Lovett Vanessa Mrs

Mitcham Ron Mr

Nairn John Mr

Woudstra David Mr

Knight Joan Mrs

Trenchard Patricia Ms

Oldridge Rachel Mrs

McManus Sandra Miss

Lyon John Mr

Beard Iris Mrs

Leonard Catherine Mrs

Wordsworth Harriet Mrs

Cowie Simon & Simone Mr
& Mrs

Doidge Hazel Miss

Mitchell Andrew Mr

Christoforou John & Corinne
Mr & Mrs

O'Hara John Mr

Measures Christopher Mr
Merle Meredith Mrs

Coleman Joyce Miss

Ormondroyd John & Eleanor
Mr & Mrs

Shadbolt Andrew &
Veronica Mr & Mrs

Leonard Hugh Mr

O'Hara Michael Mr

Crouch Albert Mr

O'Hara Barbara Mrs

Dervish Louise Mrs

Silvey Graham & Jeanette
Mr & Mrs

Williams Daniel Mr
Jones Nicholas Mr
Pimm Sarah Mrs
Richardson Peter Mr

Davies Nancy Mrs
Merton Susan Mrs

Cope Roy Mr

Antoniazzi Susan Mrs

Cope Roy & Patricia Mr &
Mrs

Scarborough Ruth Mrs

Gubbins John Mr & Mrs

Bass J Ms
Merton Ian Mr

Reid Les & Barbara Mr &
Mrs

Phillips Vernon Mr

Farmer Joanne Ms

Pither Brian Mr

Webster & Mueller David &
Judith Mr & Ms

Harlow Bernard and Hettie
Mr & Mrs

Karpel Steven Mr

Jinks Sian Mrs

Hellman Anthony & Amanda
Mr & Mrs

Summers Gary Mr

Beer Stephen & Christine
Mr & Mrs

Sharkey David Mr

Beck Jean Mrs

Bryant Denise & Frank Mrs
& Mr

Tourlamain David Mr
Walsh Hilary Mrs
Ellis Jeanne Mrs
Lancaster James Mr
Potts Christina Mrs

Dixon Nigel Mr
Brown Betty Mrs
Crownhurst Niki Mrs
Vass Dennis & June Mr &
Mrs
Alberici Aldo & Josefa Mr &
Mrs

Maynard Frank Mr & Mrs
Culley Nicci Ms
Raffles Josephine Mrs
Spanos Peter Mr

Thomas Derek Mr
Andrea D. & M. Mr & Mrs
Bissett Julie Mrs
Fox Raymond Mr

Chen David & Moira Dr &
Mrs

Dupuch Maureen Miss

Haydon June Mrs

Cottenden Sam Mrs

White John & Linda Mr &
Mrs

Golland Richard Jeremy Mr

Cook Mary Mrs

Budge Stephen & Veronica
Mr & Mrs

Froude Maureen Mrs

Morley Mavis Mrs

White John Mr

Allen Mike & Joy Mr & Mrs

Bowen Arthur Mr

Huggard Charles Mr
Astruc Paul & Romanie Mr
& Mrs
Patel Marttand & Fiona Mr &
Mrs

Smith Hugh Mr & Mrs

Shiells Lynette Mrs
Suckling Peter Mr
Evans Robert Mr
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Goff Suzanne Mrs

Butterworth Eileen Mrs

Shawyer Lesley Mrs

Waller Gary & Paula Mr &
Mrs

Goff Colin Mr
Brewster Ronald Mr & Mrs

King Kenneth and Dora Mr
& Mrs

Forster Mary Mrs

Johnson Ian Mr

Woods James & Patricia Mr
& Mrs

Purcell Jo Mrs

Horsley P Mr & Mrs
Cunningham Peter & Janet
Mr & Mrs

Smith P Mr & Mrs
Young Fred Mr
Carter Peter Mr

Scrivener John Mr

Manley Daisy Mrs

Choo TK Mr

Manley Ronald Mr

Beaton E. Mrs

Ewer Jane Mrs

Gooding Joan Mrs

Ewer Eric Mr

Boz Necati & Naciye Mr &
Mrs

Sleat Russell Mr

Grant Adriewne Mrs
Tant Andrew Mr
Tant Richard Mr
Tant Linda Mrs

Smith T. Mr & Mrs
Waring Lawrence Mr
Palmer Theresia Mrs
Turnham Robert Mr

Sherlock Adrian Mr

Brady Tim & Joanne Mr &
Mrs

Sherlock Amanda Mrs

Bergman James H.R. Mr

Pugh Michael Mr

Knott Eunice Mrs

Pourikou Kyri Mr

Waring Eva Mrs

LeCouilliard James Mr

Littlewood John Mr

Grant Ivor Mr

Collins Terrence & Maureen
Mr & Mrs

Dupuch Geoffrey William Mr
Brown Marian Mrs
Dalton Keith John & Jane
Mr & Mrs

Simmonds Jamie Mr
Bliss Joanne Mrs
Scott C Mr & Mrs

Lecouilliard Christine Mrs

Reynolds Brian Mr

Kira Stuart & Angela Mr &
Mrs

Taylor Elahe Mrs

Hill Kathryn Mrs
Rawlinson Doris and Elaine
Mrs & Miss
Robinson Ian and Margaret
Mr & Mrs

Atkinson Robert & Jaqueline
Mr & Mrs
Cracknell Diane Mrs
Watson Judith Mrs
Sanford Peter Mr
Baktis Ms
Wyeth Frederick Mr
Thomas Patricia Mrs
Deacon Terry Mr
Carrell Stephen Mr
Dennis Gordon Mr
Flood Brian Mr
Jones Clifford Mr
Benton Marian Miss
Willison Alan Mr & Mrs
Davidson Catherine Miss
Craig M Mr & Mrs
Young Alan Mr
Cartwright P Mr & Mrs
Ross Stephen & Lesley Mr
& Mrs
Forster Barbara Joan Mrs
Lee B. M. Mr & Mrs
Spyrou Stella Mrs
Malone Colin & Janet Mr &
Mrs
Pulzer Geoffrey Mr
Wells Eric & Rita Mr & Mrs
Holloway Denise Mrs
Peakall Anthony Mr
Watts A Mr & Mrs
Whitehead Derek Mr

Taylor Andrew & Dianne Mr
& Mrs

McBride Sean Mr

Guerra Michael Mr

McBride Tanya Mrs

Newberry Alison Mrs

Arnall Simon Mr

Bierer Shahin Mrs

Woodford Malcolm Mr
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Arnall Tracey Mrs

Richards Paul Mr

Page A Mr & Mrs

Feran Koray Dr

Painter Margaret Mrs

Dunn Martin Mr

Beardon Rodney Clive Mr

Richards Helen Mrs

Konopelski Anne Mrs

O'Neill Penelope Mrs

Wash Jacqui Ms

Eeles Torron Mr

O'Neill Brian Mr

Petit-Jean Gerard Mr

McCormack David Mr

Bailie Samantha Mrs

Wheeler Robert Mr

Fisher W. J. Mr

Pulzer Julienne Mrs

Leach Jennifer Mrs

Crew Ann Mrs

Ragg Edward Mr

Leach Mr & Mrs

Brazier Michael Mr

Hamalis Anthony, Mary and
Angelo Family

Roberts Iris Mrs

Leigh Clare Mrs

Angell Mabel Mrs

Holford Jean Mrs

Connolly Jean Mrs

Carrell David Mr

Partington Jonathan &
Phyllis Mr & Mrs

Harris Hazel Mrs

Elms Elisabeth Miss
Carey Lynn Mrs

Gibson Steven Mr

Taylor Michael Mr

Andrews P Mrs

Smith Chantelle & Gary Mr
& Mrs

Tomlin John Dr

Higgins Shirley Mrs

Harrington Winifred Mrs

Parsonage Molly Mrs

Francis Carol Mrs

Atkins Colin Mr

Collis Diane Mrs

Edwards and Carter Alan
and Eileen Mr & Mrs

Maynard Stephen Mr

Smith Amanda Miss
Bowron Frank Mr.

Tant Roger Mr
Brauns Avril Mrs
Butnick Philip Mr
Hodsdon John Mr
Harvey Alex Mr

Pavlou Pavlos Mr
Trainor David Mr
Tuohy Michelle Mrs
Cornelius Josephine Miss

Khan S Mr

Montebello Reginald Mr
Parish Richard Mr
Blyth E Mr & Mrs
Toop J Mr & Mrs
Honeybone Joyce Mrs

Rees Sue Mrs

Egan Gerard & Caroline Mr
& Mrs

Norton John Mr

Redgrove June Dr

Deacon Mary Mrs

Toombs Nick Mr

Tindley Alan Mr

Bass Neal Mr

Gaynor Lousia Mrs

Wootton Adrian Mr

Meakin Geoffrey Mr

Denchfield Delia Mrs

Wootton Christine Mrs

Bennett Marie Mrs

Kent Alan Mr

Kramer Stephen Mr

Oram Derek Mr

Croft Ann Mrs

Chudleigh Colin & Susan Mr
& Mrs

Walton Josephine Mrs

Bennett Clive Mr
Hills Pat Mrs

Elgar Robina Mrs

De Rivaz Dereck & Rosalind
Mr & Mrs

Gammell Maurice & Sheila
Mr & Mrs

Pinner Raymond Mr

Bennett Edna Mrs

Toffel W Mr & Mrs

Andrae L Ms

Wood David Mr

Brooks Christina Mrs

Elgar Philip Mr
Painter Roy Mr

Robinson Jennifer Mrs

Konopelski Andrew Mr
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Johnson P Mr

Wallace Kathryn Mrs

Porter Tim Mr

Grice Anthony Mr

Sneath Elizabeth Mrs

Penrose Frank Mr

Brown Michelle Mrs

Bundock Ray Mr

Guild Jim Mr

Terry William Mr

Cooper Delsa Mrs

Young B Mr & Mrs

Hughes Francis P. Mr

Bundock Paula Ms

Penrose Brenda Mrs

Bennett Keith Mr

High C Mr & Mrs

Ducrow Wendy Mrs

Souleiman F Ms

Conoboy Linda Miss

Holloway P Mr & Mrs

Grig Gillian Mrs

Isaacs Zoe Mrs

Hefford Jill Mrs

Pepper Robert Mr & Mrs

Wigg Alexandra Mrs

Heyman P Mr & Mrs

Oliver Jack and Marion Mr &
Mrs

Potter WH Mr & Mrs

Miller Merlin Mr

Pantelli Andrew Mr

Bacchus Patricia Mrs

Meadows David & Carol Mr
& Mrs

Kemp Paul Mr

Lawrence Susan Mrs
Farlie GJ Mr

Batts Valerie Mrs

Dymond Gwendoline B. Mrs

Ducrow Frank Mr

Pimm Alan Mr

Dobinson Jean Mrs

Watson John and Valerie Mr
and Mrs

Monte-Colombo Jan Mrs

Williams Mike Mr

Thorn Molly Mrs
Miller M Mr & Mrs
Davis Will Mr
Adey Christine Mrs
Thorn Tony Mr
Boyle Reginald Mr
Donaldson Elaine Ms
Deacon Phillip Mr
Fitzell Sam Mr
Page Ruth Mrs
Deacon Fiona Mrs

Monte-Colombo Joe Mr
Monte-Colombo Mario Mr
Monte-Colombo Mat Mr
Mustoe Hilda Mrs
Sharp Joy Mrs
Sharp Keith Mr
Hollier Joyce Mrs
Sharp Edward Mr
Thompson Patricia Mrs
Chappel Derek Mr
Jarman Barbara Mrs
Arnold Danny Mr

Woods Brian & Jacqueline
Dr & Mrs

Brown J Mr & Mrs

Sneath Christopher Mr

Palmer Simon Mr

Glanfield Diana Mrs

Aylott Richard Mr

Thorn Caroline Mrs

Lewis C. J. Mr & Mrs

Cunningham Sean Mr

Thomas E Mr

Knight P Mr & Mrs

Stewart K Mr & Mrs

Davies Colin Mr
Cooper David Mr
Davies Joyce Mrs
Jukes Ken Mr
Kemp Sian Mrs
Ivison Bob Mr
Jan-Janin Darren Mr
Corke Phil Mr
Ferry Raymond & Lesley Mr
Richardson Gary Mr
Brierley John Mr
Reynolds Isobel Mrs
Welham Suzanne Dr
Page Kirsty Ms
Sparks Lynne Mrs
Ross Stephen Mr
Moody Gill Mrs
Nicholls Marian Mrs
MacKenzie Natalie Miss
Priezkalns Eric Mr
Higgens Amanda Mrs
Weil Fred Mr
Brailey P Mrs
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Nolan David Mr

Clarke B Mr

Mitchell Jan Mrs

Shipton Darren Mr & Mrs

Shahdad M A Mr

Lewis Dennis Dr

Coleman Mr

Malik Amir Mr

Murtaugh Warren Mr

Yates David Mr

Ahmed Sayed Mr

Taylor Claire Mrs

Cheetham Brent Mr

Mubbshar Muhammad Mr

Mitcham Ron Mr

Fignon Lynntte Mrs

Khan Sohail Ali Mr

Hicks Sharon Mrs

Luwes Abdul Mr

Deacon Terry & Mary Mr &
Mrs

Rajcoomar T Mr

Hosein Naim Dr

Wilcox Carol Ms

Khan Mohammad Raza Mr

Keeling Jackie Mrs

Zargar Adil Mr

Freeman David Mr

Chowdhary Anayet Karim
Mr

Golding Ken Mr
Telco Paul Mr
Smith Daniel Mr
Warren L Mrs
Gellard R Mr
Fenton Gary Mr
Fanthorpe Douglas Mr
Archer Simon Mr
Glynn Barry Mr
Gosbee Paul Mr
Davidson Ms
Pinfold Geoffrey Mr
Handley Mr
Martindale D Mr
Brewer David Mr
Hamilton Alice Mrs
Barker Anne Mrs
Cook Mike Mr
Collingridge Nicholas Mr
Bridgeman Mr
Tims Marc Mr
Hisir Miss
Tipper Delphine Ms
Faysal Mr

Tubb Philip Mr
Chopra S Dr
Brand Barbara Mrs
Georgiou Maria Ms
Walker MP Charles Rt Hon

Fiaz Qaiir Mr

Bevan Brigitte Mrs

Shaikh Sadiq Mr

Brindle Jon Mr

Akhtar J Mr

Churn Andy Mr

Choudhry M S K Mr

Cotton J H B Mr

Shaikh Ejaz Mr

Davis Nigel Mr

Zahar M F Mr

Delhanty Joy Ms

Mahmood Zakaria Mr

Ewer Christine Ms

Ahmed Irfan Mr

Godsave Clive R. Mr

Afghan Saqib Mr

Grellier Sue Ms

Thalib S Mr

Harvey Philip Mr

Awan ML Mr

Hogan T.M. Mr

Bilson Robin Mr

Hutchinson Neville Mr

Haq Sadiq Mr

Hutton Nigel Mr

Richards Kay Ms

Moon Barry Mr

Ford Colin Mr

Nolan E Mrs

Cowie M Mrs

Onslow John Mr.

Clewlow Christine Mrs

Porter Philip Mr

Clewlow Stuart Mr

Robinson Alan Raymond Mr

Aughton John Mr

Rothwell Brian Mr

Gregory C R Mr

Smelt M Mr

Barratt Colin Mr

Swanson D Mr

Davin Ruth Ms

Thomas Robert William Mr

Davies Peter Mr
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Appendix B1 – Notification Email with Statement of
Representations Procedure
Colin Haigh
Head of Planning
Reply To: Planning Policy at address below
Our Ref: Draft Local Plan PS 2016
Date: 15th August 2016

Dear Sir/Madam

Direct Tel: 01707 357532

Consultation on the Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council Draft Local Plan
Proposed Submission - August 2016
The Council is inviting representations on its Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission
document, which sets out the long-term planning strategy for the borough until 2032 together
with site allocations and development management policies.
Consultation will take place over an eight week period, commencing on Tuesday 30th August
and ending at 5pm on Monday 24th October 2016.
The Draft Local Plan and Policies Map; the Sustainability Appraisal, the Habitats Regulations
Assessment Report and the Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan, together with a summary
guide to the Draft Local Plan and guidance notes for making a representation, the Statement
of Consultation and the Statement of Representations Procedure can be viewed at
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/localplan from the 30th August 2016 when the consultation event
commences.
Paper copies of the Draft Local Plan, the Policies Map and other documents will also be
available to view at a number of inspections points throughout the local area, details of which
are enclosed.
A series of drop-in events will be held across the borough during the consultation period
where you will be able to speak directly to Council officers. These will take place at the
following venues at the times stated below:
Venue
Green Lanes Primary School
Green Lanes, Hatfield, AL10 9JY
Brookmans Park United Reformed Church
Oaklands Avenue, Brookmans Park, Hatfield, AL9 7UJ
Welwyn Civic Centre
Prospect Place, Welwyn, AL6 9ER
The Fairway Tavern
Old Herns Lane, Welwyn Garden City, AL7 2ED
Cuffley Hall
Maynards Place, Cuffley, EN6 4JA
Birchwood Leisure Centre
Birchwood Leisure Centre, Longmead, Hatfield,
Hertfordshire, AL10 0AN

Date & Time
Wednesday 31st August 2016
3.30pm to 7.30pm
Tuesday 6th September
3.30pm to 7.30pm
Wednesday 14th September
3.30pm to 7.30pm
Thursday 22nd September
3.30pm to 7.30pm
Friday 30th September
3.30pm to 7.30pm
Wednesday 5th October
3.30pm to 7.30pm
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Making a representation
You can respond online, by post or email but you should complete a response form so that
any representation you make can be forwarded to the Planning Inspectorate with the
necessary information. If you do not use a form you will run the risk that your response
cannot be forwarded to the Inspector as it will not meet the Planning Inspectorate's
requirements for the examination of the Plan.
You will need to identify what part of the Local Plan you are commenting upon and use a
separate form for each representation you wish to make. The Inspector will need to know
whether you support or object to the plan and, if you object, what is the basis for your
concern. You may find it helpful to refer to the guidance notes for making a representation.
The online consultation portal can be accessed at http://www.welhat.gov.uk/localplan.
If you prefer to submit written representations by e-mail or post, please use the
representation form which will be available during the consultation period at the inspection
points or online or by contacting the Planning Policy Team.
Representations must be submitted to the Planning Policy Team by 5pm on Monday 24th
October 2016 either:
•
•
•

online via the consultation portal: http://www.welhat.gov.uk/localplan
by e-mail to: localplan@welhat.gov.uk
by post to: Planning Policy, Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council, The Campus, Welwyn
Garden City, AL8 6AE

We cannot accept late representations and your comments will be a public document.
We look forward to receiving your responses.
Yours sincerely,

Colin Haigh
Head of Planning
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Statement of Representations Procedure
The following details accompany the publication of the Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan
Proposed Submission August 2016 as required by The Town and Country Planning (Local
Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 – Regulations 17, 19, 20 and 35.
Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council has prepared the Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan Proposed
Submission August 2016 and proposes to submit it to the Secretary of State under Regulation
22 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012.
The title of the Plan which Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council proposes to submit to the
Secretary of State:


The Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan

The subject matter of, and the area covered by, the Plan:




The Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission August 2016 sets out
proposals for the use of land and policies to guide future development in Welwyn Hatfield up
to 2032. The overarching strategy of the Plan sets out the vision and borough-wide
objectives, promotes the principle of sustainable development, targets for employment,
housing and retail growth, and the strategy for the borough’s settlements and Green Belt
boundaries. The Plan includes topic specific policies on movement; centres, services and
facilities; housing; the economy; the quality of new development; environmental assets and
infrastructure. It also includes settlement level policies and site allocations for the borough’s
towns and excluded villages as well as rural areas. The Plan also includes a policy on
neighbourhood planning and sets out the approach to implementation and monitoring of the
Plan. It is supported by a number of appendices, which include housing and employment
trajectories. A set of Policies Maps and Inset Maps accompany the Plan.
The Plan covers the whole administrative area of Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council.

The period within which representations on the Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan
Proposed Submission August 2016 must be received by Welwyn Hatfield Council:


Representations must be received during the eight week consultation period, which
commences on Tuesday 30th August and ends at 5pm on Monday 24th October 2016.

Address to which representations about the Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan Proposed
Submission August 2016 must be sent:
Representations may be submitted in writing or by way of electronic communication either:
•
•
•

online via the consultation portal: http://www.welhat.gov.uk/localplan
by e-mail to: localplan@welhat.gov.uk
by post to: Planning Policy, Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council, The Campus, Welwyn
Garden City, AL8 6AE

Representations may be accompanied by a request to be notified at a specified address
of any of the following:
(i) When the Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan has been submitted for independent examination,
(ii) When the Inspectors Report of the Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan is published, and
(iii) Adoption of the Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan
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Inspection of the Proposed Submission documents:
From 30th August 2016 the following documents, together with other background documents,
will be available to view and download from the council’s website:
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/localplan








Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission August 2016;
Policies Map;
Sustainability Appraisal Report;
Habitats Regulations Assessment Report;
Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan;
Statement of Consultation;
Statement of Representations Procedure.

Reference copies of the documents listed above will be available for inspection at the
following locations during normal opening times as indicated below:

The Principal Office
Council Offices, Welwyn Garden City: The Campus, Welwyn Garden City, AL8 6AE
Opening Hours: Monday to Thursday (8.45 – 17.15); Friday (08.45 - 16.45); Saturday and
Sunday (closed)
Libraries across the area
Brookmans Park Library: Bradmore Green, Brookmans Park AL9 7QR
Opening Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday (14.00 - 18.00); Saturday (09.00 - 13.00);
Wednesday and Sunday (closed)
Cuffley Library: Maynard Place, Station Rd, Cuffley EN6 4JA
Opening Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday (14.00 – 18.00); Saturday (09.00 13.00); Thursday and Sunday (closed)
Hatfield Library: Queensway, Hatfield. AL10 0LT
Opening Hours: Monday (13.00 – 18.00); Tuesday, Wednesday (10.00 – 18.00); Friday (10.00
– 19.00); Saturday (10.00 – 17.00); Thursday and Sunday (Closed).
Welwyn Garden City Library: Campus West, Welwyn Garden City. AL8 6AJ
Opening Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday (09.00 – 19.00); Saturday
(09.00 – 17.00); Sunday (13.00 – 17.00)
Welwyn Library: Civic Centre, Prospect Place, Welwyn, AL6 9ER
Opening Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday (14.00 - 18.00); Saturday (09.00 13.00); Thursday and Sunday (closed)
Woodhall Library: Cole Green Lane, Welwyn Garden City, AL7 3JA
Opening Hours: Monday (09.00 - 18.00); Tuesday, Thursday (14.00 - 18.00); Friday (09.00 18.00); Saturday (09.00 - 13.00); Wednesday and Sunday (closed)
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Reference copies of the documents will also be available for inspection at the following
locations. Please note that not all locations have regular public opening hours and other
locations have limited opening hours. You are advised to check opening hours or convenient
times with the venues before visiting.
Ayot St Peter (Parish Meeting): Station House, Ayot St Peter Road, Welwyn, Herts, AL6 9BE
Tel: 01707 322294
Email: jandkfowler@btinternet.com
Opening hours: No standard opening hours. Please check with venue for convenient times.
Ayot St Lawrence (Parish Meeting): Priors Holt, Bibbs Hall Lane, Ayot St Lawrence, Herts.
AL6 9BY
Tel: 01438 821806 Email: copmasl@yahoo.co.uk
Opening hours: No standard opening hours. Please check with venue for convenient times.
Essendon Parish Council: Essendon Village Hall, School Lane, Essendon, Hatfield, Herts.
AL9 6HD
Tel: 07581 699597 Email: essendonparishcouncil@gmail.com
Website: http://www.essendonpc.org.uk/
Opening hours: No standard opening hours. Please check with venue for convenient times,
and for Parish Council meetings as advertised on the Essendon Parish Council website.
Hatfield Town Council: Birchwood Leisure Centre, Longmead, Hatfield, Herts. AL10 0AN
Tel: 01707 262023
Email: enquiries@hatfield-herts.gov.uk
Website: www.hatfield-herts.gov.uk
Opening hours: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday (9.00 – 16.00). Saturday
and Sunday (closed)
Northaw and Cuffley Parish Council: 7 Maynard Place, Cuffley, Potters Bar, Herts, EN6
4JATel: 01707 875825
Email: ncpc@btconnect.com
Website:
www.northawcuffleypc.co.uk
Opening hours: Tuesday to Friday (11.30 – 14.30); Saturday, Sunday, Monday (closed)
Welwyn Parish Council: Welwyn Parish Council, Parish Centre, Lockleys Drive, Welwyn,
Herts, AL6 9NT
Tel: 01438 716667 Email: office@welwynpc.org.uk
Website: www.welwynpc.org.uk
Opening hours: Monday, Wednesday and Friday (09.00 – 13.00). Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday and Sunday (closed)
Woolmer Green Parish Council: Woolmer Green Village Hall, Hall Lane, Woolmer Green,
Knebworth, Herts, SG3 6XA Tel: 03707 776132 Email: clerk@woolmergreenpc.org.uk
Website: www.woolmergreenpc.org.uk
Opening hours: No standard opening hours. Please check with venue for convenient times,
and for Parish Council meetings as advertised on the Woolmer Green Parish Council website
North Mymms Parish Council: The Council Offices, Annexe to No.1 Bungalow, Bushwood
Close, Welham Green, Hatfield, Hertfordshire, AL9 7YZ
Tel: 01707 268418
Email: clerk@northmymms.org
Website: www.northmymmspc.org
Opening hours: No standard opening hours. Please check with venue for convenient times,
and for Parish Council meetings as advertised on the North Mymms Parish Council website.
Hatfield Town Hub. The Projects Office. 1A Town Centre, Hatfield. AL10 0JZ
Tel: 01707 357574 Website: http://www.hatfieldtown.co.uk/Hatfield-Town-Team/The-TownHub
Opening hours: Wednesday to Friday (10.00 – 16.00)
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Appendix B2 – Notification Letter with Statement of
Representations Procedure
Colin Haigh
Head of Planning
Reply To: Planning Policy at address below
Our Ref: Draft Local Plan PS 2016
Date: 15th August 2016

Dear

Direct Tel: 01707 357532

Consultation on the Welwyn Hatfield Borough
Council Draft Local Plan
Proposed Submission - August 2016
The Council is inviting representations on its Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission
document, which sets out the long-term planning strategy for the borough until 2032 together
with site allocations and development management policies.
Consultation will take place over an eight week period, commencing on Tuesday 30th August
and ending at 5pm on Monday 24th October 2016.
The Draft Local Plan and Policies Map; the Sustainability Appraisal, the Habitats Regulations
Assessment Report and the Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan, together with a summary
guide to the Draft Local Plan and guidance notes for making a representation, the Statement
of Consultation and the Statement of Representations Procedure can be viewed at
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/localplan from the 30th August 2016 when the consultation event
commences.
Paper copies of the Draft Local Plan, the Policies Map and other documents will also be
available to view at a number of inspections points throughout the local area, details of which
are enclosed.
A series of drop-in events will be held across the borough during the consultation period
where you will be able to speak directly to Council officers. These will take place at the
following venues at the times stated below:
Venue
Green Lanes Primary School
Green Lanes, Hatfield, AL10 9JY
Brookmans Park United Reformed Church
Oaklands Avenue, Brookmans Park, Hatfield, AL9 7UJ
Welwyn Civic Centre
Prospect Place, Welwyn, AL6 9ER
The Fairway Tavern
Old Herns Lane, Welwyn Garden City, AL7 2ED
Cuffley Hall
Maynards Place, Cuffley, EN6 4JA
Birchwood Leisure Centre
Birchwood Leisure Centre, Longmead, Hatfield, Hertfordshire,
AL10 0AN

Date & Time
Wednesday 31st August
2016
3.30pm to 7.30pm
Tuesday 6th September
3.30pm to 7.30pm
Wednesday 14th
September
3.30pm to 7.30pm
Thursday 22nd September
3.30pm to 7.30pm
Friday 30th September
3.30pm to 7.30pm
Wednesday 5th October
3.30pm to 7.30pm
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Making a representation
You can respond online, by post or email but you should complete a response form so that
any representation you make can be forwarded to the Planning Inspectorate with the
necessary information. If you do not use a form you will run the risk that your response
cannot be forwarded to the Inspector as it will not meet the Planning Inspectorate's
requirements for the examination of the Plan.
You will need to identify what part of the Local Plan you are commenting upon and use a
separate form for each representation you wish to make. The Inspector will need to know
whether you support or object to the plan and, if you object, what is the basis for your
concern. You may find it helpful to refer to the guidance notes for making a representation.
The online consultation portal can be accessed at http://www.welhat.gov.uk/localplan.
If you prefer to submit written representations by e-mail or post, please use the
representation form which will be available during the consultation period at the inspection
points or online or by contacting the Planning Policy Team.
Representations must be submitted to the Planning Policy Team by 5pm on Monday 24th
October 2016 either:
•
•
•

online via the consultation portal: http://www.welhat.gov.uk/localplan
by e-mail to: localplan@welhat.gov.uk
by post to: Planning Policy, Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council, The Campus, Welwyn
Garden City, AL8 6AE

We cannot accept late representations and your comments will be a public document.
We look forward to receiving your responses.
Yours sincerely,

Colin Haigh
Head of Planning
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Statement of Representations Procedure

The following details accompany the publication of the Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan
Proposed Submission August 2016 as required by The Town and Country Planning (Local
Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 – Regulations 17, 19, 20 and 35.
Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council has prepared the Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan Proposed
Submission August 2016 and proposes to submit it to the Secretary of State under Regulation
22 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012.
The title of the Plan which Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council proposes to submit to the
Secretary of State:


The Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan

The subject matter of, and the area covered by, the Plan:




The Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission August 2016 sets out
proposals for the use of land and policies to guide future development in Welwyn Hatfield up
to 2032. The overarching strategy of the Plan sets out the vision and borough-wide
objectives, promotes the principle of sustainable development, targets for employment,
housing and retail growth, and the strategy for the borough’s settlements and Green Belt
boundaries. The Plan includes topic specific policies on movement; centres, services and
facilities; housing; the economy; the quality of new development; environmental assets and
infrastructure. It also includes settlement level policies and site allocations for the borough’s
towns and excluded villages as well as rural areas. The Plan also includes a policy on
neighbourhood planning and sets out the approach to implementation and monitoring of the
Plan. It is supported by a number of appendices, which include housing and employment
trajectories. A set of Policies Maps and Inset Maps accompany the Plan.
The Plan covers the whole administrative area of Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council.

The period within which representations on the Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan
Proposed Submission August 2016 must be received by Welwyn Hatfield Council:


Representations must be received during the eight week consultation period, which
commences on Tuesday 30th August and ends at 5pm on Monday 24th October 2016.

Address to which representations about the Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan Proposed
Submission August 2016 must be sent:
Representations may be submitted in writing or by way of electronic communication either:
•
•
•

online via the consultation portal: http://www.welhat.gov.uk/localplan
by e-mail to: localplan@welhat.gov.uk
by post to: Planning Policy, Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council, The Campus, Welwyn
Garden City, AL8 6AE

Representations may be accompanied by a request to be notified at a specified address
of any of the following:
(i) When the Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan has been submitted for independent examination,
(ii) When the Inspectors Report of the Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan is published, and
(iii) Adoption of the Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan
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Inspection of the Proposed Submission documents:
From 30th August 2016 the following documents, together with other background documents,
will be available to view and download from the council’s website:
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/localplan








Welwyn Hatfield Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission August 2016;
Policies Map;
Sustainability Appraisal Report;
Habitats Regulations Assessment Report;
Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan;
Statement of Consultation;
Statement of Representations Procedure.

Reference copies of the documents listed above will be available for inspection at the
following locations during normal opening times as indicated below:
The Principal Office
Council Offices, Welwyn Garden City: The Campus, Welwyn Garden City, AL8 6AE
Opening Hours: Monday to Thursday (8.45 – 17.15); Friday (08.45 - 16.45); Saturday and
Sunday (closed)

Libraries across the area
Brookmans Park Library: Bradmore Green, Brookmans Park AL9 7QR
Opening Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday (14.00 - 18.00); Saturday (09.00 - 13.00);
Wednesday and Sunday (closed)
Cuffley Library: Maynard Place, Station Rd, Cuffley EN6 4JA
Opening Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday (14.00 – 18.00); Saturday (09.00 13.00); Thursday and Sunday (closed)
Hatfield Library: Queensway, Hatfield. AL10 0LT
Opening Hours: Monday (13.00 – 18.00); Tuesday, Wednesday (10.00 – 18.00); Friday (10.00
– 19.00); Saturday (10.00 – 17.00); Thursday and Sunday (Closed).
Welwyn Garden City Library: Campus West, Welwyn Garden City. AL8 6AJ
Opening Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday (09.00 – 19.00); Saturday
(09.00 – 17.00); Sunday (13.00 – 17.00)
Welwyn Library: Civic Centre, Prospect Place, Welwyn, AL6 9ER
Opening Hours: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday (14.00 - 18.00); Saturday (09.00 13.00); Thursday and Sunday (closed)
Woodhall Library: Cole Green Lane, Welwyn Garden City, AL7 3JA
Opening Hours: Monday (09.00 - 18.00); Tuesday, Thursday (14.00 - 18.00); Friday (09.00 18.00); Saturday (09.00 - 13.00); Wednesday and Sunday (closed)
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Reference copies of the documents will also be available for inspection at the following
locations. Please note that not all locations have regular public opening hours and other
locations have limited opening hours. You are advised to check opening hours or convenient
times with the venues before visiting.
Ayot St Peter (Parish Meeting): Station House, Ayot St Peter Road, Welwyn, Herts, AL6 9BE
Tel: 01707 322294
Email: jandkfowler@btinternet.com
Opening hours: No standard opening hours. Please check with venue for convenient times.
Ayot St Lawrence (Parish Meeting): Priors Holt, Bibbs Hall Lane, Ayot St Lawrence, Herts.
AL6 9BY
Tel: 01438 821806 Email: copmasl@yahoo.co.uk
Opening hours: No standard opening hours. Please check with venue for convenient times.
Essendon Parish Council: Essendon Village Hall, School Lane, Essendon, Hatfield, Herts.
AL9 6HD
Tel: 07581 699597 Email: essendonparishcouncil@gmail.com
Website: http://www.essendonpc.org.uk/
Opening hours: No standard opening hours. Please check with venue for convenient times,
and for Parish Council meetings as advertised on the Essendon Parish Council website.
Hatfield Town Council: Birchwood Leisure Centre, Longmead, Hatfield, Herts. AL10 0AN
Tel: 01707 262023
Email: enquiries@hatfield-herts.gov.uk
Website: www.hatfield-herts.gov.uk
Opening hours: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday (9.00 – 16.00). Saturday
and Sunday (closed)
Northaw and Cuffley Parish Council: 7 Maynard Place, Cuffley, Potters Bar, Herts, EN6
4JATel: 01707 875825
Email: ncpc@btconnect.com
Website:
www.northawcuffleypc.co.uk
Opening hours: Tuesday to Friday (11.30 – 14.30); Saturday, Sunday, Monday (closed)
Welwyn Parish Council: Welwyn Parish Council, Parish Centre, Lockleys Drive, Welwyn,
Herts, AL6 9NT
Tel: 01438 716667 Email: office@welwynpc.org.uk
Website: www.welwynpc.org.uk
Opening hours: Monday, Wednesday and Friday (09.00 – 13.00). Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday and Sunday (closed)
Woolmer Green Parish Council: Woolmer Green Village Hall, Hall Lane, Woolmer Green,
Knebworth, Herts, SG3 6XA Tel: 03707 776132 Email: clerk@woolmergreenpc.org.uk
Website: www.woolmergreenpc.org.uk
Opening hours: No standard opening hours. Please check with venue for convenient times,
and for Parish Council meetings as advertised on the Woolmer Green Parish Council website
North Mymms Parish Council: The Council Offices, Annexe to No.1 Bungalow, Bushwood
Close, Welham Green, Hatfield, Hertfordshire, AL9 7YZ
Tel: 01707 268418
Email: clerk@northmymms.org
Website: www.northmymmspc.org
Opening hours: No standard opening hours. Please check with venue for convenient times,
and for Parish Council meetings as advertised on the North Mymms Parish Council website.
Hatfield Town Hub. The Projects Office. 1A Town Centre, Hatfield. AL10 0JZ
Tel: 01707 357574 Website: http://www.hatfieldtown.co.uk/Hatfield-Town-Team/The-TownHub
Opening hours: Wednesday to Friday (10.00 – 16.00)
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Appendix C – Newspaper Advertisements in local press
Welwyn Hatfield Times, Hertfordshire Mercury and Herts Advertiser
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Appendix D – Life Magazine
Summer 2016 edition
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Appendix E – Flyers
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Appendix F – Social Media
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30 August 2016

4 October 2016

24 October 2016
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Appendix G – Press Articles
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Herts Advertiser Letters page 30 June 2016
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Welwyn Hatfield Times 29 June 2106
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Welwyn Hatfield Times – 10th August 2016
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Welwyn Hatfield Times 5th October 2106
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Welwyn Hatfield Times 19th October 2016
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Appendix H – Summaries of the Main Issues raised in
representations pursuant to Regulation 20, changes
sought and the Council’s response

Page intentionally blank
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Page intentionally blank

Main Issues Legal Compliance Summary
and the content of the
Sustainability Appraisal and the Habitats Regulations Assessment of the
Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission 2016

Appendix H1
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The Plan fails to reflect public opinion and the
outcomes of past consultation, contrary to the SCI

66
responses
(dlpps no’s
listed
below)

Councillors should be representing their constituents’
strongly held views when they are voting on important
matters that will affect the lives of residents. However,
some are being restrained by the Council leadership.

Proposals in the Plan and the Council’s arguments in
favour of development are unchanged from previous
consultations, despite respondents pointing out issues
and errors. There is no evidence that the community
supports the proposals set out in the Plan. Regulation 18
of the Town and County Planning Regulations 2012
requires a local authority to take into account any
representation made to them.

Reason

DLPPS no.

As above

 Amend the Plan to
reflect public opinion,
and the outcomes of
past consultation
 Carry out consultation in
accordance with the SCI
 The Inspector should be
shown recordings of
Council meetings

Variously:

Changes Sought

128

The Council must make decisions
for the benefit of the entire
borough, which cannot always
satisfy every local view. This in an
inherent reality, and does not
constitute a failure against the
SCI. No change.

Consultation Statements have
been published after each stage of
consultation. The Council must
balance local views with
responses from statutory
consultees, and ultimately its
obligations under national
planning policy in order for the
Plan to be found sound. The Plan
has evolved from previous
consultations, and all
representations are taken into
account. However, it is impossible
to satisfy all respondents (who
often hold opposing views). This
does not constitute a failure
against the regulations and SCI.
No change.

WHBC response

 Whether the Plan meets the requirements for content and consultation set out in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
Regulations 2012 and / or
 Whether the Plan has been prepared in accordance with the Council’s most recent Statement of Community Involvement (SCI)

Comments relating to the legal tests of:

DLPPS no.

Changes Sought
As above

As above

Reason

Council meetings are undemocratic. Official minutes for
these meetings don't capture the views expressed and
the way residents are treated.

Residents at the Woolmer Green Parish Council meeting
(12 October 2016) voted unanimously against the Plan
on Green Belt grounds, but their views and intent were
not conveyed.

No change.
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Representations received from the
Parish Council and village
residents are taken into account (a
petition was submitted). However,
the Council must balance local
views with responses from other
consultees, and ultimately its
obligations under national
planning policy in order for the
Plan to be found sound. It is
impossible to satisfy all
respondents. This does not
constitute a failure against the
regulations and SCI.

Minutes are certified as a true
record of the meeting at the next
meeting held, providing an
opportunity for inaccuracies to be
identified. Recordings of key
meetings on the Local Plan have
also been made available on the
YouTube channel. No change.

WHBC response

Provide a statement that
details the outcomes of cooperation and consultation,
not simply a list of the
consultation procedures
adopted, as presently the
case in para 2.38 - 2.42.

None stated.

The Council has failed to consult other bodies; such as
environmental groups, service providers, landowners and
businesses.

The Council has not carried out ‘early and
meaningful engagement’, as required by NPPF para
155.

82
responses
(dlpps no’s
listed
below)

Changes Sought

There is no clear evidence that nearby district and parish
councils have been consulted on the Plan (those
identified include North Herts, St Albans, Broxbourne and
Hertsmere Councils; and North Mymms,
Wheathampstead, Sandridge and Colney Heath Parish
Councils).

Reason

DLPPS no.

130

Other key stakeholders such as
environmental groups, service
providers and the owners of sites
with potential for allocation are all
on the Council’s consultation
database, and have been
consulted (and responses have
informed the plan) as it has
evolved. Business representatives
(such as Chambers of Commerce)
are also actively consulted, and
this claim is not accepted.
No change.

Early engagement commenced in
2007 and has continued since
then. The Statements of
Consultation set out what
engagement has taken place; the
issues raised and how they have
been taken into account. All of the
organisations cited have been
consulted on the Plan, indeed all
have responded to consultation at
various stages. No change.

WHBC response

DLPPS no.

Changes Sought
Hold the consultation again,
and reflect the views of
people living in the areas
identified who will be every
bit as affected by the Plan as
borough residents.

Hold the consultation again,
and engage the public in
layman terms. All local
residents should also be
properly briefed about
proposals in the Plan.

Reason

The Council has failed to consult with the wider
community affected by proposals in the Plan (areas
identified include St Albans, Sandridge,
Wheathampstead, Marshalswick and Potters Bar). The
proposals in the Plan have also generally not received
the publicity they require.

The Council has not consulted in an effective manner,
with a disingenuous and confusing process intended to
discourage engagement. It has therefore been carried
out in a manner contrary to the SCI.

No change.
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The Local Plan is necessarily
complex, but this is recognised.
The SCI states that concise
summaries of the proposals and
process will be produced, and
events held where clarification can
be sought from staff. This has
been done, e.g. a Summary Guide
to the Local Plan was produced
and a series of events were held
across the borough for anyone
with an interest to attend and ask
questions. These claims are not
accepted.

Whilst residents in these areas
(outside the borough) do not
receive Life Magazine, the Council
has ensured that community
representatives (such as Parish
Councils and Community Groups
registered on the consultation
database) were consulted. The
large number of responses
received from these areas means
that there is a general awareness
of the proposals in the Plan. No
change.

WHBC response

29, 126,
132, 337,
400, 496,
711, 747,
809, 985,
994, 1107,
1190

Better engagement with
these groups is required.

Better engagement with
Gypsies and Travellers is
required.

There has been a general failure at this consultation to
consult young people, older people, disabled people and
ethnic minorities.

There has been poor engagement with Gypsies and
Travellers on the latest Accommodation Needs
Assessment (ANA) and the Local Plan in general. There
were 34 respondents from the Holwell Gypsy and
Traveller site in 2011, but only 9 in 2016 and yet this is
still deemed to be ‘sufficient’.

The Council has not engaged effectively with ‘hard to
reach groups’, contrary to the SCI

The Statements of Consultation
set out what engagement has
taken place; the issues raised and
how they have been taken into
account. The Council has
consulted extensively, with regard
to realistic constraints, and there is
not considered to be any failing
against Regs 18/19. No change.

WHBC response

132

The Gypsy and Traveller
community have been consulted
from early stages of plan
preparation and have participated
in consultation events. There was
a high level of engagement with

Older people have responded in
disproportionately large numbers,
and are not ‘hard to reach’. Social
media has also been used to help
generate engagement with those
who may be ‘hard to reach’. No
change.

The Council should cease the This claim is baseless. The
present consultation until the Council considers the Plan to be
plan has been made sound.
sound, and would not have carried
out consultation unless this was
the case. No change.

Hold the consultation again.

The Local Plan is not compliant with Regs. 18 and 19
of the Town and Country Planning Regulations 2012.
Relevant individuals and groups have not been consulted
on this and previous consultations, contrary to what is
required in the regulations.

83, 92, 93,
103, 112,
114, 146,
372, 532,
525, 833,
839, 862,
1081, 1092,
1279

The Council is aware that the Local Plan is not sound,
and should not be carrying out Regulation 19
consultation. This is a waste of time and public funds.

Changes Sought

Reason

DLPPS no.

Void the current consultation
period, and carry out a fresh
consultation with more
relaxed rules promoted
correctly from the outset.

As above

Inconsistent advice was given by the Council on whether
handwritten forms were acceptable, or only the online
form could be submitted. The SCI should provide
information on how to use the system.

The consultation has not been carried out in an
effective manner, limiting engagement

6, 677, 883,
999, 1412,
1442

Changes Sought

The Council relaxed the rules for consultation in the week
before closing such that they would now allow general
letters or emails, but the insistence on using the form
prior to that created restrictions for many residents and
possibly altered the final outcome.

Reason

DLPPS no.

133

Whilst use of the online system is
preferred, paper forms were made
available at all of the inspection
points and at all of the consultation
events, where officers were on
hand to offer assistance.
Additional forms and Summary
Guides were also provided on

The Council did encourage
respondents to use the form, as
this was designed to help them
understand the process the
Inspector will go through when
examining the Plan and should
help respondents to make more
useful, structured responses.
However, the Council did not insist
on use of the form and letters and
emails submitted during the
consultation period were accepted
as duly made. No change.

the GTANA in 2011 and all
reasonable efforts were made
when preparing the 2016 GTANA
to engage with Gypsies and
Travellers. However, for various
reasons (identified in the GTANA)
members of the community were
more reluctant to respond.
No change.

WHBC response

DLPPS no.

Changes Sought

As above

As above

Reason

It was very difficult to use the online form – the website is
poorly constructed, has limited functionality, and has not
been designed with non-technical users in mind. This
created problems for older people trying to respond to
the consultation, not comfortable using the online
system.

The Local Plan consultation events were only advertised
in the Welwyn Hatfield Times, and even then there was
no advance notice of them.

134

This claim is incorrect and is not
accepted. The events were
advertised widely and well in
advance, and through a variety of
means. Letters and emails,
notifying thousands of consultees
on the Local Plan database, were
sent out around 2 weeks in
advance of the first event, and
around 6 weeks in advance of the
last event. Whilst the Welwyn
Hatfield Times only published an
article the day before the first
event, residents were free to
attend any event held between the

The Council recognises that not all
respondents will be comfortable
using the online system, and this
is why paper forms are provided.
Given the disproportionately high
level of response from older
people, there is no concern that
older people were put off
responding. No change.

request to community groups.
Help is available from officers in
the event that respondents are
unable to use the on-line system
but as mentioned above, paper
forms, letters and emails were all
accepted.
No change.

WHBC response

525, 829,
1127

DLPPS no.

Make this information
available, and carry out a
fresh Reg 19 consultation.

As above

There has been no clear guidance on how to comment
on the legality of the Plan, e.g. an explanation of what
would (or would not) be legal.

Other reasons:
Essential documents are missing from the Councils
evidence base. This is particularly true of the total lack of
any significant information on Site HS22 (BrP4).

Changes Sought

Reason

135

Consideration of Site HS22
(BrP4), in common with all other
proposed allocations, is set out in
the HELAA, Phase 2 Green Belt
Study, Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment and Housing Site
Selection Background Papers. It is
unclear what additional evidence
would be ‘essential’ at a site
allocation stage where the
evidence base is required to be
proportionate to the plan-making
process. No change.

A Guidance Note for Respondents
was made available at inspection
points, consultation events and
online. This highlighted what the
legal tests were and provided links
to relevant legislation and the SCI.
Officers were available at all the
consultation events to assist
further. However, it is ultimately for
respondents to formulate their
responses should they wish to do
so. No change.

end of August and the beginning
of October. In addition, documents
were made available at 16
locations across the borough
including libraries and Parish
Council offices. No change.

WHBC response

Changes Sought
None stated.

Improve the SCI.

Reason

The Council has relied upon the ‘charrette’ as its
consultation on Site SDS6 (Symondshyde). This was
developer-led, and very one-sided.

The SCI is itself poorly written, for example it does not
provide any definition of what the Council considered it’s
hard to reach groups to be.

This is not accepted – the SCI
sets out those groups considered
hard to reach at the time it was
written. However, the hard to
reach ‘status’ of groups can
change between consultations,
often depending on the issues
involved. The Annual Monitoring
Report analyses and monitors the
groups that are currently hard to
reach. No change.

The charrette was organised by
the landowner and was in addition
to consultation carried out by the
Council on the Local Plan. No
change.

WHBC response

136

A further 504 respondents ticked boxes to indicate their view that the Plan does not meet the requirements in the Town and Country
Planning Regulations 2012, and that the Plan has not been prepared in accordance with the Council’s most recent Statement of
Community Involvement, but did not provide any reasons. These dlpps numbers are: 1, 6, 10, 11, 29, 44, 49, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58,
59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 75, 76, 77, 78, 80, 83, 84, 89, 91, 92, 93, 95, 96, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 106, 110, 111,

Full list of dlpps numbers commenting on ‘The Council has not carried out ‘early and meaningful engagement’, as required by NPPF
para 155’: 1, 29, 95, 112, 113, 116, 117, 126, 146, 179, 337, 371, 372, 400, 419, 496, 532, 554, 557, 640, 677, 680, 690, 691, 705, 711, 723,
727, 729, 747, 754, 800, 801, 807, 809, 833, 839, 854, 862, 891, 907, 920, 941, 962, 966, 993, 994, 995, 999, 1010, 1011, 1016, 1056, 1083,
1092, 1104, 1122, 1127, 1153, 1158, 1177, 1190, 1196, 1248, 1279, 1306, 1310, 1401, 1402, 1403, 1411, 1417, 1426, 1442, 1453, 1522,
1527, 1627, 2087, 2093, 2167

Full list of dlpps numbers commenting on ‘The Plan fails to reflect public opinion and the outcomes of past consultation, contrary to
the SCI’: 29, 33, 35, 66, 83, 92, 93, 103, 112, 114, 146, 151, 197, 256, 337, 342, 371, 372, 384, 385, 391, 415, 522, 525, 531, 532, 538, 545,
566, 586, 677, 680, 682, 692, 705, 762, 763, 766, 799, 803, 806, 836, 861, 863, 870, 885, 905, 907, 925, 959, 960, 964, 994, 985, 1008, 1039,
1081, 1084, 1104, 1122, 1126, 1127, 1134, 1158, 1196, 1246

DLPPS no.

137

A further 96 respondents ticked the box just to indicate their view that the Plan has not been prepared in accordance with the
Council’s most recent Statement of Community Involvement, but did not provide any reasons. These dlpps numbers are: 33, 34, 35,
43, 66, 90, 151, 185, 197, 239, 256, 262, 342, 384, 415, 514, 522, 531, 538, 545, 547, 566, 567, 583, 584, 627, 642, 682, 683, 684, 685, 693,
753, 761, 762, 763, 764, 766, 798, 799, 803, 806, 836, 851, 860, 863, 866, 867, 870, 884, 885, 897, 905, 913, 915, 925, 936, 949, 959, 960,
963, 964, 969, 985, 989, 994, 996, 1015, 1024, 1026, 1067, 1122, 1126, 1246, 1284, 1288, 1294, 1300, 1304, 1308, 1398, 1408, 1440, 1574,
1576, 1580, 1582, 1597, 1903, 1946, 2096, 2097, 2098, 2099, 2100, 2101

112, 113, 114, 116, 117, 120, 121, 124, 128, 129, 131, 132, 137, 138, 140, 142, 146, 147, 149, 150, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 163, 177, 179,
180, 181, 186, 187, 192, 194, 195, 196, 198, 201, 202, 205, 206, 209, 213, 214, 216, 222, 223, 225, 230, 234, 241, 243, 244, 247, 248, 251,
254, 255, 257, 258, 261, 263, 266, 269, 276, 278, 279, 283, 289, 292, 293, 297, 298, 299, 310, 313, 324, 326, 328, 329, 331, 337, 345, 347,
371, 372, 374, 381, 391, 392, 393, 399, 400, 401, 403, 405, 406, 407, 408, 416, 417, 419, 421, 431, 436, 437, 439, 440, 441, 446, 454, 460,
465, 467, 473, 475, 476, 477, 484, 485, 486, 493, 495, 496, 518, 523, 525, 526, 530, 532, 533, 534, 535, 537, 539, 540, 546, 554, 557, 562,
563, 564, 565, 570, 571, 572, 574, 576, 586, 588, 590, 593, 598, 599, 600, 602, 603, 607, 626, 628, 634, 639, 640, 643, 655, 657, 658, 659,
660, 661, 663, 671, 674, 677, 679, 680, 681, 689, 690, 691, 692, 695, 698, 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 711, 722, 723, 724,
726, 727, 729, 734, 736, 737, 738, 740, 741, 742, 743, 744, 745, 747, 748, 749, 750, 751, 754, 756, 762, 800, 801, 807, 809, 810, 811, 812,
815, 816, 821, 823, 824, 825, 827, 828, 831, 832, 833, 837, 838, 839, 840, 843, 845, 846, 847, 850, 853, 854, 855, 857, 858, 859, 861, 862,
864, 868, 869, 874, 891, 893, 898, 899, 904, 907, 908, 910, 911, 914, 920, 921, 922, 923, 929, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934, 937, 940, 941, 942,
953, 954, 955, 956, 957, 962, 965, 966, 975, 976, 977, 978, 979, 980, 982, 993, 995, 997, 998, 999, 1003, 1004, 1006, 1010, 1011, 1016,
1029, 1031, 1037, 1039, 1040, 1056, 1057, 1062, 1063, 1065, 1066, 1073, 1075, 1081, 1083, 1084, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1091, 1092, 1094,
1099, 1100, 1101, 1103, 1104, 1105, 1107, 1113, 1114, 1115, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1120, 1123, 1124, 1125, 1127, 1132, 1133, 1136, 1138,
1143, 1149, 1153, 1158, 1160, 1163, 1177, 1180, 1182, 1183, 1186, 1188, 1189, 1191, 1192, 1193, 1194, 1195, 1196, 1201, 1202, 1203,
1204, 1215, 1216, 1238, 1247, 1248, 1260, 1268, 1279, 1289, 1355, 1306, 1309, 1310, 1315, 1317, 1332, 1337, 1338, 1339, 1341, 1357,
1358, 1359, 1362, 1364, 1370, 1374, 1377, 1378, 1400, 1401, 1402, 1403, 1406, 1411, 1412, 1417, 1426, 1442, 1453, 1486, 1522, 1524,
1527, 1533, 1557, 1573, 1578, 1594, 1627, 1647, 1658, 1663, 1664, 1684, 1691, 1695, 1697, 1702, 1712, 1714, 1718, 1720, 1724, 1733,
1747, 1785, 1839, 1861, 1941, 1942, 1943, 2042, 2043, 2047, 2094, 2086, 2087, 2088, 2093, 2167

257, 503,
559, 658,
806, 860,
870, 885,
900, 907,

DLPPS no.
102
responses
(dlpps no’s
listed
below)

Does not meet NPPF sustainability criteria
NPPF Para 165: Planning policies and decisions should
be based on up-to-date information about the natural
environment

SA does not measure up to NPPF requirements nor
national policy
Essential documents are missing from the Council’s
evidence base
Assessments based on little/no supporting evidence. Not
based on current actual systematic assessment of the
ecology and natural environmental assets in the Green
Corridor
Subjective conclusions to the SA
No assessment of environmental impacts and risks of the
actual proposed developments
A number of significant negative impacts in the SA which
are then glossed over
Conflicting statements on issues: leisure, spatial
objectives, protecting local villages, introduction of a new
village.

Not accompanied by a compliant Sustainability
Appraisal (SA)

Main Issue















Make proper assessments
of all sites
Apply the same evidence
rigorously

Community involvement,
details of development,
infrastructure plans to be
provided
Revise the targets using
reviewed evidence
More accurately reflect the
character and nature of
development
around Welwyn (new town)
and Hatfield (new town)
Create a less selective and
biased picture of
population and housing
growth
Rebase housing needs to
reflect what can be
delivered in a sustainable
manner

Changes Sought
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These are mainly matters for the
soundness of the Local Plan.
The SA is a suitable assessment of
the sustainability of the Council’s

The SA has been informed by a
comprehensive and proportionate
evidence base. No change

The Sustainability Appraisal was
undertaken by LUC, an
independent firm of consultants
experienced in SA. The SA was
undertaken in accordance with the
SEA Regulations and National
Planning Practice Guidance.

WHBC response

 Whether the Sustainability Appraisal accompanying the Plan forms a suitable assessment of the sustainability of the Council’s
proposals and follow the Sustainability Appraisal guidance set out in Planning Practice Guidance; and / or
 Whether the Habitats Regulations Assessment accompanying the Plan complies with the requirements of the Conservation of
Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended).

Comments relating to the legal tests of:

DLPPS no.
983, 1022,
1267, 1590,
2059

Main Issue
Fails to apply NPPF Para 7 to meet the three dimensions
of sustainability (Social, Economic, Environmental)
consistently: smaller sites are well-thought through,
larger strategic sites have insufficient detail about
infrastructure provision, master-planning and
sustainability assessments thus missing the cumulative
effect on e.g. WGC
The proposal for a new village is not sustainable
The arguments are largely unchanged from the last
iteration of the Panshanger sustainability assessment,
despite residents pointing out errors previously.
The previous Inspectors report (2004) stated that
Panshanger should not be retained as an ASR
Site SDS6 is isolated from all surrounding urban areas,
and currently has very little or no provision of water and
sewerage, surface water drainage, electricity and gas or
telecommunications services
The plan adversely impacts on sustainable services for
Northaw and Cuffley
WHBC has not provided a definitive Infrastructure
Delivery Plan noting that this "in part at least needs to be
taken on trust".
Large-scale developments like Panshanger are likely to
produce social problems and an unsustainable
community




















Review the sustainability
assessment for
Panshanger
Remove the development
at Panshanger and reinstate the airfield
Reduce the impact on the
local existing population,
environment and facilities
The plan should
specifically address
whether it can absorb an
increased population
Remove Symondshyde
(SDS6) "local village" from
all parts of the plan
Delete Policy SP24 and
associated references
Engage with NHDC as to
possible alternative
development opportunities
Without the necessary
infrastructure the proposed
additional housing will not
be sustainable.
A better planning focus on
building communities
people want to live in, and
which are therefore
sustainable, should be the
priority.
Remove Policy SP22 from
the Local Plan

Changes Sought
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WHBC response
proposals and follows the
Sustainability Appraisal guidance
set out in Planning Practice
Guidance. No change

4, 14, 17,
26, 106,
175, 197,
199, 337,
342, 438,
486, 503,
525, 559,
658, 670,
682, 684,
685, 720,
866, 870,
904, 905,
907, 908,
920, 1023,
1086, 1216,
1267, 1274,
1282, 1406,

DLPPS no.
1094, 1100,
1101, 1103,
1113, 1114,
1115, 1116,
1117, 1118,
1266, 1267,
1274, 1282,
1406

Size and location of proposed developments is not
sustainable
NPPF Paras 82-85 Risk of coalescence with Hatfield;
insufficient separation from HAT1; separation between St
Albans, Hatfield and Wheathampstead should be
maintained.
BrP4 (HS22) failed to be assessed as suitable for
development in the 2014 SHLAA update.
Joint and cumulative effects fail to be considered
together.
Placing so much weight on this new settlement without
releasing sufficient sites in the Excluded Villages,
particularly in the early part of the plan period is
unsustainable.

SA does not consider any reasonable alternatives to the
allocation at Marshmoor in Welham Green, e.g. Roehyde
The SA is not compliant because sites have not been
assessed in a consistent manner.

The Sustainability Appraisal (SA) has not been
prepared in accordance with regulations

Main Issue











Reduce the Housing
Needs Assessment
Reduce the number of
houses proposed by 2/3rds
to keep the area distinct
and separate from the
surrounding countryside
Brownfield or urban sites
should be considered
above this site
No development on the
Symondshyde Farm site is
suitable.

The site-based
assessments within the
sustainability appraisal
should be reviewed for
consistency on material
weight for their contribution
to objectively assessed
needs. i.e. Symondshyde
v. School Lane sites.

Changes Sought
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The sites at Stanborough Farm and
Birchwood Leisure Centre were not
submitted to the Council in time to
be assessed by the HELAA (2016)

These are mainly matters for the
soundness of the Local Plan.
The SA is a suitable assessment of
the sustainability of the Council’s
proposals and follows the
Sustainability Appraisal guidance
set out in Planning Practice
Guidance. No change

Roehyde was not considered to be
a reasonable alternative as the
HELAA did not find it suitable and
its availability and achievability is
uncertain.
Sites that were considered to be
reasonable alternatives have been
assessed in the SA (Annex 1).
Scoring of the sites is consistent
with the SA assumptions in
Appendix 2.
No change

WHBC response

DLPPS no.
1580, 1582,
1583, 1597,
1692, 1733,
1743, 1759,
1858, 1864,
1998, 1999,
2001

.

Main Issue
NPPF Para 173 Pursuing sustainable development
requires careful attention to viability and costs in planmaking and decision-taking. Plans should be deliverable.
With only one community shop and pub, Symondshyde
will remain an ‘out of the way’ location, which even with
the new roads proposed are unlikely to attract the critical
mass of customers needed to be viable.
Site SD6 is isolated and was not considered in previous
consultation.
150 houses are not needed or justified in a small village
like Woolmer Green, 40 to 50 is maximum.
Sites at Welwyn and Woolmer Green were in the SA, but
not in the plan.
Failed to allocate sites in Brookmans Park which are
suitable, available, deliverable and sustainable.
Building 6350 in and around town in addition to the 2780
houses to be built on Green Belt land to the north-west of
Hatfield will increase the area’s population by over 50%.
Significant environmental effects of implementing the
Local Plan on the Little Heath area
Fails to address in detail issues arising from Policy SP24
Fails to consider Roehyde as an alternative to Mashmoor
for an employment site
Does not appraise a reasonable alternative, the land
adjacent to Birchwood Leisure Centre with replacement
playing pitches provided at Stanborough Farm














Remove SP24 from the
plan
Restore the Dixons Hill
Road site which has fewer
access problems,
Remove BrP4(HS22) from
the draft plan as a site
allocation
Eliminate BrP4(HS22) and
include BrP1, BrP6, BrP9,
BrP10, BrP13 and
BrP14(in Policy SADM 31)
as these sites are
available, deliverable and
sustainable and will meet
the planning criteria of
increasing local economic
viability and vitality, social
cohesion, environmental
soundness and satisfy the
objectively assessed need.
Removed SDS6 from the
local plan and all
associated references
Delete the figure of 1,130
units or whatever figure
has been attributed to
location SDS6
(Symondshyde) from Table
2: Distribution of housing
growth.
Develop the Entech site
with 40-50 dwellings as it

Changes Sought
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WHBC response
so have therefore not been
considered as reasonable
alternatives in the SA. No change

DLPPS no.

Main Issue

Changes Sought
would not affect residents
in Woolmer Green: garage
site could become
available in 5 to 10 years
 Remove SP18 from the
Local Plan.
 Reduce the number of
houses proposed for
HAT1.
 Consider alternative sites
north of Stevenage.
 HS22 should be removed
from Policy SADM 31 as a
site allocation.
 New garden city in North
Hertfordshire should be
considered.
 a Garden City in a sensible
location is a better solution
than bolt-on unsuitable
sites in Green Belt areas to
the edge of villages with
already strained
infrastructure demands
 Exclude sites HS24 and
HS25 from the Local Plan
 Spread the housing fairly
across the borough
 Include land adjacent to
Birchwood Leisure Centre
in the SA/SEA
 Reduce the number of
houses on HAT1

WHBC response
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14, 26, 35,
197, 682,
960

DLPPS no.
866, 960,
1026, 1274,
1406

Loss of amenity and leisure opportunities for local people
using land for walking, cycling, horse-riding.
NPPF Para 123 The Council has failed to assess and
report upon the distinct environmental value that this land
has and failed to give this value sufficient weight in their
assessment of it as a suitable site for housing
development.

Loss of amenity of recreational open space does not
support sustainable development

NPPF Para 7 states that Local Plan’s should contribute
to building a strong responsive and competitive economy
by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is
available…to support growth and innovation.
The council have set unreasonably high growth targets
for both employment and retail
The airfield supported the local economy, and the local
university’s aeronautical courses benefit from the nearby
facility.
The economics of sustaining Entech, underutilised for
many years, have not been looked into in preparing the
plan.
The analysis for SDS6 identifies “strong positive” scores
in terms of proximity to employment and services for a
site which is currently wholly isolated, although the
landscape character.
Does not appear to be a credible analysis.

Failure to support the economic dimension of
sustainable development

Main Issue







A compliant Sustainability
Appraisal should be
undertaken based on
sufficient and adequate
evidence of the effect on
the treasured recreation
and amenity value of the
Symondshyde area

Reduce the area for retail
growth; develop a strategy
for genuine retail
redevelopment and then
reduce the consequent
impact on the Green Belt
Change the designation for
EA10 in the plan to mixed
use

Changes Sought
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The SA is a suitable assessment of
the sustainability of the Council’s
proposals and follows the
Sustainability Appraisal guidance

These are mainly matters for the
soundness of the Local Plan.

These are mainly matters for the
soundness of the Local Plan.
The SA is a suitable assessment of
the sustainability of the Council’s
proposals and follows the
Sustainability Appraisal guidance
set out in Planning Practice
Guidance.
A consistent methodology has
been used to appraise all
reasonable alternative sites.
Appendix 2 of the SA sets out the
assumptions used. No change

WHBC response

Failure to protect historic environment is
unsustainable

14, 586

NPPF Para 126: Natural barrier between urban
development and archaeological site is not taken account
of at Wheathampstead
Landscape character assessments should be prepared,
integrated with assessment of historic landscape
character, and for areas where there are major
expansion options assessments of landscape sensitivity.
Panshanger Park provides an historic landscape, rich in
wildlife and designed landscape.

Main Issue
People of all ages and walks of life have enjoyed this
local amenity for over half a century.

DLPPS no.



Remove SDS1 from the
plan

Changes Sought
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Site SDS6 scores --? For criteria
4.5 historic environment/heritage
assets. This is consistent with the
SA assumptions at Appendix 2 of
the SA report and reflects the
presence of a listed building within
the site. The site also contains an

A consistent methodology has
been used to appraise all
reasonable alternative sites.
Appendix 2 of the SA sets out the
assumptions used.

The same evidence base has also
been used to inform the
assessment of all the reasonable
alternative sites, irrespective of
their size and location. This
ensures consistency and
objectivity.
No change

WHBC response
set out in Planning Practice
Guidance.
A consistent methodology has
been used to appraise all
reasonable alternative sites.
Appendix 2 of the SA sets out the
assumptions used.

17, 26, 106,
342, 525,
658, 670,
677, 682,
813, 900,

Failure to meet Green Belt policy is not sustainable

14, 95,106,
175, 197,
257, 337,
342, 371,
525, 627,
658, 677,
684, 866,
900, 915,
1075, 1335,
1348

Failure to address impact of/lack of infrastructure in
the SA: transport, roads, cyclists and pedestrians;
traffic and parking; water

NPPF Paras 79-92 No justification for exceptional
circumstances for taking 140 acres of Green Belt; no
clear demonstration that all other options, e.g. infill,
brownfield site development, expansion adjacent to
existing urban areas, have been exhausted
BrP4 (HS22) breaches the guidelines for maintaining a
strong and permanent Green Belt boundary.
Cumulative impact of developments such as Brookmans
Park and strategic sites on Green Belt are not being
addressed
The necessary exceptional circumstances for taking land
out of the Green Belt, with particular reference to the
SDS6 Symondshyde site, have not been demonstrated

Main Issue

DLPPS no.













Para 21.4 should be
amended to state that no

Remove greenfield sites
from land allocated to
housing development;
consider brownfield first
Remove HAT15 (SDS6)
from the plan
Remove Policy 24 from the
plan
Compliant Sustainability
Appraisal needs to be
undertaken based on
sufficient and adequate
evidence of the effect of
1130+ buildings,3,000+
people and 2,000+
vehicles on public safety,
the already congested
surrounding road
infrastructure, pollution
Revise employment land
and housing targets

Changes Sought
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These are mainly matters for the
soundness of the Local Plan.

These are mainly matters for the
soundness of the Local Plan.
The SA is a suitable assessment of
the sustainability of the Council’s
proposals and follows the
Sustainability Appraisal guidance
set out in Planning Practice
Guidance. No change

WHBC response
Area of Archaeological Search
(AAS), which would result in a
score of -? on its own. It is only
AAS’s in the site that effect the SA
score. No change.

DLPPS no.
904, 915,
941, 1267,
1335, 1340,
1342, 1348,
1574, 1576,
1582, 1597,
2042, 2043,
2047

Main Issue
NPPF Para 29-41 Roads and lanes too narrow to support
traffic generated if the development is not designed for
sustainable living, e.g., without a secondary school
SA does not adequately examine the effect of
Symondshyde Village's vehicular traffic on the
surrounding area: congestion, public safety, pollution and
carbon footprint of over 2,000 more vehicles
Secondary school children will be driven to school
because of needs for access to different types of
schools, e.g. faith, exacerbating the current traffic
problems, and teachers will drive in. Primary schools
and nurseries will add further.
Location of Symondshyde requires traffic across Coopers
Green Lane, an already congested road.
Little or no provision for cyclists and pedestrians. No
footpaths or safe crossings on existing roads in the
vicinity.
BrP4 (HS22) will require major engineering works no
details of which have been provided.
Locating houses in this relatively isolated location will
result in reliance on car usage and further increase
parking pressures in St Albans, Hatfield, Welwyn Garden
City and Harpenden town centres
The speed at which emergency services can reach
Cuffley will be materially impaired: traffic already jams
with incidents on the M25
Failure to provide evidence about the effect HS22 will
have on pedestrians and heavy traffic access to the
M25/A1 via Water End
Already too much demand for water. DEFRA have said
they intend to grant no further extraction licence.
Very poor access near Dixons Hill railway bridge.

Changes Sought
access off Bradmore Lane
will be permitted as this will
damage the rural nature of
the lane, damage the
setting of the Swallow
Holes and materially
damage the environment of
Waterend.
 An assessment of all
infrastructure and solutions
to any issues arising from
road capacity should be
undertaken and finalised
prior to consideration of the
proposed development.
 Remove HS22 (BrP4) from
the list of sites
 Increase number of
schools, doctors’ surgeries,
not permit parking; speed
bumps on Hawkshead
Road and safer junction.
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WHBC response
The SA is a suitable assessment of
the sustainability of the Council’s
proposals and follows the
Sustainability Appraisal guidance
set out in Planning Practice
Guidance. No change

DLPPS no.
14, 17, 175,
337, 342,
525, 559,
670, 806,
989, 1335,
1340, 1342,
1574, 1576,
1582, 1597,
1733

No pre-evidence provided, e.g. master plan for an SPD,
for a proper assessment of what is to be built.
Housing should be located close to existing services and
amenities, to reduce pressure on infrastructure, services
and amenities like transport, schools and water.
Sustainable community amenities need to be planned
into new developments.
Provision of sustainable transport should be pre-planned.
Schools need to be within easy access.
Maintaining/reducing air quality/pollution.
Risks to delivery associated with funding for the required
infrastructure, impact on the existing community and the
potential for delay to the delivery of new homes has not
been assessed.
Traffic and sustainable transport have not been
addressed with an increased population in Cuffley and
Northaw. The proposed development is more than
walking distance from the facilities in Goff’s Oak or
Potters Bar and will result in an increase in car journeys,
pollution and will be wholly reliant on the use of cars.
One or two local shops and primary school will cause a
great increase in traffic crossing and joining local roads, it
will discourage walking and cycling by the nature of its
location
High levels of noise at site HS22 (BrP4) from the
adjoining East coast trainline, in excess of 45 DB.
The Council has failed to demonstrate any capacity
constraint at Brookmans Park Primary School.

Failure to meet sustainability criteria

Main Issue








True involvement of the
community, with clear
indication of what to be
built and what mineral
extraction will happen
The proposed new
settlement should be
tested and fully informed
by the evidence and the
Sustainability Appraisal to
provide a robust
justification for the change
in strategy for meeting
housing needs and the
choice of location
Take Symondshyde out of
the local plan entirely, it is
not a rational location given
all the local and national
planning policies.
Withdraw the
Symondshyde site

Changes Sought
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The SA is a suitable assessment of
the sustainability of the Council’s
proposals and follows the
Sustainability Appraisal guidance
set out in Planning Practice
Guidance. No change

These are mainly matters for the
soundness of the Local Plan.

WHBC response

559, 941,
1335, 1340,
1342, 1347,
1348, 2059

682

DLPPS no.
26

DLP Para 6.42 states that “An uncertain effect is
expected in relation to SA objective 4.8 (avoid water
pollution).

Risk of flooding, and adherence to SUDS

NPPF Para 28- Enterprise and diversification in rural
areas.
NPPF Para 112- Seeking poorer quality land in
preference to higher.
Loss of agricultural land at SDS6 is a concern.
Failure to take account of Mineral Extraction and
Geology
The Council has not taken minerals considerations into
account in deciding to allocate Symondshyde as a
strategic housing site. The 2007 Minerals Local Plan lists
land at Symondshyde Farm as part of Hatfield Quarry as
Specific Sites for sand and gravel extraction.
Both the geology of the area and the terrain are
consistent with the potential formation of sink holes.

Loss of agricultural land

Main Issue





The proposed development
at Birchall Garden Suburb
(SDS 2) must be

Hertfordshire County
Council’s review of the
Minerals Local Plan should
be reviewed immediately to
check on the
Symondshyde site’s will be
included as a preferred site
which would conflict with
the proposed new village
timescale. A quantitative
assessment of the risk of
sink hole formations as a
result of the changes in
groundwater regime that
result from a development
of the type envisaged is
required, as preliminary
investigations that Imperial
College are currently doing

Changes Sought
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These are not matters for the SA to
address.

The impact on minerals resources
has been assessed in the SA.
Viable minerals have been
extracted from this site. No change

This impact has been assessed in
the SA No change

WHBC response

Failure to assess or plan mitigation of impact of
development on Green Corridors

559, 677,
682, 936

NPPF Para 114 Set out a strategic approach, planning
positively for networks of biodiversity and green
infrastructure.

Main Issue
Additional development that will need to take place on
greenfield land could lead to increased urban run-off and
if not managed well, runs the risk of pollution to sensitive
watercourses in the borough.
It is not clear if SUDS requirements are being fully
included and costed in the proposed developments in the
Plan, especially Birchall Garden Suburb (WGC5)
Northaw Road East is subject to regular flooding, and
with run-off from a large development on the hill there will
be increased water on the B156
Failure to take account of the effect heavy flooding will
have on Water End as it already is in danger zone
2,3a,3b zones
Symondshyde is situated in a dip, with a potential for
flooding. Much of the area is marsh. The problem of
local flood defences will cause difficulties for Cromer
Hyde, Lemsford and Stanborough
Located in a Ground Water Protection zone –with
negative impact on the Swallow Holes (SSSI)
Swanley Bar/Hawkshead Road/Great North Road,
constantly flooded in rainy weather

DLPPS no.





Assess joint and
cumulative effect before
development decisions are
made
Work with East Herts to
address cross-boundary

Changes Sought
accompanied by a system
of reed bed marshes down
the Eastern arm of the
Hatfield Hyde Brook to
clean up the foul water
exiting the former landfill
site that is close to this
proposed development.
 The Local Plan should
include the development of
reed beds at Stanborough
Park and integrate them
into developments
proposed in the Local Plan
e.g., at Symondshyde
(SDS6 – HAT 15) and
North West Hatfield (SDS5
- Hat 1).
 Restore the Dixons Hill
Road site with no drainage
or flooding problems
 Drains in roads need to be
cleaned regularly
(Hawkshead Road)
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The SA is a suitable assessment of
the sustainability of the Council’s
proposals and follows the
Sustainability Appraisal guidance
set out in Planning Practice
Guidance. The Council has

WHBC response
The SA is a suitable assessment of
the sustainability of the Council’s
proposals and follows the
Sustainability Appraisal guidance
set out in Planning Practice
Guidance. No change

Other concerns relating to habitats and
environmental designations

4, 14, 26,
503, 525,
559, 586,
658, 682,
915, 960,
1022, 1267
205, 2060,
2064

NPPF Para 8 Dimensions of sustainability should not be
undertaken in isolation
NPPF Paras 79-92 Green Belt including transport
infrastructure
NPPF Paras 109-125 Close proximity to woodland (e.g.
Symondshyde) will damage wildlife

Main Issue
NPPF Para 117 Minimise impacts on biodiversity and
geodiversity, by planning for biodiversity at a landscapescale across local authority boundaries
Reliance on Landscape Character Assessments carried
out by Hertfordshire County Council (Symondshyde
Ridge Area 32) over ten years ago is inadequate and no
evidence of input into an up to date and objective
assessment of the ecological or amenity value of this
area. No plan for biodiversity at a landscape scale across
local authority boundaries applied to SP19.
Not based on current actual systematic assessment of
the ecology and natural environmental assets in the
Green Corridor. No strategic ecological assessment of
the existing Green Corridor. No identification and
mapping of local ecological networks
Destruction of the natural environment and ecology of the
area(so called “Green Corridor"), including the ancient
woods of Titnol's, Chalkdell, Symondshyde Great and
Furze Field woods, all affected by vehicles using
Symondshyde Lane
Destruction of wildlife, including resident herd of deer

DLPPS no.





Sustainability assessments
should reflect the scale of
the site and not just based
on the nearest part of it
Include proper
environmental, habitat and
biodiversity assessments
Include assessments of
specific sites: BrP4(HS22)

Changes Sought
impacts on Green
Corridors
 A compliant Sustainability
Appraisal should be
undertaken based on
sufficient and adequate
evidence of the effect on
the fragile local ecology
and wildlife
 SP24 should be withdrawn
from the plan
 Remove SP19 from the
Local Plan or change it so
that the Green Corridor is
maintained.
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The HRA has informed the SA
conclusions in relation to the
impact of the Plan on the European
and Ramsar sites. Other
biodiversity interests have been
considered by the SA. The
approach is described in Appendix
2, which sets out the assumptions
used. (SA objective 4.6)

The HRA has informed the SA
conclusions in relation to the
impact of the Plan on the European
and Ramsar sites. Other
biodiversity interests have been
considered by the SA. The
approach is described in Appendix
2, which sets out the assumptions
used. (SA objective 4.6) No
change

WHBC response
produced a Habitats Regulations
Assessment (HRA) in accordance
with the Conservation of Habitats
and Species Regulations 2010 (as
amended).

DLPPS no.

Main Issue
NPPF Para 113 criteria based policies against which
proposals for any development on or affecting protected
wildlife or geodiversity sites or landscape areas will be
judged.
NPPF Paras 128-129 Identifying and protecting Historic
Environment, including the setting of a heritage asset
NPPF Para 165: Planning policies and decisions should
be based on up-to-date information about the natural
environment
For Panshanger, habitat and biodiversity surveys for the
strategic sites have not been conducted and the
greenbelt and Landscape analyses gloss over the sheer
scale of development at each site and the cumulative
effect around WGC.
Effect on Local Topography and SSSI. The site
overlooks the Mimram Valley, which includes an area at
Tewinbury Farm designated by the Herts and Middlesex
Wildlife Trust as a Site of Special Scientific Interest, and
is near Panshanger Park, an historic country park. The
Mimram is one of the country’s rare chalk streams and
provides a very specific environment
BrP4(HS22) is detrimental to the ecology of the
immediate area and threatens the setting of the Swallow
Holes a unique SSI
Failure to acknowledge Waterend as a settlement
interferes with its application for Conservation status
No assessment of the existing ecosystem in
Symondshyde Ridge/Symondshyde Wood area and no
up to date audit of plant, insect and animal ecology.
Destruction of Ancient Woodland because of roads being
constructed

Changes Sought
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WHBC response
It is agreed that mitigation may
help to address the effects
identified (e.g. with respect to
landscape and biodiversity) and
these are listed in the final column
of the appraisal matrix, against the
effects identified. No change

Main Issue
Panshanger provides an excellent habitat for wildlife,
especially ground nesting birds. Birds return here year
after year to nest as the land hasn't been farmed in more
than half a century. Owls are frequent hunters over the
site.

Changes Sought

WHBC response
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Full list of dlpps numbers commenting on ‘Not accompanied by a compliant Sustainability Appraisal (SA)’: 4, 14, 17, 26, 35, 95, 106,
175, 197, 257, 337, 342, 371, 438, 486, 503, 516, 525, 559, 586, 627, 658, 670, 677, 682, 683, 684, 685, 720, 806, 813, 851, 860, 866, 870,
885, 900, 904, 905, 907, 908, 911, 915, 920, 936, 941, 960, 983, 989, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1026, 1063, 1075, 1084, 1086, 1094, 1099, 1100,
1101, 1103, 1113, 1114, 1115, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1216, 1266, 1267, 1274, 1282, 1335, 1340, 1342, 1347, 1348, 1406, 1574, 1576, 1580,
1582, 1583, 1590, 1597, 1692, 1733, 1743, 1759, 1858, 1864, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2001, 2042, 2043, 2047, 2059, 2060, 2064

DLPPS no.

The Sustainability Appraisal (SA) has not
considered all the reasonable alternatives
to meet the full OAN

15, 20
31, 32

All the reasonable alternatives for planning for
higher levels of OAHN should have been
assessed, including meeting the unmet needs
of London and St Albans.

The SA failed to properly assess the impact of,
or justify the exclusion of all the sites identified
as reasonable alternatives (particularly sites
Wel1/2/15, WGr2/3 & OMH7), even though
these could meet the shortfall in the OAN and
ensure higher levels of housing are delivered
throughout the plan period

Main Issue

PSSA no.

The SA Report needs to contain
information about the alternatives
considered in all previous stages of
the process, including why the
alternatives were selected and why
the preferred options were chosen.

Update/prepare a legally compliant
SA Report, ensuring it contains all
the information required by Annex I
of the SEA Directive
Justify the exclusion of other sites
(.i.e.Wel1/2/15, WGr2/3 & OMH7).
Assess higher and lower levels of
growth

Changes Sought

Comments specifically on the content of the Sustainability Appraisal
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A range of growth options was
appraised ranging from 2,925 to 14,000
(How Many Homes Consultation, see
SA Report p.38-39) The SA of Policy
SP2 noted that the target is around 500
homes below the lower end of the OAN
range, a mixed significant positive and
minor negative effect is identified, with
uncertainty also attached to achieving

The SA Report summarises the
reasons for site selection on a
settlement basis followed, by rural
areas. Appendix 5 provides the
statement of reasons for the inclusion
or exclusion of sites. No change

The Housing Sites Selection
Background paper (2016) sets out how
sites have been considered in a
balanced way and selected. The SA
formed part of the approach to Site
Selection.

WGr2/3, OMH7, Wel1/2/15 are
assessed as reasonable alternatives
(refer to Annex 1).

WHBC response

PSSA no.

Changes Sought

The SA Report needs to contain
information about the alternatives
considered in all previous stages of
the process, including why the
alternatives were selected and why
the preferred options were chosen

Reassess the methodology of the
SA and how it is used to determine
the most sustainable locations for
development.

Main Issue

The SA (.i.e. para 6.5) needs to explain all the
reasonable alternative sites that were
considered/discounted and assess them at the
same level as the preferred sites, rather than
refer to other documents that were not either
available or consulted on. It is unclear why the
preferred level of housing and the particular
selection of sites have been chosen, even
though their delivery is uncertainty

Clarification required in relation why site
allocations at villages (. i.e. along the railway
lines) to the south of Hatfield are not
accommodating higher levels of growth, than
other locations that have a lower SA score
(Para 6.462)

154

The Council has chosen where to
allocate sites, informed by the SA
amongst other considerations. Growth
has been distributed where the most
suitable sites are located in the most
sustainable locations and in light of
infrastructure constraints. No change

The SA Report summarises the
reasons for site selection on a
settlement basis, followed by rural
areas. Appendix 5 provides the
statement of reasons for the inclusion
or exclusion of sites. No change

The Housing Sites Selection
Background paper (2016) sets out how
sites have been considered in a
balanced way and selected. The SA
formed part of the approach to Site
Selection. This document was taken to
committee in June 2016 and has been
subsequently available on the website.

St Albans has not notified WHBC that it
has an unmet need. No London
borough has requested WH to meet
any unmet needs. No change

the required build rates. The reasons
for the choice of housing target are
provided at p.40-41 of the SA Report.

WHBC response

PSSA no.
15, 24, 26

New village at Symondshyde is not sustainable
because it will increase the use of commercial/
domestic vehicles and increase congestion.
Also it is against the Local Plan objectives (.i.e.
1, 2 and 6) that seek to maintain existing
settlement patterns, limit development to
excluded villages and encourage sustainable
modes of travel.

The SA (para 6.405) has acknowledged that
the reasonable alternatives (including HAT 2)
to Symondshyde have not been considered,
even though this site would be reliant on
Hatfield for employment and services/facilities.
This is against Part 3 of Regulation 12.

The reasonable alternatives to new village
at Symondshyde have not been assessed

Main Issue

All facets of sustainability should be
assessed by an independent
consultant for the new village at
Symondshyde.

Assess Hat2 as a reasonable
alternative to Symondshyde.

Changes Sought

155

The SA has considered social,
economic and environmental aspects of
sustainability (see assumptions at
Appendix 2, and detailed assessment
at Annex 1, p.534).

The SA addresses the issue of
reasonable alternatives at para. 6,405,
pointing out that while “No reasonable
alternative sites for a new village were
identified by WHBC for the purposes of
SA. However, the other reasonable
alternative sites within or adjacent to
Welwyn Garden City, Hatfield and the
named villages could all be considered
to be reasonable alternatives in their
own right. The likely effects of
developing these reasonable
alternatives are reported earlier in
Chapter 6 of this SA Report.”
No change

Hat2 is assessed in the SA as a
reasonable alternative – see pages 328
to 329 of Annex 1, and para. 6.327 and
Table 6.16 in the SA Report.

WHBC response

15, 28

PSSA no.

Changes Sought

The Roehyde site should have been
considered as a reasonable alternative to the
Marshmoor site because this it is more
accessible for workers from Hatfield and
Welwyn Garden, than the proposed allocation
and in line with Local Plan objective 12.

The reasonable alternatives to the
employment allocation at Marshmoor site
should have been considered

Consider Roehyde (Hatfield) as a
reasonable alternative site to the
proposed employment allocation at
Marshmoor

The proposed new settlement at Symondshyde Undertake an SA of the alternatives
is a major departure from the previous strategy for the development strategy to :
that was focusing new housing development at  Ensure the full spatial extents of
Welwyn and Hatfield, and the excluded
the significant effects is
villages. The social implications of proposing a
understood through joint working
higher level of growth at Symondshyde need to  Take account of the significant
be considered. This will deliver 30% affordable
transport, etc. infrastructure that
housing, against a previous strategy that was
is required for the new settlement
seeking to deliver 35% affordable housing
and understand the risks for
within the excluded village (.i.e. a reduction in
securing funding and delivery of
56 units)/other locations. Hence, extensions to
them
alternative villages within the hierarchy should
 Take account of; and respond to;
have been assessed, particularly for the early
the findings of the SA in relation
years of the Plan.
to all the facets of sustainable
development
 Assess higher and lower levels of
growth

Main Issue

156

Development of Symondshyde is in
addition to development at the villages,
so it will have a positive impact as it will
increase affordable housing provision in
the borough. No change
The SA has appraised a wide range of
alternatives, in terms of both spatial
locations and levels of growth, over the
period of plan preparation. These have
included a number of urban extensions
to Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield,
extensions to a number of villages in
the Borough, and the provision of a new
settlement, as can be seen in Figures
5.2 and 5.3 of the SA Report.

WHBC consider that development of
Symonshyde is not a reasonable
alternative to development at the
villages. As outlined in the Housing
Site Selection Paper (2016) options at
the villages have been fully explored.
The additional development at
Symondshye, to bring the housing
target closer to the borough’s
objectively assessed need, has not
lowered the level of development at the
villages.

The issues raised in relation to the
objectives relate to the Local Plan. No
change

WHBC response

PSSA no.

Main Issue

Changes Sought

157

The Roehyde site is a highly car
dependant location, being sited off the
A414 and separated from Hatfield and
WGC by the A1(M). The Marshmoor
site is within walking distance of a
railway station and is not car
dependent. No change.

The main centres of economic activity
are WGC and Hatfield. This does not
mean that economic activity cannot
take place elsewhere and the allocation
of additional employment land at
Welham Green does not undermine the
strategy.

The Roehyde site was not considered
suitable, with uncertain achievability, in
the Housing and Economic Land
Availability Assessment (HELAA),
2016, and was not considered to be a
reasonable alternative.

WHBC response

WeG3a is equal to/more sustainable than the
proposed allocated site (WeG4a) at
Marshmoor because Weg4a incorrectly
received a positive/neutral score against
objectives 4.4 and 4.5 (.i.e. landscape and
historic assets), even though Historic England
raised significant reservations about Hatfield
House. Also the potential health impacts of
Weg4A proximity to a railway line and a major
road need to be considered.

Needs to assess the social impacts (.i.e.
affordable housing, demographics) of
delivering 80 dwellings on the Marshmoor site,
instead of 288 dwelling that were previously
proposed on a number of sites to address the
OAHN of 360 dwellings identified for Welham
Green

Consider potential health impacts for
future residents at WeG4a due to
proximity to railway line/main road
reassess this against objectives
4.4/4.5.

Undertake an SA of the alternatives
for the development strategy to:
ensure the full spatial extents of the
significant effects is understood.
Also take account of and respond to
the findings of the SA in relation to
all the facets of sustainable
development

Assess higher and lower levels of
growth

Assess the impact of delivering 80
dwellings at Welham Green instead
of 288.

158

SA objective 1 considers health, and
sites are appraised by proximity to (or
potential to provide) key services/
facilities/assets (see Appendix 2). No
change

The Landscape character score reflects
the findings of the Landscape Capacity
Study, and the site being partly
previously developed land (criteria 4.4).
The SA recognises the proximity and
potential for impacts on the setting of
Hatfield House Registered Park &
Garden, identifying a potential
significant negative effect with
uncertainty in relation to historic assets.
The minor positive element recognises
the opportunities which may come with
development to improve the setting,
This reflects Historic England’s
comments.

With respect to Marshmoor and
Welham Green, a large number of sites
have been subject to SA as can be
seen in the SA Report dated December
2014 of the Local Plan Consultation
Document, which fed into the Proposed
Submission Local Plan. The SA has
also assessed various distribution
strategies for the whole borough. No
change

PSSA no.
15, 31, 32

The SA needs to assess economic and social
implications of policy SP2 that is seeking to
phase housing delivery (i.e. 498 dpa to 2020
and 752 dpa to 2032), against an average flat
rate of housing delivery throughout the plan
period. This is contrary to the SHMA that
indicated 755 DPA are required until 2020 and
589 DPA after this. Hence, more medium and
small sized sites (e.g. WeG3) need to be
considered, to deliver a sustainable/flexible
strategy.

The alternatives options to phasing
housing delivering (via SP2) should have
been considered

Main Issue

Undertake an SA of the alternatives
for the development strategy to :
 Ensure the full spatial extents of
the significant effects is
understood through joint working
 Take account of the significant
transport, etc. infrastructure that
is required for the new settlement
and understand the risks for
securing funding and the delivery
of them

Assess higher and lower levels of
growth

Update/prepare a legally compliant
SA Report, ensuring that it contains
all the information required by Annex
I of the SEA Directive

Changes Sought

159

The appraisal of Policy SP2 recognised
that the housing provision is around
500 homes below the lower end of the
OAN range. Therefore a mixed
significant positive and minor negative
effect is identified, with uncertainty also
attached to achieving the required build
rates given they are so much higher
than has been achieved over recent
years. The latest AMR (January 2017)
shows that the 10 year average in
delivery is 352dpa (net). Therefore,
given the short timeline until 2020, it is
unrealistic to expect such a dramatic
step change in housing delivery as
identified in the SHMA. No change

WHBC response

Concern with SA Methodology

8, 11, 14,
16, 20, 25,
31

The methodology fails to enable the reader to
understand how the assessment was
undertaken

The SA does not identify links between the
Local Plan and other plans, programmes and
policies such as the Council’s housing strategy
or LEP plans.

(1) The Panshanger Matrix is largely unchanged
and the errors previously noted have not been
addressed

The assessment of larger sites (.e.g. WGC4) is
distorted because it measures the distance
from the nearest part of a site, to the local
facilities and employment sites (.i.e. objectives
4.2 and 4.3), even though a small part of it may
be located within the sustainable distance.

Main Issue

PSSA no.

Make the SA report more accessible
for the public to read.

Update/prepare a legally compliant
SA Report, ensuring it contains all
the information required by Annex I
of the SEA Directive. This will need
to include information of all the
alternatives/options considered and
why they were selected/preferred,
throughout the different stages of the
process

Review the sustainability appraisal
for this site which is much less
sustainable than reported

Reassess the SA methodology and
how it is used to determine the most
sustainable locations for
development

Changes Sought

160

The methodology is described in the SA
Report at Chapter 2. The SA
Framework is set out in Chapter 4 and

The approach to distance measurement
is consistent with SAs of other Local
Plans which have been found sound.
At the strategic level it provides an
appropriate indicator of distance. The
SA method also takes account of future
neighbourhood centres within strategic
allocations if these are required by a
local plan policy (criteria 1.1, Appendix
2.). No change
The response to previously raised
issues is provided at Appendix 1 to the
SA Report (see p.47-48 for example).
The SA assessment is consistent with
Assumptions (see Appendix 2). No
change
The review of policies, plans and
programmes and baseline information
is described on page 8 of the SA
Report and at Appendices 3 and 4.
No change

WHBC response

12, 14, 21,
23, 24, 25,
28

PSSA no.

The SA contains no information about the
current state of the environment or its likely
evolution without the Plan.

Concern about the potential environmental
effects of the Plan and the evidence to
inform the assessment

Mitigation measure identified are inadequate to
address impact

Site WGC5 partly falls within the neighbouring
area of E Herts and its potential effects should
not be assessed separately in two SA’s. The
joint and cumulative impacts of it should be
considered in the Welwyn Hatfield SA.

Main Issue

Update/prepare a legally compliant
SA Report, ensuring it contains all
the information required by Annex I
of the SEA Directive

Ensure mitigation measures are
implemented and included in the
cost of development.

Set out clearly the requirements
being stipulated for each proposed
development and the cumulative
effects of WGC5 in the two
authorities are considered by the SA

the assumptions used to carry out the
appraisal are provided in Appendix 2.

Base the SA on clear evidence.

Cumulative effects are addressed
within the SA Report at Chapter 6,
pages 169 to 177.
No change
161

The review of policies, plans and
programmes and baseline information
is described on page 8 of the SA
Report and at Appendices 3 and 4.

The SA is a neutral evidence based
assessment, drawing on published
baseline information (see Appendix 2
and Appendix 4). Para. 6.219
addresses the issue of cumulative
effects. No change

A shorter Non-Technical Summary was
provided as part of the consultation. We
recognise the SA Report is long, but it
is written in plain English, as far as
possible for a technical document.
No change

WHBC response

Changes Sought

The SA must consider the environmental
impacts of implementing the proposals of the
emerging Local Plan against the reasonable
alternatives, taking into account the Plan’s
objectives and geographic scope.

The SA is not based on any systematic
assessment of the ecology and natural
environmental assets, their potential linkages
and their ecosystems services benefits, nor
how the plan’s proposals could affect them.

None stated

Provide a systematic assessment of
the ecology and natural
environmental assets, their potential
strategic linkages and their
ecosystems services benefits of the
proposed developments in the plan

162

The SA has appraised a wide range of
alternatives, in terms of both spatial
locations and levels of growth, over the
period of plan preparation. These have
included a number of urban extensions
to Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield,
extensions to a number of villages in
the Borough, and the provision of a new
settlement, as can be seen in Figures
5.2 and 5.3 of the SA Report. No
change

The assumptions at Appendix 2 to the
SA Report set out how impacts on
biodiversity are considered through the
SA (see criteria 4.6), both in relation to
designated sites, and other greenfield
land (see also 4.8 re. water pollution
and 4.10 for brownfield land). Criteria
4.4 addresses open space and
landscape features which may also
provide habitats, and links. The SA
identifies potential significant negative
effects of Site WGC5, e.g. in relation to
biodiversity (para. 6.225). While the SA
criteria do not refer specifically to
ecosystem services, these are implicit
within the references to open space,
flood risk, landscape, agricultural land
etc. – it is clear that sites may perform
many functions. No Change

PSSA no.

Changes Sought
Undertake a biodiversity assessment
of protected species and habitats, in
line with Natural England’s advice.
This will enable the site (WGC4) to
be reviewed.

Ensure that the mitigation measures
are actually implemented and
included in the costs of proposed

Main Issue

SA needs to acknowledge that WGC4 is a rare
unimproved grassland that contains several
species of bats, other mammals and
endangered birds present on it. No Biodiversity
Impact Assessment has been taken to identify,
enhance or protect these assets.

Criticism raised that the SA assumes that the
measures included in the policies will
minimise/mitigate any minor/significant
negative impacts of potential development.

163

The SA is required to assess the likely
effects of the local plan’s policies and
proposals. It identifies the likely
significant effects before mitigation is
taken into account, and identifies

Natural England has not raised any
concerns with the SA of the Proposed
Submission Local Plan

Natural England’s comments in 2015
relate to the need to provide a Habitats
Regulations Assessment, which has
been done. Our response to Natural
England’s Aug 2014 comments is
provided at Appendix 1. The SA
considers distance to designated sites,
and ancient woodland, and for nondesignated sites recognises that there
may be impacts on biodiversity (see
Appendix 2). These impacts may relate
to protected species. The appraisal
identifies site WGC4 as having the
potential for significant negative effects
(with uncertainty) with respect to
biodiversity due to its proximity to the
nearby Tewinbury SSSI and adjacent
Ancient Woodland. The SA points to
the mitigation required by local plan
policies, to protect and conserve
biodiversity. Protected species surveys
are required to accompany planning
applications.

WHBC response

8, 10, 16,
19

PSSA no.

Engage properly with local residents
to ensure a reasonable proportion of
residents do respond.
Create a simpler document.

Concern that the SA documents are lengthy
and complex. This has prevented members of
public to understand the findings of it and
comment on them (SA obj 3.1)

Apply SP11’s mitigation hierarchy in
the correct sequence laid down in
determining these requirements.

Consultation was ineffective because the
complexity of the SA prevented people
from responding.

Assessment for HS24 (Brp7) has failed to
adequately consider flood risk, wildlife, views
and Green Belt loss.

164

The SA reports are long but this reflects
the thorough nature of the appraisal
process. A shorter non-technical
summary was included in the
consultation. No change

The assessment of BrP7 is
comprehensive and is set out in Annex
1. It is consistent with the assumptions
set out in appendix 2. No change.
The Council has engaged with the
public in accordance with its SCI. Site
promoters of strategic sites have also
carried out community events.

The SA is required to assess the likely
effects of the local plan’s policies and
proposals. It identifies the likely
significant effects before mitigation is
taken into account, and identifies
policies which will help to minimise
negative effects. The details of any
mitigation measures and their
implementation are provided in local
plan policies. No change

Base the SA on the actual impacts of
the plan – not on just the Plan’s
policies and ‘intentions’.

SA fails to set out substantively the scale,
nature and significance of the negative
impacts. Its proposed mitigation measures are
not clearly adequate and there could be
significant residual negative impacts, which it
fails to set out.
Set out clearly the requirements
being stipulated for each proposed
development.

Monitoring is addressed at Chapter 7 of
the SA Report. No change

policies which will help to minimise
negative effects. The details of any
mitigation measures and their
implementation are provided in local
plan policies. No change

development before determining
their viability.

Base the SA on clear evidence.

WHBC response

Changes Sought

No monitoring measures have been included
to enable adverse effects to be identified.

Main Issue

8, 9,
13,16
17, 18,
22, 27

23

The assessment of site WGC4 against
objective 4.4 (landscape character) should

Scoring is inconsistent

Concern about assessment of Site WGC4
(SDS1)

Review the appraisal of this site,
which is less sustainable than
reported

None Stated

Concern about assessment of Site HS24
(Brp7)

The SA needs to give more importance to flood
risk, loss of wildlife, Green Belt and vistas for
HS24

Site CuF5 should have a higher
score, when it is reasonably
assessed against the SA objectives

Criticism of the assessment of Site Cuf5

7

Changes Sought

The SA scoring for CuF5 are incorrect because
it has failed to consider the benefits (.i.e. CO2
emissions, climate change) of its proximity to
the Anaerobic digestion plant. Also it is unlikely
to have a major impact on biodiversity or visual
impact and plays a limited role for the Green
Belt. Cuf5 is considered a zero carbon
development and is located within an
accessible location and will include on site
facilities (e.g. GP, school). Hence, the reasons
for excluding this site are weak.

Main Issue

PSSA no.

165

The SA was undertaken with reference
to the Landscape Study as set out in
Appendix 2. It is noted that the hangars
have been removed subsequent to the
Landscape Study. However, WHBC

The SA criteria and assumptions are
set out at Appendix 2 of the SA Report.
Flood risk is addressed through SA
criteria 2.2, Biodiversity is addressed by
criteria 4.6. Vistas are addressed by
criteria 4.4 & 4.5. Criteria 4.4 (d) uses
the results of the Green Belt review to
appraise whether development of sites
would retain the existing settlement
pattern. No change
The scoring complies with the
assumptions as set out in Appendix 2.

The scoring is consistent with the SA
Assumptions at Appendix 2 of the SA
report. The comment in relation to the
proximity to the anaerobic digestion
plant has been addressed previously
(see Appendix 1).
Green Belt comments relate to the
Green Belt review. No change

WHBC response

PSSA no.

Reassess site WGC4 against SA
objective 4.4

Remove the proposals for site
WGC4 and allow it to be used as an
airfield.

The proposal for 650 dwellings on site WGC4
is unsustainable because it is located further
away from local facilities/services. It will
increase commuting by private vehicles,
congestion and pollution.

Changes Sought

WGC4 against objective 4.4 should not
categorise all of the site as previously
developed land because only parts of it
consisted of buildings and it has no hard
runaways.

note that the removal of the hangers has
increased the negative impact on the
landscape character of the area.

Main Issue

166

SP18 also allows for the opportunity for
a realigned runway through the
Masterplan for this site. No change

The appraisal of this site is set out in
Annex 1 of the SA report. Assessments
are positive with regards to proximity to
services and facilities and takes
account of the allocation of a
convenience shop on the site by Local
policy SP18. The Council has
concluded that the significant positives
outweigh the significant negatives.

consider that the views of the hangars
were limited by trees, so therefore their
removal has not substantially enhanced
the landscape value of the site. No
change
While the site was originally identified
by WHBC as previously developed
land, it is agreed that it should be
defined as ‘partly PDL’ (and this is the
approach used in the HELAA). This
would change the SA score for 4.4(c) to
+? in line with the SA Assumptions at
Appendix 2. Minor modification
proposed to define the site as partly
pdl instead of all pdl.

WHBC response

33

PSSA no.

The assessment of site Hat 1 against objective
4.4 should be amended to minor negative
because; it will include a new northern edge
made of hedgerows/copses; the GB boundary
will be defined by the Salisbury line and the
eastern parts of it will remain open/maintain a

Concern about the assessment of Site Hat 1
(SDS5)
Reassess site Hat 1 against
objective 4.4. This should be
amended from “significant
detrimental effect likely” to ‘minor
negative effect likely’

Seek to preserve business, training
and wildlife habitat.

167

The SA is consistent with the
assumptions in Appendix 2 of the SA
report, and the evidence base, upon
which the assumptions were based.
The representation introduces evidence
from the masterplan document
prepared on behalf of the developer,
but to be consistent with the appraisal

Local Plan Policy SP18 allows an
opportunity for a realigned runway
through the Masterplan. No change

The SA score takes account of
proximity to an existing school, and
therefore scores ++.

Site should be retained as an airfield because
it has less impact than a housing development.
Suitability of site for air sports should be
investigated before the Local Plan is finalised.

Review the sustainability appraisal
for this site which is much less
sustainable than reported

Criticise the ++ point scoring for policy SDS1
against objective 6.6 because a new primary
school will be required.

The assumptions for Objective 6.6 note:
“The effects of housing development on
this objective will depend on the
availability of school and college places
to serve the new residents”. It therefore
considers the proximity of educational
facilities to the site which is applied
consistently to all sites appraised. No
change

SP18 in requires a new 2FE primary
school as part of the development, to
increase the primary school capacity of
the area. No change

Review the sustainability appraisal
for this site which is much less
sustainable than reported

The assessment of site WGC4 against
Objective 6.6 needs to emphasis the negative
impacts of the loss of the airfield, such as the
loss of the potential to create links with
educational institutions and to train
engineers/pilots.

WHBC response

The cumulative effects of these adjustments to
the SA scoring for SDS1 shows that it is less
sustainable than reported.

Changes Sought

Main Issue

PSSA no.

Assessment of Hat 1 against objective 4.5
should be amended to minor negative because
setting of The Old Cottage will be protected by
a buffer and respected by mineral extraction.
Also it should note that there is 2 areas of
archaeological significance (and not 1).

gap between WGC and Hatfield. Also
allotments and Green spaces will be provided
to the east of Green Lanes, as well as a Green
Wedge to the NE of the site.

Main Issue

Amend 4.5 for SDS5 to note two
AAS.
Reassess/amend the score of site
HAT 1 against objective 4.5 from
“significant detrimental effect likely”
to ‘minor negative

Changes Sought

168

Agreed, that the site appraisal should
refer to two Areas of Archaeological
Significance which overlap the site
(AAS12 and AAS52). It is already
scored as significant negative
(uncertain) and this would remain.

The SA is consistent with the
assumptions in Appendix 2 of the
report, and the evidence base upon
which the assumptions were based.
The representation introduces evidence
from the masterplan document
prepared on behalf of the developer,
but to be consistent with the appraisal
of all site alternatives, the SA draws on
the evidence prepared to inform the
Local Plan and the wording of policy in
the Local Plan itself.

It is agreed that mitigation may help to
address the effects identified (e.g. with
respect to landscape and biodiversity)
and these are listed in the final column
of the appraisal matrix, against the
effects identified. No change

of all site alternatives, the SA draws on
the evidence prepared to inform the
Local Plan and the wording of policy in
the Local Plan itself.

WHBC response

35

Concern about assessment of Site WeG4a

34

The assessment site Hat 15 against objective
4.4 should be amended to minor negative. It
has a has a low-medium landscape sensitivity
(and not medium-high) because it is used for
mineral extraction, shielded by woodland,
assisted by its topography and has a limited
visibility from the wider landscape

Concern about assessment of Site Hat 15
(SDS6)

The assessment of site Weg4a (Marshmoor)
against 4.6 should be amended to minor
negative because it will include tree planting to
create a green corridor adjacent to the local
wildlife site, as grasslands and SuDS.

Main Issue

PSSA no.

Amend the scoring for site Hat15
against objective 4.4 to minor
positive.

Amend the scoring for site WeG4a
under objective 4.6 to minor negative

Changes Sought

169

It is agreed that mitigation may help to
address the effects identified (e.g. with

The appraisal of the policy for a New
Village at Symondshyde SDS6 was
based on the evidence that was
prepared for use in the preparation of
the Local Plan, and the existence or
otherwise of sensitive receptors within
or close to the site in accordance with
the assumptions that under-pinned the
SA for all sites (including the
Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity
Study).

The SA is consistent with the
assumptions in Appendix 2 of the SA
report, and the evidence base upon
which the assumptions were based.
The representation introduces evidence
from the masterplan document
prepared on behalf of the developer,
but to be consistent with the appraisal
of all site alternatives, the SA draws on
the evidence prepared to inform the
Local Plan and the wording of policy in
the Local Plan itself. No change

Minor modification proposed to the
appraisal text; no change to SA
score.

WHBC response

2

PSSA no.

Amend the scoring for site Hat15
against objective 4.5 to minor
negative

Change the assessment of Site BrP6
to minor or negligible negative effect
against SA Objective 4.5 (Heritage
Assets).

The assessment of Hat 15 against objective
4.5 should be amended to minor negative
because the proposal will support the creation
of the Welwyn Hatfield Green Corridor (SP12),
to maintain a sense of space/separation
between WGC and Hatfield

Criticism of the heritage assessment of Site
BrP6

Concerned that the SA has noted that site
BRP6 may have a significant negative effect
against objective 4.5. This is contrary to the
previous SA that noted it may have a minor
effect and Historic England’s view that Brp6 is
unlikely to have an adverse impact on Gobions
Registered Historic Park and Garden.

Changes Sought

Main Issue

170

The scoring is consistent with the SA
assumptions (see Appendix 2). We
looked again at setting of heritage
assets, and the site assessment (Annex
1 p.469) refers to the likelihood of direct
views from the Registered Park to the
site due to local topography (prior to
mitigation). Impacts may be reduced
through mitigation. No change

It is agreed that mitigation may help to
address the effects identified (e.g. with
respect to landscape and biodiversity)
and these are listed in the final column
of the appraisal matrix, against the
effects identified. No change

The appraisal of the policy for a New
Village at Symondshyde SDS6 was
based on the evidence that was
prepared for use in the preparation of
the Local Plan, and the existence or
otherwise of sensitive receptors within
or close to the site in accordance with
the assumptions that under-pinned the
SA for all sites.

respect to landscape and biodiversity)
and these are listed in the final column
of the appraisal matrix, against the
effects identified. No change

WHBC response

PSSA no.
3, 4
6
Change HS23 (BrP4) to read HS22
(BrP4) in paragraphs 6.380, 6.382
6.401,
None Stated

Concern that site BrP4 will adversely impact
congestion and highway safety because the
roads are narrow and lack capacity for growth

Changes Sought

HS23 (BrP4) should read HS22 (BrP4) in
paragraphs 6.380, 6.382, 6.401, of the SA
Report.

General comments relating to BrP4 (HS22)

Main Issue

171

This is a site suitability matter dealt with
in the HELAA. No change.

Agree this is a typo. Minor
modification proposed

WHBC response

2

Impacts of site HS22 has not been fully
considered
Site HS22 (BRP4) will have a major impact on
wildlife and the supporting woodland
(2) Site HS 22 will effect drainage, reservoir
and pollution levels (i.e. noise).

An Independent consultant should undertake
an appraisal of proposed new village site and
its effects/impacts on the loss of habitats,
farmland and surrounding areas.

None stated

A detailed HRA by an independent
consultant with more place specific
mitigation measures identified in
Appendix 2.

Impact of site SDS6 has not been fully
assessed
Potential impacts of Policy SP24 (New Village)
has not been investigated.

6

Appendix 2 has not undertaken a detailed
assessment of how SP24 (new settlement)
may impact neighbouring European sites. Also
it has included generic mitigation measures.

Changes Sought

Main Issue

PSHRA no.

Comments specifically on the content of the Habitats Regulations Assessment

172

The effects of all the policies in the
Proposed Submission Local Plan were
subject to HRA. At the Screening
Stage, Likely Significant Effects could
not be ruled out for Policy SADM31
(which includes site HS22) with respect
to water quality and quantity at The Lee

The Appropriate Assessment stage
(Chapter 6 of the HRA Report) looked
into these matters in more detail and
concluded that the Proposed
Submission Local Plan would not have
adverse effects on integrity of European
sites, either alone or in-combination
with other plans or projects. This
conclusion has been supported by
Natural England. No Change

At the Screening Stage, Likely
Significant Effects could not be ruled
out for Policy SP24 with respect to
water quality and quantity at The Lee
Valley SPA and Ramsar, and air
pollution and recreational pressure at
Wormley Hoddesdonpark Woods SAC
(see Chapter 5 and Appendix 2 of the
HRA Report).

WHBC response
The effects of all the policies in the
Proposed Submission Local Plan were
subject to HRA.

3, 7

5

Habitats Regulations Assessment is legally
compliant

The impact on wildlife has not been assessed

Impact on wildlife is not assessed

N/A

N/A

173

The Appropriate Assessment stage
(Chapter 6 of the HRA Report) looked
into these matters in more detail and
concluded that the Proposed
Submission Local Plan would not have
adverse effects on integrity of European
sites, either alone or in-combination
with other plans or projects. This
conclusion has been supported by
Natural England. No change
A Habitats Regulations Assessment
has been undertaken in accordance
with the Conservation of Habitats and
Species Regulations 2010 (see Welwyn
and Hatfield Proposed Submission
Local Plan 2016 Habitats Regulations
Assessment Report prepared by LUC
August 2016). No change
Noted

Valley SPA and Ramsar, and air
pollution and recreational pressure at
Wormley Hoddesdonpark Woods SAC.

83, 92, 93,
103, 132,
187, 179,
664, 665,
670, 709,
711, 743,
800, 807,
853, 860,
917, 962,
966, 1015,
1056, 1087,
1094, 1099,
1100, 1104,
1113, 1114,
1115, 1116,
1117, 1118,
1101, 1103,
1127, 1133,
1153, 1168,
1196, 1211,
1248, 1309,

DLPPS no.
61
responses
(dlpps no’s
listed
below)

No specific reason given in relation to DTC
Information not clear on how to complete submission
on DTC
Not possible as a layperson to assess whether or not
there is legal compliance on DTC












No information about the detail or outcome of the DTC
No link on the Council’s Evidence Base website to the
DTC and an index search for “DTC” does not reveal
any results.
No evidence of the outcome if the Council had been
compliant with the DTC
Impossible to identify those documents that were used
to formulate the DTC, therefore it is not possible to
confirm the validity of many of the statements made.
No evidence on working with other authorities about,
for example, feasibility of minerals extraction on
Brookman Park site within the planned development
timescale
WGC5 area operated as a landfill site for 70 years
from about 1920. The Environment Agency website
states that every level of waste is present on the site
(http://bit.do/eawgc5)There is no evidence that WHBC
has cooperated with the EA on this element of the
plan, or that either of them has done any investigative

No evidence of complying with the DTC






Reason
The Council has not complied with the DTC

Review the DTC
evidence included in the
Plan in order to reach
legal compliance
Provide evidence of
DTC with surrounding
councils and included in
Plan
Publish clear evidence
on how the Council has
cooperated with
neighbouring authorities
to discharge the DTC,
for example in meeting
the full Objectively
Assessed Needs for the
Housing Market Area(s)
The arguments for and
against a particular
development site, and
the scale of the









The Council considers it has met the
DTC
No change

WHBC should review
and revisit the DTC, and
engage with
neighbouring local
authorities to ensure
strategic decisionmaking is taking place.



174

The Council summarised in the Plan
and in the Annual Monitoring
Reports what DTC activity has taken
place. Relevant legislation and
NPPF para 181 (as well as the
national Planning Practice
Guidance) requires the
demonstration of effective
cooperation at the point of submitting
a Local Plan for examination. DTC
activity is ongoing and a DTC
Statement will be published at the
point of submission.
The Environment Agency has not
raised any DtC concerns and has
been consulted throughout plan
preparation.
No change

WHBC response

Changes Sought

Whether the Council has complied with requirements arising from the Duty to Co-operate (DTC) on strategic/cross-boundary issues.

Comments relating to the legal test of:

Failing to show consistency that would occur by complying
with the DTC with other relevant authorities, e.g. on
Transport plans (LTP3 and LTP in progress) or with
neighbouring councils, e.g. Hertsmere about Little Heath







The Council has not met its DTC

230, 408,
456, 532,
557, 632,
640, 679,
690, 691,
692, 708,
727, 768,
853, 854,
874, 885,
891, 917,
956, 965,
969,1003,
1011, 1023,
1024, 1030,
1039, 1063,
1077,1083,
1084, 1091,
1094, 1099,

Should show that it has
considered the impact of
developments on
neighbouring boroughs
Should show that it has
considered the
contribution from other
authorities in support
developments
Should show that it has
provided a consistent
assessment of when
allocations are strategic
housing sites and when
other larger scale
developments are
extensions to existing
settlements

Changes Sought
envisaged development,
should be included in
the Plan
 WHBC should show that
it has (and will)
cooperate with the EA
and provide a full site
survey of WGC5
independent of the land
owner, together with an
ecology report to assure
this land is safe for
human habitation and
recreation/employment

Reason
works to ascertain the current level of contamination,
where futures residents will use for leisure or
employment.

DLPPS no.
1401, 1402,
1403, 1406,
1870, 1872,
1883, 1884

175

Relevant legislation and NPPF para
181 (as well as the national Planning
Practice Guidance) requires the
demonstration of effective
cooperation at the point of submitting
a Local Plan for examination. DTC
activity is ongoing and a DTC
Statement will be published at the
point of submission.
(Other issues raised, such as LCA
and settlement level matters are
referred to in the HELAA or in the
Housing Sites Selection Background
Paper. Strategic Development Sites
are clearly shown as such in the
Plan).
No change

WHBC response





Not aware of any consultation with adjacent parishes
Insufficient co-operation with neighbouring authorities,
e.g. North Herts on the Knebworth development,
No evidence that East Herts has agreed to meet any of
Hatfield’s unmet housing need. Have gone out to
consultation before East Herts.
Water treatment works for Rye Meads near
Hoddesdon are shared with south Stevenage,
Hertford, Harlow and others, and these authorities are
planning for a number of new homes. No evidence of
joint working on this issue.

Failed to co-operate effectively or positively with
neighbouring authorities

83, 92, 93,
103, 112,
113, 114,
116, 117,
132, 175,
179, 403,
417, 419,
440, 487,
490, 504,
681, 682,
709, 711,
743, 801,
833, 854,
860, 862,




Reason

DLPPS no.
1100, 1101,
1103, 1104,
1107, 1115,
1116, 1117,
1133, 1113,
1114, 1118,
1136, 1260,
1289, 1306,
1337, 1338,
1339, 1341,
1358, 1359,
1400, 1401,
1402, 1403,
1406, 1661,
1726, 1872,
1881, 1884,
1885, 1923,
2086, 2087,
2088
Provide evidence of
DTC compliance with all
neighbouring authorities
and key service/
infrastructure agencies
Should show that
Welwyn and Hatfield
have considered other
potential sites attached
to existing urbanised
areas thereby taking
advantage of existing
facilities including









Should show that it has
sought consistency with
Hertfordshire County
Council’s Landscape
Character Areas for e.g.
Brookman Park
Show that the DTC has
been used to ensure the
plans are consistent
with Herts CC Local
transport Plans (current
LTP3 or as currently in
progress LTP4)
Should show that the
Council has taken
account the impact of
the Plan on the Little
Heath area



Changes Sought

176

DtC bodies have been consulted in
the preparation of the Plan.
Parish councils are not a DtC body
but they have been consulted in the
preparation of the Plan.
A DTC Statement will be published
at the point of submission.
The Local Plan does not state that
East Herts is meeting any of Welwyn
Hatfield’s housing needs.
Other sites have been considered –
these are set out in the HELAA, the

WHBC response

DLPPS no.
877, 930,
997, 1011,
1023, 1081,
1085, 1094,
1099, 1100,
1101, 1103,
1113, 1114,
1115, 1116,
1117, 1118,
1133, 1153,
1158, 1248,
1284, 1308,
1309, 1310,
1377, 1378,
1401, 1402,
1403, 1406,
1442, 1524,
1733, 1870,
1872, 1873,
1874, 1875,
1876, 1877,
1878, 1879,
1881, 1882,
1883, 1885,
1889, 1923,
1955











Failed to consult with neighbouring and other
interested authorities about the likely level of net
migration to this region post Brexit
NPPF para 157 states Local Plans should “plan
positively for the development and infrastructure
required in the area to meet the objectives, principles
and policies of this Framework”, supported by para 162
which requires an LPA to “work with other authorities
and providers to: assess the quality and capacity of
infrastructure for……education”.
WHBC has a DTC and a specific duty to assess
education capacity and have failed to do so in relation
to the planning of primary school provision in
Brookmans Park.
DLP Paragraphs 2.9 and 2.48 refer to the Hertfordshire
Minerals Local Plan and the identification of Hatfield
aerodrome as a preferred area for mineral working. No
evidence is presented that the presence of minerals at
strategic sites has been considered in conjunction with
other authorities, and whether delivering homes within
the plan period conflicts with the sterilisation of mineral
deposits as a result of the development of this land.
No evidence of fulfilling the DTC with HCC and the
Highways Agency

Reason

Changes Sought
transport, schools,
recreation and retail.
 Revisit the proposal
included in the Plan to
build a garden village
further north in
Hertfordshire on nonGreen belt land
 Should show how the
Council has co-operated
with other Boroughs on
new ideas about sharing
the development in
other areas.
 Should show that it has
taken account of the
impact on Woolmer
Green of development
in Knebworth (400
houses in North Herts
Local Plan) and
Stevenage.
 Take account of impact
on Lister Hospital of
additional houses in
WGC
 Carry out and publish a
study on the impact of
housing developments
across the region on the
shared water treatment
and supply from Rye
Meads

177

WHBC response
Housing Sites Selection Background
Paper and the SA as appropriate.
Joint working has taken place on the
production of the Water Cycle
studies and the more recent
Hertfordshire Water Study.
Under the DTC this Council sought
the advice of the County Council as
Education Authority.
Hatfield Aerodrome is not proposed
for residential development and
therefore there will be no sterilisation
of the preferred minerals site. The
Council has liaised with the Minerals
Planning Authority on the content of
the Plan and draft policy wording.
The Council has continuously liaised
with HCC and Highways England on
the preparation of the Plan
No change.

42
responses
(dlpps no’s

Little weight given to the DTC

711, 729,
1310, 2096

Failed to co-operate (consult) with St Albans District
Council

The consultation response form should include a section
on the DTC but this is missing from the WHBC response
form and so DTC is given little weight
The Local Plan should reflect the wishes of a significant
part of Parish Council opinion.

Reason

DLPPS no.
Work with HCC to plan
and provide for sufficient
primary school
education for increased
population at Brookman
Park
Should include a
feasibility study of
minerals extraction, land
sterilization and housing
development within the
plan period, in
conjunction with
appropriate authorities
Include evidence of cooperating with
Hertfordshire CC and
the Highways authority
on transport issues in
the Plan

Ensure evidence is visible
on the DTC compliance with
neighbouring councils

As above







Changes Sought

178

DTC with St Albans has been
ongoing from an early stage in plan
preparation. WHBC will continue to

Section 6 of the response form
provided the opportunity for
respondents to raise issues around
the DTC.
Representations are taken into
account.
No change

WHBC response

Changes Sought

Ensure evidence is visible
on the DTC compliance with
neighbouring councils

Ensure evidence is visible
on the DTC compliance with
neighbouring councils

Ensure evidence is visible
on the DTC compliance with
neighbouring councils

Reason
Welwyn Hatfield effectively confirmed to the Inspector
leading the St Albans Local Plan examination that it has
not complied with the DTC. No discussions have taken
place to confirm how St Albans’ unmet development needs
will be met in Welwyn Hatfield.

Failed to co-operate (consult) with Wheathampstead
Parish Council

Failed to co-operate (consult) with Sandridge Parish
Council

Failed to co-operate (consult) with Colney Heath
Parish Council (on behalf of Smallford and Lemsford
Village)
 Failed to co-operate (consult) with Lemsford Village
 Not compliant with the DTC as regards sustainable
groundwater reserves and Lemsford bridge.

DLPPS no.
listed
below)

11, 43, 496,
866, 908,
930, 1011,
1127, 1153,
1310, 1523,
1524,

496, 866,
908,
1153,1440,
1523,1524

1440, 2167

179

Parish councils are not a DtC body
but have been consulted in the
preparation of the Plan.
DtC with Hertsmere has been
ongoing from an early stage in plan
preparation.

Parish councils are not a DtC body
but have been consulted in the
preparation of the Plan. A DTC
Statement will be published at the
point of submission.
No change

Parish councils are not a DtC body
but have been consulted in the
preparation of the Plan. A DTC
Statement will be published at the
point of submission.
No change

WHBC response
work with SADC on strategic crossboundary priorities.
The St Albans’ Inspector’s findings
clearly demonstrated it was St
Albans that failed to cooperate
effectively not the other way round.
St. Albans has not acknowledged
that it has unmet need. In any event
Welwyn Hatfield is not in a position
to assist other authorities in meeting
their need.
No change.

Reason

Failed to co-operate (consult) with Hertsmere Borough
Council
 Local MP states that the Draft Local Plan has yet to
fulfil its key DTC with Hertsmere Borough Council on
how to meet the additional pressure that will be placed
on key public services and local infrastructure.
 Council has not properly taken into account
environmental effects of implementing the Local Plan
in terms of the effects on the Little Heath area.

Failed to co-operate (consult) with Broxbourne
About 835 new properties are proposed to be built in
neighbouring Goffs Oak but these figures were not taken

DLPPS no.

179, 423,
424 681,
711, 743,
768, 801,
809, 877,
891, 917,
962, 966,
1021, 1023,
1024, 1030,
1032, 1154,
1275, 1302,
1315, 1527

442, 681,
1453, 1544

Provide evidence of
DTC compliance.
Work with Broxbourne
Borough Council








Show that the Council
and Hertsmere Council
have complied with the
DTC, and taken account
that their local MP’s
request for evidence of
working with neighbours
in Hertsmere to address
local concerns.
Show how submissions
made by Little Heath
Residents Association
have been considered
Include access to
Minutes of Meetings
with Hertsmere BC in
relation to HS24 (BrP7)
to show the DTC in
process

neighbouring councils

Include information
about DTC on how OAN
numbers were agreed
and thus if building in
Little Heath would be
appropriate.
Show evidence on the
DTC compliance with







Changes Sought

180

DtC with Broxbourne has been
ongoing from an early stage in plan
preparation. WHBC will continue to
work with BBC (and others) on

WHBC will continue to work with
HBC (and others) on strategic crossboundary priorities. HBC has not
raised a DtC objection to the Draft
Local Plan.
Residents have responded to
consultation. No significant
constraints have been identified that
would prevent the level of growth
proposed at Little Heath. An
Infrastructure Delivery Plan has
been prepared in consultation with
infrastructure providers.
A DTC Statement will be published
at the point of submission.
No change

WHBC response

Reason
The Council has not complied with the DTC
No specific reason given in relation to DTC

PSPM no.
No specific change sought

No change required

WHBC response

The HELAA sets out the position
with regards to Roehyde including
the cross-boundary nature of the
site. Both WHBC and SADC agree
that the site should not be allocated
in their respective plans.
No change

WHBC response
strategic cross-boundary priorities.
BBC has not raised a DtC objection
to the Draft Local Plan.
No Change

181

Full list of dlpps numbers commenting on ‘Failed to co-operate (consult) with St Albans District Council’: 187, 403, 419, 417, 423, 496,
670, 682 853, 866, 877, 883, 908, 997, 1003, 1011, 1094, 1099, 1100, 1101, 1103, 1113, 1114, 1115, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1121, 1127, 1153,
1309, 1310, 1377, 1378, 1401, 1402, 1403, 1406, 1440, 1523, 1524, 1953

Full list of dlpps numbers commenting on ‘The Council has not complied with the DTC’: 90, 185, 425, 426, 438, 469, 489, 531, 541, 543,
545, 547, 558, 585, 678, 683, 684, 685, 826, 851, 852, 866, 915, 960, 961, 963, 964, 974, 1067, 1077, 1093, 1119, 1154, 1205, 1246, 1266,
1311, 1335, 1340, 1342, 1347, 1348, 1363, 1583, 1692, 1743, 1759, 1880, 1956, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2001, 2059, 2060, 2064, 2097, 2098,
2099, 2100, 2101

761, 762,
763, 764

Provide evidence of
DTC compliance.



Failure to evidence co-operation about Roehyde

1094, 1113,
1114, 1115,
1116, 1117,
1118, 1406,

Changes Sought

Take account of the
Goffs Oak figures when
allocating figures for
Cuffley.



Changes Sought

Reason
into account during the formulation of the WHBC Local
Plan.

DLPPS no.

Reason

The Plan does not comply with progress set out in the
LDS, e.g.
 Not in line with 2012 consultations
 (Site) not included in the draft Local Plan 2015
 The Local Plan was not presented in a timely manner
 The LDS programme has been delayed/obstructed by
the Council

The Plan does not comply with procedures required
for the LDS
 Procedurally incorrect in the submission of the LP in
regard to the LDS
 Inconsistent process in reviewing and considering
alternative sites; site appraisal/selection methodology
unsound and incorrect

The Plan does not comply with or omits necessary
documents to be included in LDS
 Lack of Master-planning leading to a Supplementary
Planning Document e.g. for Panshanger

DLPPS no.

22, 26, 35,
83, 92, 93,
103, 113,
114, 116,
117, 525,
557, 798,
966, 989,
1039, 1081,
1083, 1087,
1119, 1351,
2086, 2087,
2088

112, 113,
114, 116,
117, 525,
678, 684,
685, 798,
807, 809,
833, 862,
870, 989,
1087, 1107,
1134, 1328,
1401, 1402,
1403, 2087,
2088, 2167

371, 525,
690, 708,
833, 874,
870, 885,

Whether the Plan has been prepared in accordance with the LDS (LDS).

Comments relating to the legal test of:

Adhere to paragraph
182 of the NPPF and
Section 1 (PreSubmission) paragraphs
1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 of the
Procedural Practice in
the Examination of
Local Plans
Review process of site
selection

Provide clarity of where
the evidence is for what
development will be









Remove the proposal
for a new village
Suspend the LP
Examination in Public
until further consultation
as planned in the LDS
has been carried out



Changes Sought

182

The LDS sets out the Council’s
proposed programme for preparing
the Local Plan.

The LDS sets out the Council’s
proposed programme for preparing
the Local Plan. The Plan has been
prepared in accordance Paragraph
182 of the NPPF and account has
been taken of the Procedural
Practice in the Examination of Local
Plans. The HELAA and the Sites
Selection Background Papers set
out how the Council considered sites
in a consistent manner.
No change

The LDS sets out the Council’s
proposed programme for preparing
the Local Plan. The LDS has been
updated as necessary throughout
Plan preparation. Consultation has
been carried out in accordance with
the timetable.
No change

WHBC response

1024, 1026,
1038, 1081,
1083, 1087,
1091, 1091,
1107, 1127,
1216, 1248,
1300, 1400,
1590, 2058,
2088, 2167

















No assessment of educational capacity included re
Brookmans Park included in LDS documents
The Objective Assessed Needs (OAN) is not properly
addressed so the LDS cannot function
No assessment included in LDS documents of
WGCC5(SDS2) a former landfill site
No strategy for retail development (related employment
growth figures are too high) included in suite of LDS
documents
Linkages to infrastructure assessment, e.g.
Hertfordshire Infrastructure and Investment Strategy
Policy not clearly made
GTTS policy included in LDS not compliant with DCLG
policy on Gypsies and Travellers in relation to
settlement proximity and Green Belt
Linkage to flood risk assessment for e.g. Water End
not included in LDS documentation
Site EA6 Part 2 refers to undeveloped parts of Hatfield
Business Park (as at 01/04/2016) thus a flawed
document included in LDS













allowed and what will
not in Panshanger
Provide HCC
assessment of
delivering primary
school capacity
Show linkages to HCC’s
strategies so that
consistency is shown
with HCC’s Transport
Vision for
Hertfordshire to 2050 –
Technical Report
(2015), LTP3 and LTP4
(in progress)
Ensure review of OAN is
included in LDS
Add a major scientific
and environmental
report to ensure the
area is safe, in the LDS
Apply DCLG policy to
policy documents on
Gypsy and Traveller site
locations in Local Plan
to ensure documents in
LDS are compliant.
Amend document
attached to LDS to allow
uses in accordance with
Sch. 1 of permission
6/2015/2043/OUTLINE,
to include B1, B2, hotel
and Sui Generis Uses.
No change

183

The Draft Local Plan set outs the
requirements for masterplan
preparation.
An extensive evidence base has
informed the preparation of the Plan.
Other comments do not relate to
matters that are appropriate to
include in the LDS.
It is not necessary to include the
level of detail mentioned in these
representations within the LDS.

The Plan fails to provide adequate Risk Assessment in
LDS
 The risk that the LP cannot be delivered because of a
lack of soundness is not addressed
 Unsoundness of HS22 (BrP4) not mentioned in Risk
Assessment

General comments:
 No adequate infrastructure assessment aligned to LDS
 No assessment of heating and power, enhanced ecofriendly building standards, traffic surveys or traffic
projections included in documents aligned with LDS
 Symondshyde development increases the reliance on
cars, and the need to increase the road network but no
alignment with process of assessment in LDS
 No demonstration of exceptional circumstances for
using Green Belt land included in documents attached
to LDS
 Likelihood of coalescence between villages not
addressed in consultations on Local Plan, therefore not
aligned to LDS process

112, 113,
114, 116,
117, 525,
658, 803,
807, 809,
833, 851,
94, 1039,
1081, 1087,
1119, 1127,
1216, 1331,
2058, 2167

4, 14, 24,
35, 43, 79,
97, 113,
116, 117,
132, 175,
525, 557,
589, 658,
682, 683,
684, 685,
727, 809,
860, 870,
962, 1024,
1039, 1042,
1051, 1056,

Identify non-Green Belt
land/more suitable land
adjacent to existing
developments
Symondshyde is not
suitable for sustainable
development so remove
from the DLP
Provide an
Environmental Impact
Assessment for e.g.
Little Heath, undertaken
by independent
consultants















Review full Local Plan
as base-line figures and
some maps are
incorrect
Provide assessment of
infrastructure/ services
Provide a strategy for
realistic retail
redevelopment
Remove HS22 from the
plan or include a Risk
Assessment
Address the risk of
failing to deliver on the
OAN because the LP is
not sound



184

The LDS sets out the Council’s
proposed programme for preparing
the Local Plan.
These representations do not raise
matters which directly relate to the
LDS or whether the plan has been
prepared in accordance with the
timetable set out therein.
No change

The LDS sets out the Council’s
proposed programme for preparing
the Local Plan.
These comments do not relate to
whether the Plan has been prepared
in accordance with the LDS.
The risk assessment within the LDS
relates to the process for preparing
the plan. The purpose of the risk
assessment is to identify the risk to
the Plan timetable. It includes
evidence gathering, soundness and
legal matters amongst other matters.
The LDS is not the appropriate
document to consider the
deliverability of sites on an individual
basis. This is addressed in the
evidence base.
No change



Issue of preserving land for future generations/
proposing using land of higher environmental value not
included in LDS documentation



Provide an Appraisal of
Highways and Traffic
Impact
Seek consistency with
Hertfordshire
Infrastructure and
Investment Strategy

185

A further 47 respondents ticked the box to indicate their view that the Plan has not been prepared in accordance with the LDS, but
did not provide any reasons. These dlpps numbers are: 9, 14, 26, 31, 32, 41, 43, 49, 79, 97, 121, 122, 132, 151, 175, 184, 230, 239, 342,
400, 408, 440, 554, 640, 678, 679, 691, 692, 800, 801, 803, 851, 866, 920, 941, 965, 1051, 1056, 1075, 1086, 1091, 1260, 1294, 1306, 1311,
1328, 2058

1083, 1091,
1216, 1248,
1300, 1304,
1313, 1331,
1463, 1590,
2086, 2087,
2088

Main Issues Soundness Summary
Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission (DLPPS)
Chapters 1-6 (p9-46) – Introduction/The Overarching Strategy

Appendix H2
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DLPPS no.
588, 799, 833,
839, 1010,
1021, 1022,
1092, 1117,
1119, 1132,
1177, 1248,
2167







Consultation has been carried out in
accordance with the timetable and with
due process
No change required
Policy 1.5 reflects the actuality of
consultation
No change
The SCI has been produced in
accordance with NPPF requirements
No change
Consultation has been carried out in
accordance with the timetable and with
due process
No change
Definitions are set out in the Foreword
and were issued in guidance to the
consultation
No change required



Consultation process has not been
followed and requires updating
The Introduction to the Plan is not
effective, not justified and/or not
compliant with the NPPF because:
Consultation was incomplete or inadequate
Only 1.7% of the consultation respondents
in 2015 commented on the sustainability
report i.e. 1.7% of 1.4% of the population
(0.024% of the borough population). The
lack of engagement with residents and the
lack of account taken of past consultation
responses, makes any plan drafted on the
basis of these consultations unsound.
Unsound because only 25 responses to the
consultation were received on the SCI
which was then used to underpin
community involvement for this process
although not accordance with the Council’s
SCI
Consultation was incomplete or inadequate
Poor communication, consultation and
engagement with local people
Insufficient information about how the Plan
complies with the SCI
No guidance on what is ‘Sound’ or ‘Legally
Compliant’ included in the introduction
The limit of only commenting on Soundness
and Legal Compliance is confusing for
Update the paragraph to
reflect lack of consultative
processes
Give more notice and
guidance/information on how
to respond to the
consultation, particularly for
‘hard to reach’ groups
Include a definition of
‘soundness’ and ‘legal
compliance’ in the
Introduction, and expand the
basis on which comments
can be made
Strengthen Para 1.5
substantially

WHBC comment

Changes sought

Main issues

Chapter 1 – Introduction
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112, 372, 408,
417, 514, 729,
747, 799, 833,
839, 877, 961,
1010, 1021,

Evidence-base supporting the Plan
The Introduction is not justified and not
compliant with NPPF requirements and
has not been prepared positively because:

residents – more education and guidance
required from the Council
No evidence the SCI has been adhered to;
not followed the SCI; the SCI is flawed in
any case
No direct contact with households affected,
only with those already in contact with the
Council
Consultation process too difficult
Implementation of the SCI has been
ineffective, not reached a large number of
residents The Council has
excluded/discouraged comments from
residents
5,900 responses from around 1,600
respondents is not a significant number
(1.4% of the borough population) and
includes a proportion of developers and
their agents
No direct feedback to the community or
response to objections in the face of a
number of objections
Poor communication efforts by WHBC
Ward councillors have voted in favour of
development proposals despite assuring
residents they wouldn't
The current consultation does not mention
‘hard to reach’ groups


The Plan should include
input from local residents,
and have the genuine

The Introduction is a high level guide to
the rest of the plan and it is not
appropriate or necessary to make more
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Previous objections not answered, e.g.
about infrastructure
No evidence of meaningful engagement at
an appropriate scale with local residents, or
of ways of educating people how to use the
consultation system
No evidence of a strategy for engaging
‘hard to reach’ groups or that the new
criteria/their meaning have been
communicated effectively particularly to
‘hard to reach’ groups as set out in the SCI
No challenging alternative viewpoint on
facts was enabled
The original parameters, upon which the
Plan was defined, e.g. population growth,
need to be reviewed on a regular and
frequent basis.

Non-compliance with the documents and
process required for the Local
Development Scheme
The Introduction is not consistent with the
NPPF, not justified and not effective
because:
The Plan is in contradiction to the TCP
(Local Planning) (England) Regulation 22
Most development in the Plan is proposed
on Green Belt land - conflicts with Local
Plan Process
The Plan structure does not provide a clear
and effective base for the delivery of its
strategies and policies.

1022, 1117,
1119, 1132,
1177, 1248,
1865, 1909

109, 112, 372,
588, 729, 747,
799, 833, 839,
877, 961,
1021, 1117,
1119, 1177,
1284, 1309,
1865, 1870,
1909, 2171











Publish its Statement of
Compliance on its evidence
base and in the submission
Local Plan thereby
identifying strategic matters
and how all parties have
made reasonable efforts to
address issues through cooperation
Review and revisit the DTC
and engage with
neighbouring local
authorities for strategic
decision making
Withdraw the present
submission for amendment

backing of the elected
Councillors
Original parameters, like
population growth, need to
be reviewed on a regular
basis
Extend the Plan period to
2033 as a ‘round number’
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The Plan provides an effective strategy to
guide development in the borough over
the plan-period.
Consultation was Reg 19 stage (not Reg
22 stage). The relevant documentation
will be submitted to the SoS in
accordance with Reg 22.
The Council has decided that exceptional
circumstances exist to release land from
the Green Belt. The NPPF allows for
Green Belt boundaries to be reviewed in
such circumstances through the Local
Plan process.
No change

No change

detailed references to the evidence base
in this section.
The consultation statements set out a
more detailed response to issues raised
in previous consultations.
NPPF (para. 57) states that local plans
should be drawn up for an appropriate
time scale, preferably 15 years), taking
account of longer term requirements. No
requirement to have a ‘round’ number to
2033.

Sustainability Appraisal and Habitats
Regulations Assessment are flawed
The Introduction is not justified, planned
positively or consistent with the NPPF
because:
It is based on the Plan evidenced by a
flawed Sustainability Appraisal and/or
Habitats Regulations Assessment
Only 1.7% of the consultation respondents
in 2015 commented on the sustainability
report (1.7% of 1.4% of the population =
0.024% of the borough’s population)

The Plan failed in its Duty to Co-operate
with neighbouring authorities

1021, 1022,
1117, 1132,
2167

729, 877,
1021, 1865

Work with the community to
find solutions.
Consult local people fully
and address infrastructure
concerns
The presentation of the
policies in the Local Plan be
revised so that the strategic
policies appear first, making
reference to site allocations
as appropriate, with the
development management
policies appearing in the
second part of plan
Include the plan period,
2013-2032 on the front cover



Comply with its Duty to
Cooperate and cease Reg19
consultation until the Duty to
Co-operate has been met,

No comments relate directly to
the Introductory paragraphs









Consultation has been carried out in
accordance with the timetable and with
due process.
190

The Introduction is a high level guide to
the rest of the plan and further detail on
the Sustainability Appraisal and Habitats
Regulations Assessment is unnecessary
in this section. The Sustainability
Appraisal and HRA have been prepared
in accordance with relevant legislation
and are not flawed. Documents have
been available at relevant consultation
stages for people to make comments on.
No change

The Duty to Co-operate is ongoing and a
statement will be published at the point of
submission.
The Introduction is a high level guide to
the rest of the plan and further detail on
the Local Development Scheme is
unnecessary in this section
No change
The format of the document is structured
to guide development with reference to
both strategic and site
allocation/development management
policies together with implementation and
monitoring for each topic so that all the
policies on a particular issue can be found
in one section.
No change

408, 1092,
1341, 1401,
1442, 1870

Representations refer to lack of soundness
in the Introduction to the Plan but do not
specify a reason

The Introduction is unsound as it reflects the
Plan, and the Plan is not consistent with
the NPPF, not justified and not positively
prepared or effective because:
Inadequate engagement about proposals
for a new Garden City
Overload on additional infrastructure
resulting from lack of co-operation between
councils
No evidence of co-operation with
neighbouring authorities or compliance with
the DTC to seek to meet unmet
development needs
Failure to properly engage with the duty to
co-operate adequately means the local plan
fails to benefit from the results of such
engagement and is therefore not positively
prepared and will therefore be ineffective.
Evidence that the Council has fulfilled its
Duty to Co-operate with neighbouring
councils
No changes sought in the
Introduction

with Local Plan amended to
include site allocations in
sustainable locations

Issues are dealt with in the relevant
sections
No change

Duty to Co-operate activity will continue
until the point of submission.
No change
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931, 1081

The Plan misunderstands the true extent of
deprivation in Hatfield (2.23-2.25)

927

The Council should
carry out fresh
Regulation 18 and 19
consultation, with
proposals to deliver
sites which meet the
objectively assessed
housing need in full.
As above

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the previous summaries of consultation responses have
ignored the responses made and recommendations to
remedy identified shortcomings.

A more detailed review
of levels of deprivation
in Hatfield is required.

Changes sought

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
consultations to date have been misleading, and have
merely been an attempt to delay the Local Plan and
minimise the amount of housing to be built.

The Council’s approach to previous consultation
has been flawed (2.26-2.36)

The Plan is not justified because over over-reliance on
the Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD), and therefore
fails to recognise the way in which the student
population of Hatfield masks the deprivation of the
town’s ‘resident’ population.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

Chapter 2 – ‘Welwyn Hatfield Now’
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Whilst all responses are considered, the
Council must ultimately take a balanced
view about the most appropriate way
forward and as such it is impossible to
satisfy all concerns. Previous Consultation
Statements have since been amended to
reflect the wishes of this particular
respondent to be identified as an
organisation, but given the summarised

It is also inevitable that proposals will evolve
over time. The DLPPS is considered to be
sound in terms of its current policies on
housing supply. No change.

Although reference is made by way of
context, the IMD has not directly informed
the Plan. The vision and local objectives
(p155-157) reflect the demographic
character and resultant challenges within
Hatfield, and it is not considered that a more
detailed review of deprivation in Hatfield is
necessary. No change.

WHBC comment

629, 1402,
1868, 1959

DLPPS no.
Continued

An objective
assessment of
consultation responses
and tracking of the
changes resulting from
consultation is needed
throughout.

The Plan is not consistent with national policy on
consultation reporting.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
no evidence of how the Council has complied with the
duty (such as a Statement of Compliance) has been
published.

A Statement of
Compliance identifying
the strategic matters to
be addressed and
efforts to cooperate
should be published.

As above

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
evidence base documents are withheld from all but a
small circle of Councillors until they are several months
old (e.g. of advice received from a former Planning
Inspector in May 2016 being published in August).

The Council has not complied with its duty to
cooperate (as a soundness issue) (2.37-2.42)

Changes sought

Main issues

193

The Council summarised in the Plan and in
the Annual Monitoring Reports what Duty to
Cooperate activity has taken place.
Relevant legislation and NPPF para 181 (as
well as the national Planning Practice
Guidance) requires the demonstration of
effective cooperation at the point of
submitting a Local Plan for examination.
Duty to Cooperate activity is ongoing and a

Consultation Statements for previous
consultations, setting out how the DLPPS
has evolved from comments made, have
been published online. No change.

There would have been no requirement to
publish the advice cited (which is not part of
the evidence base), but this was
nevertheless published prior to the start of
the consultation in the interests of
transparency. Evidence base documents
are reported to the Council’s Cabinet
Housing and Planning Panel prior to full
publication. No change.

WHBC comment
nature of these it is not possible for
comments made to be set out in full. No
further change.

1603, 1708

Continued

DLPPS no.

Welwyn Hatfield’s response to Broxbourne’s Regulation
18 consultation identified that Welwyn Hatfield may not
be able to meet its housing needs in full and requested
Broxbourne to consider whether it could help to meet
any unmet need. Broxbourne BC has advised that it
seems unlikely that they will be able to assist.

None stated.

The Plan should not be
submitted for
examination until this
has been addressed.

The plan is not justified or consistent with national
policy because the 2013 Joint Green Belt Review (St
Albans and Dacorum with Welwyn Hatfield) has been
ignored.

Other duty to cooperate issues (2.37-2.42)

The Plan should not be
submitted for
examination until these
points have been
addressed.

Changes sought

The Plan is not justified or consistent with national
policy because St Albans (and other affected planning
authorities) were not involved in agreeing the housing
and economic market areas, needs for development,
and consideration of other options before publication.

Main issues

Noted.

194

The Joint Green Belt Review formed Stage
1 of a 2-stage process of Green Belt Review
– Stage 2 considered smaller individual land
parcels within the strategic Stage 1 parcels.
Site selection for the Local Plan both
considered and was consistent with the
findings of both the Stage 1 and Stage 2
Green Belt Reviews. No change.

As part of the Council’s ongoing efforts
under the duty to cooperate, neighbouring
authorities were consulted (and mostly
provided feedback) on the Strategic
Housing Market Assessment and Economy
Study. However, because of differing
timescales in plan production it was not
always possible to produce joint work.
Neighbouring authorities have generally
established differing economic and housing
market areas which, whilst recognising a
relationship, exclude Welwyn Hatfield. No
change.

WHBC comment
Duty to Cooperate Statement will be
published at the point of submission.

797, 947,
1588, 1599

DLPPS no.
Continued
None.

Three Rivers District and Welwyn Hatfield are not in the
same housing market area, and duty to cooperate
matters between the two authorities are therefore
limited in nature.

None stated.

None stated.

Review why market
area fails to include
Hertsmere.

The Plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because the Housing Market Area is
too tightly-drawn and downplays the borough’s housing
market relationship with London. This in turn means that
opportunities to meet need arising from London in a
more sustainable location are not being explored.

Within the context of the London Stansted Cambridge
Corridor (LSCC) it would be useful to explore economic
market linkages with North London and emerging
regional issues for industry and logistics (such as issues
finding locations for warehousing).

The Plan is not positively prepared or justified
because it fails to include Hertsmere in the Functional
Economic Market Area.

Housing and economic market areas (2.43-2.45)

Changes sought

Main issues

195

The WH FEMA identifies those areas with
which WH has the strongest relationships
(East Herts, St Albans, Luton, North Herts
and Stevenage). Hertsmere lies within the

Noted. Whilst acknowledging that Welwyn
Hatfield sees relatively large amounts of
out-commuting into London, the Economy
Study does not include North London in
Welwyn Hatfield’s Functional Economic
Market Area because the borough sees
relatively little in-commuting from London. In
any event the borough does not have any
suitable locations for new employment
floorspace beyond those required to meet
the borough’s own needs. No change.

The Strategic Housing Market Assessment
indicates that defining the housing market
around Welwyn Hatfield is complex.
Defining a largely self-contained housing
market area would necessitate the inclusion
of a very large number of local authority
areas, potentially not adjoining, and which
may in any case have stronger relationships
elsewhere. No such request has been
received from the London boroughs or the
GLA. No change.

Noted.

WHBC comment

851, 2030,
2107

1883

DLPPS no.

This section should
paint a less selective
and biased picture of
historic development.
Suggested amended
wording to clarify which
mineral assets are
most prevalent in
Hertfordshire, plus
additional text providing
extra minerals context.
Additional reference
should be made to
Scheduled Ancient
Monuments and
Heritage at Risk.

The historic development of New Towns in the borough
has put it out of character with the rest of Hertfordshire.

Support the references to minerals in para 2.9 and 2.48
and to waste in 2.49.

Support the references to heritage in para 2.10.

General comments (Chapter-wide)

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
it lacks sufficient detail on minerals.
The Plan should be
amended to provide the
decision maker with a
clear indication of how
to react to a proposal
with regard to minerals.

None stated.

The housing market area is tightly defined, despite the
borough’s significant interrelationships with London.
However, the consideration of migration from London
when establishing housing need is welcome.

References to minerals and waste (2.48-2.49)

Changes sought

Main issues

196

Noted. This text is for context and does not
purport to be a comprehensive list of local
heritage assets. Significant additional
information is provided in the supporting text
to Policy SADM15 (Heritage). No change.

Noted. A minor modification will be made
to para 2.9 for accuracy, however it is not
considered necessary for a Local Plan
which does not deal with minerals or waste
matters to set out any further context about
minerals and waste issues in Hertfordshire.

Relevant wording considered to be entirely
factual. No change.

It is not the role of this plan to set out details
relating to the mineral planning process. It is
considered that it is more appropriate for
Welwyn Hatfield’s website to provide such
details. No change.

Noted.

WHBC comment
SW Herts FEMA, reflecting its strongest
relationships. No change.

1044

1617, 1688,
1944

DLPPS no

Support is given towards a limited release of green belt
land. However, the plan is not effective because the
reference to “planned” releases within the spatial vision
means it is in danger of limiting future Green Belt releases
and restricting the plan’s ability to deliver the new homes
required over the entire plan period.

“Planned” releases to Green Belt will potentially
restrict future growth

Current infrastructure capacity will not be able to cope with
the proposed growth. New provision (e.g. schools and
transport) will be needed.

Brownfield sites should be prioritised and land should not
be taken out of the Green Belt.

The plan is not justified or consistent with national
policy because there is insufficient evidence to support
the council’s preferred level of growth. Some development
needs will need to be met elsewhere.

Main issues
The proposed targets (12,000 new homes, of which
6200 will be built in the Green Belt) within the spatial
vision are flawed and cannot be justified.

Chapter 3 – Vision and Borough-wide Objectives

Delete the word “planned”
from the first sentence of
the fourth paragraph of the
spatial vision

Changes sought
Amend text to exclude
specific numbers of
dwellings to be built and
number of homes to be
built in the Green Belt and
clarify that development will
be built elsewhere.
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Disagree. NPPF clearly states that
Green belt boundaries “should only
be altered in exceptional
circumstances, through the
preparation or review of the Local
Plan”.
No change

The targets are based on up-to-date
evidence, consistent with national
planning policy set out in NPPF and
NPPG. However the vision
incorrectly referred to 6,200
dwellings being built in the Green
Belt as only
We consider that the target
represents a reasonable balance
between objectively assessed needs
and constraints such as Green Belt,
and other areas of restraint. This is
entirely consistent with paragraphs
14, 17 and 84 of the NPPF.
The shortfall without releasing Green
Belt sites would be significant.
Minor Modification to the fourth
paragraph to update number of
homes to be delivered through a
planned release of Green Belt land

WHBC comment

Cross boundary links between settlements have not
been fully recognised.

1761

304, 309,
481, 1910,
2105, 2112

Green Belt boundaries will need to be reviewed before
the end of the plan period
The plan is not positively prepared, justified or
consistent with national policy because it is not
considered realistic that the boundaries of the Green Belt
will not need to be reviewed before 2032. The Council has
so far failed to adequately demonstrate that it will be able
to meet its objectively assessed needs as well as the
longer term needs of development.

1045

More land should be allocated in the larger villages (e.g.
Welwyn, Digswell and Welham Green) to take advantage
of transport links and services. The proposed village and
urban extensions (Marshmoor and Welham Green) are not
of sufficient size to accommodate both current and future
housing requirements during plan period.
Constraining supply in Welham Green and across the
borough is contrary to strategic objectives.

The extent of growth within the larger villages as set
out in the spatial vision is not consistent with their
future capacity and size.

The vision is not positively prepared or effective
because it fails to recognise the need for cross-boundary
cooperative approach to economic growth and transport
provision, making best use of links to London and
Cambridge.

Main issues

DLPPS no

Welham Green should be
moved up the settlement
hierarchy to become a
larger village excluded from
the Green Belt.

“Having worked together
with other local authorities
and highway authorities on
a joint economic and
integrated public transport
strategy, Hatfield, St
Albans, Welwyn Garden
City and Hertford will be
developing into a vibrant
and sustainable economic
cluster."
Apportion more growth to
the larger villages i.e. not
limited but modest growth

Changes sought
Delete the following from
objective 1: “to ensure that
its boundaries will not need
reviewing before 2032.”

198

Disagree. It is appropriate that there
should be more limited growth in and
around the villages as they have
fewer services and facilities than the
towns. Sufficient land has already
been allocated in and around the
large excluded villages consistent
with their level of services and
facilities and infrastructure
constraints. No change

The Hertfordshire Strategic
Economic Plan sets out the strategy
for the sub region and the references
to Welwyn Hatfield’s role as an
education hub and its links to
Cambridge and London accord with
this vision.
No change

Minor modification.

Accept change.

WHBC comment

860, 981,
1131, 1152,
2015

683, 854,
860, 1152,
1617, 1688,
1873, 1944

DLPPS no

The plan is not justified, positively prepared or
consistent with national planning policy because it fails
to outline a clear planned vision for the future. A longer
term perspective to growth is required beyond 2032.

The location of the proposed village in the Green Belt does
not sit well with the vision objectives associated with the
quality and attractiveness of the countryside and
opportunities to improve travel choice. It also fails to make
use of suitable, available and achievable sites in
sustainable locations (e.g. brownfield land).
The spatial vision should consider potential
alternatives (e.g. garden cities) as part of the long term
approach to growth

The plan is not justified because it does not comply with
the principles of sustainable development.
 Development will encroach further into the Green
Belt, driving a wedge between Wheathampstead,
St Albans and Hatfield.
 Loss of tranquillity and open countryside.
 Does not meet the duty to cooperate
 Remoteness of location
 Exception to the policy of only allowing Green Belt
exemptions to sites adjoining existing settlements.

Main issues
Inconsistency between the vision (which seeks to limit the
extent of growth around the villages) and the level of
growth within Woolmer Green.
The inclusion of the new settlement within the spatial
vision has not been justified.

No specific changes have
been sought

Alternative sites should be
allocated (e.g. Brookmans
Park)

Other references to the
new village should also be
removed.

Delete the reference to a
new village from the spatial
vision:

Changes sought
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The plan does propose a new freestanding village settlement at

The plan is only required to set out a
vision to 2032. Whilst there are early
discussions across Hertfordshire
about how best to meet longer term
needs it is too early to state what
form this will take.

No change

The Housing and Employment Land
Availability Assessment considered
the site to be suitable available and
achievable for development. The site
selection process as set out in the
Housing and Site Selection
Background Paper considered the
impact on the Green Belt,
infrastructure implications and its
sustainability.
When drawing up or reviewing Green
Belt boundaries the Council is
required to promote sustainable
patterns of development. This
includes the creation of new
settlements.

WHBC comment

1663, 1664

981

DLPPS no

The plan is not positively prepared, justified or
consistent with national policy because of the lack of
sufficient infrastructure capacity and the relatively limited
number of services and jobs.

The lack of available employment land is not valid
justification because other uses such as residential and
other commercial activities have been repeatedly granted
permission on existing employment sites. There appears to
be sufficient employment land in the borough to address
future needs.
The strategic objectives of the plan (1, 2, 4, 5, 6 & 9)
cannot be met due to the potential impact of growth on
the village of Cuffley.

The plan is not positively prepared or justified because
the justification for the inclusion of Marshmoor as a mixeduse site is flawed and there are no exceptional
circumstances to warrant its removal from the Green Belt.

Urban extensions on the edge of existing towns constitute
an unbalanced and piecemeal approach to growth. A more
imaginative solution should be sought.
Marshmoor should not be identified as a housing and
employment site within the spatial vision.

Welwyn Garden City has already reached its optimum size
in terms of infrastructure and services and further
expansion would undermine the garden city principle of
towns surrounding belts of open countryside

Main issues
A new garden city would offer the most effective way to
deliver additional housing with minimal impact on existing
communities in conjunction with East Herts.

Changes sought
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The evidence suggests that the
village of Cuffley has the capacity to
accommodate growth in line with the
settlement strategy (policy SP3),
taking into account of the
infrastructure needs arising from the
allocation of development sites, the

There is insufficient land to meet our
employment needs for the plan
period. This site offers the
opportunity to provide a site for life
sciences and meet key objective of
the Strategic Economic Plan.
No change

It is considered that Welwyn Garden
City has the capacity to expand
through a mixture of urban capacity
and urban extensions..
No change

WHBC comment
Symondshyde. However, no site or
proposal has been put forward
through the plan process of sufficient
size and scale to deliver a new town
within the borough.

2150

Hertfordshire County Council states that the Local Plan
would benefit from the inclusion of an objective that relates
to the timely delivery of infrastructure given its importance
in supporting growth.

Delete the following words
from strategic objective 8:
"where possible"

Change to read: “To
maximise the opportunities
to travel by sustainable
transport modes “through
the construction of a
borough-wide safe cycling
and walking network linking
homes, schools, stations
and town centres”

The plan is not effective because there is a lack of
clarity as to what ‘sustainable transport’ could mean
(objective 6).

309

General comments
Sport England welcome borough-wide strategic objectives
609
(3 and 9) which relate to delivering communities which are
healthy and active and enhancing opportunities for and
access to recreation.
Historic England welcomes references to heritage issues
2112
and garden city principles but proposes a minor change to
strategic objective 8

Changes sought

Main issues

DLPPS no

201

Minor modification to strategic
objective 2: ….”where it can be
supported by the timely delivery of
the appropriate infrastructure,

Where possible is a reflection of the
extent of power that local authorities
have to manage and affect change
within conservation areas and other
assets of historical significance.
No change.

Comment noted

No change

This is addressed in the movement
section of the plan.

WHBC comment
extent and range of services and
facilities within the village and the
potential impact on the landscape
and Green Belt (see the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan and Sites
Selection Background Paper).
No change

Add the following text to
bullet point 3 of SP1
Development densities
should be maximised
on such sites, with
parking and design
standards relaxed to
enable greater
densities to be
achieved.
None Stated

SP1 is sound because it requires larger
development to undertake health impact
assessments

3, 610

'That new development
will result in measurable
no net loss and where
possible net gain to
biodiversity'

Add a new bullet point
above the existing bullet
point 4:

Changes sought

The Plan is not positively prepared because new
text should be added after the third bullet point to
encourage higher densities on brownfield sites and
in locations with the best transport links

The Plan is not effective because it fails to make
reference to the importance of ensuring new
development results in no net loss and a net gain in
biodiversity (where possible).

Main issue
The sustainability principles included in SP1
could be enhanced

1252

DLPPS no
174

Chapter 4 – Delivering Sustainable Development and Policy SP1

Support welcomed

202

Densities are covered in Policy SP9
which has indicated a density range of
typically 30-50 dwellings makes
provision for higher densities in
accessible locations.
The Parking Standards Supplementary
Planning Document makes provision for
varying standards across the borough
dependent on their accessibility.
No change

WHBC comment
This is an overarching policy on the
principles of sustainable development
and refers to the protection of natural
assets. The issue of ensuring new
development does not result in a net
loss of biodiversity is adequately
covered by Policy SADM 16 and its
supporting text. All planning
applications will be determined in
accordance with the policies in the
Local Plan, unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.
Hence, no reason to repeat text in
Policy SP1.
No change

1619

DLPPS no
963, 1619

Para 4.3 is contrary to the NPPF (.i.e. footnote 9 of
para 14), as it fails to refer to the Green Belt as a
constraint for growth.

The Plan is not justified or consistent because

The Plan is not consistent because it is not flexible
and adaptable in its approach to deliver sustainable
development. It should be regularly reviewed
/amended.

The Plan is not flexible and adaptable to deliver
sustainable development

The Plan is not justified or consistent because
para 4.4,should recognise the capacity of urban
areas, other sources of previously developed land
(PDL) and changes in permitted development rights
(PDR) that should be reviewed. These could
accommodate a greater % of growth.

Main issue
The Plan has failed to consider other sources of
housing to accommodate growth

The policy makes specific reference to
the Green Belt as a constraint. There is
no need to repeat the reference in
paragraph 4.3. No change

Insert “Green Belt
Constraints” after the
word recognises in Para
4.3

203

The plan contains a number of generic
criteria based policies which will allow it
to adapt to changing circumstances.
The plan will be regularly monitored and
reported on its performance in the
Annual Monitoring Report. If the Plan is
not meeting its targets or there is a
change in circumstances that will trigger
the need for a review in line with the
national guidelines, (Para 153/157,
NPPF). No Change

The HELAA has assessed the
suitability, availability and deliverability
of urban capacity, and all the
PDL/greenfield sites in the area, as well
as their capacity for accommodating
new housing development. A windfall
allowance of 1315 dwellings has been
included within the target (Policy SP2)
and takes into account PDR. No
change

WHBC comment
All sources of housing land supply have
been assessed.

None Stated

Para 4.4 and review the
capacity of urban
areas/PDL, PDR in line
with the current
Government
policies/regulations

Changes sought

448, 1429

231, 461, 573,
963

DLPPS no
2070
Replace the words,
heritage assets with
historic environment.

Bullet point 4 relates to heritage issues and the word
heritage assets should be replaced with the word
historic environment because this encompasses all
aspects of heritage

The proposed level of growth will adversely
impact the existing capacity of the infrastructure

Also the scale of the growth proposed on greenfield
sites will have a negative impact on the ecology,
transport and wellbeing of the area.

None Stated

Do not include any
planned development in
the Green Belt.

The Plan is not consistent, justified and
Reduce the number of
sustainable. The main reasons are it is increasing
planned new homes and
the number of houses by 25% in a water stress area. offices.

The Plan is not delivering sustainable
development

Changes sought

Main issue

204

A comprehensive, robust site selection
process has been undertaken, to
identify the most suitable and
sustainable sites/locations taking into
account impacts on transport ecology
and wellbeing. No change.

Affinity Water have not raised any
objection to the level of growth and the
Hertfordshire Water Study has not
identified any supply issues for this
quantum of growth over the plan period.

A change seeking a reduction in the
planned number of new homes relates
to the target and the settlement
strategy. Please see section SP2
Targets for Growth.

WHBC comment
Policy SADM 15/supporting text already
emphasise the importance of ensuring
potential proposals do not adversely
impact the wider historic environment
and will ensure that this is given
adequate weight in any planning
decisions. It is more important for SP1
to emphasise the importance of
heritage assets as it is an overarching
objective/policy for the Plan. No
change

1874

The Plan is failing to meet the full OAN and will
not deliver sustainable development

1099, 2070

The Plan is not justified, consistent, effective or
positively prepared because the spatial distribution
and allocations of housing sites does not deliver
sustainable patterns of development and a high
reliance is placed on large strategic sites (e.g.

The Plan is not justified, consistent, effective or
positively prepared because it is failing to meet the
full OAN that are likely to increase as a result of the
updated 2014 household projections. It is unclear
why no work has been undertaken to identify or
address any unmet needs of the HMA. Also the
proposed windfall allowance of 1315 dwellings is not
justified, as a number of alternative sites exist (e.g.
HAT 2 and Potterells Farm) that are deliverable
should have been considered and allocated.

Main issue
The Plan is not justified, consistent, effective or
positively prepared because the Plan will not
deliver sustainable development. The existing
infrastructure (transport, schools, health care, etc.)
has insufficient capacity to accommodate growth
and it is uncertain whether additional provisions/
improvements will be secured/delivered to
accommodate growth to address this. Also the
cumulative impact of proposals in neighbouring
authorities has not been considered.

DLPPS no

Allocate sites BrP1 and
BrP12

Housing target should
be increased to 13,100.
Site Hat 2 should be
allocated for 1100 new
(1-5 yrs.) dwellings
(SP2). Also Potterells
Farm site should be
allocated

Changes sought

205

This relates to the approach to selecting
sites and the settlement strategy rather
than the content of Policy SP1. Please
see sections SP3: Settlement Strategy
and Green Belt Boundaries, along with

No change

This relates to the quantum of growth,
the approach to selecting sites and the
settlement strategy, rather than the
content of Policy SP1. Please see
sections SP2 Targets for Growth,
SADM 26: New Dwellings in Hatfield
and SADM 30: Housing Allocations in
Welham Green.

No change

WHBC comment
This relates to the quantum of growth
and the provision for infrastructure
rather than the content of this policy.
Please see section SP2 Targets for
Growth and SP13 Infrastructure
Delivery and the Local Plan’s
infrastructure Delivery Plan. The
Infrastructure Delivery Plan considers
cumulative impact and what
infrastructure will be required.

448, 231, 1874

24, 231, 448,
862, 900, 1099

DLPPS no

The Plan is not justified, consistent, effective or
positively prepared because the level of growth
has not given proper consideration to Green Belt
constraints (para 14, NPPF). There are no
exceptional circumstances for building over 50% of
new homes within this designation, without

The scale of proposed growth/site allocations
within the Green Belt are not sustainable and
justified by exceptional circumstances

The Plan is not justified, consistent, effective or
positively prepared because the proposed new
village at Symondshyde is located in an isolated,
open countryside location of the Green Belt and is
unlikely to encourage the use of or the viable
provision of sustainable mode of transport. Hence,
other sites (.i.e. HAT2) that are more suitable and
deliverable, should have been considered (via SA)
against site SDS6 and allocated.

The proposed allocated for 1130 dwellings at
Symondshyde (SDS6) is not sustainable

SDS5/HAT1, SDS6/HAT15 and SDS2/WGC5) that
are not suitable locations. It has failed to allocate
sites that are suitable, available and achievable.

Main issue

Do not include any
planned development in
the Green Belt.

Reduce the number of
planned new homes and
offices.

Allocate HAT 2 for 1100
dwellings in 1-5yrs

Remove the proposed
SDS6 site, rebase the
housing needs and
engage with NHDC as to
possible development
opportunities.

Changes sought

206

A change seeking a reduction in the
planned number of new homes relates
to the scale of growth, the approach to
selecting sites and the settlement
strategy, rather than the content of
Policy SP1.
Please see sections SP2: Targets for
Growth, SP3: Settlement Strategy and
Green Belt Boundaries, along with
SADM 34: Development in the Green
Belt.

No change.

A large range of sites of varying sizes
have been allocated in and around the
most sustainable settlements. The site
specific issues have been addressed in
comments for SADM 31 and other
policies. No change.
This relates to the quantum of growth,
the approach to selecting sites,
encouraging sustainable transport and
delivering infrastructure, rather than the
content of Policy SP1. Please see
sections SP24: New Settlement at
Symondshyde, SP4, Transport and
Travel, SADM 3: Sustainable Travel for
all, SP13: Infrastructure Delivery and
SADM26 New Dwellings in Hatfield.

SADM 31 Housing Allocations in
Brookman Park.

WHBC comment

24, 918

DLPPS no

Allocate sites BrP1 and
BrP12

The Plan is not justified, consistent, effective or
positively prepared because the allocated sites
are; located in the open countryside of rural
locations, disconnected from existing settlement and
beyond strong/permanent boundaries of the GB and
are not suitable or sustainable (e.g. HS22/BrP4 and
HS11/HAT11)

The Local Plan is failing to protect the
environment

Changes sought

Main issue
prioritising the use of brownfield sites for
development. Also cumulative effects of proposals in
neighbouring authorities need to be considered.

This relates to the location of new
development, reducing the need to

No change.

207

Please see sections SP3: Settlement
Strategy and Green Belt Boundaries,
along with SADM 34: Development in
the Green Belt, along with SADM 31
Housing Allocations in Brookman Park.

This relates to the approach for
selecting sites and the settlement
strategy, rather than the content of
Policy SP1.

No change.

In line with the duty to cooperate, the
Council has consulted neighbouring
authorities, the County Council and
other Duty to Cooperate bodies to
ensure that any cross boundary issues
are addressed.

A Green Belt Review has assessed
how specific sites/locations contribute
to the purposes of the Green Belt and
its openness. The Council considers
that there are exceptional
circumstances which warrant a review
of Green Belt boundaries.

WHBC comment

875, 1770

24, 935

DLPPS no

New/existing buildings
should be constructed or
retrofitted to the highest
possible standards, to
reduce their
environmental impact

Include reference to
para 91( NPPF) to make
it clear that renewable
energy projects may be
inappropriate in the GB,
unless special

The Plan is not consistent or effective because
no policy has been included to encourage/determine
proposals for low carbon/ renewable energy systems
(.i.e. Anaerobic Digestion Plants) to address climate
change. These are usually sited in the Green Belt
surrounding villages, rural area or in around urban
areas. Concerned that policy SP3 & the supporting

Changes sought
Encourage the
increased use of
sustainable modes of
transport and reduce the
carbon footprint of
homes

The Plan is not consistent because no assessment
has been undertaken for the sustainability of
Symondshyde village in terms of its heating/power,
nor a requirement for enhanced eco-friendly building
standards for new homes

The Plan has failed to encourage the provision of
low carbon/renewable energy on strategic
sites/other locations and its policies are not
positive enough to support this

The Plan is not justified, positively prepared
because it has failed to include strong policies to
protect the environment and reduce inequalities in
society

Main issue

208

It is not necessary to include a policy to
cover every type of land use or to
repeat national policy. Policy SADM34
and national policy provide an
appropriate basis for determining

No change.

Please see sections SP 10 Sustainable
design and construction, SADM 13
Sustainability Requirements, SP 24:
New Village at Symondshyde and
SADM 35.

This relates to the new settlement at
Symondshyde, the sustainability of new
buildings rather than the content of
Policy SP 1.

No change.

Please see sections SP 4, Transport
and Travel, SADM 3: Sustainable
Travel for all, SADM 13: Sustainability
Requirements, and SP10: Sustainable
design and Construction.

WHBC comment
travel and promoting sustainable modes
of transport, as well as encouraging the
sustainable use of resources in new
developments; rather than the content
of Policy SP 1.

1874, 2070

The Strategy of restricting housing growth at
Welham Green will increase commuting patterns
and is unsustainable

1874, 1911

The Plan is not justified, consistent, effective or
positively prepared because the growth strategy
for Welham Green is not sustainable. A high level of
employment development has been proposed and is
not supported by a sufficient level of housing growth,
which raises issues of self-containment. Therefore
WeG15-Potterells farm site (SW, Station Rd) should
be allocated. This will help reduce the proportion of
development that need to be accommodated in less

The Plan is not justified, consistent, effective or
positively prepared because new housing is
restricted to site SDS7 due to a lack of school
capacity, even though it’s an inappropriate location,
its deliverability is uncertain and it will fail to address
the full OAN of Welham Green (.i.e.363-387
dwellings).
The plan has failed to consider/ allocate a sufficient
number of housing sites (.i.e. WeG6, Bulls Lane;
BRp12 Brookman Park; WEg15, Potterells Farm,
SW of Station Rd) that are deliverable (.i.e. 1.5 yrs)
and can deliver the supporting infrastructure (.i.e.
school), as well as address the unmet OAN.

Main issue
text of SP1 could be used to prevent this type of
development, as no reference of para 91 (NPPF)
has been included.

DLPPS no

Allocate the Potterells
farm site for 140
dwellings

Delete policy SDS7 and
allocated WeG6 (Bull
Lane) for 75 units

Allocate sites BrP1 and
BrP12

Changes sought
circumstances are
demonstrated

209

Please see sections SP2 Targets for
Growth, SP3: Settlement Strategy and
Green Belt Boundaries, SADM 30:
Housing Allocations in Welham Green

This relates to the approach for
selecting sites and the settlement
strategy (.i.e. distribution of growth and
type), rather than the content of Policy
SP1.

No change.

Please see sections SP3: Settlement
Strategy and Green Belt Boundaries,
along with SADM 34: Development in
the Green Belt, SADM 31 Housing
Allocations in Brookman Park and
SADM 30: Housing Allocations in
Welham Green.

This relates to the approach for
selecting sites and the settlement
strategy, rather than the content of
Policy SP1.

No change.

WHBC comment
applications for renewable energy in the
Green Belt.

Main issue
sustainable smaller settlement in the hierarchy or
isolated strategic sites or on windfall sites.

The Plan is not justified, consistent, effective or
positively prepared because it seeking to deliver a
significant proportion of employment land on the
Marshmoor site that is located away from the main
town and is not deliverable. Also it is not seeking to
fully meet the objective assessed employment land
needs of 138k sq.m. by 22k sq.m.

The Plan is not justified, consistent, effective or
positively prepared because the Roehyde site (W
of university of Hertfordshire and A1 (M), & N of
Orbit Rd) should have been allocated to address the
unmet employment needs. It has no highway
safety/vehicular access or delivery issues. The
Council should have worked with St.Albans Duty to
Cooperate to bring it forward.

The Plan is not justified, consistent, effective or
positively prepared because no assessment has
been undertaken, to assess how the proposal for
400 dwellings may impact the water and sewerage

DLPPS no

1113

1113

1273

Assess how growth will
impact the supply of
water and sewerage
infrastructure of

Allocate 40k sq.m. of the
Roehyde site to deliver
access off the A414 for
science and logistics
park and work with
SADC under duty to
cooperate to deliver
another 40k sq.m.

Increase the
employment floor space
by 40k sq.m to a
minimum of 156.4k
sq.m.

Changes sought

210

No change.
This relates to the approach for
selecting sites, the settlement strategy
and infrastructure

Please see sections; SP2 Targets for
Growth, SP3: Settlement Strategy and
Green Belt Boundaries, SP 23:
Marshmoor Policy Area, SADM 30
Welham Green and SADM 33: Cuffley.

No change.
This relates to the approach for
selecting sites and the settlement
strategy, rather than the content of
Policy SP1.

Please see sections; SP2 Targets for
Growth, SP3: Settlement Strategy and
Green Belt Boundaries, SP23:
Marshmoor Policy Area and SADM30
Welham Green.

This relates to the approach for
selecting sites and the settlement
strategy, rather than the content of
Policy SP1.

No change.

WHBC comment
and SP 23: Marshmoor Policy Area,
SADM 30 Welham Green.

Main issue
infrastructure of Cuffley/neighbouring areas, as well
as how any potential impacts could be addressed

SP1 meets the four test of soundness and will
support the delivery of site SDS2 that will reflect the
sustainable development principles of this

SP1 is sound because it requires larger
development to undertake health impact
assessments

DLPPS no

647

3, 610

None Stated

None Stated

Changes sought
Cuffley/neighbouring
areas needs

Support welcomed

211

Key infrastructure providers such as
Thames Water were consulted as part
of developing the evidence base and
matters such as the need for sewage
network upgrades are taken into
account in the delivery timescales
(HELAA). No change.
Support welcomed

WHBC comment
Please see sections; SP2 Targets for
Growth, SP3: Settlement Strategy and
Green Belt Boundaries, SP13:
Infrastructure Delivery,

Reduce the assessed
need for employment
Reduce the target for
employment land
Reduce the area set
aside for businesses
Reduce the impact on
the Green Belt

Plan is not (variously or not noted) positively
prepared, justified, effective or consistent with
national policy.
No evidence to support jobs growth.
It sets unreasonably over optimistic high
employment targets. Plan envisages expansion
beyond the needs of the local economy and
assumes Green Belt land will be available.

212

Employment targets are informed by
the WH Economy Study and updates.
A significant amount of employment
land has already been lost to
residential use through PD rights,
impacting on the borough’s ability to
maintain sufficient employment land to
meet future jobs growth. Planning for

The WH Economy Study sets out the
strongest economic relationships
which are reflected in the FEMA.
Strongest relationships are with East
Herts, St Albans, Luton, North Herts
and Stevenage.
The Hertfordshire Strategic Economic
Plan identifies Welwyn Garden City
and Hatfield within the A1(M) Growth
Area. Welwyn Hatfield is not a
member of the London Stansted
Cambridge Consortium.
No change

Explore economic
linkages with north
London and emerging
regional issues
associated with land for
industry and logistics.

WH sits within the London-Stansted-CambridgePeterborough corridor. (London Plan 2.3).

WHBC comment

The plan has a positive approach to
both economic and housing growth
and includes regeneration where this
is appropriate. The SHMA also
considers linkages between jobs
growth/labour force supply and the
need for housing. No change

The Economic Strategy

21, 107, 684,
770, 775, 866,
887, 964, 1172,
1250, 1251,
1271, 1598,
1993, 2003,
2086

Changes sought

There should be a clearer, more definite economic
policy to link to housing development and
regeneration.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

Chapter 5 – How Much Growth and Policy SP2

Main issues
How has the likely economic repercussions of Brexit
been taken into account?
Shortage of employment land too small to justify the
SDSs, particularly Marshmoor (SDS7)
Where will the workforce come from?
Plan fails to recognise complex relationship between
housing and jobs markets.
Providing jobs for in-commuters is not a reasonable
objective (at the expense of the Green Belt).
Head office relocation to WGC treated as an
assumption not a one-off
Growth targets assume more distribution and
transportation without a labour market assessment
to support this.

WHBC is a member of the Hertfordshire LEP and its
Plan should accord with the broad objectives of the
SEP and a jobs-led scenario should be the basis for
housing growth.

DLPPS no.

387

Changes sought
New policy wording
proposed. To include
290.2 hectares of
employment land (not
294.1) and provision for
76,900 sq m of new floor
space (not 116,400).
Delete reference to
Marshmoor SDS.
Validate growth figures
with specialist
organisation

213

The Plan accords with the broad
objectives of the SEP. Jobs-led
scenarios have been considered in the
evidence base (linking the Economy
Study and the SHMA). No change.

WHBC comment
further losses of employment land is
not a sustainable strategy and would
not be positively prepared.
The Plan explains that in order to
maintain a sufficient level of
employment land, additional
employment areas have been
allocated including two sites within the
Green Belt.
The relationship between jobs and
homes is recognised and assessed in
the evidence base (the SHMA).
A workforce is formed of those already
living in a borough, those who
commute into a borough and those
who choose to move (migrate) into the
borough. Current commuting patterns
are assumed to continue.
Company relocations into and out of
the borough are a normal part of
employment churn.
Both EEFM and Experian data (which
inform the hybrid scenario in the
Economy Study) draw upon labour
market analysis.
No change

Changes sought
How will the Plan
promote higher order
employment uses such
as science parks/R&D,
etc. in preference to
lower value activities?
Consider whether
additional employment
floor space will match or
outstrip economically
active residents, so that
employment density is
maintained and ideally
enhanced.

Main issues

Plan is sound. Jobs /employment projections seem
reasonable. New allocations cater for B1 uses but
evidence suggests significant demand for B8. Need
to be able to deliver a mix of uses.
If insufficient homes to meet the OAN, potential for
creating an imbalance with more jobs than homes,
thereby increasing in-commuting.
Also potential for imbalance between jobs/homes
where FOAN is not met, creating more jobs than
homes and increasing in-commuting.
Plan is sound but question ability to maintain and
enhance employment density.

DLPPS no.

1250

214

Consistent with paragraph 158 of the
NPPF, the Council has integrated its
assessment and strategies for
employment and housing. There may
be potential increased in-commuting if
housing growth is unable to support
the planned level of jobs growth.
However, this is not an exact science
and Policy SP2 allows for flexibility.
Employment projections are liable to
constant variation from one data set to
the next. The Economy Study
recommended a hybrid approach in
light of different model outputs. The
evidence from the Economy Study has
then informed the SHMA and the
OAN, which in turn has considered the
need to provide sufficient homes in
light of the need to maintain labourforce supply.
The Plan will be able to respond to
market demand for a mix of
employment uses. Most sites allocated
in Policy SADM10 are for a mix of B1,
B2 and B8 uses. New strategic
development sites are allocated for B1
because they are mixed use
development sites and employment
will be delivered alongside housing.
The Plan (para 20.10) says that the
preference for the Marshmoor Policy
Area is for B1(b) related to life
sciences.

WHBC comment

Amend Policy SP2.
Increase floor space
target by at least
40,000sqm (40,000
each in WH and St
Albans, 80,000 in total)
to a minimum of
156,400sqm in WH.
Allocate a crossboundary site for a
science & logistics park

Employment floor space target should be
increased
The plan is not positively prepared, justified or
effective.
Provision for employment floorspace falls 22,000
sq.m short of the objectively assessed need,
showing that the plan was not positively prepared.
(Land at Roehyde should be allocated for a science
and logistics park - split between land in WH and
land in St Albans under the DtC).

Housing Market Geography

Housing market geography is tight. Interrelationships with north London underscore need for
collaboration and the DtC.

1114

Housing

665, 947, 1598,
1988,

Plan is sound but does the HMA work from a WH
perspective but not from anyone else’s? Luton and

Changes sought

Main issues

DLPPS no.

215

The complexities of defining housing
market areas in Hertfordshire (and

No change

The HMA is identified with both a
wider and a defined geography to
reflect the strongest relationships. The
London Boroughs of Barnet and
Enfield have been invited to be
involved in the SHMA form the early
stages of the SHMA and thereafter.

WHBC comment
Provisional government estimates
(para 5.5 of the Plan) indicate that
since 2013, the number of jobs in the
borough has grown to the extent that
116,400 sq.m should be sufficient to
meet the level of job growth indicated
in the Economy Study. Accordingly,
294.1 hectares of land has been
identified to maintain a sufficient land
supply. It is not considered necessary
to allocate additional land for
employment. (The Roehyde site has
featured in DtC discussions between
WHBC and SADC. Both Councils are
in agreement that there is no evidence
leading to a conclusion to support the
allocation of the site). The site was
found unsuitable in the WHBC HELAA.
No change

DLPPS no.

Main issues
surrounding areas study places part of WH in the
Stevenage HMA and part within the St Albans HMA.
However, WH is a finely balanced area and
boundaries may be defined in different ways, and
accept that HMAs may overlap.
Important matter is any unmet need within HMA.
Stevenage HMA covers 52% of the population of
WH.
North Herts has not been formally approached by
WH to accommodate any shortfall in WH. No
additional capacity currently exists.

Changes sought

216

WHBC comment
surrounding areas) has been
considered in various technical
meetings/work and at DtC meetings.
Subsequent to the WH SHMA 2014,
many surrounding LAs carried out new
SHMAs and, on a ‘best fit’ whole local
authority basis, none concluded that
Welwyn Hatfield falls wholly within
another HMA. Surrounding SHMAs do
acknowledge cross- boundary
relationships with parts of Welwyn
Hatfield and vis-versa but surrounding
areas have stronger relationships with
other areas.
The matter of unmet need within the
Stevenage HMA has been discussed
at technical DtC meetings and in
response to consultation on the North
Herts Local Plan November 2016, WH
stated that a review of any adopted
Local Plan in North Herts should also
acknowledge the identified and longerterm needs in the wider sub-regional
area, including Welwyn Hatfield.
It is understood that North Herts is
unable at the present time to meet any
shortfall arising in WH but early
discussions have taken place around
the need for both authorities to submit
plans for examination, future reviews
of plans and a willingness to work
together to explore future options such
as a new settlement. No change

665, 1598,
1869,

DLPPS no.

2012 SNPP is an appropriate starting point with
adjustments for vacancy rates, household
suppression and market signals.
Evidence is proportionate and there is a clear need
to progress the Plan in a timely fashion.
Target meets the latest DCLG 2014 SNHP (631 p.a.)
but would need adjustment to reach an OAN.
SHMA October 2015 clearly argued and support
many conclusions.
London’s poor delivery is not Welwyn Hatfield’s
responsibility but wise to consider implications of
greater demand.
Welcome the recognition of long term migration
trends and outward migration from London.

OAN – general comments

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy
Housing Market geography not based on a common
methodology where cross-boundary relationships
exist. 2014 and 2015 SHMA refer WH not included
within any other HMA, even where strong
relationships exist (St Albans). How will HMA issues
be addressed in the future – through a review of the
Plan and strategic approach to HMAs?
.

Main issues

Should consider latest
2014 SNHP

Changes sought

217

The SHMA has been carried out
consistent with national PPG and has
considered a range of scenarios and
recognises the relationship with
London.
SHMA is being updated to take
account of 2014 SHNPs. However,
SNHPs will continue to be issued
throughout the plan period and it is not
proposed to delay submission of the
Plan. Any implications arising from an
updated OAN, will be considered at a
future review of the Plan.
The GLA has recently consulted on a
SHLAA methodology and London’s

There is no one common methodology
but liaison has taken place with
authorities neighbouring WH when
preparing SHMAs. Welwyn Hatfield
has a complex set of relationships with
other areas but these areas in turn
have stronger market relationships
with other areas.
Welwyn Hatfield will continue to work
with other authorities within the
housing market area to explore
opportunities to address the need for
housing through future reviews of
Plans. No change

WHBC comment

The plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy.
OAN is too low. Alternative assessment submitted.
Concludes an OAN of 1088 p.a. which takes account
of LPEG recommendations and other indicators

OAN needs to be higher to address need for
affordable housing
SHMA 2016 provides evidence to support a higher
OAN

389, 1266,
1870

The OAN is too low

Main issues

1692, 1998

DLPPS no.

Increase the OAN

Increase the OAN. to
1080 p.a. / 20,520 over
the plan period.

Changes sought

218

OAN takes into account the need for
affordable housing. Case law has
clarified (EWHC 2464 Admin – Kings
Lynn BC) that neither the NPPF nor
the NPPG suggest affordable housing
needs have to be met in full when
determining the OAN. The SHMA is
subject to review and considers the
need for an uplift in response to
affordability signals.
No change

The SHMA (2015 and 2016) indicates
that the OAN is between 12,616 and
13,433 and has been completed
consistent with national PPG.
LPEG recommendations are not (yet)
included within PPG and The White
Paper indicates that consultation will
take place soon on a single
methodology. The Plan cannot be
halted awaiting the outcome of this
consultation but the SHMA is subject
to review; taking into account more
recent data sets including the 2014
based population and household
projections. No change.

WHBC comment
capacity to accommodate future
growth will be examined thereafter.
No change

21, 107, 227,
228, 229, 232,
301, 418, 423,
424, 443, 471,
474, 489, 580,
630, 709, 775,
780, 887, 919,
947, 1034,
1041, 1088,
1096, 1172,
1180, 1197,
1271, 1251,
1301, 1443,
1458, 1483,

The plan is unsound because (variously) it is not
positively prepared, justified, effective or
consistent with national policy
The OAN is too high – based on false assumptions,
fails to take account of one-off historic events
(development of Hatfield Aerodrome/BAE site and
historic growth in student numbers) which skews
projections.
Assumes same growth will continue in the future
No allowance for future RVC expansion plans for
student accommodation.

Professionally scrutinise
the OAN Review the
OAN
Reduce the OAN

Consider the 2014
based SNHPs and
review the OAN

The plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy
OAN does not take account of latest data including
2014 SNHPs;
OAN could be 15% higher.
SHMA provides the evidence for a higher OAN

1087, 1100,
1222, 1225,
1227, 1230,
1233, 1458,
1753, 1869

The OAN is too high

Changes sought

Main issues

DLPPS no.

219

The OAN has been assessed by
independent specialist (demographic
and housing) consultants. It has been
reviewed on numerous occasions to
take account of the latest data and to
consider responses to consultation at
the LPC 2015 stage. A further review
will provide further updates.
Representations are not supported by
evidence to justify what an alternative
OAN might be.
Demographic modelling explains how
the student population is accounted for
within ONS data and the SHMA

The SHMA is subject to review; taking
into account more up to date data
including the 2014-based population
and household projections. However,
SNHPs will continue to be issued
throughout the plan period and it is
considered important to progress with
submitting the Plan for examination at
the earliest opportunity in order for the
Council to have an up to date adopted
plan for the borough. Any shortfall in
housing as a result of any revised
OAN, will be taken into account
through future reviews of Plans.
No change

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.
1506, 1521,
1687, 1740,
1753, 1822,
1828, 1834,
1897, 1922,
1929, 2086,
2108,

Changes sought

OAN should be
reviewed post-Brexit
vote

Main issues

OAN is too high. It is inflated and exceeds
population/household projections, which are overestimated/false/based on assumptions. If OAN
proves to be wrong, no way of mitigating this.
How is the OAN of 10,000 (thrown out by High
Court) reconciled to current OAN?
25% growth is too large and disproportionate
compared to surrounding areas.
Brexit vote - may change future growth projections,
e.g. migration rates
Economic projections that inform the OAN not
justified. Likely to slow down.
Target is based on increased employment growth
but takes no account of constraints. It appears to
result from the LEP’s non-statutory SEP. Have
working patterns, e.g. working from home, been
factored in to the OAN?
Market signals questionable.
Risk of double counting within the OAN with other
authorities
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The OAN follows the guidance in
NPPG. It exceeds the baseline
demographic projections because it
makes adjustments to reflect market
signals, affordability and economic
indicators. Assumptions and estimates
are examined by the Council’s
independent specialist consultants.
The (quashed) RSS target of 10,000
for WH was not an OAN.
The terms of Brexit have not yet been
negotiated or agreed and future
implications for migration are
uncertain. The 2014 based SNPP
assumes that net inflows will reduce
by 44%, which is taken into account in
the 2017 SHMA update.
The Economy Study considers
economic projections and working
from home rates. The Economy Study
has informed the SHMA, which derives
the OAN.
Market signal adjustments are
consistent with the guidance in NPPG
and recent Inspector reports.
The OAN does not include double
counting with other areas.
No change

WHBC comment
considers the housing needs of
students. No change

114, 226, 665,
709, 1034,
1869, 1875,
1912, 1955,
2071

DLPPS no.

The plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy.
Council has not demonstrated how the
shortfall/unmet need will be met. Must do more
either through the DtC or release more land from the
Green Belt.
Expansion of Brookmans Park, Digswell, Cuffley,
Welwyn and Welham Green should be considered.

Unmet need from WH and within the HMA
Increase target to
13,433 in line with the
SHMA.
Allocate additional sites
that could be delivered
in the first 5 years of the
plan period.
Provide evidence that it
has satisfied the DtC
with regards to helping

Review why HBC’s OAN
differs so fundamentally
WH’s

Hertsmere’s OAN is significantly lower than WH and
yet has similar Green Belt constraints

OAN should be balanced against Green Belt
restraint.

Changes sought

Main issues
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There are no opportunities at the
current time to make good the shortfall
between the target and the OAN.
However, WHBC will continue to work
with other authorities neighbouring WH
to explore the opportunities through a
future review of plans.
Development to the east of WGC
within East Herts will contribute
towards the housing target for East

OANs are ‘policy off, hence they are
objective and are not influenced by
policy constraints. The target may be
and has been considered in the
context of Green Belt constraints.
No change

OANs are ‘policy off, hence they are
not influenced by policy constraints
(whereas targets may be).
Hertsmere’s adopted Core Strategy
was informed by targets in the (now
cancelled) East of England Regional
Plan. HBC has subsequently carried
out a joint SHMA with other LAs. The
methodology used in the SW Herts
SHMA is consistent with NPPG. The
OAN for HBC is 8,985. This will inform
the review of the HBC Core Strategy,
which has recently commenced.
No change

WHBC comment

Broad locations and sites have been
considered since 2007, within urban
and non-urban areas.
The need to protect employment land
within designated employment areas is
informed by the evidence base.

The plan is sound but WHBC should assure itself it
has explored all options given the shortfall against
the OAN of 13,433. Most sites assessed as suitable,
available and deliverable have been allocated. Some
SHLAA tests are stringent. Employment evidence is
justified but should the need to meet the OAN

1992
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Noted
No change

Plan is sound. Support Policy SP2, including
specific delivery of around 1,350 dwellings to the
east of WGC in East Herts.

648

WHBC comment
Herts but also falls within the WH
HMA.
The 2014 SHMA did consider the need
for housing within the defined HMA.
The SHMA is subject to review to
consider latest data.
The Council will need to demonstrate
that at the point of submission the
Duty to Co-operate test has been met.
This means that it is appropriate to
continue with Duty to Co-operate
meetings and other activity to secure
agreed statements with adjoining
authorities and other relevant Duty to
Co-operate bodies on the content of
the Plan and in response to
representations received. No change.

Noted
No change

Changes sought
to meet identified need
from neighbouring
authorities.
Review the OAN taking
account of need in other
areas.
Publish its Statement of
Compliance, identifying
strategic matters that
need to be addressed
and all that has been
done to resolve through
cooperation.

Support proposal to deliver at least 12,000 homes.
SP2 is consistent with national policy, meeting the
need for housing with appropriate Green Belt
boundary amendments.

The Housing Target - General

Main issues
Council has stated that no surrounding authority will
be able to take any of WHBC needs.
Other areas are not meeting their need.
Unmet need from other areas within the HMA has
not been considered
Cross-boundary need is unknown – only 3 Herts
LPAs have adopted Core Strategies.
Insufficient co-operation with adjoining councils on
growth figures.
No clear communication of outcomes from DtC
discussions.
Unclear if WH has failed to agree that East Herts will
meet its shortfall and yet it supports development in
East Herts.

1220, 1886,
2122

DLPPS no.

Main issues
outweigh protection of employment land in certain
circumstances (para 22 of NPPF and avoiding long
term protection if unlikely to be brought into use)?

Accept that the FOAN may not be achievable,
consistent with the NPPF (paragraphs 47 and 14)
and support the target of 12,100 provided shortfall
is met.
Target of 12,000 appears sufficient to meet needs,
reflecting 2015 SHMA update based on 2012 based
SNHP.
Target represents an uplift of 10% on the official
demographic starting point. Reassuring boost in
housing supply (although 1,433 short of the OAN).

DLPPS no.

1046, 1607,
1869

Identify sites to meet the
shortfall either increase
capacity, find additional
site within WH or the
HMA.
The OAN should be
placed in main body of
text and SP2.
Amend supporting text
to clarify site capacities
are indicative and may
vary slightly (up or
down) consistent with

Changes sought
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There are no opportunities at the
current time to make good the shortfall
between the target and the OAN.
However, WHBC will continue to work
with other authorities proximate to WH
to explore the opportunities through a
future review of plans.
The OAN is found in the evidence
base that informs plan preparation. It
is not considered necessary to quote
the OAN in policy. No change.
The site capacities are explained in
the HELAA. The Housing Sites
Selection Background Paper makes it
clear that site capacities may vary
slightly (up or down) once planning
applications are received.
Minor Modification at the end of
paragraph 6.7 to clarify that capacity
on sites to be allocated reflects the
evidence base but that once an
application is received, final capacities
may vary slightly.

WHBC comment
Employment land outside employment
areas is not limited to employment
uses.
The SHLAA (HELAA) is not
considered to be stringent; it is
thorough.
No change.

114, 116, 316,
387, 389, 478,
665, 668, 1087,
1100, 1146,
1217, 1222,
1225, 1227,
1230, 1233,
1266, 1583,
1692, 1722,
1274, 1721,
1753, 1858,
1864, 1869,
1875, 1912,
1950, 1955,
1998, 2071

387, 1266

DLPPS no.

The plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy.
Target fails to meet the full OAN.
Failure to boost housing supply.
Unmet supply from 2011 to 2013 should be added to
the target
The housing target should be increased.
Target will not address affordability issues (e.g.
1,734 dwellings p.a. would be required to address
affordable housing delivery)
Over-reliance on strategic sites.
Other Green Belt sites (small, medium and strategic
scale around towns, excluded villages and washed
over villages) have been discounted which could
make good the shortfall
Deemed infrastructure constraints (which can be
overcome) have been cited as a constraint on
growth contrary to NPPG

Target is too low

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy.
Target includes a low non-implementation rate of
2.5%. Prospect of under-delivery appears substantial

Non-implementation rate is too low

Main issues

Target should be
increased.
Provide a 20% buffer
above the target
Work more positively to
allocate other sites,
giving substantial weight
to meeting the OAN.
Policy SP2 should be
amended with revised
target of 13,100, 13,433
/ 20,520.
Increase housing target
to 707 p.a. (15,554 from
2011 to 2033)
Allocate additional
suitable sites around the
excluded and washed
over villages and around
Hatfield.

10% nonimplementation rate
would be more realistic

Changes sought
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The target does not meet the OAN in
full but it does represents an uplift
above demographic projections and
responds to market signals, economic
projections an affordability.
The target represents what the Council
considers is a reasonable balance
between objectively assessed needs
and constraints.
The Plan is informed by an extensive
evidence base.
WHBC is not proposing to remove the
smaller ‘washed-over’ villages from the
Green Belt as these contribute to the
openness of the Green Belt. These are
also less sustainable locations where
limited infilling (SADM1 and SADM34)
and small-scale affordable housing
schemes (SP7) may be permitted,
subject to meeting other policy
requirements

The implementation rate reflects local
evidence of low non-implementation
rates on planning permissions. There
is no locally relevant evidence that
demonstrates that 10% is more
realistic.
No change

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.

Main issues
Additional sites should be allocated (in or around
Bell Bar, Brookmans Park, Digswell, Hatfield,
Welham Green, Welwyn, at Stanborough).
Take account of longer-term requirements
Housing delivery after the plan period likely to be
900 d.p.a. due to shortfall within plan period.
Additional land should be safeguarded for a further
20% (e.g. 4,100).
Targets for certain settlements should be higher
Increase in population would support local services.
Policy reference to delivery in East Herts does not
count towards the Welwyn Hatfield target.
Significant disparity between target in first and
second phase of the plan period.
The stepped approach to delivery should be
removed (need is now not later).
Back-loading is not appropriate. Will not significantly
boost housing supply.

Changes sought
Comply with paragraph
157 of NPPF to take
account of longer term
requirements.
Additional land should
be safeguarded for a
20% buffer (e.g. 4,100).
Delete the stepped
approach to delivery.
Housing requirements
should be met across
the whole plan period.
Phasing should be
updated to reflect an
updated spatial strategy
to meet an uplift in the
housing target.
Delete the reference in
Policy SP2 to delivery
within East Herts to
reflect the fact that only
the housing provision
within Welwyn Hatfield’s
own area will be
counted towards
meeting the councils
housing need.
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WHBC comment
The Plan and the housing target
commence at 2013, commensurate
with the assessed need.
The SHMA considers the need for
affordable housing and affordability.
However, case law has clarified
(EWHC 2464 Admin – Kings Lynn BC)
that neither the NPPF nor the NPPG
suggest affordable housing needs
have to be met in full when
determining the OAN.
Site selection has been informed by
the HELAA and the Housing Sites
Selection Background Paper.
The OAN is being reviewed to take
account of more up to date projections
but it is not proposed to delay
submission of the plan for
examination.
The stepped approach to delivering
the target reflects the estimated
delivery rates as shown in the
trajectory (Figure 17 of the Plan) and
the need to monitor and maintain a 5
YLS.
Policy SP2 is clear that development
in East Herts will meet the need for
housing within both East Herts and the
Welwyn Hatfield HMA. (It does not
contribute towards the Welwyn
Hatfield housing target).
No change.

424, 449, 630,
684, 770, 775,
887, 1011,
1034, 1070,
1096, 1172,
1271, 1379,
1391, 1524,
1960, 2086

665

DLPPS no.

The plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy.
Housing figure should be in line with that in the
Emerging Core Strategy 2012.
Housing figure should be for no more than 10,906
(or lower)
No explanation why target increased from
6,800/7,200/7,500 to 12,500 in 2015 and now
12,000/13,000.
Targets are unjustifiable.

Target is too high

The Economy Study (2014) identified that 625
homes p.a. (12,500 over plan period) are necessary
to support 12,000 jobs. Policy SP2 has a strategy to
deliver 16,900 jobs but 12,000 homes will not
support that objective. Either the economy will be
constrained or more in-commuting and congestion.

Housing target will not support local economic
objectives

Main issues

Have regard to
economic,
environmental and
infrastructure
constraints.
Reduce target.
Target should relate to
demographic scenario
rather than economic
growth
Reduce target to ECS
levels

Changes sought
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The current target is informed by an up
to date SHMA. The ECS draft target is
now superseded.
To return to an earlier (emerging)
target of 6,800/7,200 would result in a
significant shortfall below the OAN,
which is consistent with NPPG and
informed by more recent population
and household projections.
The 2012 Emerging Core Strategy
target would not represent the type of
step change now expected by the
government, equating to an annual

The Economy Study 2014 reached no
conclusion about the number of homes
required to support jobs growth in the
borough. This was considered in the
SHMA (various iterations).
Recent analysis indicates that 12,000
additional homes will be sufficient to
provide the labour force to support
between 15,730 and 17,360 additional
jobs over the plan period. The strategy
for 16,900 jobs falls within this range
and given the variability of economic
forecasting, this is considered to
represent a reasonable balance
between jobs and homes. No change

WHBC comment

114, 1583,
1722, 1936,
1997,

1087, 1869,
1875

DLPPS no.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy

5 year land supply

Plan period should run for 22 years from 2011-2033
Plan period should run for 20 years, ending in 2033

Plan period should be amended

Main issues
Housing target is based on unrealistically high
economic growth targets.
Insufficient account of infrastructure to support level
of growth and conflicts with national policy – Green
Belt
Target represents an uplift on demographic
projections.
Target appears to be based on questionable market
signals and high employment growth.
Shortfall against the OAN does not justify a target
that results in loss of Green Belt.
Housing target and rate of development should be
subject to review within 5 years of adoption.

The Sedgefield method
should be used to make

Target should be 15,554
(from 2011-2033), 707
p.a.

Changes sought
Reduce target to 10.906
(or lower)
New policy wording
suggested: housing
target of 10,300 (not
12,000), average rate of
542 p.a.
Review the plan within 5
years of adoption
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The 2015/16 AMR (and subsequent
AMR’s) has employed the Sedgefield
methodology. (Table note 1, page 34)

There is no requirement for a 20 year
plan period.
NPPF (para. 57) states that local plans
should be drawn up for an appropriate
time scale, preferably 15 years), taking
account of longer term requirements.
The Plan period and the housing
target commence at 2013,
commensurate with assessed need.
No change

WHBC comment
average of 358 dpa, over the plan
period, which is lower than previous
average dwelling delivery of 412 dpa
(footnote 18, page 38 of the Draft
Local Plan).
The target is considered to represent
an appropriate balance between the
need for growth and constraints. It
takes account of a sound evidence
base around economic projections.
The housing target is aligned with the
lower end of the economic projections.
The shortfall without releasing Green
Belt sites is significant and justified.
No change

340, 387, 478,
489, 665, 684,
1583, 1722,
1875, 1950,
1997,1886,
1869, 1828

DLPPS no.

The plan is not (variously or not noted) positively
prepared, justified, effective or consistent with
national policy
Housebuilding industry ill-equipped to increase
substantially the rate of building.
More evidence required to support proposed
completion rates and lead-in times in the trajectory.
HBF research 2016 indicates limited, e.g. 70 sales
p.a. on sites of 350+. Colin Buchanan work suggests

Include small and
medium sized Green
Belt sites which can be
delivered quickly and
contribute to the 5YLS
without compromising
the overall strategy.

5 year land supply
should be taken from
2016 to 2021 (the date
of the latest evidence)

5 year land supply is taken from 2017/18 to 2021/22

Planned growth is unachievable

Changes sought
up the backlog over the
first 5 years

Main issues
Council has used the Liverpool method to meet the
backlog over the plan period. (Important if the low
OAN figure of 498 is being used)
Contest delivery on a number of sites and the
Council’s 5 YLS position (components challenged –
completion rates on SDS, lead-in times and level of
windfall). Evidence suggests that delivery on large
sites will average 70 p.a. Smaller sites might deliver
35-50 pa. Completion rates above 100 p.a. are
contended.
Council will not have a 5 YLS in the early to middle
period of the plan.
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The HELAA sets out the availability
and anticipated delivery of sites
informed by landowner/promoter
information.
Local evidence demonstrates that
delivery rates can be higher than 70
p.a. for large sites. The former Hatfield
Aerodrome site delivered 2,188
dwellings between 2001/2 and

The plan is scheduled for adoption in
2017.
No change

WHBC comment
498 is not an OAN figure. 498 is the
averaged target in the Draft Local Plan
from 2013/14 to 2021/22.
The former Hatfield Aerodrome site
delivered 2,188 dwellings between
2001/2 and 2011/12. Delivery reached
548 in 2003/04, 386 in 2005/06, 265 in
2006/07, 221 in 2004/05,195 in
2002/03. Local evidence demonstrates
that delivery rates can be higher than
70 p.a. for large sites.
The Council currently has a land
supply of 5.03 years. (2015/2016
AMR). This position is estimated to
improve with peak years for delivery
towards the middle of the plan period.
No change

Main issues
delivery averages 188 a year on sites of 1,000 +.
Savills work, suggests 120 p.a. at urban extensions.
Timescale between outline submission and
completions averages 3 yrs.
Welwyn Hatfield has a strong housing market but
strategic sites will be competing at the same time.
The SDS are complex, none are under the control of
a housebuilder. Assumed delivery rate for SDS is
twice the national average.
Over-reliance on strategic sites which have
associated infrastructure burdens, are not in
sustainable locations and may not be deliverable.

Draft plan is already behind its own targets. If current
under-delivery persists, there would be a shortfall of
2,305 dwelling against the trajectory.

The plan is not justified or consistent with
national policy.
If 12,000 homes are built, infrastructure will not cope

DLPPS no.

114, 424

449, 1096,
1271, 1945

Remove Green Belt
sites around villages
and revisit proposal to
build a garden village
further north in
Hertfordshire.

Changes sought
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Representation not supported by
evidence to demonstrate that
infrastructure will not cope. The
Council has worked with infrastructure
providers and considers the target is
deliverable.
No change

If Green Belt sites around villages
were removed from the Plan now, then
a significant shortfall against the OAN
would arise. The excluded villages are
considered to be sustainable locations
for a limited level of growth consistent
with the settlement hierarchy.
No change.
Discussions have taken place and will
continue to take place with other
authorities around longer term delivery
options.

WHBC comment
2011/12. Delivery reached 548 in
2003/04, 386 in 2005/06, 265 in
2006/07, 221 in 2004/05,195 in
2002/03.
The Plan includes a number of
Strategic Development Sites and a
number of small and medium sized
sites. The plan is reliant upon the
combination of all these sites coming
forward for development in order to
meet the target. No change.

387, 684, 1271,
1875, 1997

DLPPS no.

The plan is unsound because it is not positively
prepared, justified, effective or consistent with
national policy
Whilst the council over-delivered against previous
Structure Plan targets, it has persistently underdelivered against its projected housing need. A 20%
buffer should be applied in accordance with 47 of the
NPPF

5% or 20% buffer

Windfall allowance requires greater scrutiny. Certain
components of the windfall evidence are contended.
e.g. Hasn’t accounted for office to residential
conversions.
Reliance on agricultural and rural areas is unsound,
as is conversion rates from offices, community
facilities, education, public houses, residential
redevelopment, retail, additional allowance, Hatfield
Town Centre.
Inappropriate to plan for windfall over the lifetime of
the Plan.
Double counting of windfall sites with unidentified
sites in urban areas in the supply table.

Windfall allowance

Main issues

Windfall completions
should reduce by 34 p.a.
in accordance with the
Framework

Changes sought
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Table note 2 (page 34) of the 2015/16
AMR, notes: “The NPPF requires
either a 5% or 20% buffer to be added
depending on whether an area has
seen ‘persistent under-delivery’ of
housing. Because the 2005 District
Plan housing target was comfortably
exceeded and the 2012 Emerging
Core Strategy target would also now
be being exceeded, it is not
considered that there has been
‘persistent’ under-delivery and a 5%
buffer is therefore appropriate.”
No change

No change

Council is content that its evidence is
robust. (Windfall dealt with in policy
SADM1).

WHBC comment

1642, 1867,
2003

471, 631, 684

DLPPS no.

Build a new town/village/Garden City away from
existing towns/villages, not on Green Belt land, to
meet the target
Acknowledge a new Garden City is not deliverable in
the short term but should be pursued.

The option of a new town

Plan is not justified or consistent with national
policy.
Urban capacity is under-estimated.
No consideration given to the conversion of
employment land to residential, residential
intensification, taller buildings and residential within
retail/service areas, release of HMOs due to the
building of more student accommodation.

Urban capacity

Main issues
Re-assess urban
capacity with a
deliberate regeneration
strategy to give high
priority to the NPPF
Green Belt purpose of
assisting urban
regeneration.
Incorporate findings into
the plan, making
reductions in green field
Green Belt land take.

Changes sought
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No site or proposal of sufficient size
and scale is available to deliver a new
town within the borough. .
Discussions have taken place with
other authorities around longer term
delivery options (HIPP and DtC)
however, it is too early to indicate what
the potential outcomes are likely to be.
North Herts DC includes in its
proposed Submission Plan a policy
(SP8) commitment to identify new
settlement options for additional
housing supply after 2026. WH will
continue to work with NHDC to explore

The HELAA sets out the assessed
capacity of sites with higher densities
in appropriate locations. Sites are
identified for regeneration and sites
are identified in local and town
centres. Employment land is retained
where the evidence indicates this is
necessary to ensure that WH can
respond positively to economic growth
in a challenging environment where
office to residential PD has already
eroded supply in employment areas.
The HELAA is a thorough assessment
of urban and other capacity.
No change

WHBC comment

Main issues

Retail growth targets are not realistic

The plan is unsound because it is not (variously)
positively prepared, justified, effective or
consistent with national policy
Unreasonably high retail targets.
Significant high levels of under-utilisation with 50%
charity/coffee/pound shops.
Significant trends such as on-line shopping have led
to decline of the High Street. Trend is likely to
continue and yet the plan still provides for major
expansion in WGC.
Review in light of Brexit result.
Areas would give opportunity for regeneration

DLPPS no.

Retail

107, 684, 866,
887, 1088,
1251, 1271
2003

Reduce the area for
retail growth;
Develop a genuine retail
strategy;
Reduce the consequent
impact on the Green
Belt

Changes sought
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The Council’s targets are informed by
evidence contained in the Welwyn
Hatfield Retail and Town Centre
Needs Assessment Update, May 2016
which follows best practice for the
forecasting of retail spending and the
proportion of that spending that is
likely to take place online in future.
The number of charity shops and
pound shops in a centre cannot be
controlled by the planning system as
they fall into the same use class as
other shops. Charity shops, pound
shops and food and beverage outlets
form important parts of the offer of any
modern town centre. The likely
economic impact of Brexit is not yet
clear.
No change

WHBC comment
the potential for a new settlement
which may be able to take account of
longer term unmet housing needs in
Welwyn Hatfield.
No change

DLPPS no
2061

New Barnfield will be retained as a major
developed site within the greenbelt, within
which infill development and replacement
buildings will be permitted, which could
include residential development in the
context of policies SADM1 and SADM34 (to
which it relates). These policies do not
provide adequate context in respect of the
designation of New Barnfield as a waste
management site within the Hertfordshire
Waste Plan

The plan is not effective, positively
prepared, justified and consistent with
national policy and fails the duty to
cooperate on the basis that the strategy
does not fully align with the strategic
priorities of the Hertfordshire Waste Local
Plan in terms of addressing the waste
needs of the county, including the removal
of land from the Green Belt.

Main issues
New Barnfield and Roehyde should be
removed from the Green Belt as
exceptional circumstances have been
demonstrated.

Policy SP3 and paragraphs 6.1 to 6.9, including Table 2

The NPPF states that Green Belt boundaries should only
be altered in exceptional circumstances. In his report on
the examination of the Waste Site Allocations DPD, the
inspector held that exceptional circumstances may exist to
justify the removal of sites from the Green Belt for
development for waste purposes only.
County Waste Site Allocations are shown on the Policies
Map, for information, as this allows the full extent of policy
coverage to be shown.

Remove the two sites
from the Green Belt –
amend policies,
supporting text and
policies map accordingly.
Refer to justification set
out in the Local Waste
Plan
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Minor Modification to add new paragraph after 25.12 to
refer to Major Developed Sites and the allocation in the
Waste Local Plan of New Barnfield.

New Barnfield: This site is allocated in the Hertfordshire
Waste Local Plan for waste management uses and is a
designated as a Major Developed Site. However planning
permission was refused for an energy from waste facility.
Whilst the site remains allocated in the Waste Local Plan
the County Council have announced that they have
commenced a review of the Plan and should the site not be
required for waste management purposes consider it could
come forward for housing, employment and or a primary
school. Given that the Council do not think it should be
removed from the Green Belt it is appropriate to retain its
designation as a Major Developed Site. The allocation is
shown on the Policies Map. However a minor modification
is proposed for the supporting text to SADM34 which will
make reference to the Major Developed Sites and the
allocation of New Barnfield in the Waste Local Plan.

WHBC comment

Changes sought

Chapter 6 – Settlement Strategy and Green Belt Boundaries

Figures/numbers are also inconsistent (e.g.
extent of land area, proportion of new
homes etc.).

Lack of clarity regarding the location and
extent of the Green Belt land releases
Amend policy SP3 to
and justification
specify that the existing
Green Belt boundary has
been reviewed to enable
The plan is not positively prepared
because it is not clear which sites are to be a limited release of land
for housing.
released from the Green Belt and the
justification for doing so.

45, 46, 767,
1624

Changes sought

Main issues

DLPPS no

234

Paragraph 6.2 of the plan explains that Green Belt
boundaries have been altered [following a review].
Less than 4% of the Green Belt will be required to
accommodate new development as set out in the Summary
Guide to the Local Plan. .
Policy SP3 does not need to explain that the Green Belt
boundaries have been reviewed to enable a limited release
of housing land. This is addressed under supporting text to
policy SP3 and paragraphs 5.10 and 5.17 of the presubmission document.
No change

Table 2 of the Plan indicates the overall capacity from
Green Belt and ASR release. The schedule of changes
from the 2005 District Plan to the 2016 Policies Map, which
is located at the back of the Proposed Submission Policies
Maps document, lists which sites are being removed from
the Green Belt. Once the plan is adopted the sites will no
longer be in the Green Belt.

No change.

WHBC comment
Roehyde: This site is split between the administrative areas
of Welwyn Hatfield and St Albans CDC. It has a long list of
potential waste uses but none have been confirmed. There
is further uncertainty as the County Council have
announced a review of the Waste Local Plan and it is
unclear if the site will still be required for waste
management purposes. The allocation is shown on the
Policies Map

Main issues

Removing land from the Green Belt has
not been sufficiently justified.
The plan is not justified or consistent
with national policy because there are no
exceptional circumstances to justify the
release of Green Belt land in the borough,
particularly at Symondshyde, Welham
Green, Brookmans Park, Little Health and
North Mymms.
The evidence needs to be more clearly set
out in the document including the scale of
Green Belt loss, the impact arising from
employment land provision and the key
conclusions from the joint review and sitebased analysis.
Loss of countryside and Green Belt
protection (including cumulative impacts on
the pattern of settlements and green
corridor)
Undermines purposes of the Green Belt
Brownfield over greenfield sites (e.g. New
Barnfield)
Impacts on road network and town centre
car parks / lack of infrastructure capacity
Risk of double counting with other local
authorities at the fringes of the borough
Green Belt review – purposes of Green Belt
review extended beyond that set out in the
NPPF and contrary to national legislation

Phased approach should be introduced
to prioritise urban and derelict land and

DLPPS no

105, 197,
233, 262,
450, 528,
632, 635,
766, 776,
778, 780,
852, 965,
1090, 1159
1318, 1343,
1378, 1492,
1614, 1754,
1775, 1864,
1876, 1924,
1958, 2087,
2089

233, 491

Amend paragraph 2.56:
Meeting housing needs
without the loss of Green
Belt will be very
challenging and may not
be achievable (CPRE).

Amend housing figures in
table 2

Phased, sequential
approach – non-greenbelt
sites first

Confirm that the Green
Belt has been reviewed to
allow limited release for
housing development
(policy SP3)

Clarify how the evidence
has informed the strategy

Changes sought
Include a summary of the
overall level and location
of Green Belt loss
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The Local Plan needs to allocate a range of deliverable
sites (as shown on figure 17: housing trajectory) within both

No change.

The cumulative impacts of growth on settlements and on
the Green Belt have been considered through the Sites
Selection Background Papers, the Green Belt Review and
through the SA/SEA.

The Housing and Employment Sites Selection Background
Papers set out how the evidence base has informed site
selection, including infrastructure constraints and the
impact on the Green Belt.

The evidence is set out in various documents
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/evidencebase, and this includes
the Strategic Green Belt Review (Welwyn Hatfield Borough
Council, St Albans District Council and Dacorum Borough
Council). .

The Council’s case for exceptional circumstances to review
Green Belt boundaries relates to the scale of need for
housing and employment land which significantly, cannot
be met within the urban areas and the social and economic
consequences of not doing so.

WHBC comment

450, 509,
780, 1775,
1958, 1989

DLPPS no

The strategy does not have sufficient
regard to the importance of the Green
Belt
The plan is not justified or consistent
with national policy because the strategy
does not take proper account of Green Belt
constraints and the capacity of settlements
(e.g. Welham Green, Little Green, Woolmer
Green) to accommodate growth (especially
in terms of PDL and windfalls) and is based
on overly optimistic economic forecasts.
Neighbouring authorities should take up the
housing allowance.

The plan is not consistent with national
planning policy because it fails to
adequately demonstrate how the strategy
will contribute to the purposes of
maintaining the existing settlement pattern
and assisting in urban regeneration through
the recycling of derelict land and other
urban land.
Land should be phased so that sites that do
not affect the Green Belt are developed
first. However, the plan does not distinguish
between the timing of development in and
outside the Green Belt.

Main issues
maximise the benefits of the Green Belt
(e.g. maintain gaps between settlements
and preserve the setting of historic
towns) as far as possible

Amend/reduce figures in
table 2

Remove all Green Belt
site allocations

Revise housing targets to
a more credible level,
taking into account the
Green Belt as a constraint
to development.

Changes sought
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The housing target has been tailored to take account of
Green Belt and infrastructure constraints as identified

Lower targets would not achieve a step change in housing
delivery or provide sufficient mix of housing including
affordable housing to meet the needs of the borough,
contrary to government guidance.

WH is not building enough new homes to meet the current
shortfall. Past supply has not kept up with rising population
and economic growth. There is a significant shortage of
affordable housing in the borough.

The housing target is based upon robust and up-to-date
evidence set out in the latest Strategic Housing Market
Assessment.

No change

WHBC comment
urban and non-urban locations (including brownfield sites)
throughout the plan period, in order to demonstrate a fiveyear supply of housing.

Minor modification to strategic objective 1 (page 30 of the
Plan) to delete reference to 2032 as it is likely that the Plan
will need to be reviewed before 2032 in light of the shortfall
against the OAN (and proposals in the Housing White
Paper that Local Plans should be reviewed every 5 years).

Amend strategic objective
1 (page 30 of the Plan)

Green belt boundaries are likely to need
reviewing before the end of the plan period

Land should be safeguarded to meet long
term needs beyond plan period

The plan is not positively prepared or
consistent with national planning policy
because it fails to properly take account of
how development from 2032 onwards will
be accommodated without the need for a
Green Belt review.

There are no plans or other details to identify such a site to
the south of Cuffley, it is simply described as land that is
suitable, available and deliverable.
No sites has been identified as being suitable to be
safeguarded to meet longer term needs.

Identify areas of
safeguarded land within
the Green Belt to meet
long term development
needs – land is available
to the south of Cuffley

No strategy for reviewing Green Belt
boundaries before the end of the plan
period or beyond the plan period

1047, 1133
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Setting a lower target would also fail to comply with the
growth aspirations of the borough (including the delivery of
the Housing Strategy and Economy Strategy) and the wider
sub-region.

As explained in paragraph 5.11 of the Draft Local Plan,
neighbouring authorities do not have any spare capacity to
accommodate the WH shortfall.

WHBC comment
through various technical documents. This includes
detailed highway modelling and the review of Green Belt
boundaries around built-up-areas. The housing target is
also based on the lower economic forecast scenario, which
considers the linkages between jobs growth/labour force
supply and housing need.

Changes sought

Main issues

DLPPS no

105, 450,
497, 509,
632, 685,

450, 503
1318, 1141,
2073

Housing densities are too low or rigid.

1049, 1775

The new settlement at Symondshyde is
not supported.

The plan has not been positively
prepared because insufficient attention has
been given to the provision of infrastructure,
especially in the context of strategic sites.
The strategy will result in inadequate levels
of infrastructure (with consequent effects on
the environment).
Lack of education capacity (e.g. Welham
Green)
Hospital provision – lack of planning

Infrastructure needs have not been fully
taken into account

The plan is not positively prepared or
justified because it does not provide
sufficient flexibility to accommodate
changes to site capacities and densities
taking account local circumstances which
may vary from the broad assumptions on
site capacities (30 dwellings per hectare).
Increasing the supply of housing through
increased density will, in turn, reduce
pressure on the Green Belt (e.g. residential
gardens and high rise housing on the outer
edges of London)

Main issues

DLPPS no

Remove the allocation
from the plan and
references to the new

Amend paragraph 6.8 to
reflect NPPF definitions
for windfalls and PDL

Changes sought
Consider the scope to
increase density levels
from 30 to 40 dwellings
per hectare
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The new settlement at Symondshyde would not lie within a
strategic Green Belt gap between towns. Hertfordshire is
characterised by a pattern of small to medium sized towns

No change

The current assessment of the borough’s infrastructure
requirements is set out in chapter 12 of the plan, and is
explained in more detail in the Welwyn and Hatfield
Infrastructure Delivery Plan.

WHBC has worked closely with infrastructure providers to
identify the infrastructure implications associated with
different levels of growth. The Council will continue to work
closely with its partners to bring forward the necessary
appropriate and proportionate infrastructure that will be
necessary to deliver the spatial strategy as set out in the
plan.

Density assumptions are based on a series of baseline
scenarios which have been derived from best practice
guidance (e.g. URBED/Llewellyn Davies and Tribal
Architects).
The methodology (as set out in the Housing and
Employment Land Availability Assessment) gives
consideration to density levels reflecting constraints where
relevant. Higher densities have been arrived at were
appropriate. Any further upward adjustment would
effectively ignore acknowledged constraints and may result
in an over-estimate of site capacity which may then not be
delivered.
Both PDL and Windfall are defined in the Glossary to the
Plan. No change

WHBC comment

28, 116,
305, 316,
333, 479,
482, 509,
870, 926,

DLPPS no
668, 870,
1004, 1101,
1083, 1133,
1139, 1750,
1775, 1378,
1877, 1004,
2073, 2087

Housing need does not amount to
exceptional circumstances
Gypsy and traveller site
Deliverability issues
Insufficient weight given to its Green
Belt location and associated constraints
Less suitable than other sites in more
sustainable locations (e.g. Hat 2).
Site selection process is flawed and
inconsistent (e.g. discounting, strategic
fit etc.)
Lack of consultation

The settlement strategy is flawed. It will
lead to disproportionate and uneven
growth. Some settlements should get
more or less growth.













The plan is not justified, effective or
consistent with national planning policy
because the new settlement would run
counter to the settlement strategy. It lies in
an isolated location close to ancient
woodlands and would unduly harm the
Green Belt (e.g. existing settlement pattern
and strategic gaps between Hatfield and
Welwyn Garden City etc) and the highway
network without enough critical mass to
accommodate significant infrastructure
contrary to the evidence (e.g. Green Belt
Review, HELAA and SHLAA).

Main issues

Growth should be
focussed within Hatfield
and Welwyn Garden City

Changes sought
settlement within the
supporting text and
policies
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The settlement strategy directs growth towards the most
sustainable locations. Green Belt boundaries have been
reviewed.

WHBC comment
and villages and a new village of the scale proposed would
not conflict with that pattern. It will deliver a new primary
school and be accessible to a new secondary school at
SDS5 (Hat1) Please refer to the Council’s response to
representations on policy SP24 of the pre-submission
document which allocates the site for further response.
Due to the significant shortage of available sites within
existing built-up-areas there is a need to release Green
Belt land in the borough to help meet the housing needs of
the borough. The deletion of this site would increase the
shortfall against the OAN, Hat2 is not considered suitable
for allocation.
No change

DLPPS no
950, 968,
1101, 1133,
1135, 1318,
1354, 1576,
1582, 1750,
1182, 1234,
1721, 1754,
1877, 1913,
1935, 1952,
2001, 2006,
2072

Evidence base (SHLAA) is flawed and
should be revisited to consider sites that
are not contiguous with an urban
boundary but are nevertheless in
sustainable locations and provide the
opportunity for additional housing

More growth should be accommodated
within the excluded villages (e.g.
Welham Green, Welwyn, Brookmans
Park and Cuffley).

Over concentration of growth within
Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield (e.g.
urban extension sites are not
sustainable).

Scale of development should be directly
proportionate to the relative
sustainability of a settlement and its
position in the hierarchy (however, a
significant number of homes will be in
smaller, less sustainable locations –
35% of the total requirement).









The plan is not justified, effective or
consistent with national planning policy.
 Over concentration of growth within the
villages rather than main towns. Villages
(e.g. Cuffley) do not have the capacity
to accommodate this growth.

Main issues

Revisit the settlement
strategy and the evidence
base (specifically the
SHLAA) to review sites
such as an infill site at
Stanborough, which whilst
adjacent existing
development and washed
over by the Green Belt, is
still located in a
sustainable location

Changes sought
Review Green Belt
boundaries
Include more sites in and
around the excluded
villages
Remove washed over
villages from the Green
Belt to increase
brownfield and infill
opportunities (Home
Builders Federation)
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WHBC comment
The majority of growth will take place in the two main towns
(Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield) where there is good
access to jobs services and facilities, with more limited
development taking place in the excluded villages where it
can be supported by the necessary infrastructure; and
through the creation of a new settlement at Symondshyde.
The Plan does not propose removing washed-over villages
from the Green Belt. These are locations with less services
and facilities and are considered to be less sustainable
locations for growth. However, in order to facilitate a limited
amount of development, policy SADM34 sets out the
criteria by which infill development can take place in
villages washed over by the Green Belt. These villages do
not have the necessary infrastructure to support larger
scale development.
When reviewing Green Belt boundaries, NPPF states that
LPAs should … consider the consequences for sustainable
development of channelling development towards urban
areas inside the Green Belt boundary, towards towns and
villages inset within the Green Belt … Stanborough has few
services and facilities. It is neither a town or a village inset
within the Green Belt and the site promoted is not adjacent
an existing urban boundary, which lies to the east beyond
the A1(M). In-setting housing sites within the Green Belt is
not considered to represent an appropriate strategy.
Stanborough also falls within a narrow strategic Green Belt
gap (between towns) and a primary local Green Belt gap
(between towns and villages).
The settlement strategy has also been rigorously tested
against the principles of sustainable development. The
SA/SEA considers that the approach to growth set out in
the proposed submission version would offer a range of
sustainability benefits, especially in terms of promoting the

807, 1067,
1083, 1236,
1721, 1750,
1754, 1913,
1914

DLPPS no

Dispersed strategy runs counter to the
NPPF and the evidence base and the
plan as a whole

No assessment of cumulative impacts of
growth on the villages (Hatfield villages
should be considered as a single entity).

Significant loss of greenspace













Digswell should be included as a large
excluded village rather than a small
village, with more land allocated.
Symondshyde is not a suitable
categorisation (small excluded village).
Site allocations within Welham Green
are not commensurate with its role and
function.

The plan is not positively prepared or
justified because some of the settlements
have been wrongly categorised within the
hierarchy and should be reclassified.

Settlements have been put in the wrong
tiers of the hierarchy

Hierarchical approach runs counter to
good planning – rather should be based
on the relative sustainability of sites



Main issues

Little Health and
Symondshyde should be
moved down the
hierarchy to reflect their
relative size and role
Increase the level of
provision
Sites should be removed
from Green Belt around
Welham Green
Identify Digswell as a
large excluded village
Identify Little Heath as a
small Green Belt village

Changes sought
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The aim of the settlement strategy is to ensure that
development takes place at an appropriate scale within the
most sustainable locations.
Settlements are placed in the hierarchy (in policy SP3)
relative to their role within the borough-wide and subregional context, and their accessibility to jobs, facilities
and services.
Digswell does not have a sufficient level of services to
warrant its identification as a large village.
Little Health has a primary school, does not lie within the
Green Belt and can absorb additional growth. , It is
accessible to shops and services within Potters Bar and the
Great North Road (A1000).
At Symondshyde, the new village will have the necessary
facilities (e.g. education and community provision,
sustainable transport links and a small neighbourhood

No change

WHBC comment
use of sustainable transport, promoting renewal and
regeneration within town centres, avoiding harm to
sensitive landscapes while addressing housing needs and
making best use of available brownfield land.
Alternative approaches to the settlement strategy have also
been considered at various stages (e.g. Issues and Options
and Emerging Core Strategy) from the outset of the plan
process and are summarised in the annex to the SA report.
Section 6 of the SA report outlines a summary of the
potential cumulative impacts of growth options within the
large and small villages, consistent with the requirements
of the SEA Directive. The Local Plan has taken into
account the appraisal findings.

758, 133
968, 1067,
1133,
1141, 1218,
1371

DLPPS no

WHBC should work closely with adjoining
boroughs in the light of advice from DCLG
to plan a proper new freestanding new
settlement of town size in Hertfordshire, and
provide evidence of joint working to discuss
its potential A more imaginative solution
should be found. North Herts are keen to do
so.

The plan is not justified because the
strategy is not considered the most
appropriate when considered against the
alternatives, both during and beyond the
plan period.

Little Health is wrongly categorised as a
small excluded settlement and is more
akin to a small Green Belt village
(relatively few services, GB location
etc).
 Stanborough’s status as a small Green
Belt village does not recognise its
location and ease of accessibility to
shops, services and employment
opportunities within WGC.
Stanborough displays similar
characteristics to other suburbs of the
town.
Inadequate consideration has been
given to alternative strategies (e.g. a
garden city)



Main issues

Need evidence of further
cooperation (Local
Enterprise Partnership).

Changes sought
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Planned urban extensions at Strategic Development Sites
are of a sufficient scale to deliver a relative range of
services and facilities. Without such scale of development,
insufficient opportunities would exist to support
communities with the infrastructure it requires alongside
housing growth.

No site or proposal of sufficient size and scale is available
to deliver a new town within the borough. .
Discussions have taken place with other authorities around
longer term delivery options (HIPP and DtC) however, it is
too early to indicate what the potential outcomes are likely
to be.
North Herts DC includes in its proposed Submission Plan a
policy (SP8) commitment to identify new settlement options
for additional housing supply after 2026. WH will continue
to work with NHDC to explore the potential for a new
settlement which may be able to take account of longer
term unmet housing needs in Welwyn Hatfield.

No change

WHBC comment
centre) and be of a scale to warrant its categorisation as a
‘small excluded village’ within the settlement hierarchy (see
table 2).
Welham Green does not have sufficient school capacity to
support further housing growth.
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1049, 1101,
1936

DLPPS no

Amend Table 2 to
increase total capacity for
Hatfield to 4,036 (Green
Belt to 2,870) and
subsequent changes to
the table

Changes sought

The plan is not positively prepared,
justified or effective because it does not

Insufficient protection is afforded to
rural roads

General comments
Policy SP3 and SADM2
should carry forward the
provisions of policy RA28
of the Welwyn Hatfield
District Plan.

The Council should apply
the standard 10%
2.5% non-implementation allowance is too
allowance for nonsmall
implementation given the
windfall allowance cannot
Round up the figures in table 2 to an
appropriate sum and prefacing these figures be guaranteed.
with “about”

The target for Hatfield should be increased
by 1,100 to include an allocation for Hat2

The plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with
national policy

Impact of Brexit vote should also be
considered.
Table 2 – Distribution of housing growth

The plan needs to adopt a strategic
approach to the planning of development
corridors (e.g. Pioneer, London, Stanstead)
within the Green Belt.

Main issues
Planned urban extensions are too large and
unsustainable.
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Policy SADM2 adequately covers the impact of road traffic
within rural areas. The impact on the road network has
been taken into account in the assessment of the suitability
of sites.
No change.

No change

The numbers reflect assessments carried out in the
evidence base. There is no need to ‘round’ or insert the
word ‘about’ in order to make the plan sound.

The windfall allowance is based on local evidence.

The non-implementation allowance reflects local evidence.
A standard approach is not appropriate.

No change

Hat2 has not been selected for allocation in the Plan.

WHBC comment
The terms of ‘Brexit’ have yet to be negotiated and agreed
and it is premature to know what the various impacts might
be. The latest SNPP already make a significant adjustment
for a net reduction in in-migration and the 2017 SHMA
update takes account of this.
No change

776

1048

Support from Broxbourne Borough Council

The plan is not positively prepared
because the description of the Green Belt
boundaries is misleading in that it could be
taken to refer to the Green Belt boundaries
as existing (e.g. Cuffley)

Existing Green Belt boundaries will not
be maintained in and around the
excluded villages.
Delete the wording in the
settlement hierarchy
table: “...maintenance of
Green Belt boundaries”

Define and consult on
“disproportionate growth”

Policies SP3 and SADM1 should provide
a clearer definition of “disproportionate
growth” in the context of assessing the
suitability of development proposals

1628, 1775

The plan is not justified or consistent
with national policy because it is unclear
how proposals will be deemed to be
disproportionate.

Changes sought

Main issues
adequately address the impact of new
development on rural areas, especially
where there is conflict between different
users. There is a need to restrict or limit
development where it would have an
adverse impact on road traffic or
improvements will adversely affect the
character of the countryside.

DLPPS no

Noted

No change
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Green Belt boundaries can only be altered in exceptional
circumstances (through a review of the Local Plan).

Once established through the Local Plan, the boundaries of
the Green Belt around the excluded villages will be
maintained throughout the plan period (see paragraphs 84
and 85 of the NPPF). Appropriate uses will only be
acceptable in these locations where they maintain the
openness of the Green Belt (see policy SAM32).

It is clear from the criteria in SADM1 that the role and
function of the settlement in the hierarchy should be taken
into account when considering whether growth is
disproportionate. Policy SP9 Place Making and High
Quality Design also requires development proposals to
respond to their character and context and the
Implementation section to that policy sets out further
guidance
No change

WHBC comment

991

The windfall allowance
should be reduced to
34 dwellings per
annum.
None stated.

The Plan is not justified as the windfall allowance is
based upon assumptions.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
its reliance on windfall development rather than other
deliverable and developable sites which have not been
allocated is not the most appropriate strategy.

The Plan’s allowance for windfall is too low

None stated.

The Plan’s allowance for windfall is too high

1938, 2074

Changes sought

Whilst it is accepted that extensions to permitted
development rights will facilitate windfall development,
the Plan is not justified because the windfall allowance
made is not consistent with the 2014 SHLAA Phase 3
windfall report.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

Policy SADM1 Windfall Development and paragraphs 6.10-6.11

Chapter 6 – Settlement Strategy and Green Belt Boundaries
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The windfall allowance is considered to be
robust. Site selection decisions were made
following assessment in the HELAA and
are not linked with the windfall
assessment. No change.

Like most of the evidence underpinning
the Plan, the windfall allowance is a
forecast derived from past trends with
appropriate adjustments. No change.

The 2016 Housing and Employment Land
Availability Assessment (HELAA) looked
again at the amount of windfall likely to be
achieved in the borough (partly because of
permitted development changes) – the
2014 SHLAA Phase 3 is now out of date.
No change.

WHBC comment

1628, 2061,
2063

DLPPS no.
The windfall allowance
needs to be revisited.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified or
effective because the windfall allowance has been
based on very conservative assumptions and ignores
the supply of former education sites e.g. Hazel Grove
and Southfield in Hatfield. The Plan therefore has to rely
on too much Green Belt release.

The intention of this point is to ensure that
development on unallocated sites cannot
be of such a scale that it changes the
character of a settlement, e.g. by enlarging
a small excluded village (per the
settlement hierarchy) such that it
effectively becomes a large excluded
village. Proposals for development on this
scale are likely to be very rare, and it is
considered that a qualitative means of
assessing proportionality is more
appropriate. No change.

‘Disproportionate’
should be defined.

The Plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because there is no definition at point
v) of the policy of what the acceptable proportionate
growth of a settlement would be.
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Point i) only distinguishes between
excluded and Green Belt villages so that
infill proposals in the Green Belt can be
directed to Policy SADM34. This allows
further detail to be given in the most
relevant part of the Plan, and is not
considered to introduce any inconsistency.
No change.

The word ‘excluded’
should be deleted.

A windfall allowance has been made for
educational uses, and of the examples
given one is actually proposed for
allocation (HS13) whilst the other is in the
Green Belt. There have been no changes
in the underlying assumptions forming the
previous windfall allowance since they
were made, and which are considered to
strike an appropriate balance between
realism and robustness. No change.

WHBC comment

The Plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because point i) of the policy does not
comply with the NPPF, which allows for windfall
development in all villages rather than just the larger
villages excluded from the Green Belt.

The wording of the policy itself is not appropriate

Changes sought

Main issues

Continued

DLPPS no.
See above with regards to Green Belt
windfall proposals – these will be
determined under Policy SADM34. All
proposals will be determined taking the
policies of the Plan as a whole in the
round in any case, so the suggested
change is not necessary.

The words ‘subject to
the proposal being
consistent with the
other policies of the
Plan’ should be added.

The policy should be
amended to require
proposals to consider
policies in the
Hertfordshire Minerals
and Waste Local Plans,
with accompanying
additions to para 6.10.

The Plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because the final sentence of the policy
does not set any limitation on the amount of
development that can take place, particularly with
regards to the Green Belt.

The Plan is not effective or consistent with national
policy because no reference has been made for the
need for windfall proposals to not sterilise mineral
resources or allocations in the Waste Local Plan.
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It is considered that any assessment of the
minerals and waste implications of a
proposal can only be carried out effectively
by the County Council as minerals and
waste planning authority. This Council will
ensure that the County Council is
consulted on proposals in accordance with
the requirements set out in the minerals
and waste development plans, but the
wording proposed is considered excessive
for inclusion in a development plan which
does not deal with these matters. No
change.

WHBC comment

Changes sought

Main issues

The Key Diagram is potentially misleading.

2117, 1784,
1050, 1884
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These sites have been identified through
the site selection process and the
allocation of these sites is sound.
No change.

Remove Strategic Sites
SDS 2, SDS 5, and
SDS 6 from the key
diagram.

The proposed strategic sites South-East Welwyn
Garden City, North-West Hatfield and at Symondshyde
SDS2, SDS5 and SDS6 are unsound so should not be
shown on the Key Diagram.

The key diagram is strategic in nature and
cannot show all the housing allocations.
The Policies Maps identified allocations,
including all the proposed housing sites.
(The schedule of changes from the 2005
District Plan Proposals Map to the 2016
Draft Local Plan Policies map identifies
which sites are to be removed from the
Green Belt). No change.

WHBC comment

The key diagram is a strategic level
diagram and indicates the relative location
of site SDS2 (and other SDSs). The Urban
Open Land designation is shown on
Policies Map 3.
No change

The Key Diagram
should be amended to
show all the new
housing sites where
Green Belt releases are
proposed.

Changes sought

Half of the strategic housing site to the south east of
Welwyn Garden City (SDS2) is allocated as an area of
Urban Open Land (UOL); this should be shown on the
Key Diagram.

The Key Diagram should show all the proposed housing
sites, including those requiring the release of green belt
land around the villages.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Key Diagram

Main Issues Soundness Summary
Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission (DLPPS)
Chapters 7-13 (p47-128) – Topic-Specific Policies

Appendix H3
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The plan is not effective because there is not enough
planning of cycling infrastructure to facilitate a modal
shift from cars to bicycles.

The plan does not plan sufficiently for cycling and
walking.

23, 311, 87

1710

Main issue
There is limited detail in the plan or the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan surrounding proposals
for bus priority measures that will support
sustainable travel.

DLPPS no.

Policy SP4 Transport and Travel and paragraphs 7.1 to 7.12

Chapter 7 – Movement

The plan should embrace
a greater shift from driving
towards cycling.

No specific changes
sought. It is noted by the
consultee that the
development of detailed
proposals may be an ongoing process.

Changes sought
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Policy SP4 promotes the use of
sustainable modes of transport and policy
SADM3 sets out how the Council will
seek to ensure that new development
supports sustainable travel. The Council
has identified that strategic development
sites provide a major opportunity to
secure improvements to cycling and
walking infrastructure. Accordingly these
sites will be required to deliver
sustainable transport measures including
the improvement of pedestrian links,
cycle paths, passenger transport and
community transport initiatives. The detail
of these improvements will be set out in

The Council is committed to exploring
proposals which have potential to support
sustainable travel. In particular, the
Council will investigate opportunities to
deliver bus priority measures to
encourage sustainable travel to/from
strategic development sites. Sustainable
travel measures will be identified in
masterplan SPDs, which the plan
requires to be prepared to guide the
development of strategic development
sites. No change

WHBC comment

1601, 2213

DLPPS no.

The plan should have consideration to emerging
proposals about the possible devolution of some
inner suburban rail services from Department for

All new houses and
apartments should be
required to have cycle
storage provision for
every resident and for
visitors.
None stated

Contributions should be
required to fund routes to
link developments to
schools, town centres,
station and other key local
travel destinations.

251

The Council will monitor progress of the
emerging proposals and liaise with

The plan takes a pragmatic approach to
transport and travel seeking to ensure
that the safety of highway users is
preserved, the borough’s highway
network functions well, and alternative
sustainable forms of transport are
promoted and secured. Whilst the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out a
number of planned road improvements,
the plan also makes provision for a range
of sustainable transport measures,
particularly to support sustainable travel
to/from strategic development sites.
Developers will be required to make S106
contributions to sustainable transport
measures to make development schemes
acceptable in planning terms. In addition,
policy SP13 sets out the Council’s
intention to implement CIL which will
provide another funding stream to help
deliver infrastructure to encourage
walking and cycling. No change

The plan should require
that new cycling and
walking infrastructure will
be
provided before properties
can go on sale.

The plan is not effective at promoting sustainable
travel because it focuses on road improvements rather
delivering infrastructure to encourage walking and
cycling.

Developers should be
required to sell 10% of all
properties with a no car
ownership obligation on
the owners.

WHBC comment
masterplan SPDs, which the plan
requires to be prepared to guide the
development of strategic development
sites. No change.

Changes sought

Main issue

2180

The plan is based on poor modelling and flawed
supporting data.

874

Policy SP 4 is not consistent with national policy or
effective because it does not identify the Borough’s
fundamental transport issues and provide a clear
strategy based on cooperation with key stakeholders
for achieving sustainable growth over the plan period.

Policy SP4 fails to identify the Borough’s
fundamental transport issues and provide a clear
strategy based on cooperation with key
stakeholders for achieving sustainable growth
over the plan period.

The plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because it is based on poor modelling
and flawed supporting data.

Main issue
Transport to the Mayor and Transport for London
(TfL).

DLPPS no.

“Consistent with the
vision and objectives of
this Local Plan, the
Council will seek to
support both planned
growth and existing
development with
appropriate transport
infrastructure, with the
emphasis on promoting
the use of sustainable

Policy SP 4 should be
amended as follows:

Changes sought

252

The borough’s key transport issues are
outlined in the supporting text to Policy
SP4 (paras 7.3 and 7.4). No change.

The plan has been informed by detailed
transport modelling. The inputs and
outputs have been agreed with the local
highway authority (Hertfordshire County
Council). The County Council has raised
no objection to the methodology used or
data which has been utilised in the
modelling. No change.

WHBC comment
stakeholders as required if the proposals
develop further. No change.

Main issue

The plan should give greater consideration to long
term strategic and sustainable solutions for the
A1(M), the East Coast Mainline, the A414 and other
key junction hotspots.

DLPPS no.

1224

Changes sought
modes of travel and on
improving safety for all
highway users. The
Council will work together
with the County Council
as the local highway
authority, Highways
England, public transport
operators, developers and
other relevant bodies to
design and fund
improvements to transport
infrastructure where these
are necessary to support
growth or to improve
accessibility to existing
centres, employment
areas and community
facilities. The Council will
promote and seek
opportunities to deliver an
effective integrated public
transport strategy that
serves Central Herts, and
in particular, addresses
the lack of east-west
connectivity across the
County.”
Policy SP4 should be
widened to address long
term strategic and
sustainable solutions for
the A1(M), the East Coast

253

Policy SP4 sets out that the Council will
work in partnership with key stakeholders
to secure improvements to transport
infrastructure where these are necessary
to support growth or to improve
accessibility to existing centres,

WHBC comment

2029

Testing of highways impacts show that some
mitigation measures will not fully address
congestion and delay problems.

2029

Further work is required in order to identify appropriate
mitigation schemes to be undertaken at some strategic

Work is ongoing around highways mitigation at
some strategic locations

The Council has tested the highways impacts of the
Local Plan with mitigation measures. Mitigation
schemes tested provide noticeable congestion relief.
Many schemes were found to work effectively but
some schemes are limited in their scope for wholly
addressing congestion and delay problems e.g. A1(M)
junctions 4 and 6. Due to constraints at some
locations, long-term aspirations need to be driven
towards a modal shift agenda.

Main issue
While the Council’s transport policies are supported,
Policy SP4 should go further to consider long term
strategic and sustainable solutions for the A1(M), the
East Coast Mainline, the A414 and other key junction
hotspots.

DLPPS no.

Changes sought
Mainline, the A414 and
other key junction
hotspots.

254

As set out in the supporting text to Policy
SP4 and in the Draft Infrastructure
Delivery Plan, the Council will continue to

The Council notes the findings of the
transport modelling. It is accepted that full
mitigation cannot be delivered for all
proposed developments and that longterm aspirations need to be driven
towards a modal shift agenda. Policy
SADM 3, in particular, seeks to
encourage development to support
people and businesses in using
sustainable means of transport. As set
out in the supporting text to Policy SP4
and in the Draft Infrastructure Delivery
Plan, the Council will continue to work
with the County Council and Highways
England to secure improvements at key
locations on the A1(M). No change.

WHBC comment
employment areas and community
facilities. The supporting text to Policy
SP4 (paras 7.6) sets out how the Council
will implement this policy. Further detail is
provided in the Draft Infrastructure
Delivery Plan around the major transport
issues that the Council seeks to resolve
and proposed future actions. No change.

1089

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
it does not consider additional congestion from
development proposed in East Hertfordshire District.

255

The Welwyn Hatfield and Stevenage
Hitchin (WHaSH) transport model
includes development at east Welwyn
Garden City but within East Herts in its
assessment of future traffic flows. Growth
within the wider East Herts District is
allowed for through recognised standard
assumptions on traffic growth.
Early runs of the County Council’s
Countywide Transport Model (COMET),

The plan does not consider additional congestion
from development proposed in East Hertfordshire
District.

WHBC comment
work with the County Council and
Highways England to secure
improvements at key locations on the
strategic road network. No change.

The Council has modelled the impacts of
proposed development on the highways
network. This process has been done in
consultation with the local highway
authority (the County Council). A range of
highways improvements has been
identified to help mitigate the impacts of
new development. These are set out in
the Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan. The
Council has committed to continuing to
work with key stakeholders to deliver
appropriate mitigation schemes at some
strategic locations. No change.

The plan will cause additional and unacceptable
congestion on the strategic transport and
movement network including the A1, A414 and
East Coast Mainline railway.

1089, 1170

Changes sought

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy. It will
cause unacceptable impacts on the strategic highway
network and fails to demonstrate how additional
vehicle movements would be mitigated.

Main issue
locations within the local area, including key junctions
on the A1(M).

DLPPS no.

The plan will cause additional congestion on the
A1(M) which will affect people or ambulances who
need urgent access to Accident and Emergency
Services at the Lister Hospital in Stevenage.

1089, 1170

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy. The
plan will cause additional congestion on the A1(M)
which will cause further problems for people or
ambulances who need urgent access to Accident and
Emergency Services at the Lister Hospital.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Changes sought

256

Both the County Council and Highways
England have been consulted regarding
the proposals contained in the plan.
Neither organisation has indicated that
the proposals will compromise the safety
or operation of the A1(M) to an
unacceptable degree. The plan contains
a commitment that the Council will
continue working with the County Council
and Highways England to secure
improvements to traffic flow and capacity
at key locations on the A1(M). A
programmed improvement to the A1(M)
between Junctions 6 (Welwyn) and 8
(Stevenage North) in the form of a ‘smart
motorway’ is designed to alleviate
congestion on this busy stretch. No
change.

WHBC comment
which contains figures for growth in East
Herts, have not indicated any additional
significant problems of congestion for
Welwyn Hatfield, over and above those
identified by WHaSH which can be
mitigated against No change.

2029

The plan will further exacerbate traffic between the
areas west of the A1(M) and Welwyn Garden City

501, 728

Development of proposed sites in central and
southern Welwyn Garden City are large scale and
would have a significant impact on the highway
network.

The plan is not effective because the development it
proposes west of the A1 will further exacerbate traffic
congestion between the area west of the A1 and
Welwyn Garden City.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

WHBC comment

257

The Council has modelled the highways
impacts of development proposed in the
plan. Where required, a range of
mitigation measures have been
proposed. These are set out in the Draft
Infrastructure Delivery Plan. As and when
planning applications are submitted which
would generate a significant amount of

The Council has modelled the highways
impacts of development proposed in the
plan. Where required, a range of
mitigation measures have been
proposed. These are set out in the Draft
Infrastructure Delivery Plan. To support
the delivery of strategic development
sites at North West Hatfield (Hat1) and
Plan positively for
Symondshyde (Hat15) the plan requires
improvements to Marford
Masterplan SPDs to be prepared. The
Road (B653) and Coopers
Masterplans will consider highways
Green Lane.
mitigation in detail as well as set out a
range of measures to encourage use of
Provide bus services
sustainable modes of transport. No
along Coopers Green
change.
Lane and provide a
segregated cycle route
along the whole length of
Coopers Green lane to
encourage sustainable
transport.

Reduction in the amount
of development planned
to the west of the A1(M)
by removing
Symondshyde allocation
(Hat15).

Changes sought

The plan seeks to deliver measures to
support sustainable modes of transport.
Policy SADM3 sets out how development
will be expected to help facilitate this To
support the delivery of strategic
development sites the plan requires
Masterplan SPDs to be prepared. The
Masterplans will be required to address in
detail which measures will be employed
to encourage use of sustainable modes
of transport. No change.

The delivery of measures to support sustainable
travel will be key to ensuring that a number of the
Local Plan development proposals can be
considered sustainable.

2029

258

The Council has modelled the highways
impacts of development in the plan.
Where required, a range of mitigation
measures have been proposed. These
are set out in the Draft Infrastructure
Delivery Plan. To support the delivery of
strategic development sites at North West
Hatfield (Hat1) and Symondshyde
(Hat15) the plan requires Masterplan
SPDs to be prepared. The Masterplans
will consider highways mitigation in detail
as well as set out a range of measures to
encourage use of sustainable modes of
transport. No change.

Proposals at North West Hatfield (Hat 1) and
Symondshyde (Hat15) will significantly increase
pressure on the local road network. These sites
are isolated from rail services at Hatfield Station.

WHBC comment
traffic, in line with Policy SADM2
applicants will be required to submit
either a Transport Assessment or
Transport Statement demonstrating that
the proposal will not result in
unacceptable impacts on the transport
network. No change.

2029

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

The delivery of necessary road improvements
cannot be guaranteed.

781

The plan is not justified or effective because delivery
of necessary road improvements cannot be
guaranteed. The Borough Council is not the highways
authority and is reliant on the County Council to
finance and deliver highways schemes.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Reference should be
made in the Local Plan to
the County Council's
Transport Vision for 2050,
which will lead to LTP4,
the review and update to
the Local Transport Plan
for Hertfordshire.

Policies should be
inserted into the Local
Plan setting out the
highways improvements
that will be delivered and
when, especially projects
which are in the County
Council's spending
programmes.

Changes sought

259

Para 7.2 of the plan references the Local
Transport Plan. Further detail is included
in the Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan
which will be updated as required to
reflect the latest infrastructure position
including the review and updating of the
Local Transport Plan for Hertfordshire.
No change.

It is noted that the delivery of road
improvements is not the responsibility of
the Borough Council. The Council will
however work with partners to seek to
ensure that necessary road
improvements are funded and delivered.
Developments will be expected to
contribute through Section 106 planning
agreements towards highways mitigation
measures where appropriate and it is the
intention of the Council to implement the
Community Infrastructure Levy which will
provide a further stream of funding to
help deliver strategic road improvements
which are unlikely to be funded through
Section 106 alone. No change.

WHBC comment

The plan does not sufficiently address the impacts
of proposed development on the local highway
network in the North Mymms area.

781

The plan is not justified or effective because it does
not contain proposals to adequately mitigate
increasing pressure on highways and public transport
networks in the North Mymms area, particularly the
A1000.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policies should be
inserted into the Local
Plan setting out the
highways improvements
that will be delivered and
when, especially projects
which are in the County
Council's spending
programmes.

Changes sought

260

In order to assess the impact of growth in
the south of the Borough the Council has
worked with the County Council to assess
likely trip generation and distribution. The
County Council has also had regard to its
Countywide Transport Model (COMET).
A range of mitigation measures have
been identified in principle which in the
view of the local highway authority would
adequately mitigate the additional traffic
impact of the proposed new
developments. These mitigation
measures would be worked up in more
detail at the time of consideration of
future planning applications and their
implementation would be a prerequisite
for development to take place.
No change.

WHBC comment

183, 1248

DLPPS no.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified or
effective because it does not restrict new development
and the expansion of existing development which would
have an adverse impact on rural traffic and would
require road improvements which would substantially
alter the character of the rural roads. Policy RA28 in
the Welwyn Hatfield District Plan 2005 is being
replaced by Policies SP3 and SADM2, neither of
which afford any protection to rural roads.

Main issue
The plan does not restrict new development and the
expansion of existing development which would
have an adverse impact on rural roads.

(ii)The increased traffic
would have an adverse
effect on the local
environment, either to
the rural character of
the road or the
residential properties
along it.

(i)The road is poor in
terms of width,
alignment or structural
conditions; or

The Council, in
association with the
County Council, will not
permit developments
which are expected to
increase or to change
the type of traffic on
local rural roads where:

New Development
using Rural Roads

Changes sought
Amend Policy SADM 2
to include the following:

Policy SADM2 Highway Network and Safety and paragraphs 7.13 to 7.14

Chapter 7 – Movement

261

The Council’s Housing and Economic
Land Availability Assessment (HELAA)
assessed potential highways impacts of all
of the allocations which were promoted for
inclusion in the Local Plan. Where
highways impacts were unacceptable and
could not be mitigated development
proposals have not been taken forward in
the plan. The HELAA was prepared in
liason with the local highway authority
(Hertfordshire County Council) and all of
the housing and employment allocations
included in the plan have been included on
the basis that the highway authority are
confident that they can be delivered
without unacceptable highways impacts.
Where necessary mitigation measures
have been identified these are included
within either the allocating policy or the
table of site-specific considerations which
follows it. No change.

Policy SADM2 requires that development
proposals would have no unacceptable
impact on the local highway network,
which includes rural roads, and that there
would be no negative impact on highway
safety. Further it requires that
development proposals are served by safe
and suitable means of access.

WHBC comment

The plans proposes development which is
inconsistent with Policy SADM2.

818, 904

The plan is not justified or effective because it proposes
a new village at Symondshyde (Hat15) which does not
comply with Policy SADM2 Highway Network and
Safety.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Remove Hat15
allocation from the
Plan.

Changes sought

262

The potential highways impacts of a new
village at Symondshyde have been
assessed in consultation with the local
highway authority (Hertfordshire County
Council). Subject to the developer
satisfying the provisions set out within
Policy SP24 it is considered that
development at Symondshyde can be
delivered without any unacceptable
highways impacts and will therefore
comply with policy SADM2. Highways
matters will be addressed in further detail
through the preparation of a masterplan
SPD which will guide the development of
Symondshyde.
No change.

WHBC comment

1106

Policy SADM3 contains insufficient detail about the
measures which should be delivered in
development proposals to meet the objectives of
the policy.

317

The plan is not effective because there is no evidence
that travel plans encourage sustainable travel.

Travel plans are not an effective measure to
promote sustainable travel

The principle of Policy SADM3 is commendable but it
does not provide sufficient detail about the measures
that developers should deliver to satisfy the policy.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SADM3 Sustainable Travel for All and paragraph 7.15

Chapter 7 – Movement

None stated

Examples should be
included in Policy
SADM 3 about what
should be funded by
developers.

Changes sought

263

Travel plans are considered by the local
highway authority (Hertfordshire County
Council) to provide benefits for
businesses, staff, developers, residents,
schools, local communities and the
environment. These are set out in Table
2.1 of Hertfordshire’s Travel Plan
Guidance for Business and Residential
Development. No change.

Policy SADM3 sets out a range of
sustainable measures for which
development proposals should make
provision where appropriate. The
particular measures will be dependent
upon the specifics of the proposal and on
local circumstances. For strategic
development sites, issues relating to
sustainable travel will be addressed in
detail through the preparation of
masterplans. No change.

WHBC comment

The retail hierarchy
should include The
Galleria as a town
centre.

It should state that the
town centre provides
‘limited’ comparison
retail and only ‘some’
leisure facilities.
This statement should
be deleted from para
8.23.

This paragraph should
state that further leisure
provision at the Galleria
would be welcomed.

The plan is not justified because the retail hierarchy
overstates the role of Hatfield Town Centre. Its
comparison and leisure offer is limited in relation to the
Galleria.

The Plan is not justified because it states incorrectly
that The Galleria attracts visitors who might otherwise
have visited Hatfield Town Centre. The opposite is true,
as a 2012 survey showed that 71% of Galleria shoppers
visited the town centre at some point during the year.

The Plan is not justified because it merely notes the
existence of a substantial leisure offer at The Galleria,
and does not provide any further guidance on
acceptable development there despite Welwyn Hatfield
lacking various leisure uses.

The importance of The Galleria in Hatfield is ignored

1068, 1069,
1071, 1073,
1074

Changes sought

The Plan is not justified because no reference is made
to the Galleria’s effective function as Hatfield’s town
centre.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policies SP5, SADM4 and SADM5 and paragraphs 8.1 to 8.24

Chapter 8 – Centres, Services and Facilities

264

Policy SADM7 is already supportive of the
provision of new leisure facilities. Without
any specific scheme having been formally
promoted for consideration in the Local
Plan, there is no basis on which the Plan
could make a supportive reference to
provision at The Galleria. No change.

This does not make the statement
incorrect – a year is a long timeframe. Our
evidence (2016 Retail and Town Centre
Needs Assessment para 5.115) concludes
that there are few linked trips between the
Galleria and Town Centre. No change.

Policy SP20 sets out a well-established
and well-supported strategy to regenerate
Hatfield Town Centre. The suggested
change would run counter to this strategy.
No change.

The Galleria does not provide the ‘diverse
retail offer’ required of town centres in
para 23 of the NPPF, and para 8.2 of the
Plan’s description of The Galleria is
considered accurate. It was also
concluded in the 2016 Retail and Town
Centre Needs Assessment (RTCNA) that
the Galleria should not be in the retail
hierarchy. No change.

WHBC comment

759, 1183

None stated.

The Plan is not justified or effective because it says
nothing about the large number of charity shops in
Welwyn Garden City Town Centre, which make it
difficult to attract new tenants.

The plan needs to
specify who will decide
what types of shop the
proposed new
floorspace will
comprise.
Reference should be
made.

The Plan is not positively prepared because it makes
no reference to the role of Town Teams.

The Plan is not justified or effective because there is
no reference to the proposals of the Welwyn Garden
City Town Centre Partnership, which is seeking to
achieve Business Improvement District (BID) status.

Plan should make reference to partnership working

None stated.

Retail need has been overestimated

1183, 2005

Changes sought

The Plan is not justified or effective because the
calculated retail need for the borough fails to reflect
changes in consumer behaviour with online retail.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

265

Para 14.20 in the Welwyn Garden City
chapter recognises that the Council will
work with the Town Centre Partnership.
Now that the BID has been approved, a
minor modification will be made to para
14.20 to reflect this.

The planning system is unable to influence
the types of shops to be developed, and
can only control broader use classes. With
regard to Town Teams, Hatfield does have
one in place and Welwyn Garden City now
has a Business Improvement District. No
change.

The planning system is unable to have
much influence on charity shops, which fall
into Use Class A1 in the same way as any
other shop. No change.

Paras 3.13 and 3.36 of the RTCNA
consider this, and note that switches to
‘multi-channel’ retail models could actually
mean retailers’ websites driving demand to
shops. However, it also acknowledges that
retail capacity assumptions further into the
future will become less accurate. This is
reflected in the How much Growth chapter
of the Plan where it is stated that evidence
on retail capacity will be kept under review
during the plan period. No change.

WHBC comment

Article Four Directions
should be implemented
as soon as possible.

SADM 6 should be
reworded to say that no
advertising is permitted
within Welwyn Garden
City on hoardings,
buildings, roundabouts,
windows above
shopfronts with the
exception of Campus
West.

The plan is not effective because the SADM6 policy
wording is unclear in regard to advertisements in
Welwyn Garden City Town Centre.

Advertising control in Welwyn Garden City

1185

Changes sought

The plan is not effective because the Council’s
guidance note ‘The Welwyn Garden City Guide to
Shopfront and Advertising Design’ is not reinforced by
Article Four Directions.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

Policy SADM 6 Shopfronts, Advertisements and Signage and paragraph 8.25

Chapter 8 – Centres, Services and Facilities

266

SADM6 applies boroughwide but highlights the
need for further consideration of design principles
within WGC and refers to the Welwyn Garden
City guide to shopfront and advertising design
which will be a material consideration in the
determination of any planning application or
advertisement consent. No change.

Advertisements are controlled under the Town
and Country Planning (Control of Advertisements)
(England) Regulations 2007. An Article 4
Direction, under the Town and Country Planning
(General Permitted Development) Order 1995,
cannot be applied to advertisements or signage.
No change.

WHBC comment

Standards for the provision of community
services and facilities are mostly contained
in the Council's evidence base.
Minor modification to para 8.28 to
include a commitment to an early review of
the evidence base for sport and other
community facilities following adoption of
the Plan.

A commitment in the
plan to an early review
of the evidence base
for sport (and other
community facilities if
applicable) following
adoption of the plan.
Addition of a Policy to
restore an airstrip and
associated facilities.

None

The evidence base needs to be kept up to date in order
for the Plan to be sound.

Loss of air sports facilities.
The plan is unsound due to the loss of the air sports
facility at Panshanger, which is contrary to Policy SP6
and NPPF paragraphs 28, 74 and 70.

Policy SADM7 is justified by the evidence base.
Development management policy (SADM7) is
welcomed as it takes a positive and appropriate
approach to community facilities particularly sport
and recreational facilities. The policy is considered to
be justified by the Council’s evidence base.

513

615

Noted.
No change.

267

The airfield is privately owned and as
such, the LPA cannot ensure that a
working airstrip is provided. However,
Policy SP18 states that the Masterplan will
allow the opportunity for a realigned grass
runway on land to the north of the Green
Belt boundary.
No change.

Noted.

Robustness of the evidence base
The policy is considered to be justified by the Council’s
evidence base relating to sport.

WHBC comment

88, 611,
612,

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Community Services and Facilities - SP6, SADM7, SADM8 and paragraphs 8.26 to 8.38

Chapter 8 – Centres, Services and Facilities

Remove CEM01 from
the Local Plan. Consult
with residents to
establish if there is a
need and in which
areas of the Borough.
Include this in the first
review of the Local
Plan.

Cemetery should not be extended.
Land should not be allocated to extend the
cemetery due to environmental impacts, namely
potential impact on Water End SSSI, ground water
contamination, impact on adjacent wildlife site and on
biodiversity on site.

1356

The Local Plan cannot include a policy to
train more doctors. East and North Herts
Clinical Commissioning Group’s strategic
vision will need to consider the demand for
and supply of healthcare infrastructure,
and will plan services accordingly.
No change

General comments
Existing medical facilities are inadequate. Welwyn
Garden City requires a fully functional hospital to meet
the health needs of the growing population.

365

268

Noted.
No change

Cemetery should be extended.
Supportive of the allocation of land for a cemetery
extension, adjacent to housing site HS11

The site has been assessed in the
Sustainability Appraisal (page 82 Annex 1,
Policy SADM 8) and in the Habitats
Regulations Assessment Report (SADM 8)
and no likely significant adverse effects
have been identified.
The Emerging Core Strategy 2012
indicated that additional burial space
would be required and an updated position
was set out in the Local Plan Consultation
2015. A study considered how much land
would be required for burial space
together with site options within or just
outside the borough. Site CEM01 emerged
as one of the top two sites against
specified criteria and, subsequent to the
2015 Local Plan Consultation, as the
preferred site. No change.

WHBC comment

2126

No justification for the need to provide further
cemetery space has been provided in the Evidence
Base.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Revise Policy SP7:
Proposals for 11 … will
reflect the council’s latest
evidence of housing
need and market
demand and contribute
towards meeting the
varied needs and
aspirations of different
households ….

The policy is well based but would
benefit from a minor amendment to
reflect up to date evidence base.

1957

Policy should acknowledge
household aspirations to reflect the
government’s intentions to encourage
more opportunities for home
ownership.

Apportion table 4, within
paragraph 9.17, into no.
of bedroom categories to
correlate with Table 5 for
Affordable Housing.

Proposal to promote varied yet
cohesive and sustainable
communities to meet local needs via
a range of tenure, size and type
options is welcomed.
Table 4 is indicative but ambiguous.

1847, 1971,
1972

None

Changes sought

Support the intention to ensure that
sustainable developments are
created of mixed and balanced
communities

Housing Mix

Main issue

2170

DLPPS no.

269

The Plan has been informed by the Council’s evidence
base which will continue to be reviewed and updated
throughout the plan period. The Policy already mentions
need and market demand, which will address the varying
government initiatives and changes to guidance and policy
that may arise over the plan period.
No change

Table 5 reflects the total need for affordable housing by
number of bedrooms. It is derived from a different set of
data to table 4, which is an indication of the likely
requirement for all housing. The tables will not correlate.
The SHMA will be updated to consider the latest SNHPs
and as para 9.17 states, the tables are likely to be
reviewed over time and are not intended to be prescriptive.
No change

Noted

WHBC comment

Policy SP7 Type and Mix of Housing and paragraphs 9.1 to 9.27, including Tables 4-6

Chapter 9 – Housing

74, 1277

388

DLPPS no.
2170

A target 20% as affordable (80%) of
market rents and half of that to be
social housing is inadequate.
How will the Council ensure the
affordable and social housing is built

Assessed needs for affordable
housing will not be fully met

The plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent
with national policy because the
housing mix should be dealt with on a
site by site basis, to maintain
flexibility

Development viability has not been
considered

The policy wording suggests
developers must follow an identikit
approach across the whole Borough

Main issue
The plan is not justified, effective or
consistent with national policy
because

The policy should be
amended to provide for
flexibility and for
development viability to
be a key consideration.

Changes sought
Change the wording to
Housing Mix to the
following:
“Proposals for 11 or
more new dwellings
should demonstrate how
the mix of tenure, type
and size of housing
proposed on sites has
had regard to will reflect
the council’s latest
evidence of housing
need…….”
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The Council estimates that affordable homes will account
for 20% of all homes delivered in the borough. This takes
account of viability evidence which informs on-site delivery
targets of between 25% and 35% depending upon
locations (where viability is weaker/stronger). The tenure
need is assessed in the SHMA and will be negotiated on a
site by site basis in light of the overall evidence. Policy SP7
will ensure delivery in light of other material considerations.

Viability is already a policy consideration and no further
clarification is considered necessary to make the Plan
sound. No change

Policy SP7 already states “Subject to viability, affordable
housing will be sought … residential or residential led
mixed use schemes).”

Para 9.17 states that tables 4 and 5 are likely to be
reviewed over time and are not intended to be prescriptive.

Para 9.17 states that tables 4 and 5 are likely to be
reviewed over time and are not intended to be prescriptive.
Acknowledged that to ‘reflect’ implies to mirror, and that ‘to
have regard to’ more accurately reflects the intention.
Minor modification to the second paragraph of Policy SP7
so that proposals ‘have regard’ to the latest evidence of
housing need, rather than ‘will reflect’.

WHBC comment

783, 1404,
1847

783, 1847

DLPPS no.

The plan is not justified, effective or
consistent with national policy
because there is too much reliance
on section 106, on which the
percentage of affordable housing is

35% affordable housing in
excluded villages is acceptable
and is supported
Deliverability of affordable housing

Insert new paragraph
after 9.4 on Housing for
Younger Age Groups.
This would make
reference to the need to
target these groups
which find it hardest to

None

The proposed wording in
paragraph 9.19 in terms
of an estimated delivery
percentage should be
revisited as it
fundamentally conflicts
with the objectively
assessed need.

Strong efforts should be made to
enhance the delivery of affordable
housing including an increase in total
housing numbers.

Affordable Housing (on-site
delivery rates)

Changes sought
Amend the policy to
clarify that substantial
positive weight will be
given to proposals which
can deliver in excess of
the affordable targets.

Main issue
The plan is not positively prepared
or effective because the Council’s
20% affordable housing delivery
estimate against the housing target
compares very poorly with the OAN
for affordable housing.
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S106 agreements are a key planning delivery tool for
affordable housing provision. The varying on-site targets
reflects viability testing. Any proposed variation to these
targets will need to be robustly demonstrated at planning
application stage.
The SHMA does consider the need to make an upward
adjustment for the formation of younger households.

Noted

No change

The on-site delivery targets would not in themselves
prevent a scheme on an allocated or windfall site that
proposes higher affordable housing delivery rates provided
the housing mix meets the overall policy objective of
delivering sustainable, inclusive and mixed communities.

The 20% overall delivery estimate takes account of the
variable on-site delivery rates across the borough (25% to
35%), which are linked to viability, and the fact that some
sites are too small to contribute towards affordable housing
provision.

WHBC comment
The OAN as assessed in the SHMA, takes into account the
need for affordable housing. Case law has clarified (EWHC
2464 Admin – Kings Lynn BC) that neither the NPPF nor
NPPG suggest affordable housing needs have to be met in
full when determining the OAN.

2095

DLPPS no.

Over the plan period, responding to
external and internal influences will
impact on housing need and delivery
over the short and longer term. The
Plan should reflect

Paragraph 9.19 is not firm enough in
requiring that affordable housing
delivery targets are met.

No mention of Stater Homes, which
will not be affordable by lower income
buyers

Younger age groups, will be the overwhelming group of newly forming
households, but have been hardest
hit by worsening economic
conditions. Hasn’t been considered in
the SHMA.

Main issue
often reduced by developers on the
grounds of viability.

Para. 9.4 (Last
sentence): Account will
be taken of market
conditions and the
impact and growth of
the councils own
affordable housing
programme, which are
likely to vary over the
plan period. , and t The

Changes sought
enter the housing
market.
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A minor modification is proposed below to paragraph 9.18.
It is not considered necessary to make a similar minor
modification to paragraph 9.4 as well.

Minor modification to paragraph 9.3 to mention the types
of groups this may include (e.g. young households, families
with children, older person households).
Minor modification to paragraph 9.17 to mention young
(and other types of households)

WHBC comment
Paragraph 9.3 of the Plan states that a mix of housing will
be required to reflect demographic trends and the needs of
different groups in the community.
Over the plan period, it is likely that new initiatives will
emerge. The Housing White Paper clarifies that starter
homes, which are aimed at younger households, should be
delivered as part of a mixed package of affordable homes.
It will be for local areas to work with developers to agree an
appropriate level of delivery of starter homes, alongside
other affordable home ownership and rented tenures. The
government intends to update the NPPF but this has not
yet been actioned. The SHMA considers the affordability of
Starter Homes relative to household incomes.
Para 9.19 explains how the policy will be implemented: No
change

DLPPS no.

Main issue

Minor modification to paragraph 9.18 so that the
Council’s affordable housing programme may be taken into
account when agreeing the mix to be provided on other
allocated or windfall sites. (e.g. where the Council’s own
development programme is shown to be delivering certain
tenures, size or types of dwelling, then this will be taken
into account to ensure a balanced approach to provision in
light of the overall need).

Minor modification made to Paragraph 9.18 (see above),
which takes into account the Council’s own affordable
housing programme.

Para 9.18: (Last
sentence): Proposals
should … latest evidence
of need and information
available in relation to
the council own
affordable housing
programme and include
a mix of dwelling sizes;
not just one size of
affordable dwelling
Para. 9.19 (Second
sentence): The Council
estimates … around 20%
of all new homes …,
although the precise
level of delivery may be
subject to external and
internal influences (that
include the Council’s
own Affordable
housing programme)
and viability.
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WHBC comment

Changes sought
precise mix, tenure and
type of housing
proposed on sites to
be delivered on sites
may vary through
negotiation and the
evidence supporting
such variations.

1957,1939

DLPPS no.

Changes sought
Specify the tenure mix
within the policy
As an alternative to a
commuted sum it would
be worthwhile indicating
that rent to buy housing
could be used as an onsite affordable housing
tenure as it does not
require up-front capital
expenditure by housing
associations.

Main issue
Omission of reference to
affordable housing tenures

The plan is not positively prepared
or effective because there is no
specific recognition of the different
affordable housing tenures including
Rent to Buy.
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WHBC comment
Policy SP7 does not seek to specify the tenure of
affordable housing. Sites of 11 or more new dwellings are
to provide a mix of tenures. At planning application stage,
account will be taken of the evidence of need, supply, and
delivery of the Council’s affordable housing programme,
any changes in national policy and any viability issues, all
of which may impact on the precise mix. It is not
considered appropriate to specify a tenure mix in a Policy
which may change over time.
Paragraph 9.4 states that there will be a need for a range
of tenures, including intermediate housing options such as
shared ownership. At the present time, the NPPF does not
include Rent to Buy within its definition of Affordable
Housing. The Housing White Paper ‘Fixing our broken
housing market’ includes at Box 4, a proposed definition of
affordable housing. Included, as part of the Intermediate
definition is Rent to Buy. This is however a proposal; the
NPPF has not yet been amended and not all government
proposals are carried forward. In light of the fact that the
Plan already allows for a mix of tenures including
intermediate housing options, it is not considered that a
change is required to make the plan sound. In the event
that the proposed definition in the White Paper is carried
forward into the NPPF, it would be captured (based on the
White Paper) within the definition of Intermediate housing.
In such circumstances, it may then form part of an
intermediate mix on-site; it will not be an alternative to a
commuted sum (which is only to be considered where
robustly justified as an alternative to on-site provision).
No change

1939, 1401,
1973

1847, 2050,
2170

DLPPS no.

Para 1.9 of the WH Combined Policy Viability Study
Update 2016 acknowledges that SP7 is not prescriptive as
to the tenure mix of schemes to allow the Council to be
able to consider delivery on a case by case basis.
Maintaining this approach will lighten the ‘scale of
obligations and policy burdens’ (Para 174 of the NPPF) to
ensure that sites are able to be developed viably.
The viability study does indicate that wholly housing
developments and schemes incorporating houses are more
viable when compared to fully flatted schemes. In general,
developments including flats demonstrate challenging
viability, more so for densely developed flatted schemes
than less dense flatted schemes.
The sensitivity testing of affordable housing tenures
identified that viability can be seen to improve where rented
affordable units are sought as Affordable Rent. However, it
was noted that many of the schemes tested can viably
support 50% of the affordable housing requirement as

It is recommended not to
pursue this policy
requirement especially in
the more challenging
areas of the borough
such as Welwyn and
Hatfield.
Consider a reduction of
this percentage and
adding a proposed level
for affordable rent as well

Viability of affordable housing and
flatted schemes
The plan is not justified because it is
clear that schemes including
apartments and social rented
affordable housing will struggle with
viability.

It is questionable how target rates of
25% and 30% affordable housing in
Hatfield and Welwyn Garden City are
sustainable.
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Noted. No change

None stated

Proposal for more than 50% of the
affordable provision to be for social
rent (notwithstanding the
acknowledged affordability issues)

Noted. No change

None stated.

The provision of affordable housing
(and well-considered, high quality
community facilities) is supported
The specific reference to the
importance of viability in the context
of affordable housing is supported

Noted. No change

WHBC comment

None stated.

Changes sought

SP7 is supported as it clearly sets
out the Council’s position on
affordable housing and its objective to
deliver affordable housing over the
plan period

Main issue
General support for policy
approach

NPPF states small numbers of market homes may be
allowed at the local authority’s discretion, e.g. where
essential to enable the delivery of affordable units without
grant funding. If necessary, this can be demonstrated at
planning application stage. The Local plan does not need
to replicate the NPPF. The NPPF defines RES as ‘small
sites’ but does not define ‘small’. It for Local Plans to
interpret this at a local level. In the case of WH, sites of 5
plus are allocated in the plan for the boroughs towns and
excluded settlements. The Plan supports RES but these
will be in Green Belt locations where there is a general
presumption against inappropriate development and
generally at less sustainable locations, where there is likely
to be a greater reliance on the car and where there are
fewer services and facilities. It is considered entirely
appropriate to define ‘small’ as up to 4 dwellings. No
change

Allow for small scale
developments that
directly address
evidenced local housing
needs, with cross
subsidy where viability
requires this.
Remove the numerical
reference.

Rural Exception Sites
Rural exception sites should not
be limited by size
The plan is not consistent with
national policy because rural
exception sites are restricted by size
and numerical limit.

1957

276

WHBC comment
social rented units. It was considered that there was merit
in the Council’s approach of being able to consider the
tenure of affordable housing delivered on sites on a case
by case basis.
In most cases the Study shows that schemes can
accommodate the Council’s affordable housing targets at a
level between 25% and 35% (without grant). The on-site
targets are the starting point for decision making, where
applications will be determined on a site by site basis in
light of scheme viability and all other material
considerations. No change

Changes sought

Main issue
appears at odds with 9.1, 9.3 and
9.17

DLPPS no.

Rural Exceptions Sites
should be amended to
state that it is only
applicable to sites in
Flood Zone 1.

Rural Exception sites and flood
risk
The plan is not consistent with
national policy because Rural
Exceptions Sites should only apply to
areas with the lowest probability of
flooding.

Housing provision for older people

127

457, 494

Paragraph two of Policy SP7 states that proposals for 11 or
more dwellings should demonstrate how the mix of housing
will contribute towards meeting the varied needs of
different households including older people. This will apply
in the excluded villages.
Minor modification to paragraph 9.3 to mention the types
of groups this may include (e.g. young households, families
with children, older person households).
Minor modification to paragraph 9.17 to mention older
person households

The requirement for delivery at
Strategic Development sites is
supported but wherever possible,
excluded villages should also
demonstrate how the proposed
housing mix will help meet the needs
of older people.
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The Plan recognises and positively requires the provision
of housing suitable for older people. This is intended to
improve the number of homes in the borough specifically
designed for older people. No change

The NPPF makes no connection between rural exception
sites and flood risk. Policy SADM 14 ‘Flood Risk and
Surface Water Management’ would apply in any event.
No change

WHBC comment

The plan is not justified because
there have been too many bungalows
allowed to be converted into houses
reducing the housing figures for older
people.
Amend SP7 and/or the
supporting text to refer to
proposals at the
excluded villages
contributing towards
meeting the housing
needs of older people.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

662

1939

DLPPS no.

20% of new housing to category M4
(2) on sites with 5 or more dwellings
appears to be insufficient

The plan is not effective because
space and accessibility have not
been adequately addressed.

Quality and level of accessibility
proposed for future housing.

Note that at least 20 [%] of new
dwellings on schemes of 5+ are built
to Part M (2). The Council may
require some Part M4 (3) but hasn't
specified how many.

Main issue
Accessible and adaptable homes

Reference should be
made to Habinteg and
TPCA. Refer to the
Papworth and Habinteg
research indicating the
lack accessible housing
currently available.

Require 90% to category
M4 (2). Require 10% to
category M4 (3).

Include reference to
national space
standards.

The Council should
clarify how many homes
it will require as Part M4
(3) homes

Changes sought

278

The Policy will make a positive contribution towards
creating a stock of housing which is accessible and
adaptable for future occupants and the justification for any
increase in the level required will be consider in future plan
reviews. No change

Policy SADM 11 ‘Amenity and Layout’ (ii) requires
dwellings to meet the Nationally Described Space
Standards.
The policy approach reflects the level of evidence set out in
para 9.9 of the Plan. It is not considered that the evidence
currently exists to demonstrate that the significantly higher
levels of M4 (2) and M4 (3) suggested in this
representation would be justified in this Plan.
In addition, evidence around viability alongside all other
policy requirements must also be taken into account.

WHBC comment
Para 9.24 of the Plan explains that NPPG indicates that a
policy requirement should only be applied to M4 (3)
‘wheelchair user housing’ where the local authority is
responsible for allocating or nominating a person to live in
that dwelling. As the needs for M4 (3) housing will vary
over time, and being dependent upon needs register
information, there is no specific policy requirement.
Instead, where dwellings are proposed through discussion
with the Council on schemes involving affordable housing
delivery, to also meet M4 (3) standards, the policy
requirement of 20% of dwellings to be built to M4(2)
standards will varied (downwards) so that a scheme is not
over burdened by the scale of policy obligations to ensure
that sites are able to be developed viably.
No change

50, 51

2040

DLPPS no.
1974

Difficult to accept so few families
were willing to take part in the latest
assessment.

The plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent
with national policy.

Gypsy and Traveller provision is
underestimated

It is unclear whether the provision
accounts for differing needs of ethnic
groups who no longer meet the
government definition.

Support the target for gypsy and
traveller pitches but it is unclear
whether this is based on the new
definition introduced by the
government in 2015 or on data which
pre-dates this.

Main issue
Provision for Accessible and
Adaptable Dwellings is supported.
Pitch provision for Gypsies and
Travellers

The figure of 61 pitches
should be expressed as
a minimum figure until a
fully and robust study is
done based on face to
face interviews with all
the families residing in
the district.
Need to make more
provision to address
immediate need and
backlog that was never

None stated.

Changes sought
None stated.
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Sites were visited during the fieldwork and repeated
attempts were made to seek the engagement of residents.
The new national PPTS definition was cited by the
community as a reason why they did not wish to take part
(as well as lack of site provision).

The evidence base was reviewed in 2016 to take account
of the new definition in the national PPTS.
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=5212&p=0
The analysis undertaken in 2016 takes a pragmatic
approach to the new definition; consistent with other parts
of the PPTS e.g. providing a settled base that reduces both
the need for long-distance travelling and possible
environmental damage caused by unauthorised
encampments. PPTS also states that plans should ensure
that policies ensure that children can attend school
regularly. In addition, PPTS states that plans should "...set
pitch targets for gypsies and travellers as defined in Annex
1 which address the likely permanent and transit site
accommodation needs of travellers in their area ...". Para.
9.25 of the Plan recognises that the latest needs
assessment will need to be reviewed during the plan period
but the target means that the Council can plan positively
now for additional pitch provision. No change
Paragraph 9.25 of the Plan recognises that the latest
needs assessment will need to be reviewed during the plan
period but in order to plan positively now for the needs of
Gypsies and Travellers, the plan has allocated a number of
sites to meet the identified need.

WHBC comment
Noted. No change

DLPPS no.

No mention of the family seeking
consent at the ‘Worm Farm’ site.

Appears to be no allowance for inmigration.

How was the figure of 10 reached for
the waiting list?

Does not appear to be an allowance
for household formation

Main issue
It is not clear how the allowance of 22
pitches for backlog/unauthorised
encampments is calculated.

Changes sought
addressed since 2011/as
well as household
formation which appears
to be omitted from 2016
need assessment.

280

The waiting list shows an average number of 15 applicants
where Holwell is their 1st preference. This data was
interrogated further. An allowance was made for 4 pitches
for those currently living in bricks and mortar, 2 pitches for
households wishing to move from another HCC site (inmigration from other Herts authority areas), 2 pitches for

An allowance was made for future need (for newly forming
households) from a number of sites. Para 5.13 of the 2016
needs assessment states it is difficult to predict at this point
in time whether households that will form in the future as a
result of demographic growth will choose to lead a nomadic
habit of life consistent with the national definition.
Nevertheless, in conclusion, an assumption is applied on
the basis that the need for pitches will continue at similar
rates to that assessed in the short to medium term.

WHBC comment
The latest needs assessment acknowledges a backlog of
22 pitches from 2011-2016. The 2016 assessment
observed average levels of 22 unauthorised caravans on
(or adjacent to) existing sites. This level of unauthorised
activity is considered to be partly a consequence of a
shortfall in pitch provision from the previous period, with
households effectively finding an accommodation solution
for themselves, albeit without to date, planning permission.
The 2016 needs assessment noted that when
unauthorised caravans were located on, or adjacent to,
existing sites, the level of encampment activity in the
borough ceased or reduced. Monitoring also suggests that
encampment activity was related to a small number of
households moving from site to site. 22 pitches would
generally accommodate 44 caravans, so this would more
than address the unauthorised caravans on sites observed
in the borough.

A proper engagement
exercise.

Gypsy and traveller pitch
allocations

366, 754,
1169

Where is the evidence that the
Panshanger site is a location the

No evidence of working with
neighbouring authorities

No details of alternatives presented
(why are there no proposals in the
north or south of the borough?)

No proportionate, credible or robust
evidence to support the geographical
allocation of gypsy and traveller
pitches.

The plan is not justified or effective.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

281

Early consultation was carried out with the borough’s
Gypsy and Traveller community, who considered that sites
should be capable of co-existing alongside the settled
community and that being close and public transport was
important. Being located on the edge of settlements or
alongside new housing was the preferred location for the
location of new sites.
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=4228&p=0
Urban extensions were the preferred option for delivery.
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=7693&p=0
Consultation responses also highlighted the need for
smaller sites (generally not exceeding 15 pitches). (Issues
and Options Consultation Statement).

It is not considered appropriate to express the 61pitch
target as a minimum as this pre-judges the outcome of
future needs assessments. No change
A proportionate evidence base exists. The Council is aware
of the views of the Gypsy and Traveller community and the
settled community through various consultation events and
assessments.

The ’Worm Farm’ site (now known as Emmanuel Farm)
has been granted temporary planning permission and the
site is occupied.

WHBC comment
those living on a permanent site outside of Hertfordshire
(in-migration from outside the county) and 2 pitches for
those typically living on the roadside. 8 pitches would freeup other pitches or bricks and mortar accommodation.
There are other sites in Hertfordshire, expressing a 1st
preference does not automatically mean that other sites
would not be considered if a pitch became available.

DLPPS no.

No Gypsy and Traveller provision on
brownfield sites e.g. Broadwater
Road.

Together with the Holwell and
Barbaraville sites, an additional site at
Birchall will dominate the local settled
community.

Concerned at proposals for Birchall
(15 pitches: 4 for East Herts and 11
for Welwyn Hatfield’s need) to
contribute towards the needs of both
authorities.

Main issue
travelling community or the local
community would favour?

Changes sought

282

Development at the Broadwater Road West SDSs will
comply with a pre-existing Supplementary Planning
Document 2008. Part of the area is already developed and
the vision is for a high density mixed use scheme. From a
current planning application, it is known that viability of this
site is highly challenging with only very low levels of
affordable housing likely to be delivered. At the time the
SPD was prepared, it was not considered to be a suitable
site to include provision for Gypsy and Traveller pitches

Alternative sites were considered following the Call for
Sites in the Gypsy and Traveller Land Availability
assessment 2014 but no other sites were considered
suitable for allocation in the plan
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=9623&p=0

Joint provision will be made with East Herts to meet needs
arising from both authorities. A number of promoted sites
promoted for Gypsy and Traveller development are
proposed for allocation in the Plan. One site is in the north
of the borough (HS32) and two are in the southern half of
the borough (HS35 and GTLAA03). Other sites are either
in more rural areas or in association with the Strategic
Development Sites (SDS), which are of a significant scale
and should deliver a mix of housing types and tenures.
The precise location of the Gypsy and Traveller site at
Birchall will be addressed at the master planning stage,
which will form part of a SPD. The Birchall site is separated
from the Holwell site by the dual carriageway of the A414.

WHBC comment
Residents of one of the borough’s long established Gypsy
and Traveller site also responded at Emerging Core
Strategy stage.

783, 1848

None stated.

Gypsy and Traveller pitch
definition

1169

Site HS35 (GTLAA01) in table 6 is
too small to accommodate the
additional pitches indicated and
together with an existing travelling
show-peoples’ site would be
disproportionate on the village.

The plan is not justified, effective or
consistent with national policy
because compared to other sites in
table 6, 12 pitches at site HS35
(GTLAA01) in Welham Green is
excessive.

Proposed number of Gypsy and
Traveller sites and pitches for
Welham Green is disproportionate

The plan is not positively prepared,
effective or consistent with
national policy because the plan
does not quantify what constitutes a
traveller pitch.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

283

A Gypsy and Traveller pitch is clearly defined in the
Glossary of the plan as an area of land where a Gypsy or
Traveller household can reside. A pitch may typically
include sufficient space for a large trailer and touring
caravan, a small amenity building, a small garden area and
parking space. This may vary depending on size of
individual families, their particular needs and the extent to
which facilities are shared.
No change
Consultation with the Gypsy and Traveller community, and
bodies such as the Police highlighted the need for smaller
sites (generally not exceeding 15 pitches). The 12
proposed pitches at site HS35 (GTLAA01) would effectively
expand an existing authorised site for 3 pitches, taking the
total to 15 pitches. This is not considered to be excessive.
It is significantly smaller than Holwell and will be similar to
the (expanded site) at Barbaraville. It will have less pitches
than proposed for Four Oaks and is slightly larger in pitch
numbers than the number of pitches proposed in
association with SDS2 and SDS5.
Site HS35 (GTLAA01) has been assessed in the HELAA
as suitable for 12 additional pitches. The site lies within
close proximity to a travelling show-peoples’ site but this
permission is for a limited number of caravans. Together, it
is not considered that both sites will result in a scale of
development which will dominate the nearest settled
community and does not place undue pressure on local
infrastructure (PPTS 25). No change

WHBC comment
given the requirement for the site to deliver high density
mixed use development.
No change

2170

DLPPS no.
1169

The plan is not justified, effective or
consistent with national policy
because there is no evidence to
suggest Gypsy and Travellers wish to
be located beside large new
developments.

Gypsy and Traveller site provision
is not adequately evidence based

The plan is not positively prepared,
effective or consistent with national
policy because Gypsy and Traveller
pitch requirement for Welwyn Hatfield
is much higher than the neighbouring
East Hertfordshire district’s
requirement

Main issue
Disproportionate Gypsy and
Traveller requirement for Welwyn
Hatfield

An appropriate trajectory
should be agreed.

None stated.

Changes sought

284

Table 6 sets out the delivery requirements over the plan
period. It provides a degree of flexibility but the Council will
need to be mindful of the need to maintain a 5 year land
supply. No change

Early consultation was carried out in plan preparation. (The
Core Strategy Issues and Options 2009 Consultation
Statement) with the borough’s Gypsy and Traveller
community who considered that sites should be capable of
co-existing alongside the settled community and that being
close and public transport was important. Being located on
the edge of settlements or alongside new housing was the
preferred location for the location of new sites.
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=7693&p=0
The Strategic Development Sites are of a significant scale
and should deliver a mix of housing types and tenures.
Gypsy and Traveller pitch provision in association with the
Strategic Development Sites (either on site or, on a
suitable alternative and available site) is proportionate to
the overall size of development at these strategic sites.

No change

Welwyn Hatfield has a higher Gypsy and Traveller
population (155) than East Hertfordshire (57) (Census
2011). Needs assessments have been carried out for the
respective authorities. The conclusions of the East Herts
assessment do not mean that pitch requirement for
Welwyn Hatfield should necessarily be lower.

WHBC comment

1608

DLPPS no.
2170, 2181
2193

The proposed additional traveller
pitches within the Borough over the
plan period until 2032 is supported
provided the Council:

Table 6 – Gypsy and Traveller Sites
and pitch provision

The Council have failed to justify the
appropriateness or deliverability of
the proposed provision of 11 pitches
for SDS5 (Hat1

Gypsy and Traveller provision for
SDS5 (Hat1)

The plan is not adequately justified.
Acknowledge the plan needs to make
adequate provision to be found sound
but concerned that current proposals
are disproportionate and unhelpful to
the delivery of SDS5 and SDS6.
Concerned about the proximity of 11
pitches at SDS5 and 10 pitches at
HS34 (GTLAA09). Both are likely to
fail to meet the needs of Gypsy and
Travellers given they would be
located on the edge of large urban
extensions.

Main issue
Gypsy and Traveller provision for
SDS6 (Hat15) and site HS34
(GTLAA09)

None

The representor is
committed to working
with the Council to
ensure alternative
provision can be made
on more suitable sites.

Changes sought
Allocations should be
deleted and the
requirement substituted
within the policy seeking
an appropriate financial
contribution to alternative
off-site gypsy and
traveller provision.

Noted.
Accommodation needs will be reviewed over the plan
period as set out in paragraph 9.25 of the Plan.

No change
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No other sites have been proposed by the promoter as
alternatives. A commuted sum is not considered to
represent the most appropriate delivery option, given the
absence of any other suitable or available sites.

In the case of SDS5 (Hat1) provision is to be made (in part)
within the site and (in part) off-site at HS33 (GTLAA08).
The on-site location will be determined through the masterplanning process. In the case of SDS6, a site close-by
(HS34) has been identified. These policy requirements and
allocations have been discussed with the promoter.

The distribution of Gypsy and Traveller pitches on (or
associated with) the identified strategic development sites
is proportionate to the overall number of dwellings to be
delivered at these sites.

WHBC comment
It is understood that whilst the promoter considers the
allocations would lead to an overconcentration of Gypsy
and Traveller sites, they will be made available should it be
required for the plan to be found sound.

Site HS35 (GTLAA01) and
applications for this site include an
element of transit provision which is
not mentioned

Site HS35 (GTLAA01) Foxes Lane
should not be relied upon. It appears
to have stalled. No guarantee this site
can be delivered.

Site HS35 (GTLAA01)

51, 1002,
1849

Review accommodation
needs over the plan period.
Continues to monitor new
gypsy and traveller provision
along with unauthorised sites
within the borough and the
five year supply of gypsy and
traveller accommodation
along with the number of
vacant plots.

The plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent
with national policy.
Future need is not addressed in
Table 6. There are no new social
sites proposed. Allocations are
welcome but will not address
immediate needs and needs post
2017 seem uncertain.





Main issue

51

DLPPS no.

Include transit provision

Need more flexibility for
residential/transit sites
and to make social
provision.

Changes sought
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Site HS35 (GTLAA01) has been assessed in the HELAA.
Table 14 of the DLPPS sets out site specific
considerations. A planning application has been received.
The Council considers the site is capable of being
delivered.
The Gypsy and Traveller Land Availability Assessment
2014 clarifies that the promoters of site GTLAA01 have
indicated that an element of private transit provision could
be made. The planning application for this site also
confirms an element of transit provision. As a matter of
principle, the Council has no objection to a mix of
residential and transit pitches.

Table 6 sets out an indication of when pitch provision could
be phased over the plan period. In some instances, pitch
provision is related to the delivery of strategic development
sites (SDS). The pitch total meets the identified need and
phasing allows for some flexibility. Management options at
the SDS may include private or social provision, subject to
detailed discussions at master planning and planning
application stage. No change

No change

WHBC comment
Monitoring of unauthorised sites, site provision and number
of caravans on authorised sites is carried out and will
inform plan reviews and the evidence base as it is updated.

51

DLPPS no.

As above
As above

12 pitches at site HS35 (GTLAA01) in
Welham Green is excessive.

Site HS35 (GTLAA01) in table 6 is
too small to accommodate the
additional pitches indicated and
together with an existing travelling
show-peoples’ site would be
disproportionate on the village.

The plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent
with national policy.
Cannot guarantee extra pitches will
be provided at this site. Some of the
provision appears to be designed to
meet an immediate need and will not
address need arising elsewhere.

Need to make more
provision to address
immediate need and
backlog that was never
addressed from 2011 to
2016 as well as
household formation

Remove HS35
(GTLAA01) from the
local plan.

The plan is not positively prepared
or consistent with national policy
because as a gateway development,
HS35 (GTLAA01) is very visible when
entering Welham Green.

Site HS32 (GTLAA04) ‘Four Oaks’

Changes sought

Main issue

287

Site HS32 (GTLAA04) is available now. It is an existing site
with planning permission for 5 pitches. The allocation ion
the DLPPS would have the effect of increasing the
occupancy (number of caravans/pitches) of the site. A
planning application has been received which if permitted,
would increase the number of caravans on this site. It is
allocated for delivery early in the plan period and forms part
of the overall plan provision. Without it, insufficient sites
would be allocated in the Plan. (Comments above explains
the position on backlog). No change

Site HS35 has been assessed in the HELAA as suitable,
available and achievable. Visibility of a site is not in itself a
reason not to allocate a site. No change
Consultation with the Gypsy and Traveller community, the
wider community and bodies such as the Police and HCC
Gypsy and Traveller Unit highlighted that sites should
generally not exceed 15 pitches. Site HS35 (GTLAA01)
adjoins an existing site with permission for 3 pitches. This
is not considered to be excessive in scale. No change
The GTLAA 2014 explores the sizes of pitches and site
GTLAA01 was assessed as suitable therein. The site was
further assessed in the HELAA as suitable for 12 pitches.
The site lies within close proximity to a travelling showpeoples’ site but this permission is for a limited number of
caravans. Together, it is not considered the sites will result
in a scale of development which will dominate the nearest
settled community and does not place undue pressure on
local infrastructure (NPTS 25). No change.

Minor modification to paragraphs 9.13 and 9.25 to clarify
flexibility for transit pitches.

WHBC comment

51

DLPPS no.
51

Omission of Thunderbridge Yard
site
The plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent
with national policy because it is not
clear if the 2016 need assessment
accounted for the increased need on
this site or not.
It is not clear where/how this need will
be met if this site is not allocated as
well or some additional site allocation
is made for the family who occupy
this site.

Gypsy and Traveller sites
proposed in the Green Belt
The plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent
with national policy because if they
are not inset from the Green Belt
there is no certainty that permissions
will be delivered.

Main issue

Need to consider the
merits of Thunderbridge
Yard.

Inset any proposed sites
from the Green Belt.

Changes sought
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Thunderbridge Yard was not promoted through the Call for
Sites but it was assessed by the Council for its suitability.
The GTLAA 2014 concluded that the site is located in
Flood Zone 3 (high probability of flooding) and Flood Zone
2. Caravans and mobile homes intended for permanent
residential use are identified as a highly vulnerable type of
development in relation to flood risk. Whilst the site was
granted temporary planning permission on appeal, the
Inspector considered that mitigation measures did not
outweigh the risk and concluded that the flood risk
implications carried significant weight against a permanent
planning permission.
The site was not considered suitable for allocation.
The site has been occupied by a number of caravans in
excess of its temporary permission, which has now
expired.
The GTNAA 2016 explains that the residents and other
occupants of the site declined to take part in the fieldwork
so a site related ‘need’ could not be established.
Nevertheless, an allowance was made for unauthorised
development in the needs assessment.

Site HS35 ‘Foxes Lane’ is to be allocated and removed
from the Green Belt. GTLAA03 and HS32 ‘Four Oaks’ will
be removed from the Green Belt as part of larger boundary
reviews. HS33 is inset, as is HS34. Other sites will be
delivered in association with strategic development sites
(SDS). No change

WHBC comment

51

The plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent
with national policy because all
Councils should make provision for
transit sites to ensure Gypsy and
Travellers can still travel to work and
comply with the new national
definition of Planning Policy for
Traveller Sites (PPTS).

No transit provision
Include transit sites

Need for more flexibility
to site delivery to provide
choice of sites by
location, size, tenure,
ethnicity and type
(residential/ transit,
private family, private
rented, transit)

The needs of different ethnic
groups

51

The plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent
with national policy because the
occupants (of Thunderbridge Yard)
are Irish Travellers and their needs
will not be met at Foxes Lane.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

289

However, for clarity a minor modification will be made to
paragraph 9.13 in order to clarify that a degree of transit
provision will be welcomed. A further minor modification
will be made to paragraph 9.25 to clarify that the
numbers of pitches in Table 6 could include an element of
transit provision.

A number of sites are proposed for allocation in various
locations. The Foxes Lane site is just one site and will not
meet the overall need by itself. The plan will provide for a
number of sites and is not prescriptive around occupancy.
Residents of Thunderbridge Yard could work with the
promoters of the SDS for example to secure provision at
these locations should other sites not be considered
acceptable to their needs.
Minor modification to paragraphs 9.13 and 9.25 to clarify
flexibility for transit pitches.
Para 9.13 of the plan states that ‘making provision for
additional authorised pitches in the borough would enable
Gypsy and Traveller households to have a settled base
from which residents can travel’. This does not preclude
the provision of transit pitches on sites, and the Council
envisages taking a flexible approach.

WHBC comment
A number of sites are proposed for allocation in various
locations.
Residents of Thunderbridge Yard could work with the
promoters of the SDS for example to secure provision at
these locations should other sites not be considered
acceptable to their needs.
No change

2181

DLPPS no.
1363

The plan is not justified, effective or
consistent with national policy
because there is no evidence which
points to gypsy and travellers wishing
to live on sites which are located
adjacent to large new urban
developments

The plan is not justified or effective
because all of the proposed sites are
to the south west, south or east of
Welwyn Garden City.
It is disingenuous not to identify
existing site provision and comment
on the relationship to proposed sites.
A concentrated imbalance of
provision will occur around Holwell
when new and existing sites are
taken into account.
GTAA pitch provision identified in
Table 6 should be on a
proportionate basis to the delivery
of general housing

Main issue
Concentrated imbalance of Gypsy
and Traveller provision

Reference should be
included to timescales
being agreed between
the Council and
developers relating to the
provision of gypsy and
traveller pitches as part
of the delivery of housing
allocations

Changes sought
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The Strategic Development Sites are of a significant scale
and should deliver a mix of housing types and tenures.
Gypsy and Traveller pitch provision in association with the
Strategic Development Sites (either on site or, on a
suitable alternative and available site) is proportionate to
the overall size of development at these strategic sites.

The Issues and Options Consultation Paper set out options
for site delivery including requiring provision at broad
locations for growth.

Early consultation was carried out in plan preparation.
(Core Strategy Issues and Options 2009 Consultation
Statement). The local Gypsy and Traveller community
considered that sites should be capable of co-existing with
the local community and that being close to public transport
was important.

Consistent with PPTS and early engagement with the local
Gypsy and Traveller community, sites should be capable of
co-existing with the local community and should whereever possible, be close to public transport.
A combination of sites, will provide distribution across the
borough. A site will be allocated at Oaklands and Mardley
Heath (in the north of the borough). No other sites have
been promoted or have been considered suitable for
allocation.
No change

WHBC comment

2215

2170

DLPPS no.

SP 7 should require PBSA’s to
provide adequate outdoor amenity
space.

The Council should have regard to a
criteria based policy to require
providers of PBSA to work with the
university and not act as a separate
and disengaged entity.

In paragraph 9.26, the reference to
Article Four Direction being in place
in Hatfield and to development being
managed in accordance with an
adopted Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) is strongly
supported.
Purpose Built Student
Accommodation (PBSA)
PBSA’s fail to meet student housing
need, have a lack of affiliation with
the University of Hertfordshire, are
harmful to the amenity of the local
community and have a lack of
pastoral support.

Houses in Multiple Occupation

Main issue

Demonstrate need for
such development and
that it meets proven
demand from the student
population in terms of
price and type of
accommodation;

Endorsed by a University
and has adequate levels
of pastoral care and
welfare support;

Amend Policy SP7 to
ensure that off-site
(campus) provision is:

The current Article Four
Direction should be
better policed in order for
it to be properly effective.

Changes sought

291

Students are generally accommodated within on-campus
accommodation, HMOs and off-campus purpose built
student accommodation. Like all other forms of housing,
the price of accommodation will vary depending on matters
such location and quality of scheme. The University is
unable to meet the full demand for student accommodation
on-campus and private sector providers would not seek to
deliver additional accommodation if it did not consider there

It is not considered necessary for a university to endorse a
scheme in order for planning permission to be granted.
Pastoral care and welfare support are services that need to
be provided for all its students, not just those living on
campus, in the same way that students living in HMOs or
with friends/family require services. Universities will need to
forge relationships with the private sector.

The Article Four Direction means that certain permitted
development rights have been removed and planning
permission must be sought for HMOs. Decisions are
informed by a Supplementary Planning Document and the
Council’s decision have been upheld on appeal.
No change

No change.

WHBC comment
Table 6 sets out the broad timescales for delivery, which
will be further explored through the master planning
process.

DLPPS no.

Main issue

If appropriate, being
warden-controlled to
minimize any potential
for anti-social behaviour
Amend paragraph 9.27
to recognise that the
provision of such
accommodation will
primarily be driven by
‘university need and
demand’ and not just
‘market demand’.

Provide a good level of
outdoor amenity space;

Provides sufficient onsite parking that is in-line
with University and
Council adopted parking
standards;

Highly accessible to a
main university…….;

The development not
resulting in the loss of
existing market housing
and affordable housing;

Changes sought

No change
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The ‘need’ for student accommodation is a consequence of
supply and demand. Where the borough’s higher education
providers are unable to supply sufficient levels of
accommodation to meet demand, the market will intervene
to offer alternatives. In WH, this is generally in the form of
HMOs or more recently, PBSA.

Policy SADM11 requires all proposals to create and protect
a good standard of amenity for buildings and open space.

Policies SP4, SADM2 and SADM3 will adequately deal
with matters such as parking, transport and travel.

Policy SADM 9 deals with the loss of dwellings (affordable
or otherwise).
Policy SP7 already states that off-site (campus) provision
should be highly accessible to a main university of college
campus.

WHBC comment
was a demand and a market for it, even where rents may
be higher than alternative options. (Para. 2.3.26 of the
representation refers to an appeal site).

Delete reference to
Marshmoor in
paragraph 10.7.

Delete “Resisting the
loss of land from Class
B uses” and replace
with “Maintaining
existing Class B land”.
After “At designated
employment areas, the
supply of land for
industrial, office and
warehousing uses will
be protected against

Plan results in an imbalance of jobs
to housing
Plan is not justified or effective
because it plans to perpetuate the
situation of having more jobs in the
borough than workers which is
unsustainable because it leads to high
rates of in-commuting and leads to a
requirement for more housing.

Policy does not offer sufficient
flexibility in the face of
uncertainties in economic
forecasting and the changing
nature of employment.

Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent
with national policy because:
- it applies a blanket protection across
all employment sites for the whole
plan period without acknowledging

784, 944

306, 1685,
1730, 2137,
2218

Rebalance jobs growth
to reflect Hertfordshire
LEP’s focus on
Stevenage. Jobs
growth in Welwyn
Hatfield should be more
limited.

Changes sought

Main issues

DLPPS no.

Policy SP8 and paragraphs 10.1 to 10.12

Chapter 10 – The Local Economy
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Any activity that creates jobs and contributes to the local
economy is covered by the relevant stipulation in the policy.
It is not necessary to define this further. No change.

Criteria for allowing flexibility for changes of use out of Class
B where sites are not viable are set out in Policy SADM10.
No change.

The Council’s evidence shows that all designated
employment sites are needed to meet future Class B
requirements. No change.

The Council’s evidence shows that all designated
employment sites are needed to meet future Class B
requirements.
The strategy is in line with the Strategic Economic Plan and
is supported by the LEP.
Stevenage is unable to meet its own job requirements and
other local authority areas further north are planning to meet
their needs.
Recent analysis indicates that 12,000 additional homes will
be sufficient to provide the labour force to support between
15,730 and 17,360 additional jobs over the plan period. The
strategy for 16,900 jobs falls within this range and given the
variability of economic forecasting, this is considered to
represent a reasonable balance between jobs and homes.
No change.

WHBC comment

1892

Allocation of Marshmoor site SDS7
should not be restricted to
bioscience.

Plan should allow for loss of
designated employment land provided
it is re-provided elsewhere in the
borough at a comparable or higher
quality.
Policy should recognise the
importance of business-university
collaboration developments.

that in some circumstances sites may
not be suitable or viable for ongoing
employment (or ancillary) use;
- it should define what other uses are
that are ancillary to, but supportive of
Class B uses, in designated
employment areas
- policy should define the non-Class B
land uses that have an important role
in providing and contributing to the
local economy
- policy should acknowledge that
visitor accommodation might be an
acceptable ancillary use in designated
employment areas.

Change commentary at
paragraph 10.4 to
maintain flexibility for
other uses whilst

Change first bullet point
of Policy SP8 to read
“Resisting the loss of
land from Class B
unless it can be
demonstrated that such
loss can be re-provided
of a comparable or
greater quality
elsewhere in the
Borough”.
In the third paragraph
of Policy SP8, after
“biotechnology” add ”,
and those relating to
the business-university
collaboration sector”.

changes of use for
other purposes” add
“unless otherwise
demonstrated that the
site is no longer
suitable and/or has no
reasonable prospect of
being viably occupied
or developed for Class
B uses in accordance
with Policy SADM10”.
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Paragraph 10.4 states that the site has been promoted as a
potential location for bioscience research. However, it is
has been allocated by Policy SADM10 as a mixed use site
incorporating Class B1 uses. No change.

Support for the sectors in which the university is involved is
implicit in Policy SP8 as written. No change.

Add the following bullet
points to the list in the
policy:

Policy lacks vision for attracting
inward investment.
Plan is not positively prepared or
effective;
Policy should recognise the need for a
strategic cross-boundary approach to
attracting inward investment in target
industries such as life sciences

Brownfield employment sites
should be allocated for housing.
Plan is not consistent with national
policy because it prevents the
development of employment sites for

2148

1272

Council should assess
all brownfield sites and
allocate them for
housing before building
in the countryside.

 Working with other
local authorities on a
joint economic and
transport strategy
that maximises the
growth potential for
Hatfield, St Albans,
Welwyn Garden City
and Hertford and
creates a vibrant
and sustainable
economic cluster;
 Maintaining a supply
of a range of good
quality housing to
support the needs
and requirements of
the borough’s
working population

accepting that it is
unsuitable for Class B8.

Supports allocation of Marshmoor site
for Class B1, but this should not be
restricted to bioscience, to maintain
flexibility for other uses.

The Council’s evidence indicates that all existing
employment sites are required to meet future economic
needs. No change.
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It is implicit in other policies, including SP1, SP2, SP7, SP9,
SADM11 and the SADM policies throughout the plan that
allocate housing sites across the borough, that the Plan
seeks to supply a range of good quality housing to meet all
requirements. No change.

Joint strategic and transport strategy working already takes
place through the activities of Hertfordshire LEP who have
identified a cluster along the A1M corridor. Joint transport
strategy working takes place with Hertfordshire County
Council and the A1 and A414 consortiums.

Adverse consequences for the
Green Belt.
Paragraph 10.7 is not justified or
consistent with national policy
because the justification for this scale
of employment growth has not been
set out given consequences for the
Green Belt.

Strategic importance of London
Luton Airport to the economy
should be acknowledged.
Supports the strategy, but the plan is
unsound because it does not
incorporate policies to protect the
airport’s ongoing and future
operations.

General comments

1685

2135

1228,1990,
1991, 367

Policy SP8 is supported.
Reinstatement of Panshanger airfield
would increase jobs in the borough.

Requirement for employment
development to contribute towards
training facilities is onerous,
inflexible and unclear
Clarity should be provided on the size
of developments from which
contributions towards training facilities
will be sought.

1744

housing and allocates land for housing
in the Green Belt

None

None

Change text to mention
strategic importance of
London Luton Airport.

None.

None

Noted. No change

Welcome support. No change

The close proximity of Luton and Stansted airports is
acknowledged in Figure 1 of the Plan.
No change.

The scale of employment provision set out in the Plan is
justified by the evidence including the Economy Study
Update, 2015 (and the subsequent Updated Economic
Analysis Note 2017) and the Employment Sites Selection
Background Paper 2016. No change
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More detail on this matter will be provided in a future update
to the Council’s Planning Obligations Supplementary
Planning Document.
No change.

1729, 1734

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective and consistent with national policy because
the outdated offices, 51 Bridge Road East, could be
redeveloped to contribute towards the housing
requirement.

Parts of EA1 Welwyn Garden City Employment Area
should not be designated as employment land

Remove the site from
EA1 and develop for
residential.

None stated

Policy is unnecessary

1766

Many of the provisions of the policy have already been,
or are about, to be overtaken by changes to the General
Permitted Development Order, so it is unsound.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SADM10 Employment Development and paragraphs 10.13 to 10.15

Chapter 10 – The Local Economy

297

The Council has justified the need to
retain and allocate land for employment
uses. WGC Objective 3 in the Local Plan
(paragraph 14.8) identifies the need to
maintain a balanced supply of
employment land to fulfil the town’s role
as a key centre for employment.
No change
The Economy study (2014) identifies
EA1 as a good quality site that should be

National policy requires local authorities
to plan proactively to meet the needs of
business and support a successful local
economy. The council’s evidence
indicates that to meet the jobs growth
target of 16,900, it is important existing
reserves of employment are, as far as
possible, protected for B class uses.
There have been losses of B1(a)
employment land since the changes to
the GDPO in 2013. This emphasises
how important it is for the council to take
a proactive policy approach to protect B
class uses when planning permission is
required. No change

WHBC comment

Part of EA9 Sopers Road, Cuffley should not be
designated as employment land.

1214, 1255

The Plan is not justified, effective and consistent with
national policy because EA9 includes Everest House,
which has prior approval for conversion from office to
residential. As such this part of the site does not meet
employment needs.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective and consistent with national policy because
although allocated as an employment site buildings
within it are being converted to residential use under
prior approval - Everest House and Media House

Main issue
The plan is not justified and effective to restrict the
change from employment to other uses at and adjacent
to 56 Bridge Road East because land to east of the road
is more mixed in character. Employment uses have
been lost to other uses in this area.

DLPPS no.

Amend site boundary
to omit Everest House

Prior approval process
needs to be re-thought.

Changes sought
Review boundary of
EA1 to exclude land to
the east of Bridge
Road East

298

The Council has decided to keep
residential conversions within the
employment area, to allow for flexibility
and the possibility that they could be
converted back to offices in the future.
No change.

Changes to the General Permitted
Development Order means that the
Council can often no longer prevent
conversion of offices to residential uses
within employment areas. The Council
will consider putting in place Article 4
Directions to prevent this process.
However, it should be noted that prior
approval for Media House has been
refused because it was in B2 use prior to
2013. No change

WHBC comment
protected and therefore the council
wants to maintain the employment area.
Since 2013 EA1 has been significantly
affected by permitted development
changes from office to residential. The
council will consider introducing an
Article 4 Direction and improvement plan
in this location to prevent further loss.
No change.

Part of EA10, London Road in Woolmer Green
should not be designated as an employment area

237, 267,
274, 351,
522, 561,
579 732,
779, 796,
1026, 1098,
1307, 1308,
1329, 1334,
1360, 1366,
1382, 1395,
1405, 1408,
1409, 1449
1482, 1562,
1570, 1586,
1618, 1624,
1626, 1649,
1651, 1653,
1673, 1675,
1842, 1896,
1905, 1933,
1949, 1984,
2111

Another part of the employment site EA10 (Marshalls
Garage) is also being promoted for housing.

Mixed use development (housing, employment and a
convenience store) will be more beneficial to the local
community and could prevent development of Green
Belt land.

Site is under-utilised, with only 5 employees and many
vacant buildings. Would require complete
redevelopment requiring huge investment that is unlikely
to be forthcoming in a village location because most
businesses favour towns. The council’s evidence base
indicates parts of EA10 perform poorly and are not
suitable for intensification / regeneration.

The Plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified, effective and consistent with national
policy.
The Entech House site (part of EA10) should not be
allocated as employment land. It is not an economically
viable site because it is in an inappropriate location and
lacks suitable transport links and service support. Even
if it is not allocated for housing it will eventually be
developed because it is not a viable employment site.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Re-draw site EA10 to
exclude these sites.

Re-designate part of
EA10 (Entech House
and Marshalls sites) for
housing or mixed use
development.

Changes sought

299

The Council has also justified the need
exceptionally to release a limited amount
of land from the Green Belt for
development. If the Entech House and
Marshalls site are allocated for housing
instead of HS15 (WGr1), because these
sites are estimated to deliver less
housing, this would result in a loss of
employment land and increase the
shortfall between the target and the
OAN. No change

The Council has justified the need to
retain and allocate land for employment
uses. The LPC 2015 (paragraph 12.12)
stated the Council’s intention to protect
employment land in Woolmer Green and
to designate a new employment area.
No change
There is no evidence that robustly
demonstrates the site is unviable for
employment. The Economy Study (2014)
identifies EA10 as a good quality site,
which should be protected for
employment uses. No change

WHBC comment

Amount of employment land allocated in Woolmer
Green is disproportionate. Residents’ views have been
ignored and they don’t expect to work in the village.
Large scale businesses are not suitable for small
villages, cause disruption for the village like parking
problems. Small scale businesses are more appropriate.

No sustainability assessment has been undertaken to
consider the current use and state of the Entech House
site.

Policy is inflexible for redundant sites and against
national policy that seeks to prevent long term
protection of employment land when there is no
prospect of it coming forward. Evidence is not robust or
up to date because the site’s value as an employment
site has not been fully assessed. Site should not have
failed stage 1 of the HELAA assessment on the basis of
a proposed inappropriate employment designation.

Greater sustainability
assessment of
brownfield sites to fully
appraise employment
site’s viability and
regeneration potential

300

The allocation of employment land in
Woolmer Green is considered
appropriate for the settlement and relates
to existing employment uses. Businesses
in the village are not large scale, they
reflect the scale of small to medium sized
businesses often found in smaller
settlements. Site EA10 contributes to the
employment land provision for the
borough. No change

As EA10 is already existing employment
land it has not been subject to further
SA. No change

The Council has justified the need to
protect its employment land in order to
meet job growth targets. The LPC 2015
(paragraph 12.12) stated the Council’s
intention to protect employment land in
Woolmer Green and to designate a new
employment area. As a proposed
allocated employment site, the Council
wants to protect the B-class uses on
EA10 so in justified in not assessing the
site for housing. The policy is considered
flexible. It sets out marketing
requirements so that if truly redundant for
employment uses, sites can come
forward for other uses. No change

307, 1014,
1107, 2096,
2097, 2098,
2099

DLPPS no.

A more flexible
approach should be
identified to allow a
variety of land uses
which may be
appropriate in
designated
employment areas.
Retain HS15 as Green
Belt apart from a mixed
use buffer zone from
an enlarged northern
EA10 employment
area, behind the care
home to link EA10 to
the south.

Plan is not justified or effective. Cawdor stone on site
EA10 Woolmer Green is being restricted by inadequate
space. There is no room for expansion within the
employment area.

EA6 part 2
‘Undeveloped parts of
Hatfield Business Park’
be amended to allow
units in accordance
with Schedule 1 of that
planning permission.

Changes sought

The Plan is not effective because the B class
designation on EA8 Travellers Lane, Welham Green, is
too restrictive. The site is underused and has poor
quality buildings, which are likely to become vacant in
the future.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective and consistent with national policy because
the policy restricts the undeveloped parts of Hatfield
Business Park (EA6) to B1, when it should be in
accordance with schedule 1 of planning permission,
which allows B2, hotel and Sui Generis.

Other site specific issues relating to the designated
employment sites

Tree Protection Orders (TPOs) on Entech site and
polluted land should not stop its development for
housing.

Main issue

301

The land concerned forms part of the
master-planned area for site WGr1 and
is shown as an area for a small
shop/café. It is not available for
employment use as an extension to the
employment site referred to in this
representation. No change.

The Council’s evidence shows that to
meet predicted growth in employment,
loss of land from Class B uses should be
minimised. However SP 8 and SADM 10
both provide some flexibility allowing
ancillary uses and also alternative uses
when it is demonstrated that employment
land is genuinely unfit or not needed to
meet employment requirements in the
plan period. No change.

TPOs and polluted land may impact on
capacity and viability but do not generally
prevent development. It is the site’s
status as an employment site that is the
key issue. No change.

WHBC comment

785, 833,
1116, 1685,
1851, 2218

DLPPS no.

The Plan is not justified because the sole new strategic
site is located in Welham Green, in defiance of the
proposed objectives, which overwhelmingly favour this

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective and consistent with national policy because
the amount of B1 floorspace proposed at SDS7
(WeG4b) Marshmoor is disproportionate to Welham
Green, especially when limited residential development
is being taken forward.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective, or consistent with national policy because
exceptional circumstances do not exist for development
of the Green Belt at, North West Hatfield (SDS5/Hat1)
and Marshmoor, Welham Green (SDS7/WeG4b).

Issues relating to the mixed use development sites
(SDS5/Hat1, NW Hatfield and SDS7/WeG4b,
Marshmoor)

Deliver more housing
within Welham Green

Remove SDS5 (Hat1)
and SDS7 from the
Local Plan

If HS15 goes ahead
then the new access
road should be
adopted and a new site
entrance be created
from the employment
site allowing for an ‘in’
and ‘out’ arrangement
for safety

Plan is not justified or effective. An increase of traffic
from new development could increase safety issues with
traffic exiting/ entering the employment site.

Considers the Plan is sound because EA11 is also an
allocated waste site and employment and waste uses
are complementary.

Changes sought

Main issue

302

Site SDS7 (WeG4b) Marshmoor is of
strategic importance to the borough. As a
potential location of bioscience research
it will provide a significant number of jobs
and contribute to the growth strategy. Its
accessibility and borough-wide
importance justifies its allocation.
No change

The Council’s evidence base justifies the
release of sites (SDS5/Hat1 and
SDS7/WeG4b) from the Green Belt and
allocations for employment. The
Employment Site Selection Paper (2016)
identifies the sites as suitable for
allocation. No change

Support noted. No change

The Highways Authority and the Council
has no objection in principle, but such
arrangements would need to be
negotiated with land owners/developers
of HS15 (WGr1) and determined at
planning application stage.
No change

WHBC comment

1116, 1117,
1119, 2111

DLPPS no.

Plan is not positively prepared, justified, effective
and consistent with national policy because Roehyde
is not considered as a site for allocation for a
pharmaceutical, bioscience, engineering and logistics
park. Failed to cooperate with St Albans District Council
and undertake cross-boundary plan making.

Additional employment site proposed
Add Roehyde as an
Employment Site and
produce a
Supplementary
Planning Document to
guide development.

303

Provisional government estimates (para
5.5 of the Plan) indicate that since 2013,
the number of jobs in the borough has
grown to the extent that 116,400 sq.m
should be sufficient to meet the level of
job growth indicated in the Economy
Study. Accordingly, 294.1 hectares of
land has been identified to maintain a
sufficient land supply. It is not considered
necessary to allocate additional land for
employment. (The Roehyde site has
featured in ongoing DtC discussions
between WHBC and SADC. Both
Councils are in agreement that there is
no evidence leading to a conclusion to
support the site). The site was found
unsuitable in the WHBC HELAA.
No change

Support noted. No change

Support allocation for Class B1. It represents an
opportunity to “co-brand” with a BioPark re-provided on
the UH campus

WHBC comment

Consistent with Policy SP 23, a
supplementary planning document will
be prepared to guide the development of
SDS7 (WeG4b), which will consider the
safety of pedestrian and cyclists.
No change

Changes sought

The junction with the A1000 is congested at peak times
so an upgrade is supported. However, road safety
crossings must be incorporated, so facilitate pedestrian
and cyclists.

Main issue
type of development in Welwyn Garden City and
Hatfield

1098, 1685,
1729

DLPPS no.

Three years extensive marketing is excessive and
unpractical for landowners. Council provide no evidence
why such a long period is required. Will encourage sites
to lie redundant.

The Plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified, effective and consistent with national
policy.
Policy is contrary to the NPPF because it is not flexible
enough to recognise the inherent uncertainty in the
employment forecasts. Marketing requirements and
prevention of alternative uses cannot respond to
changing economic circumstances and needs of
businesses.
Amend to reduce
marketing to 6 months
or 1 year and delete
criteria v.

Delete criteria iii and v.

Designate Mardleybury
Farm business area as
an employment site.

Mardleybury Farm has not been designated.

Concern about the criteria that aim to maintain B
class uses in employment areas.

Changes sought

Main issue

304

The Economy Study (2014) identified
relatively low levels of vacancy in
employment stock in the borough, just
enough to allow for churn in the market.
The policy is flexible because it allows
sites that are no longer suitable or
required for employment purposes to be
released for other uses as long as robust
marketing is demonstrated. Three years
is considered appropriate because it
allows enough time for churn to occur
within the employment market.
No change

Acknowledged that Mardleybury farm
has business units as part of farm
diversification. It has a business role,
however, the area is outside the village,
within the Green Belt so applications will
be determined in line with Green Belt
policy. Therefore designation as an
employment area is not appropriate. No
change.

WHBC comment

1098

DLPPS no.
Delete reference to
‘future requirements to
the end of the plan
period’ and reference
to ‘future’ employment
needs in criterion iii)

Amend policy to
facilitate change of use
and redevelopment of
appropriate older
employment sites for
housing.

None stated

Paragraph 10.14 implies that developers may need
evidence to show site cannot accommodate
employment uses up until 2032, which is unrealistic.
This is contrary to the NPPF.

Plan is not positively prepared and justified because
in criteria iii there is no justification for resisting the
redevelopment of employment land for housing.

General comments

Plan is not positively prepared, justified and
consistent with national policy because there is no
reference to site rejuvenation in the policy.

The plan is not positively prepared and justified if a
proposal considered under criteria v is acceptable in
national policy terms. Exclusion of any use except
ancillary uses is restrictive as it limits the potential
viability of the site and reduces benefits to an area.

Changes sought

Main issue

305

Specific reference to site rejuvenation is
considered unnecessary. The policy
makes it clear which type of development
(including for rejuvenation purposes) is
permitted in development and which
types are not. No change

The council has justified the need to
preserve existing employment land. It is
accepted that the conversion of office to
residential use is permitted in line with
national policy. But, in the context of this
loss of employment land, it is important
to resist further redevelopment of
employment areas beyond B class and
ancillary uses. No change

Policy SADM10 outlines that land in
employment sites can be released for
other uses if three years of active
marketing can be demonstrated to have
generated no demand. There is no
requirement that applicants need to
demonstrate a site’s demand up until
2032. No change

WHBC comment

613

Amend policy to require
the design of new
developments to
promote healthy and
active lifestyles and
identify key design

Plan should identify how design can promote active
and healthy communities

Reference should be
made to Welwyn
Garden City’s
symmetry, balance and
streetscape under the
character and context
heading.

For each of the five
strategic sites specify
the design vision and
standards, public
consultation proposed
and how the site will be
assessed against
design standards.

Policy does not refer to place specific design
principles
The Plan is not effective because there is no reference
in the policy to Welwyn Garden City’s design principles:
symmetry, balance and streetscape

1188, 760

Changes sought

The Plan is not positively prepared because there is
no design vision and standards for the strategic sites.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SP9 Place Making and High Quality Design and paragraphs 11.1 to 11.10

Chapter 11 – Quality of New Development

306

The role of design in promoting active and
healthy communities is implicit throughout
the Plan. SP10 emphasises the role of
public spaces and the importance of
promoting legible and accessible layouts
that facilitate walking and cycling.

The Local Plan sets out policies to require
high quality design in new development
across the borough. The masterplanning
process for strategic sites will address
detailed design issues and a vision for
these sites. No change

Balance and symmetry are part of Welwyn
Garden City’s local distinctiveness, which
is addressed by the policy requirement for
new development to respond to character
and context. A strategic policy should not
refer to specific places in the borough,
more detail will be provided in the
Council’s Supplementary Design Guide
and the masterplanning process for
strategic sites. No change.

WHBC comment

1206, 1975

DLPPS no.

Supports high density development in accessible
locations.
Welcome the requirement for Sustainable Design
Statements.

None stated

Amend supporting text
to refer to Sport
England’s and Public
Health England’s Active
Design guidance

The Plan is not effective or consistent with national
policy as fails to address how design and layout can be
used to make communities more active and healthy

General comments

Changes sought
principles to deliver
this.

Main issue

Support noted

307

Minor modification to paragraph 11.9 to
signpost strategic guidance, which would
include the Active Design Guidance.
Minor Modification to paragraph 11.27
add reference to best practice guidance.

WHBC comment
Paragraphs 11.3 and 11.4 reiterate the
way design of places and buildings can
impact on physical and mental health.
Equally Policies SP6 and SADM7 promote
easy access to community facilities and
services, which will facilitate healthy
lifestyles and social inclusion SADM 3
aims to facilitate sustainable modes of
transport in new development. Therefore,
the promotion of healthy and active
lifestyles in new development is
addressed, so it is not necessary to add
specific text to Policy SP10. No change

1257

The Plan is ineffective and not justified because the
policy principles have not been implemented in recent
local developments.

General comments
Local Plan must be
clear on how such
policies will be
implemented.

Seek C3 proposals to
aim to meet Nationally
Described Space
Standard (NDSS),
rather than require
them to.

Amend policy to apply
principle of dual aspect
to the majority not all
dwellings.

Take more account of constraints on brownfield,
urban sites

1253

Support principle of the policy, but parts are ineffective
and not positively prepared because viability issues
on urban sites mean dual aspect flats and minimum
space standards are not always feasible.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SADM11 Amenity and Layout and paragraphs 11.11 to 11.17

Chapter 11 – Quality of New Development

308

Retrospective developments will not have
been expected to comply with this policy.
Paragraphs 11.8 to 11.10 set out the
requirements for a Sustainable Design
Statement where the applicant will have to
demonstrate how this policy has been
complied with and this will then form part
of the assessment of a planning
application. No change

Policy already provides sufficient flexibility
by allowing non-compliance with NDSS if
there are robust feasibility and viability
issues. No change

Agree that policy does not acknowledge
that dual aspect development is not
always feasible in some instances.
Minor modification to Policy SADM 11,
point b to reflect that dual aspect is not
always feasible.

WHBC comment

should require a proportion of properties to be built with
a no car ownership stipulation This would reduce
congestion, and deliver new/improved well-connected
cycling and walking networks

Specify % of new
dwellings that will be built
with no car ownership, to
make the policy more
effective

"A combination of
electric charging
points, car pools and a
significant element of
car-free residential
development should be
considered on those
sites with the highest
public transport
accessibility."

The following bullet point
should be added after
bullet point 3 in
SADM12:

SADM 12 should promote car free developments

312, 1254

The Plan is not positively prepared, consistent
with the NPPF because SADM 12 should go
further by advocating the concept of car-free
development in those locations that have greatest
accessibility to public transport. Alternatively, it

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no

Policy SADM12 Parking, Servicing and Refuse and paragraphs 11.18 to 11.20

Chapter 11 – Quality of New Development

309

In line with policies SP4, SADM 2 and
SADM3, applicants may be required to
undertake a transport assessment and a
travel plan; to assess the impact of their
proposals on congestion, how any
adverse impacts may be mitigated and to
encourage the use of sustainable modes
of transport. Based upon this, it may be
possible for proposals to include a
reduced number of parking spaces/no
provision (i.e. via car sharing)/charging

The Council’s parking standards will
apply to all new developments, to
determine how many parking spaces will
need to be provided, on a site by site
basis. They take into account factors like
the type, scale, location of development
and its accessibility to public transport
and local facilities. They are used as
guidance rather than maximums, and
seek to reduce car ownership rates
(where possible) and promote the
increased use of sustainable modes of
transport. They could result in new
housing developments that may not
include a parking space for every
dwelling (.e.g. flats in town centre).

WHBC comments

552

The Plan is not effective because the Council’s
planning division fail to consult the parking division in
regards to the parking implications of new development.

The planning department fail to consult the parking
division, when proposals are considered

The planning division
must also inform
residents how the
parking division’s views
have been taken into
account

To manage parking
demand, the planning
division must consult the
parking division and
residents. They must
take into account their
views, in relation to the
parking implications of
any proposed
developments.

No change.

310

The Council has a set of adopted Parking
Standards contained within a SPG. All
applications are determined in
accordance with this SPG as well as the
relevant policies in the Local Plan, unless
other material considerations indicate
otherwise The Council’s planning team
consult internal and external
stakeholders as relevant to the nature of
a planning application, (including HCC as
Highways Authority), and consistent with
regulations and the Statement of
Community Involvement. The details of
consultations and planning decisions are
made available on the Council’s website
and references are made as relevant
within the officers’ reports.

This representation does not relate to the
content of the Plan.

points, depending upon the proposal and
site characteristics.
Other than this, there is no evidence to
justify the inclusion of text relating to car
free developments in SADM 12.
No change.

24, 918,
935

No evidence that developments proposed in the
plan will comply with Policy SP10

553, 1156,
1344

The Plan is not justified, positively prepared because
it has failed to include strong policies to protect the
environment and reduce inequalities in society

Local Plan is failing to protect the environment

The plan in not justified because there is no evidence
that development proposals comply with Policy SP10 in
terms of flood risk assessments, energy, water
consumption, biodiversity. No Sustainable Design
Statements or compliance with BREEAM.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Reduce the carbon
footprint of homes

All proposed
development must
provide sustainable
drainage and flood
mitigation, achieve a
water consumption of
no more than 110
litres/person/day,
address energy
efficiency and
renewable and low
carbon energy and
achieve BREEAM
‘Excellent’ or ‘Very
Good’ and Sustainable
Homes Code Level 4.

Changes sought

Policy SP10 Sustainable Design and Construction and paragraphs 11.21 to 11.30

Chapter 11 – Quality of New Development

311

The council consider that policies SP10
and SADM13 sufficiently promote a built
environment that uses resources
prudently. Applicants will be required to
submit a Sustainable Design Statement to
explain how the policy principles and

The requirements in the Code for
Sustainable Home have been
amalgamated into building regulations. No
change.

The Local Plan sets out the strategic
approach to increasing the sustainability of
new development. Policies SP10,
SADM13 and SADM14 address these
different sustainable design and
construction principles. It is not
appropriate for detailed evidence to be
provided at this stage to justify proposed
development’s compliance with these
policies. Detailed proposals will be
addressed at planning application stage
and during the masterplanning process for
strategic sites. No change

WHBC comment

Reference to the
production of a Site
Waste Management
Plan should be
included.

No reference to Site Waste Management Plans
Support the reuse and recycling of waste and materials
in construction and design of new development.

The plan has failed to encourage provision of low
carbon and renewable energy.

2031

24, 935,
1771
None stated

New/existing buildings
should be constructed
or retrofitted to the
highest possible
standards

The Plan not justified, positively prepared because it
does not sufficiently reduce the environmental impact of
buildings.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective and consistent with national policy as it
does not cover proposals for new renewable energy
development.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

312

There is no need for a specific policy to
cover every potential use. Such proposals
will be considered on their merits based on
criteria set out in the Local Plan and
national policy. Herts Renewable and Low
Carbon Energy Study (2010) identifies that
that most energy opportunities are in the
borough’s Green Belt, so any proposals in
these locations would need to
demonstrate that there are very special
circumstances sufficient to outweigh the
harm to the Green Belt (paragraph 11.43).
No change

Noted. To ensure compliance with the
Waste Core Strategy and Development
Policies Document 2012, reference to the
use of Site Waste Management Plans, to
reduce construction and demolition waste,
should be added to the supporting text.
Minor modification proposed to
paragraph 11.23 to signpost SWMPs as a
useful tool for reducing construction and
demolition waste.

WHBC comment
requirements, including opportunities for
renewable and low carbon energy and
reduction of water consumption- will be
implemented. Details of sustainability of
will inform planning officers’ consideration
of proposed developments. No change

1976

2201

DLPPS no.

Changes sought
New/existing buildings
should be constructed
or retrofitted to the
highest possible
standards, to reduce
their environmental
impact

Refer to the required
BREEAM ratings, as
mentioned in SADM13.

None stated

The Plan is not consistent because no assessment
has been undertaken for the sustainability of
Symondshyde village in terms of its heating/power, nor
a requirement for enhanced eco-friendly building
standards for new homes

General Comments
Paragraph 11.28 does not refer to requirement for
BREEAM excellent as set out in policy SADM13.

Support the practical and realistic approach to
promoting environmentally sustainable development.

Main issue

Support noted.

This would represent unnecessary
repetition, as paragraph 11.28 already
cross references policy SADM13.
No change

313

Policies SP 10 and SADM13 encourage
the provision of low carbon and renewable
energy in new developments and
applicants are required to submit a
Sustainable Design Statement to
demonstrate how opportunities to reduce
carbon emissions have been maximised.
Design details and opportunities at
Symondshyde village will be explored in
detail during the masterplanning process.
No change

WHBC comment

None stated

None stated

Object to requirement for non-residential development
with a floorspace of 1,000m2 or more, to meet at least a
‘Very Good’ BREEAM rating, on the basis of viability
concerns.

The sustainability requirements are inappropriate

1745, 1940

Changes sought

The Plan is not consistent with national policy
because it is not appropriate to require applicants to
provide for renewable or low carbon energy supply.
Applicants should be able to decide how to meet
building regulations.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SADM13 Sustainability Requirements and paragraphs 11.31 to 11.42

Chapter 11 – Quality of New Development

314

Whilst technical standards for residential
development are now addressed by
building regulations, BREEAM is a useful
tool for delivering sustainability in nonresidential development. Not considered
achieving a minimum ‘very good’ rating is
too onerous. No change.

To meet the Plan’s objective to address
climate change and minimise the impact
on the environment, it is important that
both residential and non-residential
developments address environmental
sustainability.

The NPPF and Local Plan’s objectives set
out the need to address climate change.
Given the scale of new residential
development within the borough, buildings
have a key role in carbon reduction. The
policy does not prescribe how an applicant
should meet building regulations.
However, to encourage the reduction in
carbon emissions it is considered
appropriate for applicants to demonstrate
that renewable and low carbon energy
options have been maximised.
No change.

WHBC comment

1977, 1978

None stated

New/existing buildings
should be constructed
or retrofitted to the
highest possible
standards

The Plan not justified, positively prepared because it
does not sufficiently reduce the environmental impact of
buildings

General comments
Support the principles of the energy hierarchy as an
integrated design approach running through the plan

None stated

Fails to address low carbon and renewable energy
development

875, 935,
1772

Changes sought

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective and consistent with national policy as it
does not cover proposals for new low carbon or
renewable energy development.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Support noted

315

It is considered that policies SP10 and
SADM13 sufficiently promote the prudent
use of resources. Applicants will be
required to submit a Sustainable Design
Statement to explain how the policy
principles and requirements (including
opportunities for renewable and low
carbon energy and reduction of water
consumption) will be implemented,
informing the decisions made. No change

Policies SP9 and SADM13 address the
provision of low carbon and renewable
energy in new development. However, it is
not considered necessary to have a
standalone policy on low carbon and
renewable energy proposals – the Local
Plan does not do so for other types of
development. The Herts Renewable and
Low Carbon Energy Study (2010)
identifies that that most energy
opportunities are in the borough’s Green
Belt, so proposals in these locations would
also need to demonstrate that there are
very special circumstances sufficient to
outweigh the harm to the Green Belt
(paragraph 11.43). No change

WHBC comment

The Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) is
flawed

260

It is clear the East Coast Mainland railway line plays a
key role in the attenuation of fluvial and surface water.

The Plan is not positively prepared, effective,
justified and consistent with national policy because
the SFRA only considers the area at risk of flooding
within each site and does not consider the wider area.
Therefore the cumulative impact of all the sites within
the Mimmshall Brook catchment area on Water End has
not been acknowledged. The Hamlet is prone to fluvial
and surface water flooding.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Development should be
directed away from the
Mimmshall Valley to
areas with lower risk of
flooding. Any
development within the
Mimmshall valley
should be on the
eastern side of the
railway line.
None stated

Changes sought

Policy SADM14 Flood Risk and Surface Water Management and paragraphs 11.33 to 11.47

Chapter 11 – Quality of New Development

316

The Housing Selection Paper outlines that
development potential has been excluded
from areas Flood Zones 2 and 3 and all of
the allocated sites pass the sequential
test.
No change

The SFRA has been produced in line with
national policy and in consultation with the
Environment Agency and the Lead Local
Flood Authority. It has considered the
implications of climate change upon
flooding from rivers, and has also
reviewed the cumulative impact of
development in and around each
settlement. More detailed flood risk
assessments will be required at planning
application stage.
No change

WHBC comment

2202

The Plan is sound but policy does not specifically
mention highway runoff or the sequential approach
which is one of the main principles of managing flood
risk

General Comments

Recommend that
highway runoff is
considered in policy

Amend supporting text
to refer to the
sequential approach.

None stated

Plan will increase risk of flooding at Water End

1248

The Plan is not positively prepared, effective,
justified and consistent with national policy because
Brp4 will put the hamlet at extreme risk of being flooded
due to water run-off.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

317

The policy encompasses all type of runoff
and it is considered too detailed and
potentially restrictive to mention each
runoff type specifically. The supporting text
references the ‘SuDS Design guidance for
Hertfordshire’ and this document provides
guidance about different surface water
sources including highways. No change.

Agree that more clarity is needed in the
supporting text about the sequential
approach to site selection.
Minor Modification to paragraph 11.43 to
add clarity in the supporting text about the
sequential approach.

The use of sustainable drainage systems
(SuDS) at site HS22 (Brp4) will be used to
suitably manage surface water flood risk.
The SuDS will be used to mitigate the
cumulative impact of development and
prevent flood risk to third party land
elsewhere, in line with national and local
guidance. No change

WHBC comment

133

DLPPS No.
2203

The Plan is not consistent, effective. Criticised
SP11 for referring to ecological assets rather than
biodiversity, even though this is not defined in the
plan or referred to in the NPPF (Para 109).

The Plan should refer to biodiversity rather than
a vague term ecological assets

The Plan is sound. Suggested that bullet point B of
Policy SADM 14 relating to a development free
corridor along watercourses, should be included in
SP11. This will ensure all proposals seek to meet
this aim and not only those that require a FRA (E.A)

Main issue
The text relating to a development free corridor
(SADM14) should be included in SP11

None stated

Ideally a buffer strip 8m
wide should be left
alongside rivers to
enhance biodiversity.

Changes sought
Include text below into
SP11 (from SADM14).
“Maintain an appropriate
development free corridor
along watercourses and
take opportunities to
naturalise watercourses
to improve their ecological
status, biodiversity and
habitat connectivity”.

No change

Paragraph 12.2 defines ecological
assets.

318

Minor Modification: Insert a new para
after 12.17 as follows “The borough’s
watercourses are a rich source of
biodiversity and are important for
protecting, enhancing ecological
networks. SADM14 requires proposals
to maintain an appropriate development
free corridor along watercourses, which
should ideally be an 8 metre wide
buffer strip alongside rivers. Also they
should explore opportunities to
naturalise watercourses and improve
their ecological status, biodiversity and
habitat connectivity.”

WHBC comment
This is a strategic policy which already
restricts development in flood zone
3.and there is no need to repeat the
requirements of SADM14 in this policy.
However a cross reference could be
made in the supporting text.

Policy SP11 Protection and Enhancement of Critical Environmental Assets and paragraphs 12.1 to 12.8, including Tables 7&8

Chapter 12 – Environmental Assets

559, 1843

The Plan is not consistent, effective because
aspirations of SP11 are not sufficiently definitive to
deliver real measurable (and monitor) biodiversity
gain. This will avoid a policy that merely seeks to
retain the biodiversity of designated sites or priority
habitats. Also It does not set out a plan for
biodiversity at a landscape-scale across local
authority boundaries (NPPF, 117)

Unclear how no net loss/gain of biodiversity will
be measured and achieved (.i.e.
mitigation/compensatory measures)

Further changes are
proposed to paragraph
12.16 which relate to the
use of the biodiversity
metric.

At the end of para 4 of
SP11 add ‘All
development must prove
adherence to the
mitigation hierarchy and
confirmation of no net
loss to biodiversity.’ By
undertaking a biodiversity
impact assessments,
using the locally approved
Defra biodiversity metric.’

Developer should fund
wildlife friendly gardens in
new houses.

Need to protect/ enhance
ecosystems services
benefits that insects
provide in the Green
Corridor by including
requiring bug friendly
open spaces, green roofs,
etc. in planning
conditions.

Suggested policy
addition: development
should demonstrate
measurable net gains to
biodiversity

No change.

319

Reference to the mitigation hierarchy is
already included in SADM16.

The biodiversity metric is just one
method for assessing the impact of
proposals on biodiversity and it would
be unduly restrictive to require this
approach to be adopted. The
supporting text sets out the expectation
that best practice will be followed.

The Local Plan has been informed by
the Strategic Green Infrastructure Plan
and the Welwyn Hatfield Green
Infrastructure Plan. The proposals for
the strategic green corridor are at a
landscape scale and straddles local
authority boundaries.

1843

133

559, 1843

Unclear how compensatory measures for the
net loss of biodiversity will be secured/delivered
from development

Concerned that policies SP11/SADM 16 and the
supporting text (.i.e. para 12.16 and 12.52) do not
provide a robust enough requirement to achieve no
net loss or net gain to biodiversity at non-designated
sites. This is despite the fact that these can be
valuable for wildlife, landscape connectivity and the
vast majority of biodiversity occurs on these.

Policies SP11/SADM16 fail to require proposals
to achieve net/no loss in biodiversity on nondesignated sites

Support SP11 as it seeks to ensure no net loss in
biodiversity. Concerned that it is unclear how
compensatory measures for qualitative/quantitative
assessments for biodiversity will be
assessed/monitored to ensure no net loss/net gain
in biodiversity. Recommend reference to; and
application of; the Governments biodiversity metric
in biodiversity impact assessments.

Unclear how compensatory/mitigation measures
will be assessed

Recommend the
inclusion/amendments to
12.16. ‘In order to ensure

Suggested policy
addition: development
should demonstrate
measurable net gain to
biodiversity

Further changes are
proposed to paragraph
12.16 which relate to the
use of the biodiversity
metric.

At the end of para 4 of
SP11 add ‘All
development must prove
adherence to the
mitigation hierarchy and
confirmation of no net
loss to biodiversity.’ By
undertaking a biodiversity
impact assessments,
using the locally approved
Defra biodiversity metric’

Agree that Para 12.16 could be
amended to provide clarity as
suggested in the representation

No change

320

SADM16 clearly states that proposals
will be expected to maintain, protect
and wherever possible enhance
biodiversity.

No change

Information provided by the applicant
will be assessed by the Council’s
advisor Herts Ecology.

390

2045

The Plan is not justified, consistent, effective or
positively prepared SP11 seeks to protect the best
and most versatile agricultural land and fails to
reflect the NPPF (para 112)

Protection of agricultural land(.i.e. G1/2) is
contrary to the NPPF

Reflect Para 112 (NPPF)
in relation to recognising
that there will
circumstances when the
use of the best and most
versatile agricultural land
will be necessary.

To be more effective and
conserve the historic
environment (para 126,
NPPF), SP11/SADM15
needs to ensure
proposals seek to identify,
protect and make
publically available
information (.i.e.
archaeological
information) about non
designated heritage
assets (NPPF 141).

SP11/SADM15 fails to consider the
protection/enhancement of unknown heritage
assets that may be impacted by development
and need recording

Support policies SADM 15 and SP11. Suggest that
these could be more effective by emphasising that
sites may contain some unknown heritage assets
that may be significant and worthy of
designation/protection. Also the details of these
should be publically available.

that mitigation and any
off-site compensatory
measures are
successfully delivered
and maintained, financial
and other provisions will
be sought, where
appropriate and
necessary, via the use of
planning conditions,
planning obligations and
legal agreements

Support Policy SP11. However, para 12.16 needs
further clarity in relation to whether compensatory
measures for biodiversity will be secured through
planning obligations and conditions, as the text is
implying that this only applies to mitigation
measures

No Change

321

Disagree it is considered that the policy
is consistent with the NPPF.

Minor modification to paragraph
12.34

No need to refer unknown heritage
assets in the Policy but will make a
minor modification to the supporting
text at paragraph 12.34 to refer to
unknown heritage assets.

Although Policy SP11 refers to heritage
assets, the points raised are more
relevant to policy SADM15.

Minor modification to paragraph
12.16 to refer to off-site compensatory
measures

Amend para 12.7 to state
'The Mimram is one of
only 200 chalk streams in
the world and an
internationally important
habitat.

The Plan is sound. Suggested that the Mimram is
an internationally important habitat and not a
nationally one (Para 12.7).

Suggested that SP11 should refer to the Water
Framework Directive (WFD) as it aims to
enhance/protect the ecological status of water
bodies.

134

2203

The WFD should be
referred to more clearly
and the local plan use
River Basin Management
Plans (RBMP) guidance
within this policy

None stated

None stated

iii. Understand the full
impacts on wildlife is
particularly significant for
Birchall Garden Suburb,
as cross boundary
cooperation will allow
WHBC and EHDC to be
confident that the Natural
Environment and Rural

The plan is sound as SP11 seeks to protect
support critical environmental assets.

The Plan is sound. Support the list of non-statutory
assets (table 8). Emphasised that the cumulative
effects of developments off-site can lead to harmful
effects on assets.

Support for SP11 and other comments

The Plan is not justified, consistent, effective
because it is not based on up-to-date information
about the natural environment and it does not
appear to draw from, for example; River Basin
Management Plans, catchment management plans,
working with Local Nature Partnerships, and making
assessments of existing and potential components
of ecological networks – as required by NPPF (Para
165).

The Plan is not based upon up-to date evidence
of the natural environment

786, 788

559, 788

882

Minor modification to Policy SP11

322

Agree to make reference to the Water
Framework Directive in the policy.

Minor modification to paragraph 12.7

Replace word nationally with
internationally in para 12.7, as there are
200 chalk streams in the world and
85% of them are located in England.

Support Welcomed

Support Welcomed

No change

The Plan reflects the 6 guiding
principles developed by the Local
Nature Partnership, data on biodiversity
contained in the Hertfordshire
Environmental Records Centre and
ecological network mapping.

559

882

555

Potential contamination of site SDS2 (WGC5)
has not been considered

The Plan is not justified, consistent, and effective
because it has failed to assess how the proposed
allocation of SDS2 will impact the Common Nature
Reserve (CWS) that contains a number of protected
species of national/international significance. Its
diverse wildlife will be cut off from the wider
landscape and unable to migrate and may cause
extinction of some species, adversely impacting
biodiversity. It may increase the number of users to
the CSW, as well as level of domestic pets within
proximity of this, which may adversely impact the
wildlife of it.

No evidence has been collected/analysed to
assess how SDS2 will adversely impact a
County wildlife site (CWS)

The Plan is not effective because no flood
mitigation/SUDs has been undertaken for the Local
Plan, contrary to SP10/11.Site SDS2 that will
increase risk downstream(in Hertford)

The Plan is not supported by a flood mitigation
and SUDS strategy, contrary to SP11/10

SDS 2 must be
accompanied by a system
of read bed marshes
down the Eastern arm of

Undertake an ecological
assessment of the
existing green corridor
from Stanborough to
Hertford, to assess the
impact on species/
habitats and the
accumulative effect of all
proposed development
sites on the CWS and
other wildlife sites.
ii. Be open and
transparent and use other
sites deemed suitable for
housing that will have a
lesser impact on wildlife /
the Commons LNR in line
with SP11

All the Local Plan
proposals (particularly
SDS2) should be
supported by a FRA that
includes a flood mitigation
and & SUDS strategy

323

This issue relates to the content of
Policy SP19 and not this policy. Please
see response to this issue set out in
that section.

This issue relates to the content of
Policies SP12 and SP19 and not this
policy. Please see response to this
issue set out in those sections.
No change

No change

The Local Planning Authority are
required to prepare a Strategic Flood
Risk Assessment to inform the Local
Plan. This was updated in 2016. It is for
applicants to prepare Flood Risk
Assessments for their sites at the
planning application stage and to
include proposals for SUDS which will
relate to the specific scheme.

The Plan is not justified, consistent, effective
because the gravel digging site (at Birchall) is a
former landfill site and overlaps into site SDS2.
There is considerable leachate and methane gas
venting from organic waste dumped in the past and
this a major environmental hazard. This should
have been investigated and raises questions about
the suitability and viability of site SDS2.
the Hatfield Hyde Brook
to clean up the foul water
exiting the former landfill
site. The development of
reed beds should be
included at Stanborough
Park and part of the
other proposed
developments in the
Local Plan (.e.g.SDS6 –
HAT 15, SDS5 - Hat 1).

No change

324

2028, 87

616

DLPPS no.

There should be no adverse impact upon the
mitigation measures identified in the WHaSH
model along the A6129 and B197.

Detailed design of the corridor
Recommend all paths be 3m wide. Detailed
discussions should take place with HCC,
stakeholders and other partners when developing
more detailed proposals for the green corridor
project.

Para 12.29 of the supporting text is not
considered to be accurate. The Council’s Sports
Facility Study and Sports Facility Strategy
represents the evidence base for sport not the
2009 Assessment of Open Space, Outdoor Sport
and Recreation.

Clearer and stronger policy wording (and in
supporting text)
The plan is not effective or consistent with
national policy. Policy intention is supported but
need to have stronger wording to require
developers to meet (rather than have regard to)
the requirements of the Planning Obligations SPD
as regards sports provision.

Main issue

325

It is WHBC’s intention to work with
partners to refine proposals for the
Green Corridor as part of a stage 2
Framework Document. Detailed design
elements will be agreed at this stage.
No change.

Both documents form part of the
evidence base for policy SP12.
Add in reference to the Sports Facilities
Study and Sports Facilities Strategy at
para 12.29. Minor Modification

Should refer to the Council’s
Sports Facility Study and Sports
Facility Strategy

None

SPD’s are material considerations in
when determining planning
applications. The standards set out in
the Planning Obligations SPD (2012)
will be considered alongside the latest
national guidance. Change wording in
Policy SP12 to “should meet”.
Minor Modification

WHBC comment

Rather than stating “should have
regard” state “will be required to
meet” the standards of provision
of open space set out in the
Planning Obligations SPD

Changes sought

Policy SP12 Strategic Green Infrastructure and paragraphs 12.25 to 12.33, including Figure 8

Chapter 12 – Environmental Assets

2037

633

2204

DLPPS no.

Support reference made to working with HCC and
St Albans District Council to maintain appropriate

Stronger emphasis and clear proposals for
Ellenbrook Country Park
The plan is sound. Support the policy proposal
but require clarification of proposals for Ellenbrook
Country Park as references in the policy are too
vague.

The Plan is sound, however, the EA recommend
use of River Basin Management Plans (RBMP)
within the policy and to refer more clearly to the
Water Framework Directive (WFD) as WHBC
plays a key role in safeguarding the status of the
surrounding waterbodies under the WFD.

The plan is not effective. All barriers should be at
least 820mm to accommodate trikes and
wheelchairs.

Main issue

None

Ellenbrook Country Park should
be listed as a proposal and
shown on the Key Diagram and
Policies map

Refer more clearly to the Water
Framework Directive and River
Basin Management Plans
guidance

Changes sought

326

SP12 identifies Ellenbrook Country
Park as a key component of the
strategic green corridor as mentioned in
the Policy wording and the
accompanying Figure 8. WHBC are
working with HCC and St Albans DC to
determine proposals for the park, post
minerals extraction, which are yet to be
finalised but will be included in a
subsequent Green Corridor SPD.
The location of Ellenbrook Country Park
is already identified as an area of
significant green infrastructure on the
key diagram. No change

Policy SP12 and accompanying text
state that WHBC will work with partners
to enable delivery of the green corridor.
The EA would be one such partner who
would be consulted on proposals and
any recommendations made would be
incorporated into the Green Corridor
SPD. No change.

WHBC comment

2052

2119, 834

DLPPS no.

Green Infrastructure is not interpreted widely
enough throughout the Local Plan
The plan does not promote the fundamental role
of GI as a natural service providing infrastructure
critical to delivering sustainable development. The
interpretation of GI is not consistent with the
definition and understanding of GI as set out in
planning practice guidance for green infrastructure
(updated Feb 2016). GI is not referenced in
Chapter 2 in relation to growth and infrastructure
or Local Plan policies regarding movement,

The plan is not justified, effective or consistent
with national policy. Evidence for heritage
assets in WGC5/SDS2 and WGC4/SDS1 has not
been taken into consideration. Although a report
(Beacon 2016) has been prepared, rigorous
‘viewshed’ analysis has not been undertaken and
thus the significance of a number of Registered
and Listed assets, as well as unlisted/unregistered
but locally significant sites, has not been taken
into consideration nor given due weight. This is
contrary to NPPF Section on Using a
Proportionate Evidence Base (Paragraph 158).

Recognition and protection of heritage assets
Policy welcomed but the corridor should be
widened at SDS2 to provide greater protection to
the setting of Hatfield House Registered Park and
Garden

Main issue
and safe public access to Ellenbrook Country
Park during minerals extraction.

Amend text to reflect the multifunctionality of GI and promote
GI more widely throughout the
plan.

A thorough viewshed
analysis and a rigorous analysis
of the medieval and prehistoric
archaeology should be carried
out, in a comprehensive report,
to feed into a constraints
analysis of the whole area,
which should also include
access and ecosystems issues

Widen the Strategic Corridor at
SDS2 and make greater
reference to the heritage values
of the corridor.

Changes sought

327

Green Infrastructure is referenced in
section 2 paragraph 2.5. The strategic
green corridor is only one element of
the strategy for providing green
infrastructure. Other policies do make

Paragraph 12.25 sets out the role green
infrastructure has in improving quality of
life and quotes from the NPPG.

Viewshed analysis will inform the
masterplan for SDS2 in line with the
recommendation of the Beacon report.
No change

WHBC commissioned in independent
Heritage Impact Assessment (Beacon
2016) to assess the potential impact of
development at SDS2 on heritage
assets, the findings of which were taken
into account when designating areas for
development within this area.
An EIA made as part of a planning
application for development, will be
used to address any further or detailed
issues including the need for a
viewshed analysis.

WHBC comment

20, 505,
819, 992,
1856, 1157,
1175, 1093,
1359

DLPPS no.

Reference made to the
Hertfordshire strategic GI plans
in para 2.41

The Hertfordshire Strategic Green Infrastructure
Plans (2011), developed in partnership with
neighbouring authorities are not referenced under
paragraph 2.41 in relation to ‘strategic and cross
boundary issues.’

The Corridor already exists; projects and links
could be created without building on the green
belt. None of the Green Corridor should be
built upon, it cannot compensate for loss of
Green Belt land.

Changes sought

Main issue
economy and quality of development. Lack of
understanding regarding multi-functionality of GI
(the Green Corridor is a narrow focus of four
projects). GI should be promoted at a range of
scales not just ‘strategic’.

328

Proposals for the ‘Green Corridor’ have
been developed following consultation
with a wide array of different parties
and landowners. WHBC must enable
provision of new homes and growth in
line with the OAN. Improved

Para 12.31 makes reference to the
Welwyn Hatfield GI Plan 2011, this was
developed alongside and feeds into the
Hertfordshire Strategic GI Plans. Para
2.41 is not an appropriate location for
such reference as it discusses general
cross boundary issues rather than
specific documents.
Minor modification to make reference
to the Hertfordshire Strategic GI Plans
in Paragraph 12.31

WHBC comment
reference to the provision of elements
which make up green infrastructure e.g.
SP9 Place Making and High Quality
Design, SP10 Sustainable Design and
Construction, SP13 Infrastructure.
Whilst Policy SP12 sets out the
approach to providing a network of
spaces, the strategic green corridor is
just one project that will be delivered
through this Local Plan as is indicated
in the policy.
Minor Modification to paragraph 12.25
to correct the reference to the definition
from NPPF to NPPG

20, 556,
560, 1157,
2084, 1093

DLPPS no.

Change the pattern of
development to reinforce green
belt boundaries

Proposals are not effective or consistent with
national policy, a ‘green corridor’ surrounded by
new development makes nonsense of national
policy on environmental protection and the NPPF.
These proposals are not a green corridor.

The corridor is too narrow
The policy is not positively prepared or
effective. The proposed corridor is narrower than
the existing Green Belt, and should include
access to park and farmland surrounding Hatfield
house as a way of compensating for what is lost
to development.
The plan is not effective as proposals for the
green corridor are too narrow in places. A
minimum width of 50m is not based on any
evidence and is too narrow to enable protection
let alone enhancement of the ecosystems
services benefits from environmental assets.

The proposal is not justified or effective, you
cannot have a green corridor that is built on and it
does not cater adequately for wildlife or facilitate
movement of wildlife.

SP12 is not justified or consistent with
national policy as WHBC aim to ensure no net
loss of GI yet they are proposing to build on
Green Belt land without there being exceptional
circumstances.

Changes sought

Main issue
The policy is not positively prepared or
effective. The proposed corridor is narrower than
the existing green belt, proposed access links
could be created without building on green belt.

No change

329

The A414 is a major barrier to access
from the south and access to Home
Park and surrounds is dependent upon
agreement by the landowner. A balance
needs to be struck between provision of
the green corridor projects and enabling
development that will fund such
projects.

WHBC comment
accessibility to green space will be an
important quality of life factor for new
and existing residents. Delivery of
projects including habitat
enhancements, new paths and access
improvements is reliant upon funding
being obtained from development of
major Green Belt sites.
No Change

Changes sought
Provide a clear map of proposed
footpath extensions, and more
details on who is responsible for
maintenance. Include provision
of a path along the Lea between
Bush Hall and Stanborough
Nature Reserve. HCC should
safeguard provision of finance
and ensure implementation of
S106 agreements with
developers. Address the
limitations of the stage 1 report
including use of an up to date
evidence base, identification of
the widespread benefits of the
Corridor and publication to
residents. Place more emphasis
on addressing soil erosion and
sediment in rivers and streams.
SP12 is incompatible with the
eastern part of the proposed
SP19/SDS2 development,
further collaboration is needed
with East Herts DC to ensure a
critical wildlife corridor is not
lost.

Main issue

Support proposals of SP12 and the principle
of Green Corridor project, however proposals
lack detail (including on delivery and
maintenance) and should have a more up to
date evidence base.
Welcome and support the aims of SP12 to plan
positively for the creation, protection,
enhancement and management of networks of
green infrastructure, in particular we welcome and
support WHBC’s aims to protect and enhance
the Green Corridor. However, the plan is not
effective or justified as more detail is required
with regards to the green corridor project
proposals, including how projects will be,
implemented, delivered and maintained.
Proposals are weak on ecology, water and flood
risk management, fishing and fish management,
and soil erosion. The evidence base used to
produce the Stage 1 Framework, (which informed
the policy) needs to be more up to date.

Support proposal for east-west links but
remove / amend proposals at SDS2.
SP12 is to be applauded and supported for its
target of the enhancement of the East/West green
corridor across the borough. However, this
corridor is not justified, effective or consistent
with national policy and is jeopardised by the
proposed large-scale mixed development SDS2
as shown in Figure 8. SDS2 would prevent it from
being a ‘green corridor’ in its technical sense of
allowing biodiverse species to transit the
development.

DLPPS no.

556, 560,
1157, 2084

1001, 2185,
2186, 1093,
1186, 1359

330

The Council has worked very closely
with East Herts DC to develop outline
proposals for SP19/SDS2 including the
Green Corridor. There is a need to
balance the need of provision of homes
with the needs of wildlife and ecology.
SDS2 will be the subject of a
Supplementary Planning Document that
will include more detailed proposals
based on evidence available. Any
planning application for development
will be required to undertake an
Environmental Impact Assessment,

Details requested here are not
appropriate for the Local Plan,
however, it is the C’s intention to work
with partners to refine proposals for the
Green Corridor as part of a stage 2
Framework Document. This stage will
include an update of the evidence base
as appropriate, including any ecological
assessment and Environmental Impact
Assessments undertaken as part of any
planning application.
No change

WHBC comment

650, 1844

DLPPS no.

Overall, the tone and theme of biodiversity
protection and enhancement running throughout
the draft Local Plan is welcome. Strongly
support the aim for development to achieve no
net loss to biodiversity, adhere to the mitigation
hierarchy and compensate for residual impacts off
site as that adheres to approaches set out in the
NEC Act 2006, Natural Environment white paper,

Support proposals for GI and aims of SP12

Failure to undertake ecological assessment
and harm to existing sites of ecological value.
The plan is not effective as the Council fails to
fulfil its aims to enhance and protect the natural
environment in the borough and in particular in the
Green Corridor between Hatfield and Hertford by
failing to carry out a strategic ecological
assessment of its wildlife and habitats. The
proposed Birchall Garden Suburb housing will
effectively plug the central part of the existing
green corridor and will cause negative impacts on
species movement and recovery on existing
designated and protected sites such as The
Commons Local Nature Reserve and
Commonswood (county wildlife site) and to the
east Panshanger Park, and therefore contradicts
the Councils own green corridor stage 1 report.

Main issue
The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy as
proposed areas of employment land in SDS2
completely block the route of the Green Corridor
where it extends into East Herts.

None

Carry out a full independent
strategic ecological assessment
of the existing green corridor
from Stanborough to Hertford to
assess the cumulative effect of
all proposed development.

Changes sought

331

Details requested here are not
appropriate for the Local Plan,
however, it is the Council’s intention to
work with partners to refine proposals
for the Green Corridor as part of a
stage 2 Framework Document. This
stage will include an update of the
evidence base as appropriate, including
any ecological assessment and
Environmental Impact Assessments
undertaken as part of any planning
application for development of SDS2.
No change

WHBC comment
including an up to date habitats survey.
This information will be used to refine
development proposals as necessary.
No Change

650

DLPPS no.

Removal of references to the
proposal for an SPD from policy
SP12 and supporting text.

None

Supports the principles and priorities of draft
Policy SP 12 in seeking to create and enhance
strategic green infrastructure, providing
opportunities to link existing green spaces and to
improve public access and amenity. The promoter
of Birchall Garden Suburb (SDS2) presents a
well-researched, appropriate and considered
against the Welwyn Garden City context.

Object to the proposal for an SPD
The Policy is not effective or consistent with
national policy. Objects to the proposal for a
Green Corridor SPD as this has the potential to
cause significant delay to the planning process
and delivery of SDS2 site. An SPD would add to
the financial burdens of the site and potentially
jeopardise the delivery within the plan period. This
is not consistent with the NPPF para 153 or
Planning Practice Guidance. Consultation
involved in producing an SPD could result in
substantial alterations to current land use
proposals and the illustrative masterplan, which
could significantly delay delivery.

Changes sought

Main issue
NPPF, NPPG and British Standard for biodiversity
planning.

332

The Green Corridor proposal aims to
mitigate the impact of development on
Green Belt land and provide an
important recreational and ecological
resource. For the Green Corridor to
work effectively there needs to be
consistency in approach east to west
across the borough. WHBC believe
production of an SPD as part of the
Stage 2 Green Corridor Framework
Report will be the most effective means
of ensuring this. The SPD will be
developed in partnership with
appropriate organisations and will be
subject to public consultation. This
approach will help to ensure
consistency across landownership,
which is vital to project delivery, and
help secure long term management
across the entire corridor. No Change.

The masterplanning of SDS2 and the
production of a Green Corridor SPD will
consider the how the Green Corridor
will work through SDS2 and help
ensure an appropriate solution is found.

WHBC comment

Supports provision of a Green Corridor,
developing and SPD, but propose minor
amends to policy, supporting text and diagram

2185, 2186

Very supportive of GI provision within the Local
Plan and proposals for a Green Corridor with
associated links to existing GI and ecological
assets, improved access and new biodiversity
projects. Recognises the role of the Corridor in
provision a sense of separation and supports the
approach of preparing a supplementary planning
document that will be incorporated into the master
planning of sites. However, the policy is not
consistent with national policy as it fails to
adequately protect valuable environmental assets
due to the proposed scale of the SDS2 allocation.
Under current proposals the plan is not justified
or effective as it does not represent the most
appropriate strategy, and will not be capable of
delivering the GI benefits required.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

The extent of the Green corridor
should be more accurately
defined in Figure 8. It should be
widened and the arrow
amended to run to the north of
SDS5 and south of SDS6.
Reference needs to be made to
agriculture and forestry activities
as a means of estate
management. Change of
wording in policy SP12 to
include: Proposals for
development within or adjacent
to the Green Corridor must have
regard to the aims, objectives
and projects identified in this
document and avoid any
negative impact upon existing
agricultural and forestry
operations, ecological assets,
valuable areas of green or blue
infrastructure and public rights
of way.

Changes sought

333

WHBC would be happy for elements of
the Green Corridor to run to the north of
SDS5, however, the route through the
site, and links to Ellenbrook Country
Park must be maintained as this is a
fundamental part of the corridor
proposal. A route through SDS5 would
enable residents to have easy access
to leisure and recreation opportunities
without having to cross major roads. No
change.

WHBC comment

835

DLPPS no

Consequently, policy SADM15 is not a positive
strategy for the protection and enhancement of
the historic environment.

The plan is not effective because policy SADM
15 is insufficient to protect the borough’s heritage
assets (e.g. historic parks and gardens are not
covered).

The policy and the justification behind it is
welcomed but it is not justified or consistent
with national policy because the evidence for
the heritage assets (in particular historic parks
and gardens) in Welwyn Hatfield Green Corridor
(WGC5 and WGC4) has not been taken into
consideration in the housing allocations nor given
due weight. Some sites have not been subject to
‘rigorous shed analysis’ where heritage assets
and/or their settings (including key views and
landmarks) would be affected.

Main issues
Historic parks and gardens have not been
given adequate protection. The role of
“setting” in the determination of ‘significance’
has not been adequately addressed.

Policy SADM15 Heritage and paragraphs 12.34 to 12.51

Chapter 12 – Environmental Assets

Sites WGC4 and WGC5 should
be subject to rigorous analysis
of the medieval and prehistoric
archaeology, in a
comprehensive report to feed
into a constraints analysis of
these sites including the wider
green corridor.

Changes sought

334

WH and East Herts District Council
have jointly commissioned a heritage
impact assessment to consider the
potential impact of development at
strategic development sites (WGC5 and
WGC6) on heritage assets in the
vicinity of the area. This included
consideration of the potential impact of
the development on the setting of
registered historic park and gardens
within the vicinity of these sites
(including the Welwyn Hatfield Green
Corridor) and the recommendations
have informed the strategy diagram for
SDS1 and SDS2. The shed analysis
will inform the masterplan.
No change

Historic parks and gardens (including
their setting and significance) are given
adequate protection through policies
SP5 and SADM15. The supporting text
sets out what contribution they make
(see paragraphs 12.44 and 12.45).

WHBC comment

2194

DLPPS no

The historic environment
comprising archaeological
remains, historic buildings,
townscapes and landscapes,
locally significant assets and
their settings, in addition to
registered parks and gardens,
statutorily protected features
and designations, will be
valued, protected, enhanced
and managed to uphold their
contribution to the character
and local distinctiveness of
the borough. Great weight will
be given to the conservation
of all heritage assets in the
borough.

The plan is not consistent with national policy
or justified because the policies would fail to
promote the principles of sustainable
development (as required by paragraph 151 of
the NPPF) and not effectively conserve and
enhance heritage assets.

Proposals to alter, extend or
change the use of a
designated heritage asset, or
development affecting its

New development affecting a
designated or non-designated
heritage asset or its setting,
including alterations and
additions, will be expected to
make a positive contribution
to its character, appearance
and significance.

Changes sought
Replace policy SADM15 with
the following.

Main issues
Policies SADM15 and SP9 are unsound and
need redrafting

Minor modification to para.12.34.

335

Paragraph 12.34 of the supporting text
will be amended to include a specific
reference to Hatfield House and its
parkland, as well as other aspects of
the historic environment that make a
significant contribution to the character
and distinctiveness of the borough.

There is no need for a specific policy on
Hatfield House and the proposed policy
simply is a statement of intent rather a
strategy or development management
policy.

Comments are noted. Policy SP9
already sets out the importance of
heritage assets and the need to protect
and enhance them, whereas SADM15
sets out the different weight that will be
accorded to their protection in
accordance with the NPPF and sets out
the requirement for proposals to
respect the character appearance and
setting of the asset or historic
environment etc.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no

Main issues

(e) use appropriate materials
and methods of construction
which respect the character of
the heritage asset;

(d) are of an appropriate
scale, form, height, massing,
and design which respects
the existing heritage asset
and its setting;

(c) are not detrimental to the
heritage asset’s character or
any architectural,
archaeological, artistic or
historic features that
contribute towards its special
interest;

(b) contribute to the
preservation of the heritage
asset,

(a) demonstrate a clear
understanding of the
significance of the asset
and/or its setting, alongside
an assessment of the
potential impact of the
proposal on that significance;

Changes sought
setting, will be permitted
where they:

WHBC comment

336

DLPPS no

Main issues

Proposals to demolish all or
part of a designated heritage
asset will only be permitted in
very exceptional
circumstances. Applicants
must demonstrate that all
reasonable efforts have been
made to sustain existing uses
or find viable new ones, and
that they have addressed the
considerations set out in
national guidance. Where
appropriate, the recording of
the building to a specified
standard will be required prior
to the commencement of
demolition.

(h) have regard to the present
and future economic viability
or function of the heritage
asset.

(g) respect the setting of the
heritage asset, including
inward and outward views;
and

Changes sought
(f) have regard to the historic
internal layout and other
internal features of
importance;

WHBC comment

337

DLPPS no

Main issues

The level of detail of any
supporting information
should be proportionate to
the importance of the
designated heritage asset and
the nature of the works
proposed. Such information

All development proposals
should provide a clear
justification for the works,
especially if these works
would harm the designated
heritage asset or its setting,
so that the harm can be
weighed against any public
benefits.

Changes sought
Proposals for development
which affect the character,
setting, or views into and/or
out of registered parks and
gardens of special historic
and their settings must not
have a detrimental impact
upon their overall design and
layout, features, both built
and natural, which form an
integral part of the design and
layout; and views into,
through or out of, the park or
garden, particularly those
which are an integral part of
the design.

WHBC comment

338

DLPPS no

Main issues

Insert an additional policy to
acknowledge the importance of
Hatfield House, the Palace and
the Park.

The Borough Council will
support development that
conserves the significance of
non-designated heritage assets
including archaeological
remains and locally listed
buildings.

Where a Conservation Area
Character Appraisal or Heritage
Management Plan has been
prepared, it will be a material
consideration in determining
planning applications for
development and will be used to
guide and support the
consideration of proposals with
due regard being given to the
policies it contains.

Changes sought
shall be sufficient to
understand the potential
impact of the proposal upon
the significance of the
heritage asset and the
contribution its setting makes
to the understanding of that
significance.

WHBC comment

339

651

Policy SADM15 is unnecessary and does not
add any specific value in a local context.

1762

The plan is not consistent with national
planning policy because policy SADM15 does
not fully reflect the terminology set out in
paragraph 134 of the NPPF, which applies to

Policy SADM15 does not draw a sufficient
distinction between proposals that result in
‘substantial harm’ and those that result in
‘less substantial harm’

The plan is not positively prepared, justified
and effective or consistent with national
policy as it simply repeats or duplicates policies
set out in the NPPF.

Main issues

DLPPS no

“Proposals that result in less
than substantial harm to the
significance of a designated
heritage asset will also be
refused unless the need for,
and benefits of the development
in that location significantly
outweigh that harm and the
desirability of preserving the

Amend policy SADM 15 as
follows:

Changes sought
The Council is committed to
the conservation and
enhancement of Hatfield
House, the Palace, and
Registered Park and Garden
and will work in conjunction
with the landowner and other
key stakeholders to further
these aims to ensure that the
significance of these heritage
assets is safeguarded for
enjoyment by future
generations.
Delete policy SADM15

No change
340

The distinction is that less than
substantial harm has to demonstrate
that the public benefits have to
‘significantly’ outweigh the harm
whereas substantial harm will only be
exceptionally allowed and has to
demonstrate that the public benefits
‘substantially’ outweigh the harm.

Policy SADM15 sets out the criteria
against which proposals affecting
historic assets will be assessed in line
with the NPPF.
Historic England has raised no
objection and supports the wording the
policy and the justification set out in the
supporting text. No change.

WHBC comment

Further design guidance is needed alongside
the plan to explain the qualities of the garden
city and how they can be achieved within all
new developments.

491, 1189

The plan is not justified or effective because the
standards relating to design should be widened to
include the "Estate Management Scheme” and
other types of guidance (e.g. conservation area
appraisals) and should be applied to all types of
development - not just strategic development
sites.

Main issues

DLPPS no

Changes sought
asset, and all feasible solutions
to avoid and mitigate that harm
have been fully implemented.”
No specific changes identified

341

Policy SP9 sets out principles for high
quality design which all development
would be expected to adhere to.
Conservation Area Appraisals will be
used in decision making. All new
proposals are expected to consider
character and context. Policy SP15 sets
a further requirement for proposals
within WGC.
The principles of a garden city have
been derived to guide the
masterplanning of strategic
development sites. These are also
inherent in the policies set out in.
chapters 11 and 12.
However, we need to make it more
explicit that the principles of a garden
city will apply to all strategic
developments (not just those within
Welwyn Garden City).
Minor modification: Add a cross
reference in Paragraph 11.5 to the
Garden City principles as set out in
paragraph 14.6 and the associated text
box to clarify that the principles will
inform the masterplanning of the
strategic sites in the borough.

WHBC comment

The policies should explain that
local lists are a material
planning consideration.

Policies SADM 15 and SP11 are welcomed but
their remit should be widened to include sites
which have the potential to contain heritage
assets and non-designated assets, together
with an explanation of how these assets will
be assessed and identified.

2114, 2120

The Council should establish criteria for
identifying non-designated assets and develop a
local list of such assets, which, in turn, can be
used as material planning consideration to assess
relevant planning applications.

The plan is not consistent with national
planning policy because the policies relating to
the historic environment do not give sufficient
coverage to those assets which have not been
formally designated or identified/recorded,
particularly at an early stage of a project.

Changes sought

Main issues

DLPPS no

342

With regards to establishing criteria for
a local list, the Council does not
consider this to be a matter for the
Local Plan.

A minor modification will be made to
the paragraph 12.34 to also refer to
heritage assets which have to be
discovered but whose significance will
mean they are worthy of protection.

Policy SADM15 applies to both
designated and non-designated assets
(see paragraphs 12.4, 12.34, 12.44 and
12.46 of the supporting text).

WHBC comment
The Estate Management Scheme gives
control to certain types of alterations to
residential properties within most parts
of Welwyn Garden City. However, this
is separate from planning permission.
The Council is currently evaluating the
options on the future of the scheme
(including the use of alternative
solutions, such as article 4 directions,
which would remove permitted
development rights). For this reason, it
is not considered appropriate to include
a specific reference to the scheme in
the plan. No change

Main issues

Historic England welcomes the policy but
consider a minor change would be helpful for
consistency with NPPF terminology.

2120

2044

All of the surrounding countryside of the borough
is considered a heritage asset and should be
preserved between settlements and hamlets
alongside tree and landscaping belts to retain the
openness and avoid coalescence.
Hertfordshire County Council welcomes policies
SADM15 and SP9, however consider that for
policies to effectively mitigate the harm, provision
should made for the analysis and publication of
significant archaeological information in line with
paragraph 141 of the NPPF 141). The continued
existence of an appropriate depository for
archives such as a museum should also be
allowed for (NPPF 141, note 30).

1855

General Comments

DLPPS no

Scheduled Monuments should be
referred to as such, not ancient
monuments (paragraph 12.34) or
Scheduled Ancient Monuments
(paragraph 12.46).

None specified

Changes sought

Minor modification to paragraphs
12.34 and 12.46 and the title.

Agree to make changes to reflect
correct terminology.

343

Minor modification to Policy SADM
15 and paragraph 12.51 to make it
clear that such investigations should
be made publically available.

The Council will proactively
encourage the analysis and
publication of the results of
archaeological investigation (see
paragraph 12.51 of the supporting text
to policy SADM15) in accordance with
paragraph 141 of the NPPF.

No change
There should remain a distinction
between heritage assets, the historic
environment and open countryside.

WHBC comment

162

DLPPS no
162, 1336,
1845

Further changes are
proposed to paragraph 12.16
which relate to the use of the
biodiversity metric.
SADM16 should be amended
as follows

To address this, it has been recommended that the
DEFRA and NE derived metrics contained in
Biodiversity impact calculator should be used, in
conjunction with the mitigation hierarchy.
SADM16 fails to acknowledge the
value/importance of protecting/enhancing the
biodiversity of non-designated sites

has been fully
implemented to avoid,
reduce and remediate

o the mitigation hierarchy

‘d.Net loss or harm to
biodiversity occurring on
non-designated sites
unless

‘The impacts of development
will be quantified by applying
the Biodiversity Impact
Calculator (Environment
Bank 2015 or as amended).
Development should result in
a neutral or net positive
ecological unit score.’

The plan is not effective because it has failed to
include any definitive quantitative measures (.e.g.
CIEEM guidelines that are subjective) for assessing
how a proposal may impact biodiversity. Due to
this, it will be difficult to objectively assess the
level/type compensation/mitigation measures that
may be required to achieve no net loss/gain of
biodiversity.

The plan is not effective because it fails to
recognise the importance of protecting/enhancing
biodiversity on non-designated sites, even though a
significant proportion biodiversity occurs on these
and designated sites cover a small part of borough
area. Addressing this issue would ensure
consistency with the supporting text (para 12.52)
that seeks to enhance/protect the biodiversity of all
sites.

Ecological Assets

Changes sought
SADM16 should be amended
as follows

Main issue
The plan has failed to include any quantitative
mechanisms to measure how proposals may
impact; or ensure they achieve no net loss/net
gain of biodiversity

Policy SADM16 Ecology and Landscape and paragraphs 12.52 to 12.54

Chapter 12 – Environmental Assets

No change.

344

Disagree criterion i. refers to maintaining,
protecting and wherever possible
enhancing biodiversity, the structure and
function of ecological networks and the
ecological status of water bodies which is
clearly broader than designated assets.
In addition, criterion ii b and ii c list a
number of non-designated assets.

No change

WHBC comments
The policy refers to best practice.

Fails to provide guidance on sound principles
of development on features of ecological
significance, both existing and designed

165

The Plan is not effective because SADM 16 fails to
give more definitive guidance on sound principles
of development for existing/designated features of
ecological significance. Recommends that priority
and watercourse habitats should be buffered by a
15m of complimentary habitats, to protect/conserve
their biodiversity and allow them to function as
open wildlife corridors. Also lighting must not be

Main issue

DLPPS no

Add after point iii) Wildlife
corridors through and around
development will be expected
to ensure permeability to
wildlife. Corridors should
incorporate existing priority
habitats which should be
buffered by a suitable margin
of complimentary habitat to
protect their connective
function. Priority habitats
should be buffered by a

3. Where compensation is
required to make
development acceptable
within ii) above,
necessary financial
and/or other provision will
be required to deliver and
maintain ecological and
biodiversity objectives
over appropriate time
scales to offset the
ecological impact of the
development.

Changes sought
and compensate direct
and indirect adverse
impacts; and
o the need for, and
benefits of, the
development outweigh
the loss or harm.

No change.

345

It is more appropriate to include guidance
in a Supplementary Planning Document
rather than the Local Plan which sets out
policy.

WHBC comments

789

162

166

DLPPS no

SADM16 should seek to mitigate harmful
effects of cumulative developments

The Plan is not effective because SADM16 fails to
highlight the importance of encouraging proposals
to incorporate biodiversity into development. This is
contrary to the NPPF (Para 118).

SADM 16 should encourage proposals to
incorporate biodiversity into the development

The Plan is not effective because SADM 16 fails
to mention protected species or when applicants
may be required to undertake any ecological
surveys.

Main issue
more than 1 lux in areas designated to
mitigate/compensate ecological impacts.
SADM16 should highlight the importance of
protected species and require surveys

Opportunities to
incorporate biodiversity
into and around
development, e.g.
integrated bat and bird
boxes, will be expected in
appropriate situations.
None stated

Where there is a reasonable
likelihood of the presence of
protected species,
appropriate surveys by
suitably qualified individuals
to nationally accepted
standards will be required to
show how the proposals can
proceed without negative
impacting on their
populations. Mitigation or
compensation measures
must be definitively stated
and illustrated on plans.
Include the following text in
SADM16

Changes sought
minimum distance of 15m
and free from light pollution.
Insert a specific policy on
requirements for protected
species survey after point iii)

346

Policy SADM16 sets out the criteria for
considering individual planning
applications. It is not clear what change
to the policy is proposed which would

No change

Policy SP10 encourages biodiversity into
new development

Minor modification to SADM 16
criterion ii a) to correct a typographical
error.

Criterion ii a. refers to protected species.
A minor modification is required to
correct a typographical error to change
‘protect’ to ‘protected’.

WHBC comments

162

1765

1362

DLPPS no

The Plan is not effective, justified, positively
prepared, consistent because it repeats the
national guidelines, does not add anything and are
unnecessary
The Plan is not effective because ecological gains
can be maximised by utilising appropriate native
trees and vegetation communities in appropriate
locations and to avoid contamination

SADM 16 is repeating national guidelines

The Plan is not effective because SADM 16 has
failed to clarify whether policy CLT3 applies and no
tree strategy has been produced for Welwyn
Garden City, even though this has a parkland
setting and the tree need intervention (.i.e. lifting) to
maintain this.

Main issue
The Plan is sound. The supporting text (para
12.52-12.54) should emphasise the need to
mitigate the harmful effects of cumulative
development on ecological asset or landscape.
These effects are often associated with
development off site.
The Plan has failed to include a tree strategy for
Welwyn Garden City

Native planting schemes
utilising appropriate
species and vegetation
communities will be
required in public open
green space

Include the following text in
SADM16

None stated

A Tree Strategy should be
included in the draft Local
Plan, to recognise the
uniqueness of the garden city

Changes sought

No change

SP10 requires new development to
include native trees as part of any
scheme.

347

The Council has produced the Trees and
Woodland Strategy. It is boroughwide
and is mainly a management plan but
does include relevant guidance in section
15. However this is replicated in Policies
SP10 and SADM16. Policy SP15 sets
out the requirement for protecting the
heritage of Welwyn Garden City and its
parkland setting is part of that heritage.
No change
Disagree.
No change

No change

WHBC comments
allow for this to be taken into account
when assessing individual planning
applications.

Main issue

2057

Landscape character areas are referred to as
environmental assets, even though these are
not designated
The issue has been raised that landscape
characters areas have been referred to as

Concerned that SADM16 fails to highlight the
importance of ensuring proposals protect/enhance
locally important or valued landscapes. Also it
should require developers to undertake landscape
visual assessments to support their proposals.

None Stated

None Stated

None stated

The transport network may impact biodiversity
corridors and the mitigation measures may
need to be included in the IDP
The Local Plan is sound; Policies SP11/SADM16
are supported. Emphasise that the IDP needs to
acknowledge that the findings of the Biodiversity
White Paper and Highway England’s BAP indicate
that transport networks could sever biodiversity
corridors, and isolate ecological communities.
The plan fails to emphasise the
importance/value of local landscapes or
ensuring proposals assess how they may
impact these.

2046

2057

The WFD should be referred
to more clearly and the local
plan use River Basin
Management Plans (RBMP)
guidance within this policy

Suggested that SADM16 should refer to the Water
Framework Directive (WFD) as it aims to enhance/
protect the ecological status of water bodies (EA).

Changes sought

1843

Other Comments

DLPPS no

348

This relates to the IDP rather than the
content of SADM16. However the role of
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan is to set
out the infrastructure requirement
associated with development in the Plan
and does not discuss any impacts
associated with providing new
infrastructure.
No change.
Policy SADM16 in the paragraph sets out
a requirement to assess the impact of
proposals on the landscape. Paragraph
12.14 encourages the use of landscape
consultants when preparing proposals so
that any impacts can be addressed.
Nevertheless it is considered that a
reference to landscape visual
assessments in the supporting text would
be helpful. Minor modification to
paragraph 12.54 to refer landscape
visual impact assessments.
Paragraph 12.4 is intended to provide a
description of assets which are not
designated and are in addition to those
identified the Tables 7 and 8.
No change

A minor modification is proposed to the
strategic policy for this section, SP11, to
refer to the Water Framework Directive
so there is no need for another cross
reference here.
No change

WHBC comments

820

161

136

135

DLPPS no

HAT 15 will have an adverse impact on the
landscape
The proposed scale of development on HAT 15 will
fail to conserve or enhance the area’s landscape,
contrary to the aims of SADM16

The Plan is not effective because it is incorrectly
suggesting that compensation for biodiversity loss
can only be achieved offsite (para 12.15/12.16).
However, biodiversity loss can be replaced by a
habitat that is equal to or a higher biodiversity
value, if it is carefully designed/measured.

The Plan should acknowledge that
compensation for biodiversity loss can be
achieved onsite

The Plan is not effective, consistent because the
concept of net gain for biodiversity should run
through the document for consistency (12.14)

Main issue
environmental assets, alongside statutory
designated assets, even though they are a
description of character and provide guidance.
The concept of net gain in biodiversity should
run through the document
Change 12.14 to ' The
Council will encourage the
use of expert ecological and
landscape consultants in the
preparation of proposals
where appropriate so that the
impact on natural assets and
landscape is robustly dealt
with and that measurable net
gain to biodiversity is
achieved
Change the clause in 12.15
to:
Compensate: This can be
achieved via replacement
habitat creation either on or
off-site that help achieve an
overall net gain in biodiversity
or improvements to the
structure and function of
ecological networks in the
wider area.
Remove HAT15 from the
Plan

Changes sought

349

This relates to the selection of sites, the
suitability and potential impacts of the
site (HAT15), rather than the content of
SADM16. The impact on the landscape
was taken into account as part of the
assessment of the sites suitability for
allocation.
No change

Minor modification to paragraph 12.15
as set out in the representation.

Agree biodiversity compensation could
potentially be achieved onsite. Amend
the final bullet point in para 12.15 as
follows:

No change

It is considered that SADM16 adequately
covers the concept of net gain.

WHBC comments

1399

Amendment of the
boundary of UOL 169
to remove the built area
of the school from the
UOL designation.

Removal of all of the
land in the ownership of
Unit D from the area of
UOL80.

Designate site HS7 as
an Amenity Green
Space/UOL.

Changes UOL80 should be amended to delete all of
the land in the ownership of Unit D, City Park, as outline
planning permission was granted on appeal for the
construction of a B2/B8 (use class) on part of the UOL.

Allocation site should be designated as UOL
Housing site HS7 (Hal02) in Welwyn Garden City
should be deleted as a housing site and the boundary of
UOL25 extended to include the proposed housing site.

Should not be designated

1108,1746,

Changes sought

Southfield School should not be designated as
UOL. The effect of the UOL designation is that an
application for the school to remain on the site
permanently would be subject to Policy SADM 17 and
represent a departure from the Local Plan.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SADM17 Urban Open Land and paragraphs 12.55 to 12.56

Chapter 12 – Environmental Assets

350

Housing site HS7 (Hal02) has been found
suitable for allocation for housing
development, and selected for allocation.
No change.

Planning permission was granted on
appeal on 31/10/2013 to construct a B2/B8
unit with offices and car parking. Whilst
reserved matters were approved January
2017 the site remains open and the UOL
designation still applies. The boundary of
this UOL has been amended elsewhere to
take account of development that has
taken place. No change.

The buildings of Southfield School remain
within the boundary of the Urban Open
Land designation, as it is accommodated
in a number of temporary buildings,
planning permission for which was
renewed in July 2016 for a further
temporary period .It is understood that no
decision has been made by the County
Council as to whether the school should
be relocated back to its former site. No
change.

WHBC comment

None.

None.

Support Policy
Particularly criterion (iii) as this recognises the important
role of Urban Open Land in meeting the community’s
playing pitch and recreation facility needs.

Support the designation of urban open land along
Mosquito Way on the former Hatfield aerodrome site
(UOL218). This forms a key part of the approach past
the Grade II* listed hanger, offices, fire station and
control tower.

617, 2228

2228

None stated.

It is not clear in the plan what status Urban Open Land
has.

2057

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Support welcomed.

Support welcomed.

351

It is considered that the policy wording and
supporting text in para 12.55-12.56 is clear
on the role and status of UOL, and how it
will be taken into account when
determining planning applications.
No change.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no
2135, 2138

Include the following text
in SADM18:

London Luton Airport support SADM18 but suggest it
could be strengthened by requiring proposals (.i.e.
noise sensitive) to include measures to protect future
occupants from any adverse impacts of aircraft noise, in
areas affected by this (.via conditions/ obligations). This
would be in line with the NPPF (para 123) that seek to
ensure unreasonable restrictions are not placed on
existing businesses due to changes is nearby uses.
Planning permission in
areas affected by
acceptable levels of
aircraft noise, where the
Council considers the
proposed use to be
particularly sensitive, will
be subject to conditions
or planning obligations to
ensure an adequate level
of protection against
aircraft noise.’

Changes sought

Main issue
Development proposed within areas impacted by
aircraft noise, need to include adequate mitigation
measures to offset this.

Policy SADM18 Environmental Pollution and paragraphs 12.57 to 12.66

Chapter 12 – Environmental Assets

No change

352

London Luton Airport has not advised the
Council that any of the urban extensions
or the new settlements is likely to be
affected by noise from the airport.

There is no evidence that future
residents of the borough are likely to be
adversely affected by noise from London
Luton Airport to the extent that
adaptations would need to be made to
new dwellings.

WHBC comments

Policy SP13 should commit to the development of
partnerships to plan for, fund and deliver new
infrastructure.

The plan does not adequately demonstrate how
existing infrastructure deficiencies will be
addressed and how necessary infrastructure will be
delivered to support new development.

1232

325,791,
507, 1035,
1643, 2008,
2169

The plan is not justified or effective because it does
not contain specific proposals for remedying identified
infrastructure deficiencies.

The plan is not justified or effective because it it does
not give certainty that necessary infrastructure will be
delivered. It is not sufficient to say that the Council will
work with relevant bodies to ensure that infrastructure is
delivered.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SP13 Infrastructure Delivery and paragraphs 13.1 to 13.54

Chapter 13 – Infrastructure

The plan should only
enable new
development to go
ahead once a clear
plan is in place to
address existing
infrastructure
deficiencies. It must be

Changes sought
Policy SP13 should
commit to the
development of
partnerships to plan for,
fund and deliver new
infrastructure and the
establishment of formal
governance
arrangements to
ensure that this takes
place in an ordered, fair
and transparent
manner.
The plan should set out
in detail how
infrastructure
deficiencies will be
addressed and how
necessary supporting
infrastructure will be
delivered.

353

In preparing the plan, and in accordance
with para 162 of the NPPF, the Council
has worked with other authorities and
providers to assess the quality and
capacity of a full range of infrastructure

In line with the requirements of the NPPF
(para 156) the plan includes a range of
strategic policies to deliver necessary
supporting infrastructure to support growth
including policies SP4, SP6, SP12, SP13
and SP14. Development will not be able to
go ahead unless the necessary supporting
infrastructure can be provided. Where
relevant this will be imposed through a
section 106 agreement.

Policy SP13 already contains a
commitment that “the Council will continue
to work with its partners to address
existing deficiencies and secure
appropriate levels of funding.” This
provides sufficient flexibility to allow for a
range of partnership approaches to be
adopted as appropriate to the particular
infrastructure issue.
No change.

WHBC comment

Infrastructure delivery should be phased earlier in
the plan period

507

The plan is not effective because the infrastructure is
not being delivered early enough to support new
development.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Necessary
infrastructure should be
delivered upfront so
that it is in place when
new development is
delivered.

The plan should be
strengthened by
elevating planned
infrastructure projects
to policy status.

Changes sought
demonstrated how this
plan will be funded and
delivered.

354

As part of the process of assessing
potential development sites the Council
prepared a Housing and Economic Land
Availability Assessment (HELAA). The
HELAA assessed a full range of factors
when considering whether potential
development sites were appropriate for
inclusion in plan. This assessment
involved detailed consideration of
infrastructure location/capacity. Based on

New development cannot be required to
remedy existing infrastructure deficiencies
it can only address the infrastructure
requirements arising from the
development itself. The approach that is
proposed is designed to ensure that, as a
minimum, new development does not
further exacerbate existing deficiencies
but, wherever possible, opportunities will
be taken to enhance infrastructure
capacity and fully meet identified needs.
No change.

WHBC comment
and its ability to meet forecast demands.
Where infrastructure is required to support
growth this has been identified in the Draft
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (DIDP) which
accompanies the plan. Further the DIDP
identifies a range of potential funding
streams and delivery mechanisms which
provide a reasonable prospect that the
required infrastructure will be delivered.

DLPPS no.

Main issue

Changes sought

355

The DIDP has considered the housing
trajectory in the whole and contains an
infrastructure funding and delivery plan
which sets out how and when key
infrastructure items and projects will be
delivered to support planned development.
No change.

Policy SP13 requires that “supporting
infrastructure should be provided in
advance of, or alongside, the
development, unless there is sufficient
existing capacity.” Site allocations in the
plan have been accompanied by a table
setting out site-specific considerations.
The tables indicate where an infrastructure
issue exists and applicants will be required
to demonstrate these issues have been
addressed in order to gain planning
permission for allocated development
sites.

WHBC comment
the assessment as a whole the HELAA
indicates a deliverability timescale for sites
(0-5 years/6-10 years/11-15 years). Where
sites have been allocated in the plan they
have been assigned a delivery period.
This is intended to ensure that sites come
forward for development at an appropriate
point having regard to factors such as
infrastructure capacity being in place to
support development.

The Council should
plan for a lower level of
development as it
cannot demonstrate
that funding is in place
to deliver required
infrastructure.

Insufficient funding is available to remedy the
identified infrastructure deficit and deliver
necessary infrastructure to support new
development.

791, 510,
507, 1319

The plan is not justified or effective because it relies
too heavily on developers’ section 106 contributions to
fund infrastructure.

The plan is not effective because there is insufficient
funding available to address infrastructure deficiencies
and to deliver infrastructure required to support
proposed new development.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

356

In accordance with Policy SP13,
developers will be required to contribute to
the reasonable costs of enhancing
existing
infrastructure or providing new
physical, social and green
infrastructure, required as a result
of their proposals, through either
financial contributions (including
planning obligations or the Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL)), or by
direct provision of such
infrastructure on-site within the
development. As indicated in Policy

Due to the nature of most funding streams
and the planning timescale of many
infrastructure providers it is difficult to
predict with certainty what will be available
and when for projects likely to be required
later in the plan period. Where it has not
been possible to identify guaranteed
funding sources, the DIDP identifies a
range of potential funding streams and
delivery mechanisms that could support
delivery. It is appreciated that funding
streams and delivery mechanisms will
continue to evolve therefore in line with
Policy SP13 the Council is committed to
continuing to work with partners to secure
appropriate levels of funding.

WHBC comment

889, 1256

There is insufficient capacity in the sewerage
network to serve new housing development at
Panshanger Aerodrome (WGC4).

The Rye Meads
Southern Outfall Sewer
needs to be
implemented before

Add examples in the
plan about the key
walking and cycling
links developers will be
expected to fund.

The plan does not provide enough detail about
infrastructure that will be delivered to support
walking and cycling

315

The plan is not justified or effective. Whilst it contains
proposals for highways infrastructure it does not contain
any detailed proposals that will support sustainable
transport.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

357

As part of preparing the plan the Council
has liaised extensively with Thames Water
Utilities regarding wastewater/sewerage.
The DIDP contains information on existing

Policy SP4 promotes the use of
sustainable modes of transport and policy
SADM3 sets out how the Council will seek
to ensure that new development supports
sustainable travel. The Council has
identified that strategic development sites
provide a major opportunity to secure
improvements to cycling and walking
infrastructure. Accordingly these sites will
be required to deliver sustainable transport
measures including the improvement of
pedestrian links, cycle paths, passenger
transport and community transport
initiatives. The detail of these
improvements will be set out in masterplan
SPDs, which the plan requires to be
prepared to guide the development of
strategic development sites. The Growth
and Transport Plans will provide further
details. No change.

SP13 the Council is seeking to
implement CIL. This will provide an
additional source of funding which
can be directed to the delivery of
strategic infrastructure items which
are difficult to fund through
planning obligations.
No change.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
there is insufficient capacity in the sewerage network to
sustain the redevelopment of Panshanger Aerodrome
for housing (WGC4).
The plan is not positively prepared or effective
because it does not demonstrate how sewerage
capacity issues will be addressed.

Main issue

The plan should set out
the proposed work to
address capacity
constraints at
Deephams sewage
works.

Changes sought
any development takes
place. A new direct
connection is required
from Panshanger to the
southern tip of Rye
Meads waste water
treatment works.

358

Thames Water are currently working with
Welwyn Hatfield alongside other Local
Authorities and Hertfordshire County
Council on the Hertfordshire Water Study.
As part of this, Thames Water are
undertaking detailed modelling of
proposed development sites across the

In the longer term Thames Water have
identified that to deliver growth around
Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield is likely
to require a number of significant
infrastructure upgrades including a new
direct connection to the Southern Outfall
Sewer at Rye Meads.

WHBC comment
provision and future service provision. This
is summarised in paras 13.19 to 13.24 of
the plan.
Thames Water has identified a number of
issues with sewage treatment works that
serve the borough. Plans exist to upgrade
Deephams sewage treatment works
during 2017 to address current
constraints. Issues have also been
identified with Rye Meads sewage
treatment works. Thames Water are
planning to deliver an interim solution by
mid-2017 which will increase capacity to a
level sufficient for all potential growth
planned within the catchment until at least
2026.

The plan makes reference to infrastructure issues for
individual sites and also makes reference to constraints
at sewage treatment works. Thames Water are working
with Welwyn Hatfield alongside other Local Authorities
and Hertfordshire County Council on the Herts Water
Project. Thames Water are currently undertaking
detailed modelling of all the sites and all the different
scenarios to inform the Herts Water Project. The
modelling work being undertaken through the Herts
Water Project will provide a more accurate assessment
of infrastructure capacity issues for specific sites and
the existing sewage treatment works. It is considered
that the supporting text to Policy SP13 would benefit
from making reference to the Herts Water Project.

The following additional
supporting text should
be added:

Policy SP13 is considered sound, however the
supporting text could be expanded to provide
additional clarity in relation to the delivery of
wastewater network infrastructure.

1846

"Developers will be
required to
demonstrate that there
is adequate waste
water capacity and
surface water drainage
both on and off the site
to serve the
development and that it
would not lead to
problems for existing or
new users. In some
circumstances it may
be necessary for
developers to fund
studies to ascertain
whether the proposed

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

359

Comments noted. Insert additional para in
supporting text after 13.20 as follows:
"Developers will be required to
demonstrate that there is adequate waste
water capacity and surface water drainage
both on and off the site to serve the
development and that it would not lead to
problems for existing or new users. In
some circumstances it may be necessary
for developers to fund studies to ascertain
whether the proposed development will
lead to overloading of existing
wastewater/sewerage infrastructure.
Drainage on the site must maintain
separation of foul and surface flows.
Where there is an infrastructure capacity
constraint the Council will require the
developer to set out what appropriate
improvements are required and how they
will be delivered. Water and wastewater
infrastructure requirements will also be

All sites which are allocated in the plan will
be required to provide for the necessary
utilities infrastructure. This is explicitly set
out in policies allocating strategic
development sites, including Panshanger
(WGC4).No change.

WHBC comment
county. The modelling work will assess
infrastructure capacity issues for specific
sites and the existing sewage treatment
works and will explore options for
resolving any identified issues.

Proposed development will significantly add to
pressure on local water resources.

1095, 2008

The plan is not positively prepared or consistent with
national policy because it will exacerbate pressure on
local water resources. Over-abstraction from the
Mimram is already a significant environmental issue.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Water and wastewater
infrastructure
requirements will also
be informed by the
Herts Water Project".

Changes sought
development will lead
to overloading of
existing
wastewater/sewerage
infrastructure. Drainage
on the site must
maintain separation of
foul and surface flows.
Where there is an
infrastructure capacity
constraint the Council
will require the
developer to set out
what appropriate
improvements are
required and how they
will be delivered.

360

The Council has been advised by the
Environment Agency that over-abstraction
from the Mirmram has become a
significant environmental issue and
measures have already been put in place
to address this matter. Policy SP11 states
that the protection, enhancement and
management of critical environmental
assets within the borough will be sought
commensurate with their status,

WHBC comment
informed by the Hertfordshire Water
Study".
Minor modification to clarify
requirements in respect of wastewater
infrastructure to support new development.

Reconsider the
proposal and find
alternative sites.

The local road network cannot support the increase
in traffic that would result from the Birchall garden
suburb development (WGC5)

1162, 1199

The plan is not positively prepared, justified or
effective because the road network is inadequate to
support development of Birchall garden suburb
(WGC5).

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

361

Future supply of water has been
considered in detail as part of the
Hertfordshire Water Study which
comprises the following study partners: 9
of the county’s 10 districts, Chiltern District
Council in Buckinghamshire, the Water
Companies active in the county, the
Environment Agency, Hertfordshire LEP
and the County Council. No change.
As part of the process of preparing the
plan the Council has undertaken a
significant amount of modelling work to
understand what the likely highways
impacts of proposed developments will be
and to explore whether impacts can be
suitably mitigated. The Council has liaised
extensively with the local highway
authority (Hertfordshire County Council)
over the Birchall Garden Suburb
development. The County Council have
indicated that highways issues can be fully
addressed. In line with Policy SP19 a joint
masterplan will be produced to guide
development of the site. This will address
highways matters and sustainable
transport measures. Policy SP19 requires
that the site provides suitable access

WHBC comment
significance and international, national
and/or local importance. Table 8 sets out
that chalk river habitats are natural assets
of national importance. The Mimram would
fall within this category.

A detailed plan should
be prepared setting out
how new healthcare
facilities will be
provided or existing
facilities will be
upgraded to cope with
an increased
population.

Healthcare facilities in the local area are inadequate
and hard to access.

325, 791,
1319, 1035,
1095, 1162,
1199

The plan is not justified or effective. Congestion on the
A1 makes it difficult to access the Lister Hospital.
Access is likely to get worse as traffic will increase as a
result of planned development.

The plan is not justified or effective because it does
not demonstrate how healthcare facilities will be
upgraded to serve an increased population.

The plan is not justified or effective because
emergency healthcare facilities cannot support further
population growth. The Lister Hospital in Stevenage is
already under significant strain.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

362

The Council is in dialogue with NHS
England and the East and North
Hertfordshire Clinical Commissioning
Group over the delivery of additional GP
capacity. Opportunities have been
identified to deliver new healthcare

The Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets
out the additional health infrastructure
which will be required to accommodate the
growth proposed in the plan. Policy SP6
sets out that the Council will support the
delivery of upgraded or new community
services and facilities where there are
known gaps in provision, or where existing
facilities no longer meet modern day
requirements. Healthcare facilities
including hospitals, doctors’ surgeries and
dentists fall within the plan’s definition of
community services and facilities.

arrangements and any necessary wider
strategic and local highway
mitigation measures, including
addressing impacts on the A414 in
Hertford, the B195 and the A1(M),
together with delivering sustainable
transport measures including the
improvement of pedestrian links,
cycle paths, passenger transport and
community transport initiatives. No
change.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.

Main issue

Changes sought

363

The Council recognises that congestion on
the A1 has a major impact on journeys to
the Lister Hospital at Stevenage. Both the
County Council and Highways England
have been consulted regarding the
proposals contained in the plan. Neither
organisation has indicated that the
proposals will compromise the safety or

Proposed development in the borough will
place increased demand on the general
hospitals at Stevenage and Watford. NHS
England and the East and North
Hertfordshire Clinical Commissioning
Group have identified a requirement for a
funding contribution to provide services to
meet the larger population. This is set out
in the Draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan.
The Council will continue to liaise with
health providers in order to emphasise the
importance of medium to long-term
strategic planning, and to ensure that
healthcare requirements are built into the
wider strategic planning and planning
obligations process.

WHBC comment
facilities at strategic development sites at
North West Hatfield (Hat1) and South east
of Welwyn Garden City (WGC5). The
policies in the plan which relate to these
sites (SP19 and SP22) provide that they
should deliver community facilities,
including healthcare.

1996

There is a need for continued discussion regarding
improvements to the A1(M) and other local road
infrastructure.

364

The Council has liaised extensively with
East Herts District Council regarding the
planning and delivery of Birchall Garden
Suburb. The need for supporting
infrastructure is set out in both the Welwyn
Hatfield IDP and the East Herts IDP. Both
Councils are committed to working
together to ensure that Birchall is a
sustainable new neighbourhood supported
by all of the necessary infrastructure.
No change.
As set out in Policy SP4 the Council will
work together with the County Council
as the local highway authority,
Highways England, public transport
operators, developers and other
relevant bodies to design and fund
improvements to

The delivery of housing within the administrative
area of East Herts but on the boundary of Welwyn
Garden City will overload Welwyn Hatfield
infrastructure without support from East Herts
District Council

877

The plan is not positively prepared or effective
because the Council has failed to co-operate
adequately with East Herts over the delivery of Birchall
Garden Suburb.

Comment noted. The Council will liaise
with the County Council at the appropriate
point in time. No change.

With respect to Birchall Garden Suburb (WGC5) the
Council should consider how infrastructure
contributions might be passed across
administrative boundaries. The Development
Services Team at the County Council is willing to
advise further on this matter.

WHBC comment
operation of the A1(M) to an unacceptable
degree. A ‘smart motorway’ scheme
between Junctions 6 (Welwyn) and 8
(Stevenage North) is planned for
implementation in 2019/20 which will
provide more capacity on the highway.
No change.

2151

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

The plan has not properly considered opportunities
for additional primary school growth in Welham
Green.

2076

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
it has not properly considered opportunities to plan for
additional primary school growth in Welham Green
which would enable the development potential of other
sites at Welham Green assessed as suitable, available
and achievable in the HELAA to be realised.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Changes sought

365

The position regarding primary school
provision in Welham Green is detailed in
the Local Plan Housing Sites Selection
Paper June 2016. There is one primary
school in Welham Green which is a small
1 FE school and there is no opportunity to
physically expand the school. Limited
growth of around 80 dwellings at Welham
Green could be accommodated by this
school. Beyond this, additional primary
school capacity would be required to
address housing growth. The development
potential on sites assessed as suitable,
available and achievable in the HELAA
would generate the need for around a

transport infrastructure where these
are necessary to support growth or to
improve accessibility to existing
centres, employment areas and
community facilities. A ‘smart
motorway’ scheme between Junctions 6
(Welwyn) and 8 (Stevenage North) is
planned for implementation in
2019/20. As stated in para 7.4 of the
plan, as a local authority member of
the A1 Consortium the Council will
continue to lobby Highways England
and government for investment to
improve traffic flow and capacity at
key locations on the motorway. No
change.

WHBC comment

Changes sought

The wording of SP13
should be amended as
follows:
“Developers will be
required to contribute to
the reasonable costs of
enhancing existing
infrastructure or
providing new physical,
social and green
infrastructure, required
as a result of their
proposals, through
either financial
contributions (including
planning obligations or
the Community
Infrastructure Levy
(CIL)), or by direct
provision of such
infrastructure on-site
within the development
in accordance with CIL

Main issue

Policy SP13 fails to have regard to the CIL
Regulations.
Policy SP13 is not consistent with national policy
because it fails to have regard to the CIL Regulations.

DLPPS no.

2187

366

Comments noted. . However the policy
does not have to specifically refer to the
CIL Regulations in order for the Council to
have regards to them.

WHBC comment
further 1FE of primary school capacity.
Hertfordshire County Council as the
education authority would not object to a
new 2 FE primary school in Welham
Green (replacing the existing primary
school and increasing capacity by 1 FE) if
a suitable site could be identified and
delivered.
No change.

Changes sought
Regulations 122 and
123”.
The wording of SP13
should be amended as
follows:
“…The Council will use
grant funding the
adopted Planning
Obligations SPD,
Section 106
agreements, unilateral
undertakings, planning
conditions, and when
adopted, the Council’s
CIL Charging
Schedule, to secure
this…”.

The wording of SP13
should be amended as
follows:
“…Essential supporting
infrastructure should be
provided in advance of,
or alongside, the
development, unless
there is sufficient
existing capacity. The
appropriate phasing for
the provision of
infrastructure will

Main issue

The Planning Obligations SPD cannot by itself
secure contributions towards infrastructure.

The wording of Policy SP13 needs to be amended
and clarified to reflect that only essential
infrastructure needs to be provided in advance of
development.

DLPPS no.

2187

2187

367

In general it is expected that supporting
infrastructure should be provided in
advance of, or alongside, development
unless there is sufficient existing capacity.
However Policy SP13 provides flexibility
around the phasing of infrastructure
delivery where it can be robustly justified
why the general approach is not
appropriate. No change.

Comments noted. Amend para 4 of Policy
SP13 as follows: “The Council will use
grant funding the adopted Planning
Obligations SPD, Section 106
agreements, unilateral undertakings,
planning conditions, and when adopted,
the Council’s CIL Charging Schedule, to
secure this. The adopted Planning
Obligations SPD sets out guidance in
relation to the negotiation of Section 106
contributions and will be updated in due
course to reflect the Council’s approach to
planning obligations once the Community
Infrastructure Levy has been
implemented.”
Minor modification to clarify the Council’s
approach to infrastructure delivery.

WHBC comment

The plan does not meet the identified requirement
for additional secondary education capacity.

1109, 506,
905, 793,
425, 1951

The plan is not positively prepared, justified or
effective because it does not meet demonstrable need
for an additional 10 forms of entry secondary education
capacity in Hatfield.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified or
effective because it does not meet demonstrable need
for additional secondary education capacity. There is a
need equivalent to three new secondary schools (20
forms of entry) but the plan only makes provision for two
new schools (up to 16 forms of entry in total).

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SADM19 New Schools and paragraphs 13.55 to 13.58
Changes sought
Provision should be
made for a 10 form of
entry school site at
SDS5 (Hat1) North
West Hatfield. If it
cannot make provision
for 10 forms of entry
then an additional
school site should be
identified within the
plan.

368

In the process of preparing the plan the
Council has collaborated extensively with
the local education authority (Hertfordshire
County Council) regarding secondary
education capacity. Over the course of
discussions the need identified by the
County Council for new secondary
education capacity has changed on a
number of occasions. The latest advice is
that there is need over the plan period
equivalent to three new secondary schools
(20 forms of entry). This could be met
through the delivery of two larger
secondary schools (up to 10 forms of
entry) or three moderately sized

WHBC comment

Comment noted

The policy commitment to ensuring that appropriate
infrastructure is provided to support development
as it comes forward is supported.

2151

Chapter 13 – Infrastructure

Comment noted

It is welcomed that an Infrastructure Delivery Plan
sits alongside the Local Plan.

WHBC comment

2151, 1996

Changes sought
however be determined
on a case by case
basis.”

Main issue

DLPPS no.

1951

DLPPS no.

The plan has incorrectly identified the secondary
education total forms of entry required to meet
demand from planned growth.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified or
consistent with national policy because it is contrary
to paragraph 157 of the National Planning Policy
Framework.

The plan is not effective because it does not allocate a
site for a third secondary school.

Policy SP14 is not effective because it does not
allocate sites to meet the full demonstrable need for
additional secondary education capacity. Without
appropriate allocations there is no guarantee that
suitable sites will be found which serve the communities
in which additional provision is needed.

Main issue

Changes sought

369

Policy SP14 states that the housing target
for the plan period leads to a requirement
for additional secondary education
capacity equivalent to three new
secondary schools (20FE). This is
consistent with the latest advice received
from the local education authority
(Hertfordshire County Council). The

WHBC comment
secondary schools. Having regard to the
uncertainty around school places planning
over both the short- and long-term, the
plan has taken a flexible approach to
secondary school provision. Locations for
two new secondary schools are identified;
one at North West Hatfield (Hat1) and the
other at Birchall Garden Suburb, east of
Welwyn Garden City within the
administrative area of East Hertfordshire
District. If it is not feasible, viable or
sustainable to deliver the full secondary
education need on these two sites, and if
available evidence indicates that a site for
a third secondary school to serve the
borough is required, Policy SP14 provides
for a third site to come forward. It is
acknowledged that opportunities to deliver
a new secondary school will be limited
within the urban area, therefore the policy
makes provision for sites to be delivered
within the Green Belt where very special
circumstances exist. Identification of the
site will be required to follow a sequential
approach. No change.

1109, 2212,
1951

An allocation should be
made for a 2 form entry
primary school in a
location to serve the
needs of
central/southern
Hatfield.

The plan does not meet the identified requirement
for additional primary education capacity.

1110, 506,
793, 425

The strategy to provide additional primary and
secondary school capacity is inflexible.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified or
effective because it does not meet demonstrable need
for an additional 6 forms of entry primary education
capacity in Hatfield. There is a 2 form of entry shortfall
in provision.
Policy SP14 is not effective because it does not
allocate sites to meet the full demonstrable need for
additional primary education capacity. Without
appropriate allocations there is no guarantee that
suitable sites will be found which serve the communities
in which additional provision is needed.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

370

The supporting text to Policy SP14 (para
13.58) sets out that the in the case of any
additional schools being required, sites will

In the process of preparing the plan the
Council has collaborated extensively with
the local education authority (Hertfordshire
County Council) regarding primary
education capacity. Over the course of
discussions the need identified by the
County Council for new primary education
capacity has changed on a number of
occasions. The latest advice is that there
is a 2 form of entry shortfall in provision in
central/southern Hatfield. If available
evidence during the plan period does
indicate that a new 2 form entry primary
school needs to be delivered then the plan
is sufficiently flexible to enable a new site
to be identified and delivered. As set out in
para 13.58 of the plan, in the case of any
additional schools being required, sites will
be identified in accordance with Policy
SP14. Sites would therefore need to be
identified in accordance with the
sequential approach with a requirement
that additional school capacity is provided
in a location well-related to the
communities it is intended to serve. No
change.

WHBC comment
County Council has advised that this level
of capacity could be delivered through two
large or three medium sized secondary
schools. No change.

The plan should set out
the mechanism through
which additional sites
will be identified and
secured.

The plan should be
amended to better
reflect the challenges of
finding available,
suitable school sites
within the urban area.
The policy should
explicitly recognise this
and provide a more
flexible approach.

The sequential approach in Policy SP 14 does not
reflect the challenges identified within the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan in finding available,
suitable school sites within the urban area.

2212

Changes sought

Policy SP 14 does not make clear how schools that
have not been allocated will be delivered.

Policy SP14 is not effective because it does not
provide a sufficiently flexible strategy to deliver
increased primary and secondary education capacity,
including need potentially over and above what is
currently estimated.

Main issue

2212

DLPPS no.

371

As noted in the Draft Infrastructure
Delivery Plan, there may be issues finding
available and suitable school sites within
the urban area, particularly for larger
schools. In response to this issue, the plan
proposes a flexible approach to the
identification and delivery of new schools
based upon a sequential approach to site
selection. It is considered that this reflects
a suitable balance between the delivery of
a sufficient choice of school places to

WHBC comment
be identified in accordance with Policy
SP14. Sites would therefore need to be
identified in accordance with the
sequential approach with a requirement
that additional school capacity is provided
in a location well-related to the
communities it is intended to serve. No
change.
The mechanism through which schools
that have not been allocated is set out in
Policy SP14 and the supporting text to
Policy SP14. As set out in para 13.58, in
the case of any additional new
secondary and primary schools
required, sites will be identified in
accordance with Policy SP14 and will
be secured through negotiation with
landowners and the County Council.
The necessary school provision will
be brought forward through planning
applications. No change.

Policy SP22 should be
amended as follows:

Education facilities,
including provision for a
new secondary school
and associated playing
field facilities east of
Green Lanes, also
provision for four forms
of entry at primary
school level, in the form
of new schools within
SDS5 and/or linked to
the secondary school
as a 'through school'
and/or in the form of an
expansion of Green
Lanes primary school.

The plan incorrectly identifies the primary school
requirement relating to SDS5 (Hat1) North West
Hatfield

The primary school requirement relating to to SDS5
(Hat1) North West Hatfield is three forms of entry.

1111

Education facilities,
including provision for a
new secondary school
and associated playing
field facilities east of
Green Lanes, also

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Minor modification to Policy SP22.

372

“Education facilities, including provision for
a new secondary school and associated
playing field facilities east of Green Lanes,
also provision for three forms of entry at
primary school level, in the form of a new
school within SDS5 and possible
expansion of Green Lanes primary
school.”

Amend Policy SP22 to simplify and specify
that provision for three forms of entry
rather than four is required:

WHBC comment
meet the needs of new and existing
communities, which the government
attaches great importance to, and
protecting the Green Belt as far as
possible consistent with national policy.
No change.

The plan is not effective because it does not make
sufficient provision for additional school provision during
the first ten years of the plan.
The plan relies too heavily on strategic sites subject to
mineral extraction which will delay the delivery of
secondary school places.
The plan should set out
how schools capacity
will be increased in the
first 10 years of the
plan to serve planned
developments,
particularly within
existing urban areas.

373

Policy SP14 provides for the situation
where evidence indicates that a site for a
third secondary school is required. No
change.

The local education authority have
indicated that based on proposed growth
in the Hatfield area all secondary
education capacity in the town is likely to
be exhausted within 5 to 7 years. In line
with Policy SP22 and SP13 it is
anticipated that a new secondary school at
North West Hatfield would be delivered in
the early phases of the development to
provide additional capacity to meet growth
planned in the later part of the plan period.

Policy SP13 requires that supporting
infrastructure should be provided in
advance of, or alongside, development,
unless there is sufficient existing capacity.

Policy SP22, which allocates North West
Hatfield for development, provides that
education facilities should be delivered on
site, including provision for a new
secondary school.

Provision should be
made for a 10 form of
entry school site at
SDS5 (Hat1) North
West Hatfield and that
site be made available
during the early part of
the plan period. If it
cannot make provision
for 10 forms of entry or
is unable to be brought
forward early in the
plan period then an
additional school site
should be identified
within the plan.

The proposed phasing of new school provision will
result in a shortfall of school capacity.

506, 1109,
1951

The plan is not positively prepared, justified or
effective because it does not meet the need for an
additional 10 forms of entry secondary school provision
in Hatfield in the early part of the plan period.

WHBC comment

Changes sought
provision for three
forms of entry at
primary school level.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

334, 1951

The plan should include
further detail around
schools, particularly
secondary school
provision.

Proposals for new and expanded schools are
concentrated in the north of the Borough and do
not address need in the south of the Borough.

793, 425,
1854, 1951

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective and consistent with national policy

The plan does not maximise opportunities to deliver
education infrastructure through Section 106.

The plan is not effective because it does not propose
additional school capacity in the villages of Welham
Green, Brookmans Park and Little Heath to address
existing capacity issues and serve proposed residential
growth.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

374

The Council has explored extensively
opportunities to deliver new education
infrastructure alongside new development.
Four strategic development sites have

The quantum of new dwellings proposed
in and around the southern villages do not
justify the provision of an additional
secondary school on these grounds alone
and the dispersed nature of development
at these locations means that expansion of
existing schools, or the meeting of needs
within new secondary schools being
planned will represent the best way
forward. Villages’ education requirements
at secondary level need to be considered
in relation to adjoining settlements
including those beyond the borough
boundary in certain instances. No change.

The Council has liaised extensively with
the County Council regarding the potential
for primary schools in the south of the
Borough to accommodate growth. The
advice received is summarised in the Draft
Infrastructure Delivery Plan. Proposed
growth in the villages has been limited to a
level which can either be absorbed by
existing schools without expansion or can
be absorbed by existing schools which
have been identified by the County
Council as having potential to expand.

WHBC comment

1951

DLPPS no.

The plan fails to take into account education
constraints in Stevenage and North Hertfordshire.

The plan does not allocate a group of sites in Welwyn
(Wel1, Wel2, Wel14 and Wel15) which could provide a
deliverable secondary school site in the early part of the
plan period.

Main issue
because it does not allocate site Cuf5 (Land at Northaw
Road East, Cuffley) which would deliver a new 1 Form
Entry primary school.

Changes sought

375

In preparing the plan the Council has
liaised extensively with the local education
authority (Hertfordshire County Council).
The advice given by the County Council
with regard to school place planning is
based on geographical education planning

The county council as education authority
has confirmed that there is insufficient
secondary school capacity to support
additional growth in the borough.
The proposal for a new secondary school
is noted, however the county council do
not support a rural location for the
provision of a secondary school as the
main need is focussed around the towns.
No change.

It is noted that a Green Belt site in Cuffley
(Cuf5) and a group of Green Belt sites in
Welwyn (Wel14 with Wel 1, Wel2 and
Wel15) contain proposals to deliver new
education capacity.
Sites Cuf5 is not considered suitable for
allocation when balanced against
considerations including the Green Belt,
SA/SEA and infrastructure matters, as set
out in the Housing Sites Selection
Background Paper June 2016.

WHBC comment
been allocated in the plan, each of which
will provide new education capacity.

Comment noted.

Comment noted.

Support that the plan and supporting Infrastructure
Delivery Plan identify schools as necessary
infrastructure required to help deliver sustainable
growth in the borough.

Specific policy support for new schools (in the form
of Policy SP14) is welcomed.

2212

376

WHBC comment
areas (EPAs). In some cases EPAs
extend across borough boundaries. North
Herts and Stevenage Borough Council are
making provision to meet educational
requirements with in their respective plans.
The plan therefore takes account of
education requirements in other authorities
where provision elsewhere has an impact
on Welwyn Hatfield. No change.

2212

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

377

Main Issues Soundness Summary
Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission (DLPPS)
Chapters 14-27, Appendices (p129-241) – Settlements and Implementation

Appendix H4

1137,1165

652

531, 949

DLPPS no.

None

Supports Garden City proposals for masterplanning
strategic developments

Plan is not justified, positively prepared, effective or
consistent with national policy as thousands of
homes are proposed, many covering treasured green

No changes proposed.

Abandon development
on the Gosling Leisure
Centre site and the car
park off Campus West.
The new proposed
village at Symondshyde
must be scrapped

The plan is not justified or effective as it will make the
town too large and overcrowded and destroy open
space.

Plan is sound
The plan proposes too much growth – a 50% overall
growth in population which will overwhelm the
garden city vision. Scale of growth is against the
vision of a Garden City and unsustainable.

Changes sought
Leisure and
recreation facilities
must be retained.

Main issue
Plans go against, and will damage the concept of,
the Garden City and will make it too large and
overcrowded. Leisure and recreation facilities must
be retained

Vision and Objectives and paragraphs 14.1 to 14.8

Chapter 14 – Welwyn Garden City

378

The current target is informed by an up to
date SHMA, the availability of suitable
sites and the ability to provide
infrastructure. The ECS draft target is now
superseded.
No change.

In order for development to come forward
the applicant will have to demonstrate that
the sports facilities will either be reprovided or are no longer required,
Furthermore a large part of the site is
underutilised. The development will
provide funds to invest in the remainder of
the Sports Park. The Plan does not
allocate Campus West car park for
development.
No change.
Noted

WHBC comment
Strong cultural and recreational facilities
are included as one of the Garden City
principles within the plan, and the town
being a focus for sports facilities and
culture forms part of the vision for the
town. No change.

1191

DLPPS no.



The Garden City principles should be applied to
all aspects of how the town developed and
operates – not just strategic development sites –
as per the original vision. At the very least, new
strategic developments should link and integrate
with existing parts of the town.

Plan is not justified or effective as many of the Garden
City principles set out are not sufficiently adapted or
applicable to both new development and ongoing
management of the current town. There are
requirements on the Council, for example, in estate
management of council owned property or in
environmental stewardship.

Plan is not positively prepared, justified or effective
as the objective of increasing town centre floorspace
and employment areas is contradictory with proposals
to develop new neighbourhoods and neighbourhood
extensions on Garden City principles. The scale of
growth proposed (9,000 dwellings within two miles of
WGC) is against Garden City principles and cannot be
described as “sustainable”. Inadequate capacity on
local railway lines.
The Garden City principles as set out are not
correct as they do not do the original set credit and
need to be further adapted to reflect the capabilities
of the Council.

Main issue
space including a development so large it stretches into
a neighbouring borough.

No specific changes
proposed in the column
but much detail in the
reasons why think plan
is not sound

Changes sought

379

This design approach will ensure that new
development in the town will respect the
special character of the garden city,
including architectural styles, scale and
massing in relation to existing buildings
and spaces. Garden city principles are
also embedded into the policies of the
plan.

New development will be required to have
regard to local character and context so
they relate well to their surroundings and
distinctiveness of the townscape (see
policy SP9).

The Garden City principles have been
developed in consultation with a range of
local stakeholders to guide the
masterplanning of strategic development
sites. Garden city principles are
recognised as a basis for good planning.

WHBC comment

The focus on biodiversity should not be allowed
to compromise the parkland setting of the street
scene.



2230

References in the Vision for Welwyn Garden City to the
town’s unique heritage are welcomed, particularly the
references to maintaining Garden City Principles.

Plan is not effective as the meaning of objective 1 is
unclear and examples are given around the Council’s
management of particular issues.
Support references to the heritage of the town

1357



Council owned property needs to be subjected
to the same estate management rules are all
others on any estate.



Main issue

Creating walkable neighbourhoods with a clear
sense of place and a community hub is
incompatible with placing new developments so
far from the town centre.
Unclear what Local Objective 1 means in practice.

DLPPS no.

A minor amendment
should be made to set
out the need to
enhance (rather than
just conserve) heritage
assets in the town.

No specific changes
proposed.

Changes sought

380

Support welcomed. The suggested
change would be consistent with national
policy and other references to heritage
assets in the Plan, and a minor
modification will be made to the 5th line to
reference ‘and enhancement’ of heritage
assets.

The local objectives were developed in
consultation with local groups and are
considered to be appropriate.
No change.

No change.

Estate management is not a planning
matter and will be addressed through the
council’s other functions.

WHBC comment
The masterplans will provide a clear steer
on how the strategic development sites will
integrate and link to other parts of the town
and the wider area.

General comments
2123
Support from Historic England

The list of notable
buildings within the
appraisal will serve as
the local list for Welwyn
Garden City until such
a time as the local list
of assets is published

Formalise the status of
the Conservation Area
Appraisal (suggested
alternative)

Noted

381

The Conservation Area Appraisal is a
material consideration in the determination
of planning application and it identifies a
number of non-designated heritage assets
which are important to the character of the
Conservation Area. There is no benefit in
further identifying them as being locally
listed.
Minor modification
Add a new sentence at the end of
paragraph 14.11 to explain that notable
examples of buildings of local importance
are listed within the Welwyn Garden City
Conservation Area Appraisal.

Specify that a local list
will be created

The lack of a local list of heritage assets,
particularly in relation to Welwyn Garden City

715, 1192

The plan is not consistent with national planning
policy because it does include an up to date list of nonlisted heritage assets which leads to inconsistent
decision making.

WHBC comment

Changes sought

Main issues

DLPPS no.

Policy SP15 Historic Environment of Welwyn Garden City and paragraphs 14.9 to 14.11

Chapter 14 – Welwyn Garden City

697

591

Walking and Cycling should be a higher priority
than car parking

318 / 319

Suggests that site identified in SADM19 is likely to take
a long time to be developed and that extent of site
should be extended to include land south of Church
Road as that site could come forward more quickly.

Town Centre North site is not deliverable quickly
enough.

Supports the objectives, particularly those relating to
increasing provision of cafes, pubs etc.

The Plan is sound.

The Plan is not effective as the Policy is too vague
and seems to put car parking on a par with walking and
cycling. Site plan doesn’t show proposed cycle routes.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Proposes extension of
the SADM19 site to
include the Church
Road car park,
currently covered by
policy SADM20, to
enable a better mix of
uses in town centre.

None stated

Changes sought
Proposes change to
give priority to
pedestrians, cyclists
and public transport
across the town centre,
reducing the need for
car parking provision.

Policy SP16 Welwyn Garden City Town Centre Strategy and paragraphs 14.12 to 14.21

Chapter 14 – Welwyn Garden City

382

The additional retail floorspace is not
required until 2026. The Land South of
Church Road does not lie within the core
retail area and has not been promoted
through the Local Plan process to meet
the need for additional retail floorspace.
The site is covered by Policy SADM20
which sets out the criteria against which
planning applications for development will
be assessed.
No change.

Noted

Policy does propose “improving movement
and access within the centre, giving
priority to cyclists and public transport,
whilst maintaining and optimising the
management of car parking provision”.
The policy does give priority to pedestrians
and cyclists but effective management of
car parking is important to the overall
success of the town centre. No change.

WHBC comment

The document needs to
revisited and further
consultation should
take place to address
these issues
None stated

The Plan does not sufficiently address a number of
issues including EU Exit Concerns, Parking and
weak evening economy.

Town Centre North SPD

1211

2010

The County Council was consulted on Welwyn Garden
City Town centre proposals in 2014. Although, there
were a number of issues relating to cycle route
connectivity and vehicle access conflict with proposed
new bus station layout it was concluded that these
concerns can be dealt with when the proposal is
considered in greater detail.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Noted

No change

These matters have been appropriately
considered in drafting the plan.

WHBC comment

383

984, 554

Support allocation but feel it should be car free.

587

The Plan is not Justified or Effective, and has not
been Positively Prepared. The development will result
in the loss of public open space which is not in keeping
with the town’s historic character and distinctiveness,
and development on this site will create an overcrowded
environment eroding the essence of Garden City
planning.

There will be a loss of public open space and green
space which will damage its heritage

The Plan is not effective, as the allocation should be
car free for various reasons including air quality and
wishing retail environment to be pedestrianized.

Policy wording is insufficiently clear in relation to
the NPPF (para 126)

2124

Development on this
site should be in
keeping with the
Garden City and retain
open space.

Development on the old
Shredded Wheat site
should be prioritised
above this site.

Suggests minor
addition to the wording,
namely “…preserve
and enhance the
character and setting of
the Conservation Area”.
Suggests that the
reference to
“maintaining parking
provision” is removed.

Proposed development
needs to achieve good
cycle and pedestrian
links with rest of town
centre.

The Policy fails to achieve good pedestrian and
cycle links

320

The Plan is not effective as the proposal fails to
achieve good pedestrian and cycle links with the rest of
the town centre despite being where East- West and
North-South cycle routes would converge.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SADM19 Development in the Core Retail Zone and paragraphs 14.22 to 14.23

Chapter 14 – Welwyn Garden City

384

The allocation of this site is carried forward
from the District Plan. A Supplementary
Planning Document has been prepared
which has demonstrated that the site can
be delivered whilst respecting the
character of the conservation area. This
document was subject to public
consultation.
Design Principle 3 in the SPD for the site
says that development should deliver a

The policy does give priority to pedestrians
and cyclists but effective management of
car parking is important to the overall
success of the town centre.
No change.

Minor modification to change wording of
Policy SADM 19 agree with this suggested
amendment.

Paragraph (iv) of Policy SADM4 states
that development should “achieve good
pedestrian access and linkage with the
rest of the town centre”. The plan in the
SPD for the site shows a proposed E-W
cycle route. No change.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.

Main issue

Changes sought
Further emphasis and
weight given to the
Garden City concept of
open planning, the
potential environmental
impact, the potential
congestion & the
requirement to comply
with the Estate
Management Scheme.

385

WHBC comment
new area of civic space and should
maintain the importance of green space in
the public realm.
No change.

2127

SADM 20 has the widespread support of the
local community and should be adopted with a
modification to clarify the term
“redevelopment” which is ambiguous

719, 1194

Welcome reference to preserve and enhance the
Conservation Area.

Clarification is required in regard to the
Conservation Area

Plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because the term ‘redevelopment’
is ambiguous. The ambiguity is contrary to the
requirements of the NPPF for Local Plans to
provide clarity to decision makers.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

For clarity and
completeness, suggest a
minor modification with the
addition of the words ‘and
setting’ to the sentence
‘Preserve and enhance the
character of the
Conservation Area’.

Revise the text to
‘Proposals to make
significant alterations or
rebuild the existing
buildings in these areas will
not be permitted
unless……’

Changes sought

386

Minor modification to policy SADM 20 at ii)
as follows:
“Preserve and enhance the character and
setting of the Conservation Area”. Also use
this form of words in the penultimate
paragraph of the policy, after “demonstrated
that the new building would..”.

Minor modification in penultimate
paragraph of policy SADM 20 to add ‘or
significant alterations’.

WHBC comment

Policy SADM20 Acceptable uses outside the Core Retail Zone (The Campus, Parkway, Church Road) and paragraphs 14.24 to 14.25

Chapter 14 – Welwyn Garden City

Build fewer homes or
remove the site from
the plan

Build fewer homes or
remove the site from
the plan

None stated

Remove the site from
the plan

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified or
effective because the number of homes proposed will
result in unacceptable highway and parking issues.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified or
effective because development will alter the character
of the neighbourhood.

The Plan is not justified because the site is the last
remaining green space in Panshanger.

Comments on site HS1 (Land at Bericot Way)

458, 996,
1276, 1279,
1421

Changes sought

The Plan is not positively prepared or consistent with
national policy because the site is not big enough to
accommodate 28 dwellings at an acceptable density.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

387

Whilst it does form a visual break in the
area, the site has never been a designated
open space and notices around the site
make visitors aware of this. The site is
within 200m of Moneyhole Lane Park, and
it is not accepted that it would result in
there being no remaining local green
space. No change.

The design of any development will not be
dealt with until planning application stage.
There is no reason why development will
inevitably be out-of-keeping with its
surroundings. No change.

The Local Highway Authority concluded
that development would have no highway
impacts. Parking provision will be dealt
with at planning application stage. No
change.

The HELAA’s assumption of 40dph is the
standard baseline for a site of this size,
based on best practice. It is comparable to
the density of 2-10 Waterbeach to the
north (roughly 35dph), and the care home
to the south of the site also provides a
higher density precedent. No change.

WHBC comment

Policy SADM21 New Dwellings in Welwyn Garden City and paragraph 14.26
Note that this summary covers general development issues and sites HS1-8 only. The Main Issues for Strategic Development Sites
SDS1-4 and Mixed Use Site MUS1 are summarised against the site specific policies for those sites.

Chapter 14 – Welwyn Garden City

The Green Belt
boundary shown on the
submitted masterplan
should be adopted.

Capacity should be
increased from 290 to
300 based on the
submitted masterplan.

A minor modification
should be made to
reflect this point.

The Plan is not consistent with national policy,
because the proposed Green Belt boundary is not the
most defensible option and results in more land being
removed from the green belt than necessary.

The Plan is not consistent with national policy,
because the capacity of the site has not been
maximised.

The development of this site will not have any adverse
impact on designated heritage assets. However, the
southern edge of the site will form the new southern
boundary of Welwyn Garden City and boundary
treatments will need to be given careful consideration.

Comments on site HS2 (Creswick)

1690, 1961,
2136, 2196

Introduce such a
requirement in the plan

Remove the site from
the plan.

If the site has to be developed, only bungalows should
be built.

Continued

Changes sought

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified or
consistent with national policy because development
on this site could result in the merger of Welwyn Garden
City and Hatfield, and will encroach on the countryside.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

388

It is considered that the provisions of
Policy SADM15 (Heritage) will be sufficient
to ensure that potential impacts on
heritage assets are mitigated. No change.

The increase in dwellings (+3%) is not
significant. Allocation for 290 dwellings
would not preclude additional dwellings
coming forward at planning application
stage, as long as the proposal otherwise
accords with the plan. No change.

The proposed boundary is no more
defensible, because it follows a road which
does not yet exist. Because the routing of
the road has not been subject to any
detailed consideration, adopting it as a
boundary could also reduce flexibility in
how the site is developed. No change.

The Stage 2 Green Belt Study concluded
that the site makes a partial contribution to
these Green Belt purposes. This was a
minor weight against the site, but taking all
matters into account the Housing Site
Selection Background Paper judged that
the site should be allocated. No change.

Policy SP7 considers provisions for
housing for older people, but there is not
considered to be any justifiable basis on
which to require a 100% bungalow
development on this site. No change.

WHBC comment

The Plan should either
require their
replacement, or state
that their loss would
have to be supported
by evidence that they
are no longer needed.
The site specific
requirements should
stipulate a need to
submit a satisfactory
business plan and
masterplan to secure
this.
None stated.

None stated.

It is acknowledged that there is a need to raise finances
to address significant debts at Gosling Sports Park, and
secure its future. However, the Plan is not justified or
consistent with national policy because there is
currently no means to guarantee that housebuilding
actually provides this benefit.

The Plan is not justified or effective, because the
decision by Members to select the site did not involve
any discussion of highway and education capacity.

The Plan does not indicate that the site is owned by the
Council, and its development could result in a conflict of
interest.

Comments on site HS6 (Gosling Sports Park)

66, 554,
619, 636,
689, 976,
1138, 1337,
1374, 2136

Changes sought

The Plan is variously not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national policy
because there is no evidence that the existing sports
facilities to be lost are no longer required. There are
insufficient local leisure facilities, and the loss will
necessitate travel to alternative facilities elsewhere.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

389

The HELAA and site selection processes
did not take land ownership into account,
but it is correct that the site is Councilowned (albeit on a long lease to Gosling
Sports Park). In common with most local
authorities, the Council is both a major
local landowner and the Local Planning
Authority. In both of these guises it must
act in the public interest – in this case
providing new homes and securing the
future of valued facilities. No change.

These issues were fully considered in the
Housing Site Selection Background Paper,
which was circulated to all Members on
the Cabinet Housing and Planning Panel
and Cabinet. No change.

The acknowledgement of the need to
assist Gosling’s future is welcomed.
Linking housebuilding on the site with
investment in the sports park is consistent
with the Council’s own intentions, but the
modification above is considered sufficient
to secure this. No further change.

For the site to come forward, it will also
have to comply with Policy SADM7
(Community Services and Facilities),
which suitably addresses these issues.
However, a minor modification will be
made to Table 9 add a site specific
consideration to clarify this.

WHBC comment

As above.

As above.

The Plan is not justified, because development at a
density sufficient to deliver 20 dwellings would detract
from the character of the surrounding area.

The Plan is not justified, because land to the north of
the site has been affected twice in the last two years by
flash surface flooding.

Comments on site HS7 (Land at Waterside)

1213, 1281

An additional site
specific consideration
should be added.

Remove the site from
the plan, and designate
it as Urban Open Land.

There should be further clarity about the need for
development to preserve and enhance the setting of
Welwyn Garden City Conservation Area.

Continued

Changes sought

The Plan is not justified, because the site forms a
continuation of the green space to the east in the Black
Fan Valley. To build on it would be contrary to the
Garden City principles promoted elsewhere in the Plan,
and reduce the amount of available open space in an
area lacking provision. The site was also withdrawn
from consideration at the time of the 2005 District Plan.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

390

Policy SADM14 would require the
provision of a Sustainable Drainage
System, and mean that any such issues
can be managed. No change.

The HELAA’s assumption of 40dph is the
standard baseline for a site of this size,
based on best practice. It is comparable to
the density of housing at the corner of
Sloansway and Maple Grove to the west
(roughly 35dph). No change.

This site has long been envisaged for
development, and therefore never had any
protective designation. Whilst the 2009
Assessment of Open Space does note
that Haldens is deficient in open space,
this cannot be said to be an issue around
the site given its location adjacent to the
15 hectare Black Fan Valley Park. As
exceptional circumstances exist to
necessitate the removal of land from the
Green Belt, the Council would have no
reasonable basis on which to not select a
suitable site with no current designations.
No change.

The site specific considerations already
note that a part of the site is within the
Conservation Area. The provisions of
Policy SADM15 will therefore apply, and
are considered sufficient. No change.

WHBC comment

None stated.

Amendments to Policy
SADM10 (Employment
Development) to allow
this to take place based
on existing
circumstances.
Remove the land from
Welwyn Garden City
Employment Area, and
allocate for housing.

Remove the site from
the plan.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
land at 51 Bridge Road East in Welwyn Garden City
should be considered for a residential redevelopment.

Land at 58 Bridge Road East in Welwyn Garden City
should be considered for a residential redevelopment.
Surrounding properties are in a variety of uses including
leisure and community uses, and the adjacent property
at 60 Bridge Road East has prior approval for a change
of use from office to residential.

The Plan is not justified or consistent with national
policy because of its proposal to build on the car park
by Campus West.

Comments on other sites

1112, 1374,
1734

Changes sought

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified or
consistent with national policy because it does not
allocate the Woodside Centre on The Commons
(HELAA site How92) as a development site. It is not a
community facility, and even if it were judged to be one
then Policy SADM7 still provides scope for
redevelopment if need can be met elsewhere or a
facility is no longer required.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

Development has not been promoted in
this location, and is not proposed in the
plan. No change.

391

WGC Objective 3 (para 14.8) identifies the
need to maintain a balanced supply of
employment land to fulfil the town’s role as
a key centre for employment. The
Economy study (2014) identifies this
employment area as a good quality site
that should be protected. No change.

WGC Objective 3 (para 14.8) identifies the
need to maintain a balanced supply of
employment land to fulfil the town’s role as
a key centre for employment. The
Economy study (2014) identifies this
employment area as a good quality site
that should be protected. No change.

The current occupants of the site provide a
range of community services, most notably
for disabled people, and the Woodside
Centre is very clearly a community facility.
However the HELAA does conclude that
the site is suitable for development, and it
could potentially come forward as windfall
(and be assessed against SADM7 at that
point), but it is the lack of evidence on how
existing occupiers will be relocated
precludes the site’s actual allocation. No
change.

WHBC comment

General comments on the principle of development
in Welwyn Garden City

1491, 1635,
2012

The Plan is not positively prepared or justified as the
town has already reached its optimum size, yet an
unsustainable level of growth is proposed. This is
contrary to the town’s special status and founding
principles (e.g. being limited to a certain size, being
designed for healthy living, and being different and
distinct from other places).

Main issues

DLPPS no.

None stated.

Changes sought

392

Welwyn Garden City was first conceived at
the beginning of the 20th century, in a
completely different social and political
context. The Council does not consider
that maintaining the town at its current size
(i.e. refusing to allow development) is in
the wider public interest, and would be
unlikely to be found sound. However, the
Plan does enshrine modern ‘Garden City
Principles’, and seeks to protect the town’s
heritage in the Vision for Welwyn Garden
City and in Policy SP15. No change.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no
594

The Plan is not justified, consistent, effective or
positively prepared because an integrated transport
strategy should have been produced for this site, in
order to reduce the significant barriers for safe
convenient green transport options (.i.e. walking,
cycling) on it. This includes a railway line to the W; busy
highways to the N & E, and a new vehicular route is
being proposed through the site. This strategy should
have focused on delivering segregated walking/cycling
routes (.i.e. NW-SE & to schools), replacing end of life
bridge with a dual use, elimination of motor traffic
through routes and safe convenient road crossings

Main issue
No integrated transport strategy has been prepared
to promote sustainable modes of transport for the
Broadwater RD West site

Ensure that changes
addressing the
previously detailed
points are incorporated
and all linked planning
documents, such that
the combined policies
are capable of meeting
the UK's commitment to
reduce CO2 emissions
to 20% of 1990 levels
by 2050, through

xi. To ensure nonmotor transport
(walking and cycling)
to, from and within the
site is facilitated as far
as is practically
possible through design
within the site, adjacent
to the site and with
integration into wider
transport strategies.

Changes sought
Add additional
principle:

393

The broad principles for addressing these
matters are set out in the Broadwater
Road West Supplementary Planning

WHBC comment
In line with Local Plan policies SADM 2
and 3, a developer will be required to
undertake a Transport Assessment (TA)
and a Travel Plan (TP) to support any
proposals for the Broadwater site. The TA
will assess how the proposal will impact
the existing transport network, to
demonstrate that it will not adversely
impact vehicular movements, highway
safety, parking, as well as to identify any
mitigations to offset any adverse impacts.
Also a TP will be required to demonstrate
how measures included in the proposal
will encourage sustainable modes of
transport, giving preference to
pedestrians, cyclists and public transport,
over vehicular movements. While policies
SP4 and SP13 will apply to secure the
funding, deliver any infrastructure
enhancements or new provisions through
S106 agreements or CIL (when adopted).
The County Highways teams (along with
other stakeholders) will be consulted on
any proposals and their views will take
into consideration for determining any
applications.

Policy SP17 Mixed Use Development Site at Broadwater Road West/Sites SDS3 and SDS4, Figure 10 (Strategy diagram) and
paragraphs 14.27 to 14.29

Chapter 14 – Welwyn Garden City

2219

2152

The University support the flexibility included in clause
viii of SP17 for the Bio Park, in terms of retaining its use
for B1 use, unless the site is not suitable and the
existing park is relocated elsewhere within the area. But

SP17 should allow for the BioPark site to be
redeveloped for residential uses

The County Council have indicated that the additional
primary school education capacity of the area can be
addressed through the relocation of Peartree Primary
school and the subsequent enlargement of this, from
1FE to 2FE.

Additional primary school capacity can be secured
through the relocation of Peartree Primary school

Suitable alternative
uses could include
Residential”.

Add the following
sentence at the end of
clause viii of SP17

None stated

None stated

The most important elements of the Listed
Buildings should be retained

2133

Historic England have no objection to the principle of
redevelopment of the Broadwater Rd site and support
clause iv. They have indicated that it is adjacent to a
conservation area. It contains two Grade 2 Listed
Buildings and they would like to see the most significant
elements (.e.g., silos) of these to be retained and
bought back into suitable use. Also any proposal should
not harm the nearby designated heritage assets (.i.e.
long views from Grade 1 Listed Hatfield House).

Changes sought
reducing transport
emissions

Main issue

DLPPS no

394

In line with the presumption in favour of
sustainable development, the Plan is
seeking to protect existing employment
sites. But it has also included sufficient
flexibility to allow the Bio Park to be
redeveloped for other uses under certain
circumstances. The site has not been

Noted

WHBC comment
Document, December 2008. These
matters are being further worked up as
planning applications for the development
of the site are being dealt with.
No Change
Noted

The County Council was involved in the evidence base
which led to the 2008 SPD for the site and has
subsequently been consulted on the planning
applications. The principles set out in the policy can be
delivered (HCC).

None Stated

None Stated

Other Comments

1237, 2011

The Plan is sound. The LEP support policy SP17.

Changes sought

Main issue
it should go further than this and allow the Bio Park to
be redeveloped for housing, the conditions of clause viii
are met. The reasons are the adjacent uses will be
residential and of this part of the site will be residential
and the redevelopment of the Broad water site will
result in a net gain in B1 floor space.

DLPPS no

Support Welcomed

Support Welcomed

395

Amend last Para of SP17 to correct
reference. Replace reference to SADM 9
with SADM10.

Minor modification

WHBC comment
promoted for residential development
through the Local Plan and not all the
adjacent uses will be residential. A minor
modification is required to correct an
incorrect policy reference.

763, 960,
1084, 1246,
1288, 1907

371, 384,
385, 538,
586, 766
763, 803,
907, 925,
959, 960,
994, 985,
986, 1008,
1084 1126,
1134 1196,
1246

DLPPS no

The plan is not justified or consistent with national
planning policy because it will result in the loss of
valuable greenfield land and the mitigations suggested
in the draft plan will not safeguard the area. More
sustainable alternatives (e.g. brownfield land) are
available.

Loss of valued landscape and impact on the setting
of heritage assets (e.g. Tewinbury Farm SSSI and
Panshanger Park)

Decisions have not been consistent.

The plan is not legally compliant or consistent with
national policy because it fails to adequately reflect
the views of local people and has not been prepared in
line with the statement of community involvement.

Main issues
Lack of meaningful community engagement /
collaboration and views of local people have not
been reflected

None specifically
identified

Changes sought
None specifically
identified

396

Welwyn Hatfield does not have capacity to
accommodate sufficient homes within
existing built-up-areas to address the
target set out in policy SP2.
No change

The Panshanger Park and Environs
Heritage Impact Assessment (Beacon
Planning, 2016) suggests a range of
mitigation measures such as buffer zones
and design codes that should be
incorporated into the masterplanning of
the development (e.g. landscape buffers)
to minimise impacts on the significance
and setting of heritage assets (including
conservation areas, listed buildings,
ancient monuments and historic parks and
gardens) within the vicinity of the site.

Public consultation has been carried out in
accordance with the council’s statement of
community involvement and the
regulations.
No change

WHBC comment

Policy SP18 North East Welwyn Garden City/Site SDS1, Figure 11 (Strategy diagram) and paragraphs 14.30 to 14.34

Chapter 14 – Welwyn Garden City

371, 385,
508, 521,
651, 710,
763, 766,
803, 907,
925, 960,
985, 1008,
1104, 1196,
1288, 1903

DLPPS no

natural resources such as drainage, sewerage/
sewage treatment (e.g. Meads treatment plant
needs upgrading), water supply and flooding
constraints);
public transport;
open space;
ecology (including the green corridor and wildlife
sites);
utilities (e.g. broadband);
highways (e.g. A1(M)); and
access to medical facilities.

Welwyn Garden City will take a disproportionate share
of development in an area which already has
infrastructure problems.











The plan is not positively prepared, justified or
effective because insufficient evidence is available to
fully understand the impact and cost of the
development on infrastructure capacity and service
provision, including:

Main issues
Existing infrastructure is overstretched/inadequate
and the impact of the development on existing
networks (including future capacity) requires
further investigation

Changes sought
Publish the
Hertfordshire water
study report, so that
infrastructure can be
properly assessed.
Properly assess the
probability of capacity
within the timeframe
Undertake
assessments of
ecology, water
treatment, traffic and
water supply etc







397

Welwyn Hatfield Infrastructure Delivery
Plan. This assesses the quality and
capacity of infrastructure within
Welwyn Garden City and surrounding
areas.
Welwyn Hatfield and StevenageHitchin Highway Model. This sets out a
number of highway mitigation scheme
proposals in the borough to help
mitigate the impacts of the new
developments on the road network
(including sites SDS1 and SDS2).
Welwyn Hatfield Housing and
Employment Land Availability
Assessment. This identifies the
potential significant infrastructure

In addition, the Council has produced a
series of technical studies and
investigations into infrastructure and
service provision. This includes the
following.

The Council has worked closely with
relevant stakeholders including statutory
agencies, government bodies, serviceproviders and adjoining councils to ensure
that issues relating to infrastructure and
service provision have been carefully
considered during the local plan process
and can be fully addressed and
appropriately mitigated at the planning
application stage.

WHBC comment

Remove housing
allocation
Delete reference to the
new grass runway from
the text
Retain existing airfield

Retain / safeguard the existing airstrip in situ

385, 516,
517, 521,
532, 538,
586, 596,
651, 710,
907, 913,
1102, 1126,
1195, 1196,
1288, 1322,
1323, 1907

Insufficient evidence to justify housing over a regionally
significant airfield

Land to the north is not suitable for a new runway
(impact on chalk stream, loss of grassland, sink holes,
slope etc)

New runway will cause blight to local residents (e.g.
noise, pollution etc) and incompatible with nearby
housing

The loss of the airfield is not consistent with national
policy (e.g. government’s aviation strategy) and the
proposed new site for the runway within the Green Belt
is not justified (e.g. no evidence of viability or
alternatives contrary to the NPPF).

Changes sought

Main issues

DLPPS no

398

The replacement airfield would be sited
within the Green Belt and will not encroach
into the development site. The estimated
site capacity also takes account of the
need to provide a suitable landscape
buffer on the north edge of the site to

Housing land shortfall clearly overrides the
need to retain the existing airfield. This is
also the only significant-sized housing site
in the borough that does not lie within the
Green Belt. The site is not located within
a statutorily protected area and forms a
strong physical relationship with the
existing urban area. Development will
prevent the loss of valuable Green Belt
land elsewhere.

WHBC comment
constraints and associated costs
arising from the development of the
site (notably improvements to
wastewater and primary and
secondary school capacity) through
viability testing.
Survey information on the ecology has
been submitted and reviewed by Herts
Ecology.
The Hertfordshire Water Study is a joint
commission and this Council is not the
project manager. It will be published once
it has been agreed by all the relevant
parties.
No change

385, 638,
1126

DLPPS no

provide a sufficient steer on the feasibility of
rerouting the existing airfield (Sport England);
set out clearly how the garden city principles will
be applied and secure the quality of
development that is envisaged elsewhere in the
Plan; and
set out clearly how the impacts of the
development will be addressed (e.g. ground
survey)
the requirements for a walkway in the periphery
of the site are unclear.

.
Potential ownership issue (north of the site)









The policy is too flexibly worded and is not justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
it does not:

The policy does not provide an adequate framework
to guide the masterplan and ensure its
implementation

NPPF requires an assessment of open space

650 new homes will render the new facility unworkable.

Main issues

Following completion of
the feasibility analysis,
the master plan should
allocate the relevant
part of the site for the
runway and supporting
infrastructure that
comprise the proposed
aviation facility to
provide certainty to all

Policy SP18 should
require the masterplan
to set out a vision for
the airfield, principles
relating to ownership or
security of tenure for
potential airfield
operators, marketing of
the airfield site and any
phasing requirements
to avoid delays in the
delivering the airfield
element of the site.

Changes sought

No change

399

Comment is noted but this level of detail is
not appropriate for the policy which is
focussed on the key aspects of the
masterplan.
The masterplan will allow for the
opportunity of providing a grass runaway
on land to the north of the site. A
masterplan cannot allocate sites for uses
this can only be done in the Local Plan.

No change

An assessment of open space has taken
place.

WHBC comment
mitigate the impact of the development on
the surrounding area.

DLPPS no

Main issues








guarantees
about
reasonable
planning
permission for
essential
buildings;
ensuring safe
operational
requirements
with regard to
the runway and
taxi-way
foundations,
surface and
landscaping,
commercially
viable lease
terms
(or alternatively
a viable
purchase

A new policy should be
prepared which
provides for less
housing so that an
operational airfield can
be reprovided:

Changes sought
stakeholders and
ensure delivery.

WHBC comment

400

371, 586
736, 994
1196

Green Belt boundary should be extended to follow
clearly defined and recognisable physical features
(e.g. tree line) to accommodate more housing and
associated airfield facilities.

1245





Need assessment is based on assumption
rather than evidence
In a previous survey Travellers said they prefer
to live away from housing estates)

The proposed Gypsy and Traveller site allocation is
not supported

The plan is not consistent with national policy
because the Green Belt boundary is currently arbitrary
and not a readily recognisable boundary defined by
physical features that would ensure the longevity of the
boundary beyond the plan period.
Removing land from the Green Belt would soften the
impact of development, maximise the potential of the
site to accommodate much needed new housing and
ensure sufficient space for airfield hangars and facilities
which would not be appropriate within Green Belt.

Main issues

DLPPS no

It should be made clear
that any proposal for a
re-aligned runway to
the north of the
allocated site would not
prejudice the delivery of
new homes.

Relocate the Green
Belt boundary and
ensure it follows the
existing landscaped
boundary, an existing
tree line to the north of
the site

A buffer needs to be
provided between the
new residential
properties and the
runway.

Changes sought
agreement) with
the landowners

401

The latest Gypsy and Traveller and
Travelling Showpeople Accommodation
Needs Assessment identifies a shortfall of
Gypsy and Traveller playing pitch
provision of the borough (see policy SP7
and paragraphs 9.13 and 9.25 of the Local
Plan). This assessment is based on the

The boundary of the safeguarded land
was first defined by the Planning Inspector
and incorporated into the 1993 District
Plan. However, there are no exceptional
circumstances to warrant a change to the
Green Belt boundary in this instance.
No change

WHBC comment

DLPPS no







Lack of community support or feedback
Disproportionate concentration of sites in central
parts of the borough
why are there no sites to the north and south?
Sites should be in rural areas

Main issues

Changes sought

402

The rationale for the allocation will be set
out in a topic paper which will be published
alongside the submitted plan.
No change

Gypsy and Traveller site allocations will be
distributed to strategic development sites
on a proportionate basis - up to a
maximum of 15 pitches per site (see
paragraph 9.25).

WHBC comment
methodology set out in the National
Planning Policy for Traveller Sites. It is not
based on assumption but the response
rate was not good and the Council have
indicated that this will be updated.
Early consultation was carried out with the
borough’s Gypsy and Traveller
community, who considered that sites
should be capable of co-existing alongside
the settled community and that being close
and public transport was important. Being
located on the edge of settlements or
alongside new housing was the preferred
location for the location of new sites.
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.as
hx?id=4228&p=0
Urban extensions were the preferred
option for delivery.
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.as
hx?id=7693&p=0

Main issues
A sprawling lop-sided urban extension does not adhere
with garden city principles

1245

2009

2131

Make reference to the Heritage Impact Assessment so
it can inform future masterplanning / mitigation
measures.
Hertfordshire County Council support the site allocation.
However, policy SADM21 and policy SP18 indicate
conflicting numbers for housing site WGC4 with a
difference of 75 dwellings.
Amend the text to ensure that any requirements for
community and school provision are based on accurate
information and data at the time of planning application

General comments
184, 638
Support the retention of the site as an operational
1126, 1147 airfield
1508, 2130
Airfield could also support other uses such as leisure
and community facilities (Sport England)
2131
Although not worthy of formal listing, the Council should
assess value and local significance of surviving airfield
structures within the site to determine whether they
some or all should be retained.

517

DLPPS no

Changes sought
Do not allocate site

403

No change
Minor modification to include references
to the heritage impact assessment (to
policy SP18)
Minor modification As explained in the
errata, the dwelling capacity figure for
SDS1 (WGC4) will be amended from 725
dwellings to 650 dwellings in SADM21.
Comments noted. Discussions with
Hertfordshire County Council indicate that
a new two form entry primary school will

The Council has assessed the value and
significance of existing structures within
the airfield. Not many structures now
remain and those of most heritage value
lie outside the site.

No change

Comment noted

No change.

WHBC comment
Development at this site would adhere to
the Garden City principles set out in
paragraph 14.6 of the submission
document. The site will form a logical
extension to the settlement and create a
robust and natural edge to the north and
east.

The plan is not effective because there is a lack of
clarity about linking potential walking and cycling routes
across the development with surrounding areas.

The re-aligned runway to the north of the allocated site
should not prejudice the delivery of new homes.
Cycle routes should be linked to other parts of the
network

1245

277, 321
385

Main issues
submission, and can respond to any changes in the
locality. The text should state “if the development
requires” to ensure that if circumstances in the local
area change there is flexibility over this provision.

DLPPS no

Amend: “Provide
upgraded routes for
walkers and cyclists,
including……direct
links to the B1000, a
suitable crossing and a
route on to Tewin
Village to enable the
creation of a safe
walking and cycling
route from Tewin to Sir
Frederic Osborn School
and then via existing
routes and new routes
to the centre of WGC”.

None specified

Changes sought

404

The policy makes provision for cycle
footpath links. Further details will be
considered as part of will be considered as
part of the masterplanning
No Change

No change
Comment noted.

WHBC comment
be required to meet the needs arising from
the allocation of the site as well as
address the shortfall of school places
within the wider catchment area. The
developer will be expected to use the
latest up-to-date information from
Hertfordshire County Council before
submitting a planning application. This
information will be used at the point of the
planning application for the purpose of
calculating the financial contribution
towards the provision of the new primary
school.

As above. No change.

Undertake a more
detailed assessment of
the sensitivity of the
area around Hatfield
House and the
registered park and
garden
Amend the first
sentence of the third
paragraph of Policy
SP19 to read:
“A joint masterplan
setting out the quantum
and distribution of land
uses, key views to
protect heritage assets,
access, sustainable
design and layout

Careful masterplanning and appropriate mitigation
measures will be needed to minimise the impact on the
setting of Hatfield House Historic Park and Garden and
Holwellhyde Farmhouse and maintain the separation
between Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield.

The plan is not justified or consistent with national
policy because the development would impact on the
integrity of the Green Belt and the green corridor
(including the sense of openness and tranquillity) and
setting and wider appreciation of heritage assets and
nature conservation interests (e.g. nature reserves) and
mitigation measures should be addressed through the
local plan process prior to the masterplan process to
avoid impacts

405

Minor modification to tenth bullet point of
policy as suggested.

Minor modification to third paragraph of
policy as suggested.

Evidence contained in the Panshanger
and Environs Heritage Impact Assessment
informed the Council’s considerations in
defining the extent of SDS2. A more
detailed assessment of views will be
carried out to inform the masterplan and
application in line with the
recommendations of the Impact
Assessment.
Minor modification to Policy SP19 to
third paragraph and tenth bullet point.

The extent of the site
allocation and the
indicative capacity
should be stepped back
from the A414.
Remove the southern
portion of SDS2 from
policy SP19 and figure
12

Adverse impact on historic environment.
Plan is not effective or consistent with national
policy because the extent of development proposed at
SDS2 would erode the setting of Hatfield House and
retain the rural approach via the A414.

1042, 2132,
2188, 1202,
1205

WHBC comment

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SP19 South East Welwyn Garden City/Site SDS2, Figure 12 (Strategy diagram) and paragraphs 14.35 to 14.42

Chapter 14 – Welwyn Garden City

1158

DLPPS no.

Housing should not be built near waste operation
on A414.
This site causes dust and dirt.

Other factors (noise from A414 / physical separation /
poor physical relationship with built-up area / availability
of alternatives etc)

Main issue

Amend tenth bullet
point to read:
“Protection and
enhancement of
heritage assets and
their settings, both onsite and in the wider
area through careful
masterplanning and
appropriate mitigation
measures”.
Do not build houses
near waste operations
or on sites that have
been used for landfill.

Changes sought
principles will be
prepared by Welwyn
Hatfield Borough
Council and East Herts
District Council,
working with the
landowner and other
key stakeholders.”

406

Appropriate mitigation measures will be
taken to protect the proposed housing
from noise and dust. It is not proposed
that housing will be built on landfilled parts
of the site. No change.

WHBC comment

Changes sought
Amend paragraph
14.38 to allow for a
green buffer to the
employment site to be
provided within the new
residential
development.

Amend Policy SP19 to
safeguard the operation
of existing waste
management facilities.

Main issue

Operation of existing waste sites should not be
prejudiced by new developments coming forward in
the vicinity
A green buffer should be provided around the proposed
employment area EA11 Cole Green Lane, which
includes a waste site.

The operation of existing waste management facilities,
including Cole Green Household Waste Recycling
Centre and the operational waste site Burnside are
safeguarded by Policy 5 of the adopted Waste Core
Strategy and Development Management Policies
document, 2012. The sites should be safeguarded in
Policy SP19.

DLPPS no.

2033

407

The Council is not a waste planning
authority, so the Local Plan cannot cover
waste management matters. Existing
waste management facilities are
adequately protected by the Waste Core
Strategy and Development Management
Policies document and this will have to be
taken into account in developing Birchall
Garden Suburb. No change.

Appendix A of the Hertfordshire Waste
Allocations Document, July 2014 makes it
clear that for the waste site AS008 Land
off Birchall Lane, any future residential
developments in this area will need to be
considered in combination with any
potential waste facility and that a detailed
assessment of the potential impact on any
future housing development may be
required. Furthermore, it states that
additional planting may be necessary to
screen any waste-related development
from views onto the site. No change.

WHBC comment

708, 879,
993, 1015,
1093, 1202,
1878, 2188

DLPPS no.

Site should not be
included in the Plan on
the grounds that the
land is unlikely ever to
be built on, or that
investigations may
show that it is too
contaminated to
develop.

The plan is not positively prepared or effective
because it does not recognise that the bulk of SDS2
including the area allocated as urban open land,
according to the Environment Agency, has been subject
to historic landfill. Research so far undertaken by the
developer has been inadequate to guide where any
building could be located. Research indicates that two
planning approvals were given to raise the level of the
land with dumping. Contamination is close to the
surface in the area proposed as urban open land.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified or
effective because further analysis of the potential
impact arising from historic and existing waste uses in
close proximity of the site is required, particularly the
risk of contamination from the landfill site on ground
and surface water and waste management site
constraints such as HGV movements, noise and dust.

Changes sought
Policy SP19 should
require an investigation
of the landfill
site or any remediation
to potential
contamination and the
risk of this to the
proposed housing.

Main issue
Lack of clarity and certainty about the implications
arising from previous and current waste activities
from neighbouring uses on the wider development

408

Survey investigations have been
undertaken and the area of land that was
subject to mineral extraction and
subsequently used for used for landfill will
not be developed for housing, but will be
used as a substantial area of
parkland. Consultation has taken place
with the Council’s Public Health and
Protection Service, and the Environment
Agency. They are content with the
principle of development taking place. In
progressing through the planning process,
further work will be undertaken to ensure
that development does not result in harm
to public health and that contamination is
not spread into watercourses or the
environment more generally. No change.

WHBC comment
The allocation has been informed by
evidence on contamination from previous
landfill operations and the proximity of
residential development to existing waste
operations. Consultation with
Environmental Health and the
Environment Agency has taken place. As
a matter of course, in progressing through
the planning process, further work will be
required to be undertaken to ensure that
development does not result in harm to
public health and that contamination is not
spread into watercourses or the
environment more generally. No change.

Make Figure 12
identical to the
equivalent diagram in
the Pre-Submission
East Herts District Plan
Delete the last
sentence of paragraph
14.36.
Delete paragraph
14.40.
Delete third paragraph
of Policy SP19.
Part of SP19 should be
revised as follows:

Housing here will attract commuters working in
London.
Plan is not justified or effective because this is not a
reason for providing new dwellings in Welwyn Hatfield,
which should be solely concerned with the needs of
local people.

Strategy diagram should be amended
To be effective, Figure 12 should be identical to the
equivalent diagram in the Pre-submission version of the
East Herts District Plan.

Policy should not stipulate that a joint masterplan
should be produced by the Councils to form the
basis of a supplementary planning document.
Plan is not effective and not consistent with national
policy because the preparation of a masterplan and
SPD would add unnecessary delay to the delivery of
the development and add unnecessarily to the financial
burdens of development. Concept and framework
plans should be used instead.
There is no need for a Delivery Strategy as adequate
information on infrastructure has already been

1205

654

654

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

409

This is a complex site which comprises
land in more than one ownership, a
number of listed buildings, allocated waste
sites and straddles local authority
boundaries. It is important that the
proposed development is masterplanned
comprehensively irrespectively of any
changes of ownership of parcels of land
on the site to ensure that it functions as a
sustainable new neighbourhood for
Welwyn Garden City. No change.

In discussion with East Herts Council, it
has been agreed that the diagram in the
Pre-Submission East Herts District Plan
be amended to be the same as Figure 12
as this best reflects what both councils
want. No change.

WHBC comment
Consistent with the National Planning
Policy Framework, the Council’s Strategic
Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)
identifies full housing needs which meets
household and population projections,
taking account of migration and
demographic change. Welwyn Hatfield
shares a wider housing market
relationship with the London Boroughs of
Barnet and Enfield with parts of Barnet
falling within the defined housing market
area where market relationships are
strongest. The Council’s evidence base
informs the Plan.
No change.

Allocate land for Gypsy
and Traveller provision
at Broadwater Road, or
sites to the north and
west of Welwyn Garden
City or in sites in the
north and south of the
borough instead,

The proposed Gypsy and Traveller site is not
supported
Plan is not positively prepared, justified, effective or
consistent with national policy because:

993, 995,
1038, 1042,
1051, 1079,
1091, 1158,
1166, 1200,
1205

Concentration of Gypsy and Traveller provision
in the A414 corridor is excessive – impact on

None

Green Corridor is insufficient.
Plan is not positively prepared, justified, effective or
consistent with national policy because proposed
Green Corridor does not compensate for the loss of
Green belt land or justify building on Green Belt sites. It
is blocked by proposed development in the East Herts
part of Birchall Garden Suburb and is not wide enough
to achieve its objectives.

993, 1093,
1200



None

Supports the approach of Policy SP19 to mineral
extraction.

654

Changes sought
“A Concept Statement
has been prepared to
guide the development
of Birchall Garden
Suburb which
supplements Policy
SP19. The statement
takes account of the
Garden City Principles
for masterplanning
strategic developments
and borough-wide
objectives and forms an
appendix to the Plan.”

Main issue
submitted to the councils and would be included in the
Concept Statement. Infrastructure is also adequately
considered in the draft Welwyn Hatfield Infrastructure
Delivery Plan.

DLPPS no.

410

In accordance with national policy, the
Council must plan to deliver a mix of
housing types and tenures to address the
needs of the wider community.
This includes addressing the
accommodation needs of Gypsies and
Travellers. The Council has assessed
accommodation needs and has carried out

The Council took the advice of Herts
Ecology in defining the width of the Green
Corridor. The depiction of the Green
Corridor in Figure 12 is indicative and not
to scale. No change.

Welcome support.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.

Main issue
schools and services. May cause discord
between individual sites.
 Impact of the location of the new pitches
(straddling East Herts / Welwyn Hatfield
boundary) on existing residents (Holwell Court)
 The Gypsy and Traveller community has not
been adequately consulted. There is no
evidence that Gypsies and Travellers would
want to live close to housing.
 No evidence the proposed Gypsy and Traveller
site has the support of local residents.
 Lack of consultation on this issue.
 Proposals are not in accordance with Planning
Policy for Traveller Sites.
 Gypsy and Traveller sites are inappropriate
development in the Green Belt.
 Land proposed for open space is currently used
for grazing by horses. There will be pressure for
fly grazing.
 East Herts’s only proposed new Gypsy and
Traveller site is at Birchall Garden Suburb.

Changes sought
including Brookmans
Park, Woolmer Green,
Cuffley and Newgate
Street.

411

A number of promoted sites are proposed
for allocation in the Plan. The Strategic
Development Sites are of a significant
scale and should deliver a mix of housing
types and tenures. Gypsy and Traveller
pitch provision in association with the
Strategic Development Sites (either on site
or, on a suitable alternative and available
site) is proportionate to the overall size of
development at these strategic sites.

WHBC comment
a Call for Sites. Early consultation was
carried out in plan
preparation. (Reference: The Core
Strategy Issues and Options 2009
Consultation Statement)
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.as
hx?id=7693&p=0
The local Gypsy and Traveller community
considered that sites should be capable of
co-existing with the local community and
that being close to schools, health facilities
and public transport was important.
Consultation with the Gypsy and Traveller
community, the wider community and
bodies such as the Police and HCC Gypsy
and Traveller Unit also highlighted the
need for smaller sites (generally not
exceeding 15 pitches). The Issues and
Options Consultation Statement set out
the Council’s intention to allocate sites and
require provision at broad locations
for growth.

1878

The plan is not effective or consistent with national
policy because the policy does not provide a clear
indication of how to assess a development proposal
with regard to use or extraction of minerals on the site.
There is no evidence confirming that the presence of
minerals has been considered in the feasibility of
delivering homes within plan period and conflict with the
sterilisation of mineral deposits as a result of the
development of this land. There are no practical or
environmental constraints identified that would restrict
the extraction of any mineral deposits.

Lack of clarity regarding the approach to the
extraction of minerals
Plan should be
informed by further
evidence.

Use brownfield land
instead. Removal of
Policy SP19 and
supporting text.

Development in the Green Belt is not justified

825, 879,
1042, 1051,
1079, 1091,
1120, 1158,
1167, 1200,
1205, 1623,
1690, 1778,
1961, 2058,
2188

The plan is not justified or consistent with national
policy because it would result in the loss of Green Belt
land. Questions the existence of exceptional
circumstances. Development will be a step towards
coalescence between Welwyn Garden City, Hertford
and Essendon. Percentage loss of Green Belt in
Welwyn Hatfield is significantly greater than the national
average loss of Green Belt.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

412

The wording of the policy was agreed, in
advance of the proposed submission
consultation, with Hertfordshire County
Council as Minerals Planning Authority,
and included an amendment to the
originally-proposed wording to the effect
that the developer must demonstrate the
extent of the mineral present.
The interpretation of the NPPF in the
representation is not accepted by the
Council. Paragraph 143 of the NPPF
indicates that, in preparing Local Plans,
local planning authorities should “.set out
policies to encourage the prior extraction
of minerals, where practicable and
environmentally feasible, if it is necessary
for non-mineral development to take

Noted. The distribution of housing growth
set out in Table 2 of the Plan seeks to
maximise the amount of brownfield
housing development. Not all of the
housing target can be provided on
brownfield sites. The Council’s evidence
indicates that the social, environmental
and economic consequences of not
releasing land from the Green Belt to meet
housing needs constitute exceptional
circumstances. Development will not lead
to coalescence. No change.

WHBC comment
This is not the only Gypsy and Traveller
provision proposed by East Herts.
No change.

Plan is not positively prepared, justified, effective or
consistent with national policy because increases in
traffic on the A414 will add to congestion towards
Hertford and the A10 and Hatfield and the A1(M).
Congestion on the A1(M) makes it difficult to access the
Lister Hospital. GP surgeries will not be adequate cope
with additional demand, lack of sewerage capacity at
Rye Meads Wastewater Treatment Works.
Development will exacerbate existing water supply
problems.

Impact of transport and highways infrastructure
provision on viability has not been set out.
Plan is not justified, because there is no evidence of
the impact on viability or on the A414 corridor.
Infrastructure to serve Birchall Garden Suburb is
inadequate

1878

Reduce the number of
houses proposed in
order to manage
development within the
scope of current
infrastructure.

Delete the words “that
may be” from the fourth
paragraph of Policy
SP19.

General comments
There is known mineral bearing material in the East
Herts part of Birchall Garden Suburb.

2014

184, 879,
993, 1042,
1158, 1200,
1205, 1361

Changes sought

Main issue
The emphasis of the policy on not prejudicing the
delivery of housing is contrary to the NPPF which seeks
to encourage mineral extraction prior to development.

DLPPS no.

413

The Council’s evidence indicates that
impacts on the road network can be
mitigated to an acceptable level. It is
acknowledged that the connection to Rye
Meads Wastewater Treatment Works will
need to be improved. The new
development will be expected to contribute
to provision for GP surgeries. The local
water company predicts no major
constraints to supplying Welwyn Hatfield
with drinking water with the amount of
growth envisaged provided that further
sustainability reductions are not imposed.
No change.

This has been effectively dealt with in the
draft Infrastructure Delivery Plan. No
change.

Minor modification to Policy SP19 to
reflect presence of mineral bearing
material

No change.

WHBC comment
place.” This policy must be seen in the
context of other policies seeking to provide
for much-needed housing development
(e.g. paragraph 47 of the NPPF).

1200, 1205,
1878

879

None

None

Plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because there is a lack of evidence
that the proposed development can support the level of
facilities proposed.

Sustainable transport measures should be defined in
the Plan or else they will not materialise.

Insufficient mention is made in the policy of
renewable energy sources being included onsite
Plan is not positively prepared, justified, effective or
consistent with national policy – a study should be
made of renewable energy sources to be included
onsite.
Extent of co-ordination between Welwyn Hatfield
Borough Council and East Herts Council is unclear
/ inadequate.
It is not clear as to the extent of support and whether
the spatial distribution in Figure 12 is supported.

None

Plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because developer proposes that
medical, retail, leisure and education facilities will only
be provided in the final phase of development after
mineral extraction. In the meantime, adjoining services
will be overloaded.

414

The Councils have worked very closely in
producing a strategy for Birchall Garden
Suburb (BGS) in their respective emerging
plans. Policy SP19 and its equivalent in
the East Herts Pre-submission District
Plan are identical and it is intended that

Sustainable design principles set out
Policy SP10 require the use of renewable
and low carbon energy infrastructure
where it is appropriate and consistent with
other policies. No change.

The detail of sustainable travel provision
will be firmed up in the masterplan.
Development will also have to conform to
Policy SADM3 – Sustainable Travel for All.
No change.

Relevant infrastructure providers have
been involved in framing Policy SP19,
which is also informed by the Council’s
evidence and the draft Infrastructure
Delivery Plan. No change.

The masterplanning process will address
phasing issues. No change.

184, 1051,
1158, 1200,
1205, 1878,
2188

The masterplanning of the site will ensure
that it works as cohesively as possible.
No change.

Concerns about the relationship of the proposed
development to Welwyn Garden City and the
relationship between the Welwyn Hatfield and East
Herts parts of the development
Poor spatial relationship between existing and
proposed housing and between sites EWEL 1 and
SDS2 -the proposed distribution of housing does not
relate well to surrounding residential areas or the
housing proposed in East Herts. In effect these could
become two separate settlements.

415

The East Herts Proposed Submission
District Plan went out to public
consultation less than two weeks after
consultation on the Welwyn Hatfield Local
Plan concluded. Policy SP19 and its
equivalent in the East Herts Presubmission District Plan are identical and
it is intended that the strategy diagrams for
BGS will be identical in each plan. No
change.

Plan is not positively prepared, justified, effective or
consistent with national policy because, this is an
allegedly joint project with East Herts Council, who have
not yet produced their consultation document. This is
unacceptable as there is no information on what is
being proposed on the other part of the development.

the strategy diagrams for BGS will be
identical in each plan. Furthermore, it has
been agreed that the Councils will produce
a joint supplementary planning document
to guide the development of BGS. No
change.

993

None

Because of its shape, it is difficult to see how Birchall
Garden Suburb will function as part of Welwyn Garden
City.
Plan is not positively prepared or justified because
the proposed development will be out on a limb with
better connections to Hertford and Hatfield than
Welwyn Garden City town centre.

Proposed boundary changes mean that
development should be postponed.
Plan is not positively prepared, justified, effective or
consistent with national policy because the whole of
Birchall Garden Suburb (plus site SDS1) could fall
within Welwyn Hatfield, offering new options to widen
the spread of new homes across a bigger area.

Do not use Green Belt
land for building - use
brownfield sites
instead.

Birchall Garden Suburb is a sprawling extension to
Welwyn Garden City - Plan is not justified, effective or
consistent with national policy because, unlike
Welwyn Garden City, Birchall Garden Suburb would not
be a standalone development.
Residents’ desire for lower housing numbers (the
outcome of the “How Many Homes” consultation) is not
reflected in the proposal for Birchall Garden Suburb.
By sprawling into East Herts, the development will
cause coalescence between Welwyn Garden City and
Hertford.

416

No local authority boundary changes are
proposed. No change.

The masterplan for the site will ensure that
the proposed development will link
effectively into Welwyn Garden City. No
change.

Birchall Garden Suburb is not intended to
be a standalone development. It will be a
sustainable new neighbourhood forming
part of Welwyn Garden City, but not
spreading as far as Hertford.
The distribution of housing growth set out
in Table 2 of the Plan seeks to maximise
the amount of brownfield housing
development. Not all of the housing target
can be provided on brownfield sites. No
change.

825, 879,
936, 1042,
1166, 1200,
1358, 1359,
2058, 2085

Commons Local Nature Reserve will be cut off from
wider landscape by development at Birchall Garden
Suburb preventing the movement of wildlife. New
development will cause disturbance in the LNR
jeopardising the last twenty years of gains in

An independent ecological assessment of the existing
green corridor from Stanborough to Hertford should be
carried out to understand cumulative effects.

Proposed development will have adverse social and
environmental impacts.
Plan is not positively prepared, justified, effective or
consistent with national policy because it fails to
protect and enhance the existing natural environment,
the development will have adverse impacts on air
quality, travel time by passenger transport, flood risk in
downstream localities, biodiversity (contrary to Garden
City Principle 6), the adjoining Commons Local Nature
Reserve and an important east-west green corridor.
Removal of Policy
SP19.

417

The Council’s evidence is that
environmental impacts can be mitigated
including through the provision of strategic
green infrastructure in the form of a
masterplanned Green Corridor through

Green Corridor proposals have been
informed by ecological mapping supplied
by the Herts and Middlesex Wildlife Trust
and data from Hertfordshire Environmental
Records Centre. A Phase 1 Extended
Ecology Study (which will include
protected species and breeding birds as
necessary) will need to be supplied as part
of any planning application for developing
the site. No change.

The masterplan, to be adopted as a
Supplementary Planning Document, will
require the development of the site to
incorporate sustainable design.

Major new developments will be expected,
wherever feasible, to improve upon peak
greenfield runoff rates.

The Council’s evidence is that
environmental impacts can be mitigated
including through the provision of strategic
green infrastructure in the form of a
masterplanned Green Corridor through
Birchall Garden Suburb, linking to
Heartwood Forest in the west and
Panshanger Park in the east.

Support the proposed development and the preparation
of a joint masterplan
Plan is sound. Development proposals should be
linked to strategic review and potential improvements to
the A414 corridor.

Support the requirement for a two form entry primary
school in the Welwyn Hatfield part of Birchall Garden
Suburb.

County council is reasonably confident that transport,
highway and access issues can be fully addressed
when the proposal is considered in more detail.

1240

2154

2014

None

None

None

Welcome support

Welcome support

Noted

418

None

General comments

1012, 2033

Plan is sound. Support for allocation of employment
area EA11

This is not a planning matter. No change.

Move the boundary of
Essendon parish.

The northern boundary of Essendon parish should
be moved southwards to the A414.
Plan is not justified or consistent with national
policy because development in the part of Birchall
Garden Suburb within Essendon Parish will increase
the number of electors in the parish disproportionately

1930

Welcome support

Birchall Garden Suburb, linking to
Heartwood Forest in the west and
Panshanger Park in the east.
A Phase 1 Extended Ecology Study (which
will include protected species and
breeding birds as necessary) will need to
be supplied as part of any planning
application for developing the site. No
change.

biodiversity because of more human activity, dog
walking and predation by cats. New development will
threaten the very rare wetland feature Black Fan Fen.
Approach runs counter to the Council’s previous efforts
in working in partnership to co-fund the acquisition of
the site so that it could be managed to improve
biodiversity. Concerns that the developer’s evidence
understates the importance of this area for rare species
and habitats.

Plan is sound. Proposals for making provision for
leisure facilities and open spaces for leisure and
recreation are welcomed in principle.
Plan is sound. Supports allocation of site.

620

653

Needs of non-motorised users in particular sustainable
transport links must be addressed to the east beyond
the A414 and to the south west from the development
to Hatfield.

322

Welcome support

Welcome support

None

No change

419

Comment noted. Sustainable transport
measures will be established as part of the
masterplanning works through the
planning application process

Sustainable transport
measures including the
improvement of
pedestrian links, cycle
paths, passenger
transport and
community transport
initiatives
•a safe route to the east
linking the new
secondary school to
Cole Green and Letty
Green via a bridge over
the A414 and thence
via the Old Coach
Road to Hertford.
•a safe route to the
south west linking the
development to Mill
Green and Hatfield, to
enable commuters to
reach Hatfield station
by bicycle.
•safe crossing points on
the B195 to ensure
both parts of the
development are linked
to the above and to the
cycle route along Black
Fan Road.
None

1732

The plan should use brownfield sites rather
than Green Belt land.

95

The plan is not justified or consistent with
national policy because of the allocation of the
North West Hatfield (Hat1) site.

The site at North West Hatfield should not be
allocated for development of a new
neighbourhood.

The plan is not consistent with national policy
because it includes proposals for development on
Green Belt land.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Vision and Objectives and paragraphs 15.1 to 15.7

Chapter 15 – Hatfield

Remove allocation from
plan.

Do not use greenfield sites
for housing development

Changes sought

420

The plan is consistent with national policy
which allows for Green Belt boundaries to
be amended in the plan-making process
where exceptional circumstances can be
demonstrated. The Council’s justification is
set out in paras 5.6 to 5.12 of the plan.
North West Hatfield (Hat 1) has been
assessed in the Council’s Housing and
Economic Land Availability Assessment as
being available and suitable for
development, and achievable.
No change.

The plan is consistent with national policy
which allows for Green Belt boundaries to
be amended in the plan-making process
where exceptional circumstances can be
demonstrated. The Council’s justification is
set out in paras 5.6 to 5.12 of the plan. No
change.

WHBC comment

878

The plan does not provide an appropriate
framework for the planning and delivery of
community sports facilities in Hatfield.

625

The plan is not justified or effective because it
does not contain sufficient proposals for improving
the streetscene.

The plan should include specific proposals for
improving the local environment in Hatfield

The plan is not effective because it does not
contain a detailed policy to guide the planning and
delivery of community sports facilities in Hatfield.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

The plan should make
provision for more trees in
Hatfield to improve the
local environment.

An additional policy should
be added to the plan to
provide a framework for
the planning and delivery
of future community sports
facilities in Hatfield.

Changes sought

421

The plan contains a range of policies to
ensure that new development contributes to
placemaking and is of high quality design
(e.g. Policy SP9). Policy SP10 sets out the

The Council does not consider that an
additional policy is required to guide the
planning and delivery of community sports
facilities in Hatfield. Policy SP6 sets out a
range of ways in which the Council will
make sure that communities can easily
access a range of community services and
facilities. Table 3 specifically identifies
sports and recreational facilities as falling
within this category. Policy SADM7 provides
explicit support for the provision of new
community services and facilities in
accordance with appropriate standards and
in appropriate locations which are
convenient to the communities they serve
and accessible by a range of sustainable
transport modes It also requires that
buildings are inclusive, accessible, flexible
and sited to maximise shared use of the
facility. No change.

WHBC comment

The Local Plan should
include a schedule of work
and projects required to
achieve the Vision for
Hatfield and set out
budgets for their delivery.

It is not clear how the vision for Hatfield will be
delivered.

951

The plan is not effective because it does not
provide certainty as to the delivery of the vision for
Hatfield

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

422

Detailed proposals for Hatfield are set out in
the Hatfield Renewal Framework which has
been published as part of the Hatfield
2030+ project to guide the future
regeneration of the town. Para 27.25 of the
plan provides a brief background to this
project and its role in helping secure
implementation of the Council’s vision for
Hatfield. The Council’s Infrastructure
Delivery Plan also sets out details of key

WHBC comment
strategic approach to promoting more
environmentally sustainable development
within the Borough. This sets out an
expectation that new and existing habitat
and landscaping are incorporated into
proposals and that site and building-level
landscaping and features promote
biodiversity and help achieve other aims,
such as amenity, climate change adaptation
and alleviation of flood risk. Policy SP 20
sets out the strategy for Hatfield Town
Centre which specifically includes
enhancing the quality of the environment
and the public realm. Detailed proposals for
Hatfield are set out in the Hatfield Renewal
Framework which has been published as
part of the Hatfield 2030+ project to guide
the future regeneration of the town. Para
27.25 of the plan provides a brief
background to this project and its role in
helping secure implementation of the
Council’s vision for Hatfield.
No change.

The plan should provide greater protection to
Ellenbrook Fields Country Park

952

The plan is not effective. Whilst the exclusion of
Ellenbrook Fields development proposal (Hat2) is
supported, it is considered that it should not remain
a “reasonable alternative” and that Objective 5
should be more robust in protecting Ellenbrook
Fields Country Park from potential development.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Objective 5 should be
amended to require that
the Country Park be
delivered to its full extent
and protected from any
future development.

Changes sought

423

Ellenbrook Fields Country Park is proposed
to remain in the Green Belt. As such it will
have strong protection from development in
line with national Green Belt policy.
Furthermore it is identified within the
Wewlyn Hatfield Green Corridor (Figure 8)
which in accordance with Policy SP12 will
be protected from development. The future
management of the country park, both
during and after mineral extraction, will be
secured through a Section 106 planning
agreement involving the landowner, WHBC,
HCC and St Albans DC.
No change.

WHBC comment
infrastructure projects for Hatfield and
where appropriate gives estimated costs.
No change.

Off road cycling link
should link the station,
town centre and
business park.

Give greater access and priority for pedestrians and
cyclists.

349 / 350

n/a

Considers plan is sound.

1241

424

Noted

n/a

Fully supportive of the regeneration of Hatfield Town
Centre and is in favour of Policy SP20.

2220

Agrees with improving public transportation and other
links between the Galleria and Hatfield town centre and
the railway station.

Noted

No reasons for the Plan not being justified
are set out under this representation,
which is generally supportive about
improving transport links. .
No change.

Agrees with improving
public transportation
and other links between
the Galleria and
Hatfield town centre
and the railway station.

Plan is not justified

1076

Regeneration of Hatfield Town Centre is a
major aspiration and objective for the
Council, and forms the basis of the
Hatfield 2030+ work which is already
underway and will work alongside delivery
of the Local Plan.
No change.

Provision of a
Community Centre and
Post Office in the town
centre and
improvements to the
Market Place.

Community facilities from two town centre sites not
proposed to be replaced.

1706

Plan is not justified nor effective

Noted

Broadly supportive of the approach

Hatfield 2030+ programme includes an
objective to improve pedestrian and cycle
links between the key areas in Hatfield. No
change.

WHBC comment

2017

Plan is not sound because it is not effective.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SP20 Hatfield Town Centre Strategy and paragraphs 15.12 to 15.18

Chapter 15 – Hatfield

1709

There is insufficient pedestrian and cycle
connectivity to the wider network.

352

Plan is not justified or effective as there is a need for
a replacement to be found for community facilities – the
Post Office and those formerly within a Community
Centre.

There is a need for replacement community
facilities.

Plan is not sound because it is not effective, as part of
the policy needs to be amended to provide more
specific detail about the opportunities to improve
pedestrian and cycle connectivity.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Changes sought
Bullet point (vi) of the
policy should be
amended to:
Opportunities should be
taken to improve
pedestrian and cycle
connectivity to the
wider network and to
respond to natural
connections and desire
lines. There should be
a safe crossing of
Queensway and a
cycle route from French
Horn Lane to Wellfield
Road.
Provision of a
Community Centre and
Post Office in the town
centre and
improvements to the
Market Place.

Policy SADM22 Development within the Core Retail Zone and paragraphs 15.19 to 15.22

Chapter 15 – Hatfield

425

Regeneration of Hatfield Town Centre is a
major aspiration and objective for the
Council, and forms the basis of the
Hatfield 2030+ work which is already
underway and which will work alongside
delivery of the Local Plan.
No change.

Improved connectivity, wayfinding and
routes for pedestrians and cyclists around
Hatfield, including fixing gaps in existing
cycle networks, are key elements of the
Hatfield 2030+ framework which the
Council is working to deliver alongside the
Local Plan.
No change.

WHBC comment

pspm766,
pspm767

Hatfield Swimming Pool / Swim Centre is a valued
facility and an iconic building which must be
preserved.

933, 1704,
2210

Policy SADM23 and Policy SADM24 do not adequately
consider the potentially wider impact of future proposals
within the opportunity areas on the wider historic
environment, with particular reference to the potential
impact of tall buildings.

The omission of specific reference to the protection
of the historic environment and setting of Hatfield
House and Park

Plan is not Justified nor Effective. The building is an
iconic example of 1960’s modernist architecture and
gives distinction and individuality to Hatfield.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policies SADM23 and
SADM24 are amended
by the inclusion of an
additional criterion that
requires proposals to
have regard to the
skyline, townscape, the
setting of heritage
assets and landscape.

Changes sought
The policy should say
that the iconic Hatfield
Swimming Pool will be
retained.

426

Proposals for development will be
assessed against the policies of the Local
Plan as a whole. Policy SADM15
(Heritage) is considered sufficient to
protect the historic environment, including
Hatfield House and Park. The inclusion of
specific reference to Hatfield House and
Park would be unduly prescriptive and
repetitive. No change.

The Policy states that “proposals which
result in the loss of the Swim Centre will
only be permitted if up to date evidence
shows that there is no longer a need for
the facility or the existing facility can be
satisfactorily relocated…or replaced”.
Whilst the building is seen as an important
local building and landmark, it is not listed.
Any discussions about future leisure
provision will include the architectural
value of the building as one of a number of
important considerations.
No change.

WHBC comment

Policy SADM23 and SADM24 Acceptable Uses Outside the Core Retail Zone (The Common/Queensway and Lemsford Road
Opportunity Areas) and paragraphs 15.23 to 15.25

Chapter 15 – Hatfield

2214

The ‘College Lane North’ site should be allocated
for university-related development.

2214

Changes sought

Add a new Policy
SP21a College Lane
North: “The Council will
support proposals for
the development of the
University’s campus at
College Lane North,
subject to:
• Proposals being
consistent with a
Masterplan which is to
be agreed by the
Council
• Working with the
University and other
key stakeholders,
which satisfactorily
addresses the impact
on the surrounding
area in terms of traffic,
noise, pollution,
car parking and visual
appearance
2020 Estates Vision document should be
“Proposals being
specifically referred to in policy SP21 in order to
consistent with the
afford it proper weighting as well as to further clarify that 2020 Estates Vision or
the masterplan is indeed the 2020 Estates Vision.
other masterplan which
has been agreed by the
Council, working with

Main issues

DLPPS no

Policy SP21 University of Hertfordshire and paragraphs 15.28 to 15.33

Chapter 15 – Hatfield

427

The Estates Vision is referred to in the
supporting text. There is no need to refer
to it in the Policy.
No change

No change

This site lies outside the university campus
and has not previously been promoted
through the Local Plan process other than
for housing.

WHBC comment

Main issues

LEP supports this policy but would suggest the
extension of wording to policy SP21 include
employment opportunities arising from related
commercial activities linked to new on site development
(such as the proposed science park).

The plan should play its part in fostering businessuniversity collaboration (both within UH campuses
and in other areas that are suitable for such uses). In
particular, it should make clear of its support for the
STEM sector by providing a favourable planning policy
environment (via policy SP21).

Opportunities for ancillary buildings and structures
should be explored on the Angerland park and ride
site - particularly if there would be positive community

DLPPS no

1242

2214

2214

the University and other
key stakeholders,
which satisfactorily
addresses the impact
on the surrounding
area in terms of traffic,
noise, pollution, car
parking and visual
appearance”.
“Maximise and
promote opportunities
arising from related
commercial activities
linked to new on site
development (such as
the proposed science
park)”.
“Support development
proposals that promote
business-university
collaboration within the
campus as well as
those that improve and
strengthen the learning,
teaching and research
environment,
particularly in the fields
of science, technology,
engineering and
mathematics (STEM).
At the Angerland site,
the erection of
structures and buildings

Changes sought

428

Angerland Common lies in the Green Belt
consideration of potential new buildings
and structure including the potential

The policy already refers to maximising
the economic development and
community benefits associated with the
university’s presence.
No change

No change because the science park is
not proposed on the university campus or
in the Estate vision 2020.
No change

WHBC comment

2214

DLPPS no
which are ancillary to
the use of the land may
be acceptable. Other
development will not be
permitted unless very
special circumstances
are demonstrated inline with policies.
Support for the
redevelopment of the
Fielder Centre site to
university-related uses
that could include
development relating to
business-university
collaboration.

benefits of the proposal that of the proposal that would
outweigh the harm to the Green Belt.

Policy SP 21 should recognise the need to preserve
the site’s on-going affiliation with UH’s core
campuses by supporting university related uses that
could include business university collaboration related
developments.

Changes sought

Main issues

429

The Fielder centre lies within a designated
employment area and not in the university
campus. Any proposals relating to the
centre would therefore have to comply
with Policy SADM10.
No change.

impact of new developments within the
Green Belt is already covered sufficiently
in the Green Belt policy SADM34
No change.

WHBC comment

353, 391,
536, 798,
861, 934,
970, 975,
1006, 1179,
1209, 1339,
1355, 1365,

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy,
because the site is located in the fragile Green Belt
gap between Hatfield and Welham Green and could
bring about coalescence between the two (as well as
ultimately between the towns of Hatfield and Potters

Remove the site from the
Plan.

This should be added to
the site specific
consideration.

Whilst the site specific considerations recognise the
need for development to not have any detrimental
impacts on Hatfield House and Hatfield Park, it does
not say anything about Old Hatfield Conservation
Area.

Comments on site HS11 (Land at South Way)

A site specific
consideration should be
added requiring the reprovision of lost pitches
elsewhere. This has
already been discussed
with OSA School.

Comments on site HS9 (Onslow St Audreys
School)

621, 622,
2140

Changes sought

The Plan is not justified or consistent with
national policy, because development on the site
will result in the loss of playing fields contrary to para
74 of the NPPF. Evidence in the Sports Facilities
Study also indicates a shortfall in playing field
provision in Hatfield.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

430

When previously assessed in 2015 the site
was significantly larger, and conclusions
reached at that time are not comparable.
The 2016 HELAA actually found the site
suitable. The Housing Site Selection
Background Paper noted that the gap

The site and the CA are 250m apart at their
closest; with existing residential
development, a 4-track main line railway, a
car dealership, and the 1960s bypass of Old
Hatfield falling in between. The Council do
not consider that development could impact
upon the setting of the CA.
No change.

Section 77 consent allowing the disposal of
the playing fields has been given by the
Department for Education. The current
Urban Open Land designation does not
include the area of land to be released for
housing and remains unaltered. The school
will have sufficient playing pitch provision.
No change.

WHBC comment

Policy SADM26 New Dwellings in Hatfield and paragraph 15.34
Note that this summary covers general development issues and sites HS9-14 only. The Main Issues for Strategic Development Sites
SDS5 and Mixed Use Sites MUS2-3 are summarised against the site specific policies for those sites.

Chapter 15 – Hatfield

DLPPS no.
1398, 1441,
1627, 1693,
1712, 1788,
1793, 1798,
1803, 1809,
1814, 1819,
1825, 1831,
1881, 1962,
2047, 2080,
2128, 2129

Changes sought

Remove the site from the
Plan.

Remove the site from the
Plan.

Main issues
Bar). The site makes a significant contribution to
Green Belt purposes and has previously been
assessed as unsuitable, and the proposal to build an
incinerator on adjacent land at New Barnfield was
also dismissed for this reason.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy,
because the A1001 South Way is a strong physical
feature and the proposed new landscaping would be
a weaker southern Green Belt boundary to Hatfield.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy,
because the site is detached from the rest of Hatfield
(and its shops, services and community facilities) by
the A1001 South Way, a major road.

431

Whilst South Way is evidently a major road,
it benefits from several pedestrian crossings
and the access to the site will involve a new
signalised crossing. The site is a 10 minute
walk from High View Neighbourhood Centre
via Garden Avenue, and around 12 minutes
from De Havilland Primary School. The SA
scores the site a minor positive effect on
this basis.
No change.

This issue is acknowledged in the Housing
Site Selection Background Paper, although
it does note that the proposed landscaping
would nevertheless be clearly defined and it
would become a stronger physical feature
over time.
No change.

WHBC comment
between Hatfield and Welham Green has
already been partly compromised by
Travellers Lane Industrial Estate, and
Members considered that the site’s benefit
in facilitating the extension of the adjacent
cemetery was a strategic advantage that
needed to be given weight. The impact on
the openness of the Green Belt is to be
mitigated with a landscape belt and the
development will not have the same visual
impact as the incinerator.
No change.

DLPPS no.
Continued

Changes sought
Remove the site from the
Plan.

Remove the site from the
Plan.

Remove the site from the
Plan.

Remove the site from the
Plan.

Remove the site from the
Plan.

Main issues

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy,
because the site is situated close to wildlife sites
home to protected species, as well as ancient
woodland.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy,
because it is located within Watling Chase
Community Forest.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy,
because it is adjacent to the allocated waste site at
New Barnfield. This makes a residential use on the
site inappropriate.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy,
because the site is located within ground water
Source Protection Zone 3.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy,
because local schools cannot accommodate more
pupils.

See response under ‘The plan does not
meet the identified requirement for
additional primary education capacity’ in
Key Issues summary for Policy SP14.

The location of a site in Zone 3 does not
preclude development, indeed the vast
majority of the borough is within Zone 3.
No change.

432

Environmental Health were consulted at the
time of preparing the HELAA, and were
satisfied that any noise issue that may arise
can be mitigated. Hertfordshire County
Council (as the local planning authority for
waste development) have also not made
any representations on the site.
No change.

This does not preclude built development,
and the Watling Chase Community Forest
area encompasses large areas of built
development, e.g. the entirety of the village
of Welham Green.
No change.

Herts Ecology were consulted at the time of
preparing the HELAA, and were satisfied
that impacts on biodiversity would be
acceptable subject to mitigation. This has
been included as a site specific
consideration in Table 10.
No change.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.
Continued

Changes sought
Remove the site from the
Plan.

Remove the site from the
Plan.

Remove the site from the
Plan.

Remove the site from the
Plan.

Main issues

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy,
because creating a means of access to the site will
necessitate cutting through the embankment on the
south side of South Way. The embankment was
required when the road was built in order to mitigate
the road’s impact on surrounding land uses, and has
become a wildlife habitat in its own right.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy,
because it will be heavily car reliant and bus services
from the closest bus stops are infrequent.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy,
because noise and air quality from surrounding
transport and commercial uses will impact future
residents’ quality of life. The landowner’s desire to
only build below the ridge line may also mean that
dwellings have a poor outlook and restrict future
residents’ ability to make maximum use of natural
heat and light.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy,
because developing homes on the site will spoil the
adjacent cemetery and future crematorium, and is
inappropriate.

433

It is not accepted that this is an issue –
cemeteries and crematoria are commonly
located in urban settings.
No change.

Environmental Health were consulted at the
time of preparing the HELAA, and were
satisfied that any noise issue that may arise
can be mitigated. Air quality was not
identified as an issue. The layout of the site
will be required through Policy SADM11 to
comply with standards on issues such as
outlook and day light in the Supplementary
Design Guidance.
No change.

This is true of the very closest bus stops on
South Way, but bus services on Bishops
Rise (within 5 minutes’ walk) run every 20
minutes during the day with the first bus
running before 06:00 and the last bus
running after midnight.
No change.

The site will be accessed via the existing
access to the adjacent cemetery. Whilst this
will require upgrading and some
engineering work to the embankment, it is
not envisaged that its appearance or
function as a habitat will be significantly
compromised.
No change.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.
Continued

Changes sought
The developer should
fund upgraded
pavements and cycling
infrastructure along
South Way, and from
Roehyde Lane (in
Welham Green) to
Roehyde Way.
Remove the site from the
Plan.

The site specific
considerations for the
site should be
substantively deleted.

A minor amendment
should be made to the
site boundary, and a new
site specific
consideration should be
added making provision

Main issues

The Plan is not effective, because the site specific
considerations for the site do not refer to cycling and
walking. South Way is also not lit at night.

Development would result in the loss of countryside
highly valued for recreation by local people, and also
impact on public footpath North Mymms 023.

The decision to select the site for allocation is
supported, and the 120 dwellings are considered to
be deliverable within the plan period. However, the
Plan is not justified because submitted evidence
already demonstrates that the site specific
considerations can be met and including them in the
Plan is unnecessary.

Updated site scoping work has identified means to
further reduce landscape impact.

434

The ‘ridgeway’ is some way beyond the
allocation boundary and is not considered
appropriate to include in the site specific
considerations. The alternative boundary
suggested is not considered sufficiently
different to warrant making a main
modification to the Plan. However, a minor

The site specific considerations will assist in
determining planning applications on
allocated sites, and do not imply that there
are obstacles to development. The
submitted evidence is extremely detailed,
and the planning application stage is the
appropriate point at which to determine
whether the evidence meets the site specific
considerations.
No change.

The site specific considerations require the
rights of way within the site to be
maintained, and that is intended within the
site promoter’s submissions.
No change.

The first site specific consideration does
envisage improvements for pedestrians and
cyclists at the access to the site based on
comments made on the HELAA by the
Local Highway Authority. The site specific
considerations are not necessarily
exhaustive – planning applications will be
determined in accordance with Policies
SADM2 and SADM3. No change.

WHBC comment

1403, 1438,
1755, 1757,
2197, 2198

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified or
consistent with national policy because it does not
allocate land west of Hatfield Business Park (HELAA
site Hat2) for development. The HELAA incorrectly
concluded that the site has deliverability issues, and
that its development would preclude the delivery of a
country park on the site as required by the S106
agreement on the 2000 planning permission for the
redevelopment of the former Hatfield Aerodrome.
The Council has also failed in its duty to cooperate
with St Albans by not resolving these issues.

Allocate the site for
1,100 homes, plus
related facilities and
infrastructure.

Remove the site from the
Plan.

The Plan is not justified or consistent with
national policy, because development will result in
the loss of land used for leisure purposes.

Comments on other sites

Remove the site from the
Plan.

Comments on site HS13 (Land at Filbert Close)

1839

Changes sought
for a ‘ridgeway
landscape concept’.

The Plan is not justified or consistent with
national policy, because the site is too near to the
A1(M) and A1001 and will residents will suffer from
air pollution.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

435

For the reasons set out in the Housing Site
Selection Background paper the Council
consider that the site has deliverability
issues and that a meaningful country park
could not be delivered within the Plan
period. Both Welwyn Hatfield and St Albans
agree that the site should not come forward,
and there is no duty to cooperate
implication. No change.

Whilst the site is currently designated Urban
Open Land, it has not been publically
accessible for around 10 years and does
not perform any leisure role. The adjacent
Redhall Lane Park will be unaffected by
development. No change.

The site is around 150m away from these
roads. Environmental Health were consulted
at the time of preparing the HELAA, and did
not identify air pollution as an issue for this
site. No change.

WHBC comment
modification will be made to clarify the
need to mitigate any landscape impacts
along the southern boundary, consistent
with what the site promoter evidently
already intends.

DLPPS no.
Continued

Changes sought
Allocate both Hat3 and
Hat13 for housing.

Allocate the site (with a
revised boundary) for 40
homes, plus an extended
recreation ground.

Main issues

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified or
consistent with national policy because it does not
allocate land south of St Albans Road West (HELAA
sites Hat3 and Hat19) for development. The sites are
well-screened and would have little visual impact on
the green belt gap between Hatfield and Smallford,
would have strong and defensible new green belt
boundaries, and score favourably in the
Sustainability Appraisal. The setting of Great Nast
Hyde House (Grade II listed) will be preserved, and
development would be accessed via a new link road
rather than Wilkins Green Lane.

The Plan is not positively prepared, effective or
consistent with national policy because it does not
allocate land south of Wilkins Green Lane and west
of Ellenbrook Lane (HELAA site Hat4) for
development. With a revised site boundary and the
inclusion of a landscape buffer, the concerns of
Historic England could be satisfied. The site is close
to facilities, and would ‘round off’ existing
development and therefore have a limited impact on
green belt purposes.

436

The site promoter’s suggestion to limit
development to a smaller area similar to
that now proposed was considered at the
time the HELAA was being prepared, and
did not alter Historic England’s view that the
harm to surrounding heritage assets could
not be mitigated. This rendered the site
unsuitable and meant that green belt issues
were not considered in the Housing Site
Selection Background Paper. Nevertheless,
it is not considered that the site would
round-off the existing urban area – rather it
would form a relatively detached
development beyond the strong existing
green belt boundaries of Hatfield on
Ellenbrook Lane and Wilkins Green Lane.
No change.

Hat3 was found unsuitable in the HELAA
because of the scale of harm that
development would have on surrounding
heritage assets, which Historic England
does not consider to capable of mitigation.
For Hat19, the Housing Site Selection
Background Paper undertakes a qualitative
assessment on the relative merits of sites,
and it is not necessarily the case that a
greater number of ‘moderate weights in
favour’ than ‘moderate weights against’
point to a site needing to be selected. In this
case the site’s benefits were not considered
to outweigh the harm to the green belt that
would result. No change.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.
Continued

Changes sought
Allocate Birchwood
Playing Fields for
development, with
compensatory pitch
provision on land
between Stanborough
Lakes and Oldings
Corner.

None stated.

Allocate the site for 95
homes, plus around
2,000m2 of employment
floorspace.

Main issues

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy
because objectively assessed housing needs are not
being met, yet land is available for housing
development at Birchwood Playing Fields north of
Longmead and south of Oldings Corner Retail Park.
This site is in a sustainable location, and is not in the
Green Belt.

The Plan is not justified or effective, because plans
to build on Hatfield Leisure Centre in Birchwood and
the surrounding Urban Open Land will result in the
loss of playing fields and amenity land.

The Plan is not consistent with national policy
because it does not allocate the Citroen Garage on
Great North Road (HELAA site HE98) for
development. The site currently presents a poor
gateway to Old Hatfield, and the issues identified in
the HELAA with noise from adjacent uses and the
need for highway realignment are not considered to
be insurmountable.

437

This site is the only one in the HELAA
where Environmental Health considered
noise pollution to be so severe as to make
the site unsuitable, although it is accepted
that the realignment of the A1000 to the
west – effectively shifting the development
site to the east – may provide scope for
mitigation. However, the Highways Authority
considers that modelling of the highway
impacts of this would be required before it
could be concluded to be acceptable, and to
date the landowner has not agreed to this.
This makes it impossible to find the site
suitable, and given that the existing lease
on the site does not expire until 2028 it in
any case raises significant concerns as to
whether the site is actually deliverable
within the plan period. No change.

See above. This site is not included in the
Plan. No Change

This forms a relatively radical proposal,
which has not previously been promoted. It
would result in the loss of Urban Open Land
within the urban area in close proximity to
residents, to be replaced by pitches located
beyond the major Oldings Corner
roundabout in a relatively isolated location.
It is also unclear what the implications for
Birchwood Leisure Centre would be. No
change.

WHBC comment

Changes sought
Policy should make
reference to the two
areas of archaeological
interest and an
archaeological
assessment undertaken.
Consideration given to
the impact of increased
traffic movements on
heritage assets.

Move the Green Belt
Boundary further South.

Main issue

Policy needs to be more specific with regards to
protection of heritage assets
Welcomes bullet point 10 relating to the protection
and enhancement of heritage assets but it should be
more specific about the protection of the setting of
the listed building.

Old Cottage is the only listed building in the
immediate vicinity of the site. Proposals would
effectively link SDS5 with existing development at
Stanborough, and there is no clarity on how Old
Cottage would be treated, particularly with regards to
this coalescence. The Green Belt boundary needs to
be moved further south. Consideration needs to be

DLPPS no.

2139, 1686

438

As part of the site allocation process WHBC
have required the landowner to undertake
an independent heritage impact
assessment. Findings and
recommendations of this assessment will be
used to inform the masterplanning of the
site. Historic England have not requested a

WHBC have requested that a heritage
assessment and an archaeological
assessment be undertaken by the
landowner, which will be used to inform the
masterplanning of the site.
Transport modelling has been undertaken
by both the Council and the land owner,
information from this exercise will be used
to assess likely impact upon heritage
assets. Should further work be deemed
necessary, this will be undertaken at the
planning application stage. The policy
already seeks the protection of heritage
assets however a reference to the heritage
impact assessment and the presence of the
areas of archaeological significance will be
added to the supporting text.
Minor Modification to paragraph 15.39 of
the supporting text referring to the heritage
impact assessment and the area of
archaeological significance.

WHBC comment

Policy SP22 North West Hatfield/Site SDS5, Figure 14 (Strategy diagram) and paragraphs 15.35 to 15.38

Chapter 15 – Hatfield

2018, 354,
355, 436,
437, 822,
2094, 886,
948, 958,
1684, 1540,
1573, 1543,
1580, 1597,
1594,
1879

DLPPS no.

Sustainable transport
measures are required
including improvement of
pedestrian links, cycle
paths, passenger and
community transport
initiatives, in particular a
cycling/walking bridge
over the A1(M) and
A1001. Amend Figure
14. To show an
additional crossing point
across the A1(M) and
A1001.
Reconsider the location
of proposed junctions on
Coopers Green Lane
and do not open up

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy. There are only two places to cross the A1M
within reasonable proximity to the site. The ability to

None

Changes sought

The Local plan is not effective or justified as the
proposed development SDS5 channels traffic onto
already congested roads parallel with the A1(M).
Proposed mitigation measures will not be adequate
to alleviate increased congestion. Transport
modelling used on previous development sites has
not been effective. Great Braitch Lane provides the
only safe access to the open space behind Hatfield
Garden Village for residents in the north of this area,
opening it up to traffic would be dangerous. Roads in
the Hatfield Garden Village /Old Aerodrome have still
not been adopted.

Accessibility, traffic congestion and transport
mitigation measures
HCC is reasonably assured improvements to the
local highway network can provide additional
capacity. However, capacity improvements at local
junctions will need to be developed alongside
significant sustainable transport linkages to ensure
the site is well connected for all
modes. Masterplanning will be critical.

Main issue
given to the impact of additional traffic upon the
setting of Old Cottage.

439

WHBC consider delivery of SDS5 essential
to meeting housing need within the borough
within the plan period. SDS5 is expected to
deliver over 5% of the borough’s OAN for

Policy SP22 states that site SDS5 will
include sustainable transport measures
including the improvement of pedestrian
links, cycle paths, passenger and
community transport initiatives as well as
highway mitigation measures. The Council
and the landowner have already undertaken
transport modelling for the site. Details of
these measures, including the future use of
Great Braitch Lane, will be determined as
part of the masterplanning process for the
site, and will be outlined in an SPD.
No change

Noted

WHBC comment
change to the proposed Green Belt
boundary for the purposes of protecting
heritage assets.
No change

1597, 1594

DLPPS no.

None

More even distribution of
housing across the
borough, reduce the
number of houses on
SDS5.

Negative Health Impacts
Traffic pollution and environmental impacts
generated by development of SDS5 will affect the
health of people and wildlife.

Revisit SDS5 and
propose fewer dwellings
or abandon proposal for
SDS5.

Changes sought
Great Braitch Lane to
vehicular traffic.

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy. Significant transport and highways
infrastructure is required to enable the development
of the site. It is not clear how this has been assessed
from a viability perspective.

Main issue
improve these crossing points or provide new
crossing points has not been identified. As such,
access to WGC or Hatfield town centres, the railway
stations and other services and facilities would be
severely constrained and significantly car
dependant.

440

The Draft Local Plan has been subject to a
Sustainability Appraisal (SA) which
highlights any negative impacts upon
sustainability. With regards to SDS5 the SA
notes that “This site is considered to have
minor positive effects on SA objectives 1.1
and 1.2 (health) as it is in reasonable
walking distance of a range of services such
as GP surgeries, convenience stores, post
offices, hospitals, open space etc. Although
this site scores positively, Policy SP 22
seeks to ensure the future community is
able to maintain an active and healthy
lifestyle by ensuring the site includes
community facilities, including healthcare

The Council’s viability evidence is published
on the website.
No change.

WHBC comment
housing including 25% affordable homes. It
is viewed as a favourable option when
assessed against alternative sites. SDS5
presents the opportunity to create a
sustainable urban extension that will provide
facilities for the day to day needs of its
community and the immediate surrounding
areas.
No Change

1879

2034

DLPPS no.

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy.
The statement at Policy SP22 of the draft
submission Local Plan that the extraction of minerals
should not prejudice the delivery of housing within

On site minerals extraction
Welcomes commitment to requiring the developer to
consider the use of some minerals for development
within the site.

Main issue

SP22 needs to be
amended to give the
decision maker a clear
indication of how to react
to a development

Remove the term ‘that
maybe’ within policy
SP22 as this is a known
mineral area.

Changes sought

441

Policy SP22 makes clear that the potential
for, and viability of, mineral extraction
should be assessed “.without prejudicing
the delivery of housing within the plan
period.”

There is significant evidence that workable
mineral is present at the site.
Minor modification to delete the words
“may be” and replace with “is” in final
paragraph of Policy SP22. Insert “that”
before “the likelihood” for clarity.

WHBC comment
and leisure facilities and sustainable
transport links including cycle paths and
improved pedestrian paths….. This site was
considered to have a significant positive
effect on SA objective 4.2 (Reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from transport)
and SA objective 4.3 (Avoid and reduce air
pollution) due to its proximity to bus stops,
employment areas and services”.
As part of the planning application for
development of SDS5 the land owner /
developer will be required to submit an
Environmental Impact Assessment which
will be used to determine whether any
negative impacts are acceptable, what
could be done to reduce negative impacts
and what mitigation measures are required
prior to planning permission being granted.
No change.

1111

DLPPS no.

442

WHBC acknowledges the confirmation by
HCC that only three additional forms of
entry at primary level are required to serve
the development.
Amend Policy SP22 to simplify and specify
that provision for three forms of entry rather
than four is required:
“Education facilities, including provision for
a new secondary school and associated
playing field facilities east of Green Lanes,
also provision for three forms of entry at

Delete existing policy
reference to four forms
of entry at primary
school and options for
location and replace
with “Education

Education provision is not correct
The plan is not sound as it is not positively
prepared or effective. The policy identifies a pupil
yield of 4fe over the plan period. Development of
SDS5 will generate at least 3fe of new demand
which can be accommodated by 1 x3fe primary
school or a 1x 2fe (with room for expansion) and
expansion of Green Lanes school. Preference would
be for the latter.

facilities, including
provision for a new
secondary school and
associated playing
field facilities east of
Green Lanes, also

WHBC comment
The wording of the policy was agreed, in
advance of the proposed submission
consultation, with Hertfordshire County
Council as Minerals Planning Authority, and
included an amendment to the originallyproposed wording to the effect that the
developer must demonstrate the extent of
the mineral present.
The interpretation of the NPPF in the
representation is not accepted by the
Council. Paragraph 143 of the NPPF
indicates that, in preparing Local Plans,
local planning authorities should “.set out
policies to encourage the prior extraction of
minerals, where practicable and
environmentally feasible, if it is necessary
for non-mineral development to take place.”
This policy must be seen in the context of
other policies seeking to provide for muchneeded housing development (e.g.
paragraph 47 of the NPPF).No change.

Changes sought
proposal for the site with
regards to minerals.
The housing trajectory
needs to be amended to
reflect the time that will
be required to allow
extraction of minerals
from SDS5.

Main issue
the plan period is contradictory to adopted policy in
the Minerals Local Plan and to the NPPF. The
approach proposed to the extraction of minerals is
not clear in the draft Local Plan. There is no
evidence that the presence of minerals at strategic
sites has been considered in the feasibility of
delivering homes within the plan period. There is
conflict with the sterilisation of mineral deposits as a
result of the development of this land. The text
included within SP22 is not in accordance with the
NPPF section 13, paragraphs 142 and 143. Policies
do not provide a decision maker with a clear
indication of how to react to a development proposal
with regards to use or extraction of minerals on the
site (paragraph 154, NPPF).

Main issue

Inadequate infrastructure provision
Proposed growth will have a severe impact on
existing amenities which are already stretched.
Schools are already oversubscribed. Proposed new
schools should be built prior to incoming population.

DLPPS no.

436, 437,
886, 1540,
1574, 1543,
1580, 1597
The public need to see
the precise solution to
provision of schools and
healthcare.

Total revision and rethink
of the Local Plan.

Changes sought
provision for three
forms of entry at
primary school level”.

443

The Council consider delivery of SDS5
essential to meeting housing need within
the Borough. It is viewed as a favourable
option when assessed against alternative
sites. SDS5 presents the opportunity to
create a sustainable urban extension that is
capable of providing facilities to meet the
day to day needs of the new community.
The Council consulted with a range of
service providers to ascertain what facilities
should be provided on site, the results of
which are outlined within Policy SP22.
Further details of on-site facilities, including
more detailed design and timetable for
delivery will be determined as part of the
Masterplanning process and detailed in an
SPD. The IDP accompanying the Local Plan
sets out in a schedule the key pieces of
infrastructure required to support growth at
SDS5 and how these are proposed to be
delivered. Re-providing A & E hospital
facilities within Welwyn Hatfield is not
currently being proposed by the area’s
health providers and is therefore beyond the
scope of this Local Plan. No Change.

WHBC comment
primary school level, in the form of a new
school within SDS5 and possible expansion
of Green Lanes primary school.”
Minor modification to Policy SP22 to
simplify and to give correct reference to
scale of primary school requirement.

1879

DLPPS no.

Viability of Infrastructure Delivery
The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy. Infrastructure to be provided by SDS5 is
essential to facilitate the delivery and viability of
SDS6. Figure 17 shows that delivery of dwellings at
SDS6 is proposed to commence in 2023/24, after
only 500 dwellings at SDS5 have been delivered.
Delay to provision of primary and secondary schools
on SDS5 could significantly impact upon delivery of
other sites. It is not clear whether the viability of
delivering the necessary infrastructure has been
considered in this trajectory. Equally it shows the
delivery of 300 dwellings per annum between SDS5
and SDS6 between 2025/26 and 2031/32. This is
ambitious given the proximity of the sites and raises
further questions of viability and deliverability for
both physical and commercial reasons.

The Local Plan is not justified, effective or
consistent with national policy. Local health
services cannot cope with the demand of the current
population

Main issue

The housing trajectory
needs to be amended to
reflect the time that will
be required to allow the
extraction of minerals
from SDS5/

Reject proposals to
develop on the Green
Belt in this area.

Changes sought
Spread the distribution of
housing more widely
across the Borough and
reduce the number of
houses proposed on
SDS5, also reopen the
QEII as an A&E hospital
and /or consider
development further
north along the A1(M).

444

Concerning the viability of delivering the
necessary infrastructure in time to support
housing development at SDS5 and SDS6, it
is recognised that some key infrastructure
(e.g. access roads, school places) will need

Policy SP22 makes clear that the potential
for, and viability of, mineral extraction
should be assessed “.without prejudicing
the delivery of housing within the plan
period.” In the event of submission of an
application to work any minerals at the site,
the Mineral Planning Authority will need to
take into account the policies of the
submission Local Plan concerning the
delivery of housing, in making any
determination. No change.

This representation relates to the settlement
strategy Policy SP3 rather than the content
of this Policy. No change.

WHBC comment

170, 1331,
1313, 1686,
436, 437,
948, 958,
1684, 1540,
1573, 1543,
1590, 1594,
1780

DLPPS no.

Removal of proposals for
SDS5 and SDS6.

Proposals go against the NPPF by proposing
development in the Green Belt
The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy. Proposals to allow development on a large
area of high quality and much valued countryside,
which provides separation between urban areas, go
against recommendations of the NPPF (in particular
paras 79, 81, and 83 to 84). The development will
close the gap between Hatfield and WGC and pave
the way for future infill development. It will destroy
valuable farmland and associated habitats, and it
disregards the health and wellbeing of existing
Garden Village residents. WHBC have not
demonstrated exceptional circumstances as to why
development should take place in the green belt.
This approach is not sustainable development
(NPPF para 14).
Fully reconsider the use
of brownfield sites, in
particular the Incinerator
site close to Travellers
Lane (New Barnfield).

Changes sought

Main issue

The Incinerator site (New Barnfield) is
allocated for waste purposes, not for
housing. No change

445

As part of the Local Plan process, The
Council are required to identify land to meet
the housing needs of the Borough until 2032
as detailed in the OAN. The OAN for
housing in the borough is such that it cannot
be accommodated solely on brownfield
sites. There are exceptional circumstances
for the release of land from the Green Belt.
The Council have undertaken a review of
sites to identify those sites which are
deemed to be most sustainable and likely to
be delivered. SDS5 is viewed as a
favourable site as it presents the opportunity
to deliver a sustainable urban extension that
will provide its own on-site facilities,
including a secondary school, to cater for
the needs of the new community as well as
those in the surrounding area. No change.

WHBC comment
to be provided relatively early. The Council’s
viability testing and discussions with the
landowner have indicated that this is
feasible in principle. Evidence on the costs
and timing of infrastructure will continue to
be refined through the masterplanning and
SPD process for the strategic sites. No
change.

Changes sought
Provision of pitches on a
dedicated site not in the
middle of a strategic
residential site.

Main issue

Concern regarding over concentration of gypsy
and traveller pitches in this location
The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy. Provision of 21 Gypsy & Traveller pitches (11
at SDS5 and a further 10 at HS34 to accommodate
the quota from SDS6) is disproportionate to
distribution across the rest of the Borough. This
number of pitches should be located on a dedicated
site not within a residential development.

DLPPS no.

1331, 1313,
2190

446

In accordance with national policy, the
Council must plan to deliver a mix of
housing types and tenures to address the
needs of the wider community.
This includes addressing the
accommodation needs of Gypsies and
Travellers. The Council has assessed
accommodation needs and has carried out
a Call for Sites. Early consultation was
carried out in plan preparation. (Reference:
The Core Strategy Issues and Options 2009
Consultation Statement)
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ash
x?id=7693&p=0
The local Gypsy and Traveller community
considered that sites should be capable of
co-existing with the local community and
that being close to schools, health facilities
and public transport was important.
Consultation with the Gypsy and Traveller
community, the wider community and
bodies such as the Police and HCC Gypsy
and Traveller Unit also highlighted the need
for smaller sites (generally not exceeding 15
pitches). The Issues and Options
Consultation Statement set out the Councils
intention to allocate sites and require
provision at broad locations for growth.
A number of promoted sites are proposed
for allocation in the Plan. The Strategic
Development Sites are of a significant scale
and should deliver a mix of housing types
and tenures. Gypsy and Traveller pitch

WHBC comment

437

DLPPS no.

Reject plans for Green
Belt development
(particularly SDS5)

The Council should meet
with the landowner to
discuss pitch provision
distribution and agree an
appropriate distribution
schedule.
Greater clarity should be
provided regarding the
basis for the overall G &
T pitch requirement
figure, and reference
included in SP22 to
timescales being agreed
between WHBC and
developers regarding the
provision of G & T
pitches as part of the
delivery of housing
allocations.

Whilst strongly supportive if the proposed allocation
of SDS5 within SADM26, the Local Plan is not
consistent with national policy in relation to the
delivery of Gypsy and Traveller pitches. It is not
justified or effective as it does not represent the
most appropriate strategy when considered against
reasonable alternatives. Provision of 10 off-site G &
T pitches for the needs of SDS6 at HS34 combined
with provision of 11 pitches for SDS5 will result in 21
pitches being located within or adjacent to the
housing allocation at SDS5. This is inconsistent with
national guidance which suggests a maximum of 15
pitches is conductive to providing a comfortable
environment which is easy to manage. Provision of
21 pitches in one locality could lead to an overconcentration to the detriment of future occupants.

Flood risk, pollution and irreversible loss of
valuable habitat
The Local Plan is not justified or consistent with
national policy. Proposals are not sustainable
development, Coopers Green Lane always floods in

Changes sought

Main issue

447

As part of any development proposal land
owners are required to undertake a detailed
flood risk assessment. The findings of this
assessment will be used to inform the

The distribution of Gypsy and Traveller
pitches on (or associated with) the identified
strategic development sites is proportionate
to the overall number of dwellings to be
delivered at these sites. In the case of
SDS5 (Hat1) provision is to be made (in
part) within the site and (in part) off-site at
HS33 (GTLAA08). The on-site location will
be determined through the master-planning
process. In the case of SDS6, a site closeby (HS34) has been identified. These policy
requirements and allocations have been
discussed with the promoter. No other sites
have been proposed by the promoter as
alternatives. A commuted sum is not
considered to represent the most
appropriate delivery option, given the
absence of any other suitable or available
sites.
No change

WHBC comment
provision in association with the Strategic
Development Sites (either on site or, on a
suitable alternative and available site) is
proportionate to the overall size of
development at these strategic sites. No
change.

None

None

Be clear on the exact
solution and reduce the
impact on the local
existing population,
environment and
facilities

The plan is not positively prepared or justified.
Object to the proposed site SDS5

There is a lack of physical features to provide a
defensible Green Belt boundary.

Old Cottage relies on a private water supply with a
borehole located in the southern area of the
property, and a septic tank for disposal of waste
water. Concerns over potential negative impact of
development such as contamination of water supply.
Increased traffic would make an already hazardous
exit from the property more dangerous.

The plan is not justified, effective or consistent
with national policy. There have been several
revisions of proposals which do not align and there
appears to be conflicting information.

167, 172

1686

1686

658

None

Changes sought

Main issue
period of heavy rain and development of SDS5
would intensify this. Development will lead to an
increase in greenhouse gases and loss of valuable
countryside, habitats and potential extinctions of
species.

DLPPS no.

448

Throughout the Local Plan preparation
process The Council has refined proposals
to take into account findings of site
assessments, results of public consultation
and changes to national policy guidance.
The current proposal is considered to be the
most suitable solution to meeting housing
need in the borough, in this case by
providing a sustainable urban extension that
will meet the immediate needs of its
residents.
No change

These are matters which will be considered
at the masterplanning and planning
application stage.
No change.

Coopers Green Lane provides a moderate
boundary on the western edge. To the south
the boundary will be defined by the property
boundaries of new development.
No change.

WHBC comment
detailed masterplanning of the site. Policy
SP22 requires development of SDS5 to
include sustainable drainage and provision
of flood mitigation measures.
No change.
No change.

Main issue

Development is not spread fairly across the borough,
too much development is concentrated in this area.

DLPPS no.

1580

Spread development
more evenly across the
Borough, consider
development further
north on the A1(M)
corridor.

Changes sought

449

This representation relates to the settlement
strategy rather than the contents of this
Policy as such. The scale of this site results
in the opportunity to make provision for a
secondary school which is required to
support the level of growth identified in the
Local Plan.
No change

WHBC comment

Growth proposed for Woolmer Green is
disproportionate

330, 346,
396, 397,
444, 456,
529, 720,
731, 733,
753, 769,
774, 790,
805, 849,
909, 938,
946, 969,
1171, 1198,
1219, 1304,
1397, 1448,
1463, 1489,
1561, 1585,
1648, 1650,
1652, 1676,
1841, 1904,
1906, 1932,
1948, 1985,
2110, 2226,
2227

Woolmer Green will be adversely affected by
development in Knebworth and Stevenage. No
cooperation between Welwyn Hatfield and North Herts,
Woolmer Green and Knebworth need to be considered
together.

The need for 150 houses in a small village is not
justified. The scale of growth, increasing the village by
25-30% is disproportionate and will alter the character
of the village and residents quality of life.

The plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national policy.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SADM27 and paragraphs 16.1 to 16.4

Chapter 16 – Woolmer Green

Remove site allocation
HS15 from the Local
Plan and reduce
housing numbers in the
village

Changes sought

450

Under the Duty to Cooperate requirement
Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council and
North Herts Borough Council have been
working together with Hertfordshire County
Council, and service providers such as the
Clinical Commissioning Group and NHS
England to consider cross boundary
issues such as school, capacity of the
road network and health provision and

As outlined in the Housing Sites Selection
Background Paper (HSSBP), 150
dwellings in Woolmer Green is
proportionate. However, as the HSSBP
also notes, proportionate distribution is
only a starting point given the need to
achieve sustainable development. The
Council’s evidence base- Housing and
Employment Land Availability Assessment
and the HSSBP assess the scale and
location of site HS15 as sustainable.
No change

WHBC comment

66
responses
(dlpps no’s
listed
below)

DLPPS no.

Congestion on B197 and A1(M) and potential impacts
on the operation of the Clock roundabout.
Local railway station (Knebworth) is at capacity in terms
of train capacity and parking
Lack of access to local services
Limited school places in the village
Accessing capacity at schools in local villages will
increase traffic and congestion issues.
Lack of secondary school provision

Infrastructure constraints haven’t been properly
considered
The plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified, effective and consistent with national
policy.

Small scale businesses
are more appropriate
for a village.

Large scale expansion of employment uses/areas in a
village is disproportionate and unsustainable. Woolmer
Green is no longer a working village.

Remove site allocation
HS15 from the Local
Plan and reduce
housing numbers in the
village in order to
reduce impact on local
infrastructure.

Allocate part of
employment site EA10
for housing.

Changes sought

Main issue

451

Infrastructure constraints in Woolmer
Green have been assessed in the Housing
and Employment Land Availability
Assessment (site specific), the Housing
Sites Selection Background Paper (on a
settlement basis) and the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan. Infrastructure has been
considered on a site specific basis and
cumulatively. Relevant bodies have been
consulted - Hertfordshire County Council,
North Herts District Council, statutory
bodies and utilities providers - to consider
any local infrastructure issues and address
and mitigate when appropriate. There are

WHBC comment
transport capacity. No constraints have
been identified which would prevent the
level of development in the location
proposed from coming forward.
No change
The allocation of employment land in
Woolmer Green relates to existing
employment uses and is considered
appropriate for the settlement. Businesses
in the village are not large scale, they
reflect the scale of small to medium sized
businesses often found in smaller
settlements. Site EA10 contributes to the
need to secure an assessed level of
employment land provision for the
borough. No change.

Impact on the Green Belt hasn’t been sufficiently
taken into account in selecting sites

72
responses
(dlpps no’s
listed
below)

In combination with development of the Green Belt in
North Herts, the openness of the Green Belt may be
compromised and there is potential for ribbon
development creating urban sprawl.

Site HS15 (WGR1) makes a significant contribution to
the Green Belt and is located in a fragile gap.
Development will be very visible and create
coalescence.

Do not allocate HS15
for housing
development. Preserve
the Green Belt.

None stated

Education capacity
The Education Authority has indicated that primary
school capacity exists within the primary planning area
to accommodate the level of growth proposed in the
Plan. Additional capacity may now also exist by way of
an assumed 1FE expansion potential at St Mary’s VA C
of E primary school.

2156

The plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified, effective and consistent with national
policy.

Changes sought

Main issue
GP and dentist at capacity
Drainage and sewerage systems over stretched
Surface water flood risk on the B197

DLPPS no.

452

Policies Map Sheet 1 shows that with the
exception of land for access, site
HS15(WGr1) would not bring development
any further north than existing
development (including the Entech House
site) and the proposed Employment Area
designation. Whilst there is a fragile gap
between Knebworth and Woolmer Green,
development of WGr1 would not reduce
this gap.
No change.

Noted

WHBC comment
no identified constraints that would prevent
the level of development in the location
proposed from coming forward.
No change.

DLPPS no.

Retain HS15 as Green
Belt apart from a mixed
use buffer zone from an
enlarged northern
EA10 employment
area, behind the care
home to link EA10 to
the south.

The plan is not justified or effective because existing
businesses in EA10 need room for expansion.

453

The land concerned forms part of the
master-planned area for site WGr1 and is
shown as an area for a small shop/café. It
has not been demonstrated that the land
will be available for employment use as an
extension to the employment site referred
to in this representation.
No change.

This level of detail is unnecessary and
inconsistent with the approach taken at
other sites in the Plan. Table 11 outlines
the need for a landscape buffer to the
north to define the Green Belt boundary.
This will provide a permanent physical
Green Belt boundary in compliance with
national policy. The council does not
object to proposals for a wooded boundary
planted prior to development but does not
consider the timing needs to be set out in
the Plan specifically. No change

Amend Table 11 to
include the timing of the
buffer to ensure it is
planted before
development takes
place. Specifically refer
to a woodland buffer.

The plan is not consistent with national policy
because the site has no definable Green Belt boundary
to the north. More clarity is needed about defining a
permanent physical northern Green Belt boundary to
HS15

WHBC comment
The Council has justified the need
exceptionally to release a limited amount
of land from the Green Belt for
development. Sufficient provision also
needs to be made for employment land
and EA10 contributes to the existing stock
of employment land and so should not be
allocated for housing.
No change

Changes sought

Development is against national policy to protect the
Green Belt. Unmet housing need does not equate to
‘exceptional circumstances’ and the availability of
brownfield sites within Woolmer Green means there are
no exceptional circumstances for releasing Green Belt
land. Brownfield sites have not been fully considered.

Main issue

Site specific concerns

240, 242,
268, 270,
274, 330,
342, 376,
377, 396,
397, 627, ,
753, 761,
774, 777,
790, 836,
909, 938,
1043, 1082,
1219, 1294,
1304, 1397,
1448, 1463,
1495, 1569,
1841, 1904,
1906, 1932,
1948, 1985,
1986, 2020
2100, 2101,
2141, 2226,
2227

Not possible to mitigate impact on adjacent listed
building, Payne Farm.

HS15 (WGr1): Elevated land, will increase surface
water flooding and be visible from surrounding areas.
Increased traffic from development will increase noise
and air pollution.
Loss of greenspace, wildlife habitat (including a badger
sett), agricultural land, the undulating landscape and the
countryside.

The plan is not (variously) justified, consistent with
national policy, positively prepared and effective.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Allocate Entech site
(EA10) for housing
development instead of
HS15.

Remove site allocation
HS15 (WGr1) from the
plan.

Changes sought

454

The HELAA 2016 highlights the need for a
landscape buffer to mitigate impact of
development on the adjacent listed
building. In their response to this
consultation, Historic England are satisfied
that it should be possible to develop site
HS15 without unacceptable harm to the
significance of the farmhouse. They
support the reference for a landscape
buffer and heritage impact assessment in
Table 11 of the Plan. No change

The Council’s evidence base is robust.
The Housing and Employment Land
Availability Assessment assessed the
impact of site HS15 on the environment
(pollution, wildlife, drainage) and heritage
assets and indicates that the site is
sustainable and will make an important
contribution to meeting the borough’s
housing need.
The presence of protected species
(badger) is not a barrier to development
but means that at planning application
stage an ecological survey will need to be
carried out and appropriate mitigation
measures taken, such as habitat creation.
No change

WHBC comment

240, 242,
268, 274,
330, 342,
346, 376,
377, 394,
396, 397,

DLPPS no.

None stated

Support the need for a landscape buffer to protect the
setting of the listed building and the need for a heritage
assessment.

Allocate Entech House
site for housing instead

None stated

Mitigation measures are needed to ensure safe access.

Two brownfield sites within the employment area in
the village (Entech house and Marshalls) are more
reasonable alternatives than HS15 (WGr1)
The plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified, effective and consistent with national
policy.

If HS15 goes ahead
then the new access
road should be adopted
and a new site
entrance be created
from the employment
site allowing for an ‘in’
and ‘out’ arrangement
for safety

Changes sought

Plan is not justified or effective. An increase of traffic
from new development could increase safety issues
with traffic exiting/ entering the employment site.

A convenience store in this location would be
unsustainable because it is away from the main road.

Main issue

455

The Council has justified the need to retain
and allocate land for employment uses.

Noted

Access is considered as part of the
Housing and Employment Land Availability
Assessment (HEELA, 2015). The site’s
access arrangements are considered
suitable and further details will be
considered at the planning application
stage. No change

The Highway Authority has no objection in
principle, but such arrangements would
need to be negotiated with land owners of
HS15 and determined at planning
application stage.
No change.

WHBC comment
A small shop (farm/convenience store and
ancillary cafe) will be easily accessible
from the main road and via pedestrian
links to other parts of the village. It will
improve the sustainability of the village.
No change.

DLPPS no.
415, 444,
456, 489,
515, 529,
569 589,
627, 672,
696, 731,
733, 753,
761, 769,
774, 790,
805, 836,
849, 881,
909, 912,
938, 946,
1016, 1020,
1043, 1082,
1098, 1129,
1140, 1155,
1171, 1198,
1219, 1278
1294, 1300,
1304, 1397,
1422, 1448,
1463, 1471,
1495, 1561,
1569, 1585,
1616, 1622,
1625 1648,
1650, 1652,
1674, 1773,
1841, 1896,
1904, 1906,
1926, 1932,
1948, 1985,
1986, 2100,

Tree Protection Orders (TPOs) on Entech site and
polluted land should not stop its development for
housing.

Brownfield development will have less visual and
environmental impact.

Another part of the employment site EA10 (Marshalls
garage) should also come available towards the end of
the plan period (43 dwellings).

Main issue
The Entech site (part of EA10) should be developed
instead of Green Belt site. It is not an economically
viable employment site because it is in an inappropriate
location and lacks suitable transport and service
support. Site is under-utilised, with only 5 employees
and many vacant buildings. Mixed use development will
be beneficial to the local community, particularly the
provision of a shop.

Brownfield sites should
be developed before
Green Belt sites.

With the two sites there
is capacity to build at
least 118 dwellings on
brownfield land, which
is a reasonable
alternative and should
prevent Green Belt
development.

Changes sought
of Green Belt site
HS15. Reduce housing
allocation to 75
dwellings.

456

TPOs and polluted land may impact on
capacity and viability but may not be an
absolute constraint that prevents some
development. It is the site’s status as an

The Council has also justified the need
exceptionally to release a limited amount
of land from the Green Belt for
development. If the Entech House and
Marshalls site are allocated for housing
instead of HS15 (WGr1), because these
sites are estimated to deliver less housing,
this would result in a loss of employment
land and increase the shortfall between
the housing target and the OAN. It would
also have a knock-on effect - requiring
additional land to be identified for release
in the Green Belt to make up for the loss
of employment land and so it would not
prevent Green Belt development. No
change.

WHBC comment
The LPC 2015 (paragraph 12.12) stated
the Council’s intention to protect
employment land in Woolmer Green and
to designate a new employment area. The
Economy Study (2014) identifies EA10 as
a good quality employment area and Bclass uses should be protected. The
Entech House site failed the Stage 1
Assessment of the HELAA 2016
(Appendix D) as it is located within a
proposed Employment Area. No change

1999

582

DLPPS no.
2101, 2110,
2226, 2227

Alternative Green Belt housing site in Woolmer
Green (WGr3)
The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective and consistent with national policy
because site WGr3 has not been allocated as a housing
site to meet need

Would involve loss of employment land and if it was
allocated for housing more employment land would be
needed elsewhere.

Entech House site is unsuitable for housing
Proximity to the railway line and presence of Tree
Preservation Orders (TPOs) will reduce site capacity.

Plan has not designated Mardleybury Farm, care
homes or veterinary centre as employment areas.

Main issue

Allocate WGr3 as a
housing site in the
Local Plan.

None stated

Changes sought

457

The Site Selection Paper (2016) states
that WGr3 should not be considered for
allocation. Development of the site would
significantly reduce the already fragile gap
between settlements, resulting in a
significant negative impact on settlement
pattern and local distinctiveness.
No change

Agree. In addition, the Council has justified
the need to retain and allocate land for
employment uses.
No change

Acknowledged that Mardleybury Farm has
business units as part of farm
diversification. It has a business role,
however, the area is outside the excluded
village, lying within the Green Belt so
applications will be determined in line with
Green Belt policy. Designation as an
employment area is not appropriate. Care
homes and veterinary clinics are not B
class uses that are compatible with being
located in an employment area.
No change.

WHBC comment
employment site and the need to protect
employment land within the borough that
is the key issue. No change.

Main issue

General Comments
Paragraph 16.1 describes the employment area in
Woolmer Green as small, which contradicts paragraph
10.4 which describes it as a substantial area for a
relatively rural location.

Woolmer Green Community Orchard was established in
2012 and is protected, along with adjacent playground,
as a Queen Elizabeth II Field in Trust.

Additional planning objectives are needed

DLPPS no.

2109

2109

2109

Suggests additional
planning objectives
relating to the parish
council’s local list of
undesignated heritage
assets and to
encourage measures
that would slow down
traffic through the
village.

None stated

Describe employment
area consistently.

Changes sought

458

This issue is addressed elsewhere in the
plan and an additional local objective is
unnecessary. Objective 8 of the Local Plan
identifies the need to protect, maintain and
enhance the borough’s heritage assets.
SP 11 and SADM 15 support the
designation of heritage assets where
appropriate and seek to resist harm to
undesignated assets. This is considered to
provide sufficient protection for heritage
assets. No change.
Measures to reduce the speed limit in the
village would need to meet Hertfordshire
County Council’s requirements. This would

Noted. Minor modification proposed to
change the text to the final bullet point of
paragraph 16.2 to clarify that the
community orchard has already been
established and should be maintained.

The employment area is small in
comparison to other employment areas in
the borough but is large enough to make
an important contribution to the supply of
employment land in the borough and jobs
for the community. However, agree that a
consistent approach is needed and that
paragraph 10.4 could be misunderstood.
Minor modification proposed to remove
the reference to a small employment area
in 16.1 and substantial in paragraph 10.4.

WHBC comment

None stated

None stated

Support allocation of site HS15 for housing with a
convenience shop/café. Site specific issues, school
provision, service provision and transport issues can all
be addressed.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective and consistent with national policy. It fails
to record presence of a children’s centre in the village
hall.

582

769

Noted. However, the list of facilities in
paragraph 16.1 is not meant to be
exhaustive and specific mention of
children centres has not been made
elsewhere in the Plan. No change

Support noted.

In accordance with Policy SP 7 35% of
dwellings on housing site HS15 will be
affordable. Outside of this provision of
‘affordable housing’, the planning system
does not have the remit to reduce the
value of market sector housing. No
change

WHBC comment
be considered at planning application
stage. No change

459

Full list of dlpps numbers commenting on ‘Impact on the Green Belt hasn’t been sufficiently taken into account in selecting sites’:
240, 242, 268 274, 330, 342, 346, 376, 378, 396, 415, 456, 515, 529, 569, 582, 627, 672, 696, 731, 733, 774, 790, 792, 805, 836, 871, 881,
909, 938, 946, 1016, 1020, 1043, 1082, 1129, 1140, 1155, 1219, 1278, 1294, 1397, 1448, 1463, 1495, 1569, 1585, 1616, 1622, 1625, 1648,
1650, 1652, 1674, 1676, 1694, 1763, 1773, 1841, 1904, 1906, 1926, 1932, 1948, 1963, 1985, 1986, 2055, 2101, 2110, 2226, 2227

Full list of dlpps numbers commenting on ‘Infrastructure issues have not been properly considered’: 240, 268, 274, 330, 342, 346, 377,
378, 394, 396, 397, 444, 456, 515, 569, 627, 731, 733, 761, 769, 777, 792, 805, 836, 849, 909, 912, 938, 946, 969, 1043, 1080, 1082, 1140,
1155, 1171, 1198, 1219, 1294, 1300, 1304, 1397, 1417, 1422, 1448, 1463, 1495, 1561, 1616, 1622, 1648, 1650, 1652, 1763, 1773, 1841,
1906, 1985, 1986, 2100, 2101, 2110, 2020, 2055, 2226, 2227

None stated

Homes should be affordable to local people.

346, 627

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

HS32 ‘Four Oaks’ will be removed from the Green Belt as
part of a larger Green Belt boundary review.
No change.

Need to remove
any proposed sites
from the Green
Belt.
.

The allocation of sites for Gypsies and
Travellers.
The plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because the site
allocations, whilst welcome, will not
address the immediate need for Gypsy
Travellers. The Plan is not informed by a
robust up-to-date needs assessment.

The sites proposed are in the Green Belt.
If they are not inset from the Green Belt
there is no certainty that they will be
delivered.

The proposals for GTLAA04 are not
sound because they are not positively
prepared, justified or effective. This site
is a private not a public site and so cannot
contribute to the long-standing identified
need for public sites in the borough and
therefore fails to be either positively
prepared or justified. There should be no
more than 5 pitches on this site

86, 664,
1982

460

Site HS32 (GTLAA04) will contribute to the overall need for
pitches in the borough. Waiting list applicants may be able
to secure a pitch on this site with the owner’s agreement.
Other sites are proposed for allocation in the plan and
future management options will be explored so as to
provide a mix of private and public sites where this proves
to be possible. The site has been assessed as suitable for
the additional pitch numbers set out in the Plan.
No change.

WHBC comment
Paragraph 9.25 of the Plan recognises that the latest
needs assessment will need to be reviewed during the plan
period but in order to plan positively now for the needs of
Gypsies and Travellers, the plan has allocated a number of
sites to meet the identified need and so as to maintain
flexibility, is not prescriptive around occupancy. However in
order to clarify that a mix of residential or transit pitches will
be supported in principle, in light of the prevailing evidence
at the time an application is made, minor modifications will
be made to the supporting text.
Minor modification to paragraphs 9.13 and 9.25 to clarify
that a mix of residential or transit pitches will be supported
in light of the prevailing evidence.

Changes sought
Need for more
flexibility to site
delivery to provide
choice of sites by
location, size,
tenure, ethnicity
and type
(residential/ transit,
private family,
private rented,
transit)

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SADM28 and paragraphs 17.1 to 17.4

Chapter 17 – Oaklands & Mardley Heath

2157,2021

The allocation of land for housing in
Oaklands and Mardley Heath

2091,1964

General comments
Existing educational infrastructure is
adequate.
Across the Welwyn Primary Planning Area
there is considered to be some limited
existing capacity which could support the
growth across Woolmer Green, Oaklands
and Mardley Heath and Welwyn without
the need to permanently expand existing
schools. In the event that the yield could
not be met in the existing schools there is

The plan is not positively prepared,
justified or consistent with national
policy, due to the release of land from the
Green Belt, in general and also specific
sites. Sites OMH 5, 7, 8, together with
other sites in Oaklands, and Welwyn are at
risk of resulting in these settlements
merging.

The plan is not justified because land
west of the A1M at Oaklands and Mardley
Heath should be removed from the Green
Belt and the allocation of Site OMH7
allocated for 12 dwellings.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Removal of all
housing sites
allocated in the
green belt.

Removal of site
OMH7 from the
green belt and its
allocation for 12
dwellings.

Changes sought

Noted

461

A number of sites are proposed for removal from the Green
Belt to help meet development needs in the borough. If
proposed sites for housing were removed from the Plan,
then a significant shortfall against the OAN would arise,
which cannot be met on urban/brownfields sites alone. The
A1 (M), a Local Nature Reserve and Wildlife Site sits
between the two settlements and will prevent merging.
No change.

The A1 (M) forms a strong and defensible Green Belt
boundary and the removal of site OMH7 would not present
the opportunity to create clearly defined and defensible
Green Belt boundaries to the west of the A1 (M).
No change.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.

The direct and cumulative impact of the
allocation of these sites on the local
highway network is unlikely to be
significant. However contributions
towards improved sustainable transport
infrastructure are likely to be required to
reduce impact on the Clock Roundabout.

Existing highways infrastructure is
adequate.

Main issue
assumed to be 1fe expansion potential at
Welwyn St Mary’s VA C of E Primary.

Changes sought

Noted

WHBC comment

462

645, 1981

Disagree with the objectives for Welwyn

361

The plan is sound.
Support the allocation of sites Wel3 (HS20), Wel4
(HS19) Wel11 (HS18).
Agree with Council’s decision not to allocate sites Wel1
Wel2, Wel5, Wel6, Wel8, Wel9, Wel10, Wel12, Wel13,
Wel14, Wel15 and Wel16.

Support site allocation decisions

The plan is not effective because there needs to be
reference to the need for a strategic cycle link between
Welwyn and Welwyn Garden City.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SADM29 and paragraphs 18.1 to 18.5

Chapter 18 – Welwyn

None stated

Amend supporting text
to refer to the
construction of a safe
cycling route from the
village to Monks Walk
School and Bessemer
Way.

Changes sought

Support is noted.

463

Policy SADM3 seeks to deliver enhanced
cycling networks. The Planning Objectives
for Welwyn also highlight the need for
cycling links between villages. However, it
is agreed that the objective should be
amended to also promote cycling links
between villages and towns (which are the
main service and employment centres in
the borough) to ensure consistency with
borough-wide Objective 6.
Minor modification proposed to
paragraph 18.3 to add reference to
promoting cycling links between villages
and towns.

WHBC comment

1351, 1965

The plan is not consistent with national policy
because HS18 (Wel11) should not be allocated for
development. The site is a residential garden with

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified and
consistent with national policy because development
of Green Belt land risks merging Woolmer Green,
Oaklands and Mardley Heath and Welwyn.

A site identified to the
south of the village for
92 mixed dwellings and
starter homes would be
more appropriate

Ensure the
development has no
impact on the Mimram
or downstream through
lighting or shading.

No reference to River Mimram, which is adjacent to site
HS18 (Wel11).

Disagree with the housing allocations for Welwyn

Amend policy to refer to
a dwelling capacity of
10 dwellings.

Should amend existing site allocations

47, 2206

Changes sought

Support allocation of site HS20 (Wel 3) but total
dwelling capacity should be 10, not 7 dwellings because
there are already 3 houses on the site.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

464

The Housing Sites Selection Background
Paper (2016) considered the weight to be
given to the impact on the Green Belt.
Sites allocated for development in the Plan
will not cause Welwyn to merge with
surrounding villages.

Site HS18 (Wel11) is separated from the
River Mimram by the B656 Codicote Road
and together with the site specific
constraints listed in Table 13, it is not
considered that this representation has
demonstrated the likelihood that the
Mimram will be adversely affected in the
manner described. In any event, Policy
SP11 applies where proposals would
affect the water environment.
No change

The Council’s evidence (Housing and
Economic Land Availability Assessment,
2016) assesses the gross site capacity of
HS20 as 10. However, the Local Plan sets
out net capacity figures because its role is
to set out the delivery of new dwellings to
meet objectively assessed need.
No change.

WHBC comment

Additional sites should be allocated around Welwyn

1282, 1743,
1954

Wel1, Wel2 and Wel15 should have been allocated for
development. Site constraints have been overestimated. Sites are deliverable and achievable:
 Flood risk – Further evidence indicates flood
risk to the highway is negligible even after
abstraction has ceased.
 No constraints to wider highway network that
would prevent development.
 Heritage- Further evidence indicates
development would have a low impact on
Conservation Area.
 Green Belt – No overriding Green Belt functions
that would outweigh the sites consideration as
suitable to meet housing need

The Plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
effective, justified or consistent with national policy.

Main issue
ecological value, it adjoins a local nature reserve and
the river Mimram and will add to existing traffic
congestion, particularly in combination with
development in North Herts.

DLPPS no.

Allocate Wel1, Wel2
and Wel15 for
development

Changes sought

Significant highway upgrades will be
required to deliver these sites as the
existing Singlers Bridge is single width
with no space to wait having left the
465

Sites Wel1, Wel2 and Wel15 were
considered in the HELAA and the Housing
Sites Selection Background Paper
(HSSBP) 2016. They are co-dependant on
each other to various degrees due to the
need to secure joint access arrangements.
Following the submission of further
evidence, the Lead Local Flood Authority
(LLFA) has no objection to the site in
terms of flood risk. Ground water flooding
is unlikely and potential surface water
flooding can be mitigated by upgrades to
SInglers Bridge.

WHBC comment
The Council’s evidence demonstrates that
HS18 (Wel11) is suitable for allocation.
The Housing Sites Selection Background
Paper (HSSBP) 2016 identifies that
ecological and environmental mitigation is
achievable and has been taken into
account resulting in a reduced dwelling
capacity.
The County Council as highway authority
has been consulted and raises no
objections on the grounds of congestion.
No change

DLPPS no.

Changes sought

Increase the delivery of
housing in Welwyn.
Allocate site Wel16

Main issue

The Plan is not meeting objectively assessed needs in
Welwyn, and will not deliver a sufficient level of
affordable homes in the borough.

466

The HSSBP 2016 notes that a
proportionate distribution is only a starting
point given the need to achieve
sustainable development. The SHMA
assesses the need for an uplift in the need
for housing in light of affordability and
other indicators. The on-site delivery
targets for affordable housing reflect
evidence around viability. HCC as
education authority has confirmed that

WHBC comment
existing roundabout. To deliver highway
upgrades, land is required which is not
within the ownership of either the
promoters or the Highway Authority. The
third party landowner has not confirmed
that the necessary land will be available,
hence delivery remains uncertain. The
HSSBP 2016 identified the collective
contribution that these sites make to the
purposes of including land in the Green
Belt. The reason for estimated site
capacities are explained in the HELAA.
The HSSBP explains that these may vary
slightly (once a planning application is
received). HCC as education authority has
confirmed that there is insufficient
secondary school capacity to support
additional growth in the borough. The
Highways Authority has also expressed
concern about the capacity of Junction 6
with the A1(M). No change.

DLPPS no.

Changes sought

Allocate Wel14 for
development and
identify a site within the
agricultural holding for
a secondary school.

Main issue

Site Wel14: It is recognised that the agricultural setting
makes a positive contribution to the setting of three
listed buildings. Nonetheless, a future master plan could
soften the impact.
A wider site could deliver a secondary school.
Access could be achieved in conjunction with sites
Wel1, Wel2 and Wel15. An additional access could be
achieved from the south.

467

Access is largely co-dependent upon sites
Wel1, Wel2 and Wel15 being allocated but
uncertainty exists around deliverability of
these sites. Mention is made of alternative
access but no details are submitted in the
representation as to how this could be
achieved or its acceptability in highways
terms. Historic England has raised
concerns. The agricultural use of the site
makes a positive contribution to the
significance of listed buildings.
Development at Wel14 would have a
considerable negative impact on the
significance of the heritage assets. The
representation does not overcome
heritage concerns. The need for this scale
of development (against the borough-wide
OAN) do not significantly outweigh the
harm or desirability of preserving the
asset. HELAA identifies a degree of
uncertainty around a farm lease which
may affect availability of part of the site.
HCC as education authority has confirmed
that there is insufficient secondary school
capacity to support additional growth in the
borough but would not support such a
rural location for the provision of a

WHBC comment
there is insufficient secondary school
capacity to support additional growth in the
borough.
No change

DLPPS no.

Changes sought

Increase the delivery of
housing in Welwyn

Main issue

Site Wel16 should not have been rejected on
infrastructure inadequacies. Education and highway
constraints do not prevent the site coming forward for
development.

468

At the time the DLPPS was prepared,
HCC as Highway Authority raised an
objection to what was then a larger Wel16
site. A smaller site is now promoted and
further evidence has been submitted. HCC
as Highways Authority has confirmed that
in principle, (the smaller) Wel16 is now
acceptable in principle on highways
grounds and the potential impact on local
roads can be mitigated. HCC as education
authority now advises that feasibility work
indicates that a 1FE primary school
expansion may be possible. However it
has confirmed that there is insufficient
secondary school capacity to support
additional growth in the borough. The
Highways Authority has also expressed
concern about the capacity of Junction 6
of the A1(M).
No change

WHBC comment
secondary school as the main need is
focussed around the towns.
The Highways Authority has also
expressed concern about the capacity of
Junction 6 of the A1(M) and considers that
the highway mitigation measures agreed
as necessary for housing potential would
be insufficient to cater for a secondary
school, resulting in severe impacts on
local highway conditions. No change

None stated

None stated

None stated

The Education Authority has indicated that primary
school capacity exists within the primary planning area
to accommodate the level of growth proposed in the
Plan. Additional capacity may now also exist by way of
an assumed 1FE expansion potential at St Mary’s VA C
of E primary school.

The Education Authority has advised that the extension
of existing secondary schools and the proposed
strategy to provide new secondary schools will meet
anticipated future demand from the new housing
proposed in the Local Plan.

Infrastructure issues – highways and education

2022, 2158

Changes sought

The Highways Authority state that sites may increase
pressure on the A1(M) Junction 6 (including clock
roundabout roundabout).

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Noted. It is therefore implicit that if the
current secondary school strategy can
accommodate existing planned growth,
there is insufficient secondary school
capacity to support additional housing
growth.

469

Noted. This is a change to the position set
out in the HSSBP 2016. At that time, the
County Council as education authority
indicated that expansion potential at St
Mary’s was limited. This created a degree
of uncertainty around the delivery of
additional primary school capacity. The
County Council now advise that feasibility
work indicates that a 1FE expansion may
be possible.

Noted. This representation does not
suggest that the proposed allocations
should be deleted from the Plan. However
this could be a constraint on further
growth.

WHBC comment

Changes sought
Allocation of (a
reduced) Site Dig1.

None

Minor modification to
read ‘Protect and
enhance' rather than
'Preserve and enhance'
under planning
objectives for Digswell.

Main issue

The Plan does not allocate sites for housing at
Digswell
The plan is not justified, positively prepared or
consistent with national policy as it does not allocate
Site Dig1 for housing. A site with a reduced capacity for
20-30 homes should be allocated at Digswell.

Support not allocating Dig1, Dig2, Dig3, Dig4 and Dig5

Heritage assets around Digswell
Support for the recognition of the historic importance of
the Digswell viaduct and Tewin Water historic park and
garden. Reference to the character appraisal and to the
Digswell Viaduct at paragraph 19.2 is welcome.

DLPPS no.

1235

238, 264,
382,527,
646

606, 2142

Paragraphs 19.1 to 19.4 (There is no policy in this chapter)

Chapter 19 – Welwyn

470

Agree to Minor modification to amend
para 19.2 to read “protect and enhance” to
reflect terminology used in the NPPF.

Noted

A significantly larger site (Dig1) was found
unsuitable at Stage 2 of the HELAA, due
to the impact on heritage assets which
cannot be sufficiently mitigated.
A much smaller site has now been
promoted. However, the site access would
still be provided along the sites southern
boundary immediately next to the
registered park and would be likely to have
a negative impact. In addition,
development of this site would still affect
the setting of the Digswell Viaduct. The
smaller site would still have an impact
upon the historic environment; both the
setting of Tewin Water RPG and Digswell
Viaduct.
No change

WHBC comment

Comments on the principle of development in
Welham Green – too much housing is proposed

204, 433,
545, 686,
713, 830,
1064, 1181,
1336, 1342,
1348, 1396,
1511, 2042,
2043, 2064

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
Welham Green already faces infrastructure issues and
these would be exacerbated by additional development.
Specific issues are identified with the capacity of
existing primary schools, roads, GP surgeries,
sewerage infrastructure and electricity supply.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

Remove development
in Welham Green from
the plan.

Changes sought

471

The Council has worked with infrastructure
providers in the preparation of the Plan
and the Infrastructure Delivery Plan.
In the Housing Sites Selection Background
Paper, primary school capacity was
identified as sufficient to accommodate
only a limited amount of growth. At Draft
Plan stage, HCC confirmed that the limited
primary school capacity at Welham Green
could accommodate the growth proposed
in the Plan for Welham Green, assuming
current outflows to Brookmans Park
continues.
The Council has also worked with other
infrastructure and service providers and
there are no absolute infrastructure
constraints in terms of highways, health
services, sewerage infrastructure or
utilities provision to the level of growth
proposed in the Plan.
In accordance with Policy SP13
developers will be required to contribute to
infrastructure provision through S106
obligations or CIL as appropriate.
Supporting infrastructure will be required

WHBC comment

Policy SADM30 and paragraphs 20.1 to 20.7
Note that this summary covers general development issues, site HS35 and excluded sites only.
The Main Issues for Strategic Development Site SDS7 are summarised against the site specific policies for that site.

Chapter 20 – Welham Green

395, 483,
666, 669,
1226, 1372,
1395, 1874,
1889, 1901,
1911, 1915,

Continued

DLPPS no.

Remove development
in Welham Green from
the plan.

Remove development
in Welham Green from
the plan.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified or
effective because development around Welham Green
will change the rural character of the village.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the impact of development on Water End Swallow
Holes Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) has not
been taken into account.

Comments on the principle of development in
Welham Green – not enough housing is proposed

Remove development
in Welham Green from
the plan.

Changes sought

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
development will exacerbate existing flood risk, both
within Welham Green and downstream in Water End.

Main issues

472

The site specific considerations for site
HS35, and Policy SP23 for site SDS7,
both stipulate a need for development to
provide appropriate protection and
enhancement for the SSSI. No change.

Welham Green is a large village excluded
from the Green Belt. Development
proposed in the Plan is on the eastern
edge of the village, in an area which
already contains a number of previously
developed sites. No change.

There is no inherent reason why
development in Welham Green will
increase flood risk elsewhere. Policy
SADM14 requires the provision of
Sustainable Drainage Systems on major
developed sites, to manage surface water
runoff and where possible improve on a
site’s existing (i.e. pre-development) ability
to cope with surface water. No change.

WHBC comment
in advance or alongside development,
unless sufficient capacity already exists.
No change.

DLPPS no.
1916, 2070,
2077, 2082

Changes sought
Allocate additional sites
around Welham Green
for development.

Allocate additional sites
around Welham Green
for development.

Allocate additional sites
around Welham Green
for development.

Main issues

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
Welham Green’s proportionate share of the borough’s
Objectively Assessed Need (OAN) for housing is not
being met.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
a very limited amount of development is proposed. This
is despite Welham Green being a very sustainable
settlement with a range of shops and services, a large
employment area, and its own railway station.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
too much weight has been given to primary education
capacity as a constraint to development – delivering
‘idealised’ 2-form entry schools cannot be any more
than a preference, and little attempt has been made to
identify solutions which would allow otherwise suitable
development sites to come forward. Viable options to
either expand the village’s existing school or provide a
new school do exist, and in any case the County
Council’s future pupil yield assumptions only extend a
short distance into the future and are not a reliable
basis for long term planning. These assumptions also
do not take into account the aging demographic of the
village, and the need for school places will therefore not
be as high as assumed.

473

In the Housing Sites Selection Background
Paper, primary school capacity was
identified as sufficient to accommodate
only a limited amount of growth. At Draft
Plan stage, HCC confirmed that the limited
primary school capacity at Welham Green
could accommodate the growth proposed
in the Plan for Welham Green, assuming
current outflows to Brookmans Park
continues.
Promoters of six sites in Welham Green
have submitted a Common Position
Statement. These sites could potentially
deliver around 447 dwellings. The
Statement identifies options for primary
school provision. Option 1: expand the
existing school; Option 2: Land at WeG10

As above.
There are infrastructure constraints
relating to education that need to be
resolved in order to facilitate additional
growth at Welham Green and elsewhere in
the borough through a future review of the
plan.
No change.

The general sustainability of Welham
Green is recognised in the Settlement
Strategy. However, the Housing Sites
Selection Background Paper (HSSBP)
notes that proportionate distribution is only
a starting point given the need to achieve
sustainable development. No change

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.
Continued

Main issues

Changes sought

474

WHBC comment
for a new 1 FE with potential to expand to
a 2 FE; Option 3: Land south of Dixons Hill
Road for a new 1 FE with potential to
expand to a 2 FE. Further work will need
to take place to assess deliverability of
these options.
The LEA’s education strategy is to provide
2 or more forms of entry at primary school
age as they deliver better educational
outcomes linked to curriculum, staffing and
pupil number fluctuation reasons.
There are challenges around funding the
relocation of the existing 1 FE primary
school to an alternative site, which have
not at this stage been resolved. On-going
positive discussions are taking place
between the Council and the education
authority to explore possible solutions.
As the education authority has advised
that there is insufficient secondary school
capacity to accommodate further growth in
the borough, beyond the overall target set
out in the Plan, it is considered that further
growth at Welham Green will need to be
considered in a future review of the Plan if
additional growth to meet the OAN is to be
achieved.
No change.

85, 155,
211, 434,
545, 686,
721, 773,
1176, 1212,
1336, 1342,
1348, 1368,
1384, 1396,
1460, 1472,
1480, 1515,
1786, 1791,
1796, 1801,
1807, 1812,
1817, 1823,
1829, 1850,

DLPPS no.
Continued
Allocate additional sites
around Welham Green
for development.

Allocate additional sites
around Welham Green
for development.

The Plan is not effective because if 80 dwellings are
able to come forward in the village (despite the
educational constraints above), SDS7 is not the most
appropriate site to deliver them. It is highly constrained
and was previously deemed to be ‘finely balanced’,
whereas previously ‘more favourable’ and otherwise
less constrained sites have been left unallocated.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the large amount of employment floorspace proposed to
be developed within the village is mismatched with the
very small amount of proposed housing. This means
that self-containment will be very low, leading to
unsustainable travel patterns.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the site performs strongly on the national Green Belt
purpose of protecting countryside from encroachment.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the site is at the main gateway to the village and will
form a poor visual first impression of it.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the entrance to the site is located close to the blind

Comments on site HS35 (GTLAA01) (Foxes Lane)

Changes sought

Main issues

475

The Highway Authority has confirmed that
the access to the site is acceptable in
principle for the amount of development

Site HS35 (GTLAA01) has been assessed
in the HELAA as suitable, available and
achievable. Visibility of a site is not in itself
a reason not to allocate a site.
No change.

The Stage 2 Green Belt Study concluded
that the site makes a limited contribution to
this Green Belt purpose, because of its
strong urban fringe characteristics and
authorised existence of built form already.
No change.

It is considered that there is a reasonable
balance between housing and
employment. The site is in a sustainable
location in close proximity to the railway
station.
No change.

Other suitable HELAA sites in Welham
Green do not also offer the strategic
advantage of helping to deliver a large part
of the borough’s employment floorspace
need. Site SDS7 is a comprehensive
scheme and will be masterplanned as
such.
No change.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.
2000, 2053,
2059, 2067

Changes sought

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Main issues
crest of Dixons Hill Road as it crosses the railway, and
is therefore dangerous.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
noise from the adjacent railway makes the site an unfit
living environment.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the site is in a flood zone.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the allocation of the site will result in a 75% increase in
the size of the site, making it a ‘major site’.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the allocation of the site sends a message that
unauthorised development will eventually be tolerated,
setting a precedent that encourages it elsewhere.

476

The site is occupied in excess of its
authorised capacity at the present time.
However, a planning application has been
submitted and a pragmatic balance needs
to be struck, as the site has ultimately

The allocation will, together with 3
authorised pitches, result in a site of 15
pitches. It will have significantly less
pitches than the existing Holwell site.
Consultation with the Gypsy and Traveller
community, and bodies such as the Police
highlighted the need for smaller sites
(generally not exceeding 15 pitches)
No change.

The site is at risk from surface water
flooding, as well as potentially from a
stream adjacent to the site. However, this
is considered mitigatable. No change.

The HELAA acknowledges the potential
for noise pollution from the adjacent
railway line. However, a previous
permission was allowed on appeal and no
objections have been raised by
Environmental Health in relation to a
current planning application, subject to a
condition requiring sound attenuation
measures.
No change.

WHBC comment
proposed, and it has not raised objections
to the current planning application. No
change

Continued

DLPPS no.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Deliverability should be
reviewed, and the site
removed from the plan
if it is not deliverable.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
a planning application to enlarge the site has already
been awaiting determination for several years, and
there is therefore doubt as to whether the site is
deliverable.

Changes sought

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the allocation of the site will result in an overconcentration of Gypsy and Traveller pitches in Welham
Green.

Main issues

477

Given the need to plan comprehensively
across the borough for the Gypsy and
Traveller community, the determination of
the planning application for the site has
been pending the outcome of the Local
Plan process. The HELAA considers the

Site HS35 (GTLAA01) has been assessed
in the HELAA as suitable for 12 additional
pitches (in addition to 3 existing). The site
lies within close proximity to a Travelling
Showpeoples’ site – with a limited number
of caravans. Together, it is not considered
that both sites will result in a scale of
development which will dominate the
nearest settled community and does not
place undue pressure on local
infrastructure (PPTS 25) Local Plans
should ‘relate the number of pitches to the
surrounding population’s size and density’
(PPTS 10). It is not considered that the
quantum of Gypsy and Traveller pitches
proposed together with the existing
Travelling Showpeople’s site represents
an over-concentration.
No change.

WHBC comment
been judged to be suitable in the evidence
base and proposed for allocation. These
judgements are based on planning merits
– were the site not considered suitable for
development, it would not be being
allocated and enforcement action would
then be considered. No change.

386, 438,
483, 519,
666, 1226,
1372, 1511,
1901, 1916,
2077, 2082

Continued

DLPPS no.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
it does not allocate land east of Welham Manor (HELAA
site WeG1) for development. The site is brownfield land,
assessed favourably in the evidence base, and is
capable of immediate delivery.

Comments on sites not allocated

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the planning application for the site includes an element
of transit provision, and this is not reflected in the
allocation for the site.

Main issues

Allocate the site for
housing.

More flexibility should
be made for the type of
pitches and site to be
delivered.

Changes sought

478

The site has been assessed as suitable in
the Housing and Employment Land
Availability Assessment (HELAA).
However, there is a need to resolve
primary school provision in Welham Green
and as the education authority has
advised that there is insufficient secondary
school capacity to accommodate further
growth in the borough, beyond the overall
target set out in the Plan, it is considered

Para 9.13 of the plan states that ‘making
provision for additional authorised pitches
in the borough would enable Gypsy and
Traveller households to have a settled
base from which residents can travel’. This
does not preclude the provision of transit
pitches on sites, and the Council
envisages taking a flexible approach.
However, for clarity a minor modification
will be made to para 9.13 to emphasise
that a degree of transit provision would be
supported in in principle in light of the
prevailing evidence at the time an
application is made. A further minor
modification will be made to para 9.25
to clarify that the numbers of pitches in
Table 6 could include an element of transit
provision.

WHBC comment
site’s achievability and availability, and
ultimately considers that development can
be delivered within 5 years. No change.

DLPPS no.
Continued

Allocate the site for
housing.

Allocate the site for
housing.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified or
consistent with national policy because it does not
allocate land north of Pooleys Lane (HELAA site
WeG12) for development. The site is suitable for
development, and the constraints identified in the
HELAA are all mitigatable.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
it does not allocate land at Potterells Farm west of
Station Road (HELAA site WeG15) for development.
The site forms a sustainable and logical extension to
Welham Green, capable of delivering new open space
and improving local flood issues.

Allocate the site for
housing.

Allocate the site for
housing.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
it does not allocate land south of Welham Manor
(HELAA site WeG3) for development. The site has no
strategic disadvantages, and no policy implications
other than the need to change the green belt boundary.

The Plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because it does not allocate land at
Skimpans Farm south of Bulls Lane (HELAA site
WeG6) for development. The site has excellent access
to public transport, will not include areas at risk of
flooding, will not impact on nearby listed buildings, and
has no intrinsic wildlife value.

Changes sought

Main issues

As above
No change.

As above
No change.

As above
No change.

As above
No change.

479

WHBC comment
that further growth at Welham Green will
need to be considered in a future review of
the Plan if additional growth to meet the
OAN is to be achieved.
No change.

DLPPS no.
Continued

Changes sought
Allocate the site for
housing.

Allocate the site for
housing.

Allocate the site for
housing.

Allocate the site for
housing.

These sites should not
be allowed to be
allocated in the Plan.

Main issues
Land north of Dixons Hill Road and west of Knolles
Crescent/Gould Close (HELAA site WeG10) is
effectively an infill site, able to provide a strong new
boundary for the village.

Land at New Barnfield, off Travellers Lane between
Welham Green and Hatfield (HELAA site WeG8) would
be a sustainable development site, and is far preferable
to many of the other sites proposed for development by
virtue of being previously developed.

Land west of Marshmoor Lane (HELAA site WeG11)
will no longer be located within the Green Belt, and
access improvements to deliver site SDS7 could also
provide improved access to WeG11. The site is part
previously-developed, and noise and vibration issues
can be mitigated.

The Plan is not effective because it does not allocate
land at 3 Travellers Close within Travellers Lane
Employment Area (HELAA site WG90) for housing. The
employment area is under-used with poor quality
buildings, and the site is adjacent to existing housing.

Land around Welham Manor (sites WeG1, WeG2 and
WeG3) should never be developed, because the road is

480

These sites are not included in the Local
Plan. However, the Highways Authority
has raised no objections to the principle of
development on sites WeG1 and WeG3,

The Council’s evidence indicates that all
existing employment sites are required to
meet future employment needs. This site
therefore failed the HELAA Stage 1 sieve.
No change.

The fundamental noise constraint
identified in the HELAA still prevents the
site from being suitable for allocation.
However, given that the site will be
removed from the Green Belt, it could
potentially come forward as windfall if a
proposal overcomes these issues and
accords with Policy SP23. In such
circumstances, the site would count
towards the windfall allowance.
No change.

The site is allocation in the County
Council’s Waste Site Allocations
Document, for waste uses. Whilst this
allocation is in place, the site is
fundamentally unsuitable for a residential
use.
No change

WHBC comment
As above (Note: The site lies to the west
of the village boundary)
No change.

Revise this to the
correct 2011 census
figure of 3,700.

The Plan should seek
to overcome these
issues.

The Plan is not justified or effective, because it does
nothing to resolve existing issues in the village such as
rat-running traffic and the use of Dixons Hill Road by
HGVs which exceed the posted weight limit.

Other general comments

1915, 2042,
2043, 2070

Changes sought

The Plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy, because paragraph 20.1 incorrectly
states the population of Welham Green as 2,800. This
reduces the village’s proportion of the borough’s overall
objectively assessed need for housing.

Main issues
too narrow to support additional traffic and new homes
would impact upon residential amenity.

DLPPS no.
Continued

481

Issues such as rat-running and HGV
weight limits are outside the scope of the
Local Plan. No change.

This figure appears to be the population of
Welham Green Ward, which includes
hamlets up to 2 miles from the village such
as Bullens Green, Water End and
Hawkshead Lane; as well as the Royal
Veterinary College’s on-campus halls of
residence. The 2,800 figure is derived
from the census Output Areas which make
up the village itself. No change.

WHBC comment
with capacity in the HELAA reflecting
highway constraints. WeG2 was found
unsuitable in the HELAA because the
ability to secure third part land to achieve
satisfactory access had not been
demonstrated.
No change

212, 433,
545, 583,
686, 773,
1118, 1181,
1385, 1461,
1516, 1538,
1571, 1787,
1792, 1797,
1802, 1808,
1818, 1824,
1830, 1835,
1874, 1917,
2029, 2054

General support for employment provision

1243, 1806,
2192, 2211

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
there are already a number of vacancies in the village’s

None.

Changes sought

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the borough will have a surplus of employment land by
the end of the plan period, making the allocation of the
site unnecessary. As a matter of principle, new
employment floorspace should only be brownfield.

Issues with the use of the site for mixed-use
development

The allocation of the site for a high quality business
park for life sciences and research is strongly supported
by the Local Enterprise Partnership, the Royal
Veterinary College and the University of Hertfordshire;
as well as the site promoter. It is a unique opportunity to
meet the borough’s need for employment floorspace,
and aligns with ambitions to grow the bioscience sector.
The site is well connected to the village, close to public
transport, will be sensitively designed to surrounding
uses, and is not in a gap between settlements and
therefore forms an acceptable green belt release.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

482

The 2015 Economy Study notes that a
degree of vacancy is necessary in order
for the local property market to function

The 2014 Economy Study did forecast a
small surplus in employment land supply
by the end of the plan period, but a revised
understanding of supply and demand for
employment land in the 2017 Updated
Economic Analysis Note, indicates that the
borough is now expected to have a
shortfall. It is therefore not possible to
meet economic needs on brownfield sites
alone.
No change.

This support is noted and welcomed.
No change

WHBC comment

Policy SP23 Marshmoor Policy Area/Site SDS7, Figure 15 (Strategy diagram) and paragraphs 20.8 to 20.14

Chapter 20 – Welham Green

DLPPS no.
Continued

Changes sought

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Main issues
existing employment area, making the allocation of the
site unnecessary.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the jobs to be delivered on the site will not be for local
people.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the housing to be delivered on the site will be tied to the
proposed new employment floorspace, and will
therefore not meet any local need.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified or
consistent with national policy because the area
surrounding the site does not form an attractive
environment to which businesses will want to locate.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the allocation of the site is contrary to the settlement
strategy in Policy SP3. This states that the primary
focus for development will be the towns of Welwyn
Garden City and Hatfield, whereas this major and
strategic site is in a village.

483

Marshmoor forms the only suitable and
deliverable development site on which a
substantive share of new employment
floorspace needs can be met. Welwyn
Garden City and Hatfield will contain more
employment land than Welham Green and
the allocation is not considered to be

The landowner, local academic institutions
and the Local Enterprise Partnership all
consider the site to be suitable and
support the scheme.
No change.

Whilst making the homes available mainly
to employees on the site is understood to
be the developer’s aspiration it is not
stipulated in the plan. In any event this
would not mean that local people would
not be able to live and work on the site.
No change.

Employment opportunities on the site will
be available to local people, to incommuters and to those who could also
move to the local area if they wish.
No change.

WHBC comment
effectively, and considers the current rate
of employment floorspace vacancy in
Welwyn Hatfield (around 8%) to be
healthy. This is factored into the overall
conclusion that the borough will have a
shortfall in employment floorspace by the
end of the plan period. No change.

152, 204,
212, 433,
545, 583,
585, 667,
686, 735,
773, 1181,
1385, 1461,
1516, 1538,
1571, 1787,
1792, 1797,
1802, 1808,
1818, 1824,
1830, 1835,
1966, 2002,
2024, 2029,
2054, 2143

DLPPS no.
Continued

Remove the housing
component from this
site, and allocate
another site for 80
dwellings elsewhere in
the village.

The plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because there is no good planning
reason to link the delivery of new employment land with
the delivery of 80 dwellings. Allocations should not be
made for commercial convenience.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the removal of the site from the Green Belt will result in
coalescence between Welham Green and Hatfield. The
Inspector for the 2005 District Plan judged that
removing the site from the Green Belt and designating it
as an Area of Special Restraint was not sound, and the
appeal Inspector for the New Barnfield incinerator
similarly dismissed that scheme on these grounds.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the site performs strongly on the national green belt
purpose of protecting countryside from encroachment.

Issues with constraints affecting the site

Changes sought

Main issues

484

Parts of the site do make a significant
contribution to this Green Belt purpose,
although other parts are previously
developed and so this only formed a minor
weight against the site in the Housing Site
Selection Background Paper. Taking other
issues into account it was determined on

The site has been assessed as making a
partial contribution to preventing
coalescence, although the gap between
Hatfield and Welham Green has already
been compromised by Travellers Lane
Industrial Estate and the selection of this
site would not bring the two any closer.
This was afforded minor weight against
the site in the Housing Site Selection
Background Paper, but taking other issues
into account it was determined on balance
that the site should be allocated. No
change.

Site SDS7 is a cohesive scheme and will
be masterplanned as such – removing the
homes from it and allocating sites for 80
homes elsewhere would compromise the
scheme, and result in the loss of additional
land from the Green Belt. No change.

WHBC comment
disproportionate to the size of the
settlement, particularly given its proximity
to the station. No change.

Continued

DLPPS no.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the site is detached from the village beyond the railway,
and will therefore not form a cohesive extension to it.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the site is marshland and suffers from flooding.

Changes sought

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the new Green Belt boundary will be weaker than the
current strong boundary along the railway.

Main issues

485

Parts of the site are at risk from surface
water flooding, as well as potentially from
watercourses which run through the site.
The HELAA recognised the need to take a
precautionary approach and the site
capacity was adjusted accordingly and
modelling and mitigation measures are
noted. A sequential approach to site layout
will be required The final five criteria of
Policy SP23 set out a detailed policy
framework to ensure that the development
of the site follows a full understanding of
flood risk and mitigates appropriately. No
change.

Dixons Hill Road will link the site and the
rest of the village. The site is within a 10
minute walk of the village centre and will
be perceived as part of the village by
people travelling along Dixons Hill Road.
No change.

With the exception of Dixons Hill Road, the
new Green Belt boundary runs along the
A1000 which will still be a strong and
defensible edge to the village. The
presence of Hatfield Park Historic Park
and Garden beyond the A1000 further
strengthens its role as a boundary. This is
attributed a minor weight in favour of the
site in the Housing Site Selection
Background Paper. No change.

WHBC comment
balance that the site should be allocated.
No change.

Changes sought
Remove the site from
the Plan.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Remove the site from
the Plan.

Main issues

The Plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because the development of the site
will result in harm to nearby heritage assets.

The Plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because noise from the adjacent
railway makes the site an unfit living environment.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
development on the site will surround the existing
Marshmoor Crescent park homes, impacting on the
amenity of residents

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
development will significantly affect traffic flow on the
A1000 and at its junction with Dixons Hill Road.

DLPPS no.

Continued

486

Whilst acknowledging that development
could create congestion, Hertfordshire
County Council as Local Highways
Authority (dlpps2024) is satisfied that initial
studies carried out by the authority itself
and by the developer indicate that highway
impacts can be successfully mitigated
through realistic junction improvements
and encouragement of sustainable travel
modes. No change.

Criterion x. of Policy SP23 already
acknowledges the need for development
on the site to relate acceptably to existing
homes, in order to protect amenity. This is
considered to be acceptable. No change.

Environmental Health provided comments
on the HELAA – whilst noise from the
A1000 and railway line is acknowledged
as a constraint, it is considered that issues
can be effectively mitigated at the planning
application stage and the site will not be
an unfit living environment. No change.

Whilst acknowledging that development
could impact on heritage assets around
the site, the HELAA reduced capacity to
allow for a setback/buffer to the A1000 to
mitigate impact on the setting of the HPG.
Historic England (dlpps2143) is satisfied
that the provisions on heritage in Policy
SP23 (including a requirement for a
Heritage Impact Assessment) will enable
any issues to be overcome. No change.

WHBC comment

Revise the number of
homes to 120, or
introduce an
acceptable range of
homes with the exact
number to be tested at
planning application
stage.

This should state that
these be levied in
consideration of the trip
generation of the uses
proposed.
Remove this criterion
from the Plan.

Add a specific
reference to the end of
this paragraph.

The Plan is not justified, because criterion iii. provides
insufficient clarity on how proportionate provision or
contribution towards access improvements should be
made.

The Plan is not justified, because the requirements in
the policy for specific building heights (criterion ix.) are
excessively detailed and pre-empt the subsequent
masterplanning and SPD process.

The Plan is not effective, because criterion iii. b. in the
policy makes insufficient provision for cycling and

Issues with the detail of the allocation, the strategy
diagram for the site and the policy text

360, 519,
1889, 2192

Changes sought

The Plan is not justified, because the site can
accommodate at least 120 homes and capacity is being
unnecessarily restricted. The housing element will
comprise smaller properties intended to be occupied by
employees on the site and are not likely to be family
homes, meaning that the education constraint affecting
the village will not have any effect.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

487

This criterion already refers to providing
links to other origins and destinations in
the wider area. Referring to every possible

The need for care on building heights
results from the need to minimise harm to
heritage assets. This is a fundamental
point to include, and informs rather than
pre-empts subsequent masterplanning. No
change.

There would be no other reasonable basis
on which to expect provision or
contributions to be made – this is
considered to be implicit. No change.

The Plan does not restrict the housing to
be occupied by employees of the site.
Furthermore, it is perfectly possible that
the employees could have children and
consistent with Policy SP7 a mix of
housing will be required. 80 dwellings is an
estimate of what can be delivered on the
site. The HELAA takes into account a
number of site constraints and the
estimates are based on a proportionate
and robust evidence base. Any increase in
the number of dwellings would need to be
justified at the time of making a planning
application when the details of the scheme
can be examined. No change.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.
Continued

Changes sought

Remove this area from
the red line of the site.

Main issues
pedestrian access to the site from Hatfield via the
A1000, a much more direct route.

HELAA site WeG11 on the western side of Marshmoor
Lane is incorrectly shown as being within site SDS7 on
its strategy diagram (Figure 15).

488

The red line on the strategy diagram
variously follows the boundaries of site
SDS7 and the Marshmoor Policy Area,
which are different.
A minor modification will be made to the
key of the strategy diagram so that site
WeG11 is within the Marshmoor Policy
Area but not within site SDS7. This is
reflected correctly on the Policies Map.

WHBC comment
origin and destination is considered
excessive for the Local Plan, and this
would best be addressed as part of the
masterplanning/SPD process. No change.

The Council will be unable to prevent an increased
number of vehicles from HSS22 using Bradmore Lane
and Warrengate Road. Due to this, there is a concern
that these roads will have to inevitably be
upgraded/widened, which may adversely impact on
heritage assets and an SSSI, the rural character of the
area (.i.e. Water End) and the Green Belt. Further
clarity is required in relation to how this issue will be
resolved

“A secondary access or
any indirect access to
or from HS22 using or
causing the increased
use of Bradmore Lane
will not be permitted as
this would lead to the
widening and
upgrading of Bradmore
Lane and Warrengate
Road, which would
change its rural
character and cause
significant and
demonstrable harm to
the character of Water
End, the setting and
character of listed

489

The HELAA considers potential for impact
on heritage and ecological assets. None
were identified that amounted to an
absolute constraint on the development of
site HS22 (BrP4). Historic England
considered it unlikely that the development
of this site would have an adverse impact
on any designated heritage asset.

Policies SP4, and SADM2/3 will, amongst
other things, require proposals to be
accompanied by a Transport
Assessment/Statement, identify locations
where any mitigation measures may be
required to address any potential adverse
impacts and test the effectiveness of
these. Any provisions for
improving/delivering new transport
infrastructure will be secured through
Section 106 agreements or a Community
Infrastructure Levy (when adopted) in
accordance with Policy SP13.

Amend wording in
paragraph 21.4 to say:

The Plan is not positive, justified, effective, or
consistent with the NPPF because the proposed
development of HS22 will increase the vehicular use of
Bradmore Lane and Warrengate Road, as this will be
the most easiest/most direct route towards the A1M and
the M25. These roads have insufficient capacity to
accommodate the significant vehicular demands from
this site because they are narrow single track rural
roads, with no pavements and street lighting. This will
adversely impact the levels of congestion, risk of
accidents in the area and the highway safety of other
road users (such as pedestrians, school children, horse
riders, cyclists) along these routes.

Bradmore Lane is a rural road, insufficient
in width to accommodate ease of 2 way
traffic. As part of the HELAA and the site
selection process, the Council has worked
with the Highways Authority. Consistent
with their advice, the Plan resists any
secondary access onto Bradmore Lane.

Remove site allocation
HS22 from SADM31 or
if allocated, Bradmore
Lane should be
completely closed or be
restricted to only one
way traffic.

Bradmore Lane and Warrengate Roads have
insufficient highway capacity to accommodate the
proposed level of housing growth at site HS22
(BrP4)

13, 83, 92,
93, 103,
132,164,
193, 203,
249, 275,
291, 343,
370, 375,
487, 525,
601, 771,
800, 817,
842, 876,
920, 1018,
1027, 1036,
1039, 1075,
1097, 1132,
1144, 1164,
1174, 1248,
1311, 1324,
1383, 1459,
1558, 1604,
1789, 1794,
1799,1804,
1810, 1820,
1832, 1838,
1859, 1863,
1934,

WHBC comments

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SADM31 and paragraphs 21.1 to 21.7

Chapter 21 – Brookmans Park

DLPPS no.

Para 21.4 should not prevent access from Bradmore
Lane. This should be determined at application stage,
based upon the findings of further studies that have
assessed the most appropriate options for access.
Bradmore Lane could be designed to avoid having a
detrimental impact on the roads of the rural character.

The Plan is not justified because access should not be
prevented via Bradmore Lane.

A flexible approach to
providing access off
HS22 site should be set
out and there should be
no absolute restriction
on providing access
from Bradmore Lane

490

Bradmore Lane is a rural road, insufficient
in width to accommodate ease of 2 way
traffic. Opening a new access onto
Bradmore Lane would encourage greater
use of this route and impact on the rural
character of the road. In line with the
advice of the Highway Authority, the Plan
resists any secondary access onto
Bradmore Lane. No change

No change

The plan resists access on to Bradmore
Lane.

OR
Amend paragraph 21.4
as follows:
“Any access to the site
proposed from
Bradmore Lane should
be carefully designed in
consultation with the
Council and Highway
Authority to ensure a
safe access is
constructed whilst
predominately
maintaining the rural
character of Bradmore
Lane”.

No change

buildings in Water End,
undermine flood
defences in Water End
and cause harm to the
SSSI (Swallow Holes).

Secure funding to improve/deliver the supporting
transport infrastructure (.i.e. widening/upgrades to
road/pavement and cycle lanes).

WHBC comments

Changes sought

Main issue

174, 343,
348, 842,
972, 1027,
1335, 1347,
1367, 1435,

The proposed allocation of site HS22 (BrP4) is
contrary to Green Belt policy and will have an
adverse impact on the permanence and the
openness of this designation

13, 83, 92,
93, 103,
193, 203,
249, 252,
343, 348,
487, 525,
543, 601,
690, 771,
800, 890,
920, 972,
1018, 1027,
1036, 1039,
1075, 1097,
1164, 1174,
1248, 1311,
1335, 1383,
1435, 1437,
1459, 1470,
1558, 1604,
1696, 1789,
1794, 1799,
1804, 1810,
1815, 1820,
1832, 1836,
1838, 1859,
1863, 1882,
1934

The proposed allocation of sites within the Green
Belt of Brookmans Park are contrary to the national
guidance

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective, or consistent with national policy because
the proposed allocation of site HS22 is contrary to the
aim/purposes of the Green Belt. It is located outside
built up area of Brookmans Park and the solid
permanent boundary of the Green Belt that is defined
by the railway line. It will result in a weaker permanent
boundary and potential further encroachment of the
countryside. It will reduce the openness of this
designation and narrow the visual gap/long distance
views between the settlements (.i.e. Brookmans Park,
Welham Green, the hamlet of Water End, the
Veterinary College; and Potters Bar, as well as result in
potential coalescence.
No exceptional circumstances to review Green Belt
boundaries.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Revise the plan to
avoid sacrificing Green
Belt land. Subject the
Local Plan to scrutiny

Other sites need to be
considered that would
have less of an impact
on the Green
Belt/environment

Consider brownfield
sites across the
Borough before Green
Belt and maintain its
boundaries

HS22 should be
removed as a site
allocation from Policy
SADM 31.

The examination
should not proceed
until further
consultation has been
carried out.

Changes sought

491

The impact on the Green Belt is one of the
considerations sets out in the Housing
Sites Selection Background paper. Site
HS22 will result in a weaker Green Belt
boundary than the railway line, but it will
be clearly defined by natural features and
will form a defensible boundary. Measures
can also be implemented to strengthen the
boundary. No change
A comprehensive site selection process
has been undertaken informed by a robust
and proportionate evidence base, to
identify sites that are considered to be

The HELAA has demonstrated that there
is a significant shortfall of sites within
existing urban areas to address the OAN.
The Council has exceptionally, through the
Local Plan process, proposed to allocate
suitable sites which are currently within the
Green Belt, in order to positively plan for
sustainable development. A limited
amount of growth is proposed for a
number of large excluded villages such as
Brookmans Park, in sustainable locations.

A comprehensive site selection process
has been undertaken informed by a robust
and proportionate evidence base, to
identify sites that are considered to be
suitable for allocation in sustainable
locations within the borough.

WHBC comments

The Plan is not justified, consistent with national
policy because the proposals for sites BrP4, 7, 13, 14
and LHe1, as well as the 20,000 solar panel farm
(North of Potters Bar), compromise the openness of the
countryside to the south of the Borough and risk the
merging of both settlements along with Welham Green.
Site BrP4 exemplifies how the sites proposed in the
Local Plan must be viewed together rather than in
isolation.

and approval by
elected members.

The Plan is not positive, justified, effective, and
consistent because the proposed allocation of housing
sites (.i.e. HS21 (BrP13), HS22 (BrP4), HS23 (BrP14))
at Brookmans Park is inconsistent with the Green Belt
policy, unless exceptional circumstances can be
demonstrated. Also brownfield sites should be
prioritised for development.

1815, 1863,
1882, 1934,
1967,

None stated

Consider brownfield
sites across the
Borough before the
Green Belt and
maintain its boundaries

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

492

BrP6 was not selected acknowledging the
potential for cumulative impact and the
strategic gap between Potters Bar and
Hatfield. It is not considered that the sites
proposed for allocation will result in the
merging of towns. No change

A limited amount of growth is proposed for
a number of large excluded villages such
as Brookmans Park, in sustainable
locations. The HELAA has demonstrated
that there are a lack of brownfield sites
options or infill sites within the existing
urban areas to accommodate the OAN.
Therefore, the Council has exceptionally
through the Local Plan process, proposed
to allocate suitable sites which are
currently within the GB, in order to address
the OAN of the area, deliver the
supporting infrastructure and promote
sustainable development. No Change
A comprehensive site selection process
has been undertaken informed by a robust
and proportionate evidence base, to
identify sites that are considered to be
suitable for allocation in sustainable
locations within the borough.

There are considered to be exceptional
circumstances for the Council to review
Green Belt boundaries in the borough.

suitable for allocation in sustainable
locations within the borough.

WHBC comments

Allocate BrP12

The Plan is not positive, justified, effective, and
consistent because BrP12 should be allocated for
housing development and is considered more
suitable/sustainable than BrP4 due to significant
inconsistencies in the Councils site selection paper (see
submission). The approach of limiting the housing
growth of Brookmans Park to 250 dwelling due to a lack
of primary school capacity, is contrary to the NPPF (.i.e.
para 14, 157). The primary school could accommodate
a pupil yield from 768 new homes and a new could be
delivered on this site.

Also BrP12 is likely to have a less of an impact on the
Green Belt, as it is located within the strong permanent
boundary (west of the railway) of this designation and is

Allocate BrP1

HS22 (Brp4) is not a suitable and sustainable site
when considered against the alternative sites within
Brookmans Park

487, 1882
1164

Changes sought

The Plan is not positive, justified, effective, and
consistent with national policy because BrP1 should
be allocated for housing development. It is likely to
have less of an impact on the openness of the Green
Belt than sites BrP4 (HS22) and BrP7 (HS24). Also it
will help maintain the existing settlement patterns and
help create/enhance sustainable transport links with the
school/other facilities of Brookmans Park.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

493

The promoter of BrP12 has submitted
supporting evidence that suggests an
alternative assessment of child yield and
primary school capacity would be
appropriate for Brookmans Park, and that

If BrP4 were deleted in preference for
BrP12, a greater shortfall against the OAN
could arise.

A comprehensive site selection process
has been undertaken informed by a robust
and proportionate evidence base, to
identify sites that are considered to be
suitable for allocation in sustainable
locations within the borough.

BrP1 provides a significant sense of
separation between Bell Bar and
Brookmans Park. Development of the site
would mean the sense of separation
between the two settlements would be
entirely lost resulting in complete
coalescence between the settlements. The
allocation of BrP1 would be inconsistent
with the settlement strategy (Policy SP3)
as it would result in a disproportionate
expansion of small washed over Green
Belt village/settlement (Bell Bar) where
accessibility is largely car dependent and
such locations are not considered suitable
for further development of this scale.
No change

WHBC comments

83, 275,
525, 694,
800, 1018,

DLPPS no.

The Plan is not positive, justified, effective, and
consistent with national policy because:

adjacent to the built up area of the settlement. It will
have less of an impact on the openness of this
designation and the reduction in the fragile gap (that is
not clearly visible) can be mitigated by woodland

Main issue

Delete BrP4/HS22 from
SADM 31

Changes sought

494

A comprehensive site selection process
has been undertaken informed by a robust
and proportionate evidence base, to

No change

Notwithstanding the different approaches
taken, the education authority has also
advised that there is insufficient secondary
school capacity to accommodate further
growth in the borough, beyond the target
set out in the Plan. This will need to be
addressed in a future review of the Plan if
additional growth to meet the OAN is to be
achieved.

However, as education authority, the
County Council has advised that its pupil
yield assessment of 1FE per 500 homes
represents a robust assessment of pupil
yield from development when responding
to Local Plan consultations and that the
level of growth proposed in the Plan can
be accommodated through the 0.5 FE
expansion of the existing primary school.
The additional allocation of site BrP12
would exceed capacity (as advised by
HCC) and would not in itself justify the
provision of a new school.

Brookmans Park is capable of
accommodating higher levels of growth
with sufficient primary school capacity.

WHBC comments

The Council has rejected site HS22 (BrP4) during
previous stages of the plan-making process due its
potential impact on the openness/aims of the Green
Belt, its impact on the landscape (i.e. high sensitivity),
it’s physically detached from the built up area of
Brookmans Park.

1164, 1437,
1789, 1794,
1799, 1804,
1810, 1820,
1826, 1859,
1863

Also there is uncertainty in relation to whether the high
infrastructure requirements (i.e. pedestrian bridge,
insufficient capacity of Bradmore Lane) will make the
site deliverable. Also concern that it will adversely
impact Water End, a local wildlife site/ancient woodland
and result in loss of high grade agricultural land.

Main issue

DLPPS no.
Amend SADM 31 to
include BrP12, BrP1
and BrP6

Changes sought

495

The Housing Sites Selection Background
Paper sets out the reasons why other sites
around Brookmans Park and Bell Bar have
not been selected for allocation in the
Plan. No change

The HELAA considers the potential for
impact on heritage and ecological assets.
None were identified that amounted to an
absolute constraint on the development of
site HS22 (BrP4). Historic England
considered it unlikely that the development
of this site would have an adverse impact
on any designated heritage asset.

The Housing Sites Selection Background
Paper afforded moderate weight against
site HS22 (BrP4) on Green Belt grounds
but on balance found the site suitable for
allocation. The site promoter has worked
with the Highway Authority and the rail
infrastructure provider to explore the
delivery of a replacement pedestrian
bridge across the railway and has
indicated its confidence that a viable
solution is achievable in conjunction with
development at BrP4. The Highway
Authority has not objected to the allocation
of this site but consistent with its advice,
access to Bradmore Lane is resisted.

identify sites that are considered to be
suitable for allocation in sustainable
locations within the borough.

WHBC comments

1231

Sites BrP9 and 10 should be allocated. Disagree with
the reasons Council reasons for rejecting the sites.
Although the sites are not adjacent to the urban
boundary they are very close to it and a new Green Belt
boundary could be easily established around these.
Also a heritage assessment has demonstrated that
these sites are unlikely to have a major impact on the
Grade 2 Registered Park and Garden, and any impacts
can be mitigated.

The Plan is not positive, justified, effective, and
consistent with national policy because:

There are number of sites, to the east of Brookmans
Park that are more sustainable and suitable locations
for extensions to the village (e.g. BrP1, BrP6, BrP9,
BrP10 and BrP12) than Brp4. These alternative sites
would provide a natural, physical and socially inclusive
extensions to the settlement. They would help meet the
OAHN of the area and are deliverable in first 5-10 years
of the Plan.

Remove sites, BrP9
and BrP10 from the
Green Belt and allocate
for residential
development.

Adopt a suitable
strategy and allocate
sites BrP1, BrP6, BrP9,
BrP10 and BrP12 in
Policy SADM 31

The Plan is not positive, justified, effective, and
consistent with national policy because:

13, 92, 93,
103, 132,
487, 525,
591, 690,
691, 697,
771, 800,
920, 1036,
1039, 1311,
1383,

Brookmans Park is a highly sustainable location, which
should each accommodate a fair share of growth.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

496

The education authority has advised that
there is insufficient secondary school
capacity to accommodate further growth in
the borough, beyond the target set out in

A comprehensive site selection process
has been undertaken informed by a robust
and proportionate evidence base, to
identify sites that are considered to be
suitable for allocation in sustainable
locations within the borough. The Housing
Sites Selection Background Paper
explains why these sites have not been
selected.

No Change

The education authority has advised that
there is insufficient secondary school
capacity to accommodate further growth in
the borough, beyond the target set out in
the Plan. This will need to be addressed in
a future review of the Plan if additional
growth to meet the OAN is to be achieved.

A comprehensive site selection process
has been undertaken informed by a robust
and proportionate evidence base, to
identify sites that are considered to be
suitable for allocation in sustainable
locations within the borough. The Housing
Sites Selection Background Paper
explains why sites have/have not been
selected.

WHBC comments

13, 83, 92,
93, 103,
132, 193,
203, 249,
275, 291,
343, 370,
375, 487,
525, 771,
800, 817,
876, 920,
1018, 1027,
1036, 1039,
1075, 1164,
1174, 1248,
1311, 1335,
1347, 1383,
1435, 1437,

(1) Water End is located within flood zones 2, 3a/3b and
it is protected by flood defences. Future
development of site HS22 (located on higher
ground) may reduce the level of rain water that is
naturally drained into the ground and increase the
level of surface water run off towards Water End.
The Council should have worked with other

It has failed to consider the potential impact that site
HS22 may have on Water End:

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective, and consistent with national policy
because:

Council have failed to consider the potential impact
HS22 (BrP4) may have on Water End

Replace paragraph
21.4 with the following:
“No development would

Delete housing
allocations HS22
(BrP4), HS21 (BrP13),
and HS23 (BrP14)

Investigate the impact
HS22 may have on;
Bradmore Lane,
Warrengate Road,
Water End, flood
defences, listed
buildings and the rural
nature of the area

Site BrP6 should be
reviewed and
reconsidered as a site
allocation in the Local
Plan

The Plan is not positive, justified, effective, and
consistent with national policy because:

525, 690,
691, 800,
1036, 1145,

BrP6 should be allocated for housing development.
Visually, the site is very well enclosed. A new woodland
would be planted (to the south) to create a strong
Green Belt boundary, to help mitigate any landscape
impacts and maintain a gap between Brookmans Park,
Potters Bar and Little Heath.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

497

The Housing Sites Selection Background
paper explains that the site passes the
sequential test and the Exception test
does not need to be applied at this stage.
It acknowledges that a surface water flow
route runs north-south in the eastern area
of the site, and pools alongside Bradmore
Lane and flows north into the adjacent
field and onwards to Station Road. A

A Strategic Flood Risk Assessment, has
been carried out and this has informed the
selection of sites for future development.
Both the Environment Agency and the
Lead Local Flood Authority are satisfied
that the SFRA forms a robust piece of
evidence to inform the Local Plan.

No change
A comprehensive site selection process
has been undertaken informed by a robust
and proportionate evidence base, to
identify sites that are considered to be
suitable for allocation in sustainable
locations within the borough. The Housing
Sites Selection Background Paper
explains why site BrP6 has not been
selected.
No change

the Plan. This will need to be addressed in
a future review of the Plan if additional
growth to meet the OAN is to be achieved.

WHBC comments

Main issue

departments (EA) to investigate and resolve the
cumulative effects of flooding.
(2) Concerned that the proposed allocation of HS22 will
increase the number of vehicles on Warrengate
Road and Bradmore Lane, which are narrow single
track lanes. This will adversely impact the tranquil
rural character of the Water End; in terms of
increasing congestion, noise, and light pollution.
Also it may impact the highway safety of other road
users and the use of the highways/area for
recreational activities (walking, cycling, horse riding)
(3) Concerned that the development of HS22 will
inevitably require the road widening/upgrade of
Bradmore Lane and Warrengate Road that passes
through/connects to Water End. This will adversely
impact the rural character/setting of the area/Green
Belt, and five grade 2 Listed Buildings on
Warrengate Road.

DLPPS no.

1459, 1558,
1789, 1794,
1799, 1804,
1810, 1820,
1826, 1832,
1863, 1934,
2060,

If HS22 is allocated,
vehicle access should
be denied into
Bradmore Lane,
preserving its
character, which in turn
would also protect
Warrengate Road
Water End from
increased traffic

be permitted on HS22 if
that development would
or would be likely to
cause the widening or
upgrading of Bradmore
Lane, Warrengate
Road or have any
detrimental impact on
the Flood Zones in
Water End, the SSSI
(The Swallow Holes) or
the heritage assets in
Water End”.

Changes sought

498

The HELAA considers potential for impact
on heritage and ecological assets. None
were identified that amounted to an
absolute constraint on the development of
site HS22 (BrP4). Historic England
considered it unlikely that the development

Paragraph 21.4 of the Plan resists access
using Bradmore Lane as this will require
an upgrade/ widening of which would
change its rural character

Policies SP4, and SADM2/3 will, amongst
other things, require proposals to be
accompanied by a Transport
Assessment/Statement, identify locations
where any mitigation measures may be
required to address any potential adverse
impacts and test the effectiveness of
these.

The EA, in its response to the DLPPS, has
not raised objections to site HS22 (BrP4),
other than to seek a buffer from the top of
the river bank.

The SA (page 454 Annex 1) also refers.

sequential approach to layout and the use
of sustainable drainage systems (SuDS)
could be used to suitably manage surface
water flood risk to, within and from the site.
Table 15 of the Plan makes reference.

WHBC comments

Delete housing
allocations HS22 (and
HS21, and HS22)
If HS22 is allocated,
amend paragraph 21.4
as follows: “A
secondary access or
any indirect access to
or from HS22 using or
causing the increased
use of Bradmore Lane
will not be permitted as
this would lead to the
widening and
upgrading of Bradmore
Lane and Warrengate
Road, which would
change its rural
character and cause
significant and
demonstrable harm to
the character of Water
End, the setting and
character of listed

Site HS22 will have an adverse impact on the Water
End Swallow Holes SSSI and the Ecology of the
area

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective, consistent with national policy because:

13, 83, 92,
93, 103,
165, 193,
203, 275,
348, 487,
525, 601,
739, 771,
800, 817,
920, 1018,
1027, 1036,
1039, 1075,
1097, 1144,
1248, 1311,
1335, 1347,
1383, 1435,
1437, 1470,
1459, 1558,
1604, 1789,
1794, 1799,
1804, 1810,
1820, 1826,
1832, 1838,
1863, 1934,
2060, 2081,

It has failed to consider/assess the potential impacts
that the proposed allocation of site HS22 (and potential
upgrades or the widening of Bradmore Lane and
Warrengate Rd) may have on the Water End Swallow
Holes SSSI. There are concerns that the integrity of the
SSSI may be impacted by increased congestion, noise
and air pollution, decline in water quality, surface water
run off/flooding in Water End/proximity to it (contrary to
para 109, NPPF). This is a serious omission and should
have been a demonstrable reason for site being
unsuitable.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

No change

499

Paragraph 21.4 of the Plan resists access
using Bradmore Lane as this will require
an upgrade/ widening of which would
change its rural character

Other policies of the Plan, e.g. SP11,
SADM 16 will be taken into account at
planning application stage.

The SA has considered the relationship of
the site to the SSSI and identifies a
potential significant negative effect but
with uncertainty. Policies SP11 and Table
15 provide mitigation measures. The
Housing Sites Selection Background
Paper sets out how the overall outcomes
of the SA have been balanced against
other considerations.

Minor modification: Correction to note
the full name of Water End Swallows
Holes SSSI in SP23, and the site specific
considerations in Tables 10, 14, 15.

of this site would have an adverse impact
on any designated heritage asset.

WHBC comments

13, 83, 92,
93, 103,
249, 525,
771, 842,
920, 1036,
1039, 1075,

165, 1097,
1459, 2081

DLPPS no.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective, consistent with national policy because:

HS22 will require significant improvements to or
delivery of transportation infrastructure

The Plan is not positive, justified, effective, and
consistent because sites HS23 and HS21 are adjacent
to/ or located within close proximity to a local wildlife
site (WS165). Concerned that the future development
of these sites will increase congestion, noise/air
pollution that will adversely impact the habitat and
species of the local wildlife site.

The allocation of sites HS21 (BrP13) and HS23
(BrP14)will adversely impact a local wildlife site

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective, consistent with national policy because
HS22 will adversely impact; the Brick Kiln local wildlife
site (partly an Ancient Woodland) that is adjacent to its
western boundary; and the Potterells Wood Wildlife site
(WS144) that is located (250m) to the north of it

Main issue

The Local Plan
examination should be
halted until the
unsound parts of it are

Delete housing
allocations, HS21, and
HS23

buildings in Water End,
undermine flood
defences in Water End
and cause harm to the
SSSI (Swallow Holes).
None Stated

Changes sought

The site promoter has worked with the
Highway Authority and the rail
infrastructure provider to explore the
delivery of a replacement pedestrian
bridge across the railway and has
indicated its confidence that a viable
500

Policies SP11, and SADM 16 will be taken
into account at planning application stage.
No change

The SA has considered the relationship of
the site to Brick Kiln Wood and identifies a
potential significant negative effect but
with uncertainty. Policies SP11 and Table
15 provide for mitigation. The Housing
Sites Selection Background Paper sets out
how the overall outcomes of the SA have
been balanced against other
considerations
No change
The HELAA considers the potential for
impact on nature conservation assets.
HS21 (BrP13) does not adjoin a Wildlife
Site. HS23 (BrP14) does adjoin Local
Wildlife site (WS165) but does not present
an absolute constraint on development.

WHBC comments

103, 249,
487, 525,
690, 691,
1097, 1144,
1145, 1248,
1444, 1470,
1882, 2160,

No plans have been produced for the significant road
works (.i.e. elevated bridge and pedestrian bridge over
the railway line) that will be required for site HS22.

1248, 1353,
1383, 1437,
1459, 1470,
1558, 1604,
1789, 1794,
1799, 1804,
1810, 1820,
1826, 1832,
1863

The approach of limiting the housing growth of
Brookmans Park to 250 dwelling due to a lack of
primary school capacity, is contrary to the NPPF (.i.e.

The school should be relocated onto the field at end of
Bradmore Way because the existing transport
infrastructure (e.g. parking, congestion) has insufficient
capacity. BrP12 should be allocated for housing
development (and could include a school).

Increasing the capacity of the existing primary school by
0.5FE is not a suitable or sensible plan because it will
reduce the quality of the school and teaching
standards.

The Plan is not positive, justified, effective, and
consistent with national policy because:

The Council has failed to demonstrate that there is
a school capacity issue at Brookmans Park and this
should not be a reason for not meeting the OAN

The design and impact of these should have been in
the public domain and consulted upon. The
infrastructure requirements for this site will make it
unviable/deliverable, in contrast to the alternatives.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Amend paragraph 21.5
to remove all reference
to capacity at
Brookmans Park
primary school as a

Allocate BP12

Number of dwellings
need to be reduced
because the existing
schools are not suitable
for an increase of this
size.

501

The promoter of BrP12 has submitted
supporting evidence that suggests an
alternative assessment of child yield and
primary school capacity would be
appropriate for Brookmans Park, and that
Brookmans Park is capable of

A comprehensive site selection process
has been undertaken informed by a robust
and proportionate evidence base, to
identify sites that are considered to be
suitable for allocation in sustainable
locations within the borough.

Detailed plans will be subject to
consultation at planning application stage.
No change

Undertake a
consultation for the
locations/design of any
new road
improvements/bridges
for HS22

Delete housing
allocation HS22

solution is achievable in conjunction with
development at BrP4. The Highway
Authority has not objected to the allocation
of this site but consistent with its advice,
access to Bradmore Lane is resisted.

WHBC comments

resolved and reconsulted.

Changes sought

DLPPS no.

The Council should
fulfil their duty to
cooperate
requirements

reason for not meeting
the Objectively
Assessed Housing
Need.

para 14, 157, ). There is no evidence to support the
view that there is a need for additional capacity at
Brookmans Park Primary School, which cannot be met.

Primary school capacity at Brookmans park could
accommodate a pupil yield from 768 new homes
without the need for an extension unless the
percentage of social rented housing was very high. But
if a school is required, it can be delivered on another
site

Changes sought

Main issue

No change

502

Notwithstanding the different approaches
taken, the education authority has also
advised that there is insufficient secondary
school capacity to accommodate further
growth in the borough, beyond the target
set out in the Plan. This will need to be
addressed in a future review of the Plan if
additional growth to meet the OAN is to be
achieved.

However, as education authority, the
County Council has advised that its pupil
yield assessment of 1FE per 500 homes
represents a robust assessment of pupil
yield from development when responding
to Local Plan consultations and that the
level of growth proposed in the Plan can
be accommodated through the 0.5 FE
expansion of the existing primary school.
The additional allocation of site BrP12
would exceed capacity (as advised by
HCC) and would not in itself justify the
provision of a new school.

accommodating higher levels of growth
with sufficient primary school capacity.

WHBC comments

246, 249,
253, 265,
348, 359,
771, 804,
842, 890,
972, 1036,
1039, 1075,
1097, 1248
1324, 1444,
1558, 1604,
1863, 1895,

The infrastructure required to support the sustainable
delivery of the proposed allocations at Brookmans Park
is not place and there is no published, committed and
fully funded plan for it to be delivered. Specific
reference was made of the insufficient capacity of; the

The Plan is not positive, justified, effective, and
consistent with national policy because:

The HELAA and the Housing Sites
Selection Background Paper consider
infrastructure at a site and settlement level

Publish details of all
infrastructure changes
and supporting

503

Any provisions for improving/delivering
new transport infrastructure will be
secured through Section 106 agreements
or a Community Infrastructure Levy (when
adopted) in accordance with Policy SP13.

No change

HCC as Highways Authority has confirmed
that 14 dwellings on BrP13 and 10
dwellings on BrP14 would be the upper
limit for these sites, subject to a degree of
necessary highway mitigation measures
on Golf Club Road, which could be
secured at the planning application stage.

WHBC comments

Secure funding to
improve/deliver the
supporting transport
infrastructure (.i.e.
widening/upgrades to
road/pavement and
cycle lanes) and ensure
their timely delivery.

Remove site HS21&
HS23

The transport infrastructure has insufficient
capacity to accommodate the proposed growth at
sites HS21 (BrP13) and HS23 (BrP14)

164, 191,
246, 249,
265, 432,
470, 543,
771, 842,
890, 1097,
1164, 1207,
1324, 1383,
1459,
1836, 1837,

The Plan is not positive, justified, effective, and
consistent because sites HS21 and HS23 will be
accessed off Golf Club Road, which is a narrow rural
road that has no pavement and capacity for widening.
Due to this, the highway may be unable to provide
satisfactory vehicular access for the proposed sites and
may have insufficient capacity to sustainably
accommodate the needs of them. Concerned that this
will adversely impact the existing problems of
congestion, parking and the safety of other road users
(particularly school children). This may increase the
risks of accidents especially at the crossroads of
Brookmans Avenue, Mymms Drive and George's Wood
Road (144), as some of the junctions have limited
visibility.
The proposed growth will adversely impact the
Infrastructure of Brookmans Park and no firm plans
have been produced to address this

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

1036, 1039,
1558, 1794,
1820, 1832

DLPPS no.

Other issues raised
The Plan is not positive, justified, effective, and
consistent because HSS22 (BrP4) is located within a
Ground Water Source Protection Zone.

The Plan is not positively prepared or justified
because Great Northern are planning to reduce the
amount of trains stopping in the village at a time when
we are considering increasing capacity. Due to this, it
has also been suggested that Welwyn Hatfield should
accommodate more growth and as they are served by
frequent services to Kings Cross.

HS22 (BrP4) should not
be included as
adequate risk
assessments and
sufficient consultations
has not been
conducted.

Funding is required for
a safe walking and
cycling route in parallel
to Station Road
between Welham
Green, Brookmans
Park and Chancellors
School.
Increase the number of
train services and car
parking at the railway
station

504

The HELAA acknowledges that the site
lies within an inner GSPZ and states that
SuDS for runoff from roads, car parking
and public or amenity areas should be
suitably designed and the requisite
number of treatment stages incorporated
to prevent groundwater pollution
No change

No change

The Local Plan’s distribution of growth is
consistent with the settlement strategy, the
availability of sites and infrastructure
capacity. Plans to reduce the frequency of
services at Brookmans Park would not
preclude the level of growth proposed at
Brookmans Park.

Policy SP4 promotes the use of
sustainable modes of transport and policy
SADM3 sets out how the Council will seek
to ensure that new development supports
sustainable travel. No change.

No change

Delete sites HS22,
HS21, and HS23

The Plan is not effective because it does not include
not include a safe walking and cycling route from
Welham Green to Brookmans Park and in particular
Chancellors School.

and an Infrastructure Delivery Plan has
been prepared alongside the Local Plan.

documentation and
plans rather than the
bullet approach.

existing primary/secondary schools and medical
facilities, train services, roads (i.e. Bradmore Lane, Golf
Club Road and Warrington Road), parking facilities
within the train station and near shops.

WHBC comments

Changes sought

Main issue

511, 1144

117

Delete HS22, until
other sites allocations
are explored and
undertake a thorough
consultation.

The Plan is not positive, justified, effective, and
consistent because the Council failed to act on Reg 18
that requires an even handed, comprehensive
consultation, in order to advance HS22 (BrP4).

1036, 1039

Delay the Local Plan
submission and explore
sites in larger villages
to meet the full OAHN.
More effort should be
made to accommodate
more housing in this
location as it is highly
sustainable compared
to many other sites.

The Council is already failing to meets its annual
housing requirement, and after 2018 they will fail to
have a five year supply of deliverable housing sites,
based upon past monitoring records.

The Plan is not justified and effective because:

The growth of Brookmans Park is restricted to 250,
even though it could accommodate between 300 and
500 dwellings. It is a sustainable location for
development due to its proximity to a railway station, as
well as existing (Veterinary College) and /future
employment areas (Welham Green).

The plan year has moved from 2011 to 2013.

Prepare a Duty to
cooperate statement
and details of any
outcomes

The Plan is not positive, justified, effective, and
consistent with national policy because:

Other sites that are more suitable, viable, and
deliverable have been ignored.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

505

No Change
A comprehensive site selection process
has been undertaken informed by a robust
and proportionate evidence base, to
identify sites that are considered to be
suitable for allocation in sustainable
locations within the borough. The Housing
Sites Selection Background Paper
explains why site have/have not been
selected.

The Council currently has a land supply of
5.03 years. (2015/2016 AMR). This
position is estimated to improve with peak
years for delivery towards the middle of
the plan period.

A comprehensive site selection process
has been undertaken informed by a robust
and proportionate evidence base, to
identify sites that are considered to be
suitable for allocation in sustainable
locations within the borough. The Housing
Sites Selection Background Paper
explains why site have/have not been
selected.
The Council has complied with its
Statement of Community Involvement.
No change
The Plan period and the housing target
commence at 2013, commensurate with
assessed need.

WHBC comments

2025

The developments of sites BrP4, 13 & 14 are likely to
impact on two key junctions A1000 Great North
Road/Georges Wood Road and A1000/Great North

Table 15 shouldn’t require the protection of all the trees
and woodland, as there may be circumstances where
this may not be possible and a flexible approach may
be required

Change “Retain and
protect trees and
woodland” in SADM31
site HS21 to “Produce
landscaping plan which
identifies specific
valuable trees to be
retained and new
planting where
appropriate.”
None Stated

Change "Dwelling
capacity" shown in the
table in each sitespecific policy to
“Indicative dwelling
capacity”

The plan is not positively prepared, justified, and
effective because:

1221

SADM31 should state indicative dwelling capacity
rather than dwelling capacity that is determined through
further technical studies, during the application stage.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

506

HCC as Highway Authority has not
objected to the principle of these sites
being allocated in the Plan. Policies SP4
and SADM2 and 3 will address such

No Change

The protection trees and woodlands will be
considered further at planning application
stage. Not necessary to refer to a specific
landscaping plan.

Site capacities are estimates based on a
proportionate evidence base. The actual
number of dwellings that will be delivered
are determined on a site by site basis,
during at planning application stage.

Primary school capacity considerations
have been set out earlier in this table. The
education authority has advised that there
is insufficient secondary school capacity to
accommodate further growth in the
borough, beyond the target set out in the
Plan. This will need to be addressed in a
future review of the Plan if additional
growth to meet the OAN is to be achieved.
No change

WHBC comments

1223

2207

DLPPS no.

The Council have confirmed that the HELAA incorrectly
assumes that this site BrP30 is not within or adjoining
an excluded settlement from the Green Belt and rejects
it, even though it is on the edge of it. Although BrP30
fall partly falls within a Grade 2 Registered Park and
Garden, a heritage assessment has demonstrated that
it makes a minor contribution towards this and the
council should not place a blanket restriction on site
near heritage assets.

The plan is not positively prepared or justified
because:

However, for site HS22 (BrP4) there should a minimum
of 8m (+) buffer from top of river bank

The main issue with the sites are there are limited bus
services in the vicinity of them and footway provision is
not continuous. Also need to ensure adequate access
to the station from the sites to maximise the use of
sustainable modes
The Plan is sound.

Road/Swanley Bar. Minor mitigation measures should
be investigated to provide a right turn space.

Main issue

Remove land rear of
10-18 Mymms Drive,
Brookmans Park from
the Green Belt and
allocate for residential
development

Amend Table 15 to
mention buffer from the
top of the river bank

Changes sought

No Change

507

The HELAA contains an incorrect entry for
site BrP30. It should read:
All or the majority of the site is designated
as a Registered Historic Park and Garden.
It fails Stage 1 of the HELAA and was not
included in the Housing Sites Selection
Background Paper.

Minor amendment Table 15
A buffer of at least 8m should be provided
from the top of the river bank

No change

matters in more detail at planning
application stage.

WHBC comments

Proposed development in Little Heath is
unsustainable
The plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified or consistent with national policy because
the addition of 135 dwellings to Little Heath will have an
unacceptable impact on the local landscape

72, 302,
362, 414,
422, 445,
453, 490,
502, 681,
743, 768,
772, 1154,
1173, 1305,
1369, 1386,
1432, 1462,
1544, 1556,
1646, 1790,
1795,
1800,1811,
1805, 1821,
1827, 1833,
1931, 1946,
2083,

Site HS24 (BrP7) and HS25 (LHe1) are not sustainable
in terms of their location

Paragraph 22.2 does not mention sustainable transport

It would be preferable if
the plan fully met the
objectively assessed
needs of the settlement
and provided a buffer
for non-implementation

Policy SADM32 is supported however it would
preferable if the objectively assessed need (OAN)
for Little Heath could be met in full

1286

Sites HS24 (BrP7) and
HS25 (LHe1) should be
reassessed for their
environmental value.
Remove sites HS24
(BrP7) and HS25
(LHe1).

Provide safe walking
and cycling routes from
the developments to
Potters Bar station and
Mount Grace School to
enable sustainable
commuting.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SADM32 and paragraphs 22.1 to 22.4

Chapter 22 – Little Heath

508

Policy SP1 Sustainable Development
provides a set of guiding principles on
sustainable development. The sites are
located around one of the borough’s

The HELAA 2016 assesses whether or not
there are any fundamental constraints
preventing sites being suitable for
development. No change

Policy SP4 promotes the use of sustainable
modes of transport and Policy SADM3 sets
out how the Council will seek to ensure that
new development supports sustainable
travel. No change.

SADM32 states that proposals for the
allocated sites will need to have regard to
impact on the local ecology and landscape
through the mitigation measures set out in
the site specific considerations.
No change

Noted. The OAN is a boroughwide
assessment. The estimated quantum of
development for Little Heath relates to the
development potential on the allocated sites
and there are no other opportunities for
development.
No change

WHBC comment

743, 1154,
1698, 1931,

DLPPS no.

Distribution of planned developments throughout the
borough is unbalanced.

The plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national policy
because there is too much development proposed for
Little Heath.

Disproportionate scale of growth for Little Heath

Requirement for
housing should be
reassessed using more
realistic employment
and population
forecasts.

Reduce capacity on
sites HS24 and HS25

Delete policy SADM32

Proposed development would cause an increase of
30% in dwelling numbers which is unsustainable

Residents will have to travel to Potters Bar for facilities
and services.

Changes sought

Main issue

509

The need for housing has been objectively
assessed taking into account a range of data
sets including employment and housing
projections and forecasts. The Plan is
informed by the evidence base.
No change.

Site capacities have been considered in the
HELAA and the Housing Sites Selection
Background Paper. The extent of HS24
(BrP7) has already been reduced. No
change.

The level of development proposed for Little
Heath is consistent with the role of the
settlement within the settlement hierarchy. It
is not considered to be a disproportionate
level of growth. No change.

Little Heath is an excluded settlement; a
secondary focus for development. The
quantum of development proposed for Little
Heath is considered consistent with the
settlement hierarchy (Policy SP3).
No change.

excluded settlements identified in the
settlement hierarchy as suitable for limited
development. No change

WHBC comment

Developing on Green Belt land sets a precedent for the
future.

Views to the historic Folly Arch will be lost.

Development will impact on the Green Belt and the
wildlife of the area.

The plan should be
reconsidered.

No exceptional circumstances to release Green Belt
land for development
The plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with planning policy
because there have been no exceptional circumstances
demonstrated to release land from the Green Belt.

5, 179, 220,
281, 414,
422, 469,
490, 492,
558, 577,
578, 595,
604, 678,
681, 699,
700, 809,
891, 894,
917, 973,
974, 1030,
1060, 1061,
1063, 1151,
1154, 1249,
1270, 1280,
1290, 1315,
1316, 1321,
1330, 1411,
1412, 1446,
1471, 1550,
1522, 1527,
1544, 1556,
1560, 1565,
1600, 1605,
1615, 1621,
1631, 1633,
1644, 1646,
1689, 1698,
1756, 1816,
1821, 1931,
1946, 1968
Investigate wildlife on
both sites.

Remove Green Belt
land from the plan.
Policy SADM32 should
be amended to comply
with the NPPF 59
guidelines and reflect a
housing density in
keeping with adjoining
houses and which
maintains the character
of the area.
Development must be
in accordance with
Government policy on
the use of of Green Belt
land and the Council’s
own declaration
concerning
sustainability and the
environment.

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

510

Whether or not bats would be affected by a
proposed development would be considered
at planning application stage. It is not an
absolute barrier to development and a
condition could be placed requiring the

Table 16 seeks to mitigate impacts on
heritage assets.

Para. 59 of the NPPF refers to design
policies. The HELAA sets out the
methodology for density assessments. Policy
SP9 of the Plan sets out the strategic policy
on Place Making and High Quality Design
and other Plan policies also deal with design
matters.

Constraining housing growth to sites within
the borough’s urban areas would mean there
would be a significant shortfall of housing
when considered against the Objectively
Assessed Need.
Achieving sustainable development within the
Borough without impinging on the Green Belt
has been unavoidable.

The NPPF allows for Green Belt boundaries
to be altered in exceptional circumstances
through the preparation or review of a Local
Plan. The Council considers that exceptional
circumstances do exist to review Green Belt
boundaries.

WHBC comment

179, 207,
224, 302,
357, 413,
422, 445,
453, 490,
492, 502,
520, 541,
547, 577,
578, 595,
604, 678,
681, 700,
743, 768,
772, 801,
809, 894,
1028, 1030,
1060, 1063,
1086,1151,
1154, 1173,
1290, 1305,
1369, 1386,
1432, 1446,
1462, 1471,
1522, 1544,
1560, 1600,

DLPPS no.

Development within Housing Site HS24 (BrP7) should
be designed in such a way that it minimises the loss of

The proposed development will severely damage the
rural aspect between Potters Bar and Swanley Bar,
Gobions Wood, the Royal Veterinary College and
extensive views beyond.

The proposals will lead to further extensions and risk of
sprawl.

The proposals will contribute to ribbon development.

The proposals would risk weakening the existing Green
Belt boundary.

The plan is not (variously or not noted) positively
prepared, justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because development in Little Heath
will increase coalescence between Little Heath and
Brookmans Park/Swanley Bar and Little Heath and
Potters Bar.

Developments will narrow the Green Belt gap
between settlements

Bats have been seen on both sites.

Main issue

Add an additional
requirement which
states that
‘development of the site

Delete policy SADM32
and remove site
allocations HS24
(BrP7) and HS25
(LHe1).

Remove Green Belt
land from the plan.

Remove any
development to Little
Heath until and unless
full environmental and
infrastructure
assessment is made
jointly with Hertsmere
Borough Council.

Changes sought

511

The site boundary has be drawn so as to
minimise the sense of loss to separation
between settlements. No change

Sites have been assessed for their suitability,
availability and achievability in the HELAA.
Sites were then assessed against other
considerations as set out in the Housing Sites
Selection Background Paper. This takes
account of infrastructure amongst other
matters. BrP7 was selected for allocation,
provided the site area was reduced so as to
help maintain a gap between settlements.

Whilst there is a narrow gap between Little
Heath and Swanley Bar, development of
HS24 (BrP7) will not reduce this gap as the
site will not project any further north than
existing development on the northern side of
Hawkshead Road. The site will not result in
towns merging. No change.

Table 16 sets out the need for a Stage 1
Habitat survey at planning application stage
for site HS24 (BrP7)
No change.

developer to apply for a protected species
licence before work commences..

WHBC comment

Lack of primary school and secondary school provision.

Infrastructure in adjoining Hertsmere has not been
considered.

GPs at capacity.

Pressure on roads capacity/congestion.

 Plan should be
reconsidered.
 An upgrade to
existing roads. A
modification of
A1000 (Great North
Road) /Hawkshead
Junction which
should be
considered to
include a right turn
lane.
 A new primary and
secondary school.
Further evidence
should be provided
to support the
assertion that the
likely need for
school places
created by these
developments could
be delivered through

Infrastructure concerns
The plan is not (variously or not noted) positively
prepared, justified, effective or consistent with
national policy.

98, 199,
207, 217,
220, 224,
281, 300,
302, 379,
413, 414,
422, 445,
453, 466,
469, 490,
502, 512,
520, 541,
558, 563,
577, 581,
595, 605,
678, 681,
700, 772,
768, 801,
809, 894,
974, 1028,
1030,1032,
1033,1061,
1063, 1086,
1151, 1154,

should minimalise the
loss of separation
between Little Heath
and Swanley Bar and
respect the extent of
the existing Green Belt
boundary in Potters
Bar’.

openness and separation between Little Heath and
Swanley Bar

1612, 1615,
1621, 1633,
1644, 1689,
1698, 1736,
1790, 1795,
1800, 1811,
1805, 1821,
1827, 1833,
1968, 2041,
2049, 2083

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

512

Little Heath is within the Potters Bar Primary
Planning Area (PPA). There is some limited
existing capacity across the PPA to meet the
needs arising from development outlined in

Infrastructure issues for the borough have
been assessed and taken into account in
preparing the Plan. The Council have
extensively engaged with infrastructure
bodies. Policy SP13 states that supporting
infrastructure should be provided in advance
of, or alongside, the development. The policy
will ensure that suitable infrastructure
provision is made to support the levels of
growth identified in the Plan. No change.
The Housing Sites Selection Background
Paper and the Infrastructure Delivery Plan
states that the Hawkshead Road/A1000
junction is a current congestion point.
However, the Highways Authority is content
that scope exists for localised widening to
accommodate junction improvements. No
change.

WHBC comment

1173, 1210,
1249, 1270,
1280,
1287, 1290,
1303, 1305,
1315, 1316,
1321, 1330,
1386, 1411,
1412, 1432,
1462, 1471,
1522, 1527,
1544, 1550,
1556, 1560,
1565, 1600,
1602, 1605,
1606, 1609,
1612, 1615,
1621, 1631,
1633, 1644,
1646, 1661,
1678, 1689,
1736, 1756,
1776, 1790,
1795, 1800,
1805, 1811,
1821, 1827,
1833, 1931,
1946, 2026,
2083,

DLPPS no.

Sewerage network will not cope with this degree of
urbanisation.

Main issue













existing capacity
within Potters Bar
whilst addressing
the future growth
from Hertsmere.
Improved public
transport e.g. an
improved bus
service and a
railway station.
Addition of an
overflow car park.
Traffic calming
measures on
Hawkshead Road
Implement extra
health facilities.
A full environmental
and infrastructure
assessment must
be made jointly with
Hertsmere Borough
Council
Remove sites HS24
(BrP7) and HS25
(LHe1) from the
plan.

Changes sought

513

Sites have been assessed in the HELAA and
their suitability for allocation considered
further in the Housing Sites Selection
Background paper. The sites do not straddle
the boundary with Hertsmere. No change

Paragraph 13.19 of the Plan also sets out the
network of Sewage Treatment Works that
serve the borough and highlight any need for
upgrades.

It is considered that the sites to be allocated
at Little Heath are accessible to Potters Bar
and its services and facilities such as the rail
station and town centre(s). The scale of
development proposed would not justify the
delivery of a new railway station.

Thames Water were consulted in the
preparation of the Plan. The HELAA identified
that upgrades to the sewage network are
likely to be required and these take 18
months – 3 years to design and deliver.

the Local Plan. In the event that the yield
could not be met in the existing schools initial
feasibility suggests that there is expansion
potential within schools across the PPA. No
change.

WHBC comment

98, 199,
217, 302,
413, 445,
453, 490,
502, 512,
520, 547,
563, 595,
605, 699,
700, 743,
768, 772,
801, 974,
1032, 1033,
1061, 1063,
1086, 1151,
1154, 1173,
1210, 1287,
1303, 1315,
1321, 1369,
1386, 1411,
1432, 1446,
1462, 1471,
1522, 1544,
Delete policy SADM32
and remove site
allocations HS24
(BrP7) and HS25
(LHe1).

The plan is not (variously or not noted) positively
prepared, justified, effective or consistent with
planning policy.

No amenities in Little Heath.

Potters Bar facilities will become pressured.

Little Heath has little employment.

Plan should be
reconsidered.

Insufficient facilities in Little Heath to support
proposed level of growth

HS24 (BrP7) is in flood zone 1.

Remove sites HS24
(BrP7) and HS25
(LHe1) from the plan.

No consideration of flood risk
The plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified or effective because the proposed
development in Little Heath will increase the risk of
flooding on Little Heath, Potters Bar and Water End.

302, 414,
453, 502,
520, 577,
681, 768,
801, 809,
1061, 1063,
1249, 1287,
1321, 1446,
1522, 1544,
1556, 1689,
1756, 1931,
Drains cleaned
regularly as Swanley
Bar/Hawkshead Road/
Great North Road
floods

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

514

It is considered that the sites to be allocated
at Little Heath are accessible to Potters Bar
and its services and facilities such as the rail
station and town centre(s). There are
adequate facilities to support the proposed
development within Little Heath. No change.

Little Heath is an excluded settlement; a
secondary focus for development. The
quantum of development proposed for Little
Heath is considered consistent with the
settlement hierarchy (Policy SP3).

The HELAA recognises that the HS24 (BrP7)
is within Flood Zone 1, where there is low risk
of fluvial flooding.
Table 16 requires the provision of sustainable
urban drainage to suitably manage surface
water flood risk to, within and from the site.
Cleaning drains is not a matter for the Local
Plan.
No change.

WHBC comment

Changes sought

Allocate alternative land for development
The plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national policy
because brownfield sites have not been considered.

207, 224,
699, 1030,
1151,
1154,1280,
1290, 1411,
1446, 1556,

Allocate brownfield sites for housing.

New settlement
The plan is not effective because a new Garden City
would have all the necessary infrastructure and
services planned properly, instead of a piecemeal infill
approach.

The proposed student accommodation will add to the
congestion.

Sympathetically design
a Garden City in a
sensible location.

Royal Veterinary College (RVC) expansion plans not Review the plan, taking
considered
into account the RVC’s
student
The plan is not (variously) positively prepared,
accommodation
justified, effective or consistent with planning policy expansion plan.
because the effect of the RVC expansion has not been
taken into account within the plan.

Main issue

1030, 1086,
1411

414, 422,
445, 490,
502, 520,
558, 605,
681, 699,
743, 768,
1061, 1063,
1210, 1446,
1544, 1756,
1931,

1556, 1560,
1565, 1621,
1631, 1646,
1661, 1689,
1776, 1790,
1795, 1800,
1805, 1811,
1821, 1827,
1833, 1931,
2083

DLPPS no.

515

The Council has carried out an extensive
assessment of sites within the borough’s
urban areas and maximises the opportunities
to make best use of brownfield sites in
sustainable locations. However, there would
still be a significant shortfall against the OAN

No location has been promoted or identified
within the borough of a sufficient scale to
accommodate a new Garden City.
No change.

Policy SADM 34 identifies The Royal
Veterinary College as a major developed site.
Any proposal would need to comply with the
criteria set out in this policy and other than
minor development, should come forward in
the context of a Masterplan which has been
agreed by the Council.
No change.

WHBC comment

Site boundary for HS24 (BrP7) should be revised

1148

The plan is not justified because the site boundary as
drawn is an arbitrary straight line that would not deliver
the most appropriate form of development for the local
area in terms of landscape and visual matters, site
access and drainage.

Site HS25 (LHe1) is highly sustainable and well
considered site and is positively allocated in the
plan
The site specific considerations are supported.

Welcome bullet point 1 in Table 16 in regard to HS24
(BrP7) and the requirement for a green buffer to help
mitigate heritage impacts on Gobions Historic Park and
Garden and the Grade ll listed Folly.
Welcome bullet point 7 of Table 16 in regard to HS25
(LHe1) and the requirement to retain and enhance the
landscape buffer along Hawkshead Road to mitigate
the impact of development on the Grade ll listed
Osbourne House is welcomed.

Impact of sites HS24 (BrP7) and HS25 (LHe1) on
heritage assets

1286

2145

Site allocation HS24 (BrP7) is supported

There is alternative land available to build on which are
not on Green Belt.

1565, 1615,
1621, 1631,
1689, 1821,
1946,

1148

Main issue

DLPPS no.

The boundary should
be adjusted to ensure
the most appropriate
form of development
can be delivered on the
site.

Changes sought

516

The boundary of HS24 (BrP7) was amended
following the Local Plan consultation in 2015
to reduce the developable area to maintain
separation between Little Heath and Swanley
Bar. The gap between these two settlements
is very narrow.

Noted.

Noted.

Noted.

and the exceptional case exists to review
Green Belt boundaries.
The representors do not identify any
alternative brownfield sites.
No change.

WHBC comment

72, 179,
357, 413,
445, 453,
490, 512,
520, 547,
577, 578,
681, 743,
768, 772,
917, 1086,
1151, 1173,
1330, 1305,
1315, 1369,
1411, 1544,
1698,

DLPPS no.

HS24 (BrP7)
HS25 (LHe1)

The site has been assessed as having a significant
contribution to the Green Belt. Development will aid
ribbon development.

The site is in flood zone 1. Development will increase
run off.

HS25 (LHe1) is close to sites of nature conservation
interest.

Wildlife at both sites is abundant

Site HS24 does not have a clearly defined, defensible
north western boundary.




The plan is not (variously) justified, effective or
consistent with national policy.

Sites should be deleted from Policy SADM32

Main issue

Any development of
these sites should
include the necessary
mitigation to limit any
harm to the Green Belt
and the setting of the
existing residential
development that
border these sites to
their south and east
caused by the
construction of housing
on these sites.
Delete paragraph 22.4
and Table 16.

Remove site allocations
HS24 (BrP7) and HS25
(LHe1).

Delete policy SADM32

Changes sought

517

The Housing Sites Selection Background
paper considers the contribution that sites
make to Green Belt purposes and balances
this against other considerations. On

The HELAA recognises that the HS25 (LHe1)
is within Flood Zone 1, where there is low risk
of fluvial flooding

A green buffer and retention of trees will help
mitigate the impact on the local ecology.
Consultation with Natural England at a
planning application stage will be necessary
for this scale of development in this proximity
to Northaw Great Wood SSSI. No change.

The Housing Sites Selection Background
Paper acknowledges that the western
boundary would be weaker than the existing
boundary. However, on balance, the site is
considered suitable for allocation.

The boundary proposed in the representation
would reduce the already narrow gap
between the two settlements. An alternative
point of access is not, in the view of the
Highway Authority, essential to facilitate
development of this site. Should the
developer wish to secure alternative access,
this would need to be considered at the
planning application stage. No change

WHBC comment

2041

DLPPS no.

Hertsmere Borough Council notes the proximity of
sites to Hertsmere. It considers that the impact on
Green Belt should be mitigated and that there should
be a commitment in the plan to direct funds to improve
services in Potters Bar.

There would need to be significant upgrading of the
local sewage system to serve HS24 (BrP7).

Specific commitment in
the plan to support the
delivery of
infrastructure and
ensuring that any s106
or future CIL monies
from site HS24 (BrP7)
and HS25 (LHe1) are
primarily directed to
services in Potters Bar.

518

Policy SP13 seeks to ensure that the
reasonable costs of enhancing existing
infrastructure or providing new infrastructure
will be met through the appropriate means. It
does not exclude the possibility that CIL
raised from the sites may be directed
towards Potters Bar, however not all the
infrastructure requirements will not be met in
Potters Bar and it is considered to be more
appropriate to assess this at the application
stage.
No change.

No change.

Wastewater upgrades are required to achieve
deliverability on HS24 (BrP7). This is
acknowledged in the HELAA and Policy
SP13 will ensure that infrastructure required
to support the level of growth identified in the
plan will be delivered.

Access onto Hawkshead Road is subject to
detailed design but has been assessed to be
sufficient.

Development on this site would severely affect the
landscape character of the Ray Brook Valley and
Gobions Wood.

WHBC comment
balance, sites at Little Heath are considered
suitable for allocation.

Changes sought

No safe access to the site, only a junction onto
Hawkshead Road.

Main issue

Main issues

Loss of Green Belt/countryside and existing village
boundary.
The plan is not positively prepared, effective, justified or
consistent with national policy because there are no
very special circumstances to justify the removal of
Green Belt land.
 Ribbon development beyond existing natural
boundary (e.g. north west of Northaw Road East)
 Negative impact on the character of the village –
loss of gap/merging of Cuffley and Northaw
 Precedent – further encroachment, loss of
defensible boundary etc
 Undermines the Green Belt’s ability to hold back
urban sprawl
 Projects Cuffley southwards towards London/M25
(CPRE and London Green Belt Council)
 Alternative approach – infill and small-scale
developments and former industrial land outside of
Green Belt - is preferred (school and recreation
ground)

DLPPS no.

135
responses
(dlpps no’s
listed
below)

Policy SADM33 and paragraphs 23.1 to 23.4

Chapter 23 – Cuffley

Changes sought

519

WHBC comment
The Council’s case for exceptional
circumstances to review Green Belt
boundaries relates to the scale of need for
housing and employment land which
significantly, cannot be met within existing
urban areas, and the social and economic
consequences of not doing so. (‘Very Special
Circumstances’ is a test associated with the
determination of planning applications).
Cuffley is one of the borough’s large
excluded villages. It has a good range of
shops and services with an existing
employment area and direct rail links to
London and other parts of Hertfordshire and
is considered to be a sustainable location for
growth compatible with the scale and
character of the village, consistent with the
settlement hierarchy set out in policy SP3.
HS30 (Cuf7) is previously developed and
would form the western edge of the revised
village boundary. The adjoin site HS29
(Cuf12) would infill the gap between HS30
(Cuf7) and the existing village boundary.
There would be no significant reduction of the
gap between Cuffley and Northaw.
The HELAA has considered an extensive
range of sites and the Housing Sites
Selection Background Paper 2016 sets out
how the council’s evidence base has
informed the selection of sites. No change.

335,1229

1053

Site allocation HS29 (Cuf12) should be enlarged to
include land to the north east

335

520

The HSSBP 2016 notes that a proportionate
distribution of the OAN is only a starting point
given the need to achieve sustainable
development. The housing sites proposed for

The plan is not positively prepared because the
capacity figure is based on a formulaic assumption
rather than the latest information from the current
planning application.

Allocate additional sites
The housing target for Cuffley is too low and will
not deliver enough new homes to meet future needs (i.e. Cuf5 and Cuf10)

The boundary of site HS29 (Cuf12) has been
limited to the northern extent of the adjoining
(previously developed) site HS30 (Cuf7).
HS30 will infill the gap between site HS29
and the existing village boundary.
Development further north is not considered
appropriate so as to contain the extent of
development to minimise the impact on the
Green Belt. No change.

WHBC comment

Site capacities have been assessed in the
HELAA taking into account known
constraints. They are not ‘incorrect’, they are
based on a robust and proportionate
evidence base appropriate to planpreparation. The Housing Sites Selection
Background Paper (HSSBP) explains that
site capacities are based on those estimates
and may vary at planning application stage,
(either up or down). The number of dwellings
in any of the relevant SADM policies is not
intended to be a maximum and would not
prejudice an uplift where considered
acceptable in the determination of a planning
application. No change.

Changes sought
Amend boundaries of
Northaw Road West
(HS29)

Increase the capacity of
the site from 108 to 121
dwellings to reflect the
outline planning
permission

The plan is not justified or effective because the
northern boundary of the site is arbitrary and does not
follow the physical contours of the land, or represent
the most logical alignment.
 No reduction in the overall number of units
 Incorporate open space and pedestrian/cycle link to
the north
 Lower densities to respect the character of the
village
The capacity of the site (HS28/Cuf6: south of
Northaw Road East) is incorrect.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

335, 1229

DLPPS no.

The plan is not justified, effective or positively prepared
because it fails to allocate the following sites for
residential development.

There are other reasonable alternative options
which should be allocated within Cuffley

Additional land needs to be set aside within the village
to meet shortfall and OAN.

The growth target for Cuffley (i.e.299 units) is
significantly short of what is required to meet the OAN
(i.e. circa 500 units) and will not maximise the
opportunities to deliver local infrastructure and
specialist accommodation.

Main issues
The plan is not justified or positively prepared for the
following reasons.

The HSSBP 2016 explains why site Cuf5 is
not considered suitable for allocation when
the outcome of the HELAA is balanced
against other considerations including Green
Belt, SA/SEA and infrastructure matters.

Amend policy SADM33
and table 17 to allocate
Cuf5 and Cuf10

521

WHBC comment
allocation in the Plan are considered to offer
the most suitable options to accommodate
growth at Cuffley.
The quantum of development proposed is
considered to be consistent with the
settlement hierarchy (policy SP3). As
explained in the HSSBP 2016, further
housing allocations (e.g. Cuf4 and Cuf5)
would lead to a significantly disproportionate
level of growth to the village and would be
contrary to the settlement strategy. A higher
level of growth would also result in a key
highway junction remaining over-capacity
even with a change in priority with
implications for other junctions in the wider
area, indicating that development at Cuffley
needs to be managed to within manageable
limits of certain junctions where congestion is
predicted to cause concern. HCC as
education authority has also confirmed that
there is insufficient secondary school
capacity to support additional growth in the
borough.
The HSSBP explains the reasons why Cuf10
has not been selected. No change.

Changes sought

DLPPS no.

Site Cuf10 (Ridgeway)
 WHBC considers Cuf10 is suitable for allocation.
 Make up shortfall of housing need and create
balanced portfolio of sites
 Clearly defined boundaries on 3 sides
 Same issues as Cuf12 but not allocated
 Much lower density – 4 properties

Main issues
Site Cuf5
 Site could be advanced with the delivery of HS29 to
create a new garden suburb
 More positive impacts than the smaller allocation
(HS29)
 Satisfies OAN target
 Subject of a planning application
 Potential to deliver significant community benefits
such as specialist housing, wildlife/habitat (e.g. ecocorridor) creation, highway improvements (e.g.
pedestrian crossing) and a new primary school (see
representations on SP14)

Changes sought

522

Whilst the HELAA found Cuf10 suitable,
available and achievable in the HELAA, the
HSSBP 2016 explains why site Cuf10 is not
considered suitable for allocation when the
outcome of the HELAA is balanced against
other considerations including Green Belt,
SA/SEA and infrastructure matters.
Whilst Cuf10 lies adjacent to a farm building
to one boundary, it is located adjacent to a
Woodland (and Wildlife Site: WS168) on
another and would not infill a gap between
the existing village boundary. If allocated,
Cuf10 would result in the Green Belt
boundary being redrawn to the south of The

WHBC comment
As explained in the HSSBP 2016, further
housing allocations (e.g. Cuf4 and Cuf5)
would lead to a significantly disproportionate
level of growth to the village and would be
contrary to the settlement strategy. A higher
level of growth would also result in a key
highway junction remaining over-capacity
even with a change in priority with
implications for other junctions in the wider
area, indicating that development at Cuffley
needs to be managed to within manageable
limits of certain junctions where congestion is
predicted to cause concern. In addition, HCC
as education authority has confirmed that
there is insufficient secondary school
capacity to support additional growth in the
borough The planning application (for Cuf5)
has been refused. No change.

Amend table 2 to reflect
recent permissions

Remove the site
allocations (HS29 and
HS30)
Pursue alternative
options such as
brownfield and infill
sites e.g.
Tesco/Everest/Media
House (see
6/2016/1427/PN11)

The target for new homes in Cuffley is inaccurate
The plan is not justified because the information on
which the target (i.e. 416 units) is based is out-of-date
and does not take account of recent completions and
permissions, especially along the B156 between the
Hertford north railway line and Broxbourne.

Certain Green Belt sites should not be allocated in
the plan for housing

273, 1456,
1457

120
responses
(dlpps no’s
listed
below)





Development will exacerbate flooding and
significantly increase surface run off on the B157,
causing highway safety issues.
Lack of a defensible northern boundary.

The proposed allocation of sites HS29 (Cuf12) and
HS30 (Cuf7) is not justified or effective and consistent
with national planning policy because it will result in the
loss of Green Belt land and have a significant adverse
impact on existing infrastructure and local services due
to excessive scale and create an isolated community
with limited access to services, leading to the merging
of Cuffley and Northaw and additional car journeys.

Changes sought

Main issues

DLPPS no.

523

The Council considers that the exceptional
circumstances exist to review Green Belt
boundaries.
HS30 (Cuf7) is a previously developed site,
with access onto Northaw Road East (B158).
Cuf5 is not proposed for allocation, although
a much smaller part of Cuf5, identified as
HS29 (Cuf12), which is an infill plot between
site HS30 and the edge of the existing village
boundary is proposed for allocation. Both
sites were assessed as suitable, available
and achievable in the HELAA and when
balanced against other considerations
including the Green Belt, SA/SEA and
infrastructure matters, were considered

Table 2 of the Draft Local Plan Proposed
Submission 2016 takes account of recent
completions and permissions and was up to
date at the time of document preparation. It
illustrates the distribution of growth around
the borough. The numbers are based on
estimates that flow from the evidence base.
They are not absolute numbers. An
allowance was made for planning
applications awaiting determination at the
time the DLPPS was prepared. No change.

WHBC comment
Ridgeway with land on all three sides
remaining within the Green Belt. The
promoted scheme of 4 dwelling would not be
large enough for allocation (only sites of 5
plus are allocated). It is not directly
comparable to Cuf12. No change

1436

1187, 1265,
1423, 1445,
1450, 1636,
1728, 1969

DLPPS no.

Precedent – Green Belt
Impact on sensitivity of the landscape – lack of
visual/landscape assessment
Impact of odours from nearby waste treatment farm
Sites performed less well than alternatives. HS29
(Cuf5) had previously been declared unsuitable.

No alternative access
Impact of odours from nearby waste treatment farm

The proposed allocation of site HS27 (Cuf1) is not
justified or effective and consistent with national
planning policy because it will result in the loss of
Green Belt land.




The proposed allocation of site HS28 (Cuf6) is not
justified or effective and consistent with national
planning policy because it will result in the loss of
Green Belt land and have a significant adverse
impact on existing infrastructure and local services







Main issues

Remove the site
allocation

Changes sought

524

HS27 (Cuf1) was assessed as suitable,
available and achievable in the HELAA and
when balanced against other considerations
including the Green Belt, Sustainability
Appraisal/Strategic Environment Assessment
and infrastructure matters, was considered
suitable for selection in the Housing Sites
Selection Background Paper.
No change

HS28 (Cuf6) was assessed as suitable,
available and achievable in the HELAA and
when balanced against other considerations
including the Green Belt, Sustainability
Appraisal/Strategic Environment Assessment
and infrastructure matters, was considered
suitable for selection in the Housing Sites
Selection Background Paper.
No change

WHBC comment
suitable for selection in the Housing Sites
Selection Background Paper.
Both the HELAA and the Housing Sites
Selection Background Paper considered
flood risk.
Odours from waste treatment facilities are
managed by the appropriate authority. This is
not considered to be an absolute constraint
on development to any of the sites proposed
for allocation.
No change

50
responses
(dlpps no’s
listed
below)

148, 215,
229, 418,
440 442,
592, 597,
676, 687
717, 718,
730, 853,
856 943,
990, 1267,
1333,1375
1390, 1414,
1426,1539
1925, 1928,
1969

418

DLPPS no.

The scale of growth is too high and is
disproportionate to the size, capacity and character
of the village

The plan is not positively prepared because it does not
take account of the cumulative impacts arising from
neighbouring developments in the Goffs Oak area on
both Cuffley and Northaw (including traffic levels on the
B156 and capacity constraints at schools and doctor
surgeries) and has failed to liaise effectively with
adjoining authorities (including Broxbourne) on crossboundary matters.

Insufficient attention has been given to the crossboundary impacts arising from the allocation of
sites between Cuffley, Goff’s Oak and Northaw

The proposed allocation of site HS31 (No10) is not
justified or effective and consistent with national
planning policy because it will have a significant
adverse impact on existing infrastructure and local
services. The site has also been deemed suitable but
no reasons are given.

Main issues
Certain urban sites should not be allocated for
housing in the plan

The number of
dwellings should be
reduced (amend table 2
accordingly)

Changes sought

525

Cuffley is one of the borough’s large
excluded villages. It has a good range of
shops and services with an existing
employment area and direct rail links to
London and other parts of Hertfordshire and
is considered to be a sustainable location for

The Housing Sites Selection Background
Paper takes into account infrastructure
matters. There is an agreed position on
schools provision with Hertfordshire County
Council and the borough of Broxbourne. HCC
as the Highways Authority has not raised
objections to the level of growth proposed,
subject suitable mitigation. The Council has
also worked with service providers such as
the Clinical Commissioning Group and NHS
England to consider health provision. No
constraints have been identified which would
prevent the level of development proposed in
Cuffley from coming forward.
No change

Site HS31 (No10) is located within the urban
area. There is no evidence to demonstrate
that the development of this small site
(estimated capacity of 5 dwellings) will have a
significant impact on infrastructure or local
services. The site was assessed as suitable,
available and achievable in the HELAA and
when balanced against other considerations,
was considered suitable for selection in the
Housing Sites Selection Background Paper.
No change

WHBC comment

231
responses
(dlpps no’s
listed
below)

DLPPS no.


















Road and rail network is already congested (e.g.
B157 is used as an alternative route when A10 and
M25 are gridlocked)
Insufficient car parking spaces
Adverse impact on highway safety and local air
quality
Poor bus service
Lack of retail capacity
No new transport schemes or improvements (e.g.
train station) are planned
Cumulative impact from neighbouring developments
in nearby towns and villages (e.g. Goffs Oak, 800
dwellings)
Insufficient employment opportunities
Sewage and water supply capacity constraints –
surface and ground water
Shortage of healthcare facilities
Schools near capacity and no new facilities planned

The plan is not positively prepared, justified or effective
because the local infrastructure will not be able to
handle this level of growth and further investigation is
needed.

Main issues
The plan is not positively prepared or justified on the
basis that the proposed housing allocations will be out
of proportion with the scale and character of the village
which is predominately rural in nature, contrary to the
settlement strategy and sustainable development
principles.
Existing infrastructure and services are inadequate
and does not have sufficient capacity to support the
level of housing growth
New road from Crew
Hill to Goffs Oak

Carry out a detailed
review of infrastructure
capacity and needs

Changes sought

526

WHBC has worked closely with relevant
infrastructure and service providers such as
adjoining authorities, the County Council,
utility companies (including sewage) and
other key stakeholders to ensure that
necessary appropriate and proportionate
infrastructure will come forward to support the
delivery of the site allocations set out in the
plan.
The HELAA and the HSSBP 2016 set out
infrastructure constraints at a site and
settlement level. There are no absolute
barriers to the level of growth proposed in the
plan.
No change

No change

WHBC comment
growth compatible with the scale and
character of the village, consistent with the
settlement hierarchy set out in policy SP3.

Northaw and Cuffley Parish Council do not consider
that the plan has been positively prepared, justified or
effective because road junctions at Northaw Road East
and Northaw Road West do not have the capacity to
accommodate development. Mitigation will still result in
overcapacity at the junctions and thus the proposed site
allocations cannot be accommodated on the highway
network. We need a clear strategy for how these
capacity issues would be overcome would need to be
identified before the Local Plan is adopted.

Main issues
The level of proposed growth would have a severe
impact on the highway network.

Failure to meet the duty to cooperate – opposition
from neighbouring authorities / lack of consultation

There is an Area of Archaeological Interest adjacent
to sites HS28 (Cuf6), HS29 (Cuf12) and HS30 (Cuf7)
which is not included in Table 17.

Wildlife safeguards must explicitly include the
primacy of natural habitats, as well as the fullest
possible research into any environmental impact.

550, 1306

2146

988

General comments

1899, 1900

DLPPS no.

Amend table 17
accordingly

Changes sought
Capacity of Cuffley to
accommodate growth
is accordingly limited to
sites HS26, HS27,
HS28 and HS31

527

Minor modification to Table 17 to insert the
same bullet point currently listed for site
HS29 (Cuf12) for sites HS28 (Cuf6) and
HS30 (Cuf7) in respect of AAS.
As set out in Table 17 of the Draft Local Plan
Proposed Submission Document, proposals
will be expected to provide appropriate
measures to safeguard and avoid harm to
nature conservation interests within the
vicinity of the allocated sites. Where

Table 17 does list the need for preapplication investigations due to the proximity
of an AAS for site HS29 (Cuf12). This
requirement should equally apply to sites
HS28 and HS30.

The Council considers it has met the Duty to
Co-operate. No change.

As set out in the HSSBP 2016, HCC as
Highways Authority has advised that the level
of growth proposed in the Plan can be
accommodated, subject to junction
reconfiguration resulting in changes to
priority.
Highways information submitted with
representations has not altered the highway
authority’s position and does not lead to a
change in the plan. No change.

WHBC comment

Main issues

Little evidence that the council has allowed
developments which meet the demands of young or
single house hunters or that the properties are
designed to reflect the local character of the area.

DLPPS no.

1261

Changes sought

528

Good design is an essential part of delivering
high quality sustainable development.
Development within Cuffley will need to be
expected to be designed in a way that
respects and responds to the character of the
village (as per policy SP9 Plan).

WHBC sets a target to achieve 35%
affordable housing to be provided on sites of
0.5 hectares or 11 new dwellings within the
excluded villages such as Cuffley (subject to
viability considerations).

Minor Modification: Amend all bullet points
that mention impact on SSSIs for consistency
with Policy SADM 16.
Policy SP7 of the Draft Local Plan Proposed
Submission Document seeks to provide a
choice of housing to support the needs of
different households, including young people,
first-time buyers and families with children.
The SHMA in assessing the OAN for
housing, includes a positive allowance to help
improve household formation rates among
younger people.

WHBC comment
possible, biodiversity gains will be sought
through habitat creation and wildlife corridors.
However, acknowledge that the wording in
table 17 could be improved slightly in relation
to avoiding harm to SSSIs, consistent with
Policy SADM 16.

Update the Housing
Sites Selection
Background paper to
reflect agreed position.

The draft Broxbourne Local Plan proposes
expansion at Woodside School. This should
provide sufficient school places for children in
Goffs Oak, and as a result provide enough places at
Cuffley School for residents of Cuffley.

Hertfordshire County Council considers that the
cumulative impact of developments in Cuffley is likely to
have an impact on the Plough Hill/Station
Road/Northaw Road East Junction in the centre of the
village and the Northaw Road/Cattlegate Road junction
to the west. HCC’s Initial assessments on earlier
development work indicate that changing the priority of
these junctions should mitigate additional traffic impact.
Hertfordshire County Council state that growth could be
accommodated through a 1fe expansion of the existing
Woodside primary school in Goffs Oak. Cuffley and
Goffs Oak area need to be considered together

1713

2027

2162

Changes sought

Main issues

DLPPS no.

529

WHBC has worked with Hertfordshire County
Council (as the local education authority) and
Broxbourne Borough Council to consider the
need for school places. Housing sites are

Minor modifications Insert a new bullet point
at the end of the list in paragraph 23.2 to say:
 Manage the impact of additional traffic
through junction reconfiguration resulting
in changes to priority.

WHBC comment
The local planning objectives for Cuffley also
reflect these requirements (see paragraph
23.2). No change
WHBC has worked with Hertfordshire County
Council (as the local education authority) and
Broxbourne Borough Council to consider the
need for school places. Housing sites are
being allocated in both Cuffley and Goffs Oak
through the respective Local Plans (of
Broxbourne and Welwyn Hatfield). The
demand for additional school places
generated by development is proposed to be
accommodated by the expansion of
Woodside school in Goffs Oak from 1FE to 2
FE, enabling children from Goffs Oak and the
local area to be educated locally, thereby
freeing up capacity at Cuffley School for
children from that village. Over time, this is
anticipated to result in a reduction in schoolbased vehicle trips from Goffs Oak to Cuffley.
No change (to the Plan)
Comment noted.

1054

Amend table 17

The Environment Agency has requested an
amendment to table 17 of the plan to include
additional criteria.

2208

Support the allocation of site HS28

Sites HS28 (Cuf6), HS29 (Cuf12) and HS30 (Cuf7): the
plan should ensure a minimum of a 8 metre or wider
buffer zone to the Cuffley Brook, Northaw Brook and
Hempshill Brook.

Site HS27 (Cuf1): Ideally the buffer zone should be 8
metres or more from top the bank of the Cuffley Brook.
There must be no light spill into the watercourse or
buffer zone.

Site HS26 (No02) - ideally a minimum of 8 metres or
more buffer from top of any watercourse is required.

Changes sought

Main issues

DLPPS no.

HS26 (No02);
HS27 (Cuf1);
HS28 (Cuf6); and
HS30 (Cuf7)

Noted






530

Minor modifications to table 17 to reflect
the advice of the Environment Agency in
respect of sites:

HS29 (Cuf12) as allocated does not adjoin a
water course.

WHBC comment
being allocated in both Cuffley and Goffs Oak
through the respective Local Plans (of
Broxbourne and Welwyn Hatfield). The
demand for additional school places
generated by development is proposed to be
accommodated by the expansion of
Woodside school in Goffs Oak from 1FE to 2
FE, enabling children from Goffs Oak and the
local area to be educated locally, thereby
freeing up capacity at Cuffley School for
children from that village. Over time, this is
anticipated to result in a reduction in schoolbased vehicle trips from Goffs Oak to Cuffley.
No change

Main issues
Support the allocation of the site HS29

Changes sought

WHBC comment
Noted

531

Full list of dlpps numbers commenting on ‘The scale of growth is too high and is disproportionate to the size, capacity and character
of the village’: 412, 418, 468, 676, 718, 895, 988, 1208, 1306, 1320, 1333, 1345, 1350, 1375, 1381, 1394, 1410, 1413, 1414, 1426, 1433,
1436, 1451, 1452, 1478, 1479, 1488, 1493, 1509, 1514, 1552, 1553, 1536, 1539, 1547, 1555, 1559, 1563, 1567, 1566, 1638, 1639, 1656,
1681, 1728, 1731, 1768, 1899, 1900, 1920
Full list of dlpps numbers commenting on ‘Existing infrastructure and services are inadequate and does not have sufficient capacity
to support the level of housing growth’: 118, 119, 121, 123, 125, 130, 139, 155, 176, 178, 185, 190, 215, 218, 227, 228, 229, 245, 271,
272, 301, 323, 327, 332 383, 409, 410, 411, 418, 420, 427, 428, 429, 430, 440, 442, 447, 459, 462, 463, 464, 472, 480, 493, 524, 542 551
592, 597, 640 673, 688, 714, 716, 717, 718, 730, 755, 752, 757, 764, 765, 802, 806, 813, 814, 841, 844, 848, 853, 856, 865, 872, 873, 892,
895, 901, 906, 916, 943, 945, 967, 988, 990, 1017, 1013, 1059, 1077, 1128, 1130, 1142, 1208, 1258, 1260, 1262, 1285, 1292, 1297, 1299,
1302, 1312, 1380, 1306, 1320, 1333, 1345, 1346, 1349, 1350, 1373, 1375, 1376, 1381, 1392, 1393, 1394, 1410, 1413, 1414, 1423, 1424,
1425, 1431, 1433, 1434, 1445, 1447, 1450, 1451, 1452, 1455, 1456, 1457, 1466, 1469, 1473, 1474, 1477, 1476, 1479, 1487, 1488, 1493,
1494, 1502, 1509, 1514, 1517, 1525, 1526, 1528, 1534, 1535, 1536, 1539, 1546, 1547, 1549, 1551, 1552, 1553, 1555, 1554, 1559, 1567,
1568, 1572, 1575, 1577, 1581, 1584, 1589, 1591, 1593, 1595, 1596, 1610, 1620, 1677, 1679, 1632, 1636, 1639, 1641, 1645, 1654, 1655,
1656, 1657, 1670, 1671, 1672, 1681, 1682, 1699, 1716, 1717, 1719, 1723, 1725, 1731, 1735, 1737, 1738, 1739, 1751, 1760, 1764, 1768,
1777, 1783, 1840, 1860, 1862, 1877, 1887, 1890, 1891, 1893, 1894, 1899, 1900, 1902, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1923, 1928, 1947, 2056, 2038

Full list of dlpps numbers commenting on ‘Loss of Green Belt/countryside and existing village boundary’: 108, 121, 123, 139, 148,
153, 155, 178, 215, 227, 228, 229, 245, 271, 273, 323, 383, 409, 413, 418, 420, 427, 428, 430, 436, 440, 443, 459, 468, 524, 542, 549, 551,
592, 640, 675, 687, 688, 714, 716, 717, 718, 730, 752, 755, 757, 813, 814, 841, 844, 856, 894, 895, 901, 903, 906, 916, 943, 967, 990, 1013,
1059, 1077, 1128, 1130, 1263, 1265, 1297, 1299, 1306, 1375, 1380, 1390, 1392, 1393, 1423, 1424, 1425, 1428, 1433, 1447, 1451, 1452,
1455, 1456, 1457, 1465, 1466, 1476, 1477, 1478, 1479, 1485, 1488, 1493, 1502, 1517, 1525, 1531, 1535, 1536, 1545, 1546, 1554, 1555,
1566, 1567, 1572, 1584, 1589, 1638, 1656, 1657, 1679, 1681, 1682, 1699, 1700, 1717, 1719, 1723, 1728, 1726, 1777, 1840, 1862, 1887,
1890, 1891, 1919, 1927, 1947, 1969, 1969, 2056
Full list of dlpps numbers commenting on ‘Certain Green Belt sites should not be allocated in the plan for housing’: 123, 130, 153,
155, 178, 227, 228, 229, 245, 273, 327, 332, 335, 383, 409, 412, 418, 429, 447, 463, 464, 468, 472, 524, 551, 542, 597, 640, 675, 717, 730,
813, 895, 906, 549, 592, 673, 730, 752, 757, 764, 765 802, 841, 848, 872, 892, 903, 901, 943, 945, 988, 1130, 1017, 1059, 1077, 1128, 1187,
1208, 1260, 1263, 1264, 1291, 1292, 1297, 1299, 1302, 1312, 1333, 1345, 1349, 1350, 1352, 1373, 1375, 1376, 1380, 1381, 1393, 1389,
1394, 1397, 1415, 1423, 1425, 1426, 1434, 1445, 1450, 1455, 1487, 1494, 1502, 1539, 1545, 1546, 1547, 1549, 1552, 1636, 1639, 1719,
1723, 1728, 1738, 1739, 1751, 1760, 1764, 1768, 1860, 1887, 1890, 1894, 1899, 1900, 1920, 1927, 1928, 1969

DLPPS no.
335

The loss of Green Belt land, for which
exceptional circumstances have not been
demonstrated in line with the NPPF

*For details of
representation
numbers go to
end of this
section.

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy as the site makes a significant
contribution to the national Green Belt purpose of
safeguarding countryside from encroachment.
Infrastructure needed to facilitate development
such as roads and cycle paths will further serve
to ‘urbanise’ the surrounding green belt, thus

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy as development would result in future
coalescence by closing the gap between existing
settlements and goes against WHBC Green Belt
Review and own Green Belt policy. There are no
permanent features to restrict future development
and/or form a defensible boundary around the
site. The proposed Green Corridor will not limit
future development nor will Coopers Green Lane.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Policy SP24 and paragraphs 24.1 to 24.5

Chapter 24 – New Village at Symondshyde

Variously:
 Remove Policy SP24
and the site from the
plan
 Reduce the number
of homes on the site
 Reduce the number
of homes proposed
in the Local Plan
 Provide housing on
unoccupied industrial
sites and existing
towns and villages
instead
 Develop the whole of
Panshanger Airfield
and increase
development in
Brookmans Park and
Welham Green

Changes sought

532

It is not possible to meet the need for housing
without harm to the purposes of the Green Belt
and this is just one of a number of sites where
there will be harm to this purpose. The impact
on the Green Belt was taken into account in the
process of selecting sites as set out in the
Housing Site Selection Background Paper.

The Stage 2 Green Belt Study concludes that
the site only makes a partial contribution to this
Green Belt purpose and the Stage 1 Review
concluded that this site does lie in a strategic
gap. The site will be planned as a single entity
enabling strong and defensible future Green
Belt boundaries to be created. Policy SADM34
sets out the criteria for development in the
Green Belt which will ensure that coalescence
between settlements does not occur. Green
Belt boundaries can only be altered in
exceptional circumstances.
No change.

WHBC comment

Conditions under which development can be
permitted in the Green Belt have not been
applied.
The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy as the allocation does not propose
accommodation for rural workers, for whom it is
essential to live in close proximity for their place

Remove SP24 / SDS6
from the local plan

The reasons identified here relate to
circumstances under which development is
considered to be not inappropriate within the
Green Belt. The new Local Plan will remove
SDS6 from the Green Belt and so it is not
necessary to set out these criteria. Policy

533

When reviewing Green Belt boundaries The
Council is required to promote sustainable
patterns of development. The creation of new
settlements is supported by the government as
they are one means by which a sustainable
pattern of development can be delivered.
No Change

The Local Plan is not justified or consistent
with national policy because it is contrary to
advice in para 84 of the NPPF which makes no
mention of allowing new settlements in the Green
Belt when reviewing boundaries under
exceptional circumstances.

2221

SDS6 is located on grade 3 agricultural land
and is of no higher quality than the majority of
green field sites currently in agricultural use in
the borough. This impact was considered in
the Sustainability Appraisal which identified
SDS6 as having a minor negative effect in
relation to SA objective 4.10 conservation and
sustainable use of land, however it scored
positively in many other areas, and was seen
as positive overall.
No change.

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy as development on the site will result in
the loss of high quality agricultural land which
should be protected.

WHBC comment
No change.

*continued

Changes sought

Main issue
changing its character and increasing the
likelihood of later encroachment and infill
development.

DLPPS no.

Symondshyde is unsustainable, it is an
isolated location, with poor access to
services it will be car dependant and generate
pollution

** For details
of
representation
numbers go to
end of this
section.

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy as the site is an isolated settlement in the
countryside. It would be cut off from shops,
community facilities and employment. This will
result in high levels of car use and generate even
more traffic on local roads. Although a bus
service is proposed it will not be sustainable in
the long term, meaning that ultimately people will
have to rely on cars with resultant effects on
pollution and emissions. The site has no existing
utilities or surface water drainage in place. The
NPPF states that planning authorities should
avoid developing isolated homes in the
countryside unless there are special
circumstances – these do not exist.

Main issue
of work, development would not include the reuse of redundant or disused buildings and there
is no specific information detailing the
exceptional quality and innovative design nature
of the scheme that could result in development of
the site being considered a ‘special
circumstance’.

DLPPS no.

534

Opportunities on brownfield land have been
maximised and the Council needs to maintain a
supply of employment land.
No change.

 Provide housing on
unoccupied industrial
sites and in existing
towns and villages
instead
 New development
should be attached
to existing
settlements as urban
extensions not
isolated settlements

Opportunities to extend existing settlements
also forms part of the strategy set out in the
Local Plan. No change.

The concept of new garden villages is
supported by the government. The new village
would be no less sustainable than the small
villages which have been allocated extensions
as it will include a small centre and a primary
school. Such villages are able to sustain bus
services. The village would be relatively close
to the services and facilities in Hatfield which
would be within cycling distance. No change.

WHBC comment
SADM34 sets out such criteria for development
in the Green Belt.
No change

Variously:
 Remove Policy SP24
and the site from the
plan
 Reduce the number
of homes on the site
 Reduce the number
of homes proposed
in the Local Plan

Changes sought

DLPPS no.

535

The village will not be isolated. The Council has
maximised opportunities for expanding the
larger villages which is why the full OAN has
not been met. Additional housing around these
villages would not mean that this site is not
needed as well.

The Local Plan is not justified or consistent
with national policy because the NPPF states
that housing in rural areas should be located
where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of
rural communities. Local Planning Authorities
should avoid isolated homes in the countryside.

This view is not accepted. The majority of the
borough’s population lives in settlements that
were planned successfully from scratch.
No change.

The Local Plan Sustainability Appraisal noted
SDS6 would have a negligible effect in relation
to the supply and location of employment land
but scored SDS6 positively in terms of travel to
work and air pollution due to its proximity to an
employment area, noting this could be further
enhanced by provision of public transport. The
primary school and local centre would also be a
source of local employment.
No change.

WHBC comment

As a distinct settlement in its own right,
Symondshyde will not be isolated and this claim
is not accepted. These services are provided in
existing villages with no problem. Further to
this, provision of sustainable transport
measures will enable residents to travel by
means other than the private car.
No change.

 Develop the whole of
Panshanger Airfield
and increase
development in
Brookmans Park and
Welham Green
 Release of sites,
such as WeG3 from
the Green Belt to
ensure flexibility
within the current
plan period to meet
the full Objectively
Assessed Needs.

Changes sought

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy because the isolated location of the site
will make any effective provision of services
(such as care in the community and emergency
services) difficult. Residents will have to travel to
nearby towns for services, which will cause
additional pressure upon parking.

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy because it is not possible to create a
sustainable new settlement from scratch.
Settlements only become sustainable as they
evolve over time.

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy because the site will not accommodate
sufficient employment opportunities, e.g. in small
business units, meaning people will have to
travel to work. Existing employment at the farm
will be lost. This is not sustainable.

Main issue

The distribution of development should be
considered more widely across the County.
The Local Plan is not justified or effective as it
fails to consider the wider options for more
sustainable patterns of development as
discussed in the Transport Vision for
Hertfordshire 2050, which looks infrastructure
requirements of different development scenarios.
The report suggests urban extensions or new
large settlements are more sustainable that
‘dispersed’ patterns of development. As such
SDS6 does not represent the most sustainable
pattern of development. The Council should
consider the potential for a new garden city in
Hertfordshire as discussed in this document.

There is insufficient infrastructure capacity to
support the development

682, 885,
1127, 2088,

*** For details
of
representation
numbers go to
end of this
section.

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy as there is insufficient infrastructure
capacity (particularly highways, health and
education) in the area at present and these will
be unable to cope with increased demand
generated by development. On site facilities will
not be sustained in the long term. Residents will
need to use services in surrounding settlements

Main issue
SDS6 does not fulfil this aim. The Council should
instead pursue greater expansion of the
borough’s existing villages especially the four
large villages of Brookmans Park, Welham
Green, Cuffley and Welwyn.

DLPPS no.

Variously:
 Remove Policy SP24
and the site from the
plan
 Reduce the number
of homes on the site
 Provide housing on
unoccupied industrial

Removal of SP24
and any associated
reference to this
policy

Changes sought

536

Provision for the necessary supporting
infrastructure will need to be provided by the
developer either or through financial
contributions secured through S.106 agreement
or CIL. The site is large enough to support a
new primary school.
No change.

There are no options for a new town which
have been promoted through the Local Plan in
this borough. Opportunities for urban
extensions have been maximised.
No change.

These representation relate to the settlement
strategy rather than the content of this policy.
Please see sections SP3: Settlement Strategy
and Green Belt Boundaries.

WHBC comment
No change.

DLPPS no.
Continued

Roads close to the site (e.g. Symondshyde Lane
& Hammonds lane) are single track and
completely inadequate for the likely increase in
traffic. They would be completely unable to cope
if not widened, yet widening them would further
harm landscape and habitats around the site.
However, other sites have had their capacity
limited due to access issues, as widening and
upgrading would impact upon the rural character
of the area. Construction traffic will also have a
serious impact upon local roads.

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy as the Council has significantly
underestimated the cost of the infrastructure that
will need to be provided to make development
acceptable, and its ability to be provided. The
proposal is reliant upon significant upgrades to
the surrounding road network which have not
been accurately costed and are unlikely to be
delivered, either by the developer or the County
Council. New bus services will not be sustainable
in the long term meaning people will be required
to travel by car.
Too much development is already underway or
proposed in the surrounding area (notably site
SDS5), and cumulative impacts will worsen
existing infrastructure issues.

Main issue
thus exacerbating existing problems such as
parking.

Changes sought
sites and existing
towns and villages
instead

537

Proposals in the Local Plan have been subject
to comprehensive transport modelling to
identify potential impact upon the existing road
network and where capacity and infrastructure
improvements would be required. Mitigation
measures have been identified along with a
cost for such measures. The cumulative impact
of all the sites has been identified as part of the
transport modelling. As part of the
masterplanning process and any application for
development the developer/landowner will have
to demonstrate they can adequately mitigate
any unacceptable adverse impact arising from
development……..
Symondshyde Lane and Hammonds Lane
would not be the main point of access to the
site.

WHBC comment

682, 885,
1127, 2088

DLPPS no.

Delete Policy SP24
and any associated
references

Removal of Policy
SP24

Transport modelling is outdated and
inadequate
The Local Plan is not justified or consistent
with national policy. Transport modelling used
to support the Local Plan is out of date and
inadequate and does not take account of
emerging HCC strategy. The WHaSH model
used assesses proposed development as at
2015 and assesses Hat2 (which was removed
from the plan) rather than SDS6. The latter would
generate more traffic Hat2 was an urban
extension. There is no evidence the model takes
account of housing proposed at Oaklands in St
Albans which will also impact upon Coopers

Changes sought

There needs to be a more thorough and up to
date consideration of local infrastructure needs
such as that presented in the Transport Vision for
Hertfordshire 2050 which looks at what pattern of
development is more likely to increase public
transport use.

The additional traffic will make the roads around
the site unsafe and even more congested,
restricting their use as a short cut to St Albans.
Coopers Green Lane is already congested and
unsafe and cannot take further traffic. There
would be significant knock on effect to the wider
highway network particularly the B653, and
junctions 3 and 4 of the A1(M).
Cycling and walking options are not safe. There
have already been a number of collisions in this
area and this will increase with development.

Main issue

No change

538

This site was included in the latest set of
modelling which was published on the Council’s
website. The Council has worked closely with
the County Council and the growth proposals in
the Local Plan have fed into the Local
Transport Vision which has a longer time
horizon than the Local Plan. Mitigation
measures have been modelled.

The Transport Vision has a longer time horizon
than the Local Plan. It already takes into
account growth proposals in Hertfordshire Local
Plans and increased investment in public
transport will be required to accommodate the
levels of growth coming forward. No change.

No change.

Road safety has formed part of the
considerations by the County Council in
responding to the proposals and will be part of
the considerations in the masterplan and the
assessment of any planning application.

WHBC comment

Development will have a negative impact on
wildlife and habitats

**** For
details of
representation
numbers go to
end of this
section.
Variously:
 Remove Policy SP24
and the site from the
plan

Removal of Policy
SP24

Viability Testing for SDS6 is flawed
The Local plan is not justified or consistent
with national policy as the residual land values
(RLV) and benchmark land values (BVL) use in
the viability testing of SDS6 are too low. BLV’s
used are dated and do not account for recent
increases in land values in Hertfordshire. RLV
have underestimated the cost of transport
infrastructure improvements. In addition the
viability testing does not account for abnormal
costs – the site has potential for sink holes and
archaeological finds, potential geological surveys
have not been budgeted for.

682, 885,
1127, 2088

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy as woodland around the site has been
documented since the Iron Age and appears in
the Domesday Book. It is ancient and invaluable.

Changes sought

Main issue
Green Lanes. Proposed mitigation measures
have not been modelled in detail.

DLPPS no.

The development of the site will not result in
loss to any woodland.
No change.

539

It is not accepted on the basis of available
evidence that the residual and benchmark land
values used in the Council’s viability testing are
too low. The costs of necessary transport
infrastructure have been estimated as best as
possible using information currently available to
the Council and the local highway authority.
There is no firm evidence that the site is likely
to suffer from sink holes.
No change.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.
Continued

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy because the loss of ancient woodland on
this site undermines the current public funding to
restore woodland nearby in Sandridge.

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy as the site itself is a valuable habitat for a
variety of species, and is surrounded by land
designated as a Local Wildlife Site. The NPPF
states that planning permission should be
refused for developments that deteriorate
irreplaceable habitats. There has not been a
proper identification and mapping of local
ecological networks and no strategic ecological
assessment to plan for bio diversity across local
authority boundaries. Reliance upon a ten year
old Landscape Character Assessment is not
adequate and there is no evidence of an up-todate assessment of ecological or amenity value.
No amount of mitigation by the developer can
compensate for potential losses.

Main issue
 Provide housing on
unoccupied industrial
sites and existing
towns and villages
instead

Changes sought

No change.

540

No ancient woodland will be lost through the
development of Symondshyde and a suitable
buffer will be put in place to ensure protection
of this asset. It is therefore not relevant.

No change.

There are no designated wildlife assets within
the site itself and Hertfordshire Ecology
considers that any potential impacts on habitat
can be mitigated. Policy SP24 sets out a
requirement for development to provide formal
and informal open spaces that will contribute to
the wider ecological networks, providing safe
routes for wildlife whilst protecting and
enhancing wildlife assets. Policy SADM16
requires proposals to maintain, protect and
wherever possible enhance biodiversity.

WHBC comment

Development will result in harm to landscape
and the loss of recreation

***** For
details of
representation
numbers go to
end of this
section.

541

Sites Cuf4 and Cuf5 were on a very steep hill
and so had significant landscape issues.

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national

Policy SP24 sets out requirements to provide
formal and informal open spaces for leisure and
recreation, and to provide upgraded routes for
walkers and cyclists. Whilst some currently
private land will clearly be lost to development,
access to the countryside will see a net
improvement. WHBC will work with HCC rights
of way team to ensure existing PROW remain
open wherever possible and/or are suitably
diverted during and construction phases.
No change.

WHBC comment

This is acknowledged in the Sustainability
Appraisal, and is scored as a significant
negative. However, other aspects of the
development result in a net positive score. As
part of the Masterplanning process the Council
will also require the developer to undertake a
landscape and visual assessment, which will
inform the more detailed design of the
development and help to ensure adequate
mitigation measures are in place and help
minimise the impact upon the wider landscape.
No change.

 Remove Policy SP24
and the site from the
plan
 Provide housing on
unoccupied industrial
sites and existing
towns and villages
instead

Variously:

Changes sought

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy as the site scores highly on the Council’s
own assessment of landscape value, and is
scored as having a low potential to accommodate
landscape change.

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy as development of SDS6 would lead to
loss of a high quality, prized area of tranquil
countryside well used by walkers, cyclists and
horse riders. The NPPF states that councils must
“identify and protect areas of tranquility which
have remained relatively undisturbed by noise
and are prized for their recreational and amenity
value for this reason”. The proposed ‘Green
Corridor’ running close to SDS6 could lead to
over management and gentrification of the
countryside.

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Remove Policy SP24
and the site from the
plan

Based on this,
consider how the
allocation should
respond.

Consideration should be given to the impact of
traffic movements generated by development
upon heritage assets in Lemsford and around
Brocket Hall.

Development will result in harm to designated
heritage assets

111, 157, 530,
200, 289, 374,
406, 416, 431,
724, 741, 810,
843, 885, 929,
989, 1057,
2088, 2147,
2168

Changes sought

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy as development would substantially alter
the landscape, and have a significant impact on
the setting of the Grade II listed Symondshyde
Farmhouse and nearby Grade I listed Brocket
Hall. The Local Plan Sustainability Appraisal also
recognises this issue.

Main issue
policy because the SDS6 has been judged to
have high sensitivity to change with little
possibility for mitigation of these factors, however
two sites in Cuffley (CUF4 and CUF5) were
rejected from the local plan in 2015 for precisely
these reasons. This represents an inconsistency
in plan making and makes the plan unsound.

DLPPS no.

542

This is a broad issue, but as it is not a
fundamental constraint on development it is
considered most appropriate to address at the
masterplanning stage. Transport assessments
undertaken to inform the masterplanning
process can be used to help address this issue.
No change.

Policy SP24 requires protection and
enhancement of heritage assets and this issue
has informed the Strategy Diagram. The
masterplan will be informed by a Heritage
Impact Assessment which will set out more
detailed measures.
Minor modification to paragraph 24.4 to make
reference to the heritage impacts assessment
and the need to protect the setting of the listed
building.

WHBC comment
Furthermore no measures had been identified
to address the highway impacts associated with
that level of development in Cuffley.
It is acknowledged that SDS6 scored as
significant negative in the landscape aspects of
the draft Local Plan Sustainability Appraisal,
however due to local topography there are
opportunities to mitigate impact through
landscaping and planning.
No change.

The policy should
make reference to this
and the need for an
appropriate
archaeological
assessment to be
undertaken.

The policy should be
amended accordingly.

The site includes land designated as an Area of
Archaeological interest, however there is no
mention of this in the policy or supporting text.

Whilst the policy acknowledges the need to
protect and enhance heritage assets, there is no
mention of Brocket Hall.

The site is within the sand and gravel belt, and
there may be an opportunity to extract resources
for use on site during development.

Policy SP24 should be
amended, to require
the opportunistic use
of any minerals on site
during development to
be considered.

Changes sought

Main issue

Issues with minerals extraction in and around
12, 30, 80,
100, 209, 223, the site and impact upon phasing and
delivery of development
2035, 2093

DLPPS no.
Continued

543

Part of the site has already been subject to
mineral extraction. It is understood that the
potential for extraction on the remainder of the
site has already been explored and there are
no viable mineral deposits.
No change

Its proximity makes the need to mitigate against
any harm to Symondshyde Farmhouse
particularly important. However it is considered
appropriate to make reference to a heritage
impact assessment and the need for the
masterplan to take forward its
recommendations.
A minor modification will be made to
paragraph 24.4 to refer to the heritage impact
assessment and the need for the
recommendations to be incorporated into the
masterplanning.

Areas of archaeological interest are designated
heritage assets and are therefore covered by
the Policy, the Plan makes specific reference to
the need for development to take account of
any archaeological constraint.
Minor modification to paragraph 24.4 to make
reference to the Area of archaeological
significance.

WHBC comment

Changes sought

Do not include such a
provision in the plan.

Any removal of minerals prior to development
would destroy narrow rural lanes, as well as the
visual amenity and quiet tranquillity of this area. It
will also be highly detrimental to existing and
surrounding natural habitats.

None stated.

Remove Policy SP24
from the Local Plan

There is an existing minerals application in the
south eastern part of the site which is currently
being worked. Whilst this is scheduled to be
completed by 2020 there is every chance this
could overrun. Additionally, there is the potential
for minerals on other parts of the site which SP24
has not addressed. Given that HCC are
reviewing the Minerals Local Plan there is a risk
that on site minerals extraction and subsequent
restoration could prevent delivery of the site
within the plan period.

The potential impact of mineral extraction upon
Amend the plan to
built development in and around SDS6 should be reflect these issues.
considered, including the cumulative impact of
other/existing minerals working in the local area
between Hatfield and St Albans. The phasing of
development around mineral extraction should be
considered further.

Main issue

356, 358, 624, Considerations specific to the future
masterplanning of the site
2019, 2163,
2209, 1370
Proposals to make provision for leisure facilities
and formal open space within the development
are supported, and reference to schools
providing a dual-use of facilities for community
purposes are particularly welcomed.

DLPPS no.

Support noted and welcomed.

544

Mineral extraction on part of the site is already
taking place.
No change.

Future mineral workings would need to take
into account any impact on residential
properties. Existing mineral workings in this
area are close to completion and are no
expected to overrun.
No change.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.

None stated.

None stated.

Through the masterplanning process it will be
necessary to consider the location and phasing
of the new school to ensure it best suits the
needs of the new community.

As secondary school pupils from the site will be
served by the new secondary school in Hatfield,
the masterplanning process should ensure that a
safe pedestrian and cycle route is established.

545

The importance of such a link is noted. This is
already required by Policy SP24, and shown on
the strategy diagram for the site. No change.

The new primary school in the village is
envisaged to be located adjacent to the village
centre and Symondshyde Farmhouse and is
identified in the strategy diagram. It’s phasing
will form part of the considerations of the
masterplan and at the planning applications
stage.
No change.

Policy SP24 already includes a requirement for
the provision of formal and informal open
spaces that will contribute to wider ecological
networks.
No change.

Add this to the plan.

The development of the site would benefit from
the creation of new habitats, to provide a net gain
in biodiversity.

WHBC comment
This will be an important component in ensuring
that needs arising from the two sites are met –
for example the secondary education provision
for both sites will be made on SDS5. Para 24.3
in the supporting text to the policy
acknowledges these linkages.
No change.

Changes sought

There are clear links between the development of None stated.
this site and SDS5, which will need to be
considered with regards to services, facility,
infrastructure and transport.

Main issue

1364

1244

DLPPS no.

Make relevant
amendments to the
policy wording.

The Plan is not justified or effective, as Policy
SP24 is not clear enough about the sustainable
transport measures which will be provided on the
site (notably for walking and cycling). This
vagueness implies that cars will have to be the
main means of access to the site.

Development will not provide the appropriate
type or mix of housing to meet need in the
Borough.
The Local Plan is not sound or consistent with
national policy as the type of housing provided
by this development will not meet local need. It

The plan is sound. The proposal is supported,
and will serve as an exemplar development.
However, the capacity of the site appears to have
been artificially limited.

The scale of development could be higher

Remove proposals for
a new village out of the
Local Plan

Consideration should
be given to increasing
the number of
dwellings. This will
also make the site
more sustainable.

New definitive rights of
way must be agreed
prior to development.

Should development go ahead, existing rights of
way must remain. This is particularly the case
given the likely long build-out for the site,
necessitating potential medium-term closures for
rights of way.

The Local Plan is not justified or effective as
Coopers Green Lane is already subject to
flooding and urbanisation of SDS5 and SDS6 will
increase this at the detriment to car users.

Changes sought

Main issue

546

Policy SP24 specifically requires site SDS6 to
provide a wide mix of housing types, sizes and
tenures including a minimum of 30% of units as

The assumed density in the HELAA reflects the
need to achieve an efficient use of land, the
need to provide sufficient space for a range of
village facilities and open space and the need
to protect the setting of the listed building. Any
increased density would compromise this. No
change.

As part of any application for development,
landowners/developers will be required to
demonstrate they can mitigate an increased
risk to flooding through the use of Sustainable
Urban Drainage Systems. No change.

It is considered that the masterplan process is
the most appropriate point at which to deal with
matters of this level of detail. This will be
subject to further public consultation.
No change.

Separate processes control the variation and
stopping up of rights of way, administered by
Hertfordshire County Council as Local Highway
Authority. However, this Council is supportive of
the need to provide ongoing public access
around the site. No change.

WHBC comment

Main issue
will not be affordable and it is likely the developer
will try to avoid provision of affordable homes on
grounds of viability. The LPA have not addressed
this issue adequately.

682, 885, 979, Location and phasing of Education provision
will be problematic
989, 1127,
2088
The Local Plan is not justified or consistent
with national policy. It would take years to meet
the critical mass to necessary to justify the new
primary school, in the meantime residents will
have to travel to other primary schools. If the
school was to meet an existing shortage then
children from surrounding areas would be forced
to travel to SDS6 – which is not sustainable.
Similar issues exist for the provision of a
secondary school at SDS5. Even if the
Secondary school was built it would be at least
1km away, accessed via unsafe roads. Parents’
choice over schools means complex travel
patterns would develop.
The Local Plan is not justified or consistent
with national policy, as the location of school
and nursery provision mean that there will be a
great deal of pupils being taken by car, which will
already exacerbate traffic problems. Walking and
cycling to school will not be a safe or feasible
option.

DLPPS no.

Remove SP24, SDS6
and any reference to it
from the Local Plan

Changes sought

547

Timely provision of schooling will be addressed
via joint working between the landowner, the
Council and the County Council.
No change.

WHBC comment
affordable housing unless it can be robustly
demonstrated that such a proportion would not
be viable. Viability testing has been undertaken
to support the allocation of the site which has
indicated at 30% affordable housing target is
viable. WHBC will work with the landowner to
ensure the site provides an appropriate mix of
housing to meet local need in the Borough.
No change.

548

The distribution of Gypsy and Traveller pitches
on (or associated with) the identified strategic
development sites is proportionate to the
overall number of dwellings to be delivered at
these sites. In the case of SDS5 (Hat1)
provision is to be made (in part) within the site
and (in part) off-site at HS33 (GTLAA08). The
on-site location will be determined through the
master-planning process. In the case of SDS6,
a site close-by (HS34) has been identified.
These policy requirements and allocations have

The Strategic Development Sites are of a
significant scale and should deliver a mix of
housing types and tenures. Gypsy and
Traveller pitch provision in association with the
Strategic Development Sites (either on site or,
on a suitable alternative and available site) is
proportionate to the overall size of development
at these strategic sites.

It is understood that whilst the promoter of
SDS6 considers the allocation of HS34 would
lead to an overconcentration of such sites the
site will be made available should it be required
for the plan to be found sound.

Strongly support the allocation but believe to
approach to provision of Gypsy and Traveller
pitches is not sound.
The allocation of site SDS6 is strongly supported,
however the Local Plan is not justified, effective
or consistent with national policy as it does
not represent the most appropriate strategy for
delivery of Gypsy and Traveller pitches when
considered against reasonable alternatives.
Although the provision of 10 off-site gypsy
pitches at site HS34 / GTLAA09 is a policy
requirement in respect of SDS6 it is physically
located adjacent to the SDS5 allocation, resulting
in an overconcentration of pitches in this area.
This is inconsistent with national guidance. The
proposed Gypsy and Traveller allocation HS34
should be deleted and alternative provision made
elsewhere.

2193

Greater clarity should
be provided regarding
the basis for the
overall gypsy and
traveller pitch
provision. Reference
should be included to
the delivery of pitches
as part of the delivery
of housing allocations.
WHBC should meet
with the Estate to
discuss Gypsy and
Traveller pitch
provision distribution in
order to agree an
appropriate site
distribution schedule.

Affinity water consider that water supply can be
accommodated to meet the number of
dwellings set out in the Plan
No change.

There are problems with water supply and
Remove SDS6 from
potential flooding.
the local plan entirely.
The local plan is not justified or consistent with
national policy as there is already too much
demand for water and DEFRA have said they do
not intend to grant any further extraction licenses.

WHBC comment

989

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

Main issue

Provision of small scale employment
opportunities including use of existing
agricultural buildings should be identified.
Whilst strongly supportive of the allocation of
SDS6, policy SP24 is not positively prepared or
effective because it does not recognise the full
potential that SDS6 can make to meeting the
Council’s economic strategy.

Adoption of the Local Plan will give SDS6
permission in principle which is unacceptable
given the potential impact of the
development.
The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy because under the provisions of the
Housing and Planning Act 2016 (paras 58a and
59a) the adopted Local Plan would enable SDS6
to be granted permission in principle, meaning
the proposal would not be subject to full analysis
and all consideration of all implications required
by a planning application.

DLPPS no.

2193

1216

A comprehensive
environmental impact
assessment should be
undertaken including
the effect of providing
utility services. A
comprehensive traffic
impact assessment
should be undertaken
along with all other
normal statutory
consultation and
analysis for a major
planning application.

The policy should be
amended to identify
that the site will
provide small scale
employment
opportunities, including
making existing use of
agricultural buildings
where suitable.

Changes sought

549

The Local Plan does not propose that this site
be given permission in principle and could not
do so as an Environmental Impact Assessment
has not been carried out.
No change.

There may be some opportunity to reuse
agricultural building for small scale employment
space within SDS6, is something that can be
addressed as part of the masterplanning
process and identified within the subsequent
SPD. No change.

WHBC comment
been discussed with the promoter. No other
sites have been proposed by the promoter as
alternatives. A commuted sum is not
considered to represent the most appropriate
delivery option, given the absence of any other
suitable or available sites.
No change

None stated

Designate the site as
an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty.
Proposals for SDS6
should be put on hold
until an authoritative
investigation into this
matter can be carried
out.

It is incorrect to refer to the site as a new village
– it will take the form of a high density housing
estate, and lack any village atmosphere.

In addition to the removal of the site from the
plan, its landscape value should be better
acknowledged.

The Local Plan is not justified or consistent
with national policy as no reference is made to
the potential presence of and continuing danger
of sink holes in and around the site. Changes to
the groundwater regime as a result of
development could further increase the risk of
such sinkholes.

The Local Plan is not Justified or Consistent
None stated
with National Policy as it contains no discussion
of alternative sites in its consideration of proposal
SP24 and is not a strategy based on evidence.

None stated

It is incorrect to refer to Symondshyde as being
within the rural areas. This masks the fact that it
is in Hatfield, and disguises the potential for
cumulative impacts. SDS6 would be located in a
dip and could be liable to flooding. Much of the
land is marshy and acts as part of local flood
defences, concreting over this area will increase
flood risk elsewhere

149, 158, 208,
157, 476,682,
707, 885,
1387, 1127,
1216, 1695,
2088

Changes sought

Main issue

DLPPS no.

550

As part of the process of preparing the plan A
wide range of sites have been considered and
assessed and subject to Sustainability
Appraisal. The Housing Sites Selection

No fundamental issues relating to the presence
of sink holes have been identified at this stage,
and any issues can be addressed at planning
application stage. No change.

The designation of AONB’s is the responsibility
of Natural England. Whilst clearly valued
locally, the site and its surroundings are not of
national importance. No change.

The assumed density in the HELAA of 25dph is
a compromise between the need to achieve an
efficient use of land and the need to provide
sufficient space for a range of village facilities
and open space. Given the extensive
provisions in Policy SP24, this claim is not
accepted. No change.

Whilst the site is administratively within Hatfield,
and Hatfield is the closest existing settlement,
the gap between the two will be larger than
many others in the borough (e.g. those
between Welwyn Garden City, Welwyn and
Digswell). No change.

WHBC comment

DLPPS no.

Do not build new
developments on
green belt land

Remove SP24 from
the plan.

None

Government growth forecasts for South east
England are based on the need to support
London based employment. Government policy
should be challenged to accommodate these
workers in London rather than spreading
development onto green belt land.

The site is being rushed through, development
should take place south of Coopers Green Lane
towards Hatfield.

The proposed location of the 10 pitch gypsy and
traveller site may not be ideal as there is no
containment offered by local features which may
lead to further sprawl.

The Local Plan is not positively prepared,
justified, effective or consistent with national
policy. Allocation of SDS6 goes against the
Local Plan’s own Green Belt and Rural
exceptions policies and the recommendations of
the NPPF.

Changes sought

Main issue

551

Allocation of SDS6 removes the site from the
Green Belt.
No change.

The Gypsy and Traveller site is proposed to be
10 pitches. Any such increase in the site would
require planning permission.
No change.

The site allocation has been consulted on at the
proposed submission stage. Development is
also proposed south of Coopers Green Lane at
SDS5. Both sites are required for the Council to
get close to meeting its OAN for housing.
No change.

Government policy requires Local Planning
Authorities in their Local Plan to positively seek
to meet the needs for housing. No change.

WHBC comment
background Paper 2016 sets out the
conclusions of this process. No Change.

552

***There is insufficient infrastructure capacity to support the development
4, 8, 11, 13, 14, 16, 19, 27, 29, 32, 33, 34, 41, 44, 53, 56, 58, 59, 62, 64, 65, 67, 68, 69, 70, 73, 77, 79, 84, 89, 99, 100, 102, 106, 110, 120,
131, 142, 144, 145, 147, 150, 151, 158, 168, 169, 173, 177, 186, 188, 189, 192, 195, 198, 200, 202, 205, 206, 208, 209, 213, 214, 216, 219,
222, 223, 225, 241, 244, 247, 251, 254, 257, 258, 261, 263, 266, 269, 276, 278, 279, 283, 285, 289, 294, 297, 299, 310, 324, 328, 331, 337,
347, 374, 381, 399, 400, 403, 404, 406, 416, 419, 431, 438, 441, 446, 460, 465, 473, 475, 477, 485, 486, 498, 518, 526, 533, 534, 537, 544,
546, 557, 562, 571, 574, 576, 590, 593, 600, 603, 607, 628, 634, 639, 643, 657, 660, 661, 663, 670, 671, 677, 682, 695, 696, 702, 704, 706,
724, 725, 726, 734, 736, 737, 738, 740, 741, 742, 748, 749, 751, 762, 811, 816, 821, 824, 828, 837, 843, 845, 846, 847, 850, 858, 859, 885,

**Symondshyde is unsustainable and isolated, with poor access to services it will generate pollution
11, 13, 19, 22, 30, 41, 44, 52, 53, 55, 65, 67, 68, 70, 71, 77, 80, 89, 106, 110, 111, 120, 124, 129, 131, 142, 146, 150, 157, 159, 169, 175, 180,
186, 187, 198, 200, 202, 206, 208, 216, 219, 222, 225, 234, 243, 251, 257, 266, 269, 276, 278, 279, 280, 282, 285, 286, 289, 292, 293, 297,
298, 303, 337, 347, 381, 416, 419, 431, 439, 441, 460, 465, 467, 473, 485, 486, 526, 530, 533, 534, 537, 539, 557, 562, 570, 572, 574, 576,
590, 598, 607, 626, 628, 634, 639, 643, 659, 670, 680, 682, 692, 695, 696, 701, 702, 703, 704, 706, 724, 727, 737, 738, 740, 742, 744, 745,
749, 756, 762, 810, 815, 821, 823, 831, 837, 838, 840, 843, 845, 846, 847, 850, 855, 857, 858, 859, 869, 883, 885, 897, 898, 899, 908, 910,
921, 922, 923, 929, 930, 932, 937, 954, 955, 957, 978, 979, 980, 989, 1003, 1029, 1031, 1056, 1057, 1062, 1065, 1073, 1085, 1105, 1121,
1201, 1203, 1122, 1125, 1127, 1143, 1160, 1163, 1216, 1238, 1247, 1268, 1289, 1317, 1364, 1370, 1377, 1387, 1523, 1533, 1541, 1557,
1578, 1634, 1647,1658, 1697, 1701, 1702, 1707, 1715, 1718, 1733, 1747, 1785, 1871, 1880, 1941, 1942, 1943, 2088, 2093, 2168, 2221

*The loss of Green Belt land, for which exceptional circumstances have not been demonstrated in line with the NPPF
1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 19, 22, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 33, 34, 41, 43, 52, 53, 55, 56, 58, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 73, 75,
76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 84, 89, 90, 96, 97, 99, 100, 101, 102, 106, 110, 111, 120, 124, 128, 129, 131, 140, 142, 143, 144, 146, 147, 149, 150, 154,
156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 163, 168, 169, 173, 175, 177, 180, 186, 187, 194, 195, 196, 198, 200, 202, 205, 206, 208, 209, 213, 214, 216, 219,
222, 223, 225, 234, 239, 241, 243, 244, 247, 248, 251, 254, 255, 257, 258, 261, 263, 266, 269, 276, 278, 279, 280, 282, 283, 285, 286, 292,
294, 296, 297, 298, 303, 324, 326, 328, 329, 331, 337, 345, 347, 374, 381, 392, 399, 401, 403, 405, 406, 407, 416, 419, 421, 431, 441, 454,
467, 473, 475, 477, 484, 485, 486, 496, 518, 526, 530, 533, 534, 535, 537, 539, 540, 557, 562, 564, 565, 570, 574, 590, 593, 598, 599, 600,
603, 607, 626, 628, 634, 639, 642, 643, 655, 659, 661, 670, 671, 674, 677, 680, 693, 695, 698, 702, 703, 704, 705, 706, 712, 722, 724, 726,
727, 734, 736, 737, 738, 741, 742, 744, 745, 749, 750, 751, 756, 762, 810, 812, 815, 816, 821, 823, 824, 826, 827, 828, 831,832, 837, 840,
843, 845, 846, 850, 855, 857, 858, 859, 869, 883, 893, 897, 899, 910, 921, 922, 923, 928, 929, 930, 932, 937, 940, 954, 955, 957, 971, 977,
978, 979, 980, 982, 997, 1003, 1029, 1031, 1037, 1056, 1057, 1062, 1065, 1066, 1073, 1085, 1105, 1121, 1122, 1123, 1124, 1125, 1127,
1143, 1149, 1153, 1160, 1163, 1201, 1203, 1215, 1216, 1238, 1247, 1289, 1310, 1317, 1332, 1364, 1370, 1377, 1387, 1388, 1440, 1486,
1523, 1533, 1541, 1542, 1557, 1578, 1634, 1647, 1658, 1659, 1660, 1667, 1669, 1691, 1695, 1697, 1701, 1702, 1707, 1714, 1715, 1718,
1720, 1724, 1747, 1782, 1785, 1861, 1866, 1918, 1941, 1942, 1943, 2088, 2093, 2221

Full list of DLPPS comment reference numbers by key issue

553

*****Development will result in harm to landscape and the loss of recreation
10, 12, 13, 14, 17, 27, 30, 32, 34, 41, 44, 53, 55, 56, 59, 64, 65, 68, 69, 71, 75, 77, 80, 89, 99, 101, 102, 110, 111, 120, 128, 129, 142, 143,
147, 150, 154, 156, 157, 158, 169, 173, 177, 186, 187, 188, 192, 194, 200, 202, 208, 213, 214, 216, 225, 234, 243, 247, 248, 254, 255, 266,
269, 276, 278, 279, 282, 286, 293, 296, 298, 299, 303, 313, 324, 328, 331, 336, 345, 374, 403, 406, 407, 416, 431, 439, 441, 446, 454, 465,
473, 475, 477, 486, 496, 526, 530, 533, 537, 546, 557, 562, 570, 571, 593, 600, 603, 607, 626, 628, 634, 642, 657, 659, 660, 661, 671, 677,
680, 698, 701, 702, 703, 704, 706, 722, 724, 726, 727, 736, 737, 738, 741, 742, 744, 748, 762, 823, 828, 831,832, 837, 840, 843, 845, 846,
850, 855, 857, 859, 869, 885, 898, 921, 922, 923, 932, 937, 942, 953, 954, 955, 957, 971, 977, 978, 979, 982, 989, 997, 1003, 1029, 1031,
1037, 1057, 1062, 1065, 1073, 1085, 1105, 1125, 1143, 1149, 1153, 1160, 1163, 1201, 1203, 1216, 1238, 1247, 1317, 1370, 1377, 1418,
1523, 1533, 1557, 1578, 1647, 1658, 1659, 1660, 1667, 1669, 1695, 1697, 1701, 1702, 1715, 1718, 1720, 1724, 1747, 1866, 1871, 1918,
1941, 1942, 1943, 2093, 2221

****Development will have a negative impact on wildlife and habitats
12, 13, 14, 17, 29, 31, 32, 43, 34, 35, 52, 53, 55, 56, 58, 59, 64, 67, 70, 75, 78, 80, 84, 101, 102, 106, 110, 111, 128, 129, 140, 142, 146, 147,
150, 154, 156, 158, 159, 163, 168, 169, 173, 175, 181, 186, 187, 188, 194, 195, 196, 200, 202, 205, 209, 213, 214, 216, 234, 241, 244, 247,
254, 263, 266, 279, 282, 286, 289, 292, 296, 297, 298, 299, 303, 310, 324, 328, 331, 336, 345, 374, 381, 403, 416, 419, 441, 446, 454, 460,
465, 485, 486, 497, 526, 530, 533, 537, 540, 546, 557, 562, 570, 571, 574, 590, 603, 626, 628, 634, 639, 643, 655, 657, 660, 661, 663, 677,
680, 698, 702, 706, 724, 727, 736, 741, 749, 750, 751, 762, 810, 816, 823, 824, 826, 827, 828, 831, 832, 843, 846, 850, 857, 859, 869, 898,
908, 910, 914, 921, 922, 923, 929, 932, 937, 940, 942, 953, 954, 955, 977, 978, 979, 982, 998, 1003, 1029, 1031, 1037, 1057, 1065, 1073,
1085, 1105, 1123, 1125, 1149, 1153, 1160, 1163, 1201, 1238, 1247, 1317, 1364, 1370, 1418, 1486, 1523, 1541, 1542, 1557, 1647, 1658,
1667, 1691, 1697, 1718, 1720, 1941, 1942, 1943, 2088, 2093, 2221

893, 898, 899, 910, 914, 921, 922, 923, 928, 929, 932, 937, 940, 942, 953, 955, 957, 971, 977, 978, 979, 989, 998, 1003, 1029, 1031, 1056,
1057, 1065, 1066, 1085, 1105, 1123, 1125, 1127, 1143, 1153, 1160, 1163, 1203, 1247, 1268, 1317, 1332, 1364, 1370, 1387, 1418, 1440,
1486, 1523, 1533, 1541, 1542, 1578, 1634, 1660, 1701, 1861, 1871, 1880, 1942, 1943, 2088, 2093, 2168, 2221

452

DLPPS no
452

The plan is not consistent because the supporting text
is relating to extensions, alterations and replacement of
buildings is solely focused on residential uses and fails
to reflect the full guidance of the NPPF (.i.e. para 89
bullet points 3 & 4) that applied to all uses/buildings.
This is likely to undermine the NPPF and it may fail to
deliver sustainable development.

Supporting text of SAD34 focusses on residential
buildings and fails to consider other uses/buildings

The plan is not consistent because SADM34 does not
correspond to all the exceptions contained in para 89 (
NPPF), relating to the presumption that the construction
of new buildings is inappropriate

Main issue
SADM 34 and its supporting text fail to address all
the exceptions contained within the NPPF

Policy SP25, Policy SADM34 and paragraphs 25.1 to 25.16

Chapter 25 – Rural Areas

Amend the justification
text in Para 25.6, and the
word retained“ in
respect of this and
where partial or
complete
redevelopment of
previously developed
sites are proposed
they” should not have..
Additional wording will be
required to the
paragraphs 25.8-25.12 of
the justification text to
the policy to clarify that
the extension, alteration
and replacement of
buildings relates to all
building types and not
just dwellings

“Limited infilling &
Redevelopment of
previously developed
sites (insert final bullet
point of para 89, NPPF)

Changes sought
Include a new subheading within the Policy
SADM 34 as follows:

554

Minor modification to paragraphs 25.8
and 25.9

Agree the supporting text should be
amended to better relate to the policy.

No change

WHBC comments
All the exceptions mentioned in the
NPPF (Para 89) have been adequately
covered by Policy SADM34. The second
paragraph of the policy includes text
relating to “development on previously
developed land” and this would apply to
the construction of new buildings.

2062, 2162,
2066

DLPPS no
1980

The Plan is not positively prepared, effective and
consistent with national policy because the County
Waste Site allocations document identified waste sites
at New Barnfield, Birchall Lane (shared with East Herts)
and Roehyde (shared with St Albans) within the Green
Belt (GB) of WHBC. They are seeking the removal of
these sites from the GB and the removal of New
Barnfield as a Major Developed Site, as exceptional
circumstances were demonstrated for this, during the
examination of their Plan. This would ensure a
consistent approach, as the Green Belt boundary is

The New Barnfield MDS should be removed from
the Green Belt because it has been allocated in
Waste Local Plan and New Barnfield and Roehyde
should be removed from the Green Belt

The Schools MDS boundary has been drawn tightly
around a group of buildings, even though a larger area
is considered PDL, contrary to the PDL definition in the
NPPF.

The Plan is not consistent because the Queenswood
school was designated as a major developed site
(MDS) in the district plan, in line with the guidelines of
PPG2 that no longer apply. The main reasons are the
NPPF focuses on providing more general guidance for
redevelopment/ infilling. Development on previously
developed land (PDL) in the Green Belt is appropriate,
if it does not result in a greater harm to its openness.

Main issue
Retaining the major developed site designation for
Queenswood school in SADM 34 is contrary to the
national guidelines.

Remove the New
Barnfield and Roehyde
sites from the Green

If MDS boundaries are
maintained for the
school, they will need to
be reviewed, to include
all of the land at the site
that is previously
developed. Although less
preferred, it would allow
for a consistent
application of
development
management and better
reflect national policy.
Include reference
Hertfordshire Minerals
and Waste Local Plans
within Policies SADM
1/34 and their supporting
paragraphs. This will
help ensure Local Plan
decisions have regard to,
and do not compromise
the waste and allocations
policies contained within
them.

Changes sought
The definition of MDS
boundaries is unsound
and they should be
deleted.

555

The MDS designation is in line with the
NPPF, as it allows for infill and or
replacement development without
prejudicing the openness of the Green
Belt. No change
The NPPF states that Green Belt
boundaries should only be altered in
exceptional circumstances.
In his report on the examination of the
Waste Site Allocations document, the
Inspector held that exceptional
circumstances may exist to justify the
removal of sites from the Green Belt for
development for waste purposes only.
Duty to Cooperate discussions have
taken place on these sites but no
agreement has been reached relating to
their release from the Green Belt at the
current time. Birchall Lane has been

WHBC comments
The boundaries of the Queenswood
MDS were defined when the Green Belt
policy was initially formulated in the 1998
Limited Alterations to the District Plan. It
would not be appropriate to include areas
to the west (.i.e. hard/soft tennis courts
and other small buildings) of the school
within the MDS boundary because they
are not intensely developed and
proposals here are likely to run contrary
to the aim of maintaining the openness of
the Green Belt.

DLPPS no

The County Council have confirmed that they are
intending to review the Waste Local Plan and produce a
master plan for New Barnfield. This would include a
household recycling centre, residential or employment
uses. It may also include education uses either on
Southfield part of the site, or elsewhere.

Also concern raised that this site is designated as major
developed site and that SADM1/34 do not provide an
adequate context relating to the designation of this for
waste management use/development.

Main issue
amended/removed at Birchall Lane, and not at the other
two locations.
These actions would ensure compliance with meeting
strategic priorities (NPPF ,Para 156) and the DTC

Changes sought
Belt, in line with the
Adopted Waste Site
Allocations document
This should be achieved
by:
- new paragraph(s)
within Policy SP1 --------supporting/justification
text relating to the Waste
Local Plan requirements
for waste management
development/uses to be
facilitated at New
Barnfield, Birchall Lane
and Roehyde and
facilitatory Green Belt
boundary changes, along
with consideration of
specific additional
wording within Policy
SP1.
- similar paragraph(s)
relating to Green Belt
boundary changes
(possibly in a new
paragraph after current
paragraph 6.6)
supporting Policy SP3,
along with consideration
of specific additional
wording within Policy
SP1;

556

Roehyde: is split between the
administrative areas of Welwyn Hatfield

WHBC comments
released from the Green Belt as this
relates to a wider release in this location.
New Barnfield: is allocated in the
Hertfordshire Waste Local Plan for waste
management uses and is a designated
Major Developed Site however planning
permission was refused for an energy
from waste facility. Whilst the site
remains allocated in the Waste Local
Plan the County Council have
announced that they have commenced a
review of the Plan and should the site not
be required for waste management
purposes they consider it could come
forward for housing, employment and /or
a primary school. These proposals would
need to be assessed as part of a review
of the Plan.
Given the uncertainty over the sites
future the Council do not consider that
there are exceptional circumstance for
the site to be removed from the Green
Belt at this time and it should therefore
retain its designation as a Major
Developed Site.
The waste allocation is shown on the
Policies Map. However there is a need to
add some supporting text to the Policy
referring to Major Developed Sites and in
particular the waste allocation.

None stated

SADM 34 is failing to add anything locally specific
guidance for managing development in the Green
Belt

1769

The plan is not positive, justified, effective, and
consistent because the NPPF already contains
comprehensive policies for the Green Belt and this fails
to add anything locally specific for the area. Also the
text included in SADM 34 relating to changes of use
contravenes much of the legislation in the GPDO,
relating to the reuse of agricultural and other buildings.

Changes sought
- Removal of land from
the Green Belt on the
Policies Map.
- deletion of New
Barnfield as a Major
Developed site in the
Green Belt from Policy
SADM 34 and the
Policies Map

Main issue

DLPPS no

557

Disagree as this provides more detail as
to how the impacts on the Green Belt will
be assessed. Permitted development
rights may apply to certain change of use
proposals in rural areas and therefore
would not be subject to this policy. The
issue of whether a proposal requires
permission, or falls within permitted
development, will be determined on a
case by case basis.
No change

The allocation is shown on the Policies
Map.
Minor modification after paragraph
25.12 inserting a new paragraph in the
supporting text relating Major Developed
Sites

WHBC comments
and St Albans CDC. It has a long list of
potential waste uses set out in the Waste
Local Plan but none have come forward.
There is further uncertainty as the
County Council have announced a
review of the Waste Local Plan and it is
unclear if the site will still be required for
waste management purposes.
Given the uncertainty over the sites
future the Council do not consider that
there are exceptional circumstance for
the site to be removed from the Green
Belt at this time

795

795
1178

DLPPS no
2092

The Plan is sound. Concern raised that the proposed
masterplan for the Royal Veterinary site could expand it
by 30% and reduce an important gap in the Green Belt
between Brookmans Park, Little Heath and Potters Bar

The Plan is considered sound. Support the Major
Developed Sites designations for various sites
(including the Royal Veterinary college). Suggest that
the WHBC need to work positively with the County
Council to identify a suitable proposal for the New
Barnfield site.
Proposals for the Royal Veterinary site may result
in a 30% increase in its size

Support the major developed sites in SADM 34

The plan is not justified because SADM34 should not
be limiting infilling to 4 dwellings.

Main issue
Clarification required in relation to limiting infill
development to 4 dwellings.

None stated

None Stated

Changes sought
None stated

558

The Council has not yet received any
planning applications for any proposals,
on land at the Royal Veterinary College.
When a proposal is submitted, it will be
assessed against the SADM34 and other
policies in the Local Plan (including
Saved Policies of the Adopted Plan) and
the national guidelines (NPPF, NPPG),
unless other materials considerations
indicate otherwise. All the stakeholders
will be consulted during this process and
their comments will be taken into
consideration. No change

WHBC comments
The Council is seeking to encourage
small scale infill housing development
(.i.e.4 dwellings) within villages, located
in the Green Belt. It is considered helpful
to define what small scale means.
This is in compliance with the settlement
hierarchy/strategy (SP3) that seeks to
encourage higher levels of development
in more sustainable locations (.i.e. main
town, town, and large/small excluded
villages) due to the level of facilities and
services within them or accessibility to
these, vice versa. No change
Support welcomed

Rethink and housing targets and
proposals for SDS6.

Objection to the allocation of
Symondshyde SDS6 due to loss of
valuable Green Belt land, which
conflicts with national planning policy
The Local Plan is not positively
prepared, justified, effective and
consistent with national policy. Building
on Green Belt land goes against the
NPPF. WHBC have not demonstrated very
special circumstances, housing need does
not outweigh harm to the Green Belt.
Development would destroy valuable
farmland and wildlife habitat and bring
WGC, Hatfield and Wheathampstead
closer together risking the creation of one
large area of urban sprawl. Development
would destroy the rural and historic
character of an area of countryside
intrinsic to the Hertfordshire landscape. It
would lead to the loss of well used
countryside and footpaths and thus be
detrimental to health and wellbeing.

Objection to the allocation of
Symondshyde SDS6 due to increased
congestion
Local roads do not have the capacity to
take the increased traffic that will be
generated by SDS6. The development will
lead to increased traffic in Lemsford and

369, 284,
344, 288,
290, 368,
380, 455,
451, 523,
1325, 1314,
1326, 863,
1338, 1970,
1613

290, 344,
369, 380,
455, 451,
523, 1325,
1326

Remove allocation of SDS5

Remove all Green belt site
allocation from the Local Plan

SDS6 is unethical and should not
go ahead. Further use of
Brownfield sites.

Changes sought

Main issues

DLPPS no.

Policy SADM35 Site Allocations with the Rural Areas and paragraphs 25.17 to 25.18

Chapter 25 – Rural Areas

559

This issue has been addressed in the
response to representations to Policy SP24.
Transport modelling work has been carried
out which has considered the impact on the
highway network
No change.

This issue has been addressed in the
response to objections to Policy SP3 and
SP24. Alterations to the Green Belt
boundary can be made where there are
exceptional circumstances.
No change.

WHBC comment

Changes sought

Remove allocation of SDS6

Remove allocation SDS6

Do no build on SDS6

Main issues
on Coopers Green Lane and Marford
Lane, all of which are already congested.
Any mineral extraction prior to
development will lead to lead to a stream
of heavy vehicles on single track roads.

Objection to the allocation of
Symondshyde SDS6 due to presence of
heritage assets
The area in and around SDS6 has
heritage value including Celtic / Roman
remains of national importance. It
contributes to the heritage and landscape
of Hertfordshire

Objection to the allocation of
Symondshyde SDS6 due to lack of
infrastructure
There is complete lack of infrastructure
provision for SDS6. Local roads are
narrow, health and education services are
already overstretched in the Borough.
There are is not enough health service
provision, school places are limited and
there is no public transport around the site
which makes it unsustainable.

Objection to the allocation of
Symondshyde SDS6 due to
unsustainable isolated location and
delivery challenges.
The new village would be isolated from
local communities, leisure and shops
which increases the need to travel by car.

DLPPS no.

284

288, 455,
451, 1325,
1314, 1326

290, 451,
1326, 1613,
2078

560

These issues have been addressed in the
response to representations to Policy SP24.
No change.

This issue has been addressed in the
response to representations to Policy SP24.
No change

This issue has been addressed in the
response to representations to Policy SP24.
No change

WHBC comment

2223

DLPPS no.

Changes sought

There are more sustainable sites
available for development, and
more easily delivered. Alternative
sites should be considered
including HELAA site WeG15.

WHBC should meet with the
landowner to discuss G&T pitch
provision. Greater clarity should
be provided regarding the basis
for the overall gypsy and traveller
pitch requirement figure.
Reference should be included to
timescales being agreed between
WHBC and developers regarding
the provision of G&T pitches as
part of the delivery of housing
allocations.

Main issues
This goes against the Local Plan’s aims to
minimise the need to travel.

SDS6 is an isolated strategic site, not
adjacent to an existing settlement and is
subject to significant delivery and
sustainability challenges. It cannot
contribute more widely to the aims of
sustainable development, providing limited
social and economic benefits for new
residents only rather than for existing
residents of the Borough.

The Gypsy and Traveller policy
allocation for site HS34 is not
adequately evidenced or suitably
located.
The Local Plan is not justified, effective
or consistent with national policy as the
Gypsy and Traveller pitch policy allocation
HS34 of 10 off site pitches for SDS6 is not
adequately evidenced. It is not fully
apparent whether the Council’s identified
total GTAA pitch requirement fully accords
with the Government’s revised definition of
gypsies and travellers as set out in the
August 2015 revision to the Planning
Policy for Travellers Sites
The site is located close to SDS5 so the
plan will seek to deliver 21 pitches within
or adjacent to SDS5. This allocation must
not be harmful to visual amenity and
landscape character or contradict design

561

In accordance with national policy, the
Council must plan to deliver a mix of housing
types and tenures to address the needs of
the wider community. This includes
addressing the accommodation needs of
Gypsies and Travellers. The Council has
assessed accommodation needs and has
carried out a Call for Sites. Early
consultation was carried out in plan
preparation. (Reference: The Core Strategy
Issues and Options 2009 Consultation
Statement)
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx
?id=7693&p=0
The local Gypsy and Traveller community
considered that sites should be capable of
co-existing with the local community and that
being close to schools, health facilities
and public transport was important.
Consultation with the Gypsy and Traveller

WHBC comment

Changes sought

Remove allocation SDS6

Main issues
principles of the landowners draft
masterplan for SDS5.

Mineral extraction prior to development
will be at the detriment to wildlife.

DLPPS no.

1326

562

Mineral extraction is a matter for the Mineral
and Waste Planning Authority. Extraction is
currently taking place on this site and is
close to completion. No change

WHBC comment
community, the wider community and bodies
such as the Police and HCC Gypsy and
Traveller Unit also highlighted the need for
smaller sites (generally not exceeding 15
pitches). The Issues and Options
Consultation Statement set out the Councils
intention to allocate sites and require
provision at broad locations for growth.
A number of promoted sites are proposed for
allocation in the Plan. The Strategic
Development Sites are of a significant scale
and should deliver a mix of housing types
and tenures. Gypsy and Traveller pitch
provision in association with the Strategic
Development Sites (either on site or, on a
suitable alternative and available site) is
proportionate to the overall size of
development at these strategic sites.
It is understood that whilst the promoter of
SDS6 considers the allocation of HS34
would lead to an overconcentration of such
sites the site will be made available should it
be required for the plan to be found sound.
No change.

563

Sites added at the latter stages of the Local
Plan process feature in the HEELA and the
site selection paper. The housing site
selection background paper was presented
to Members on 13th June 2016. These
papers were made publically available as
part of the Local Plan consultation process.
No change

Sites added to the Local Plan at latter
stages such as this one were not
presented to Councillors in terms of a
structured analysis of advantages and
disadvantages to Councillors.

Opposed to the allocation of SDS6

287, 451,
1338

Noted.

This relates to the overall strategy and
dwelling numbers rather than the specific
allocation. The cumulative impact of
development has been considered as part of
the site selection process. Duty to Cooperate
activity with adjoining authorities has taken
into cross boundary issues.
No change

None

Support the reference to mineral
extraction prior to development
References to the need for the ‘Extraction
of minerals in advance of allocated
development’ is welcomed

2036

WHBC comment

The Local Plan is not Positively
prepared, justified or consistent with
national policy because the excessive
housing target is not justified and there
has been a lack of consideration of the
cumulative impacts of development,
including where there is development in
neighbouring authorities.

Changes sought

Main issues

DLPPS no.

2166

It is not clear what support there is for communities
to produce a Neighbourhood Plan

911

The need for Neighbourhood Plans to have regard to
information on local need for new homes, jobs and
facilities for their plan area is welcomed.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because the
plan fails to state what activity is being undertaken to
support the production of Neighbourhood Plans.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

Policy SP26 and paragraphs 26.1 to 26.5

Chapter 26 – Neighbourhood Planning

None stated

Provide more
information on the
support the Council
proposes to provide to
encourage local
communities to produce
Neighbourhood Plans.

Changes sought

No change

Noted

564

The Draft Local Plan sets out Strategic
Policies, which Neighbourhood Plans must
be in general conformity with, consistent
with the NPPF. Paragraph 26.5 clarifies that
town/parish councils or neighbourhood/
business forums will need to work with key
stakeholders. The Council’s website
provides guidance on Neighbourhood
Planning, including what role the Council
plays:
http://www.welhat.gov.uk/neighbourhoodpla
nning
No change

WHBC comment

2199

13 new targets for a
number of indicators,
linked to suggested
changes made to 10
policies.

The Plan is not effective because of the lack of specific
targets for sustainable transport and cycling.

The Plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
An Implementation &
national policy because it lacks a policy committing the Monitoring policy
Council to respond when monitoring identifies an issue. should be added to the
plan, setting out (for
example) when the
plan would be
reviewed.

The monitoring framework is not robust enough

A new target should be
introduced, monitoring
whether the cumulative
total of all Biodiversity
Impact Calculator
assessments is
positive.

Additional monitoring indicators or targets or
targets are required

171, 363

Changes sought

The Plan is not effective because there is no
mechanism to monitor the intention for development to
maintain, protect and enhance biodiversity in Policy
SADM16. The current monitoring targets in Indicator
EN2 are meaningless.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

Chapter 27 – Implementation & Monitoring

565

The Plan already states (paras 27.28 and
27.29) how issues identified through
monitoring might be responded to –
including this in a policy would not give it
additional weight and to do so is not
required by the NPPF or Planning Practice
Guidance. Mechanisms which are dictated

See WHBC comment on suggested
changes to SP7 (363), SADM12 (312),
SADM19 (320), SP16 (318/319), SP18
(321), SP19 (322), SADM22 (352), SP22
(354/355), SP23 (360), SP24 (356/358).

Previous representations on this issue
have been noted. Whilst SADM16
specifies the use of BS42020 in planning
applications, it was determined that any
decision on how to offset or compensate
biodiversity would be made on a case by
case basis and use of the Biodiversity
Impact Calculator is not a requirement of
the policy. It therefore cannot form part of
the monitoring framework, and in the
absence of other quantitative means to
monitor biodiversity the targets in Indicator
EN2 are considered to be the most robust
available. No change.

WHBC comment

1611

DLPPS no.
Continued

Indicator HO12 should also monitor the five year supply
of Gypsy and Traveller accommodation as well as the
number of vacant plots in the borough.

Update indicator target.

Each monitoring
indicator should have
specific trigger points,
and details of how the
Council will respond if
these are triggered.

The Plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because the Plan does not define how
the Council will respond when monitoring identifies an
issue.

General comments

Changes sought

Main issues

The 2016/17 Annual Monitoring Report
has already started monitoring the five
year supply of sites at Indicator HO12.
A minor modification will be made to
reflect this as a target in Table 19 to
indicator HO12.

566

Such an approach would add complexity
and significantly reduce flexibility. The
Annual Monitoring Report should be read
in the round – for example, a failure to
deliver the target amount of employment
floorspace might not amount to a need to
act if the demand for jobs in the borough
fell, and moreover the appropriate
response would depend on other
circumstances at the time. No change.

WHBC comment
in national policy such as the need for a
five year housing land supply provide
sufficient impetus to respond to issues
identified. No change.

1055, 1150,
2179

The trajectory should
be amended to reflect
deliverability issues on
the strategic sites.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
the housing trajectory is not robust.

Correct the issue.

None stated.

None stated.

The Plan is not positively prepared, justified or
consistent with national policy because the
capacities and anticipated delivery timescales for sites
HS24 and HS25 are the wrong way around.

It is welcomed that the trajectory recognises that site
HS28 can be delivered very quickly, however it is noted
that this will necessitate the approval of the planning
application for the site during 2016/17.

The trajectory for employment floorspace delivery on
sites SDS5 and SDS7 is correct and achievable.

General comments

The trajectory should
be revised on a more
realistic basis,
reflecting the developer
comments made.

Estimated build-out rates for housing sites require
amendment

656, 1855,
2178

Changes sought

Whilst confirming that their sites are developable within
the plan period, the developers of SDS2, SDS5, SDS6,
SDS7 and HS1 requested amendments to the trajectory
to reflect revised understandings of build-out rates on
those sites.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

Appendix A – Housing and Employment Trajectories

Noted.

567

Noted. However, if the application is not
determined in this timescale, changes to
the trajectory within the Local Plan would
not be necessary (see above).

This is an error, and a minor
modification will be made to reflect the
correct capacities of these sites
consistent with Policy SADM32 (100
dwellings on HS24, 35 dwellings on
HS25).

Whilst revised understandings of delivery
may affect the years in which development
come forward, it is still considered that all
proposed allocations can be delivered
within the plan period. No change.

Whilst this revised understanding of
anticipated delivery will benefit ongoing
monitoring in the AMR, the housing
trajectory within the Plan is indicative of a
point in time and does not require revision.
Any such change may also necessitate a
revised housing target. No change.

WHBC comment

Omission of Tree Strategy from the Plan

1204

Plan is not effective because the Tree Strategy for
Welwyn Garden City has not been included in the plan.

Main issues

DLPPS no.

The Tree Strategy
should be included in
the draft Local Plan and
should recognise the
Garden City as being
different

Changes sought

Appendix B – Relationship of 2005 District Plan Policies to policies in this plan

No change

568

The WH Trees and Woodland Strategy is
boroughwide and is mainly a management
plan but does include relevant guidance in
section 15. However this is replicated in
Policies SP10 and SADM16 so there is no
need to for a cross reference to the strategy
in the plan

WHBC comment

Main Issues Soundness Summary
Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission (DLPPS) Policies Maps

Appendix H5

569

2, 34, 711

The development of site HS15 (WGr1) would
increase coalescence between Woolmer Green
and Knebworth

711

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
effective or consistent with national policy because
there is a brownfield site available for development,
therefore exceptional circumstances do not exist to
build on Green Belt land.

An alternative brownfield site is available for
development

The plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because site HS15 (WGr1) makes a
significant contribution to the fragile gap between
Woolmer Green and Knebworth.

Main issues

PSPM no.

Policies Map Sheet 1

The brownfield site
(Entech House) could
accommodate new
housing as well as
sustainable
employment land.

None stated

Changes sought

570

The Council has justified the need to retain
and allocate land for employment uses. The
Local Plan Consultation document 2015
(paragraph 12.12) stated the Council’s
intention to protect employment land in
Woolmer Green and to designate a new
employment area. The Entech House site
failed the Stage 1 Assessment of the HELAA
2016 (Appendix D) as it is located within a
proposed Employment Area.
The Council has also justified the need
exceptionally to release a limited amount of
land from the Green Belt for development. If
the Entech House site is allocated for
housing instead of WGr1, because it is a
smaller site, this would result in a loss of

Policies Map 1 shows that with the exception
of land for access, site WGr1 would not bring
development any further north than existing.
Whilst there is a fragile gap between
Knebworth and Woolmer Green,
development of WGr1 would therefore not
reduce this gap. No change.

WHBC comment

761, 762

761, 762

34

2

The plan is not justified or effective because the
employment area zoning ends directly on Cawdor
Stone’s boundary and severely limits the ability for
Cawdor to expand or link to other sites/land.

The existing boundary limits Cawdor Stone Group
Ltd from expanding or linking to other sites/land

The whole of Lessiter’s Limited site is designated as
an employment area, allowing flexibility for extension.

Supports the employment area EA10

Move the boundary of
Employment Area
EA10 east, in line with
the boundary behind
Lessiter’s Ltd and

None stated.

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
None stated
effective or consistent with national policy because
150 new houses is too much in Woolmer Green.

Disproportionate increase in dwellings

The plan is not positively prepared, justified,
None stated
effective or consistent with national policy because
of the adverse impact on the Grade II listed Payne’s
Farm.

Impact of the allocation of HS15 (WGr1) on a
Grade II listed building

571

The land concerned forms part of the masterplanned area for site WGr1 and is shown as
an area for a small shop/café. It is not
available for employment use as an

Noted.

Proposed growth of 150 dwellings on site
WGr1 at Woolmer Green is not considered to
be disproportionate. No change.

The HELAA 2016 highlights the need for a
landscape buffer to mitigate impact of
development on the adjacent listed building.
English Heritage (now Historic England)
commented at the Local Plan Consultation
2015 stage that it should be possible to
develop site WGr1 without unacceptable
harm to the significance of the farmhouse.
A requirement for a landscape buffer and a
Heritage Impact Assessment is also set out in
Table 11 of the Plan. No change.

employment land and increase the shortfall
between target and the OAN. No change.

34

DLPPS 1235

711

2, 763, 764,

Allocate for residential
development.

Remove site Dig1 from the Green Belt

Local infrastructure is already at its peak

General Comments

None stated

Reallocate the Entech
House site from
employment to housing
and retain HS15
(WGr1) predominately
as Green belt part from
a buffer strip.

The plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because large scale businesses are
not suitable for small villages.

The amount of employment land allocated to
Woolmer Green is disproportionate

The plan is not justified or effective because it
requires high investment to bring it up to standard.

The Entech site is not a viable business premises

extend zoning to the
south.

Infrastructure comments not relevant to
Policies Map.
No change

572

The site lies within an area which makes a
significant contribution to the purposes of the
Green Belt and there are no exceptional
circumstances for its release as the site has
been found unsuitable for development. No
change

The allocation of employment land in
Woolmer Green is considered appropriate for
the settlement. Businesses in the village are
not large scale, they reflect the scale of small
to medium sized businesses often found in
smaller settlements. No change.

No evidence has been presented to the
Council that the site is no longer suitable as
employment land. Site EA10 contributes to
the employment land provision for the
borough.
No change.

extension to the employment site referred to
in this representation. No change.

758

UOL169 is not amended to facilitate the retention
of the school on the site

751

The plan is not positively prepared, effective or
consistent with national policy because the plan
does not complement the Waste Local Plan/Waste
Site Allocations document in bringing about a
facilitatory environment for delivery of the objectively
assessed waste needs of Hertfordshire.

Waste sites at New Barnfield and Roehyde have
not been removed from the green belt

The plan is not positively prepared or effective
because the Howe Dell School Playing Fields (UOL
169) boundary needs to be amended to facilitate the
retention of the school on the site.

Main issues

PSPM no.

Policies Maps Sheet 2

Deletion of New
Barnfield as a Major
Developed Site in the
Green Belt from SADM

Remove New Barnfield
and Roehyde waste
sites from the Green
Belt in line with the
adopted Waste Site
Allocations
Development Plan
Document.

Adjustment of UOL 169
to remove the area of
the school buildings
from the area
designated as ‘Urban
Open Land’.

Changes sought

573

New Barnfield: This site is allocated in the
Hertfordshire Waste Local Plan for waste
management uses and is a designated Major
Developed Site however planning permission
was refused for an energy from waste facility.
Whilst the site remains allocated in the Waste
Local Plan the County Council have
announced that they have commenced a
review of the Plan and should the site not be
required for waste management purposes
consider it could come forward for housing
employment and or a primary school. Given
that the Council do not think it should be
removed from the Green Belt it is appropriate
to retain its designation as a Major

UOL designation existed before the school.
Special needs school moved to this site (as a
temporary measure). Because of this, the
expectation was that the buildings would be
removed at the end of the temporary
permission. Planning permission has been
renewed but for another temporary period.
The land could therefore be returned to its
former status. No change.

WHBC comment

No evidence to support the Gypsy and Traveller
pitch provision figure and timescale for their
delivery, for HS34 (GTLAA09)

765

The plan is not justified, effective or consistent with
national policy because the site provision is not
adequately evidence based in terms of the pitch
provision figure identified and does not represent the
most appropriate strategy when considered against
the alternatives.

Main issues

PSPM no.

Recommend the
Council to meet with
site promoter to discuss
Gypsy and Traveller
pitch provision
distribution in order to

Changes sought
34 and the Policies
Map.

574

No change is sought to the Policies Map.
No alternative suitable site(s) has/have been
promoted so it is unclear what the reasonable
alternatives would be.
No change.

WHBC comment
Developed Site. The allocation is shown on
the Policies Map
Roehyde: This site is split between the
administrative areas of Welwyn Hatfield and
St Albans CDC. It has a long list of potential
waste uses but none have been confirmed.
There is further uncertainty as the County
Council have announced a review of the
Waste Local Plan and it is unclear if the site
will still be required for waste management
purposes. The allocation is shown on the
Policies Map.
There is considerable uncertainty over
whether these sites will still be required for
waste management use and there are no
details over the scale or quantum of
development. The Council do not consider
exceptional circumstance exist at the current
time to warrant an alteration to the Green Belt
boundary in these locations.
No change.

Ellenbrook Country Park

633

Extent of the country park is not clearly stated on the
Policies Map (or key diagram).

Main issues

PSPM no.

Ellenbrook Country
park should be clearly
shown on the Policies
Map (and key diagram).

Changes sought
agree an appropriate
site distribution
schedule
Amend para. 9.25 as
follows:
 Greater clarity be
provided regarding
the basis for the
overall Gypsy and
Traveller pitch
requirement figure;
 Reference to be
included to
timescales being
agreed between the
Council and
developers
regarding the
provision of Gypsy
and Traveller
pitches as part of
the delivery of
housing allocations

575

The Park lies in the Green Belt but during the
life time of the Plan a large part of it will be
subject to mineral extraction. No change.

WHBC comment

587

749

The decision to reinstate the aerodrome site SDS1
(WGC4) is fully supported

Full list of
PSPM
numbers
below.

The plan is not justified or effective because UOL 230
is a former landfill site which closed in 1990, and is
therefore contaminated.

UOL 230 is not urban open land

The plan is not consistent with national policy
because the needs of the community are not being
protected which is one of the plan’s objectives.

No reason to build on site SDS1 (WGC4) open land

Reinstating the aerodrome would be a great asset to
the Borough.

Main issues

PSPM no.

Policies Maps Sheet 3

Map should be
changed to specify
UOL 230 is not open
land and has a level of
contamination.

Take out the
Panshanger aerodrome
site (SDS1/WGC4).

The airfield must be
included with priority
over any housing.

Changes sought

576

Urban open land sites are assessed against
a set of criteria to assess their value as
open space. UOL 230 was one of 5
additional sites identified since the Local
Plan Consultation 2015, due to its future

The Panshanger Aerodrome site was
safeguarded in the adopted District Plan
2005 for longer term development needs. It
is now to be allocated for housing and
associated development within the new Plan
period. The community has been consulted
throughout plan preparation.
No change.

The Policies Map does not show an area for
a runway.
However, for clarification, Policy SP 18
states that in addition to 650 dwellings and
other associated development, the
Masterplan will allow the opportunity for a
realigned grass runway on land to the north
of the Green Belt boundary.
No change.

WHBC comment

The proposed allocation of site SDS2 (WGC5) and joint
working of Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council and East
Hertfordshire District Council is supported.

752

The plan is not justified because the Policies Map
should be changed to reflect the unworked areas
suitable for development at Strategic Development Site
SDS2 (WGC5).

Main issues

PSPM no.

Amend Policies Map
sheet 3 to reflect the
accurate extent of the
developable area at
Strategic Development
Site SDS2 (WGC5).
Revised Policies Sheet
3 submitted.

Changes sought

577

The Policies Map needs to be amended to
on the western boundary with Burnside as
indicated in the representation to correctly
reflect land ownership and as shown in the
Strategy Diagram for the site on Figure 12 in
the Local Plan
The eastern boundary should remain
unchanged as it represents a physical
feature on the ground and is considered to
form an appropriate boundary to the extent
of development on the site.

UOL 230 is a large area of open land, vital
to green infrastructure In association with
the Birchall Garden suburb proposal. It
provides opportunities for wildlife habitats,
improved connectivity and recreational use
and the land also forms part of the Green
Corridor project. No change.

WHBC comment
importance as part of the essential green
infrastructure for Strategic Development
Sites.

754

WS197 is affected by approved development
proposal and should not be allocated on the
Policies Map

754

UOL80 is affected by approved development
proposals and the designation and should be
amended
Development has been approved on appeal, which
affects part of this designation

Development has been approved on appeal, which
affects part of this designation.

Main issues

PSPM no.

Remove site WS197
from the proposals map
as a wildlife site
because it serves no
purpose.

Changes sought

578

Planning permission was granted on appeal
on 31 October 2013 for the construction of a
B2/B8 unit with offices and car parking.
Whilst reserved matters were approved
January 2017 the site remains open and the
UOL designation still applies. The boundary
of this UOL has been amended elsewhere

No change

WS197 was ratified in 2000 (58/054)
planning permission was granted on appeal
on 31 October 2013 for the construction of a
B2/B8 unit with offices and car parking on a
part of the wildlife site. Reserved matters
were approved January 2017. However, the
map does not reflect the unworked areas
suitable for development at SDS2 (WGC5)
and the wildlife site designation still applies.

WHBC comment
Minor Modification to site boundary with
Burnside to exclude land within the
curtilage of Burnside.

2,550 new homes allocated on site SDS2 (WGC5)
will totally overwhelm Essendon village

755

Move the current
northern boundary of
Essendon southwards
and eastwards to the
A414.

Changes sought

The settlement strategy and hierarchy within
Policy SP 3 directs growth to the most
sustainable locations. No sites are allocated
for development within Essendon village.
This representation appears to be
suggesting that the Local Plan redraws the
Parish boundary. This is not within the gift of
the Local Planning Authority.
No change.

WHBC comment
to take account of development that has
taken place. No change.

579

3-24, 27-30, 32, 33, 35-39, 41-82, 95-145, 147-150, 153-161, 167, 169- 178, 180- 193, 196- 211, 213- 218, 220- 235, 237- 287, 289- 318, 320478, 480- 549, 551-635, 637- 641, 643- 652, 654- 661, 663- 669, 671, 673- 690, 692- 696, 698 – 700, 702 – 710, 712, 714, 716, 717, 720- 724,
726- 730, 732- 749, 753- 755

Full list of PSPM numbers commenting on ‘The decision to reinstate the aerodrome site SDS1 (WGC4) is fully supported’:

The plan is not justified or consistent with national
policy because significant housing development in
small villages (e.g. Essendon) is contrary to national
policy.

Main issues

PSPM no.

756

14

Site HS35 (GTLAA01) is in an inappropriate
location for gypsy and traveller provision

14

Plan is not consistent with national policy because
Queenswood School is defined as a Major Developed
Site (MDS) but there is no longer reference in the
NPPF to MDS.

Queenswood School should not be defined as a
Major Developed Site.

The sites are adjacent to a wildlife site.

The plan is not positively prepared because Golf
Club Road is inadequate as it leads to Chancellors
School.

The road leading to HS21 (BrP13) and HS23
(BrP14) on Golf Club Road is inadequate

The plan is not positively prepared because HS35
(GTLAA01) will suffer from noise from the railway, it is
in a flood zone and has poor access.

Main issues

PSPM no.

Policies Maps Sheet 4

The MDS boundaries
should be deleted.

None stated.

None stated.

Changes sought

580

Whilst the NPPF no longer refers to MDS in
the Green Belt, it is considered appropriate
to continue with the MDS approach set out
in the adopted District Plan 2005. This
applies to a limited number of large
previously developed sites, where

The council have considered physical and
environmental constraints affecting sites in
the HELAA 2016. The Highways Authority
has been consulted. The scale of
development reflects the capacity and
function of Golf Club Road and a limited
amount of development can be
accommodated. No change.

The council have considered physical and
environmental constraints affecting sites in
the HELAA 2016. Site HS35 (GTLAA01)
The site is considered suitable, available
and achievable. Table 14 of the plan sets
out site specific matters to be addressed at
planning application stage.
No change.

WHBC comment

759

Plan is not positively prepared, effective or
consistent with national policy because the plan
does not complement the Waste Local Plan/Waste
Site Allocations document in bringing about a
facilitatory environment for delivery of the objectively
assessed waste needs of Hertfordshire.

Waste sites New Barnfield and Roehyde should be
removed from the Green Belt.

Deletion of New
Barnfield as a Major

Removal of land from
the Green Belt on the
Policies Map.

Remove New
Barnfield and
RoeHyde waste sites
(identified within the
Waste Site
Allocations document)
from the Green Belt.

Alternatively, if the
Council seeks to
maintain MDS
boundaries, the
school would wish to
review the MDS
boundary to include
all the land at the site
which is previously
developed.

581

In his report on the examination of the
Waste Site Allocations document, the
Inspector held that exceptional
circumstances may exist to justify the
removal of sites from the Green Belt for
development for waste purposes only.
This site is split between the administrative
areas of Welwyn Hatfield and St Albans
CDC. It has a long list of potential waste
uses but none have come forward. There is
further uncertainty as the County Council

The NPPF states that Green Belt
boundaries should only be altered in
exceptional circumstances.

In accordance with para. 72 of the NPPF,
WHBC will work in partnership with schools
to accommodate their need to expand or
alter.
The current MDS boundary remains
appropriate.
No change.

development outside of the defined
boundaries has the potential to impact on
the openness of the Green Belt and the
purposes of including land within it.

731

731

The allocation of Sites HS22 (BrP4) and HS24 (BrP7)
for housing is supported.
The HS24 (BrP7) site boundary will not deliver the
most appropriate form of development
Plan is not positively prepared, justified or
consistent with national policy because the
boundary for site HS24 (BrP7) would not deliver the
most appropriate form of development. An alternative
boundary would ensure at least 100 homes could be
delivered with open space and access from
Hawkshead Road.
The boundary of site
HS24 should be
adjusted.

None stated.

Developed site on the
Policies Map.

582

The boundary of HS24 (BrP7) was
amended following the Local Plan
consultation in 2015 to reduce the
developable area to maintain separation
between Little Heath and Swanley Bar. The
gap between these two settlements is very
narrow.
The boundary proposed in the
representation would reduce the already
narrow gap between the two settlements.
An alternative point of access is not, in the
view of the Highway Authority, essential to
facilitate development of this site. Should
the developer wish to secure alternative
access, this would need to be considered

Noted.

County Waste Site Allocations are shown
on the Policies Map, for information, as this
allows the full extent of policy coverage to
be shown.
No change.

have announced a review of the Waste
Local Plan and it is unclear if the site will
still be required for waste management
purposes. The Council therefore consider
that there are no exceptional
circumstances to warrant the release of this
site from the Green Belt at the current time.
The allocation is shown on the Policies
Map.

14, 715

731

Local plan contravenes national policy regarding
protected green belt land. Brownfield land should be
delivered first.
Plan is not positively prepared because there has
been no provision for the necessary infrastructure to
support development

General/irrelevant Comments

Site BrP6 should be allocated as it is capable of
helping to address housing needs in the Borough.

Allocate BrP6 for housing

None stated.

None stated.

No change

583

BrP6 was not selected for allocation
because on balance, the significant
adverse impact on the purposes of the
Green belt was considered to outweigh the
benefits of the site.
Development of the site would significantly
physically and visually shorten the fragile
gap between Brookmans Park and Potters
Bar. This outweighs the benefits of the site.
No change.

at the planning application stage. No
change.

Changes sought
Amend boundary of
site HS29 to enlarge
size of site allocated.
Amend the Policies
Map to make this
clear.

Main issues

Site HS29 should larger

It is unclear what area of WS183 is protected
The designation has changed from covering a specific
area to a ‘point’

PSPM no.

31

750

Policies Maps Sheet 5

584

The process for assessing and
designating (or de-designating) Local
Wildlife Sites is undertaken periodically by
the Herts and Middlesex Wildlife Trust.
The new Policies Maps therefore reflect
changes since 2005. Wildlife sites that are
identified as a point, rather than a defined
area, act as a “flag “of wildlife importance
in the vicinity, where the area of that
interest cannot be accurately defined. No
change.

The proposed boundary is straight and
logical. Change requested would result in
weaker, less logical new green belt
boundary. No change.

WHBC comment

Changes sought
Removal of New
Barnfield from the
Green Belt and deletion
of it as a Major
Developed Site (MDS)
in the green belt.

Main issue

New Barnfield Resources Centre should be
removed from the Green Belt
Hertfordshire County Council is seeking the removal of
New Barnfield from the Green Belt through the Local
Plan process.

PSPM no.

760

Inset Map 26 New Barnfield Resources Centre

585

The NPPF states that Green Belt
boundaries should only be altered in
exceptional circumstances.
In his report on the examination of the
Waste Site Allocations document the
Inspector held that exceptional
circumstances may exist to justify the
removal of the New Barnfield site from the
Green Belt for development for waste
purposes only. There is however no
requirement on WHBC to do so. Since that
time the planning application for the waste
management facility has been refused and
no other proposals have come forward
and the County Council has commenced a
review of the Waste Local Plan. In the
circumstances it would not be appropriate
to remove the New Barnfield site from the
Green Belt at this time.
As it is not proposed to amend the Green
Belt boundary to remove New Barnfield, it
is not appropriate to delete the MDS status
of the smaller area within the New
Barnfield site.
Waste Site Allocations are shown on the
Policies Map, for information, as this
allows the full extent of policy coverage to
be shown. No change.

WHBC comment

The MDS boundaries
should be deleted from
Inset sheet 27 and
Policies Map 4.

The Major Developed Site designation should be
removed from Queenswood school.
There is no longer any reference to Major Developed
Sites in national policy. The tightly drawn boundary of
the MDS restricts the ability of the school to develop
educational facilities.
If the MDS is retained, then is should include all of the
previously developed land on the site.

756, 757
(also
dlpps1980)

If MDS status is
retained, then the MDS
boundary at
Queenswood School
should be redrawn
wider, to include all the
tennis courts, the
cottages, Stable Mews
and South Lodge

Changes sought

Main issue

PSPM no.

Inset Map 27 Queenswood School

586

The current MDS boundary, drawn around
the central group of buildings on the site
remains appropriate. It would not be
appropriate to widen the area designated
as MDS to include all of the previously
developed land on the site, such as the
tennis courts and other buildings as these
are widely dispersed across the whole
site, and the extension of the MDS to
include them may harm the openness of
the Green Belt. On land outside the MDS
the approach to previously developed land
set out in the Policy would apply.
No change.

The retention of designated MDS provides
continuity of the policy approach to
development in the Green Belt on
previously developed land and is in
accordance with paragraph 89 of the
NPPF.

WHBC comment
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Mr John Gardner
Mr Barry Knichel
(No named individual)
Mr Roy Warren
Mrs Amanda Yorwerth
Mr Chris Briggs
Mr Paul Brecknell
Mr Michael Marriott
(No named individual)
Ms Shiela Keene
(No named individual)
(No named individual)
(No named individual)
(No named individual)
Mr Mark Mathews
Mr Alan Steele
Mr Ross Anthony
Ms Claire May
Mr Richard Carr
Mr Wai-kit Cheung
Mr Andrew May
Mr Peter Miller
Mr Mike Moult
Mr J S O'Reilly
Mr Jeremy Morton
Ms Valerie Dorantt
Mr Nigel Quinton
Mrs Anita Pack
Ms Julie Bell
Ms Julia Warren
Mrs Janet Pearce
Mr James Waterhouse

Company / Organisation
Sandridge Parish Council
Save Symondshyde Group
SCANGB
Sinclair & Sons
Sport England
St Albans and District Friends of the Earth
St Albans City & District Council
St Albans Civic Society
St Albans Footpaths Society
Sustainable Development Solutions Ltd
Tarmac Trading Ltd
Taylor Patterson SIPPs
Taylor Wimpey North Thames
Taylor Wimpey UK Ltd
Tesco Stores Ltd
Thames Water Property
The Essendon Society
The Theatres Trust
Three Rivers District Council
Transport for London
Turnberry Planning Ltd
University of Hertfordshire
Water End Residents Group
Wattsdown Developments Ltd
Welwyn Garden City Society
Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council
Welwyn Hatfield Friends of the Earth
Welwyn Hatfield Liberal Democrats
Welwyn Parish Council
Wheathampstead and District Preservation Society
Wheathampstead Parish Council
Woolmer Green Parish Council
ZMLC
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Individuals
"Ball"
"Brittain"
"Hart"
"James"
"Monro"
"Morgan"
"Morris"
"Ozaki-Owen"
"Penn"
"Petrus"
"Reid"
"Ross"
"Thomas"
"Wynn"
A Armstrong
A Fance
Alderman Christopher Oxley
Alex Gurr
Anders Jacobsen
Angela Smith
Ann Nicholls
Anthony Denoronha
Barbara Cornish
Ben Wayland
Brad Martin
Brenda Parry
Brenda West
C E Jeavons
Capt Adrian Thompson
Capt Bruce Hutton
Capt Jeffery Carlisle-Dodd
Capt Peter Finch
Capt Richard Keech
Carol Abrahams
Carolyn Cloete
Charles Scott-Knox-Gore
Chloe Watson
Chris Freeeman
Christine & Canice O'Regan
Claire Winter
Clare Williams
Cllr Abhishek Sachdev
Cllr Duncan Bell
County Cllr Paul Zukowskyj
D Griffin
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David Gill
Denise Nee
Doreen Willis
Dr Adam Edwards
Dr Amanda Taylor
Dr Andreas Kukol
Dr Andrew Cripps
Dr Andrew Raffles
Dr Andrew Rose
Dr Anthony Maxwell
Dr Barry Kimber
Dr Ben Robins
Dr Bev Webb
Dr Carol Brazier
Dr David Dixon
Dr David Gill
Dr David Johnston
Dr David Lawlor
Dr David Parsons
Dr Dawn Carnell
Dr Dent Andrew
Dr Dianne Gerrelli
Dr Dunstan Roberts
Dr Gabriel Roberts
Dr Geoffrey Bateman
Dr Graham Stables
Dr Hilary Carlen
Dr Hilary Tyrrell
Dr Hugh Reid
Dr Ian Davies
Dr Ian Hunt
Dr Ian Jalowiecki
Dr Ian Teo
Dr Janet Missen
Dr Jeremy Berger
Dr Joel Ward
Dr John lawrence
Dr John MacGinnis
Dr John Scott
Dr John Wiffen
Dr Judith Allfrey
Dr Lara Menzies
Dr Malcom Day
Dr Matt Stroud
Dr Michael Frost
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Dr Nahla Abbas
Dr Noelle Stallard
Dr Paul Clark
Dr Peter Williams
Dr Peter Woodhams
Dr Robert Pankhurst
Dr Ruth Henderson
Dr Sebastian Hendricks
Dr Shane Wilde
Dr Simon Leadbeater
Dr Stephen Leary
Dr Terence Lober
Dr Yoshihito Shigihara
Frances Graham
G.A. Farmer
Gay Becker
Geoff Perkins
Hattie Jolly
Hilary Rosser
J Young
Jane Crick
Jane Sheridan
Jean Dakin
Jill Crampton
Joanne Beavis
Joanne Lewis
John Dolan
John Grace
John Green
Julie Sutton
Karen Hammond
Kelly Cornwell
Leslie Page
Lisa Stevens
Maria Elliot
Maria Savva
Mark Collins
Martin de la Harpe
Matthew Burnham
Michelle Galloway
Miss Alison Vincent
Miss Angela Eastwood
Miss Anita Rana
Miss Anna Saxby
Miss Annie Wheeler
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Miss Barbara Sherringham
Miss Barbara Weeks
Miss Beth Brookes-Lamdin
Miss Carly Melvin
Miss Carmel Maguire
Miss Carol Anderson
Miss Carolyn Hayward
Miss Celine McLoughlin-Jenkins
Miss Charlotte Walters
Miss Claire Leadbetter
Miss Dawn Richards
Miss Diane Clermont
Miss Emma Muncey
Miss Gabriela Rogodan
Miss Hannah Walker
Miss Helen Carpenter
Miss Janet Street
Miss Jasmine Gale
Miss Jenny Hawkins
Miss Karen Bertram
Miss Laura Kidd
Miss Lauren O'keefe
Miss Lauren Surridge
Miss Lily Gale
Miss Linda Jolly
Miss Linda Mousson
Miss M Miller
Miss Meera Pankhania
Miss Melanie Blackman
Miss Melanie Bresgall
Miss Melissa Saggers
Miss Miriam Shabetai
Miss Nicola Hodgson
Miss Nicola Ruggiero
Miss Radu Pirvu
Miss Rhyanna Moore
Miss Rim Abid
Miss S Cundey
Miss Sal Worby
Miss Sarah Hudson
Miss Sarah Knowlson
Miss Sarah Sarah Mace
Miss Sarah Wilson
Miss Sharon Hollingsworth
Miss Sharon Wright
Miss Sonia Jolly
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Miss Sophia Smith
Miss Soraya Caruncho
Miss Susan Oxlade
Miss Tracey Dilley
Miss Victoria Connor
Mr & Mrs E & D Flin
Mr & Mrs J & E Rose
Mr & Mrs J & B Norris
Mr & Mrs J & T Salmon
Mr & Mrs L & R Smith
Mr & Mrs M & J Errington
Mr & Mrs P & W Hardy
Mr & Mrs P & J Cunningham
Mr & Mrs P & P Shadbolt
Mr & Mrs R & V Chipperfield
Mr & Mrs R & S Rabson
Mr & Mrs Tubb Wallace
Mr A Barber
Mr A Dawson
Mr A Gibson
Mr Adam Harland
Mr Adam Neal
Mr Adam Thurgood
Mr Adam Wilson
Mr Adrian Carr
Mr Adrian Daniel
Mr Adrian Hamilton Mayer
Mr Adrian Mitchell
Mr Adrian Small
Mr Alan Benton
Mr Alan Brookes
Mr Alan Capps
Mr Alan Corrin
Mr Alan Cozens
Mr Alan Cutler
Mr Alan Fletcher
Mr Alan Gray
Mr Alan MacDonald
Mr Alan McGowan
Mr Alan Mortimer
Mr Alan Olseen
Mr Alan Perkins
Mr Alan Reimer
Mr Alan Tindley
Mr Alan Ward
Mr Alan Whitlock
594

Mr Alan Wilson
Mr Alan Wright
Mr Albert Murphy
Mr Aleksander Kenton
Mr Alex Bell
Mr Alex Brooker MRICS
Mr Alex Goodwins
Mr Alex Lewis
Mr Alex Nee
Mr Ali Turker
Mr Alistair Kellie
Mr Alistair Tennant
Mr Alistair Willis
Mr Allan Moore
Mr Allan Thomason
Mr Allan Yeoman
Mr Amilios Costa
Mr & Mrs A & L Cropp
Mr & Mrs B & M Wilson
Mr & Mrs C & J Martin
Mr & Mrs C & C Read
Mr & Mrs D & C Metson
Mr & Mrs D & G Hobday
Mr & Mrs D & JShipperlee
Mr & Mrs Doyne
Mr & Mrs F & I Lloyd
Mr & Mrs Goodwin
Mr & Mrs G & M Negus
Mr & Mrs Greve
Mr & Mrs H & J Bennett
Mr & Mrs J & G Stevenson
Mr & Mrs J & J Blackwood
Mr & Mrs J & L Swallow
Mr & Mrs K & C Welch
Mr & Mrs K & P Long
Mr & Mrs L & A Curtis
Mr & Mrs M & C Harvey
Mr & Mrs P & V Cardell-Williams
Mr & Mrs P & A Thorne
Mr & Mrs P & J Haley
Mr & Mrs R & B Elves
Mr & Mrs R & K Kulakowski
Mr & Mrs R & M McVeigh
Mr & Mrs S & K Sheedy
Mr & Mrs Sally Woodcock
Mr Andre Faehndrich
595

Mr Andrew Abraham
Mr Andrew Brandt
Mr Andrew Budd
Mr Andrew Carter
Mr Andrew Evangelou
Mr Andrew Ford
Mr Andrew Gribble
Mr Andrew Hastings
Mr Andrew Henthorn
Mr Andrew Hewett
Mr Andrew King
Mr Andrew Lambert
Mr Andrew Leak
Mr Andrew Lee
Mr Andrew Miller
Mr Andrew Munro
Mr Andrew Nottage
Mr Andrew Oliver
Mr Andrew Rowell
Mr Andrew Steele
Mr Andrew Taylor
Mr Andrew Tweed
Mr Andy Burrows
Mr Andy Leete
Mr Angus Johnson
Mr Annette Price
Mr Anthony Barrington-Hill
Mr Anthony Bedford
Mr Anthony Bralant
Mr Anthony Chappell
Mr Anthony Edwards
Mr Anthony Evans
Mr Anthony Fowler
Mr Anthony Harden
Mr Anthony Hemming
Mr Anthony Loader
Mr Anthony Mackness
Mr Anthony Schia
Mr Anthony Silver
Mr Anthony West
Mr Anthony White
Mr Anthony Wood
Mr Antony Nowak
Mr Art Fleischman
Mr Arthur Gill
Mr Ashish Jassra
596

Mr Ashley Barnes
Mr Ashley Bourne
Mr Athur John Coker
Mr Barry Arnold
Mr Barry Gray
Mr Barry Hunter
Mr Barry Tempest
Mr Barry Trevis
Mr Barry Watts MBE
Mr Ben Catchpole
Mr Ben Coffman
Mr Ben Griffiths
Mr Ben Linwood
Mr Ben McGuiness
Mr Ben Wicks
Mr Benjamin Bloomfield
Mr Benjamin Vickers
Mr Bernard Gorman
Mr Bernie Warmsley
Mr Bill Best
Mr Bjorn Svensson
Mr Bo Ramsden-Hare
Mr Bob Davy
Mr Bob Fuller
Mr Bob Gosling
Mr Brant McNaughton
Mr Brett Willis
Mr Brian Foster
Mr Brian Hargreaves
Mr Brian Murray
Mr Brian Muskett
Mr Brian Peters
Mr Brian Smith
Mr Brian Susans
Mr Brian Tulley
Mr Brian Worrall
Mr Brian Young
Mr Britten
Mr Bryan Gurling
Mr C Pocock
Mr Cameron Thomson
Mr Carl Sherwood
Mr Charles Le Boutillier
Mr Charlie Abrahams
Mr Chris Barr
Mr Chris Foreman
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Mr Chris Loveys
Mr Chris Martin
Mr Chris Morgan
Mr Chris Parsons
Mr Chris Plant
Mr Chris Prosser
Mr Chris Sharp
Mr Chris Smith
Mr Chris Turner
Mr Chris Ward
Mr Chris Whitaker
Mr Chris Whitehouse
Mr Chris Wilson
Mr Christopher Adams
Mr Christopher Bazalgette
Mr Christopher Briggs
Mr Christopher Dyer
Mr Christopher Fitch
Mr Christopher Joyce
Mr Christopher Levings
Mr Christopher Palmer
Mr Christopher Pateman
Mr Christopher Royle
Mr Christopher Sherriff
Mr Christopher Skingsley
Mr Cian Hatton
Mr Clifford Waller
Mr Clive Bennett
Mr Clive Catherall
Mr Clive Johnson
Mr Clive London
Mr Clive Sparkes
Mr Coburn
Mr Colin Armit
Mr Colin Fitch
Mr Colin Gale
Mr Colin Grimwood
Mr Colin Hunt
Mr Colin Jones
Mr Colin Rees
Mr Colin Scotchford
Mr Colin Skoyles
Mr Craig Hackney
Mr Craig Lowes
Mr Crispin Proctor
Mr Curtis Ahmed
598

Mr Cyril Raw
Mr Cyril Shack
Mr D Burden
Mr D Collins
Mr Damian Young
Mr Damon Gray
Mr Dan Collins
Mr Dan Cook
Mr Dan Sargent
Mr Daniel Austen
Mr Daniel Becker
Mr Daniel Burn
Mr Daniel Seagrave
Mr Daniel Shabetai
Mr Daniel Smith
Mr Daniel Warden
Mr Darren Parsons
Mr Darren Satchell
Mr Darren Wenham
Mr Dave Cockburn
Mr Dave Parnell
Mr Dave Remnant
Mr Dave Rowe
Mr David Allen
Mr David Ashby
Mr David Ball
Mr David Batts
Mr David Brewer
Mr David Broom
Mr David Bull
Mr David Burden
Mr David Butler
Mr David Carter
Mr David Carter
Mr David Chafer
Mr David Chalus
Mr David Chaplin
Mr David Clark
Mr David Coe
Mr David Coleman
Mr David Coombes
Mr David Dawson
Mr David Dorkings FRICS
Mr David Eames
Mr David Everett
Mr David Futter
599

Mr David Gardner
Mr David Gray
Mr David Greenly
Mr David Habershon
Mr David Harrison
Mr David Harrison
Mr David Henshall
Mr David Hollins
Mr David Kealey
Mr David King
Mr David Klein
Mr David Linwood
Mr David Lumb
Mr David Mandall
Mr David Martens
Mr David Mayor
Mr David Melvill
Mr David Moore
Mr David Nicholls
Mr David O'Keefe
Mr David Pedley
Mr David Poulton
Mr David Rowland
Mr David Sapte
Mr David Scott
Mr David Scott
Mr David Selwyn
Mr David Silbery
Mr David Simmons
Mr David Singleton
Mr David Smith
Mr David Taylor
Mr David Temple
Mr David Thomas
Mr David Webster
Mr David Willis
Mr David Worsley
Mr David Worth
Mr Dean McBride
Mr Dennis Baldry
Mr Dennis Drumm
Mr Derek Alway
Mr Derek Churchman
Mr Derek Glendinning
Mr Derek Gregory
Mr Derek Parr
600

Mr Desmond Markus
Mr Dick Balcer
Mr Dilan Pathirana
Mr Dino Stavrou
Mr Domenico Fignon
Mr Don Munns
Mr Don Williamson
Mr Donald Bewick
Mr Dorian Crook
Mr Douglas Bainbridge
Mr Douglas Fergusson
Mr Douglas Overman
Mr Douglas Raine
Mr Douglas Rice
Mr Dudley Pattison
Mr Duncan Cameron
Mr Duncan Jauncey
Mr Duncan Lawson
Mr Duncan Lewis
Mr Duncan McFadyean
Mr E Roberts
Mr Eamonn Keenan
Mr Ed Morris
Mr Edmund Comber
Mr Edward Farmer
Mr Edward Green
Mr Edward Hulme
Mr Edward Macfarlane
Mr Edward Sharp
Mr Edward Webb
Mr Edward Wells
Mr Edward Yates
Mr Edwin Hayton
Mr Emmanuel Coccolios
Mr Eric Bailey
Mr Eric Manners
Mr Eric Weetman
Mr Felipe Vizoso
Mr Fereidoun Farsiani
Mr Francis Davies
Mr Francis Roberts
Mr Francis Zubiel
Mr Frank Bowron
Mr Frank Brooker
Mr Frank Bryant
Mr Frank Harris
601

Mr Frank Hawkins
Mr Frank Meehan
Mr Frank Sharples
Mr Frederick John Allgood
Mr G Corsale
Mr G Jupp
Mr Gareth Elwin
Mr Gary Bickerton
Mr Gary Cook
Mr Gary Spender
Mr Gary Topper
Mr Gary Wade
Mr Gavin Chapman
Mr Gavin Clifton
Mr Gavin Hampson
Mr Gavin Newman
Mr Gavin Parkes
Mr Gavin Rumble
Mr Geoff Bilson
Mr Geoff Perkins
Mr Geoff Searle
Mr Geoffrey Brown
Mr Geoffrey Kenworthy
Mr Geoffrey Linzell
Mr Geoffrey Rowe
Mr Geoffrey Sharp
Mr George Bates
Mr George Boyd Ratcliff
Mr George Stops
Mr George Webber
Mr George Wood
Mr Georgi Milkov
Mr Geraint Harris
Mr Gerard Doherty
Mr Gibson
Mr Gideon Brown
Mr Giles Barr
Mr Glen Charters
Mr Glenn Collins
Mr Gordon Cloete
Mr Gordon Grant
Mr Gordon Hayward
Mr Gordon Howes
Mr Gordon Lees
Mr Gordon McKenzie
Mr Gordon Poulter
602

Mr Gordon Samuel Stringer
Mr Gordon Silver
Mr Gordon Wyles
Mr Gorman
Mr Graeme Clark
Mr Graeme Price
Mr Graham Austin
Mr Graham Barral
Mr Graham Bethel
Mr Graham Case
Mr Graham Chisnall
Mr Graham Collett
Mr Graham Coventry
Mr Graham Crick
Mr Graham Dainton-Smith
Mr Graham Field
Mr Graham Pearce
Mr Graham Puddifoot
Mr Graham Robson
Mr Graham-Clare
Mr Grant Paine
Mr Gregg Rodgers
Mr Gregory Fitzpatrick
Mr Gregory Herring
Mr Gregory Thomson
Mr Griffiths
Mr H Brosnan
Mr H Read
Mr Hagay Avniel
Mr Heath
Mr Heinrich Massmann
Mr Henry Williams
Mr Henson
Mr Hierome Gautier
Mr Hil Rothschild
Mr Howard Aiken
Mr Howard Dawson
Mr Howard Graff
Mr Hugh Bain
Mr Hugh Dibley
Mr Hugh Parry
Mr Hugh Thompson
Mr Hughes
Mr Iain Brown
Mr Ian Bluemel
Mr Ian Braithwaite
603

Mr Ian Bruce
Mr Ian Cawthron
Mr Ian Davies
Mr Ian Davis
Mr Ian Gilmour
Mr Ian Harding
Mr Ian Hillier
Mr Ian Holt
Mr Ian Howard
Mr Ian Luke
Mr Ian MacFadyen
Mr Ian Mills
Mr Ian Munro
Mr Ian Prosser
Mr Ian Putman
Mr Ian Robertson
Mr Ian Simpson
Mr Ian Slater
Mr Ian Smith
Mr Ian Taylor
Mr Ian Whitaker-Bethel
Mr Ivan Greenfield
Mr J Freestone
Mr J Onona
Mr J R Bell
Mr Jack
Mr Jack Culver
Mr Jack Morgan
Mr Jack Williams
Mr James Bartlett
Mr James Bowman
Mr James Burstow
Mr James Carpenter
Mr James Dixon
Mr James Gallagher
Mr James Hamilton
Mr James Hepburn
Mr James Hunt
Mr James Leng
Mr James Linwood
Mr James Lipman
Mr James Lyell
Mr James Masters
Mr James Pearce
Mr James Sharkey
Mr James Spink
604

Mr James Watson
Mr James Young
Mr Jamie Allam
Mr Jamie Sage
Mr Jared Faulkner
Mr Jaroslav Pirkl
Mr Jason Gale
Mr Jeff Hermans
Mr Jeff Rooney
MR Jeffrey James
Mr Jeremy Atkins
Mr Jeremy Burgoin
Mr Jeremy Dunnet
Mr Jeremy Gilbert
Mr Jeremy Handley
Mr Jeremy Hart
Mr Jeremy Taylor
Mr Jeremy Ward
Mr Jim Fenner
Mr Jim Mitchell
Mr Jim Pegram
Mr Jinal Shah
Mr Jitesh Chandegra
Mr Joe Hooley
Mr Joe O'Reilly
Mr John Appleton
Mr John Armstrong
Mr John Bailey
Mr John Bailey
Mr John Barker
Mr John Bennett
Mr John Berger
Mr John Berridge
Mr John Bishop
Mr John Blanch
Mr John Bowden
Mr John Bryan Ladbury
Mr John Butler
Mr John Constantinou
Mr John Coulter
Mr John Cox
Mr John Curwen
Mr John Darby
Mr John Earl
Mr John Ellard
Mr John Everton
605

Mr John Farrant
Mr John Gammidge
Mr John Gardner
Mr John George
Mr John Gibbs
Mr John Goodale
Mr John Goudie
Mr John Gough
Mr John Graves
Mr John Hale
Mr John Henderson
Mr John Hunter
Mr John Hyde
Mr John Knott
Mr John Maffia
Mr John McDonnell
Mr John Norris
Mr John Offord
Mr John Packer
Mr John Pearson
Mr John Pope
Mr John Prestage
Mr John Randall
Mr John Reeve
Mr John Robinson
Mr John Scott
Mr John Skeggs
Mr John Stevenson
Mr John Towell
Mr John Tucker
Mr John Webb
Mr Jon Allgood
Mr Jon Barratt
Mr Jon Beach
Mr Jon Betts
Mr Jon Brindle
Mr Jon Hugill
Mr Jon Kraushaar
Mr Jon May
Mr Jon Swift
Mr Jon Wade
Mr Jonathan Bates
Mr Jonathan Pollard
Mr Jonathan Scott
Mr Joseph McLoone
Mr Juan Alvarez
606

Mr Jules Pyke
Mr Julian King
Mr Julian Turner
Mr Justin Kumaran
Mr Keith Andrews
Mr Keith Bennett
Mr Keith Pogmore
Mr Keith Watts
Mr Ken Aitken
Mr Kenneth Buchanan
Mr Kenneth Robinson
Mr Kenneth Tuson
Mr Kevin Fitzgerald
Mr Kevin Moir
Mr Kevin Nee
Mr Kevin Towner
Mr Kevin Walton
Mr Kevin Walton
Mr Kieran Satchell
Mr Kim Irwin
Mr Kirk White
Mr Kit Eburn
Mr Krikor Krikorian
Mr Kristian Rose
Mr Kurt Hoel
Mr Kyriacos Panayiotou
Mr Laurence Finn
Mr Laurence Printie
Mr Lawrence Allen
Mr Lawrence Morris
Mr Lee Coomber
Mr Lee Fickling
Mr Lee Fitt
Mr Leigh Goodsell
Mr Len Pearce
Mr Len Reilly
Mr Leon Devlin
Mr Leon Loberman
Mr Lewis Allen
Mr Lori Fekete
Mr Louise Brecknell
Mr Luigi La Vecchia
Mr Lynnden Branigan
Mr M Biddy
Mr M Child
Mr M Scott
607

Mr Malcolm Bridges
Mr Malcolm Gold
Mr Malcolm Green
Mr Malcolm Holliday
Mr Malcolm Howe
Mr Malcolm Mitchell
Mr Malcolm Sillis
Mr Malcolm Wyatt
Mr Marcus Clarke
Mr Marcus Stapleton
Mr Mark Anthony
Mr Mark Aylwin
Mr Mark Ballard
Mr Mark Carlyle
Mr Mark Catterick
Mr Mark Clark
Mr Mark Haddy
Mr Mark Henwick
Mr Mark Lampert
Mr Mark Levene
Mr Mark Lever
Mr Mark Mansfield
Mr Mark Potter
Mr Mark Redden
Mr Mark Turner
Mr Mark van der lee
Mr Mark Wakeford
Mr Mark Williams
Mr Mark Wilson
Mr Mark Young
Mr Martin Barranes
Mr Martin Coombes
Mr Martin Cowan
Mr Martin Cross
Mr Martin Day
Mr Martin Earle
Mr Martin Farndale
Mr Martin Few
Mr Martin Gates
Mr Martin Hone
Mr Martin Jewell
Mr Martin Lambert
Mr Martin Lee-Bapty
Mr Martin Lester
Mr Martin Leusby
Mr Martin McClelland
608

Mr Martin Phelan
Mr Martin Ramsey
Mr Martin Saville
Mr Martin Sones
Mr Martin Watson
Mr Martin Wright
Mr Martyn Judd
Mr Mason King
Mr Matt Dovey
Mr Matt Duffy
Mr Matt Southam
Mr Matthew Brown
Mr Matthew Cambridge
Mr Matthew Donoghue
Mr Matthew Easton
Mr Matthew Hughes
Mr Matthew Ives
Mr Matthew King
Mr Matthew Lambert
Mr Matthew Rix
Mr Matthew Wilkinson
Mr Matthew Young
Mr Maurice Wilson
Mr Max Fell
Mr Menage
Mr Merlin Miller
Mr MG Dovey
Mr Michael Allen
Mr Michael Barber
Mr Michael Bass
Mr Michael Cave
Mr Michael Coe
Mr Michael Cohen
Mr Michael Cole
Mr Michael Coles
Mr Michael Connor
Mr Michael Cromati
Mr Michael Daly
Mr Michael Davies
Mr Michael Firmin
Mr Michael Fookes
Mr Michael Fortescue
Mr Michael Francis
Mr Michael Green
Mr Michael Greensmith
Mr Michael Hartley
609

Mr Michael Lucas
Mr Michael Nottage
Mr Michael Packham
Mr Michael Penny
Mr Michael Rider
Mr Michael Russell
Mr Michael Searle
Mr Michael Thompson
Mr Michael Toller
Mr Michael Whitworth
Mr Michael Wood
Mr Michael Worby
Mr Michael Young
Mr Mick Godfrey
Mr Mik Horn
Mr Mike Bunting
Mr Mike Clark
Mr Mike Ellis
Mr Mike Gay
Mr Mike Goodman
Mr Mike Lancaster
Mr Mike Shaw
Mr Mike Yorwerth
Mr Miles Soppet
Mr Moira Lees
Mr Mumford
Mr Myron Burak
Mr N Bedford
Mr Neal Cavalier-Smith
Mr Neil Davies
Mr Neil Davies
Mr Neil Dolman
Mr Neil Hathaway
Mr Neil Houghton
Mr Neil Maxwell
Mr Neil Shepherd
Mr Neville Fox
Mr Neville Shack
Mr Nic Savage
Mr Nicholas Amey
Mr Nicholas Ball
Mr Nicholas Buckland
Mr Nicholas Clarke
Mr Nicholas Heywood
Mr Nicholas Lees
Mr Nicholas Morris
610

Mr Nick Bloom
Mr Nick Coplowe
Mr Nick De Jongh
Mr Nick Gibson
Mr Nick Hart
Mr Nick Harvey
Mr Nick Hodgson
Mr Nick Jacobs
Mr Nick Lambe
Mr Nick Salisbury
Mr Nick Tilley
Mr Nick Verrall
Mr Nick Wright
Mr Nigel Blake
Mr Nigel Blunden
Mr Nigel Dick
Mr Nigel Giles
Mr Nigel Matthews
Mr Nigel Oxley
Mr Nigel Read
Mr Nigel Smith
Mr Nigel Taylor
Mr Nik Beavins
Mr Nik Crosina
Mr Noel Collett
Mr Norman Alderton
Mr Oliver Britton
Mr Oliver Clarke
Mr Oliver Dowden
Mr Oliver Hitch
Mr Oliver Hodgson
Mr Orlando Morris
Mr P Leopold
Mr Paul Ashwell
Mr Paul Barron
Mr Paul Bates
Mr Paul Bramley
Mr Paul Buckley
Mr Paul Bulley
Mr Paul Carter
Mr Paul Currer
Mr Paul Dakin
Mr Paul Drakes
Mr Paul Dyson
Mr Paul Evenett
Mr Paul Feetham
611

Mr Paul Fletcher
Mr Paul Gandy
Mr Paul Horrocks
Mr Paul Jessop
Mr Paul Knott
Mr Paul Linford
Mr Paul Millac
Mr Paul Mitchell
Mr Paul Murdock
Mr Paul Plail
Mr Paul Sanders
Mr Paul Sands
Mr Paul Singleton
Mr Paul Slater
Mr Paul Trimmer
Mr Paul Wayland
Mr Paul Wheal
Mr Paul Wilby
Mr Paul Wright
Mr Pauli Murphy
Mr Pete Daly
Mr Peter Beck
Mr Peter Benmax
Mr Peter Brand
Mr Peter Chamberlin
Mr Peter Cook
Mr Peter Cotterill
Mr Peter Dace
Mr Peter Day
Mr Peter Denney
Mr Peter Ellis
Mr Peter Evans
Mr Peter Ewer
Mr Peter Gates
Mr Peter Graham
Mr Peter Hall
Mr Peter Harvey
Mr Peter Haughton
Mr Peter Jarvis
Mr Peter Jenkins
Mr Peter Judd
Mr Peter Kynsey
Mr Peter Luxford
Mr Peter Marchant
Mr Peter Morgan-Smith
Mr Peter Newson
612

Mr Peter Oakenfull
Mr Peter Reading
Mr Peter Roake
Mr Peter Robinson
Mr Peter Selwyn
Mr Peter Short
Mr Peter Slade
Mr Peter Sol
Mr Peter Steeden
Mr Peter Steer
Mr Peter Sterling
Mr Peter Tiffany
Mr Peter Turner
Mr Phil Escritt
Mr Philip Elgar
Mr Philip Gaskell
Mr Philip Harley Watkins
Mr Philip Jarvis
Mr Philip Jones
Mr Philip Mickelborough
Mr Philip Nalpanis
Mr Philip Neville
Mr Philip Rough
Mr Phillip Coleman
Mr Phillip Williams
Mr Pieter van Heerden
Mr R L S Butler
Mr R Papworth
Mr R V Buxton
Mr R Whitten
Mr Radu Ciortan
Mr Rahul Doshi
Mr Ralph Baker
Mr Ralph Engelhard
Mr Raphael Merkado
Mr Ravi Jolly
Mr Ray Brewer
Mr Ray Hindlaugh
Mr Ray Pead
Mr Ray Pitchforth
Mr Raymond Brettle
Mr Raymond Green
Mr Raymond Judd
Mr Raymond Munt
Mr Raymond Wren
Mr Redmond Barry
613

Mr Rendall
Mr Renzo Dandrea
Mr Richard Argent
Mr Richard Argyle
Mr Richard Baron
Mr Richard Bennison
Mr Richard Bodek
Mr Richard Brown
Mr Richard Callis
Mr Richard Curant
Mr Richard Emery
Mr Richard Fenge
Mr Richard Field
Mr Richard Foulger
Mr Richard Hancock
Mr Richard Hodgkinson
Mr Richard Howells
Mr Richard Kidd
Mr Richard Lake
Mr Richard Loader
Mr Richard Micklefield
Mr Richard Morgan
Mr Richard Morris
Mr Richard Northen
Mr Richard Scriven
Mr Richard Shone
Mr Richard Simon-Lewis
Mr Richard Stubbs
Mr Richard Tudor
Mr Richard Wald
Mr Richard Walker
Mr Richard Warriner
Mr Richard Wenham
Mr Richard Wheeler
Mr Richard Whitaker
Mr Richie Piper
Mr Ricky Burke
Mr Rob Clarke
Mr Rob Smith
Mr Rob Stichbury
Mr Robert Batey
Mr Robert Brittain
Mr Robert Burgess
Mr Robert Cooper
Mr Robert Darby
Mr Robert Davis
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Mr Robert Edlin
Mr Robert Greenhill
Mr Robert Hellen
Mr Robert Horton
Mr Robert Jackson
Mr Robert Jackson
Mr Robert James Vivash
Mr Robert Johns
Mr Robert Keighley
Mr Robert Legge
Mr Robert Lines
Mr Robert Munro
Mr Robert Nicholls
Mr Robert Padget
Mr Robert Scarlett
Mr Robert Strachan
Mr Robert Stubbs
Mr Robert Vale
Mr Robert Walmsley
Mr Robert Weaver
Mr Robin Loader
Mr Robin Pratt
Mr Robin Russell
Mr Rod Dean
Mr Rodney Brown
Mr Roger Benson
Mr Roger Creed
Mr Roger Deards
Mr Roger Gard
Mr Roger Kimbell
Mr Roger Mills
Mr Roger Murr
Mr Roger Pavitt
Mr Roger Pearson
Mr Roger Stenson
Mr Roger Taylor
Mr Roger Watts
Mr Ron Gammons
Mr Rony Shenouda
Mr Ross King
Mr Ross McKillop
Mr Roy Bowron
Mr Roy Briggs
Mr Roy Sandeman
Mr Russell Sheffield
Mr Ryan Belmont
615

Mr S Morris
Mr S Reed
Mr Sacchin Shah
Mr Sam Zokshe
Mr Samir Shah
Mr Samuel Tucker
Mr Scott Barnard
Mr Scott McNamee
Mr Scott Nichol
Mr Scott Sibuns
Mr Sean Mulvihill
Mr Sean Pearce
Mr Sebastian Canales Rusca
Mr Shatish Gandecha
Mr Shaun Ives
Mr Sheehy
Mr Shir Gandecha
Mr Sid Clark
Mr Sid Paine
Mr Sidney Cox
Mr Sidney Lovatt
Mr Simon Biggs
Mr Simon Boss
Mr Simon Brady
Mr Simon Cayless
Mr Simon Dowler
Mr Simon Firth
Mr Simon Hales
Mr Simon Hampton
Mr Simon Howe
Mr Simon Humphris
Mr Simon Martin
Mr Simon McCutcheon
Mr Simon Shearburn
Mr Simon Stanton
Mr Simon Wener
Mr Simonn Shawyer
Mr Sophia Gibbs
Mr Spink
Mr Stan Cooper
Mr Stan Hughes
Mr Stanley Buckley
Mr Stanley Goff
Mr Stephen Beer
Mr Stephen Brazier
Mr Stephen Carrell
616

Mr Stephen Clark
Mr Stephen Clark
Mr stephen Elliott
Mr Stephen Emery
Mr Stephen Flannery
Mr Stephen Greenwood
Mr Stephen Jenkins
Mr Stephen Noble
Mr Stephen Parker
Mr Stephen Percy
Mr Stephen Petch
Mr Stephen Pollitt
Mr Stephen Reeve
Mr Stephen Rix
Mr Stephen Simon
Mr Stephen Streater
Mr Stephen Young
Mr Stephenson
Mr Steve Geddes
Mr Steve Harvey
Mr Steve Hayes
Mr Steve Hunter
Mr Steve Lovejoy
Mr Steve Luck
Mr Steve Pain
Mr Steve Prime
Mr Steve Rosie
Mr Steve St. Clair
Mr Steve Wasnock
Mr Steven Breslaw
Mr Steven Hoohing
Mr Steven Openshaw
Mr Steven Vickers
Mr Stewart
Mr Stuart Black
Mr Stuart Brennan
Mr Stuart Burrows
Mr Stuart Coe
Mr Stuart Coe
Mr Stuart Cookson
Mr Stuart Dempsey
Mr Stuart Elwick
Mr Stuart Ord
Mr Stuart Spencer
Mr Susan Greenwood
Mr Swan
617

Mr Sydney Smith
Mr Sylvain Bleton
Mr Symon McDowell
Mr T Simon
Mr Ted Frith
Mr Terence Dann
Mr Terry Davis
Mr Terry Holden
Mr Terry Kaby
Mr Thomas Bewick
Mr Thomas Day
Mr Thomas Deas
Mr Thomas French
Mr Thomas Gladwin
Mr Thomas Leaver
Mr Thomas Smith
Mr Tim Comber
Mr Tim Cooper
Mr Tim Dench
Mr Tim Vaughan
Mr Tim Waters
Mr Tim Watson
Mr Timothy Asplin
Mr Timothy Dix
Mr Timothy Mackay
Mr TK Choo
Mr Tom Dale
Mr Tom Fotherby
Mr Tom Hogan
Mr Tom Paul
Mr Tony Formoso
Mr Tony Seneque
Mr Tony Stevens
Mr Tony White
Mr Tony Whitworth
Mr Tony Yarnold
Mr Trevor Adams
Mr Trevor Beadle
Mr Trevor Facey
Mr Trevor Harvey
Mr Trevor Hill
Mr Trevor Jackson
Mr Trevor Loveday
Mr Trevor McConnell
Mr Trevor Miles
Mr Trevor Scammell
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Mr Vernon Pearce
Mr Vesselin Berberov
Mr Vicky Toolan
Mr Victor Allen
Mr Victor Boyle
Mr Victor Challis
Mr Victor Mower
Mr Vikas Monawer
Mr Viktor Smith
Mr Vincent Cunningham
Mr Vincent Davies
Mr Walter Lima
Mr Warren de Wolfe
Mr Will Davis
Mr William Elgar
Mr William Hall
Mr William Ward
Mr Zain Cantel
Mr Zoltan Molnar
Mrs & Mrs Val & Ross Martin
Mrs A Newton-McDonald
Mrs Alice Elder
Mrs Alision Smith
Mrs Alison Asplin
Mrs Alison Care
Mrs Alison Daniels
Mrs Alison Davidson
Mrs Alison Heine
Mrs Alison Phelan
Mrs Alison Richardson
Mrs Alison Schroeder
Mrs Amanda Higgens
Mrs Amanda Sherriff
Mrs Amy Jennings
Mrs Amy Kenton
Mrs Andrea Allgood
Mrs Andrea Litchfield
Mrs Angela Cole
Mrs Angela Ewer
Mrs Angela Farsiani
Mrs Angela Few
Mrs Angela Packer
Mrs Angela Wade
Mrs Ann Berridge
Mrs Ann Curzon
Mrs Ann Fitch
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Mrs Ann Godfrey-Evans
Mrs Ann Padget
Mrs Anna Sharkey
Mrs Anne Marie Neatham
Mrs Anne Nixon
Mrs Annette Musk
Mrs Annie King
Mrs Anthea Denton
Mrs Barbara Charlish
Mrs Belinda Clayton
Mrs Bernadette Hammerson Wood
Mrs Beryl Bluemel
Mrs Bethan Armstrong
Mrs Bev Bev Boss
Mrs Brenda Adcock
Mrs Brenda Lawrence
Mrs Brenda Vale
Mrs Brookfield Brookfield
Mrs C McArdle
Mrs Carol Ellis
Mrs Carol Jane Branigan
Mrs Carol McCarthy
Mrs Carol McIver
Mrs Carol Newman
Mrs Carol Overman
Mrs Carol Ransom
Mrs Carole Batter
Mrs Carolyn Miller
Mrs Catherine Boast
Mrs Catherine Holmes
Mrs Catherine Ternouth
Mrs Cathi Easter
Mrs Cathy Brockman
Mrs Cathy Honey
Mrs Celia Gardner
Mrs Chloe-Anne Fotherby
Mrs Christeen Duffy
Mrs Christine Burrows
Mrs Christine Edwards
Mrs Christine Franklin
Mrs Christine Goodacre
Mrs Christine Price
Mrs Christine Quy
Mrs Christine Smith
Mrs Chryso Campbell-Platt
Mrs Claire Ashby
620

Mrs Claire Johnson
Mrs Claire Parr
Mrs Claire Sales
Mrs Claire Strickland
Mrs Clare Armstrong
Mrs Clare Smale
Mrs Cracknell
Mrs Daphne Dean
Mrs Dari Raskovic
Mrs Davina Malcolm
Mrs Dawn Goodship
mrs Dawn Gould
Mrs Dawn Webb
mrs Debbie morris
Mrs Debra Cummings
Mrs Delsa Cooper
Mrs Denise Dixon
Mrs Denise Himsworth
Mrs Denise Proctor
Mrs Denise Willingham
Mrs Diane Draper
Mrs Diane Fung
Mrs Diane Small
Mrs Diane Small
Mrs Doreen Clark
Mrs Dorothy Cole
Mrs Edna Bennett
Mrs Edna Kemp
Mrs Eileen Pearce
Mrs Elanor Kellie
Mrs Eleanor Drew
Mrs Eleanor Grant
Mrs Elizabeth Grigg
Mrs Elizabeth Hooley
Mrs Elizabeth Rowe
Mrs Elizabeth Satchell
Mrs Emma Ellis
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